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Purpose: To obtain Commission approval for establishing a new

policy and procedure for the advanced review of sites
proposed for eventual construction and operation of a
nuclear power station under present legislativeauthority.

Category: This paper involves a major policy question.

Issue: Should the NRC establish a new policy and procedure for
early site reviews prior to the enactment of proposed
nuclear facility licensing' reform legislation (S. 1717
and H.R. 7002).

Decision
Criteria: 1. The extent to which an early site review policy and

procedure can contribute to enhancing the overall
licensing process.

2. Impact on the review process with respectplants by utilities. to deferred

3. Impact on pending legislation.
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Alternatives: The following alternatives are possible for consideration:
1. Prompt issuance of a policy and procedure document

for early site reviews.

2. Issue nothing in this regard until the proposed
legislation has been enacted or it is evident that
enactment will not occur.

Discussion: With regard to alternative 1:

Pro: (1) Establishes and publicizes an NRC policy and
procedure for early site reviews which will
encourage applications now, thereby accruing
the benefits of the concept of separating site
and plant reviews and approvals earlier than

•would otherwise be possible.

(2) Promotes dialogue with the industry and
States regarding such site reviews to
enhance the development of procedures and
criteria for future applications.

(3) Utilities that have deferred plants in recent
months would be encouraged to proceed with the
staff review and approval of sites. These are
included in the several• early site review
applications anticipated for submittal under
this proposed policy in FY 76 and FY 77.' Total
staff manpower estimated to carry out this
program over the next two years will average
about 20 man-years per year and has been included
in the FY 76 and FY 77 budget requests.

Con: (1) May undercut the incentive for passage of
the proposed legislation since ways must be
provided under present legislative authority
for early approval of sites through the public
hearing stage to attract applicants.

(2) May be difficult to obtain comments from Federal
and State agencies without a more formalized
early site review program that the proposed
legislation would provide.

(3) For those applicants, such as States, with no
plans to submit a CP application, the process
would be limited since it would not include
a hearing and related procedures.
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Recommnendati on:

With regard to Alternative 2:
Pro: (1) This would be a conservative approach

which would not incur the risks and
difficulties identified in Alternative 1.

Con: (1) The licensing concept for early site reviews
would not be advanced as much as in Alternative 1
particularly if the enactment of the proposed
legislation is significantly delayed.

(2) The other advantages identified for Alternative 1
would not be achieved.

That the Commission adopt Alternative 1. A copy of the
policy and procedure statement for early site reviews
is set forth as Attachment A.

Note: The JCAE will be notified and briefed prior to
issuing the policy and procedure statement. Also, to
assure consistency, the policy and procedure statement
will not be issued until the Commission has approved
proposed changes to the regulations which extend the
Early Site Review approach through the public hearing
stage. The latter are being prepared and will be
submitted separately.

This paper has been concurred in by the following offices:Coordination:

Office
Office
Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulationof Standards Development
of the Executive Legal Director

Scheduling: At an early Policy Session.

Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachment:Policy and procedure for early site reviews

Contact: W. P. Haass, RI
Ext. 7581

SECRETARIAT NTE: This paper has been concurred in by the Office of
Congressional Affairs.
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ABSTRACT

This document presents the policy and procedure for NRC review

and approval of early site review applications that are independent

of specific nuclear power station designs. It encompasses the

processing of applications involving complete site information for

both environmental and safety areas as well as those involving only

certain key areas upon which a go/no-go decision may hinge.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

ACRS

AS LB

CP

DS ES

ESR

FSES

NE PA

NRC

Nuclear Power Station

Site-SER

SSP

Standard Design

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Construction Permit

Draft Site Environmental Statement

Early Site Review

Final Site Environmental Statement

National Environmental Policy Act

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One or more nuclear power plants

Site-Safety Evaluation Report

Staff Site Position

Design of a nuclear power-plant, or
major portion thereof, submitted
under the Reference System option
of the standardization policy
(10 CFR Part 50 Appendix N)
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a major part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's continuing

efforts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the licensing

process, a policy and procedure has been developed for the early

review of sites planned for the location of nuclear power stations,

independent, of the specific design and construction features of the

station itself. Such early site reviews, for new nuclear sites as

well as those on which a nuclear power station is already located,

can provide advanced assurance of site acceptability by the NRC

staff for all site considerations or for certain key areas. This

staff report presents a policy and procedure for early site reviews

for use by applicants - utilities, States, governmental agencies, or

other entities - who wish to pursue this initial step leading to the

licensing of a nuclear power station.

To accommodate the variety of applicant needs and siting concerns

that may exist, the early site review policy permits the selection of

either of tbvo approaches. These approaches provide flexibility in the

scope of the review process. The approaches are described as follows:

Early Site Review (ESR): This approach involves the

applicant~s submittal of complete site information, both

ii, the safety area with the review process carried

through the NRC staff and ACRS, and in the
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environmental area with the review process carried through

the NRC staff and other participating NEPA-comwmenting

agencies.

Limited Early Site Reviews (LESR): This approach

involves the submittal of limited site information

related to specific site issues in either or both

the safety and environmental areas with the review

process again carried through the NRC staff and ACRS

for the safety areas, and the NRC staff and participating

NEPA-commenting agencies for environmental areas.

The Early Site Review approach offers advanced assurance of the

acceptability by the staff of limiting values for site parameters and

of environmental analyses performed under NEPA at an early stage in

the design of the nuclear power station. With the exception of

possible new information or other good cause, all site-related

considerations may be completely resolved to the satisfaction of

the NRC staff, ACRS and participating NEPA-commenting agencies in

advance of the submittal of specific nuclear plant design information.

The Limited Early Site Review approach permits applicants to

obtain a staff, ACRS and possibly participating NEPA-commenting

agency evaluation and conclusion regarding one or more particular

site issues important to the siting, design and construction of a

planned nuclear power station. Firm staff decisions on important
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siting issues at an early date should assist applicants in stabilizing
nuclear power station design requirements. The Limited Early Site

Review approach replaces the preliminary, informal type of site

review performed in the past.

To complete the Early Site Review process in its entirety, the

applicant may elect to carry the application through a public hearing

and an ASIB decision followed by a definitive NRC decision. This may

be accomplished for either the complete or limited Early Site Review

application. Under present legislative authority, the complete

processing of an Early Site Review application through the public

hearing phase may only be accomplished in the context of a construction

permit appl i cation.

As an extension of the Early Site Review process, the NRC's

proposed legislation (S. 1717 and H. R. 7002) would allow NRC to

consider site suitability issues in a site permit proceeding that is

entirely separate from the construction permit proceeding. The site

permit proceeding would include public hearinqs when requested by any

person whose interest may be affected. Further, under the proposed

legislation site permit applications could be filed by persons who

have no intention of filing a construction permit application

referencing t~ie site. For example, States could seek a site permit

as a part of energy facility planning efforts.
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II. EARLY SITE REVIEWS

Site reviews performed in accordance with *this policy will be

generally similar to site reviews performed in connection with

construction permit applications; The major differences are the

limited extent to which the review is carried (i.e., no public

hearing or ASLB decision), and the lack of a specific nuclear

power station design. The latter necessitates the identification

and definition of site/station interface design requirements against

which the specific design of the nuclear power station must be

evaluated to demonstrate site/station compatibility* at the CP

application stage. These and other aspects of an early site review

are discussed in this chapter.

A. Review Process

As shown in Figure 1, Early Site Review applications

will be subjected to the same acceptance review and

docketing procedures presently utilized for other types

of applications submitted for staff review. The accepta-

bility of a tendered application will be based on a

comparison of the informational needs as described in

Regulatory Guide 4.Z**.

*For example, see 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 0, paragraph 3.

**Informational needs are given in Regulatory Guide 4.Z, "Preparation
of Early Site Review Reports for Nuclear Power Stations".
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Extent of Review and Approval Process for Early Site Review Applications
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As for other applications for staff review, the receipt
of Early Site Review applications will be noticed in the

Federal Register and commnents from interested persons will

be invited. Documents comprising the application and those

generated during the review will be placed in the Public

Document Room. In addition, a Local Public Document Room

will be established in the vicinity of the site and contain

the same information.

Following docketing of the application, the staff review

will be performed in accordance with present procedures. For

the safety areas, the conclusions of the staff review will be

doc~umented in a Site-Safety Evaluation Report (SSER). The

review will be carried through the ACRS stage with an ACRS

letter report issued and SSER Supplement prepared as appropriate.

For the environmental area, the conclusions of the review will

be documented in a Draft Site Environmental Statement (DSES)

distributed for Federal and State agency review, and a Final

Sit~e Environmental Statement (FSES) incorporating the resulting

comments.

B. Content of Early Site Review Reports

Early Site Review applications must present the necessary

site information in two self-sufficient and separate reports --

one for environmental information entitled "Early Site Review-

Environmental Report" and the other for safety-related

information entitled "Early Site Review - Site Safety Report".
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Guidance regarding the format and content of these reports

is given in Regulatory Guide 4.Z. This guide includes all

the necessary categories of information regarding the

description of a site for a nuclear power station. It

describes the necessary environmental information similar

to that presented in an Environmental Report, and safety-

related site information similar to that presented in a

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. In addition, Regulatory

Guide 4.Z describes the need for interface information which

defines the site-related design limits for the nuclear power

station based on the values of the various parameters

established for the site. With regard to environmental and

meteorological data, 12 months of data must be provided at

the time of tendering.

C. Scheduling Considerations

In general,.Regulatory processing of Early Site Review

applications will be accomplished under a scheduling

arrangement similar to that used for applications for licenses,

except that a lower priority will be assigned. As discussed

in Section A of this chapter and as shown in Figure 1, the

major processing steps are the same as for other applications.

However, the review areas involved are restricted to those

concerned with siting considerations only.
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It is anticipated that in the majority of cases the

submittal and completion of NRC processing of Early Site

Review applications will precede the submittal of a CP

application utilizing the site. Other equally acceptable

scheduling relationships between the Early Site Review

applications and the CP application could involve both

reviews underway in parallel. The site review application

would be concerned with qualifying the site for a greater

number of nuclear power plants than is specified by the CP

application. However, the granting of a CP cannot precede

the completion of that portion of the site review and approval

process for the number of nuclear plants specified in the CP

application.

D. Mode of Approval

For Early Site Review applications successfully carried

through the staff, ACRS, and Federal and State agency review

process, a Staff Site Position (SSP), issued by the NRC staff,

will be granted. An SSP will consist of a letter to the

applicant specifying the acceptability or unacceptability to

the staff of the site for eventual, location of a nuclear power

station, and the acceptability or unacceptability to the staff

of the site parameters for the design of the nuclear power

station established during the review. It would reference the
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original application including the Environmental and Site

Safety Reports and would state any conditions imposed on

the staff's acceptability of the site, including the need

tc modify any aspects of acceptability based on significant

new information which substantially affects the earlier

determination or other good cause. At the time the site

is used in a CP application, the review process for the

site would be continued within the context of the CP review

in a public hearing by an ASLB, followed by an NRC decision.

E. Tenure of Approval

For Early Site Review applications, the Staff Site Position

(SSP) granted would have a tenure of about five years unless

significant new considerations or significalt new data arose.

During this period, defined as the interval between issuance•

of the SSP and tendering of a CP application that uses the

site, the site could be used in CP applications without staff

and ACRS re-review under the conditions specified in the SSP

documentation discussed above and except for an updating

review to determine the significance of new data and

requirements. If the site were not utilized in CP applications

within the five year period, it would be subjected to a

"qulalification review" performed by the NRC staff at the time

of its use. The "qualification review" involves a determination
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of the applicability of any new NRC considerations and
requirements or new applicant data that may have arisen

since the issuance of the SSP. The site aspects affected

by the results of the "qualification review" would be

reviewed again. Those areas that are unaffected would not

be reviewed again. It is the applicant's responsibility to

request the NRC staff to perform a timely "qualification

review" in accordance with schedule needs.

In the event of the need to provide updating information

that may affect the basis upon which the original conclusions

were drawn, the applicant must submit supplemental information

to update the Environmental Report and the Site Safety Report.

If no updating is required, the applicant must so certify,

including the bases (subject to staff review), at the time of

site utilization in a CP application.

Examples of site review considerations that may require

updating at the time of site use in a CP application include

need for power, source of power, cost-benefit analysis, and

population density. For purposes of accomplishing the

environmental review under NEPA and determining site

acceptability regarding safety considerations at an early

stage, it will be necessary to provide projections for some

of the site considerations. The validity of these projections
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must then be confirmed at the time of site use. Depending upon

the extent and direction of departure from these projections,

re-review may be necessary.
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III. LIMITED EARLY SITE REVIEWS

Limited Early Site Reviews performed under this policy will

permit an applicant to obtain NRC staff and, as appropriate, ACRS

and participating NEPA-commenting agency review and evaluation of

selected site considerations that are determined to be important for

a go/no-go decision regarding site acceptability, or for which an

early decision is necessary with respect to site selection or

advanced design efforts for a nuclear power station. The selected

site considerations may be in the safety and/or environmental areas,

and must qualify as considerations warranting an early and separate

review, including whether conducting such a review would tend to

foreclose later evaluation of alternate sites.

The NRC staff position associated with a Limited-ESR application

must necessarily be confined to the particular site considerations

addressed, and for the environmental area, it cannot encompass full

NEPA review unless all NEPA considerations are addressed in order

to perform the required balancing determination.

A. Review Process

As shown in Figure 1, Limited-ESR applications will be

subjected to the same docketing and review procedures as

Early Site Review applications. With regard to the

acceptability of a tendered Limited-ESR application, the
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staff will make a comparison of the informational needs as
described in Regulatory Guide 4.Z for the scope of the site

considerations addressed, with the information provided in

the Limited Early Site Review report(s)*. As for Early Site

Review applications, the receipt of a Limited-ESR application

wifl be noticed in the Federal Register and comments from

interested persons will be invited. Documents comprising the

application and those generated during the review will be

placed in the Public Document Room. In addition, a Local

Public Document Room will be established in the vicinity

of the site and contain the same information.

With regard to the conclusions of the review, a Staff

Report - Safety Considerations will be prepared for safety

areas of review, and a Staff Report - Environmental

Considerations** will be prepared for environmental areas

of review. The latter will be distributed to appropriate

Federal and State agencies for review.

*Limited Early Site Review-Environmental Report for environmental
information, and/or Limited Early Site Review-Site Safety Report
for safety-related information.

**For Limited-ESR applications involving complete NEPA review,
the staff will issue a DSES and an FSES.
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B. Content of Limited Early Site Review Reports
Similar to Early Site Review applications, Limited-ESR

applications must also include a Limited Early Site Review

report(s). As discussed in the previous section, the scope

of the subject matter addressed may necessitate, two separate

and self-sufficient reports -- one for environmental

information and the other for safety information. The

subject matter should be addressed completely in accordance

with the appropriate portions of Regulatory Guide 4.Z to

permit a conclusion to be drawn in the form of a staff

report(s) as discussed in Part A of this section. With

regard to the environmental area, site considerations selected

for submittal in a Limited ESR application must be isolable

considerations for which independent conclusions can be drawn

(e.g., it is not possible to draw a final conclusion on some

site considerations, on a separate basis, directly involved in

the cost-benefit analysis under NEPA since that analysis also

depends on many other site considerations).

C. Scheduling Considerations

The NRC processing of Limited-ESR applications will be

accomplished under a scheduling arrangement determined by

the. scope of the review requested and, therefore, decided on

a case-by-case basis. The major processing steps are the

same as those for Early Site Review applications, as shown

in Figure 1.
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Relative to the CP application that uses the site, a
Limnited-ESR application, in order to qualify as such, must

be submitted more than six months prior to the submittal of

the CP application and will be docketed separately. Special

provisions* have previously been made for the submittal of

an Environmental Report as much as six months prior to the

PSAR for a CP application.

D. Mode of Approval

NRC staff approval of the particular aspects of a site

proposed far subsequent location of a nuclear power station

will consist of a letter to the applicant summarizing the

conclusions of the staff, ACRS (as applicable), and

participating NEPA-commenting agency (as applicable)

reviews including the specific areas of acceptability,

limits established for the design of the nuclear power

station, and any other necessary qualifications. The Staff

Report-Safety Considerations and supplements (including the

ACRS letter report) and/or the Staff Report-Environmental

Considerations (including participating NEPA-commienting

agency comments) become a portion of the approval

documentation. At the time the site is used in a CP

application, the review process for these site aspects

would be continued within the context of the CP review in

a public hearing by an ASLB, followed by an NRC decision.

*10 CFR part 2.101 (a)
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E. Tenure of Approval
A Limited-SSP will have a tenure of approval of about

five years, the same as an SSP for an Early Site Review

application, unless significant new considerations or

significant new data arise. As for an SSP, the conclusions

given in the Limited-SSP could be utilized in CP applications

using the site without re-review by the staff for the five

year period. If the site were not utilized in a CP

application within the five year period, the prior

conclusion would be subjected to a "qualification

review" at the time of its use in a manner identical to

that for Early Site Review approvals. It is the applicant's

responsibility to request the NRC staff to perform a

timely "qualification review" in accordance with schedule

needs.

In the event of the need to provide updating information

that may affect the basis upon which the original conclusions

were drawn, the applicant must submit supplemental information

to update the Environmental Report and/or Site Safety Report

for staff review. If no updating is required, the applicant

must so state, including the bases (subject to staff review),

at the time of site utilization in a CP application.
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IV. PUBLIC HEARING ASPECTS

As a further step toward stabilizing site-related desiqn

requirements for the planned nuclear power station at an early

stage, an Early Site Review application may be processed through

the public hearing phase as an early part of the CP review process

at the discretion of the applicant. The site would then be

established as a pre-approved site. The process would involve a

public hearing conducted by an ASLB, an Initial Decision by the

ASLB, and a Final Decision by the NRC. A site for a nuclear power

station that has progressed to this point can be utilized later in the

CP review without the need for additional review or public hearings

unless significant new information which substantially affects the

earlier determination has arisen or other good cause.

As stated in Section 1 of this document, only those Early Site

Review applications submitted in the context of a CP application may

be carried through the public hearing phase. The NRC's proposed

legislation would allow consideration of site suitability issues

in a site permit proceeding that is entirely separate from the

construction permit proceeding. The site permit proceeding would

include public hearings when requested by any person whose interest

may be affected. Further, under the proposed legislation site permit
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applications could be filed by persons who have no intention of filing

a construction permit application referencing the site. For example,

States could seek a permit as a part of energy facility planning

efforts.
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proposed statement providing further definition of
the standardization program arnd reaffirming the
Commission's support of standardization.

This paper covers a major policy matter.

The initial Commiss ion statement on standardization
of nuclear power plants was issued in April 1972.
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replication would be acceptable as a transitional
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492-7373,
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ENCSLOSRE 1 •:

STATEMENT ON

STANDAR~DIZATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS-•

• F -h

The initial Commission policy statement on standardization of nuclear !.
power plants was issued in April 1972. In March 1973, the Commission '
announced the staff's readiness to implement the standardization po1licy '
utilizing three distinct concepts; namely, the manufacturing l icense j .•
concept, the duplicate plant concept, and the reference system concept. •
In August 1974, the Commission announced that the concept of replication.•
would be acceptable as a transitional step toward standardization. •
Currently, available guidance on standardization is contained inp
WASH-1341, "Programmatic Information for the Licensing of Standardized•':.

*Nuclear Plants," dated August 1974, and supplementary documents. .

*The record shows that the standardization program has 15rogressed in [-
a meaningful way. However, it has been more than four years since •"
its implementation and, on the basis of a report on standardization
prepared by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,I_/ certain changes
and additional definition of the program are warranted as a consequence •

*of the experience gained since the inception of the program.; Specifically
the following actions are being taken: •

1. The replication concept was developed to serve during the tran-
sistion phase of standardization and we continue to believe it
can play a useful role in that regard. The concept has been
utilized 4.n three construction applications for a total of six
units but it has not been used to the extent expected and its
need appears to be d'iminishing. The replication concept has
been acceptable and no changes in the definition or use of the
concept will be made at this time. However, we continue to "
expect that this concept will eventually be discontinued and we
will evaluate this concept further in the future to determine when
this should be accomplished.

2. The duplicate plant concept of standardization has been utilized
in eight construction permit applications for a total of fifteen
units. The iexperienlce has been favorable and no changes in the
definition or use of this concept appear to be needed.

3. The manufacturing license concept of standardization has been
utilized in one application for eight floating nuclear plants.
No changes in the definition or use of this concept appear to
be needed at this time.

2/ Copies may be obtained from the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555.
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4. The reference design concept of standardization is the most
widely used of the concepts. Seventeen design approval appli-
cat ions have been accepted for review and ten have been approved
to date. The present guidance was mainly directed to the pre-
liminary design approval phase and has been shown to be effective.
However, the staff is proceeding with a program to provide further
needed definition to the concept with respect to the final design
approval phase. Two alternative final design approvals are
contemplated:

(1) A final design approval (Alternate 1), designated FDA/I,
which will be:

(a) Based on thie preliminary design on which the preliminary
design approval (PDA) was based except for those necessary
changes incident to the applicant converting the prelimi-
nary to a final design.

(b) Subject to the regulatory guides in effect as of the
time the staff positions were issued in connection
with the review of the PDA. However, this cutoff date
will not apply in the case of new significant safety
issues.

"(c) Acceptable for referencing by operating license appli-

cants who have previously referenced the PDA on which
the FDA/I is based, and remain in effect until those
referencing applications have resulted in receipt of
operating licenses or have been disqualified for good
cause as reference applications. An FDA/I may not be
referenced by construction permit applicants, after the
PDA on which it was based has expired.

(2) A final design approval (Alternate 2), designated FDPV2,-.'

which will be:

(a) Based on the preliminary design on which the PDA was
based except that the applicant may make a limited
number of changes which it considers to be desirable.

(b) Subject to all regulatory guides in• effect' at the time
the FDA/2 application is accepted for docketing.

(c) Acceptable for referencing by applicants for combined
construction permits and final design approvals for
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purposes of issuance of operating 1licenses 2/from the
time of docketing until five years after issuance of the i
FDA/2. ,

(d) Acceptable for referencing by applicants for operating
licenses who have previously referenced the PDA on which •
it is based, and have confirmed their designs to the design
for which the FDA/2 has been issued.

We believe that standardization of nuclear power plants continues to
be in the interest of public health and safety and we reaffirm our strong i

support for its use within the Commission's regulatory activities. It i
should continue to be recognized that the full benefits of standardization
can only be realized if strong management discipline is rigorously main-
tained, to enforce the p~rinciples on which it is founded, both within
the Commission's staff and within the staffs, of the involved industry !
organizations.

The staff would appreciate receiving comments and suggestions within
sixty days on the matters discussed herein, and on other matters that
might be considered in order to provide further needed definition to
the Commission's standardization program. After review of such commnents,;_
the further de~finition will be published in a revision to WASH-1341. "'
Comments should be sent to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555. !,;

Z/ Under 10 CFR Sections 2.105(c), 50.35 Note, and 50.52, the Commission
may issue a combined construction permit and final design approval
for purposes of issuance of an operating license. Leg islat ion to
specifically authorize issuance of combined construction permits

9tand operatingcogeslicenses has been proposed by the Commission in the •!
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NRC STAFF REAFFIRMS COMMITMENT •:
10O STANDARDIZED POWER REACTOR DESIGNS /

The Nuclear Regulatory Coinunission's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatio)n [
has further confirmed its comimitment to the standardization of nuclear '
power reactor designs in a statement issued today. The statement is o
based on a new document, "Report on Standardization by the Office of i•
Nuclear Reactor Regulation." °"

The statement provides new guidance for use by the industry by describing
two mechanisms for obtaining final design approvals (FDAs) for the
reference design concept 6f standardization--one of four' options available..

Under the reference desilgn concept, first announced in Marc~h 1973, an
entire nuclear power plant design or major fractions of it can be reviewed
as a standard design to be used in more than one application to build o
such a facility. :

To date, this has been the most widely used of the four, standardized
design 'concepts, Seventeen design approval applications have been
accepted for review and ten of these have received preliminary design
approvals (PDAs).

The statement also discusses the three other standardization options;
these options are:

The duplicate plant concept: Under this option, if a utility, or group
of utilities, plans to build a limited number of duplicate plants within
a limited time span€ the NRC staff simultaneously reviews the safety
related aspects of all of theplants. Since March 1973, applications
to build fifteen power reactors have been filed under this option.

A license to manufacture: This involves a standardized reactor design
and an envelope of assumed site conditions for a specified number of
plants to be manufactured at a location which is different from the
location where the plant eventually would be operated. "One appli-
cation has been received to build eight floating nuclear power plants
under this option'.
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Replication: This option which was developed and announced in August
1974 to serve duri~ng •he transition phase to standardized designs.
This involves replication of' plants for which the NRC staff completed
initial safety reviews after January 1, 1974. This concept has not been
used to the ektent expected-three applications to construct six power
reactors have been reviewed--and its use appears, to be diminishing.
HoweVer,.the option still will be available until an evaluation is
completed--at some future date--as to when it should be discontinued.

A copy of the statement is attached, Single copies of the "Report on
Standardization by thie Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation" may be
obtained by.writing to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555.
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I * INTEODUCTION

The initial Col~uission policy statement on standardization of nuclear
power plants was issued in April 1972. In March 1973, the Commission
announced the staff's readiness to implement the standardization policy
utilizing three distinct concepts; namely, the manufacturing license
concept, the duplicate plant concept, and the reference system concept.
1n August 1974, the Commission announced that the replication concept
would b• acceptable as a transitional step toward standardization.

Since the Standardization policy was announced:

(11 we have received seventeen applications for preliminary design
approvals under the reference system concept. One was subsequently
withdrawn. Another, involving a gas cooled reactor, has been

* essentially suspended at the request of the applicant. We have
issued ten preliminary design approvals for reference system
designs to date, and expect to reach a decision on three others•
this year, and the remaining two in 1978.

(2) We have received ten construction permit applications, for a
total of twenty-five units, referencing five of the fifteen
reference system designs. We have issued construction permits
for five of the units, and expect to reach decisions on permits
for sixteen others this year, and the remaining four in 1978.

(3)' We have received one application for a manufacturing license for
eight floating nuclear plants. We expect to reach a decision on
issuance of the manufacturing license late this year or next year.

*(4) We have received eight applications for construction permits, for
a total of fifteen units, under the duplicate plant concept. Two
of the applications, for a total of six units, also reference an
approved reference system design. We have issued construction
permits for .six of the units, and expect to reach decisions on, the
remaining nine units this year. "

(5) We have received three applications for construction permits, for -
Stotal of six units, under the replication concept. We expect ••

to reach a decision on construction permits for four of the units
this year, and for the remaining two units in 1978.."

TIhe record demonstrates that the standardization program has progressed
in a meaningful way. However, because it is more than five years since .
its inception and more than four years since its initial implementation, L
we reviewed the program to determine what further definition and s•upport

*of the program is needed on the basis of our accumulated experience. o,
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II. RESULTS OF ASSESSMENT

Our assessment of the standardization program concentrated on two ~
principal areas; that is, whether the existing guidance and incentives
offered by the standardization program are adequate, at both the con-
struction permit stage and the operating license stage of the nuclear
power plant 1licensing process,.i

Guidance and incentives for the Construction Permit Stage

Lepl ication i~

The replication concep~t w~s conceived to serve primarily during the
transition phase from custom plant applications to applications based
on reference system designs. When the replication policy was announced
in August 1974, it was expected that the replication concept would
have the greatest impact of all the standardization concepts during
the following several years. However, only three "replicate" appli-
cations have been submnitted. All three applications have replicated
base plants that in turn referenced the Westinghouse RESAR-3 nuclear
steam supply system design which was not reviewed in the context of
the Conunission's standardization program (although it was a precursor
to that program).

Although the replication concept has not been widely used by industry,
we believe that is a result of the depressed market situation and of
the utilities' desire to use the newer plant designs which are available
only in the reference system concept. The safety review for the first /

* replicate plant was completed in twenty-eight months and the safety
review for 'the second replicate plant should be completed in about
eighteen months. The third replicate plant was docketed in the latter'1

* part of 1976 and is in review. -_

The replicate plant concept has been acceptable and we believe that
no further definition is n~eded for the concept at the construction
permit stage of review. We continue to view the replication concept
as an interim approach to standardization and expect that this concept
will be discontinued in the future. We will continue to evaluate the
need for this concept as part of the standardization program.

Duplication

The duplicate plant qonc~pt has been used in three instances. In the
first instance, a single utility used it for two dual-unit plants, two
units located at one site and the other units at a second site. The'
safety review was completed in about twenty-five months and construction
permits issued about two months later. In the second instance, four
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applicants participated in the SNUPPS program and developed a duplicate l.
plant design for use on three of the applications for single-unit •"
plants and on the fourth application for a dual-unit plant. The ',
safety review for the SNUPPS design was completed in nineteen months •:
and the construction permits for the dual-unit plant were issued about i

three months later; decisions on the other permits are expected this ••-
year after delays related to need .for power, financial, or environmental ;
considerations. The third instance was similar to the first except that
it involved two 3-unit plants. The safety review is nearing completion
after three years; the delay was mainly due to a delay in the need for •?:
the plants. 7
The dupl~icate plant concept experience has been favorable. The staff •".
has had no real difficulties with it and the users have expressed
satisfaction, with the concept. We believe that no further definition •s
is needed for the concept at the construction permit stage and it can •.
be used as it has been in the past. .•

Reference System "'¢

The reference system concept has been the most widely used of the ,
standardization concepts. We have issued preliminary design approvals ,
for two General Electric, two Westinghouse, and one Combustion Engineering_.•:
nuclear steam supply system designs, and we expect to reach decisions /
on preliminary design approvals for a Babcock & Wilcox aind a third
Westinghouse nuclear steam supply system design within the next year. ••
We have also issued preliminary design approvals for a C F Braun tur- .
bine island design, a General Electric nuclear island design, and three
Stone & webster balance-of-plant designs. We expect to reach decisions.;
on a F~luor-Pioneer, a Gibbs & Hill, and one additional Stone & Webster .
balance-of-plant design in the next one and one-half years. I

To date-, the safety review has been completed for only four of the fr
referencing construction permit applications. The times to complete ••.
these reviews have been sixteen, eighteen, twenty-three, and. twenty- •
nine months, respectively. '

We. believe the guidance established for the reference system concept •'.- .
has been demonstrated to be. sufficient for both the preliminary design ••.
approval stage of review and for its use for construction permit i
appl ications. .

Guidance and Incentives for the Operating License Stage •.
Replication i, -

It is the staff's intent to permit the replication process to be used
through the c ompl~tion of the operating license review for the base plant.
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For such applications, any design or other changes deemed necessary forothe base plant as a result of its operating license review will be applied
to the replicate plant. There has been no experience to date with repli-
cate plants at the operating license stage but no additional guidance

.would appear' to be necessary at this time.

Dupl icat ion

It is the staff's intent to permit use of the duplication process through
the completion of the operating license review for the units involved.
For such applications, any design or other changes deemed necessary as
a result of the operating license review will be applicable to all of
the duplicate units. There has been no experience to date with du~plicate
plants at the operating licen~se stage but no additional guidance would
appear necessary at this time.

Reference System

The guidance established for the reference system concept has been
demonstrated to be suffic'ient for preliminary design approval purposes.
However, the General Electric Company and Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
have recently indicated the need for further definition on (a) how
the length of time that a preliminary design approval can be referenced
by an applicant for a construction permit could be extended (without
the need for the staff to update the review) or, alternatively, the
means by Which a new standard, design could be made available for
referencing pending completion of the staff review, and, (b) the ,,
possible uses and period of effectiveness of ,a final design approval.

These two organizations would be expected to be the first to raise
these post-PDA questions since their approved designs are the only
ones referenced in more than one construction permit application.
If a PDA has not been referenced in an application, it is unlikely °
that the PDA-holder would develop the final design with its own funds"'-.
and without the essential exchange of information between major design
participants that occurs when a construction permit is issued for a ;
plant incorporating one or more approved standard preliminary designs. V•
On the other hand, if a PDA has been referenced in several applications •o
which have led to construction permits, the final design will need to
be developed for such plants and the value of an FDA~, which can be i
referenced for all such plants, is evident. However, if a PDA has been .
referenced in only one or two applications, the worth of an FDA is open "
to question unless the FDA also could be referenced in new construction
permit applications aft~er the expiration of the associated PDA. .

1 t4.4
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10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 0, addresses standard reference design appli- .¢
cations but does not provide guidance of the type being sought. -
WASH-1341, "'Programmnatic Information for the Licensing of Standardized•
Nuclear Power Plants," issued in August 1974 provides guidance in
addition to that provided in Appendix 0. However, WASH-1341 was issued
at the onset of standardization and, as might be expected, the guidance
provided was neither complete nor consistent with the needs of the
programs that subsequently developed. We believe that further definition
is needed with respect to:

(1) The period of effectiveness of an FDA during which it may be
referenced in applipable operating license applications.

(2) The period of tim¶• durin9 which an FDA application and an FDA
itself may be referenced in construction permit applications.

(3) Issuance of an FDA (without the need for a PDA) for an updated
version of an earlier design for which a prior PDA or FDA had
been issued.

(4) Definition of the cutoff 'date for new regulatory guides to be4
applied to the plant design.

We believe that without such further definition, the reference system
design concept will be used in only a limited fashion at the operating
license stage of review. Sections III and IV of this report provide :
this definition and describe two alternate approaches for final design
approvals which we presently plan to incorporate into the standardi-
zation program. The use and basis for developitent of these two alternate
final design approvals is discussed in those sections.

The Final Design Approval (Alternate 1), hereinafter identified as FDA/l,
is currently described in WASH-1341. The general guidelines for use of
an FDP/I given in WASH-1341 would remain essentially valid. However,
it is important that these guidelines be amplified to some extent and
be more precisely defined at this time, as discussed in Section Il of
this report. The guidelines of interest offered by WASH-1341 for the
FDA/I are as follows:

The final review stage for a standard design is analogous
to the normal operating license stage of review. When the
applicant has prepared final design information, a final i
SSAR is submitted by amendment for staff review. At the
conclusion of the review, a final design approval (FDA),
rather than an operating license is granted. The FDA should
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remain valid for a fixed period of time, at least five}.i•
years, during which time no rereview of the design should
be necessary other than to account for the potential areas •
of rereview resulting from safety considerations.

Based on our review of the FDA/I concept, we currently plan to incor-
porate the following clarifications to the policy delineated in WASHl-1341 ••
for FDAs.:,,

(1) The final design presented by the applicant in the SSAR application ,
for an FDA/I should be based on the preliminary design on which -.
the PDA was based, except for those necessary changes which occur •

* incident to the applicant converting a preliminary to a final design. °•

(2) The cutoff date *for new regulatory guides for the FDA/I should •
be the cutoff date used for the PDA on which the FDA/I is based. •,'
However, this cutoff date will not apply in the case of significant
new safety issues. •;

(3) The FDA/I should be referenced by only those applications which ••
have referenced the PDA on which the FDA/I is based and should
remain in effect until those referencing applications have /;
resulted in receipt of an operating license or are disqualified
as reference applications for good cause.* An FDA/I may not be. •,
referenced by new construction permit applicants. ••

IV. FINAL DESIGN- APPROVAL .(ALTERNATE 2) /

In assessing the final design area of the standardization program for ?
the reference system concept, we believe there is a need for a second -
type of FDA. We have designated this type of FDA as a Final Design ••
Approval (Alternate 2), hereinafter referred to as FDA/2.

As described in the previous section, the FDA/I is intended to be used•°

only by those applicants referencing the PDA on which the FDA/I is based. °
Using this concept, there will be approximately a three-year period
during which a utility can reference an initial PDA and thus be able
to take advantage of the FDA/I. We see the FDA/i as playing an important
but limited role in standardization in that it cannot be referenced in
new construction permit applications. Since the ultimate product in the
reference system concept or standardization should be an approved and -

current final design which can be referenced at both the preliminary
and final design stages, we believe there is a strong incentive for
industry and the staff to proceed to the FDA/2. In establishing the
guidelines for the FDA/2, we have attempted to effectively, balance the
needs for reviewing applications to the most recent regulatory require-
ments against the needs of industry of having the proper incentives to*
inivest their efforts in applications for an FDA/2.
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Based on our review of the FDA/2 concept, we currently plan to estab-
lish the following guidelines for the FDA/2:

(1) The final design presented by the applicant in the SSAR appli-
cation for an FDA/2 should be based on the preliminary design
on which the PDA was based, except that the applicant may make
a limited number of design changes which it considers to be
desirable.

(2) The FDA/2 should be subject to all regulatory guides in effect
as of the date that the FDA/2 application is docketed. However,
this cutoff date should not apply in the case of significant new
safety iqsues.

(3) The FDA/2 may be referenced by applicants for construction per-
mnits and final design approval for purposes of issuance of oper-
ating licenses1 !- from the time the FDA/2 is accepted for docketing
until five years after the FDA4/2 is issued. "

(4) The FDMA2 may be referenced at the operating license stage by all
construction permit licensees who previously referenced the PDA
on which the FDA/2 is based.

(5). The FDA/2 should remain in effect until those referencing appli-.-
cations have received an operating license or are otherwise dis- .
qualified for good cause as reference applications. •

In establishing the cutoff date for regulatory guides, we considered"
the need for establishing these requirements at an early date as well .
as limiting the interval between the cutoff date and the last combined
construction permit and operating license issued under the FDI/2. We
also considered the need for consistency with other forms of standardi-
zation, particularly the manufacturing license concept. We believe
that using the docketing date as the cutoff date for FDA/2 applications
is desirable and will prevent unnecessary changes in guidelines during
the staff review. We established the limiting date of five years after
issuance of the FDA/2 for applicants to reference the FDA/2 in con-
struction permit apoplications to assure that the intervals between the
regulatory guide cutoff date and the last construction permit and oper-
ating license are reasonable.

I/ Under 10 CFR Sections 2.105(c), 50.35 Note, and 50.52, the Commission
may issue a combined construction permit and final design approval
for purposes of issuance of an operating license. Legislation to
specifically authorize issuance of combined construction permits
and operating licenses has been proposed by the Commission in the
94th Congress.
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In siummary, we believe the new FDA/2 will permit applicants to make
maximum use of both existing and future FDAs in both construction
permit and operating license applications and to advance toward the
goal of a single review by the staff of a facility application.

V. MANUFACTURING LICENSE CONCEPT

The manufacturing l.icense concept has been used only by Offshore
Power Systems in its application for a license to manu~facture eight
floating nuclear plants. The application was submnitted in July 1973
and a licensing decision on this application is expected within about
a year. No changes in the definition or use of this concept appear•

to beneedd atthistime

V
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ADDENDUM TO SECY-75-391 WHICH ADDRESSED "EARLY SITE REVIEWSFOR PLANNED NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS"

To provide supplementary information to SECY-75-39l as a
result of questions rai~sed during the Commissioners'
briefing held on August 6, 1975• and to provide a draft
press release.

Discussion; At an NRC Commissioner briefing on "Early Site Reviews for
Planned Nuclear Power Stations" held on August 6, 1975,
several issues were raised for which additional information
was requested. The additional information may be summarized
as follows:

* The proposed early site review process is authorized by

existing law. ,

o Proposed changes to current practice serve primarly to
formalize and publicize the early site review process
and therefore provide encouragement to industry to
submit such applications.

o The proposed legislative changes are compatible with the

proposed process and will serve to extend its usefulness.

o The proposed early site review process will complement
early design reviews already proceeding under standardization.

Each issue is listed below with the accompanying additional
information.

1. More detailed discussion of advantages over the
present system.

Response: Relative to the present system for conducting the
advanced review of sites, the proposed policy and procedure
statement, in conjunction with appropriate changes to the
Regulations, assures a formalized method for processing such
reviews and may be used to determine final conclusions.

Y Session 75-43 .5
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Further, it publicizes an NRC policy for both complete and
limited early site reviews that should provide encouragement
to industry for the submittal of such applications. This is
oF particular value at the present time when several utilities
have delayed or cancelled their applications for CP's with
detailed site information already available.

For comparison purposes, the proposed system for handling
such early site reviews differs from the present system in
the following specific ways:

a. The staff will perform all complete and limited
early site reviews on a formal basis. This means
that the applicant must provide complete information
for the intended scope of the application. The staff
will review this information for acceptability and
issue a formal report(s) presenting its conclusions.
For an application involving site safety matters, the
application will be reviewed by the ACRS with attendant
ACRS letter report issued. For an application involving
environmental matters, a formal report will also be
issued. This will result in the issuance of a Staff
Site Position (SSP). This early site review can be
performed for site environmental and safety consider-
ations from a single issue up to and including the
complete site review, at the discretion of the applicant.
Under the present system, most early site reviews were
of an informal nature with no firm conclusion drawn by
the staff. Very few were carried through the SER
issuance and ACRS review stages. As a result, the
issue (or issues) was re-reviewed in the context of
the CP application causing inefficiencies in the
licensing process.

b. Additional guidance will be made available (Regulatory
Guide 4.Z) for use in preparing early site review
applications that will permit the clear separation of
site review matters from nuclear plant design matters.
This guidance was not available, nor was it necessary,
under the present system since such site reviews
conducted to date always involved only one or two
considerations; none involved all site considerations.

c. The processing of an early site review application
received from a bonafide CP applicant can be carried
through a public hearing and the issuance of an NRC
final decision. This will permit a final conclusion
to be drawn regarding the site consideration tendered,
with no need to re-review these matters even in a
public hearing. This has not been done under the
present system.
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With these proposed improvements for the processing ofearly site review applications, the staff believes that
the previously experienced delays in the design, licensing,
construction, and initiation of operation of nuclear
power plants, caused by uncertainty or changes in the values
of site parameters, can largely be eliminated.

2. The effect on and relationship to proposed legislation.

Response: With regard to early site reviews, the proposed
legislation is intended to expand the usefulness of this
approach to licensing by permitting such reviews to be
conducted, through the public hearing and NRC final decision
phases, outside the context of a CP application. Therefore,
any applicant, utilities as well as States and other entities,
will be permitted to participate, thereby encouraging an even
greater degree of advanced planning for the design, construction,
and operation of nuclear power plants. Under present legislative
authority, any person, including States and other entities, may
tender an application for an early site review, but those
interested in pursuing the review through a public hearing and
an NRC final decision must be bonafide CP applicants (i.e.,
those who can be responsible for construction and operation of
a nuclear plant). Only utilities, public and private, qualify;
States and other entities do not.

3. *More detail on how the'need for power"would be
handled.

Re•p1~ : As indicated on page 10 of the proposed policy and
proceoure statement, "need for power" has been identified as
a site review consideration that may require updating at the time
of site use in a CP application because of the significant
variation that may occur in this parameter with time. In an early
site review application, the staff expects the applicant to
present an electrical power demand projection over a period of
time that would encompass the submittal date for the plant design
information. The projection presented would indicate the time
frame during which an additional nuclear power plant must be made
operational. At the time of submittal of the CP application,
the applicant must verify by means of an updated power demand
projection that indeed there is now a true need for power
generation and that the processing of the CP application should
go forward.

4. Explanation of, and linkage to, an extension of
the concept to early design review - even through
Licensing Boards, i.e., Standardization
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Response: More than two years ago, a program, for thestandardization of nuclear power plants was initiated by
thle then AEC and that program is continuing and gathering
inlcreased momentum under the NRC. This program does involve
the early review of nuclear plant designs and major portions
thereof (i. e., designs for nuclear steam supply systems, and
balance-of-plant) for referencing by utilities in their
a~plications for licenses. The CP review process for these
utility applications while reduced significantly in scope by
the use of preapproved standard designs, is still controlled
in duration by the review that must be performed for the site.
The proposed program for conducting early site reviews on a
formalized basis" is intended to fill this need, thereby
providing the opportunity for utilities to reference preapproved
sites as well as plant designs in CP applications. As stated
previously, the early site review application may be carried
through the ASLB hearing stage with the issuance of a final
decision by the NRC. The identical steps may be taken for
standard designs under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix 0. Therefore, all major portions of a nuclear power
Flant design - NSSS, BOP and site - can be preapproved through
a final NRC decision. The only remaining areas of review at
t~he time of the docketing of a CP application are those
associated with utility-specific and site-specific areas, and
a. verification that the plant design selected is compatible with
the design parameters associated with the site. With this
combination, the NRC staff expects to achieve a significant
reduction (i.e., as much as a year for a well prepared application
and an uncontested proceeding) in the schedule time for
•issuance of a CP and an LWA. It should be noted that appropriate
changes have already been incorporated in 10 CFR Part 50.33a
"Information required for antitrust review" to require the
submittal of antitrust information at least nine months but no
more than thirty-six months in advance of a CP application.
rhe antitrust review need not be pacing, therefore, for the
type of CP application discussed herein.
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Coordi nation:

Scheduling:

This addendum has been concurred in by the following offices:

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Office of Standards Development
Office of the Executive Legal Director

For an early Policy Session in conjunctio,7 with SSCY-75-391.

Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachment:
Press Release

Contact: W. P. 14Iaass, RL
Ext. 7581
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October 9, 1975 SECRETARIAT

CORRECTION NOTICE TO SECY-75-391A - ADDENDUM TO SECY-75-391
WHICH ADDRESSED "EARLY SITE REVIEWS FOR PLANNED NUCLEAR POWER
STATIONS"

SECY-75-391A is amended to delete

the attached draft press release.

A revised press release will be

prepared for inclusion in a follow-

on staff paper containing proposed

changes in regulations.



DRAFT

~PRESS RELEASE

•RC ESTABLISHES EARLY SITE REVIEW PIC

orscFOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS!

Nuclear Regulatr Cmmission Chairman Wil A.Adr toa
announced a major s ep in its continuing ef rts to improve the
efficiency and efecveness of the licens' g process for nuclear
power plants. Effecti e immediately the Cstaff is prepared to
accept, for review and •icensing, applica iosfor the early review
of sites planned for the eventual locati nof nuclear power plants.

Under the new policy, earlk site revie efforts, heretofore generally
performed in an informal ma ner and i volving only one to two
significant considerations, ilbe eromdon a fra ai
through staff and Advisory Co itt.e on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
reviews, and culminate in the• i unce of a Staff Site Position.
At the discretion of the applicam t, the application may encompass
a scope of review that varies fr, a single issue upon which a
go/no-go decision may hinge to• cmplete safety and environmental
review. For bonafide construc• on ermit applicatns, the review
process may be extended to in ude a• Atomic Safety & Licensing
Board hearing with a final N• decisi in.

Copies of the NRC Staff's r port, NUREG• -- "Policy and Procedure -

Early Site Reviews for Pla ned Nuclear P wer Stations", may be
obtained by writing to th• Director, Off i e of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear/Regulatory Commi ion, Washington, D.C.
20545. Comments on the/report or suggestio s for other procedural
approaches for process ng early site review pplications should besent to the same addr ss
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FOR: The Commissioners

T]31IJ:

Edson G. Case, Acting DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reactor. Regulation

SLee Vo Gossick • ' "
•Executive: Director for Operations

STLICY TON ST ANDDIZ TON OF
PLANTS

NUCLEAR P•E

Enclosed for Commission approval for publicat'ion in the Federal Registeris the proposed Commission policy statement on standardiaEtionof nuclear
power plants. This state-ment, which initially was proposed to the
Conrnission for approval on April 7, 197-7, has been revised in accordance
with :•he Secretary-'s memorandum to the Executive Director forOperations
dated April 26, 1977.

This statement incorporates commnents from the Office of Policy Evaluation
arnd the Office of the General Counsel. Copies of the public announce-
ment prepared by the Office of Public Affairs arid the staff report
on which the policy statement is based are also enclosed.

Ong. •,
[3, G. 5."

•Edson G. Case, Acting Director
- - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Proposed Commission Policy

Statement on Standardization
2. Public Announcement -

3.. Staff Report
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Scheduling: For affirmation at an open meeting during the Week of June 20.

Commissioners' comments or consents should be provided directly to the
Office of the Secretary by. c~oOb. Wednesday, June 15, 1977.

Commission staff office comments, if any, shgould be submitted to the
Commissioners NLT June 9, with an informati~on copy to the Office of
the Secretary. If the paper is of such a nature that it requires
additional time for analytical review and comment, the Commissioners
and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commi ssi oners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
ACRS
Secretariat



ENCLOSURE 1

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY ON

STANDARDI ZATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The initial policy statement on standardization of nuclear power

plants was issued by the Atomic Energy Commnission (AEC) in April 1972.

In March 1973, the AEC announced the regulatory staff's readiness to

implement the standardization policy utilizing three distinct concepts;

namely, the manufacturing license concept, the duplicate plant concept,

and the reference system concept. In August 1974, the AEC announced

that the concept of replication would be acceptable as a transitional

step toward standardization. The AEC was abolished and• its regulatory

responsibilities assigned to the newly formed Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) on January 19, 1975. Currently, available guidance on standardi-

zation is contained in WASH-1341, "Programmatic Information for the

Licensing of Standardized Nuclear Plants," dated August 1974, and

supplementary documents, and in publ ished speeches given by AEC and

NRC Commissioners and senior management representatives.

The record shows that the standardization program has progressed

in a meaningful way. Since the standardization policy was announced:

1.• Seventeen applications for preliminary design approvals under the

reference system concept have been received. Ten preliminary design

approvals for reference system designs have been issued to date and

decisions are expected to be reached on three others this year and
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two others in 1978. The review of the remaining two applications

has been deferred or terminated at the request of the applicants.

2. Ten construction permit applications for a total of 25 units

referencing five of the reference system designs have been

received. Construction permits for nine of the units have been

issued. Decisions for 12 others are expected to be reached this

year and the remaining four in 1978.

3. One application for a manufacturing license for' eight floating

nuclear plants has been received. A decision on issuance of the

manufacturinig license is expected later this year or early next

year. !

4. Eight applications for construction permits, for a toa of 15

units, have been received under the duplicate plant concept.

Construction permits for seven of the units have been issued and

the decisions on the remaining eight units are expected later this

"year.®

5. Three applications for construction permits, for a total of six

units, have been received under the replication concept. Decisions

on construction permits for four of the units are expected to be

reached this year and for the remaining two units in 1978.

The Nuclear Regulatory Coltinission continues to believe that the

Potential advantages of standardization are significant. An important

advantage is the enhancement of public health and safety due to the
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concentration of staff and industry efforts on the in-depth review of

standard designs. In addition, there is a reduction in the scope of

licensing review for the utility application with the extent of the

reduction dependentupon the degree to which the plant is standardized.

Finally, there is the potential reduction of construction time which

is likely to result from the duplication of final drawings, procedures,

and specifications for the standardized portion of the plant. We firmly

believe that standardization of the design of nuclear power plants

continues to be in the interest of public health and safety, and we

reaffirm our strong support for its continued and expanded use within

the Conmmission's regulatory activities. However, it should continue

•to be recognized that the full benefitS of standardization can only

be realized if strong management discipline is rigorously maintained,

to enforce the principles on which it is founded, both within the

Commission's staff and within the staffs of the involved industry organi-

zat ions.

In a related matter, the Commission has adopted and publ ished

effective rules establishing procedures for the early review of site

suitability issues associated with sites that are Under consideration

for location of nuclear power plants. This review could be conducted

prior to and separate from the detailed review of the design features

for the facility. We believe the early site review process could con-

tribute significantly to cutting down the time needed to plan and construct

a nuclear power plant particularly when combined with the use of standardized

plants.



The Coinuaiss ion staff has completed a preliminary assessment of
the standardization program"- to determine what further definition and

Support of the program is needed on the basis of the accumnulated exper-

ience to date. In addition, the staff is planning to conduct a more

detailed study for presentation to the Commnission in the near future.

The purpose of this detailed study is .to examine and recommend to the

Commission various approaches for encouraging continued and expanded

industry support for and participation in• the standardization program

for nuclear power plants, including possible changes in NRC regulations

and possible legislative changes. The staff will consider and evaluate

public comments and suggestions in the development• of this more detailed

study.

Based on its preliminary assessment of the standardization program,

the staff has concluded:

1. The replication concept was developed to serve during the transi-

tion phase of standardization and can continue, to play a useful

role in that regard. The concept has been utilized but not to

the extent expected and its need appears to be diminishing.

No changes in the definition or use of the concept appear to be

needed at this time; however, it is expected that this concept

will eventually be discontinued, and the staff plans to evaluate

this concept further to determine when this should be accomplished.

i_/ Copies of the report may be obtained from the Director, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D. C. 20555
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2. The experience with the duplicate plant concept of standardization

has been favorable and no changes in the definition or use of this

concept appear to be needed.

3. The experience with the manufacturing license concept of standardi-•

zation has been acceptable and no changes in the definition or use

of this concept appear to be needed at this time.

4. The reference system concept of standardization is the most widely

used of the concepts. The present guidance is directed mainly

to the preliminary design approval phase and has been shown to be

effective. However, further definition of the concept is needed

with respect to the final design approval phase. Two alternative

final design approvals for the reference system concept are being

contemplated.

A. A final design approval (Alternate 1), designated FDA/l,

which would be:

(1) Based on the preliminary design on which the preliminary

design approval (PDA) was based except for those necessary

changes incident to converting a preliminary design

to a final design.

(2) Subject to the Regulatory Guides in effect as of the time

the staff positions were issued in connection with the

review of the PDA. However, this cutoff date will not

apply in the case of new significant safety issues.

(3) Acceptable for referencing by operating license applicants

who have previously referenced the PDA on which the FDA/l
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is based, and remain in effect until those referencing

applications have resulted in the granting of operating

licenses or have been disqualified for good cause as

reference applications. An FDA/I may not be referenced

by construction permit applicants after the PDA on which

it is based has expired.

B. A final design approval (Alternate 2), designated FDA/2,

which would be:

(1) Based on the preliminary design on which the PDA was

based, except that the appl icant may make a 1limited

number of changes which it considers to be desirable

beyond those incident to converting a preliminary design

to a final design.

(2) Subject to all Regulatory Guides in effect at the time

the FDA/2 application is accepted for docketing.

(3) Acceptable for referencing by applicants for combined

construction permits and final design approvals for

purposes of issuance of operating licenses?!/ from the

time• of docketing until five years after issuance of

the FDA/2.

(4) Acceptable for referencing by applicants for operating

licenses who have previously referenced the PDA on which •_

2/ Under 10 CFR Sections 2.105(c), 50.35 Note, and 50.52, the Commission
may issue a combined construction permit and final design approval.
for purposes of issuance of an opnerating license. Legislation to
specifically authorize issuance of combined construction permits
and operating 1licenses has been pr:orosed by the Corraission in the
94th Congress.
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it is based, and have conformed their designs to the

design for which the FDA/2 has been issued.

It is the staff's view that the FDA/I can be a useful mechanism to

permit a single review at the OL stage for those facility applications

that referenced the PDA on which the F'DA/l was based and thus serve to

reduce the duplication of licensing efforts. The staff believes that more

significant benefits can be derived from the FDA/2 in that it will per-

mit maximum utilization of FDAs in both CP and OL applications and

advance toward the goal of a single review by the staff of a facility

appl icat ion.

The Commission would appreciate receiving comments and suggestions

/
definition of the Commission's standardization program dvledby the

staff and discussed herein, (2) other matters that might be considered

and implemented in order to provide further needed definition to the

Conrnission's standardization program, and (3) other steps that the

Commission might undertake to further encourage standardization.

Comments and suggestions should be sent to the Director, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, 0. C. 20555, in order that they may be considered and

evaluated in the staff's detailed study of the standardization program

• 3Q days after publication of this notice in the Federal Register.
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for nuclear power plants. Copies of comments received by the Commission

may be examined at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street,•

N. W•, Washington, Do C.

Dated at this day of 1977.

FOR, THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION



ENCWOSURE 2

PUBLIC -ANNOUNCEMENT

NRC POLICY STATEMENT REAFFIRMS COMMITMENT

T-STANDARDI ZED- POWER -REACTOR- DESIGNS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has reaffirmed its commitment to the
standardization of nuclear power reactor designs in a policy statement
issued today. The statement reflects a new study, "Preliminary Assessment
of the Standardization Program by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation."

In its policy statement, the Commission. said:

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission continues to believe that
the potential advantages of standardization are significant.
An important advantage is the enhancement of public health
and safety due to the concentration of staff and industry
efforts on the in-depth review of standard designs° In
addition, there is a reduction in the scope of licensing
review for the utility application with the extent of the
reduction dependent upon the degree to which the plant is
standardized. Finally, there is the potential reduction of
construction time which is likely to result from the dupli-
cation of final drawings, procedures, and specifications
for the standardized portion of the plant.

We firmly believe that standardization of the design of
nuclear power plants continues to be in the interest of
public health and safety, and we reaffirm our strong support
for its continued and expanded use within the Commission's
regulatory activities. However, it should continue to be
recognized that the full benefits of standardization can
only be realized if strong management discipline is rigorously
maintained, to enforce the principles on which it is founded,
both within the Commission's staff and within the staffs of
the involved industry organizations.

-The policy statement requests comments and suggestions on new~guidance
developed by the Commission staff for use by industry and on other steps.
that the Commission may undertake to further encourage standardization.
The statement noted that the staff plans to utilize such comments and
suggestions in the developnient of a detailed study for the Commission
on this matter. The new guidance developed by the staff consists of
two mechanisms for obtaining final design approvals (FDAs) for the
reference system concept of standardization--one of four options
available.



Under the reference system concept, first announced in March 1973, an
entire nuclear power plant design or major fractions of it can be reviewed
as a standard design to be used in more than one application to build
such a facility.

To date, this has been, the most widely used of the four standardized
design concepts. Seventeen design approval applications have been
accepted for review and ten of these have received preliminary design.
approvals (PDAS).

The statement also discusses the three other standardization options;
these options are:

The duplicate plant concept: Under this option, if a utility, or group
of utilities, plans to build a limited number of duplicate plants within
a limited time span, the NRC staff simultaneously reviews the safety
related aspects of all of the plants. Since March 1973, applications
to build fifteen power reactors have been filed under this option.

A license to manufacture: This involves a standardized reactor design
and an envelope of assumed site conditions for a specified number of
plants to be manufactured at a location which is different from the
location where the plant eventually would be operated. One appli-
cation has been received to build eight floating nuclear power plants
under this option.

Replication: This option was developed and announced in August 1974
to serve during the transition phase to standardized designs. This
involves replication of plants for which the NRC staff completed initial
safety reviews after January 1, 1974. This concept has not been used
to the extent expected-three applications to construct six power
reactors have been received--and its use appears to be diminishing.
However, the option still will be available until an evaluation is
completed-at some future date--as to when it should be discontinued.

A copy of the statement is attached. Single copies of the "'Preliminary
Assessment of the Standardization Program by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation" may be obtained by writing to the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.
20555.

Attachment: Pol icy Statement
on Standardization of Nuclear
Power Plants



ENCLSURE 3

PRELIMINARY" ASSESSMENT"- OF THE"- STANDARDI ZATION PROGRAM"

BY

THE OFFICE" 0F NUCLEAR- EACIOR-REGULATION



I. .. INTRODUCTION

The initial Commission policy statement on standardization of nuclear
power plants was issued in April 1972. In March 1973, the Commission
announced the staff's readiness to implement the standardization policy
utilizing three distinct concepts; namely, the manufacturing license
concept, the duplicate plant concept, and the reference system concept.
In August 1974, the Commission announced that the replication concept
would be acceptable as a transitional step toward standardization.

Since the standardization policy was announced:

(1) We have received seventeen applications for preliminary design
approvals under the reference system concept. One was subsequently
withdrawn, Another, involving a gas cooled reactor, has been
essentially suspended at the request of the applicant. We have
issued ten preliminary design approvals for reference system
designs to date, and expect to reach a decision on three others
this year, and the remaining two in 1978.

(2) We have received ten construction permit applications, for a
total of twenty-five units, referencing five of the fifteen
reference system designs. We have issued construction permits
for nine of the units, and expect to reach decisions on permits
for twelve others this year, and the remaining four in 1978.

(3) We have received one application for a manufacturing license for
eight floating nuclear plants. We expect to reach a decision on
issuance of the manufacturing licen•3e late this year or early
next year.

(4) We have received eight applications for construction permits, for
a total of fifteen units, under the duplicate plant concept. Two
of the applications, for a total of six units, also reference an
approved reference system design. We have issued construction
permits for seven Of the units, and expect to reach decisions on the
remaining eight units this year.

(5:) We have received three applications for Construction permits, for
a total Qf six units., under the replication concept. We expect
to reach a decision on construction permits for four of the units
this year, and for the remaining two units in 1978.

The record demonstrates that the standardization program has progressed
.in a meaningful way. However, because it is more than five years since....
its inception and more than four years since its initial implementation,
we reviewed the program to determine what further definition and support....
of the program is needed on the basis of our accumulated experience.
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II. RESULTS OF ASSESSM~ENT

Our assessment of the standardization program concentrated on two
principal areas; that is, whether the existing guidance and incentives-
offered by the standardization program are adecquate, at both the con-
struction permit stage and the operating license stage of the nuclear
power plant licensing process.

Guidance and - Incent ives -for -the Construct ion" Permit- Stage

Repl icat ion

The replication concept was conceived to serve -primarily during the
transition phase from custom plant applications to applications based
on reference system designs. When the replication policy was announced
in August 1974, it was expected that the replication concept would
have the greatest: impact of all the standardization concepts during
the following several years. However, only three "replicate" appli-
cations have been submitted. All three applications have replicated
base plants that in turn referenced the Westinghouse RESAR-3 nuclear
steam supply system design which was not reviewed in the context of
the Conmission's standardization program (although it was a precursor
to that program). /
Although the replication concept has not been widely used bX industry,
we believe that is a result of the depressed market situation and of
the utilities' desire to use the newer plant designs which are available
only in the reference system concept. The safety review for the first
replicate plant was completed in twenty-eight months and the safety
review for the second replicate plant should be completed in about
eighteen months. The third replicate plant was docketed in the latter
part of 1976 and is in review.-

-We believe that no further definition is needed for the replicate plant
concept at the construction permit stage of review. We continue to view
the replication concept as an interim approach to standardization and
expect that this concept will be discontinued in the future. We will
continue to evaluate the need for this concept as part of the standardi-
.zation program.

Duplication

The duplicate plant concept has been used in three instances. In the
first instance, a single utility used it for two dual-unit plants, two __

units located at one site and the other units at a second site. The
safety review was completed in about twenty-five months and construction
permits issued about two months later. In the second instance, four
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applicants participated in the SNUPPS program arnd developed a duplicate
plant design for use on three of the applications for single-unit
plants and on the fourth application for a dual-unit plant. The
safety review for the SNUJPPS design was completed in nineteen months
and the construction permits for the dual-unit plant were issued about
three months later; a construction permit was issued this year for one
of the single-unit plants and decisions on the other permits are also
expected this year after delays related to need for power, financial,
or environmental considerations. The third instance was similar to
the first except that it involved two 3-unit plants. The safety review

"is nearing completion after three-years; the delay was due mainly to
a delay in the need for the plants.

The duplicate plant concept experience has been favorable. The staff
has had no real difficulties with it and the users have expressed
satisfaction with the concept. We believe that no further definition
isneeded for the concept at the construction permit stage and it can
be used as it has been in the past.

Refer ence System

The reference system concept has been the most widely used of the
standardization concepts. We have issued preliminary design approvals
for two General Electric, two Westinghouse, and one Combustion Engineering
nuclear steam supply system designs, and we expect to reach decisions
on preliminary design approvals for a Babcock & Wilcox and a third
Westinghouse nuclear steam supply system design within the next year.
We have also issued preliminary design approvals for a C F Braun tur-
bine island design, a General Electric nuclear island design, and three
Stone & Webster balance-of-plant designs. We expect to reach decisions
on a FJluor-Pioneer, a Gibbs & Bill, and one additional Stone & Webster
balance-of-plant design in the next one and one-half years.

To date, the safety review has been completed for only four of the
referencing construction permit applications. The times to complete
these reviews have been sixteen, eighteen, twenty-three, and twenty-
nine months, respectively.

- We believe the guidance established for the reference system concept
has been demonstrated to be sufficient for both the preliminary design
•approval stage of review and for its use for construction permit
appl icat ions.

Guidance and Incentives for - the Operating -License Stage

Repl icat ion

It is the staff'1 s intent to permit the replication process to be used
through the completion of the operating license review for the base plant.
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For such applications, any design or other changes deemed necessary forthe base plant as a result of its operating license review will be applied
to the replicate plant. There has been no experience to date with repli-
cate plants at the operating license stage but no additional guidance
would appear to be necessary at this time.

Dupl icat ion

It is the staff's intent to permit use of the duplication process through
the completion of the operating license review for the units involved.
For such applications, any design or other changes deemed necessary as
a result of the operating license review will be applicable to all of
the duplicate units. There has been no experience to date with duplicate
plants at the operating license stage but no additional guidance would
appear necessary at this time.

Reference- System

The guidance established for the reference system concept has been
demonstrated to be sufficient for preliminary design approval purposes°.
However, the General Electr ic Company and Combust ion Engineer ing, Inc °,
have recently indicated the need for further definition on (a) how
the length of time that a preliminary design approval: can be referenced
by an applicant for a construction permit could be extended (without
the need for the staff to update the review) or, alternatively, the
means by which a new standard design could be made available for
referencing pending completion of the staff review, and (b) the
possible uses and period of effectiveness of a final design approval.

These two organizations would be expected to be the first to raise
these post-PDA questions since their approved designs are the only
ones referenced in more than one construction permit application.
If a PDA has not been referenced in an application, it is •unlikely
that the PDA-holder would develop the final design with its own funds
and without the essential exchange of information between major design
participants that occurs when a construction permit is issued for a
plant incorporating one or more approved standard preliminary designs.
On the other hand, if a PDA has been referenced in several applications
which have led to construction permits, the final design will need to
be developed for such plants and the value of an FDA, which can be
referenced for all such plants, is evident. However, if a PDA has been
referenced in only one or two applications, the worth of an FDA is open
to question unless the FDA also could be referenced in new construction
permit applications after the expiration of the associated PDA.



10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 0, addresses standard reference design appli-
cations but does not provide guidance of the type being sought 0
WASH-1341, "Programmatic Information for the Licensing of Standardized
Nuclear Power Plants," issued in August 1974 provides guidance in
addition to that provided in Appendix 0. However, WASH-1341 was issued
at the onset of standardization and, as might be expected, the guidance
provided was neither complete nor consistent with the needs of the
programs that Subsequently developed. We believe that further definition
is needed with respect to:

(1) The period of effectiveness of an FDA during which it may be
referenced in applicable operating license applications.

(2) The period of time during which an FDA application and an FDA
itself may be referenced in construction permit applications°

(3) Issuance of an FDA (without the need for a PDA) for an updated
version of an earlier design for which a prior PDA or FDA had
been issued0

(4) Definition of the cutoff date for new regulatory guides to be
applied to the plant design.

We believe that without such further definition, the reference system
concept will be used in only a limited fashion at the operating license
stage of review. Sections III and IV of this report provide this
definition and describe two alternate approaches for final design
approvals which we presently plan to incorporate into the standardi-
zation program. The use and basis for development of these two alternate
final design approvals is discussed in those sections.

III ° FINAL -DESIGN A2PROVAL (ALTERNATE• 1 )

The Final Design Approval (Alternate 1), hereinafter identified as FDA/i,
is currently described in WASH-1341. The general guidelines for use of
an FDA/I given in WASH-1341 would remain essentially valid. However,
it is important that these guidelines be amplified to some extent and
be more precisely defined at this time, as discussed in Section II of
this report. The guidelines Of interest offered by WASH-1341 for the

-FDA/I are as follows:

The final review stage for a standard design is analogous
to the normal operating license stage of review. When the
applicant has prepared final design information, a final
SSAR is submitted by amendment for staff review. At the
conclusion of the review, a final design approval (FDA),
rather than an operating license is granted. The FDA should
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remain valid for a fixed period of time, at least five years, during
which time no rereview of the design should be necessary other
than to account for the potential areas of rereview resulting from
safety considerations.

Based on our review of the FDA/l concept, we currently plan to incor-
porate the following clarifications to the policy delineated in WASH-1341
for FD~s:

(1) The final design presented by the applicant in the SSAR application
for an FDA/l should be based on the preliminary design on which
the PDA was based, except for. those necessary changes which occur
incident to converting a preliminary design to a final design.

(2) The cutoff date for new regulatory guides for the FDA/l should
be the cutoff date used for the PDA on which the FDA/l is based.
However, this cutoff date will not apply in the case of significant
new safety issues.

(3) The FDA/l should be referenced by only those applications which
have referenced the PDA on which the FDA/l is based and should
remain in effect until those referencing applications have

*resulted in receipt of an-operating license or are disqualified
*as reference applications for good cause. An FDA/I may not be
referenced by new construction permit applicants.

IV. FINAL -DES IGN - APPROVAL ( ALTER~NATE -2 )

In assessing the final design area of the standardization program for
the reference system concept, we believe there is a need for a second
type of FDA. We have designated this type of FDA as a Final Design
Approval (Alternate 2), hereinafter referred to as FDA/2.

As described in the previous section, the FDA/I is intended to be used
only by those applicants referencing the PDA on which the FDA/I is based.
Using this concept, there will be approximately a three-year period
during which a utility can reference an initial PDA and thus be able

-to take advantage of the FDA/I. We see the FDA/I as playing an important
but limited role in standardization in that it cannot be referenced in
new construction permit applications. Since the ultimate product in the
reference system concept of standardization should be an approved and
current final design which can be referenced at both the preliminary
and final design stages, we believe there is a strong incentive for
industry and the staff to proceed to the FDA/2. In establishing the-

*guidelines for the FDA/2, we have attempted to effectively balance the
needs for reviewing applications to the most recent regulatory require-
ments against the needs of industry of having the proper incentives to
invest their efforts in applications for an FD2V2.
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Based on our review of the FDA/2 concept, we currently plan to estab-
lish the following guidelines for the FDA/2:

(1) The final design presented by the applicant in the SSAR appli-
cat ion for an FDA/2 should be based on the prel iminary design
on which the PDA was based, except that the applicant may make
a limited ninnber of design changes which it considers to be
desirable beyond those incident to converting a preliminary to
a final design.

(2) The FDA/2 should be subject to all regulatory guides in effect
as of the date that the FDA/2 application is docketed. However,
this cutoff date should not apply in the case of significant new
safety issues.

(3) The FDA/2 may be referenced by applicants for construction per-
mits and finial design approval for purposes of issuance of oper-
* ating licenses L--from the time the FDA/2 is accepted for docket ing
until five years after the FDA/2 is issued.

(4) The FDA/2 may be referenced at the operating license stage by all
construction permit holders who previously referenced the PDA
on which the FDA/2 is based.

(5) The FDA1/2 should remain in effect until those applications
that have made reference to it during the proper period have
received an operating license or are otherwise disqualified for
good cause as reference application~s.

In arriving at the cutoff date for regulatory guides, we considered
the need for establishing this guidance at an early date as well as
limiting the interval between the cutoff date and the last combined
construction permit and operating license issued under the FDA/2. We
also considered the need for consistency with other forms of standardi-
zation, particularly the manufacturing license concept.. We believe
that using the docketing date as the cutoff date for FDA/2 applications
is desirable and will prevent unnecessary changes in guidelines during
the staff review. We established the limiting date of five years after
issuance of the FDA/2 for applicants to reference the FDA/2 in con-
struction permit applications to assure that the intervals between the
regulatory guide cutoff date and the last• construction permit and oper-
ating license are reasonable.

* .1/ Under 10 CFR Sections 2.105(c), 50.35 Note, and 50.52, the Commission...
may issue a combined construction permit and final design approval
for purposes of issuance of an operating license. Legislation to-
specifically authorize issuance of combined construction permits
and operating licenses has been proposed by the Commission in the
94th Congress.
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In summary, we believe the new FDA/2 will permit applicants to make •
maximum use of both existing and future FDAs in both construction
permit and operating license applications and to advance toward the

goal of a single review by the staff of a facility application.

V. M•NUFACTURING "LICENSE - ONCEPT

The manufacturing license concept has been used only by Offshore

Power Systems in its application for a license to manufacture eight
floating nuclear plants. The application was submitted in July 1973
and a licensing decision on this application is expected within about
a year. No changes in the definition or use of this concept appear
to be needed at this time.

I/ I .
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I•LICY STPkTEMENT ON II'PLEMENTING CEEAfl'1 STU¶DY GIRUP
RECMMENDATICNS ON IMPD~VING NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
LICENSING

Category:

Discuss ion:

This paper covers a significant policy action.

At Conmission Policy Session 77-48, the Comnission con-
sidered SECY-77-480. "'Action Plan to Implement Study Group
Reconinendations on Improving Nuclear Power Plant Licensing"

-•and approved most of the proposed plans. Although activities
are underway on all Coniniss ion-approved plans, this discuss ion*
concerns only recommnendations Nos. 3, 4, 5, and S of the
Action Plan, which are: -.... : ..

3. Increase Pretendering Coordination With
Applicants. .

4. .Expand and Restructure The Acceptance Review.

5. Modify Current Review Process by Developing

Early Safety Evaluation Repo~rt

6. Increase Public Participation During Staff Review.

As stated in the Action Plan, Items 3, 4, 5, and 6 are
strongly interrelated and naturally group together as an
integrated package to form a new set of procedures for re- ..
viewing construction permit applications. Consistent with
the sense of the Coninission, we are pursuing the iniplemen-
tation of reconmmendations 3, 4, and 5 on an exper irental
basis for a few CP> applications beginning with the appli-
cation expected to be filed in late 1978 by the New York
State Electric and Gas Comnpany." The timing of this particular
application is such that the appropriate pretendering activities
(Reconinendation No. 3) can take place so as to significantly

Contact:
R. C. DeYoung, NBR
492-7373
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enhance the likelihood of an acceptable finding at the con-
clusion of the activities of Recommendation No. 4 -- both
of which recommendations are prerequisites to the maximum
realization of the benefits hoped for in Recommendation No. 5.

The evaluation of the overall results of this experimental
program will be particularly meaningful when such a step-
wise and integrated process is utilized, A clear indication
of the impact of an improvement (or lack of improvement) in
a particular activity on the subsequent activity will provide
a valuable feedback in identifying and isolating particular
trouble spots or shortcomings where further effort may need
to be applied.

Based upon our present information regarding the anticipated
application referred to above, and consistent with the activ-
ities outlined in the Action Plans for these four recom-
mendations, we are preparing specific implementation schedules
for the licensing review of the application. A project
manager has been assigned, a pretendering schedule is being
established, and internal 'ieetings are being scheduled to
review changes to current procedures that will be used on
an experimental basis for these reviews.

In addition, consistent with our response to. the recommnen-
dations contained in GAO's letter report to the Honorable
William J. Hughes (B-170186), we intend to initiate imple-
mentation of recommendation No. 6, "Increased Public Partic-
ipation During Staff Review," with the first of our preten-
dering meetings with the applicant, anticipated to be
about February, 1978.

As our activities in this matter proceed during the coming
year, we propose scheduling status report briefings for the
Commissioners, reviewing our experience to date with regard
to these four recommendations. These briefings would high-
light any problem or difficulties that may have surfaced,
assess applicant response, and give a current evaluation of
the progress toward our goals. We are proposing that the
first of such briefings be held about July 1978.

In accordance with the requirements of the Action Plans,
we are proposing that the enclosed policy statement
(Enclosure 1) be issued in order to outline the Commission's
intent regarding the implementation of these four recom-
mendat ions.
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•ecommnendation:

Coor dinat ion:

Schedul1ing:

A proposed public announcement concerning the statement
is provided as Enclosure 2.

That the Commission approve the publication of the
proposed Policy Statement in the Federal Register.

This paper has been concurred in by the Offices of
Inspection and Enforcement and Standards Development.
The Office of the Executive Legal Director has no legal
objections. The public announcement has been prepared
by the Office of Public Affairs.

Early consideration is requested in light of the necessary
activities that must commence to be compatible with the
scheduling of the proposed construction permit applicants.

/' Edson G. Case, Ai~cting Director`
/Office of Nuclear R~eactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Proposed
2. Proposed Policy StatementPublic Announcement

Commissioners' conrrents or consent should be provided directly to the Office of theSecretary by close of business Monday, January 9, 1978

Commission staff office comments, if any, should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT January 4, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the pa-
per is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review and
comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments
may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commi ssioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec. Dir for Opers.
ASLB P
AS LAP
Secretari at



POLICY STATEMENT ON RECOMNATIONS FOR

IMPROVING NUCLEAR POWER PLANT LICENSING

In its continuing efforts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensing activities consistent with providing
increased opportunity for the public to participate in the licensing process,
the Commission requested a staff study of the lessons learned in nuclear power
plant licensing since the NRC was created. The results of this study were
published in June 1977 as NUJPEG-0292, "Nuclear Power Plant Licensing; Oppor-
tunities for Improvement". A press release was issued on July 27, 1977 which
summarized these recommendations, noted public availability of the report,
and indicated that the Commission had directed the staff to prepare a plan
to implement these recommendations.

It is the intent of the Commission to implement the following recommnendations
of NUREG-0292 on n experimental basis for a few construction permit applications,
beginning with the construction permit application expected to be filed in
late 1978 by the New York State Electric and Gas Company.

Recommendation No. 3:

Increase Pretender ing Coordination with Applicants

The expanded pretendering coordination with applicants has as
its objective the subsequent filing of an application that is
of such quality as to minimize the need for extensive requests
for additional information, clarification or design or procedural
coninitment that often result in considerable delay in the review
of an application after docketing. The expanded pretendering
activities will be initiated about 9 months prior to the proposed
tendering of an application and will be designed to provide additional
guidance and direction to the applicant during the preparation of its
application. The increased coordination activities during this period
will include several working level meetings between the applicant and
the staff to provide specific updated guidance to the applicant
regarding the format and content of the application and to provide an
opportunity to discuss key aspects of the design, relevant problems,
and current staff positions.

Enclosure l
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Recommendation No. 4:

Expand and Restructure the Acceptance Review

The present acceptance review program was initiated following
publication of the Standard Format and Content document in 1972
and provided the staff with a standard by which to determine
whether a tendered application was sufficiently complete to
permit docketing and detailed review. The Acceptance Review
will be expanded to emphasize the quality of the material pre-
sented as well as completeness.

The expanded and restructured Acceptance Review has as its objective
the assurance that all significant information needed by the staff
for the preparation of its Safety Evaluation Report will be in the
docketed application. During the acceptance review, the staff
will examine the information provided in the tendered application
to determine that it includes most, if not all, of the infor-
mation that is generally presently available in an application
only after it has been amended to include the additional information
developed in response to the staff's first round of questions
after the application is docketed. This expanded and restructured
Acceptance Review in conjunction with the proposed increased
pretendering coordination activities should result in a signifi-
cant reduction, if not elimination, in the need for repetitive
and time-consuming question and answer cycles subsequent to
docketing.

RecoTnmendation No. 5:

Modify Current Review Process by Developing Early Safety Evaluation

In order to achieve the full measure of the benefits envisioned
in implementing Recommendations No. 3 and No. 4, the present
safety review sequence will be altered somewhat in this experi-
mental program. Because of the increased pretendering coordina-
tion with applicants and the expanded and restructured Acceptance
Review, it is expected that the two rounds of questions which
are a part of the present review sequence would be essentially
eliminated, and the review would be performed on the basis of
the contents and quality of the application as docketed and
supplemented by the applicant' s responses to the staff questions
asked during the expanded and restructured Acceptance Review.
The staff's positions would be reflected in a Safety Evaluation
Report which would be issued within about 6 mo~nths of docketing.
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After evaluating the results of this experimental program, appropriate changes
will be made to pertinent staff documents concerning procedures and practices
in licensing reviews. If required, changes to Commission rules and regulations
will be initiated. Pending any changes in the regulations after this evalua-
tion, it is the intent of the Commission to proceed with the Acceptance Reviews
of the next few construction permrit applications on a case-by-case basis not-
withstanding the provisions of the current regulation in 10 CFR 2.101 con-
cerning the time limit and content of Acceptance Reviews.

In addition, the Commission has directed the staff to implement Recommendation
No. 6:

Increase Public Participation During Staff Review

Although the hearing process provides an opportunity for public
participation, there is very little practical opportunity for
interested members of the public, particularly those in the
vicinity of the proposed site, to become aware of the staff's
role during review of construction permit applications. It is

•the intent of the Commission to provide increased opportunity
for the public to observe and participate in the licensing
process in a meaningful way without imposing an undue burden
upon the resources of staff manpower.

While the most efficient way to handle interaction of the staff•
with the applicant on licensing matters is to hold meetings in.

Btedwhere it is possible to have access to various elements
of the staff, the costs and distance make it almost impossible,•
except for certain well-established intervenor organizations,
for members of the public living near the proposed site to
participate in these meetings. On the other hand, to arrange
all such meetings near the proposed plant site would impose
significant burdens upon the staff without necessarily providing
comm~~ensurate improvement in public understanding of the licens-
ing process.

Past experience with staff interaction with the public has shown
that:

(1) The public appears to be most interested in the
licensing process in the pre-docketing and/or
early stages of the review.

(2) The number of people who attend public meetings
appears to be directly correlated with the time
of day at which the meetings are held. Past
experience has shown that many more people attend
meetings held in the evening than during the
working day.
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Based on the above considerations, a numiber of working meetingsbetween the staff and construction permit applicants, both prior
to and after docketing of an application, normally held at
Commu'iss ion offices in Bethesda, Maryland, will be held in the
vicinity of the proposed site.

These meetings will provide an opportunity for interested members
of the public to listen to the staff and applicant discussions
and observe the staff's role in the review of applications.
Appropriate provisions will be made for public comments and
questions and responses by the applicant and the staff.

The timing of staff implementation of Recommendation No. 6 will coincide
with and be initially used in the review of the applications involved in
the experimental program, beginning with meetings anticipated about
February, 1978.

Finally, whatever improvements that accrue in efficiency as a result of these
recommendations will not be permitted to reduce the quality of the licensing
rev iew.

Future Statements concerning the other recommendations of NUJREG-0292 will be
issued as appropriate.



NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DIRECT'S STAFF
TO TAKE EXPERIMENTAL STEPS TO IMPROVE LICENSING PROCESS

The Nuclear Regulatory Corrniss ion today issued a Policy Statement

Outlining how its staff will, implement certain procedures--on an

experimental basis-for improving the nuclear power plant licensing

process.

The procedures are among recommendations contained in a staff study

prepared for the Commission last June on "Nuclear Power Plant Licensing;

Opportunities for Improvement."

The experimental procedures will be used in connection with a few

construction permit applications received by the NRC staff--beginning

with that expected in late 1978 from the New York State Electric and Gas

Company. ____-___-_______

As outlined in the Commission' s Policy Statement, the staff will:

(1) Begin working with applicants about nine months in advance of

the time an application is to be suhnitted in an effort to mini-

mize the need for extensive requests for additional information

after the application is tendered for review. Several working-

level meetings between applicants and the staff will be involved

Enclosure 2
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to enable the staff to provide updated guidance regarding the

format and content of the application and to provide an oppor-

tunity to discuss key aspects of the facility design, relative

problems, and current staff positions on key safety and environ-

mental issues.

(2) Expand the acceptance review procedure to emphasize the quality

of the application as well as the completeness of the information

contained in it. Since 1974 applications have been reviewed for

completeness of information before being docketed for formal

review; this review will be expanded to examine the information

provided on important technical issues that make up the main

aspects of the staff safety review and assure that it includes

most of the additional information presently requested in questions

submitted after the formal review of the application has been"

initiated. Together with the early pretendering activities,

this step should result in a significant reduction--if not

elimination-in the need for repetitive and time-consuming question

and answer cycles after formal docketing of an application for

•review.

(3) Alter the present safety review sequence so that a Safety Evalu-

ation Report is issued within about six months of formal docketing

of the application. This would be accomplished by essentially .....

eliminating two rounds of questions which are part of the present
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review procedure and relying instead on the contents and quality

of the application and the applicant's response to questions posed

by the staff during the acceptance review.

In addition, the Conu~lission has directed the staff to implement pro-

cedures to provide increased opportunity for the public to observe and

participate in the licensing process in a meaningful way without

im~posing an undue burden upon the resources of the Commission' s Staff.

To accomplish this, a number of working meetings between the staff

and applicant--both before and after docketing of an application--will

be held in the vicinity of the proposed site rather than in the staff's

offices in Bethesda, Maryland. Appropriate provisions will be made

for the public to commnent and ask questions during these meetings and

for the staff and applicant to respond to questions. These procedures

will be initially applied to the experimental program, beginning with a

meeting with the first applicant anticipated about February,: 1978..

After the results of this experimental program have been evaluated,

necessary changes will be made in procedures and practices and--if

appropriate--in Commission regulations. However, none of these steps

will be permitted to reduce the quality of the licensing review.

Future statements concerning other recommendations in the staff' s

study will be issued as appropriate.
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'anuary 23, 1978 NTDSAE SECY2J-480B " •

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

INFORMATION REPORT

For: The Commissioners(I

From: Edson G. Case, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Thru: Executive Director for Operations .'"

Subject: FURTHER DISCUSSION OF POLICY STATEMENT ON IMPLEMENTING
CERTAIN STUDY GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS ON IMPROVING NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT LICENSING

The proposed policy statement was reviewed by individual
Conmiissioners earlier this month. The staff has con-
sidered the comments received to date. Our response
to the comments is discussed below.

(1) The wording for Recommendation No. 3 will be revised
in accordance with comments made by Chairman Hendrie.
The changes are of an editorial nature that improve
the clarity of the discussion. These~are the only
changes being made to the proposed policy statement.

(2) Commissioner Kennedy indicated his opinion that a
status briefing should be given sooner than July
1978, as proposed in SECY-77-480A. We believe
that some useful results from the trial program
will be available by April 1978 and will propose
a Commission briefing at that time.

(3) Commissioner Bradford indicated an interest in
knowing how the staff planned to implement Recom-
mendation No. 6, for increasing public participation
during staff, reviews, on applications other than
the applications included in the trial program.
We informed Commissioner Bradford' s office that:

(a) It is our intent to develop procedures for
increasing public participation as a part of
the trial program. We expect these procedures
to be developed during the spring of this
year. They will address matters related to

Co ntact;
R. C. DeYoung, NRP
492-7373 ••
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public announcements of forthcoming meetings,
the rental of a meeting place, the provision
of a suitable public address sytem, arrange-
ments for public statements and questions,
and guidelines to limit staff travel costs.
Once these procedures are established, we
will assess all ongoing staff reviews to
detenrmine the extent to which the procedures
should be implemented. We would expect to
be able to brief the Commission on this aspect
of the program during this coming summer.

(b) In the interim we intend to follow our current
policy. This generally includes one or more
meetings with the applicant in the area of the
site or the applicant's offices. We inform
all intervenors of these planned meetings if
they have requested to be so informed. When
an application is strongly contested, several
local meetings may occur. This has been the
case for the Diablo Canyon and North Anna
reviews, for example. We believe these present
procedures should be continued until revised
procedures are developed in the trial program
and a plan for across-the-board implementation
is proposed considering cost/benefit factors.

We believe Commissioner Bradford's office is satisfied
with our discussion a•his cnen•/ _ ~c~n•

Edson G. Case, Act~g Director
/Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

/'
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V February 8, 1978
SECY-78-80

qCOMMISSIONER ACTION

For:

From:

Subject:

Purpose:

The Commissioners
(.s;3~)

Lee V. Gossick /V~Executive Director for Operations

PROPOSED REPLY TO GAO RE DRAFT REPORT ENTITLED "LICENSING
THE FLOATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANT--MANY ANSWERS ARE NEEDED"

To request Commissioners' comments on a response to GAO
on the subject report.

GAO has routinely provided NRC the opportunity to comment
on the above referenced report. (This report was provided
separately to the Commissioners on January 5, 1978 by OIA.)

The attached letter to GAO takes exception to.certain
portions of the report.

Discussion:

Coordination: ELD has no legal objection. SD, RES and NRR have concurredin the letter in their areas of interest.

Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director

for Operations

Attachment:Proposed letter to
Canfield, GAO

Contact:
CAHaupt, NRR
492-8434



NOTE: Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office
of -th~e Secretary by close of business Wednesday. February 22, 1978.

Commission staff office comments, if any, should be submitted to the
Commissioners NLT February 15, 1978, with an information copy to the
Office of the Secretary. If the paper is of such a nature that it
requires additional time for analytical review and comment, the
Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments
may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION
Commi ssioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Secretari at



÷Or- w•UNITED STATES
• •, • •NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

i• • •WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Docket Nos. STN 50-477 and 478
and STN 50-437

Mr. Monte E. Canfield, Jr
Director.
Energy and Materials Division
United States General Accounting Office
441 G Street NW
Washington, D. C. 29548

Dear Mr. Canfield:

The NRC staff has reviewed the draft of a proposed report prepared by
your office entitled, "Licensing the Floating Nuclear Power Plant--
Many Answers Are Needed' January 1978, and offer the following
comments and responses to its contents and recommendations.

We find the report likely to mislead its readers because it does not
present a complete, accurate and current overview of the NRC policies
and reviews related to the licensing of floating nuclear power plants /
(FNP). The. report has deficiencies in the following general areas:

1. The report and its associated findings and recommendations are
premature because they criticize draft information-as well as
NRC studies and assessments currently in progress, without explicitly
acknowledging the status of the NRC review. The report presents
the reader with an erroneous impression of inadequacy where, in
reality, upon completion of the NRC review many answers will have
been provided.

2. Allegations are made with respect to the technical adequacy of
both NRC staff and associated contractor reviews in spite of the
GAO's candid admission to the staff that they had not enlisted
independent technical consultants in their assessment and development
of recommendations relative to the NRC evaluations of complex teChnical
issues.

3. There is an absence of discussion of various interagency agreements
developed principally by the NRC to assess the broad environmental
and safety aspects of the floating nuclear power plant concept
e.g., lr~teragency Regulatory Steering Committee, Memorandum of
Understanding between the NRC and U.S. Corps of Engineers,
Memorandum of Understanding between the NRC and the U. S. Coast
Guard and cooperative arrangements between the NRC and the NOAA,.
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Our detailed written comments on these and other points were provided• to
GAO representatives during a meeting with NRC staff members on
January 23, 1978. Summaries of the NRC positions relative to specific
findings and recommendations presented in the GAO report are provided
bel ow.

Preparation of the generic environmental statement:

The GAO contends that the generic statement added little, if anything, to
the licensing process because it did not address cumulative impacts of
many plants operating simultaneously and did not include specific sites.
The staff position is that a programmatic statement which addresses the
impacts of a large number of operational FNPs is not a legal requirement
and not germane to the application for a license to manufacture eight
FNP's. However, the reader should be made aware that the question of
generic effects resulting from the deployment of large numbers of FNP's
has already been discussed in a report* prepared by the Council on
Environmental Quality.

The purpose of the NRC generic environmental statement was to determine
for the decision-makers whether there was reasonable assurance that
eight FNP's could be sited with acceptable environmental impacts both
offshore and nearshore in oceans, rivers and estuaries on the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts.

Delays in evaluating siting possibilities:

Contrary to the GAO report, the NRC has not delayed the analysis of
riverine and estuarine siting of FNP's. The generic environmental
statement (Part II) assessed the environmental impact of various FNP
siting alternatives including those in offshore ocean areas as well as
at riverine and estuarine locations. The NRC considered the generic
statement adequate with respect to the discussion of estuarine and
riverine siting of FNP's. Nevertheless, upon receiving comments from
the Council on Environmental Quality, the NRC agreed to prepare an
Addendum wh'ich expands upon the previous assessment of riverine and
estuarine siting.

Furthermore, contrary to the report, the NRC has never instructed the
applicant to refrain from evaluating siting alternatives to the offshore
option.

*OFFSHORE NUCLEAR POWERPLANTS -

A CEQ/Interagency Task Force Study, February 1976
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GAO Recommendations:

The GAO recommends that the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission before

issuing a manufacturing license for eight nuclear power plants:

a) "--evaluate the need for a comprehensive
analysis of a core-melt accident on a floating
nuclear plant;"

b) "--require procedures be developed for mitigating
the consequences of a core-melt accident; and,"

c) "--require weight parameters be established for the
safe operation of the floating plant and insure that
these parameters are met."

a) It is the staff's view that a comprehensive risk assessment as conducted
in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) is unwarranted for the FNP
licensing process. Subsequent assessments by the staff and its
consultants have shown that WASH-1400 results with regard to airborne
releases are generally applicable to the FNP design. With respect to
the liquid pathway, a spectrum of accident scenarios (including the
core-melt event) will be considered in the staff's revised Liquid
Pathway Generic Study (LPGS).

The question of comparing the total risk of a spectrum of accidents
(including core-melt) at an FNP with a land-based plant will be
considered in the generic environmental statement (Part Ill) which
will draw heavily upon the findings in the revised LPGS report. We
believe the generic statement (Part Ill) and the supporting LPGS are
comprehensive in their respective areas of scope.

b) The GAO recommendation to develop procedures for mitigating the
consequences of a core-melt accident is premature because it
presumes that risk is high enough to justify such mitigation.
The generic environmental statement (Part III) will consider,
based upon the revised LPGS and a cost-benefit balancing, whether
the total risk of a core-melt event for an FNP would be of such a
magnitude that mitigation would be required. If such a need is
determined, then the manufacturer or specific owner of an FNP
would be required to develop appropriate mitigation procedures _
or designs for NRC approval.. ....
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c) GAO erred in identifying weight in isolation as a safety issue. The
NRC has properly considered weight in perspective with the many other
safety and environmental considerations and found that they ar~e more
appropriately satisfied by a "no grounding parameter.' We have required
a site envelope parameter in Supplement No. 2 to the Safety Evaluation
R~eport, NUREG-O054 (See Table 1.2) that the "Plant must not ground
under the influence of environmental loads.' For each specific site,
this requirement dictates a minimum low water depth. Furthermore,
the effect of weight on seaworthiness during tow will be reviewed
by the Coast Guard in their permit review process. The NRC finds
that the establishment of the "no grounding" criteria provides an
integrated approach which evaluates the effects of various parameters,
and that imposition of such a narrow regulatory requirement (weight
monitoring) has no technical merit.

The GAO also recommends that before issuing an operating license for two
floating plants off the coast of New Jersey, the Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission:

a) "--identify specific methods for handling the loading and
off-loading of radioactive material and the recovery of such
material in case of an accident;"

b) "--require that a specific decommissioning plan be prepared
for the floating plant and the breakwater; and"

c) "--reanalyze the effect on tourism."'

d) "Further, we recommend that if the licensing review should
continue, that the Chairman determine as early as possible
if the state of New Jersey is willing to provide a. grant for
the siting of two floating power plants off that State's coast."

a) The NRC position concerning loading and off-loading spent fuel casks
on barges is that the development of specific handling methods
and procedures will be required for review and approval by the
NRC before an operating license will be issued and thus this GAO
recommendation is consistent with our present policy.

However, the GAO fails to inform the reader that Sections 6.13 and
12.6.9 of the generic environmental statement (FES-Part II, NUREG-0056)
related to the OPS application and Section 5.6 of the draft environ-
mental statement (NUREG-O058) related to the Atlantic Generating
Station (AGS) application describe in some detail the activities
associated with the transportation of nuclear materials to and
from FNP's. The utility/owner of an FNP would have to conform to
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regulations established by the NRC, the Department of Transportation(U.S. Coast Guard) and affected states regarding the packaging and
shipping of nuclear materials. These regulations are intended to
insure that the transport of such materials by land, sea or air to
and from FNP's will be conducted with an acceptably low level of
risk to the healthand safety of the public and with adequate
protection of the environment. The NRC has established regulations
(10 CFR Part 71) that describe design and test requirements for
the packaging and transportation of nuclear materials. In addition,
the U. S. Coast Guard is responsible for all maritime safety consider-
ations including barge design and operation as well as special aspects
of maritime environmental protection including the waterborne shipment
of fuel, radioactive wastes and other hazardous cargoes.

b) It is the NRC policy to determine that there are feasible and
acceptable methods for decommissioning nuclear power plants (land-
based or floating) rather than to require, before licensing, the
specification of a particular plan. This allows for changes in
the law and for improvements in technology as well as consideration
of future alternative uses of the power plant site in the 30 or 40
years between licensing and decommissioning.

GAO failed to indicate that Sections 9.5 and 12.4 of the generic
environmental statement (FES-Part II, NUREG-O056) and Section 10.2.3
of the AGS draft environmental statement (NUREG.-O058) discuss various
alternative decommissioning techniques for both the FNP itself, the
breakwater and associated transmission lines and shore facilities.
Contrary to the GAO report, not all of the four FNP decommissioning
methods identified by the staff in these statements necessarily
require removal of the plant from the breakwater. Furthermore,
the staff does not concur with the GAO implication that dismantling
of the FNP might have to be delayed some 110 years after cessation
of operation to permit sufficient radioactive decay. In this regard,
studies of alternative decommissioning methods being conducted for
NRC by Battelle's Pacific Northwest Laboratories on a pressurized
water reactor show that there is little advantage in waiting
the 110 years since radiological exposures from decommissioning
work decrease markedly out to about 30 years, but decline at a very
low rate thereafter.

Decommissioning the FNP, including the breakwater poses some
different, though no more seriousproblems, than land-based
plants and viable decommissioning methods are available. -

Althougih the NRC may in the future require that an applicant
develop preliminary decommnissioning plans, we conclude that the
GAO recommendation to require a specific decommissioning plan at
the time of licensing is neither prudent nor in the public interest.
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c) The GAO report does not adequately characterize the scope of the
staff's analysis of the potential effect of a floating nuclear
plant on tourism. The report only discusses a draft of a study
prepared by Baker and West of Florida State University for the NRC,
"Impact of Offshore Nuclear Generating Stations on Recreational
Behavior at Adjacent Coastal Sites." Both the staff's investi-
gation and the Baker study are broader in scope than depicted by
the GAO report.

In addition to the Baker study, the staff assessment considers:

a. Various studies of the social and economic impacts
from construction and operation activities in the
vicinity of operating nuclear power plants; (These
studies have been Sponsored by, or conducted by, the NRC.)

b. A staff survey of recreational behavior at water
oriented recreational facilities in the vicinity of
operating nuclear power plants; and,

c. The literature on human behavior relative to exposure
to natural hazards and the literature on risk taking.

Although the GAO staff admits to no special expertise in
statistical or behavioral analysis, the GAO questioned the
conclusions in the Baker study indicating "...the adjustments made
to the percentage seem one-sided in that they all have the effect of
reducing the percentage." Percentage refers to percent of beach-
goers who initially claim they would avoid the beach if an FNP were
sited offshore. Professors Baker and West conducted a multifaceted
investigation that went considerably beyond simple reporting of raw
survey results. In their final report, "Impact of Offshore Nuclear
Generating Stations on Recreational Behavior at Adjacent Coastal
Sites," (NUREG-.0394), the authors discuss the problem of inferring
behavior from expressed attitudes and the resulting need to integrate
information and findings from the multifaceted approach into an
overall "impression" of likely behavior. The adjustments made to
the initial estimates of intended avoidance and the rationale for
modifying verbal responses when predicting actual behavior are
explained in NUREG-0394, Chapter 6 and Appendix D, respectively.

As indicated, the staff has not completed its analysis of tourism
as related to FNP's and, as such, the GAO recommendation is unwarranted
at this time.

.,. . . .4.
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d) The general NRC policy with regard to our review of applications for
nuclear power plants prior to acquisition of the associated site is,
unless other events render a Commission proceeding moot, that the
Commission's review process will not be stayed based on what might
or might not happen at some future date. However, in view of the
recent events concerning the status of the AGS application, which are
discussed in the GAO report, the GAO recommendation concerning the
State riparian grant is moot.

We appreciate the opportunity for providing comments on this draft GAO
report.

Sincerely,

Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations
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SUBJECT':

PURPOSE:

The Conmmissioners

Lee V. GossickExecutive Director for Operations

AIF BRIEFING ON LICENSING REFORM

Approval of responses to AIF comments and
recommuendations.

DISCUSSION: On December 20, 1977 representatives of the AIEF briefedthe Commission on the energy situation and problems of
the nuclear industry. A January 12, 1978 menurandum
from Samuel Chilk (Enclosure 2) abstracted a number of
AIF commaents and recommendations from the briefing
transcript and asked for staff replies or comments, as
appropriate, on these items.

The proposed comments and responses to Parts I and IIof the Chilk mennrandum are in Enclosure 1. The AIF
items have been reordered and grouped to facilitate
responses in the proper context. Responses to other
AIF comments and recommendations are being provided
separately by the ASLBP and OPE.

In late January we received a copy of the AIF report
entitled, "Licensing, Design and Construction Problems:
Priorities for Solution". This report had been comp~leted
at the time of the AIF briefing to the Commission and
portions of the contents were mentioned in the briefing.
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The report identifies three categories of contributing
causes to the present extended durations for nuclear
power plant design and construction. These are: (1.)
expansion and instability of regulatory activities; (2)
increased complexity and scope of engineered design;
and (3) increased material quantities and field labor
manhours as a result of increased plant size. Only the
first category is directed at the NRC and it is presented
as the key to shortening overall lead times. But it
contains -very few basic points that haven't been identified
and discussed in the past.

The study results are presented, as a series of findings by
the AIF. They are not presented in a context that solicits
any response from the NRC. An attempt to respond to all,
or even some, of the broad points would be unproductive.

The December briefing to the Commission contained some
specific recommendations and concerns which reflect the
findings of the report and which were directed at the NRC.
The proposed responses to these recommendations and concerns
in Enclosure 1 also constitute adequate and appropriate
responses to the formal AIF report. Therefore we plan no
separate response to the formal AIF report.

COORDINATION: The Office of the Executive Legal Director has no legal
objection.

V Lee V.Gosc

:Executive Director for Operations

DISTRIBUTION
Enclosures : Commissioners
1. Proposed Responses to AIF Recommendations on Commission Staff Offices

Licensing Reform, NUREG-0292, 'and Water Quality Exec Dir for Operations
2. Memorandum from Samuel ChilkSertia
3. Letter from E. Case, and J. Ward dtd 2-6-78Sertia
4. 1-26-78 ]tr fm Walske to Chairman

NOTE: Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office
of the Secretary. by close of business Monday, February 27, 1978.

Commission staff office comments, ifany, should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT Febru~ry 21, 1978, witIh an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If
the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review
and commnent, the commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when

commnents may be expected.



ENCLOSURE 1

PROPOSEU RESPONSES TO AIF RECOMMENDATIONS ON LICENSING REFORM, NUREG-0292,
AND WATER QUALITY



Enclosure 1

PROPOSED RESPONSES TO AIF RECOMMENDATIONS ON LICENSINGREFORM, NUJREG-029 2, AND WATER QUALITY

1. ALIF Comment - Reform must be addressed to reducing the time frame

from placement of the NSSS order to plant operation.

Response -

The NRC recognizes the problems associated with the expanding time

frame of nuclear power plant licensing and construction, as well as

the importance of reducing this time frame. The Commission has taken

several major steps to reduce lead times, but these must be considered

in terms of reducing those portions of the lead time affected by the

licensing process and under the control of the NRC. The licensing

process is not the dominant factor in current nuclear power plant lead

times. In fact, the licensing process is on the critical path of the

planning, design and construction process for no more than about

three years of the total 12 year period. Most of this is at the

construction permit stage, since operating license reviews generally

do not impact on the critical path for design and construction. Any

reform or change affecting this licensing critical path period must

be fully consistent with our primary responsibilities, which are the

protection of the conmmon defense and security and health and Safety

of the public and protection of the environment.

Enclosurel1
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* Limited Work Authorizations, in those cases where they are requested

S and issued, allow construction activities to start prior to an

Initial Decision on the complete construction permit. During the

past few years, LWA's have been issued an average of one year prior

to the CP. Early Site Review procedures have been established and

* are encouraged as a means for resolving part or all of the environ-

mental and site suitability issues off the critical path of the CP

review. Preparation and publication of the Standard Format and •

Content Guidance and the Standard Review Plans added significant

predictability to the information needed by the staff and how that

information would be used in support of the review. Establishment

of the• Regulatory Requirements• Review Coimmittee provides a mechanism

for management control over changes to regulatory requirements.

The standardization policy, which is encouraged by the NRC, promises

threefold benefits. Safety is enhanced by better utilization of

successful experience and greater concentration of effort on fewer

Sconcepts and problems. Government and industry resources are used

more efficiently.. Significantly shorter review and construction

times should be realized. The use of rulemaking on generic technical•

issues, while used only to a limited extent so far, can be effective

in expediting individual reviews.

7
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These• are just •some of the changes that have been implemented in the

last few years to add stability to the licensing process, to increase

the efficiency and effectiveness of the review and to reduce the time

frame. None of these changes is operating ideally yet but each has

yielded measureable improvements. More time will be needed to measure

the effects meaningfully. Also, Outside influences during the past

few years have impacted the review process severely, and to a large

extent have masked the effects of the changes made'during this period.

A•large number of plants have been delayed or cancelled since mid-1974 .

due to economic conditions. Court decisionis have led to delays and

changes in the review process. There• have been other .impacts as well.

Improving the licensing process is a continuing effort.• The recent

report, NUREG-0292, by an NRC Study Group, identified •several

opportunities for improvement. Most of the Study Group's recounnendations

are being implemented. A group of these reconmmendations will be used

on a trial basis with the aim of completing the staff Safety Evaluation

Report within six months of application docketing while simultaneously

increasing the effectiveness .and efficiency of the review. Some of

the details of the NUREG-0292 recommendations will be discussed further

in the reSponses •to other AIF comments.
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The proposed nuclear siting and licensing legislation, while still
evolving,.will, likely offer several alternative licensing tracks"

which could result in significant time reductions-, not only in the

•licensing process but in the overall span from NSSS or~der to plant

operation.; These tracks are based largely on increased use of

standardization and early site approvals.

The NRC has sought, and will continue to seek, improvements to the

licensing process, that portion of the total time frame over which

we exercise some control. Reducing the time span is an important

goal of these improvements, to the extent that this can be

accomplished concurrently with maintaining or improving the level

of safety and environmental protection.

2. A IF Commnents - Under the expanded acceptance .review, as proposed

in NUREG¢-0292, there would be no management con-"

• straints or •pressures on the staff to maintain the

S. •review schedule, as there is now in the technical

~review. Technical adequacy of the application

should be determinedl during the technical review

after docketing, and not'during the acceptance
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2. AIF Comments - (Cont'd)

i. .. review. The recommendations of NUREG-0292 shift

a portion of the licensing time from. the post-

... . docketinig to the pre-docketing period, thus

•. shortening the NRC' s per iod on the cr itical path.

•Response -

• These• three comments pertain to the staff's implementation of .three

recommendations proposed in NUREG-0292. These three recommendations

are interdependent and are being developed as an integrated package

for •trial application on the next few CP applicationS. The essence

of the .plan is as follows: (1) Increase the scope and intensity

of staff-applicant coordination during the period of one year or so

•prior to tendering of the-application. This should assure a clear

understanding of the staff' s requirements and information needs. I

might also highlight potential design problems so as to have a

•positive impact on design efforts and preparation of the application

•prior" to tendering. The goal is to obtain a tendered .application

which is complete, fully responsive and acceptable for docketing.

(2) Expand and restructure the .present .acceptance .review from a

cursory evaluation of completeness with respect to the. Standard

Format requirements to a more thorough review and evaluation of
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acceptability in terms of detail, quality and clarity, as well as

conformance with the Standard Format. An application is acceptable

if the staff can complete its detailed technical review of that

application, as docketed, without any additional information or

clarification from the applicant. .(3) Starting with the docketed

application resulting from the expanded pretendering and acceptance

review efforts, perform an intensive and detailed safety evaluation

with no question-answer cycles. The staff's positions and con-

clusions will be_ given in the Safety Evaluation Report which will be

issued about six months after docketing.

One of AIF'S concerns is that the staff will not have the discipline,

constraints or incentive to keep the acceptance review on schedule

because the time is running on the applicant's clock and not on the

staff's clock at that point. AIF predicts that the nominal 60 day

review will expand and approach the current technical review period

as each group strives for perfection prior to docketing.

The staff believes that this new review methodology will work well

and therefore we have a great deal of incentive to make it work.

Detailed schedules will be prepared, in advance, for the pretendering,
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acceptance review and technical review phases. In fact, these are

already being prepared for the first trial application, Considerable

management attention will be focused on these activities and schedule

performance will be monitored as part of our Management By Objectives

system as well as by the usual Blue Book procedures. The acceptance

review will follow several months of close coordination between staff

and applicant which, if successful, should yield a high quality

application. The staff also will have developed some familiarity

with the content of the application and, to the extent possible, the

same staff pe~rsonnel will follow the application from pretendering

through completion of the CP licensing effort. Further, whereas the

present acceptance review has a nominal schedule of 30 days, some

review branches spend only a few days on the actual review. The

expanded acceptance review, for which we are allowing about 60 days,

will be_ performed by a more or less dedicated team of project manager

and reviewers whose primary responsibility and top priority task will

be that review for its duration. This intense effort, without in-

terruption, Will be completed easily within two months. The only

reasons why an acceptance review might extend significantly beyond

60 days are that the application is seriously deficient or that the

applicant is not responsive to the acceptance review questions, since •

the application will not be docketed with significant information

missing.
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Mnother related AIF concern is that application preparation time.will

be lengthened because the applicant will have to prepare for an

uncertain acceptance review. We do't anticipate the need for a

longer preparation period. The preparation, or pretendering, period

should be very productive because the applicant will be getting

considerable staff guidance which should assist in preparing the

application. Also, the acceptance review will be well defined and

understood by the applicant so that there should be little, if any,

uncertainties.

AIF commented in their briefing that the technical adequacy of the

application ought to be determined during the technical review and

not as part of the acceptance review. We emphasize that the ex-

panded acceptance review does not replace the detailed staff safety

review. Rather, the two are complementary. The increased scope

and depth of the acceptance review and the pretender ing coordination

are prerequisite to completing the staff safety evaluation within

six months of docketing. The technical adequacy will be determined

during the post-docketing review. In the acceptance review, the

staff must determine that not only are all the subject areas covered

but that they are covered with enough detail and clarity such that

the evaluation can be completed and staff positions and conclusions

developed without any additional information from the applicant.
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A final related AIF concern is that the acceptance review period is
being taken out of the So-called "licensing time" and moved to the

pre-docketing period so that the critical, path is effectively moved

out of the NRC official time frame.,

It is true that a portion of the current post-docketing review

scope is being shifted to the acceptance review and the pre-docketing

period is being extended. As planned, the time shift should be no

more than about one month. This is being done because we believe it

will improve the overall review process and not merely to make our

schedule performance look better. A savings of a few months in SER

issuance and the qu~estion of whose time the .review is charged to are

far less significant considerations than enabling the review to be

carried out in~ a more effective and efficient manner without the

multiple rounds of questions and answers and the seemingly endless•

and norn-productive debates on technical details and staff positions.

3. AIF Comments - The staff has changed from a project team to a

gathiering if technical branches. The project

manager is not controlling the review and not

•resolvinig dissention. There needs to be a strong

decision-making process to resolve dissention.
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Response -

The organization of NRR has evolved to its present project-functional

group structure in order to provide well-balanCed and uniform reviews.

Certainly, the project manager's role has changed in this evolution.

Until about 1971, when the technical review organization was expanded

and formalized, the project manager pe~rformed much of the review

himself. The scoPe and depth of staff review were considerably less

than they are now and the project manager functioned somewhat more

independently than he does today. For many obvious reasons, the

earlier mode of operation would not be satisfactory now.

The project team concept still exists, however. The project manager

coordinates continuously with all the assigned reviewers. He holds

periodic project meetings with all project reviewers throughout the

review to discuss project status, progress, problems and issues. The

project team concept will be carried even further in implementing

certain of the recommrendations of NUREG-0292 on a trial basis. For

the next few CP applications, reviewers will be assigned during the

pretendering period and, to the extent possible, will be kept in

these assignments until the CP review is completed. The assignment

will be their highest priority task and the reviewers will work on

the project essentially on a full-ti~ne basis until their work on a

given phase is completed.
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The project manager, while not, having unlaerlcnolorth

review decisions and positions, nonetheless has the most. imrportant

and critical staff function with regard to the overall conduct of

the review. While he cannot resolve all dissention independently,

one of his most important responsibilities: is tO identify and ex-.

pedite the resolution of differences of opinion at their inception,

be~fore they become elevated to the level of dissention. Differences

of opinion are inevitable in regulatory decisions involving such a

highly complex and controversial technology as nuclear power.

Indeed, such differing opinions are beneficial, but NRC management

has a responsibility to resolve them before they become counter-

productive to the regulatory process.

Within the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, a well-defined

policy and procedure has been developed for resolving dissenting

staff opinions on technical issues and positions. This has been

documented as NRR Office Letter No. 11. Before discussing this

procedure, it Should be understood that the development of staff

positions normally involves extensive interaction and discussions

among the members of the cognizant review groups and with the pro-

ject manager. As noted above, the project manager, also holds

pe~riodic meetings with all the project participants to discuss
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progress, problems and issues. These discussions usually lead to-

a staff position that is acceptable to all concerned..

When a situation arises in which a knowledgeable staff member

disagrees with an approved staff position, the procedure specifies

discussions with successively higher levels of management to achieve

resolution. The first step is a discussion between the staff member

and his Section Leader and/or Branch Chief. If this is not

satisfactory, the discussions are elevated to the Assistant. Direct~or

level. Should-the disagree~ment pe~rsist, the dissenting staff membe~r

prepares a memo~randumn concerning the details of the issue to the

appropriate Division Director with a copy to the Director of NRR.

The Division Director, in consultation with the Director of NRR,

makes a final decision on the matter and informs the staff me~mber

of that decision and its basis in writing. All of the docume~ntation

on the issue is sent to the Publ ic Document Room and to the ACRS.

As appropriate, .this material also is provided to the Licensing

Boards and other parties to the proceedings in which the technical

issue :s involved.

If the disagreement persists, the dissenting staff member is given

the opportunity .to document his position in an appe~ndix t~o t~he staff
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Safety Evaluation Report. He may appe~ar be~fore the ACRS to discuss

his position on the issue either at his own request or at the

Commi~ttee' s request.

We believe that the present staff organization and the existing

policies and procedures are effect:.ve in resolving differences of

opinion° It. is neither possible nor necessary, however, to resolve

every issue to the complete satisfaction of everyone concerned.

4. AIF Comments - The Standard Format and Content Guide should be

issued. The Standard Review Plan should represent

current practice and should be keyed to the Standard

Format and Content Guide.

Response, -

The staff efforts which address these comments are interrelated and

are progressing concurrently.

Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide l.•70, "Standard Format and Content

of Safety Analysis ReportS for Nuclear Power Plants - LWR Edition"

was issued for a 60-day comment pe~riod in October 1975. Comments

were received and largely resolved by the end of 1976, when it was
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decided to suspend further action due to the need for updating the

Standard Review Plan (SRP) to reflect the more current practices

being utilized in. the review process.

One of the recomimendations of the NRC Study Group, as presented in

NUREG-0292, was that the staff expedite its reassessment and up-

dating of the Standard Review Plan and that it update the Standard

Format Gu~ide to reflect the modified SRP an~d publish it in effective

form as soon as possible. The efficiency and effectiveness of the

staff's review depend largely on the quality of the application and

of the Standard Review Plan. The quality of the application, in

turn, is affected by the requirements as described in the Standard

Format Guide.

An accelerated program was initiated in the fall of 1977 to revise

the SRP to reflect current practice and simultaneously to make

conforming revisions to the Standard Format Guide and to resolve

the remaining public coitnlents. This overall effort has been planned

for completion in two phases. The initial phase is primarily

editorial in nature. The revisions encompass clarifications of

existing Criteria, incorporation of new staff positions for which

the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee (RRRC) and NRR office
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Director approvals have already been given, changes due to staff

reorganizations, and other similar .changes. This phase will

culminate with the issuance of some 130 revised sections t~o the

SPP by February 1978 and the issuance of corresponding changes to

the Standard Format Guide (Rev. 2) by May 1978. The second phase

involves the incorporation of new staff safety positions for which

RRRC consideration and NRR Director approval are necessary and
pendng. his hasewillculminate with the issuance of the re-

maining revised SRP sections by September 1978, and the issuance

of corresponding changes to the Standard Format Guid (Re.3

shortly thereafter.

In the future, the SRP and the Standard Format Guid wilb pae

on a regular basis at intervals of about six months.

The staff had made known its need for applicants to address the

content guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.70 (Rev. 2) at the tume it i

was issued in October 1975. Adherence to the format guidance was

not required until one year after formal issuance of th• revision

but the staff is contemplating reducing this grace period.

5. AIF Comments - There should be expanded and consistent use of the

value-impact methodology in regulation, particularly
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5. AIF Comments - (Cont'd)

in the issuance of regulatory guides. Staff

value-impact statements need improvement,

especially with respect to cost impact. The staff

doesn't have the facility to assess the costs of

many of the changes they make.

Response -

These comments are addressed, in same detail, in a letter from

Edson G. Case to John E. Ward dated February 6, 1978. This

letter responds to a December 5, 1977 letter from Mr. Ward to

Mr. Case. We refer the AIF. to our letter rather than repeating

its contents here.

In addition, *we note that the use of value-impact methodology as

an evaluative technique for regulatory positions is quite new.

The development of guidelines for conducting such analyses took

considerable time and effort. It is a difficult technique to im-

plement properly and we wanted assurance that the guidelines would

result in uniformly high quality evaluations. The final version of

the guidance was approved by the Commnission in January 1978.
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The staff is generally quite receptive to the use of value-impact

analyses. Continued improvement in these analyses and especially

the cost impact aspects of the analyses can be expected as the

staff gains experience With the technique.

6. AIF Comrrent - Intervenors should be required to raise technical

issues while the technical review is in progress

and those issues should be resolved by the staff

during the review.

Response -

The AIF comment makes two points. The first addresses the Liming

of intervenors' technical issues. Notices of hearings, which

establish intervention time, are required to be issued as soon as

practicable after the application is docketed, usually about 30 days

after docketing. Thus, provisions certainly exist for intervenors

to raise issues at an early stage of the technical review.

The second AIF point is that technical issues raised early should be

resolved by the staff during the review. This is often difficult

to do. Frequently, the review is well advanced before all of the

contentions are identified and fully defined.
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Technical issues raised by intervenors usually are closely related

to staff review items in any event. To the extent that the staff

is aware Of intervenor's issues and their thrust, these issues are

addressed in the review. Sometimes, however, the issues cannot be

properly addressed until the. staff witnesses present their testimony

at the hearing.

Early identification and resolution of such issues is consistent

with NRC policy and is supported by several of the recommendations

in NLREG-0292. Intervenors, as well as applicants and staff, share

responsibility for assuring that meritorious technical issues are

identified and reviewed at the earliest practicable Lime in the

review sequence.

7. AIF Comment - The staff needs to establish a goal or target to

guide the technical reviews.

Response -

Publication and implementation of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) in late
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1975 established the goal or target which guides the technical

reviews, as recommended by the AIF. At the time of initia

publication the staff announced that the SRP represented an

acceptable level of safety for proposed nuclear power plants and

that substantive changes would be made only upon recommendation

of the Regulatory Requirement~s Review Committee (RRRC) and approval

by the Director of NRR. This policy recognizes that. regulatory

goals and targets cannot be expected to remain static and that tlhe

SRP must be a living document. Any significant changes, however,

are subject to extensive staff review and analysis, including a

value-impact analysis, prior to final management approval.

To add further stability to the regulatory base, all changes which

are approved are categorized as to their degree of implementation.

The categories specify: forward fit. only, case-by-case consideration

of backfitting, and backfitting required. This categorization is

determined on the basis of the extensive staff analysis and management

judgement. Safety significance is an important consideration but is

not the sole criterion. .

The staff has not established, nor do we presently intend t~o establish,

a quantitative or numerical target level for nuclear safety. We
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believe that the existing policy, procedures and guidance, as

described above, provied. an adequate target level or safety level

•goal to guide the conduct of the technical reviews and to control

changes. We will continue to imp~rove the implementation of these

tools as necessary.

8. AIF Coxrments - NRC and EPA should clarify their respective

responsibilities with respect to water, quality

mo~nitoring and reporting requirements. Overlap

and redundancy should be eliminated on an ex-

pedlited basis.

Response -

The staff has adopted a policy that future licenses will not contain 1

any Limiting Conditions of Operation for plant discharges that could

affect the water quality of receiving waters when such conditions

also are incorporated into an applicant's NPDES pe~rmit. However,

if plant discharges have been identified in ,the environmental r~eview

as having potentially significant environmental impacts, the license

will include monitoring programs with associated reporting re-

quirements for these discharges. This policy is intended to eliminat~e

duplicative enforceme~nt of numerical constraints while cont~inuing to
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satisfy NRC's responsibilities under NEPA. Procedures have been

established to work closely with the Environmental Protection

Agency in the preparation of environmental impact statements and

in the establishment of licensing conditions to avoid inconsistent

or redundant requirements. similar arrangements are being made

with states having permit-issuing authority.

Rather than experimenting with the new process, this policy is

being actively imp~lemented on current license applications and

will be applied on all future cases. The only category of power

plant~s not yet subject to the policy includes those which are

operating under previously issued environmental technical speci-

fications. The established procedures for amending licenses are

being reviewed to determine the impact that full implementation

of the policy will have on our limited manpower resources.

The matter of NRC's treatment of water quality matters in en-

vironmental technical specifications was the subject of a paper

presented at the AIF Conference on "Current Issues on Environmental

Regulation of Nuclear Power Facilities", held in Washington, D. C.

in October 1977. The issues were thoroughly aired in the paper and

during a question and answer period that followed. We understand
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,that the conference proceedings will be published in the near' future

and suggest AIF review of the publication to obtain a more detailed

picture of our .activities in this .area.
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UNITED STATESNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHING'tON, D. C. 206555

January 12, 1978

OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR: Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for OperationsKenneth Pedersen, Director, Office of Policy Evaluation
FROM: .• amuel J. Chi Ik 6•Serta ry•/

SUBJECT: ." AIF BRIEFING

Attached is a transcript of the AIF Briefing to the Commission on
December 20, 1977.

AIF made a series of recommendations which are noted in ithe attached
outline. Addressees are requested to review these recommendations and
advise the Commission by February 10, 1978 of any action being taken
and of any reply or comment they feel should be made to.AIF on these
areas.

Attachments :
as stated

cc:
3. Nelson, General Counsel
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AIF RECOMMENDATIONS
December 20, 1977 Meeting with

NRC Commissioners

I. Recommendations Regarding Licensing Reform and NUREG-0292

(for reply by EDO staff)

a. Reform must addres~s two time periods:

1. reduce time from placement of NSSS order to operation
of facility

2. reduce overall schedule time.

(Reference: Transcript, p. 16)

b. Need NRC management control to keep acceptance reviews on
schedule. NRC has shifted from project teams to technical
branches, leaving dissents unresolved.

(Reference: Transcript pp. 20 & 29)

c. Reviews of technical adequacy of application should be
performed during technical review period, not during pre-.
dlocketing acceptance review.

(Reference: Transcript p. 21)

d. Final Standard format and content guide (re Early Site
Reviews) should be issued.

(Reference: Transcript p. 23)

e. Standard review plans for early site reviews should be
reviewed, should reflect current practice, and should

* be keyed to standard format and content guide.

(Reference: Transcript, pp. 24-25)

f. Need to see expanded and consistent use of value-impact
methodology; value-impact statements need improvement
especially re cost side.

(Reference: Transcript pp. 24 & 28)
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g. NUREG 0292 simply shifts delay time from period when application
formally before NRC to the pre~-docketing period.

(Reference: Transcript pps 20-21)

h. Intervenors should be required to raise technical issues while
NRC technical review is still in progress.

(Reference: Transcript, p. 29)

i. Staff needs to set goals (standard perception of safety) to
guide technical reviews.

(Reference: Transcript, p. 30)

II. Water Quality Issues (For reply by EDO staff)

a. NRC/EPA should clarify roles re water quality to eliminate
overlap (NRC asks for information it does not use and EPA does
not use same information as provided NRC.)

(Reference: Transcript p. 37)

b. Water quality reviews should be expedited.

(Reference: Transcript p. 37) 1

IV. Proliferation (For reply by OPE)

a. Recommends political/institutional approaches to proliferation
not technical (AIF questions value to be placed on denial of
plutonium recycle as a mechanism for holding down proliferation,
and fact that technical barriers will not limit proliferation).

(Reference: Transcript p. 39)
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",+,,.,..,'<'February 6, 1978

Mr. John E. Ward, Chairman
Committee on Reactor Licensing and Safety
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Washinglton, 0. C. 20014

[Jear Mr. Ward:

Thi s is in response to your letter of rPcemher 5, 19/7 which
reeniphasi zed your support for the developm~ent of compl ete val ue-imp~act
analyses for regulator~y guides. You cited examples of recentLly issued
guides for which you believe the supporting value-impact statements
were not adequate. In particular, you expressed concern over tire
apparently incomplete consideration given to the costs associated with
implementation of a new guide. Finally, you recommended that the
val ue- impact Statements for all regul atory guides be nmade publicly
available.

The staff' s procedure for. issuing regulatory guides for public comment
now i ncl udes placi no some prel imi nary val ue- impact statenients in the
Public Document Room at the time the guide is discussed with the ACRS
before it is issuedl for pulblic comment. In the future we will be
placinq the preliminary value-impact statemnent for all guides in the
Publ ic Documenft Room at that time. The prel imi nary val ue- impact
assessment i s not sent out widely for public comment with thle regul a-
tory guide for reasons of economy, but it is available in the PO)R for
rev iew. When a guide is being revised to respond to publ ic comments,
before being reissued in effective form, a final value-imlpact statement
is prepared. The final statement incluries consideration of comments
received on the guide and on the prelimi nary val ue- impact st~atement.
The final Value-impact statenrent is placed in the P~ublic Document Room
when the guide is issued in effective form.

In preparing value-impact statements the staff concentrates on con-
sidering the safety impacts of the proposed action; e.g., would an
increase in safety of one system result in a decrease in safety of
another.; or, woul d a reducti on in probalbili ty or-consequences of one

Enclosure 3
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postul ated acci dent be acconipanie 0(1 y rir i ncrease i n prokbhiliity or
cohisequences of other accidents? lhe stiaff is taking every opportunity
to encourage. industry representatives to especially concentrate on
cost or other economic considerations in the comments they offer on
regulatory guides. It has been our judgment that the expertise in
engineering-costing disciplines that exists in industry cannot be
duplicated and kept current in the NRC staff. Therefore, it is
important for industry expertise in this area to be heard from at
the stage of public comment on guides. We have, been and continue to
be vitally interested in sincere and professional comments in this
area aimed at making our regulatory criteria more cost effective.
Where industry engineers see more economical alternatives for solving
safety problems to the saire or higher levels of assurance than we do,
you should be assured that we will give considerable weight to their
comments.

While the value-impact statements are not usually given the same wide
distribution as regulatory guides for reasons of economy, we believe
nevertheless, that there is ample opportunity for interested members of
the publ ic ,and particularly organizations such as the AIF, to review and
comment on these statements. In some special cases we have given them
and will continue to give them broader distribution for comment.

With regard to our delay in responding to your April 14, 1976 letter,
the Office of Standards Development received many comments on Regulatory
Guide 1.104, "Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear Power Plants,"
and is in the process of resolving these comments. It is presently
planned to hold a public meeting to discuss the staff's resolution of
these comments in the near future.

Sincerely,

' *Edson G. Case, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation
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Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

Wa~hssh1i. Uol. C 20014
Teluphoim (301) 654 9260
Cable At omiortirn Wshiiwiondc

Carl Waiske
President

January 26, 1978

The Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Commissioner Hendrie:

Because of your interest in nuclear power plant licensing
reform, I am sending you the enclosed report, Licensing.,
Design and Construction Problems: Priorities for Solution.
It is the result of an intensive effort by several Forum
committees'to examine leadtimes for design and construction
of nuclear power plants.

This report reinforces the premise of the enclosed June 1977
Statement on Licensing Reform, that improvements are needed
to infuse stability into licensing requirements and proce-
dures, reducing project leadtime generally, and increasing
overall predictability. It concludes that enforcement of
measures to stabilize current licensing requirements is a
prerequisite to reducing project durations.

The scope of both reports' recommendations go well beyond
the licensing reform measures currently under consideration
by the Administration.

Sincerely,

CW/ssd
Enclosure

Enclosure 4



February *16, 1978

• t' CORRECTION NOTICE

TO ALL HOLDERS OF

SECY-78-92 - AIF BRIEFING ON LICENSING REFORM
(Commissioner Action Item)

ATTACHED FOR INCLUSION IN THE SUBJECT STAFF PAPER IS A MEMORANDUM,
WITH ATTACHMENT, FROM THE DIRECTOR OF POLICY EVALUATION TO THE
SECRETARY, DATED FEBRUARY 9, 1978. THE MEMORANDUM, WHICH WAS
INADVERTENTLY OMITTED FROM THE STAFF PAPER, RESPONDS TO PART IV
(PROLIFERATION) OF THE SECY MEMORANDUM OF JANUARY 12, 1978
(ENCLOSURE 2 TO THE STAFF PAPER).

THE SECRETARIAT



UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

W/..jHINGTON. D. C. 20555

February 9, 1978

ME¶,ORANDUM4 FOR:

FRO;M:

SUBJECT:

Samuel J.
Ken Pederse•\) ,~

AIF BRIEFING
I.

In response to your memorandum of January 12, attached is a draftresponse to the AIF "recormmendation"1 concerning political/institutional
approaches to proliferation. I understand the Staff is in the process
of submitting responses to the other AIF items, .and would appreciate
your including the attached in the package that goes to the Commission.

As to whether the Commission should; in fact, respond to the AIF on
the issue of political versus technical approaches to proliferation,
I recommend we do not, since Walske raised this issue in rhetor~ica
fashion at the end of the briefing and neither asked for our views
on it nor appeared to expect them. Please inform the Commission of
this view.

Attachment
As Stated

CONTACT:
Jim Devine COPE)
634-1384-



AIF Assertion -.

"(T)here is a difference of views generally held between what you

might call the nuclear industry or nuclear establishment in this

country and the Administration. But I believe it is an honestly he~d

difference of view that centers around the question of how much value,

how much reliance you can put on the denial of the utilization of

plutonium, or the denial of reprocessing as a mechanism . . . for

slowing or halting proliferation . . . (T)here is a strong feeling

that technical barriers won't go far in dealing with the proliferation

problem; that our main reliance has to be on political and institutional

arrangements . .. "

'II

Proposed Response

An effective non-proliferation strategy must address both the political

and the technical aspects of the problem. In the long run, we must

continue to pursue political arrangements'which reduce the incentive•s

of nations to acquire nuclear weapons. For example, the security

assurances that flow from our bilateral and multilateral agreements

have served to reduce the political incentive to acquire a nuclear

weapons capability, even though, perhaps, the technical capability to do

so existed. In a similar fashion, the Non-Proliferation Treaty was

designed to create an international regime under which nations have

agreed that their security interests would be better served by foregoing

the development of nuclear weapons capability. The current Administration

has pursued this political route by cont~inuing negotiations on a variety

of arms control agreements.
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We should not ignore the technical dimension of the proliferation

problem, as a given nation's political motivation may change.

Historically, we have focussed on developing an effective international

safeguards system as the principal means of meeting the technical

challenge posed by the proliferation risks of nuclear facilities.

This safeguards system, now administered by the International Atomic

Energy Agency, is designed to provide early enough warning of diversion

to permit international diplomacy to be brought to bear to forestall

the acquisition of an explosive capability.

As some nations move beyond a. low enriched uranium tech.niology to advanced

technologies utilizing plutonium or mixed oxide fuels,. we must make every

effort to insure that international safeguards meet the "timely warning"

challenge posed by the new technologies. Stockpiles of plutonium directly

usable for weapons would reduce markedly the threshold of acquiring a

nuclear weapons capability.

It is for this reason that the Administration has deferred indefinitely

the commercialization of reprocessing and called for a restructuring of

the breeder reactor program, while undertaking on a domestic and

international-basis studies of more proliferation resistent alternative

fuel cycles that could prove as economically advantageous as those

involving pure plutonium.
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March 7, 1978 SECY.-78-l37

COMMISSIONER ACTION

For: The Commissioners

From: Edson G. Case, Acting Director, Office of Nuclear'
Reactor Regul ation £.,•

T hru: .,Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations

Subject: ASSESSMENTS OF RELATIVE DIFFERENCES IN CLASS 9 ACCIDENT RISKS IN
EVALUATIONS OF ALTERNATIVES TO SITES WITH HIGH POPULATION DENSITIES

Putpos~e: The Staff's criteria call for special consideration of alternative
sites when a proposed site has a rel atively high popul ation density0
The Staff has concluded that, in such instances, assessmients of
•*the rel ative differences in Class 9 accident risks should be in-
cluded as one element of the site comparisons. This paper provides
the basis for the staff's conclusion, and seeks Commission con-
currence.*

•Background: Guidelines Used in the Review of Sites with Relatively Larqe
Surrounding Populations

As noted in the Statement of Considerations to 10 CFR Part 100
it has been the Dast practice and current policy of the Commis-
sion to keep stationary Dower and test reactors away from •
densely populated areas (27 FR 3509, April 12, 1962). One basic
objective of the criteria in Part 100 is to assure that the cumu-
lative exposure dose to large numbers of people as a consequence
of any nuclear accident should be low in comparison with what
might be considered reasonable .for total population dose.
As noted in 10 CFR Part 100, the site location and the engineered
features included as safeguards against the hazardous consequences

of an accident, should one .occur, should insure a low risk of
public exposure. In implementing the provisions of Part 100,
we have maintained a conservative approach in evaluating plant
safety and in estaol ishi ng a balance between compensating engi-
neered safety features and population density.

•h. OSE (49-27323)'
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From time to time central station nuclear power reactors havebeen proposed which would be located in relatively populous
areas. One such case was the proposed Newbold Island site. I~n
1973, as a result of staff review of Newbold Island, we concluded
that there existed an alternative site (adjacent to Salem Units
1 and 2) which was a more desirable alternative from an environ-
mental standpoint and that the "principal factor leading to
this conclusion is the fact that the population density at the
Newbold site is significantly larger than at the Salem location"
(Enclosure A). The proposed facility was subsequently relocated
to that alternative site (and is now named Hope Creek).

As a result of the Newbold Island review, guidance was developed
to aid in the review of alternative sites from the standpoint of
the surrounding population (Enclosures B and C.).

The substance of these guidelines is that, if the population
density projected at the time of initial plant operation exceeds
500 persons, per square mile averaged over any radial distance out
to 30 miles, or the projected population density over the
lifetime of the facility exceeds 1,000 persons per square
mile, special attention should be given by the staff to
the consideration of alternative sites with lower population
densities.

These guidelines do not represent values that determine site
suitability. Rather they are a sort of threshold or trigger
to indicate the need for additional consideration of population
density in the environmental reviews of alternative sites.

Specific guidelines have not been developed that provide the
bases for comparing a site whose population exceeds the guideline
values to an alternate site with a lower population density.
Both sites may be acceptable provided a suitably designed plant
is located at each site. Consequently, the balancing between
the two sites is necessarily judgmental. For example, it
is clear that the consequences of any given release of radio-
activity to the environment (routine or accidental) would
be proportional to the size and distribution of the surrounding.
population. However, the relative weight to be given to differences
in population densities between alternative sites requires a
judgment on the relative weight to be given to risks associated with
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routine and accidental releases.

Generally, no significant weight has been given to
differences in population densities between alternative
sites where both are well below the guideline values of
Enclosure C. In such instances, the staff has taken
that position, based on the experience gained from previous
reviews of LWRs at similar sites.

However, for sites where the surrounding population is
relatively large, more detailed assessments are called
for. A variety of analytical models are available to aid
in evaluations of site-to-site differences from the stand-
point of consequences of releases of radioactivity (and
which account for more factors than population density).
One of these is the Reactor Safety Study Consequence Model
(CRAG). While the CRAG model has been principally employed
in assessments of Class 9 accidents, it has been used to
assess the consequences of lesser accidents as well.

Whether any or all of these models should be used to
supplement the site comparisons based on population density
depend in part on the perceived benefits of siting in
relatively low population density areas.

Analysis of the Role of Class 9 Accidents in Environmental
Reviews

At the outset of this paper, it was noted that one stated
policy objective in keeping reactors from denselypopulated
areas is to minimize total population dose in the event of any
accident (large or small). The Statement of Considerations
to Part 100 also notes that events more severe than those commonly
postulated as representing a reasonable upper limit in consequences
are conceivable, although highly improbable. The policy of keeping
reactors away from densely populated areas is one step taken
to assure that the risks associated with such accidents are
extremely l ow.

Following the enactment of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), the Commission issued guidance on the treatment
of accidents in environmental reports of light water reactors
in the form of a proposed annex to 10 CER Part 50, Appendix D.
In that guidance (36 FR 2285 , December 1, 1971) it is noted that
consequences of accidents beyond the design basis (called Class 9
accidents) could be severe, but that the probability of their
occurrence is so small that their environmental risk is extremely
1 ow.
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The annex stated that the consequences of Class 9 accidents neednot be analyzed and, accordingly, until recently the Commission s
NEPA environmental reviews have not included calculations
of the consequences of Class 9 accidents. Rather, staff
environmental impact statements have discussed these
accidents only in a qualitative sense by restating the
conclusions in the proposed annex and by briefly referencing
the existence of a more quantative analysis in The
Reactor Safety Study. While it is not entirely clear,
the theory of the proposed annex appears to have been
that NEPA requires no discussion of events with minimal
risk.

While the proposed annex was never formally adopted by the
Commission (for the past 6 years it has technically retained
its status as a proposed Commission rule), the matter of
Class 9 accidents has been discussed extensively in
Commission adjudicatory decisions. These decisions
[such as Shoreham, ALAB-156, 7 AEC 831, 834-835 (1973)
and Zion, ALAB-226, 8 AEC 381, 407-408 (1974)] are generally
construed as holding that NEPA does not require that the
consequences of Class 9 accidents be considered unle~ss it
is established that there is a "reasonable probability"
of the accident occurring to warrant consideration of con-
sequences.

These adjudicatory decisions have rested primarily on the
absence of significant probability of Class 9 accidents,
whereas the rule relies on the absence of significant risk
(which takes into account both probability and consequences).

The staff's proposal in this instance is not based on a uniquely
high probability of accident but rather on unique circumstances
which increase the potential consequences and thus the over-
all risk.

The Commission' s practice of not specifically analyzing the
consequences associated with a Class 9 accident has received

*judicial sanction. [See, e~g.Carolina Environmental Study
Group v. U.S., 510 F. 2d 796 (D.C. Cir. 1975), Ecology Action
v. A.E.C., 492 F. 2d 998, 1002 (D.C. Cir. 1974)] It is un-
clear whether the basis for these judicial decisions is low
risk or low probability.
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In sum, it is the present state of law that there need notbe any consideration of the consequences of Class 9 accidents
in environmental reviews of nuclear license applications.
However, this does not preclude the staff from going beyond
the strict requirements of the law when it will assist• in
performing its NEPA review..

Recently the consequences of certain types of Class 9
accidents have been considered by the staff in connection
with their reviews of two recent proceedings. In both
instances, the justification for doing so was that there
were novel aspects of the project such that the consequences
(and hence risks) associated with potential accidents appeared
to be outside of the parameters considered in the proposed annex.
[cf. Citizens for Safe Power v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
524 F.2d 129, 1299 (D.C. Cir. 1975)]. In one of those proceedings,
applicants have taken strong exception to the staff efforts,
arguing that the adjudicatory decisions and proposed annex
preclude consideration of Class 9 accident consequences absent
some showing that such accidents are credible events.

The staff believes that the high population density within
the vicinity of the plant may be considered another type of
special circumstance warranting a more detailed evaluation of
the consequences of Class 9 accidents, especially in view of
the policy objectives of Part 100.

The staff's bases for recommending that an alternative to the
Newbold Island site be considered were general in nature (see
Enclosure A). Specific calculations of accident risks were
not performed, either on a site-specific basis or on the
basis of relative or comparative differences between Newbold
Island and alternative sites. Accordingly, the support for the
staff's views took the form of qualitative and judgmental
arguments.

At about the same period in •time, Baltimore Gas and Electric (BG&E)
submitted for review a proposed application for a reactor at a
site in Harford County, Maryland (the Perryman site). This site
was, as in the case of Newbold Island, located in a relatively

Di scussi on:
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populous area. As a result of the initial staff reviews BG&E was
advised that the size of the surrounding population at Perryman
needed to receive special consideration. The population density
values at Perryman were greater than the guideline values issued
after the Newbold Island decision (see Enclosures B and C)

In late 1975, the staff was informally advised by the Baltimore
Gas and Electric that they still intended to tender an application
for a reactor at Perryman.

In anticipation that a site would be proposed that exceeded the
above-mentioned population density guidelines (the Perryman site),
NRR staff began exploring various methods to evaluate comparative
differences between sites. One of these methods involved the use
of the RSS consequence model.** Using the RSS consequence model,
the staff performed analyses of the differences between Perrynian
and other alternative sites from the standpoint of accident risks.
Population and other data from the several identified alternate
sites in the Perryman application were used for this purpose.

The results of this effort are summarized in Enclosure D which
also discusses the current limitations in use of the analyses.
The RSS consequence model was devel oped to estimate aggregate
societal risks and not to estimate site specific features.
Its applicability to a. specific site has not been fully assessed
and some specific concerns have been raised as to its applicability
for such purposes.** For this reason, it should be emphasized that
the results should be viewed cautiously and no significance should
be drawn from small calculated differences (e.g., factors of two or
so) between sites.

* The possible uses of the RSS methods to help decision-making in areas such as
this was discussed in the memorandum from Lee V. Gossick to Commissioner Kennedy
of March 2, 1977.

** The Commission's Risk Assessment Review Group (the "Lewis Committee") has
been established for the purpose of reviewing peer-group comments on the
final RSS report and the developments in risk assessment methodology that
have occurred since the report was published (see SECY-77-350).
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in spite of these limitations, we believe that this type of
analysis is useful in the sense of correctly interrelating
the important factors. We do believe that the results can
be used to assist in the evaluation of relative differences
between sites. However, the Commission should be aware that
some litigants may argue that such an analysis in these
special cases is inconsistent with several Commission
adjudicatory decisions. We believe that the Commission
should consider the appropriateness of issuing some clarifying
statement that consequences of Class 9 accidents can be con-
sidered in special cases.

We had intended to include Enclosure D as part of the overall
report on the staff's alternative site review portion of the
Perryman application (which was issued on December 1, 1977),
and to perform similar assessments in any future application
where the proposed site has a population density greater
than that in the guidelines of Enclosures B and C. This
action was precluded by the need to resolve some reservations
by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (Enclosure ID,
if published, would require some modifications to accommodate
the RES concerns). Their memorandum on this subject is
provided as Enclosure E and. a discussion of the memorandum
is proyided as Enclosure F.

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is organizing
a meeting in early 1978 of experts on such consequence
modeling in order to develop a greater concensus on
the degree of applicability of the RSS consequence
model to evaluations of specific sites. We would also

*note that generic siting studies are part of the development
plan for our reassessment of siting policy (see SECY-76-286A).
These activities should ultimately provide improved
bases for comparing alternative sites. On an interim
basis, we recommend that assessments similar to those
summarized in Enclosure D be performed in any future
application where the proposed site has a population
density greater than that in the guidelines of Enclosures
B and C.
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R ecommendati on: 1) Pending completion of the Commission'.s review of its reactor
siting policy, that the Staff perform quantitative assessments
of the relative differences in Class 9 accident consequences
and risks in the review of alternative sites where the proposed
site exceeds the general popul ation guidel ines of Regul atory
Guide 4.7. The results of such assessments of the relative
differences between sites, from this standpoint, would be
included in any reports on such reviews.

2) That the Commission consider the appropriateness of issuing
some clarifying statement to the effect that the proposed
Annex to 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix D applies to land-based
LWRs of the type licensed during the last decade or so and
that more detailed consideration of Class 9 accidents may be
warranted for other types of sites or designs. (Note, as
stated on page 5, that the staff has performed limited
analyses of Class 9 risks in the Clinch River. and Floating
Nucl ear Power P1lant reviews; both involve conceptual departures
from a typical LWR.) A statement clarifying the annex should
also include the Commission's current views on the possible
value of such assessments in the evaluation of alternatives
to sites with high population densities.

OELD has provided the legal analysis for this paper. RES
has reviewed the information and concurs. SD concurs. OGC
and OPE comments responded to at Enclosure G. Their comment
letters are included as En zlsures H andI

SEdson G. Case, c~ting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Coordi nation:

Enclosures:
See attached

NOTE: Commission comments should be provided directly to the Office of the
Secretary by close of business Friday, March 17, 1978.

Commission staff office comments, if any, should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT March 14, 1978, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the
paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review and
¢0o'1e-, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments
may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION
Commissioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Regional Offices
Secretariat
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Enclosures:
A. Letter, L. Manning Muntzing, Director of Regulation to Robert L. Smith, President,

Public Service Electric and Gas of New Jersey, October 5, 1973.
B. Memorandum, 'John F. O'Leary, A Giambusso and 3. M. Hendrie, "Population Density

Consideration in Acceptance Review of Nuclear Power Plant Applications,"
November 28, 1973.

C. Regulatory Guide 4.7, "General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power
Stations," Revision 1, November 1975 (pp. 4.7-4, 4.7-9, 4.7-16).

D. "Evaluation and Comparison of Relative Risks Associated with Large Accidental
Releases at Alternate Sites;" Appendix C to a draft staff report, "Evaluation of
Alternative Sites - Perryman Early Site Review."

E. Memorandum, S. Levine to E. Case, November 23, 1977.
F. NRR Comments on Enclosure E.
G. NRR Response to OGC and OPE Comments.
H. Memorandum, James L. Kelley to Thomas A. Rehm, January 31, 1978.
I. Memorandum, Ken Pedersen to Tom Rehm, February 1I, 1978.



ENCLOSURE A
LTR, L. MANNING MUNTZING, DIR OF REGULATION TO

ROBERT LK SMITH, PRESIDENT, PUBLIC SERVICE ELEC. AND GAS OF NEW JERSEY,
OCTOBER 5, 1973
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' .. " •.-•UNITED STATES

"::.J ' >""ATOMICO EN-RGcY COvM•,"I5SSION

" J WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.05-45

October 5, 1973

"Mr. Robert L S•_Tith i

President•". " "
-Public Service Electric and Gas of New Jersey

80 Park Place
Newark, New Jersey 07101

". ~Dear Mr. Smith: "

-The Regulatory staff is now, in the process of comnnleting a :F. nal

Environmental Statement for the N~evbold island Nuclear Power

plants.

AnimpDortant requirement in the preparation of an envirorrn-nental

impact statement for a nuclear power plant is, of course, a con-

sideration of alternative sites. On the basis of balancing all the

variouis factors which must be considered at thi~s location, including,
particularly, population distribution, the staf{f concludes that th•,

alternative 'location of these facilities at Art~icia1 Island, adjacent
to Salem Units 1 and 2, wvhich are presently under construction, i s

*a more desirable alternative~ from an enviro.•nmental standpoint.

This conclusion will be incorporated in the FinalI Environmental•
Statement for the N'•evbold Island nuclear powver plants.

The principal factor leading to this conclusion is the fact that the
* population density at the Newvbold site is significantlyilarger than

at the Salem location." F-or instance, our projections for l980 showv
- that wi~thin five miles' distance, the Salem location wi~ll have a

popu! inof about 4, 700. pers ons, and the .Ne•,bold Island site wi[ll

have approximately 125, 000 persons. W.ithin a 30-mile radius in

*19g0, Salem will have about 1,000,000 persons w/hereas Newbold

Island wi~ll have over 4, 500, 000.

W•e are informing you of this conclusion prior to the issua~ne o: a

F-inal ]EnviroPnmental Statemenst so that if you shoij~d decide to accept

testaff s position, an am•.end:ment to the aDmm:ication to change the
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" ~plant location can be prepared as soon/ as possible. In the event
°-• ~you. should decide to am•end the application to use the Salerm. site,

the staff w-ould be Dreoare to be ready for a hearnEg wi.hH ou
months after receivying the amendment. This is possible because
of the Final Envirorm-mental Statement issued for Salem.• 1 and 2 on

: April 4, 1973, as w~ell as "the fact that the Newvbold plant has been
" ~subjected to a safety review. A change in_ the design of the Nqewbo!ld
~~plant, how~ever, wvould require additional] tL.•ne for our review., ij
I you elect to continue to pursue the Newbold location, please let us

* know promptly so that wre can then complete the Final Environmn•enta!l
i Statement and proceed to a hearing on it.

Ji Very truy yours, ".

! ~Director of Regulation"1

| - .



ENCLOSURE B

MEMORANDUM, JOHN F. O'LEARY, A GIAMBUSSO AND 3. M. HENDRIE,
"POPULATION DENSITY. CONSIDERATION IN ACCEPTANCE REVIEW OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
APPLICATIONS,' NOVEMBER 28, 1973
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A. Giambusso, Deputy Director for Reactor Projects, L
J. M. Hendrie, Deputy Director for Technical Review, L

POPULATION DENSITY CONSIDERATION IN ACCEPTANCE REVIEWS OF NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT APPLICATIONS

In the course of a construction permit acceptance review, the projected
cumul ativye popul ati on densities to a distance of 30 miles from the pro-
posed• site should be determined. If the population density projected
at the time of initial plant operation exceeds 500 persons per square
mile averaged over any radial distance (cumulative population at a
distance divided by the area at that distance), or the projected popula-
tion density over the lifetime of the facility exceeds 1,000 persons
per square mile, special attention should be given by the staff to the
consideration of alternative sites.

In these circumstances, the applicant should be requested to provide
sufficient information on alternative sites• to permit a preliminary
balancing by the staff of significant environmental, economic, and other
aspects of the alternative sites, including population distribution. If
this preliminary balancing results in a determination that an alternative
site with a significantly lower population density offers significant
advantages from overall environmental impact and safety points of view,
Regulatory management should be informed of this preliminary conclusion.
For cases which just exceed'or fall below these guidelines, an examina-
tion of the particular population distribution may be required in deter-
mining whether to implement these procedures.

This memorandum is not meant to imply that the above guideline values on
population density are upper limits of acceptability. Rather, when either
of these values are reached, these special procedures for reviewing alter-
native sites should be implemented. Management should be kept informed
during all phases of the review of these cases.

John F. O-'Leary
Director of Licensing

cc: L. Manning Muntzing
L, Rogers
E, Case
TR Asst. Directors
RP Asst. Directors
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*This guide was initially published as a draft in Septeniber 1974.
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t he spfitibi~ity of a site, but they could result in special
cooling system design requirements or in the need for a
jarger site to confine the effects of drift within the site
boundary. The environmental effects of salt drift are
most severe where saline water or water with high
mineral content is used for condenser cooling.

Cooling towers produce cloudlike plumes which vary
in size and altitude depending on the atmospheric
conditions. The plumes are often a few miles in length
before becoming dissipated, but the plumes themselves
or their shadows could have aesthetic impacts. Visible
plumes emitted from cooling towers in the vicinity of
airports could cause a hazard to aviation..

3. Population Considerations

A reactor licensee is required by 10 CFR Part 1030 to
designate an exclusion area and to have authority to
determine all activities within that area, including
removal of personnel and property. In selecting a site for
a nuclear power station, it is necessary to provide for an
exclusion area in which the applicant has such authority.
The. exclusion area must be of such size that doses to
individuals at any point on its boundary for 2 hours
immediately following the onset of a postulated fission
product release are less than certain prescribed values.
Transportation corridors, such as hig~hways, railroads,
and waterways, are permitted to traverse the exclusion
area provided (1) these are not so close to the facility as
to interfere with normal operation of the facility and
(2) appropriate and effective arrangements are made to
control traffic on the highway, railroad, or waterway in
the case of emergency to protect the public health and
safety.

As set forth in 10 CFR Part 100, a nuclear power
station site must have a low population zone (LPZ)
immediately surrounding the exclusion area in which the
population is (a) sufficiently limited in number and
(b) distributed in such a way that there is a reasonable
probability that appropriate measures could be taken in
their behalf in the event of a serious accident. A
proposed site will also have a "population center
distance," defined as the distance from the nuclear
reactor to the nearest boundary of a densely populated
center containing more than about 25,000 residents. The
population renter distance must be at least one and
one-third times the distance to the outer boundary of
the LPZ. However, 10 CFR Part 100 requires that the
LPZ boundary be sufficiently remote that a release of"
fission products (calculated as a consequence of a
postulated accident) will not result in radiation doses to
individuals on the outer boundary, of the LPZ greater
than certain specified values.

WASH-i1235, "The Site Population Factor, A Tech-
nique for Consideration of Population in Site Coin-
par-ison," October 1974, discusses a oe thodology that is

useful in comparing poj._.auon distributions at alterna-
tive sites.

4. Hydrology

4.1 Floodinug

Criteria for evaluation of seismically induced floods
are provided in Appendix A to IOCFR Part 100.
Regulatory Guide 1.59 describes an acceptable method
of determining the design basis floods for sites along
streams or rivers and discusses the phenomena producing
comparable design basis floods for coastal, estuary, and
Great Lakes sites. The effects of a probable maximum
flood (as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.59), seiche,
surge, or seismically induced flood such as might be
caused by dam failures or tsunami on station safety
functions can generally be controlled by engineering
design or protection of the safety-related structures,
systems, and components which are identified in Reg-
ulatory Guide 1.29, "Seismic Design Classification." For
some river valleys, flood plains, or areas along coastlines,
there may not be sufficient information to make the
evaluations needed to satisfy the. criteria for seismically
induced flooding. lii such cases, study of the potential
for dam failure, river blockage, or diversion in the river
system or distantly and locally generated, sea waves may
be needed to determine the suitability of a site. In lieu
of detailed investigations, Regulatory Guide 1.59 and
Section 2,4 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 present acceptable
analytical techniques for evaluating seismically induced

*flooding.

4.2, W/ater Availability

Nuclear power stations require reliable, sources of
water for steam condensation, service water, emergency
core cooling system, and other functions. In regions
where water is in short supply, the recirculation of the
hot cooling water through cooling towers, artificial
ponds, or impoundments has been practiced.

Essential water requirements for nuclear power plants
are that sufficient water be available for cooling during
plant operation and normal shutdown, for the ultimate
heat .sink,a and for fire protection. The limitations"
imposed by existing laws or allocation policies govern
the use and consumption of cooling water at potential
sitesb for normal operation. Regulatory Guide 1 .27

aRegulatory Guide 1.27, "Ultimate H-eat Sink for Nuclear

Power Plants,'" provides guidance on water supply for the ulti-
mate heat sink.

bTo the extent that site selection is dependent on water di-

versions for consumptive use, allocation of water supply is a
function of state statutory and ad~ministrative procedures.

A discussion of the establishment of state regulation of water
use is provided in "industrial Developments and the Environ-
m'ent., Legal Reforms to I~mprove t," Decision-Making Pocess inu
Industrial Site Selection," Special Committee on Environmental
Ltw of the American Bat As-sociation, August 1973.

(
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* (
.,Sites with competent be(±.ock for foundations gen-

* erally have suitable foundation conditions, In regions
where there are few or no such sites, it is prudent to

* select sites in areas with competent and stable solid soils,
such as dense sands and glacial tills. Other rnaterials may
also provide satisfactory foundation conditions, but in
any case, a detailed geologic and geotechnical investiga-
tion will be required to determine static and dynamic
engineering properties of the material underlying the site
in accordance with Sections LV(a)(4) and V(d) of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100.

2. Atmospheric Extremes and Dispersion

As noted in Section B.2 of this guide, site atmo-
spheric conditions are site suitability characteristics prin-
cipally with respect to the calculation of radiation doses
resulting from the release of fission products as a con-
sequence of a postulated accident and the establishment
of exclusion area boundary, low population zone bound-
ary, and distance to a population center. Accordingly,
the regulatory position on atmospheric, dispersion of
radiological effluents is incorporated into the following
section, "Population Considerations."

Nonradiological atmospheric considerations such as
local fogging and icing, cooling tower drift, cooling
tower plume lengths and plume interactions between
cooling tower plumes, and plumes from nearby in-
dustrial facilities should be considered in evaluating the
suitability of potential sites.

3. Population Considerations

Areas of low population density are preferred for
nuclear power station sites. 1-igh population densities
projected for any time during the lifetime of a station
are considered during both the NRC staff review and the
public hearing phases of the licensing process. If the pop-
ulation density at the proposed site is not acceptably
low, then the applicant will be required to give special
attention to alternative sites with lower population den-
sities.

If the population density, including weighted tran-
sient population, projected at the time of initial opera-
tion of a nuclear power station exceeds 500 persons per
square mile averaged over any radial distance out to 30
miles (cumulative population at a distance divided by
the area at that distance), or the projected population
density over the lifetime of the facility exceeds 1,000
persons per square mile averaged over any radial distance
out to 30 miles, special attention should be raiven to the
consideration of alternative sites with lower population
densities.

Transient population should be included for those
sites where a significant number of people (other than

those just passir, .rough the area) work, reside part-
time, or engage in recreational activities and are not
permanent residents of the area. The transient popula-
tion should be taken into account by weighting the tran-
sient population according to the fraction of time the
transients are in the area.

Based on past experience, the NRC staff has found
that a minimum exclusion distance of 0.4 mile, even
w-ith unfavorable design basis atmospheric dispersion
characteristics, usually provides assurance that engi-
neered safety features can be designed to bring the cal-
culated dose from a postulated accident', within the
guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. If the minimum exclu-
sion distance is less than 0.4 mile, it may be necessary, to
place special conditions on the station design (e.g.,
added engineered safety features) before the require-
ments of 10 CFR Part 100 are met. Also, based on past
experience, the staff has found that a distance of 3 miles
to the outer boundary of the low population zone is
usually adequate.

4. Hydrology

4.1 Flooding

To evaluate sites located in river valleys, on flood
plains, or "along coastlines where there is a potential for
flooding, the sire suitability studies described in Regula-
tory Guide 1.59, "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear
Power Plants," should be made.

4.2 Water Availability

A highly dependable system of water supply sources
must be shown to be available under postulated occur-
rences of natural and site-related accidental phenomena
or combinations of such phenomena as discussed in
Regulatory Guide 1.59.

To evaluate, the suitability of sites, there should be
reasonable assurance that permits for consumptive use of
water in the quantities needed for a nuclear power plant
of the stated approximate capacity and type of cooling
system. can be obtained by the applicant from the appro-
priate State, local, or regional bodies.

4.3 Water Quality

*The potential impacts of nuclear power stations on
water quality are likely to be acceptable if effluent lirni-
tations, water quality criteria for receiving waters, and
orther requirements promulgated pursuant to the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act are applicable and satisfied.

The criteria provided in 10 CFR Parts 20 an~d 50 wviii
be used by the NRC staff for determining permissible

47.-9
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•.2 Population Considerations

In the event of a serious accident
at a nuclear power station, effec-
tive action must be taken to mini-
mize exposure of individuals out-
side the station to any' radioactive
materials which may be released
during the accident. To ensure
that exposure to populations wl
be minimized in the event of an
accident, the nuclear power. sta-
tion should not be located in a
densely populated area.

10 CFR Part 100, "Reactor Site
Criteria," requires the following:

0 An "'exclusion area" surrounding
the reactor in 'which the reactor
licensee has the authority to deter-
mine all activities, including exclu-
sion or removal of personnel and
property;

' A "low population zone" (LPZ)
which immediately surrounds the
exclusion area in which the popula-
tion number and distribution is
such that "there is a reasonable
probabildity that appropriate rnea-
sures could be taken in their behalf
in the event of a serious accident;"

* At any point on the exclusion area
boundary and on the outer bound-
ary of the LPZ the exposure of in-
dividuals to a postulated release of
fission products (as a consequence

*of an accident) be less than certain
prescribed values,

*That the "population center
distance," defined as the distance
from the nuclear reactor to the
nearest boundary of a densely
populated center having more than
25,000 residents, be at least one
and one-third the distance from the
reactor to the outer boundary of
the LPZ.

Regulatory Guides 1.3, 1.4, 1.5,
1.24, and 1.25 give calculational
methods (see A.2 of this appendix.)

If the population density, including
weigh ted transient population, pro-
jected at the time of initial operation
of a nuclear power station exceeds
500 persons per square mile averaged
over any radial distance-out to 30
miles (cumulative population at a
distance divided by the area at that
distance), or the projected popula-
lion density over the Lifetime of the
facility exceeds I1,000 persons per
square mile averaged over any radial
distance out to 30 miles, special
attention should be given to the con-
sideration of alternative sites with
the lower population densities.

Transient population should. be in-
cluded for those sites where a signifi-
cant number of people (other than
those just passing through the" area)
work, reside part-time, or engage in
recreational activities, and are not
permanent residents of the area. The
transient population should be taken
into account by weighting the tran-
sient population according" to the
fraction of time the transients are in
the area:

Based on past experience, the NRC
staff has found that a minimum ex-
clusion distance of 0.4 mite,a even
with the most unfavorable design
basis atmospheric dispersion charac-
teristics, provides assurance that en-
gineered safety features can be added
that will bring the calculated doses
from a postulated accident within
the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. If
the minimum exclusion distance is
less than 0.4 mile, it may be neces-
sary to place special conditions on
station design (e.g., added engineered
safety f'eatures) before the site can be
considered acceptable. Also based on
past experience, the NRC staff has
found that a distance of 3 miles to
the outer bouindary of the LPZ is
usually adequate.a

(

a'Ihe guideline5 numnbers for exclusion area and LP-Z are basd on historical siting experience of light-water-cooled reactors. In certain
instances difrerent dimensiona have been established for high temperature gas-cooled reactors.
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"EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF RELATIVE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH
LARGE ACCIDENTAL RELEASES AT ALTERNATE SITES;" APPENDIX C TO A DR•AFT STAFF
REPORT, "EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SITES - PERRYMAN EARLY SITE REVIEW"
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF RELATIVE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH

LARGE ACCIDENTAL RELEASES AT ALTERNATE SITES

INTRODUCTION

Under the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulates nuclear power reactors to minimize
their potential danger to life and property. The NRC permits the construction
and operation of a power reactor only when it determines that the facility can
be constructed and operated at the proposed location without undue risk to the
health and safety of the public.

Events which may be anticipated to occur one or more times during the lifetime
of a facility are required to be controlled such that no significant radio-
activity is released to the environment. Incidents and accidents can be
prevented through the proper design, construction, and operation of the facility
to assure that this goal is achieved. No design or mode of operation., however,
is entirely risk free. Despite the efforts to prevent significant accidental
releases from occurring, the possibility exists, however unlikely, that signi-
ficant accidental releases may occur. NRC requires, therefore, that each appli-
cation for a construction permit or operating license be accompanied by a
detailed assessment of such postulated accidents.

The NRC staff has categorized postulated accidents into four major groups as
follows:*

1. Anticipated accidents with a moderate probability of occurrence, which
lead to no. significant radioactive releases.

2. Accidents with a low probability of occurrence, which lead to small
radioactive releases.

3. Design basis accidents with a very low probability of occurrence, which
lead to large radioactive releases. These accidents, are postulated to
evaluate the acceptability of the reactor site and to establish per-
formance standards for the reactor's engineered safety features.

4. Accidents with an extremely low probability of occurrence, which involve
failures beyond those considered in the design of the plant's engineered
safety features. These are typically represented bysome combination of
failures which leads to core melting and containment vessel failure. These
events are accounted for in the regulatory process by assuring that their
probability of occurrence is acceptably low. As a result, consequences of
events in this group are not specifically analyzed in most applications.•



The Commission has a long-standing policy of encouraging the location of reactorsin relatively isolated areas, a policy clearly stemming from a consideration of
the potential consequences of accidental releases. As a result of this policy
it is important to review alternative sites with regard to their population
differences.

DISCUSSION

There appear to be substantial differences in the number and distribution of
people surrounding the applicant's alternative sites. There are also differences
in other factors which affect the consequences of accidental releases (e.g.,
meteorology). Each of these differences was reviewed for the Perryman site
and for the applicant's selected alternatives. Some differences were judged
significant and these findings were included as part of the overall assessment
of the alternative sites discussed in the main body of this report.

However, most of the comparisons of differences and Similarities among the
alternative sites were qualitative in nature. In an *attempt to quantify the
comparisons, the staff evaluated the alternative sites using the consequence
model developed for the "Reactor Safety Study" (WASH 1400).* This model has
the unique capability of being able to organize information on site character-
istics and accident releases and then generate estimates of the consequences
of accidents that reflect an integration of these widely varying but inter-
related factors. While the model contains many simplifying assumptions and
limitations the staff believes that its use can provide additional potentially
valuable insights to the present alternative site evaluation.

The consequence model used in WASH-1400 (CR•AG) considered three general types of
effects resulting from large accidental releases. These are (1) acute injuries,
such as illness or death, (2) longer term effects, such as increased risks of latent
cancers, genetic disorders or thyroid.nodules, and (3) economic costs, such as
costs of land decontamination or relocation of people from contaminated areas.**

Whether any of these effects will be significant depends on the size of the acci-
dental release and on such factors as speed of evacuation of potentially exposed
individuals and meteorological conditions existing at the time of the release.
Thus there is no single effect that represents the potential consequences of an

For the purpose of this evaluation, only releases to the atmosphere were
considered.

Section 5.5 of WASH-1400, "Risks from Accidental Releases," provides a summary
discussion of these factors.

C- 2



accidental release. One of the key features of the CRAG model is that it corn-
bines various related and unrelated situations so as to estimate the probability
of'a given consequence. The results generally take the form summarized in
Section 5.5 of WASH-1400.

The results in Section 5.5 of WASH-1400 are not site specific, they are based
on an amalgam or composite of demographic and meteorological conditions at 68
sites.. While this process may have been useful for the purposes of the "Reactor
Safety Study," it makes any evaluation of site-to-site variations difficult.
While the CR•AC code can be used to generate site-specific consequence assess-
ments, its utility for site specific calculations have not be~en fully assessed.
There have been specific ccncerns expressed regarding its application to site
specific assessments, principally arising from some of the simplified assump-
tions in the consequence model. There is an ongoing review of the final report
of the Reactor Safety Study and comments by involved and interested parties
on the study. However, as noted above, the CRAG code does permit integrated
assessments, which if used judiciously, can provide improved insight as to
the significance of variations in site character'istics amongst alternative
sites.

For purposes of comparing the candidate sites, a 4100 MWt reactor was assumed
(WASH-1400 assumed a 3200 MWt reactor). No variations in design or site
characteristics were presumed to affect the probability of an accidental
release. Since the principal objective was to examine the relative characteris-
tics of the alternative sites, the accident categories used in WASH-1400
(Table 5-1) were not changed. The key assumptions taken from WASH-1400 in
this' regard, were the PWR release categories and their relative probability.
For example, it was assumed for purposes of this review that a release
equivalent in magnitude to a PWR-9 in WASH-1400 was 50 times more likely
than a release equivalent to a PWR-2. In this way comparisons among the
alternative sites could be drawn without regard to the specific value of the
probability of a major accident.

Since site specific meteorological information was available for Calvert Cliffs
and Perryinan, this data was used in the analysis for both sites. The data from
these sites were considered to be reasonably representative of the other
candidate sites for the purposes of this study. The data for these two sites
were modified to reflect estimated differences in directional wind frequencies,
and then applied to the other sites. Site specific estimates of population
distribution and habitable land (land use) were also included as input to the
calculations. Some factors that are likely to be site specific were assumed
to be constant; for example, a constant set of evacuation speeds was used at
all sites (e.g. 1.2 mph.).

RESULTS

The results of performing site specific assessments using WASH-1400 consequences
model are summarized in Table CAl. As expected the calculations indicate site-
to-site variations in the impacts of a major accidental release. For example,
the economic ccsts associated with evacuation were computed to be about 10
times higher at Perryman than at Calvert Cliffs. The calculated mean acute
fatalities at Fairhaven were about three times those at Perryman. The
differences in both cases can be directly attributed to the number and location
of people residing in the vicinity of each site.

C-3



TABLE C.l

RATIO OF MEAN VALUES OF CONSEQUENCES AT THE ALTERNATE SITES

TO THOSE AT THE PERRYMAN SITE

Ratio of alternate sites to Perryman

.3nseguence* Perryman Bainbridge Carpenter Pt Calvert Cliffs Fairhaven

*Acute Fatalities 1.0 0.76 0.74 0.45 2.78.

*Acute Injuries 1.0 1.5 1.45 0.75 2.33

.Latent Effects from
Early and Chronic
Exposure 1.0 1.12 1.11 0.55 1.10

*Evacuation Cost 1.0 0.30 0.34 0.10 0.80

*Total Cost w/
decontamination 1.0 0.78 0.79 0.38 0.98

Total Man-rem 1.0 1.12 1.12 0.60 0.86

Ehe consequences do not include the health effects to the transient population
•orking in facilities such as offices, institutions, etc., located relatively
:lose to. the reactor but not related to nuclear stations operation, nor do they
include costs associated with contamination of these facilities as a result of
Slarge accidental release.
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TABLE C.?

ACUTE FATALITIES FOR VARIOUS PROBABILITIES FOR ONE

REACTOR AT ALTERNATE SITES"

Chance per
Reactor year

one in 2000

one in 1,000,O000

one in 10,000,O000

one in 100,000,O000

one in 1l,O0O0,OO00

No. of early fatalities
Perryrman Bainbridge Carpenter Pt. Calvert Cliffs Fairhaven

<1 <I <1 <1 <1

<1 30 10 <1 40

2100 980 1 250 600 1800

5700 3200 2900 2800 38,000

11 ,000 7600 21,000 23,000 >I 00,000
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"Other indices show the same trend, namely that Calvert Cliffs generally ranked
lowest in computed consequences, Fairhaven ranked the highest, with Perryman
somewhere in between. The total range was generally less than a factor of 5.
The distribution of values from the mean was also examined. These results showed
similar trends.

In an attempt to gain some additional, perspective on the risks (as opposed to
expected consequences) associated with large accidental releases, the distri-
bution of a particular risk,, namely the acute fatality, for each candidate site
is summarized in Table C.2 (using for this purpose the numerical probability
estimates of WASH-1400 for various PWR release categories). Other risks cal-
culated by the CRAC Code can be developed as in Table C.2.

Fi-nally, rough es~timates were made of risks associated with large accidental
releases from a power reactor at the 5 alternate sites, expressed as dollar
costs per reactor year. The results are shown in Table C.3. For the purpose
of these estimates, the various health effects (excluding acute fatalities)
were assumed to have a cost measured by $1000 per man-rem, after the fashion of
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. The "cost" of acute fatalities was taken as
$1,000,000. The results are therefore a measure of site differences in popu-
lation distribution and to a lesser extent meteorological characteristics.
The $1000/man-rem value is used in Part 50, Appendix I as the cost/benefit
index to determine if radwaste treatment augmentation is cost effective. It
represents a conservative estimate of dollar costs associated with somatic health
effects from low-level radiation arising from normal plant operation (probability
of occurrence = 1.). For this evaluation, the cost of a man-rem should be
appreciably lower. For example the BEIR Report cites a range of $12 to $120 per
man-rem for genetically related health effects. It is unlikely that the
separate costs of somatic effects would be substantially above this range,
although as noted above, a value of $1000/man-rem has been used for purposes
of 10 CFR 50 Appendix I. However, intangibles involved in monetizing health
effects warrant the use of a higher value for this analysis.

Quantitatively, the estimated annual public "risks," which might result from
these very low probability events, ranged from $350,000 at Calvert Cliffs to
$700,000 at the more densely populated sites. Perryman was somewhat less than
twice that. of Calvert Cliffs. These results do not reflect all differences in
site characteristics which could have a significant effect on the..total risk.
For example, the possibility of high evacuation speeds at Calvert Cliffs was
noted but has not been considered in the estimates of acute exposure at that
site in comparison to the others. Also, the costs for property damage, with
and without decontamination, were based on assumptions that land-use character-
istics were similar for the 5 sites. By rough estimate, the average cost of
land surrounding Perryman and Calvert Cliffs is $3000 per acre, even though the
land at each site is put to different uses (i.e., Perryman with the nearby
military complex and Calvert Cliffs with extensive agriculture). A more detailed
estimate could well indicate that the costs of interdicting large portions of
the Aberdeen Proving Ground and Edgewood Arsenal near Perryman for a period of
years Eincluding the possible loss of employment of the 12,000 workers) would
be significantly higher than the cost of interdicting the predominantly agricul-
tural lands surrounding Calvert Cliffs.
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TABLE C. 3

Comparison of Alternate Sites Using Normalized Annual Dollar Costs - .

1'
Annual Occurrence Rate $ Cost per Case $ Annual Risk 3 ' 4 '"

Con s equen ce P_ CC CP B3 F~i P_ CC CIP B FII ,.

Acute Fatalitles 7 x lO-4 3 x lO- 5 x l0-4 5 x l0-4 2 x 70-3 $1,000,O000 700 300 500 500 2,000

Mlan-rem 565 336 635 635 487 $1000/man-rem2 565,000 336,000 635,000 635,000 4B7,O00.

Property damage 5 x l0-4 all cases as determlind by 35,000 10,000 25,000 25,000 30,000

calculation ______ ________ ___

Total $600,000 346,000 660,000 660,000 519,000

1. This value has been arbitrarily selected. A value of $200,000 per fatality was reported in"Risk Management Guide", ERDA 76-45/11 (June 1977).
Ihowever, other estimates have been developed which are somewhat higher. This value, as well as other values in this table, should be regarded
as illustrative only. A wide range in estimated societal costs of fatalities has been reported. The value used In this table may be on the-
low side, since It does not include the costs that might be associated with a medical treatment arid care of individuals following a major
exposure to radiation. Hlowever, the results from this table would indicate that the total monetized annual risk Is not sensitive to the dollar
value assuimed for acute fatalities.

2. The $1000 per man-remn is an arbitrary value, selected as illustrative of the societal costs associated with the longer-term health effects that
might result from an accidental release. The specific value is that reported in 10 CFR 50 Appendix I, although It is recognized that the
considerations that led to the Appendix I value are not directly comparable to this example. As discussed in the text, this estimate nay be on
the high side.

3. The computed results do not reflect site to site variations in speed or ease of evacuation of the surrounding population. As discussed in the
text there is a reason to believe that Calvert Cliffs may be somewhat better than Perryiman in this respect. If true (a detailed evaluation
would be required to confirm or deny this speculation), thle differences between Perryiman and Calvert Cliffs would be greater (for all three
categories of consequences) than presented.

4. Monletized annual risks associated with low probability, potentially severe consequences events could be estimated in a variety of ways. One
alternative would be to estimmate costs associated with each of the several types of health effects In Table C.l. The staff is of the opinion
that such an approach would not result in estiniates significantly above the values estimated hlere, and could be significantly lower. A di~fferent
appiroach would be to adjust these estimates to reflect perceived societal tolerance to (or alternatively, perceived aversion to) very improbable,
potentially severe consequence events. Finally, adjustments could be made in the monetized risks to reflect differenit event probabilities for
the various release categories inl WASII-14OO. Nonetheless, thle values cited are regarded as reasonable and are illustrative of tile site-to-site
variations.



The simplifying assumptions and limitations of the present analyses serve to
emphasize that results obtained from this use of the CRAC code must be viewed
with caution; their principal value in this alternative site 'review is to
indicate trends and to assist in an evaluation of the relative magnitude of
site-to-site differences. It should be emphasized that the calculations
using the CRAG code would not generally be conducted in the review of alterna-
tive sites. As discussed in the main body of this report, the Perryman site
has a surrounding population which is, or will be, considerably in excess of
the benchmarks of 500 and 1000 people per square mile. Given this circumstance,
a special, more detailed assessment was in order.

In applying these results, it is' also important to keep in mind that the
comparison of health effects from low probability accidents uses site location
as the only variable. Health effects from alternative sources of electrical
generation at the various sites were not considered.*

Nonetheless, the staff has determined' that there are consistent differences
among the sites from the standpoint of accident risks, but that in all cases
the risks *are low. Taking all factors into account, the CRAG analysis
supports thei conclusion that Calvert Cliffs is superior to Perryman from
the standpoint of accidental releases.

* This topic is addressed in a generic sense in NUREG-0332.

C-8
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i:' ?'xoUNITED STATES
/ • -,••NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Endl osure E

_, November 23, 1977.

MEMORANDUM~ FOR: Edson G. Case, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM : Saul Levine, Di rector
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: USE OF RSS CONSEQUENCE MODEL IN EVALUATIONS OF
ALTERNATIVES TO SITES WITH HIGH POPULATION DENISITIES

We have reviewed the proposed information paper on the Subject topic
and have the following comments:

1. We support the statement made on page C-8 of Enclosure D
of the proposed paper that '...results obtained from this
use of. the CRAC code must be viewed with caution..." As
noted in the Reactor Safety Study, the calculated ccdfs for
consequences have approximate uncertainties ranging from
factors of 2 to 6 on the predicted consequence magnitudes
as well as factors of 1/5 and 5 on probabilities. Considering
these uncertainties, the differences between most of the
values presented in Tables C.I and C.2 are not statistically
significant and using these differences to draw inferences
r~egarding the relative acceptability of one proposed site
over another is questionable.

2. The RSS consequence model was developed to estimate aggregate
societal risks and not to estimate site specific features.

SAs stated in the proposed paper, the applicability of the
model to a specific site has not been fully assessed. Thus,
the values for the various alternative sites calculated using
CRAG may not adequately represent the actual risks.

3. Apart. from comments l and 2, lacking some quantified level of
acceptable risk, it is unclear why any of the sites would be
acceptable or unacceptable. Before decisions regarding the
acceptability of alternative sites can be based in part on
calculations with the CRAC code, such a criterion must be
developed.
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4. Table C.2 of Enclosure 0 extends the analysis to consideration
of accidents having a probability of lO- 9 /reactor-year. It is
not clear that licensing actions should, be based on consideration.
of events having such a low probability. Using a higher cut-off
probability could result in a different decision regarding
acceptabilIi ty. ....

5. The paper recommends that the Commission ". .. consider the
appropriateness of issuing some clarifying statement that
consequences of Class 9 accidents.. .be considered in special
cases." We question the validity and utility of the use of
such calculations in the licensing process. It would seem
to be more appropriate to use risk assessment techniques in
generic studies to develop deterministic criteria regarding
combi nations of popul ation distribution, meteorol ogical
parameters, and those factors affecting evacuation and
decontamination to be used in siting nuclear power plants.

On the basis of the comments listed above, we cannot concur in the
proposed memorandum. We suggested that~efforts be redirected to use
the CRAC code in conjunction with other' analyses to help develop
improved deterministic site suitability' criteria.

•ne, Director

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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Enclosure F

RES Comment 1:

We support the statement made on page C-8 of Enclosure D of the
proposed paper that "...results obtained from this use of the CRAC
code must be viewed with caution .... " As noted in the Reactor
Safety Study, the calculated ccdfs for consequences have approxi-
mate uncertainties ranging from factors of 2 to 6 on the predicted
consequence magnitudes as well as factors of 1/5 and 5 on the
probabilities. Considering these uncertainties, the differences
between most of the values presented in Tables C.I and C.2 are
not statistically significant and using these differences to
draw inferences regarding the relative acceptability of one
proposed site over another is questionable.

Response:

Some of the assumptions used in the analyses are very simplified
(such as the assumed straight line trajectory of any released radio-
activity). The staff considered the distortions these simnplifications
were likely to introduce. Whether or not the calculated differences
between sites are statistically significant is arguable but we agree
with RES that no significance should be attributed to calculated small
differences between sites (e.g., factors of two or so). What is
important is that the RSS consequence model permits a better assess-
ment of site-to-site ccrnparisons. than the usual rules of thumb,
such as population density or population density times wind direction
frequency.

As an example, among the candidate sites there is more than an order
of magnitude variation in the size of the surrounding population. The
applicant (BG&E) has pointed out that, at Perryman, the predominant
wind directions are not towards the sectors with the highest resident
population. This fact was used to support an argument that even
though the population density exceeded the guideline values, the
Perryman site was still a "good" site. Through use of the RSS con-
sequence model , the staff was able to consider the applicant's argu-
ments. The analyses in Enclosure D do indicate that site-to-site
variations are not as great as would be inferred just from popula-
tion density or several other rough rules of thumb, such as the
Site Population Factor (SPF) mentioned in Enclosure. E (page 4.7-4).

In summary, the RSS consequence model permits a better insight of
the interaction of the many site-related parameters than more
simplified methods, such as population density. The analyses in
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Enclosure D were not used to judge site acceptability. If anything
they helped temper--'the conclusions that might have been drawn using
more simplified methods. In any event, as stated in Enclosure D, the L
analyses were performed to provide a better insight as to significance
of site-to-site variations, indicate trends and assist in the evaluation
of the relative magnitude of site-to-site variations.

In this context we believe the analyses summarized in Enclosure 0

have been very useful.

RES Comment 2:

The RES consequence model was devel oped to estimate aggregate
societal risks and not to estimate site specific features.
As stated in the proposed paper, the applicability of the
model to a specific site has not been fully assessed. Thus,
the values for the various alternative sites calculated using
CRAC may not adequately represent the actual risks.

Response:

We agree. However, we believe the text adequately characterized the
limitations in the analyses.

RES Comment 3:

Apart from comments 1 and 2, lacking some quantified level of
acceptable risk, it is unclear why any of the sites would be
acceptable or unacceptable. Before decisions regarding the
acceptability of alternative sites can be based in part on
calculations with the CRAC code, such a criterion must be
devel oped.

Response:

We have not attempted to determine what constitutes an "acceptable
site" on the basi s of Endlosure D. Wi thout regard to a numerical
value for- acceptable risk, it is still possible and reasonable
to draw comparisons between the proposed and alternative sites
and to recommend that an alternative site be considered. As noted
in Enclosures B and C, the whole process of reviewing alternative
sites is founded on a different premise than selecting an acceptable
site; rather it is one of determining whether the overall balancing
of. the various factors (environmental , economic and safety) has -

led to a site which is inferior to other available alternatives.
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RES Comment 4:

Table C.2 of Enclosure extends the analysis to consideration of
accidents having a probability of lO- 9/reactor year. It is not
clear that licensing actions should be based on consideration of
events having such a low, probability. Using a higher cut-off
probability could result in a different decision regarding
acceptability.

Response:

The RES comment is well taken. The presentation of consequences
to a computed value of lO- 9 /reactor year was done simply
because this was the same lower value as presented in WASH-1400.
There was no intent to specify or imply any particular probability
value for licensing purposes.

RES Comment 5:

The paper recommends that the Commission "...consider the
appropriateness of issuing some clarifying statement that
consequences of Class 9 accidents...be considered in special
cases." We question the validity and utility of the use of
such calculations in the licensing process. It would seem
to be more appropriate to use risk assessment. techniques in
generic studies to develop deterministic criteria regarding
combi nations of population distribution, meteorol ogical
parameters, and those factors' affecting evacuation and
decontamination to be used in siting nuclear power plants.

Response:

Our response on the general subject of use of the RSS methodology
was summarized in the memorandum from Lee V. Gossick to
Commissioner Kennedy of March 2, 1977. The legal analysis
regarding the consideration of the consequences of Class 9
accidents is summarized on Page 3 and 4 of this paper. We believe
that where a model exists that can permit integrated assessments
of site-to-site variations, and where special considerations
exist that warrant a detailed review, such a model should
be used. However, use of such a model to gain insight and
to aid in the decision making process is not the same as total
reliance on the model (which we have not done).

We agree that the WASH-1400 models may be of assistance in
our generic siting studies. This has been a part of the development
plan for our reassessment of siting policy (see SECY-76-286A).
However, when decisions are needed on specific cases, such
decisions cannot always await the conduct of longer-tern generic
studies.
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Enclosure G

Responses to OPE/OGC Comments

OPE #I1:

Response :

OPE #2:

Response :

Describe the status of, and interrelationships of this paper
with PRM 100-2.

The staff's paper on PRM 100-2 is in the process of office
review for concurrence. The only bearing this paper has on
PRM 100-2 i s that Enclosure D i ncl udes one estimate of the
relative significance (or lack of) of site-to-site variations
in population density. As such, it can provide background
material to aid in the review of PRM 100-2.

Describe the status of, and interrelationships with the staff's
review of accident analyses for siting purposes.

This paper cites certain policy objectives in our siting
reviews. This subject will be more completely addressed in
a paper on siting-related accident analyses.

OPE #3: How often would the issue addressed be germane?

Response;

OPE #4:

Response:

Indeterminate. Approximately 10% of the reactor sites havesurrounding populations which approximate the guidelines of
Enclosure B.

What are the main grounds for the staff's negative conclusion
regarding Perryman? What role did the analyses play in reaching
that conclusion?

The staff's. report on the Perryman alternative site review
describes the bases for the staff's conclusions. The role of
the analyses in Enclosure D is discussed in the response to
RES Comment 1.

What are the most significant alternatives to the proposed
approach? What are the pros and cons?

As discussed in the paper, the staff could continue to review
sites with relatively high population densities using simplistic
and largely qualitative rules of thumb. Such methods do not
permit the balancing of environmental, economic and safety
issues called for in Enclosure B. More importantly, for
some sites, the results of use of more simpl istic models
suggest misleading and inappropriate conclusions about the
relative differences between sites.

l

l

OPE #5:

Response :
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OPE #6: In view of the WASH-1400 inference that Class 9 accidentsdominate risks to the public (a) what justification is there
for confining consideration of Class 9 accidents to sites in
relatively densely populated areas and (b.) not regarding Class
9 accidents as a safety issue.

Response: This matter is extensively discussed in the paper. The analysesin Enclosure D suggest that even at rel atively densely popul ated
sites, accident risks are very low. The point of doing such
analyses is to examine a newly proposed site, in the light of
all the important factors, so as to permit a reasoned balancing,
as contemplated in Enclosure B.

OPE #7: In view of the apparent agreement that CRAG may not adeciuatelyrepresent risks at various alternative sites, whrat is the
justification for a recommendation to codify use of the method
in. view of these serious doubts as to its val idity.

Response : This question is addressed in both the paper (pp. 6-7) and inEnclosure F. Any model involves simplifications, the use
of which raises questions. The models and assumptions used
in CRAG are not dissimilar from those used in case reviews
and NRR staff believe that the CRAG code can be used to
advantage. There i~s no intent to "codify" CRAG, only to use
it as a tool which may permit better insights than others
currently avail able.

OPE #8: In" using CRAG how are all possible differences in Class 9accident probabilities between sites taken into account
(e.g., Edgwood Arsenal).

Response : The CRAG code permits the user to provide, as an input,accident probabilities. However, in examination of popu-
lation-related site differences, differences in other factors
need not be assumed. The residual risks from Edgwood Arsenal
was considered by the staff.

OPE #9: In concluding that the number of issues surrounding Class9 accidents and siting criteria exist that require more
staff effort, OPE recommends that the staff consider submitting
the paper as an information paper.

Respo nse : As noted in the paper, the staff has been performinq quantitativeanalyses of Class 9 accidents in connection with several case
reviews and generic issues. The paper also notes that certain
board and court rulings can be interpreted as being at odds
with recent staff practice. The purpose of the paper is to
inform the Commission but, more importantly, to obtain the
Commission's views on this subject before we go further.
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OGC #1: We believe that the NRC regulations ought to specify the circum-stances in which the Class 9 accident will be considered.

Respo nse: The thrust of this paper is to identify one such circumstance.The staff has underway a program to decide on need for final
action on Annex A to 10 CFR 50 Appendix D) (a proposed regulation
covering this subject).

0GC #2: We question whether changes ought to be made only in proposedPart 50 Appendix D at this time.. By amending Part 100 as well,
NRC can make clear the important role of population density
and distribution around a reactor site.

Response : We are not proposing to amend the proposed Annex at this time(see Purpose). Clarification of the Commission's siting policy
and revision to Part 100 is the subject of other staff papers.

OGC #3: Noting "a difference in position between NRR and Research" onthe use of the CRAC code "... we believe that this technical
problem can be mitigated by adoption of a regulation that would
explicitly prohibit high density siting."

Response" See response to OPE #I. There is no substantive differencebetween NRR and RES on the use of the CRAC code. As noted
in the paper (page 7), there are varying opinions amongst the
technical staff as to the degree of applicability of the RSS
consequence model. These differences do not have any bearing
on existing or proposed siting criteria. As noted in the
paper and Enclosure E, there is a general consensus that the
code may assist the development of improved criteria.
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Enclosure H

' '.• "•UNITED STATES
_•.,.NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

~WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

**'*•January 31, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas A. Rehm
Assistant to the EDO

FROM: •pA• JaesL. Kelley
.,$- Deputy General Counsel

SUBJECT: OGC COMMENT ON "ASSESSMENTS OF RELATIVE
DIFFERENCES IN CLASS 9 ACCIDENT RISKS IN
EVALUATIONS OF ALTERNATIVES TO SITES
WITH HIGH POPULATION DENSITIES"?

As a matter of general policy, we support this effort to
provide for special Consideration of alternative sites when
an applicant's proposed site has a relatively high popu-
lation density. We believe that this proposed paper is
consistent with the policy thrust of the Commission (see
SECY--76-286A). At this time, we would like to make several
specific comments on the paper and the analysis contained in
it.

As a legal matter, the Commission practice of not specifically
evaluating consequences from a hypothetical Class 9 accident
has indeed been upheld by the courts analyzing the situation
under NEPA, Carolina Envfronmental Study Group v. U.S., 510
F.2d 796 (D.C. Cir. 1975), and under Part 100 site evalua-
tions, Porter County Chapter of the izaak Walton League v.
AEC, opinion on remand, 533 F.2d 1011 (7th Cir. 1976).
While this practice should find continued judicial support,
we conclude that nothing in our present statute or regula-
tions precludes consideration of Class. 9 accidents as pro-
posed for exceptional cases. We do not believe that a court
would bar that consideration in a case where the staff
believes that assessment important to protect the public
health and safety. As the court stated in Porter County,
supra at 1016:

Contact : "
Mark E." Chopko, OGC '

6 3 L4-8017
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The question comes down to whether the possibilityof such an accident is sufficiently real that
reactors should be located only in unpopulated
areas. Under the law, this must be decided by
the expert body empowered by Congress to make
such decisions.

At the same time however, this regulatory position is not i
now explicitly articulated. Therefore, to avoid any con- !
fusion resulting from this ambiguity, we believe that the
NRC regulations ought to specify the circumstances in which
the Class 9 accident will be considered.

We note that the proposed changes would, only occur under
Part 50 in proposed Appendix D, for a NEPA analysis. Since
the policy being relied on for the change is found in Part
100, Reactor Site Criteria, we question whether changes
ought to be made only in proposed Part 50, Appendix D, *at
this time. By amending Part 100 as well, NRC can make clear
the important role of' population density and distribution
around a reactor site. It also would indicate that popula-
tion is not only a factor to be considered in a NEPA analysis,
but also in a safety analysis and it would more clearly
reflect the policy of Part 100.

The paper notes that there is a difference in position
between NRR and Research over the efficiency of using par-
ticular computer modeling techniques to provide useful
results in alternative site analysis. We view this differ-
ence as one where NRR is stating that a technique can be
used to distinguish among sites, while Research believes
there are significant limitations to the method. We lack
the technical expertise to comment fully on this difference.
But because the alternative site analysis for a Class 9
scenario would only occur when a proposed site had a popula-
tion density approaching or exceeding the values *in Regula-
tory Guide 4.7, we believe that this technical problem can ••
be mitigated by adoption of a regulation that would explicitly t.•
prohibit high density siting. .While we realize that such a
regulation would limit the discretion now available to the
staff, it appears wholly consistent~with Commission policy
and practice as demonstrated in the draft Commission paper
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and *is consistent with the policy of using conservative
estimates and judgment in making regulatory decisions. We
note in passing that this is the subject of a PiRG peti~tion
for rulemaking (PRLM-100-2). Without attempting to judge the
merits of the PiFRG proposal, perhaps this paper can provide
some coordination with the analysis of the PIBG petition.

Finally, two procedural points. When the paper is sent to
the Commission, we expect that it will contain the proposed
amendment as an enclosure so that the• Commission can see
exactly what is being proposed. In addition, we suggest
that this paper be placed into the context of the Comnmis-
sion's comprehensive policy review in order to understand
the connection between this limited change and the precise
policy being examined more fully. We may wish to comment
further when the paper is sent to the Commission.

cc: Howard K. Shapar, ELD
Kenneth Pedersen, OPE (2)
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-•.•" . UNTEO sTATE.S EnclIosure I
*" £v- NUCLEAP REGULATORY ,COMMISSION

• •'•" '•r= o WASHtRIN.G TtCN, U. C. 2 C555

gFICRA•NrnU2I.FOR: Tots Rshrn{

FROM: ~Ken Federser•-

SUBJECT: COM1AZ4•TS ON "A•SYETOF RELATIVE DIFPERE.4CES 2

CILASS 9 ACCIDENT, RSKS IN EVALUATIONS OF ALTE?ŽNATTNES

TO SITES ½J1Th HIGH POPULqATION DEN{STIE!=S"

I believe that Cowuinis~ion considerat~ion of the recommiendations in this

paper would be assisted by information concerning the follotring questions:

W ~hat is the status of the development of a proposed response to the

P.'RO petition for rulemaking on the role of population density in

site eva!luation? To what exctent would the recoum-endation in this

paper be c~onsistent with the proposed disposition of the PIRG petition,

ba•sed on present staff thinking concerning the petition?

°Wi-tat is the. status of the staff analyses of currant and alternative

accident evaluation practices in relati!on to siting? W'hat connnants

can be made concerning consistency of the reco~miendatioflsin this

paper with current and emerging= staff thinking in relation to chose

broader analyses?

o Based on past and projected siting actionl% how often would the issue

addressed be germane (i~e., how often is the "trigger" level of 500

present or 1000 projected people/square mile expected to be exceeded)?

Are there siting actions now pending or projected for the near .toni

that involve the issue? if so, what can be said about the nuriter

and esti£mated timing oC the actions in question?

o What were the main grounds for the staff's negative- conclusion about

the Perryi~an site? What role, if any, did the analysis enclosed with

the. paper play in% reaching tbat conclusion?

In connection wlth t~he supporting rationale, I believe some discussion

of the following would be pa.rticularly helpful to the Commission:

o What are the tnost sir•ificant alternatives to the proposed approach?

WhF~t are the pros and cons of those alternatives and what are the
main reasons for prefe~rring the proposed approach? (This may' include

ccomparative discussion oZ the WASH-1400-type analysis applied to

specific cases vs. simple numerical population-density limits, such

CO).ITA•CT :
George Sege (Q3E)

634-1643
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as proposed by P1KG; numerical populatlon-density limits qualifiedby other factors, e.g., the site-population-factor approach, or
some other formula; etc.)

oIn view of the WASH-1400 inference that Glass 9 actidents dominate
risk to the public, what justification is there rot:

-- Confining consideracion of Class 9 accidenlts t.o sites in relatively
densely populated areas?

*-- Not regarding Class 9 accident risks as a safety issue?

R ES commented--and NRR agreed&-that use of the WASIH-1400 (CmCPC) method
to estimate risks (a method developed for a different purpose) may
not adequately represent risks of various alternative sites. -What
is the Justification for a recommendation to cod•ify use of the method
in view of these serious doubts as to its validity?

-- In using the CPAC method, how, if at all, are possible differences
in Class 9 acc•ident probabilities between sites taken into account?
(For excample, Sn the Perryman analysis, what consideration •'as
given to the possible bearing of the proximity of Edgewood Arsenal
on Class 9 accident probabilities?)

I realize that it may take a considerable amount of time before the staff
wil ein a position to answer these questions. At this stage I would [

recommend 'that 'the staff con~sider submitting th4 paper as an in for-matlo:/j-
paper (withotut request for a Commission decision at this 'time), filling
only such of the information gaps as can fairly quickly and meaningfully
he filled based on present work status.

OPE would be pleased to discuss these comments--and other comm.ents of a
more specific nature--with the authors and others involved, if desired.
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. UNITED STATES
April, ,3, 1978 .. UCLE•AR-REGULAT~n COiSII|ON" SECYT•-1 82

WASNI1NGTOVI. D, C. 20355

1NRMATION REPORT
•e-: Th Cwtmlssthwm,

FROM': Edson G... Case,. Actin;: nirector,, .Off'ce of Nuclear-

ThRU: ~~Reactor' ReWLTatio: prain

SUBJCT:DOE LICENSIN& REFORM BILL

This muiorandum swmiarzes the effect of the DOE Licensing Reformt
BITT on. the NRC reactor licensing; process and, identifies the estimated
times required t• Implement the. various, prou~stons of= the BItT.

The fbTlo~fn• tno owaa is' encTosed:

t, .Comaratve. rTlestones and. times to. process reactor•
Ticensfn; ap~Tfcatfons usfnq present: procedures, and
DOE BtTT, procedures:

- Custom FTant,. custonm site - present procedures'

- Custom: plant-, custom-site - DOE Bill procedures

.- Standard plant:, preapproved site - present: procedures

-Standard. plant:, preapprovedt site: - DOE Bill procedures
assumilng (1) separate CP' and OL approva ls' and (2) "
combined CP and OIL approvals,

Z.. •'flest~ones and times' to implement- standardized design- effort:

- PreTimi naryw Desfgrr ApprovaT, (POA)

- Standard Designr Approva;T (SDA),

3-. MiTestones and• times to mpl-ement: a pragrai, for" all' or- part:
of the environmentaT revie& to• be perore by, states, and

€.. "A sumnary of experifence witt'r st-ate- siti:'ng and env'ironment'al
reviews.

A i

Cont'act::I. R•. Muller.
492-70T7

SECt NOTE- An fdentical, advance copy |/of tihis paper- was; issued to=
the Conurfssioners on April 3, 197B.
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Based on the encl[osures we make the. follow~ing observations:
- In- evaluating the effect of the DOE B ll on the. 1Ifcensi ng. process

we assumed no. compromise, of quality, of the reviews.

-It will take at least four years to obtain full benefits toward
quicker reviews. from the DOE Bill (time. to obtain PDA);. but this
consideration may be of minimal. importance In view of the scarcity
of forthcoming CP applications.

-For the standard .plant - preapproved site tracks, the fabrication
time for-the, pressure, vesse~l is on the. critical path.. Some time
savings may be achievable by modifying our regulations in 10 CFR
Part 55a. regarding. timing to implement the requirements of the'
ASZ'E Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

-The approach, for approving, the first states to take over NEPA
responsibility assumes an ad hoc approach, later to be followed
by a more- systematic approach for the approval of subsequent
states.. This approach minimizes the time required to qualify
the first states (about 15 months).,

- We currently have, five. Early Site- Reviews in various stages of
completion; but none,., as yet, has had a hearing.

-Our experience to date with states has been variable, in some
instances there is room for improvement. States that are
potentially active from a plant construction standpoint, e.g.,
New. York and California-, require elaborate, processes that pre-
clude- prompt approval of a licensing action. Other states have
had less protracted environmental processes but In general they.

*have. done relatively little independent environmental reviews and
often- have. relied on NRC reviews.

-The time saving that is. most immediate and under NRC control results
fr~om the applicant being able-to start construction immediately upon
app-lying for a CP when" there, is a preapproved site. Additional

.o" potential time savings may result from applicant's and vendor's

.'"-" response to-a more stable process.

.....OELD .p~artic€ipated_ in the preparation .of the- memorandum and Concurs. "

DI.STRIBUTION: -•••

Coruniss-oners
Commission. Staff Offices.
Exec, Dir,. for Operations Edson G. Case, Acting Director
Secretariat Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.



NUCLEAR POWER PLANT LICENSING SCHEDULES

Figures 1 and 2 provide a. comparison of the schedules for nuclear power'
plant p'Tannlng,. licensing•, and construction for four cases• selected to.
be i-llUstrative of the effect of the Bill ott the licensing process. The
assumptions used-in, developingI these schedules, are, provided in Table I.
Eachr mlilestone considered'to be off interest is provided in' Figures- 1 and.
2.. Cases 1 and 2. on Figure 1 illustrate the schedule for a nuclear power
plant: application utilizing, custom, pl[ant and. a new. site- under the present
licensing system and under the systeur that would exist- if the proposed
DOE Biil were Implemented.' There 'is. no diff~erence in the schedule, given
the. assumption that the state environmental review does not exceed the'
current: NRC. review times. Cases 3 and 4- on Figure- 2. illustrate the
schedule• for a nucl ear power- p1 ant appl icati on util i ring' a preapproved.
preliminary plant design and preapproved' site under the. present licensing
system and, under the. systent that would, exist if the proposed DOE Bill .were.
impiemented.. The principal difference- in' the. two schedules- results from
an. assumed: shorter fabrication schedule. for the reactor- pressure vessel'
under the DOE Bill assumptions-. Vessel fabrication' is. the cr ti cal path
Item aor each. case. The shorter fabrication schedule is assumed, because
the- additional. level of approval for the' prelimntnary design under the
DOE BTT is assumed to provide further assurance' of a stable, licensing
process and. thus provides: vendors air incentive' to order long lead time,
components- of the. pressure, vessel in advance: of a~ fi rmT contract: Case 4.
als~o illustrates the schedule far the: combined, construction permit and:
operating license which is a feature-. of the, DOE Bill. The schedule- for
the two are the. same since the. operating license is not on the critical
path..

ENCLOSURE 1



FIGURE 1
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-FIGURE 2
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TABLE. 1

ASS.UMPTIONS USED. IN THE

DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER. PLANT LICENSING SCHEDUL.ES

GENERAL

-All hearings are contested:. The schedules are based an standard
assumptions,. i ,e,, four" months from. start of hearing. to. ASIA decision.

-Construction schedules are, based on- industry estimates provided by the
Atomic. Industria~l Forum.

-Utility planning has. progressed to the,-point where it has. elected the
nuclear option and. has identified the. site,

--No. unusual construction: delays occur.

-rssuance o~f the operating.• license is niot. on the critical' path.

CASE. I

-The application is for a. construction' permit.

-The plant preliminary, design is. custom..

-The site has been identified; but no significant site investigation.
activities, have been' accomplished..

-The environmental report and-preliminary safety analysis report are
submitted simul taneously.

-The schedules' for the issuance of the limited work. authorization' and
the construction- permit are, based on- recent performance.

CASE2

-The. application is for a, construction permit.

-The plant preliminary design is, cus~tor..

-The site. has. been identified but no significant site investigation
activities have been accomplished..

-The environmental report and preliminary safety• analysis report are
submi tted. simultaneously.

-The schedules for- the issuance of the limited work authorization' and
the construction- permit, are based on recent performance.

•-.-The st~ate review- of NEPA-matters. is d on.~ -theT •ame schedule- as the.
_NRC NEPA-review.,-with no delays: inCuPred-5•-q:ufr.ement-for-NRC

._.:mti•.•-st;ad t••c••_ ..... " ... .... ..........
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CASE 3.•

*-The applicat-lon. is: for. a. construction permit.

-The plant preliminary, design has. been previously approved by the
staff..

*-The site has been approved in accordance with current NRC rules,
including. ASI hearing and Partial. Initial Decision.

-The need. For power is contested.

-The staff and. ACRS review~ of utility-related matters, i-.e.., quality
assurance-, emergency, planni~ng, financial qualifications, etc.,. is
completed in seven months.

-One or more of the. utility-related, matters is. contested.

-The time. required between- selection of. the NSSS vendor and instal lation
of the reactor pressure-vessel in the containment is 45 months.. as. estimated
by AIF.

CASE 4€

-The application, is for a- construction permit, or combined: construction
permit and operating license.

-The- plant preliminary design or final design has been previously approved
by the Commuission.

-The site has been approved under rules implementing the proposed DOE
leg~islat-ion of March 1978..

-The staff and ACRS review of utility-related matters,, is completed
in seven- months..

-One or more of the. utility-related, matters is contested.

-The time. required between selection- of the NSSS vendor and installation
of the reactor pressure vessel in the containment is 36 months. This is
based. on indus~try projections which indicate that for- stabilized licensing
requirements and a viable market,. certain long lead reactor pressure
vessel components such as forgi-ngs. can be ordered in advance. This
procedure could effect as much as a nine month reduction in reactor
pressure vessel fabrication schedules. This will require a change in
Section 5Q.5•a of 10 CFR. Part 50 which requires that the reactor pressure
vessel meet the requirements for Class I components set forth in Section
I111 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Addendum in effect on
the date of order of the pressure- vessel or 18 months .Drior to the formal
docket date of the application for the- construction permit, whichever .is
later..
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-The' state review af NEPA: matters is done on the same. schedule as the
NRC NEPA review,., with. no delays incurred by requirements for NRC
notice to stte• and state reply.



S CHEDULES TO IMPLEIIENT STANDARD

DESIGN FEATURES. OF THE DOE BILL

Figure-3 is provided to illustcrate, the schedule for those design
approval act~ivities, that need to be performed in. order to get to
that point where fulT uttrlizatlon• by utilities of the benefits of
the DOE Bill is possible. There are two. types. Of design' approvals.
The first,. Prelim~inary Des~ign- Approval (PDA) , is needed to develop

-that. body of designs' which can be. referenced by utilities for con-
structidn- permits (Case 4. of Figure 2). In order to proceed to
hearings, the. preliminary designs must be reviewed to current staff
criteria.. This means that designs that have been previously approved.
by the staff would have to be resubmitted, and reviewed by the staff
to current criteria to. qualify for a five-year approval, period.
Figure 3 illustrates why it will take approximately, four years: to
have a full complement of Commnission approved .preliminary designs.

The. second: type of design' approval the Standard: Design Approva~l (SDA)
is for final designs and' is needed, to develop, that. body. of designs
whltcfr can- be referenced: by. utiliti es for. comb~ined constructi on permits
and: operatinq licenses also shown- in' Case 4€ of Figure 2. The staff
has. not developed gui dance for SDA' s and must do so- before industry
can. submit such- applications., It is. estimated- that it will take
approximately- siK and-. one-hal f years to. haven a fu~ll complement of
Commilssion approved standard designs which- would. support the issuance
of a combined construction permit and operating. license.

ENCLOSURE'2



FIGURE 3
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,ASSUMPTIONS USED IN SCHEDULES

TO IMPLEMENT STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES OF THE DOE BILL.

Preliminary Design Approvals (PDA),

The utilization by industry, of the PDA process is well established at
the staff approval level. Four distinct concepts. are now. being utl ized,
by industry,. i ..e-, reference system,. manufacturing 1 icense, dupl icate
plant, and. replicate plant. Only a. manufacturi~ng, license-has now
proceeded, to the point in the licensing process that hearings have
started. For the. other concepts, no applicant has yet requested a
hearing..

In order to proceed to the point at which there is a full complement of
Coumrission: approved PDA' s suitable for referencing, by utilities for the
purpose of obtainingI a construction: permit the activities, shown on
Figure-3 must be performed. The. fOTlowing. assumptions were used: in the
development of Figure 3.

-The older staff approved prelinrinary, designs would have to be resub-.
mitted in accordance with current staff criteria..to, justify a new
five year term.. The preliminary designs. currentlY in- review could-
proceed. to. hearings after staf~f approval is obtained.

-The first, group of the older applications could be. submitted within
one year. The. nuclear steam. supply system' (NSSS) applications., must
be submitted i n advance of the corresponding balance of pl ant applications
because; of the need for the balance of plant design to satisfy interface
requirements, of the. nuclear- steam supply system. A six month interval
is requi'red for this purpose.

-An 18 month• schedule is assumed for staff approval of preliminary
designs.. This is somewhat shorter than present schedules but should
be adequate since the- designs will be similar, to those previously
reviewed and approved by the staff.

-The hearings are-expected to be longer- than current assumptions due
to the funding of the intervenors and the opportunity for a more
widespread intervention as opposed to. a proceedi ng on an I ndi vi dual
facility. In addition, there is no experience, on this type of
proceeding. A year was assumed as the durati on which, represents a
factor of about three increase over individual facil1i ty proceedings.

Stan~da~rd Design Approvals (SDA)

The SDA is an alternative to the final design approvaT recently proposed
by the staff to the Conmmission as requiring further study. The need for
an alternative, to the. Final Design Approval (FDA) is to provide a- mechanism
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for the- licensingI o~f combined construction permits and operating licensesfor plants u~tilizing standard, designs.. The- architect-engi neers have
advised the staff that they, could not apply for an FDA because of Dotential.
antitrust concerns and, even absent that. concern, there are serious con-
fl icts witht their- normal methods. of doi ng businhess with utiIi ties., Ft
is. the staff's view, that the SDA alternative is required if joint con-
st-ruction permit - operating licensing, is to' become a reality for
utili-ties. using preapproved, designs. As envi-sioned-by the staff a SDA
will involve sfgnificant~ly more information than-a PDA but somewhat less
than a. FDA.

rn. order, to proceed to the paint at which there, is a full complement
of Cotunission approved designs suitable, for referencing by utilities
for the. purpose of obtaining a. combined construction permit and
operating, license,, the activities, shown on Figure 3' must be performed,.
The.. following- assumptions, were, used in the development of Figure 3.

-The staff cannot accept applications under the: SDA concept until such
time as guidelifnes are developed for the conduct of such reviews•
Such- guidelines., are essential in order tar. determine- the practi ca~lity:
of the concept. These guidelines are assumed to be. in place within
24- months.

-The- nuclear steam7 supply system applications could be-submitted about
a year a~fter guidelines are issued. The ba~lance of' plant applications
must be' submitted later for' the reasons di scussed earl ier in the
discussion of PDA' s."

-A, two year schedule- for staff approval. This schedule is slightly
longer than our current performance for PDA's.

-The' hearings are expected to be of' the same- duration or for those-
associated w~ith PDA.'s based on the: same. considerations..
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ENVIRONM.ENTALREVIEWS BY STATES

rn order to: initiate environmental reviews by states, in the minimum time,
after passage of the Bill an ad hoc. approach would probably be taken for
the first few. states.. A parallel effort would. be appropriate to develop
a. more. systematized approach for approval of the environmental programs
of later states.. Figure 1 shows that using an ad hoc approach., the
initial state environmental programs; could be approved in about iS months
after passage- of the. Bill (3 months. after the, state. environmental review.
provisions of the Bill become effective).. The time required for. the state-
t pass enabling legislation is out of NRC.'s. control and. the eight months
shown on Figure 4 may be optlmis~tic.. Experience in agreement state- programs
would indicate a much longer time for states to pass enabling legislation.

Several parallel efforts would be appropriate, to develop a systematic.
approach for later states. Some of these are.:

- Develop NRC acceptance: criteria for state environmental programs.

- Develop training programs. for state environmental personnel..

- Establisht funding levels; for state, environmental programs;.

- Develop procedures for utilizing input from states having no
approved: program i It NRC environmental statements..

In addition to. the above, tasks,, consideration should be. given to NRC
cooperation with some association of state, officials in. the development Of
model state enabling legislation. This could encourage involvement of more.
states; in the environmental review*. "-... .. ..

ENCLOSURE 3
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•tjgure 4

ENVInONtMrr~AL REVIEW BY STATES
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I_/This is an ideal case where thd Legislature happen• to bE in Sstlsin at the time the draft enabling legislation is ready for introduction.



EXPERIENCE WITH. STATE ,SITING AND ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS

*One-half of. states have siting laws (see Table. S-I from NUREG-0195).
State reviews vary in scope, timing, and procedure, for instance:

- Arizona took about 2 months to review Pa-lo Verde 1-3 and did'
so in much less. depth than NRC for non-radioloqical issues.

-California does detailed, reviews, currently Tasting 40-50 months
for Sundesert.

* New'York does detailed reviews during the-public .hearings.
Experience indicates the process takes two to four years.
(Jamesport, Sterling, Greene County).

• Rhode Island' is doing a. special ad: hoc review of New England" 1 & 2,
comarable-in timing and. scope to NIRC's non-radio~logical review..

- Wisconsin does. reviews comparable to NRC.'s non-radiological
review-, but short staff has. caused delays in' review: of Wood,
Ha~ven,. and' Koshkonong..

*States. with reviews somewhat comparable to NRC's non-radiological:
review• include Maryland,. Massachusetts,. New-Hampshire, Washington.,
Oregon, Rhode Island,. Minnesota,. and: Wisconsin.

ENCLOSURE 4
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TAULE 3-I
S~tate,.Sitin. Laws

p q

Sta~. L~ead. Agency. F'oreca~sttng: Plans.Requl reel*'~*'
UtitlI. St~at:e

Legtsla~tloxt
Adopted.

0rfg. A•end7.
T•,tle of Legislationror Agency Created

Arizona. •.10 iT Power Plant Siting Comuditee-

Arkansa$ X. Z 73 Utflity Facility Environmental
Protcectiton-Act (2. stop)

Califo'rnia 5.,10.,- 74 Energy Resources. Conservation

20. &, UsveTOl~mn Conuission.

C~orecti.cut€ I• 71' 73 Publfc, Util/tes Envirnmuental
E- ~Stanmdards Act (Power Facility

Evaluation Council )

.~rlm~de. 1(1 73 75 ETectric Power Plant, Sti'ng.
Act (1973)

Iowa K None: 7•. State. Comuerce. Commission

Kansas X,. None 75 "Corporaton Conmiss.ion

.Kentucky X None: 74 Power P]lant Si•ting Act•

Majln K I I I II Poe atItn IAct D

Massachusetts: K 10. 73 75 Cnergy Fac liti:'es ,, Siti]ng
Coun"iIl (1975)

mtnne~ota K 1.5 73 Power Plant Siti~ng ActP

Mon-.ana. K. 10 .73. Ut1lty Sit:ing Act;

i~teveda. X None 7'1" Public Service Commiss'ion

NuwfHasupshl-e X 10-15; 71 Electr-•€ Power--Plant: Siting Ad

rNe,- Jersey 4 q. 73 Coastal Area .ac'ility Review.A(

N*u Mqexico. X None• 71 Publlc UiTities Commrissi•on

c•
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Tab~le' 3-1 - State' Siting Laws (Continued)

Forecasting' Plans Legilslation
Stae Lead Agency RequircL.*** Adopted' Title of Legsltiaon-

PSC*Ind~**Env.** Utl'. St:ate Orig. Amend. or" Agency Created

New.York c 15 7Z 75 .Board of Electric Generatton,
(t975: and. the Env-ironme'•t

NothDkota., 'C 75' Energy Conversions and. Trunirs-T
zion Faclifties Siting Act•

Ohio.X 10 72: Power' Siting Conwissioi.

Oregonr l 0• 71 75. Energyr Facility-Sfitlnq'
Councti (1975)

Sou~t Carolin X 1O- 71" Publi Serviet. Coemusalonr

Vermont X. None - 75 Pubt ic. Service Board

Was.hington lO1( 70:, 76 Enirgy: FacilitLy Site.
Evaluation Council (1 975)

Wisconsir C 10- 757 Publ1€ Service Coawnlnssiton

gyoain9:• 5• 7•Indust-ial Development:Wyomingand Sitring Act,

Public Service- C.onuission
*- independent

In rdicates the period of- tie which- utilTty or' state prepared forecasts must: cover
(e.g;, Arizna wttllties ae required- to submit a 10 year. forecast)

Source: Siting. and: Licensing Working Group. o• t:he Energy ~oResces Counci! (Subcomnmt'tee on,
Electr•Icity) lIssues. inr P'ow- Plant Siting." March' 197T. Available at NRC
Public Ooc~mwnt Room (PVR), 1fl1T H- Str•eet NW, Washintnrn. Of 20555. foV
inspecltion and copying' for a' fee.
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September 2.1 1978 MUCL.AR surREUAORY" COMMISSION.
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SECY-78-51 1

FOR: The Coninissioners

FROM:

THRU:

•SUBJECT:

PURPOSE:

DISCUSSION:

Harold R. Denton, DirectorOi~fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Executive DireCtor of Operation••~

ZIMPLEMIENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION NO. 2 OF NUREG-0292

Ti. inform the Ba~mnission of the results of the styf's
stludy to determine whether the quality of applications
could be Improved by eliminating unnecessary informa-
tlon.

NIJREG-O2g2, "Nuclear Power Plant Licensing:
Opportunities for Improvement", contained eleven
reconuendations..for possible improvements in the licens-
ing process. Recommendation No. 2 of NUREG-O292 stated°
"rhe Study Group reconumends that NRC perform a val ue/
Imnpact study to determine the desirability of undertak-
ing a periodic review and evaluation of Safety Analysis
Re~ports and Environmental Reports to identify i nforma-
tion that is either redundant or unnecessary, or that
could be sunumarized with significant reduction in text
material, and to document such findings In the Standard
•omuat guide." On October 28, 1977 NRR was advised
th~at the Comumission requested implementation of the
pir~posed Action Plan for Reconmmendation No. 2.

A Task Force was formed, composed of senior-levelrispresentattves from each of the NRR divisions and from
OIEILD, SD and MPA. The Task Force has now submitted its

CONTACT:

L. P. Crocker, DPM
492-7822 "1

492-8442
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report, Enclosure 1. After a review of EnvironmentalReports (ERs) and Safety Analysis Reports (SARs), the
Task Force concluded that potential for significant
improvement existed only in the area of environmental
daLta:

1. The Task Force was advised that a current NRR
effort to prepare Environmental Standard Review
Plans (ESRPs) is addressing the elimination of
unnecessary information from ERs.. The ESRPs,
which will be used to direct the staff's environ-
mental review process, will identify the
environmental data to be supplied by applicants
in their ERs. These data will then be used as

t• the basis for a revised Regulatory Guide 4.2,
"Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear
Power Stations". Having determined that the ESRP
effort would lead to satisfaction of the require-
ments of Recomm~endation No. 2 of NUREG-0292 for
environmental data, no further analysis of ERs was
made by the Task Force. NRR agrees that the ESRPs
now being prepared will lead to the elimination of
unnecessary material from applicant's ERs. This
should not be taken to imply that there will be a
large reduction in the volume df ERs; rather, the
emphasis of the ESRPs is to assure that only
necessary information will be included.

2. The Task Force has determined that the data now
submitted in SARs is generally necessary for the
staff's safety evaluation. The Task Force believes
that the unnecessary and/or redundant material in
SARs is insufficient to recommend any further de-
tailed review to identify and delete or consolidate
it. NRR concurs in this recommendation.

3. The Task Force identified a potential for volume
reduction in ERs and SARs. It recomlended that
only one set of basic site-related data be used
in support of both the ER and the SAR. This data
would be submitted in a limited number of copies,
with the ER and SAR containing only a summnary of
this data plus applicant analyses and conclusions.
However, the Office of the Executive Legal
Director has suggested that this recommnendation
could lead to functional and legal problems.
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Cited as examples are the possibilities that
(I) the basic site-related document would require
such wide distribution to intervenors, State and
local officials, and Boards that little if any
volume reduction would be achieved, (2) this pro-
cedure of combining safety and environmental
information could complicate any future delegation
of NEPA responsibility to States, and (3) an
amendment to 10 CFR Parts 50 and 51 would be re-
quired to include the ER as a formal part of the
application.' On balance, it appears, that the cost
of attempting to combine this information out-
weighs the benefits that might accrue. Accordingly,
NRR does not endorse adoption of this Task Force
recommnendation. Nevertheless, the Division of
Site Safety and Environmental Analys~is continues
to feel that there could be substantial benefits
in implementing this reconmmendation and thus will
continue to investigate ways of eliminating dupli-
cate material from the SARs and ERs..

4. The Task Force also reconiended that combining
NUREG-7 45/094, "Standard Format and Content of
Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants",
and NUREG-75/087, "Standard Review Plan", be con-
sidered as a means to delete unneces•sary
information in SARs. A request to examine this
reconmmendation was forwarded to Standards Develop-
ment. SD does not agree with this reconinendation
since the two documents are aimed a't different
audiences. Further, SD believes that efforts at
combining the documents would require excessive
manpower, and issuance of a combined document
would entail high printing costs. SD does agree
that the two documents must be consistent and will
reference the Standard Review Plan in the forth-
comi~ng update of the Standard Format. In addition,
the now nearly completed update of these two
documents assures that they are internally con-
sistent as to information to be submitted in SARs.
NRR agrees and does not intend to pursue this
recormmendation any further.

The Task Force has concluded that current staff efforts
to (1) develop ESRPs and subsequently to revise Regula-
t:ory Guide 4.2, and (2) to assure internal consistency
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itn the information requirements of the Standard Formatarid the Standard Review Plan, will achieve the objectives
of Recommnendation No. 2 of NUREG-O292. A formal value/
impact analysis was not performed by the Task Force.
A!; noted earlier, the Task Force believes that the
li~mited amount of unnecessary and/or redundant material
now included in SARs is insufficient to reconinend any
further detailed review to identify and delete or con-
scilidate it. Thus, since it reconinended no additional
elfforts, the Task Force saw no need for a value/Impact
sltudy. NRR concurs that a value/impact study is not
necessary. Thus, NRR reconmmends that these efforts be
recognized as providing implementation of the proposed
Action Plan for Reconmmendation No. 2.

The actions described above will not require any
additional Commission resources. An analysis of appli-
cant costs to prepare ERs on the basis of' environmental
data identified in the ESRPs is in progress, and will
be submitted to the Conmmission when the f'inal ESRPs are
ready for publication.

COORDINATION: SD, MPA and the NRR divisions concur in this paper and
. OGELD has no legal objection.

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear React~or Regulation

Enclosure:
•As Stated

DISTRIBUTION
Commiss ioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir, for Operations
Regional Offi¢es
Sec retari at
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Background:

NUREG-O2g2, "Nuclear ZPower Plant Licensing: Opportunities for Improvement",
contained eleven recommnendations for possible improvements t~o the licensing
process. Recommendation No. 2 of NUREG-O292 was that a Value/Impact study
should be conducted to determine whether the quality of applications could
be improved by eliminaiting unnecessary information. The Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation submitted to the Commission (SECY.-77-480) a proposed
Action Plan for implemnenting the recommendations of NUREG-O292. This plan
was considered at Policy Session 77-48 on October 25, 1977. On October 28,
1977, NRR was advised by .the Secretariat of the Commission decisions on the
proposed Action Plan. Among other things, the Commission requested imple-
mentation o~f the Action Plan for Recommendation No. 2. A copy of that
Action Plan is enclosed as Enclosure 1..

Discussion:

A. Organization

As a first step iin implementing the Action Plan for Recommendation
No. 2, a Task Force was formed, composed of senior-level r.•presentatives
from each of the NRR divisions and from .OELD, SD and. MPA. The Task
Force members are:

L. Crocker, DPII- Chairman
W, Paton,. OE:LD
J, Cl ark, MPA
G, Millman, SD
W. Haass, DS.;S
J. Carter, EIOR
F. Will1iams, LWRs, OPM
A. Garland, QA&O, DPM4
E. Hawkins, Site Tech., DSE

• R..•R Frbelich, Env..: Projects, DSE
C. Burke, Site Analysis, DSE
J. Kline, En',. Technology, DSE

The basic premise of. Recommendation No. 2:is.that Safety Anaiy~ls
Reports and Environmental Reports, as they have grown over the years,
now contain information~thatis no longer necessary. The Study Group
that prepared NURI-G-o292 could not quantify the feeling that eliminat-
ing such information would.correspondingly improve the quality of
applications, but the Group did feel that a Va-lue/Impact analysis

.. :should be conducted to determine if such information should be
- eliminated. The first goal of the Task Force in implementing the

Action Plan for Recommendation No. 2 was to review a selected sample
of current SARs and ERs to identify and categorize the 'information
that could be deleted or condensed.
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* B. Task Force Efforts

The Task Force met a number of times during the period January through
March of 1978. ]in addition, Task Force members worked individually
on particular as1;,ects of the Group efforts. As an early step in
implementing the Task Action P~lan, the Task Force selected the Yellow
Creek and Erie applications for review. These applications were felt
to be representative of the current vintage of applications. Task
Force. members each reviewed certain sections of the SARs for these
appl ications.

The Task Force conducted a survey of the Licensing Project Managers in
DPM to obtain their views as to information normally contained in SARs
that appeared to them to be unnecessary or redundant.

In addition, the Task Force sought.the views of each technical branch
chief withinDSS, DSE and DPM as to what information generally con-
tained in SARs and ERs within their areas of review responsibility was
unnecessary or redundant. Each branch chief was asked to identify
information gener'ally provided in SARs and ERs that is not needed for
the staff review, and .to identify redundant information that might be
consolidated in these documents without adversely affecting staff
review- efforts..Regarding this matter,the Task Force f.elt that
whether or not information is superfluous had to be determined by the
users of the information, since information that might seem unnecessary
to a casual observer could be quite important to the reviewer. Further,
while information might seem to be redundant and able to be consoli-
dated, it often is; presented from a different perspective depending
upon the subject cif. the spec~ific SAR or ER section,

C. Potential Problem Areas:

Several problem areas or possible problem areas were identified which
appear to. account for. unnecessary or redundant information In SARs
and ERs.

a) In the past, treatment of SARs and ERs has been such that each
document was expected to be complete in its own right. One docu-
ment could not recognize or reference information in the other
document..

b) For SARs, there have been conflicts between the information
required by the Standard Format and Content Guide (NUREG-75/og4)
and that required for staff review as detailed in the Standard
Review Plan (NUREG-75/087).

c) Much of the information currently presented in Chapter 2 of both
the SAR and the ER is basic data pertaining to geology, seismology,
hydrology, metFeorology and foundation engineering. In addition
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to being presented in each document, much of this information isof such a nature. that only specialists in these disciplines are
really interested in the data.

d) M~uch of the repetitive information in SARs is due to staff
requirements; to have appropriate information readily available
for review I1n each of the SAR. sections to which it: applies.

D. Resul t_____s:.

.During its first meeting; the Task Force was advised that-a new draft.
Standard Format I'or ERs has been developed which, if approved, will
considerably redulce the amount of information required to be in" ERs.
For example, the new format recognizes the existence of: the SAR such
that information in the SAR can be referenced instead of repeated in
the ER. The Task Force did not examine this new format: in detail.,
although several Task Force members had been involved in this effort.
However, based oi• the information presented, it appears that the new
format will larg~ely solve the Recommendation No. 2 problem for ERs and
on this basis the.= Task Force devoted most of its subsequent efforts to
•the SARs.

A view shared by a number of the Task Force members is that improvement
in the .handling of SARs may result from combining the Standard Review
Plans and the Stlndard Format into a single document such that the
information reque.sted and the acceptance criteria by which the informa-
tion is judged are combined. As matters now stand, the Standard Format
is quite general as to the type and amount of information to be fur-
nished, while. the Standard Review Plans often are quite specific as to.
the details the ;staff really is interested in. Because of this general
nature of the Standard Format, applicants could be providing more
information than is actually used. in the review process. On the
other hand, since~ both docu.ments are known to and are readily available
to the industry, the magnitude of the problem is not clear. As a
minimum, the Standard Review Plans should be referenced in the Standard
Format such that an appi~cant would be-directed to~the SRP for. informa-
tion on the speci~fics of.the staff review such that it could help

.guide the preparation of the SAR. A request has been forwarded from
the Task Force to Standards Development to include such a reference in
the updating of 1:he Standard Format which now is under way. The
Task Force considers that further study of this matter may be
warranted."...

A summary of the comments of the .individual technical branch chiefs
and the views of the Task Force members regarding unnecessary and
redundantinformeition in SARs is presented in Enclosure 2. With the
exception of Chapter 2 information on site characteristics, and recog-
ni zing the cha~nges that now are being made as part of the current
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effort to update the Standard Review Plans, there is little readilyidentifiable informiation that-can be considered unnecessary. While the
branch chiefs recognize that there is some redundancy, they feel that
the information as presented is necessary for the review.

For the site-related information, the basic. data probably is of little
use to persons oither than the specialists in the particular disciplines
involved,-e.g., geology, seismology, hydrology, meteorology, foundation
engineering. The general reader is more interested in the analyses
made on the basis of these data and the conclusions drawn by the
applicant. This problem has been compounded in the past by filing the
same or essentially the same basic information in both the SAR and ER.
However, as noted earlier, the proposed revision to the Standard Format
for, ERs could solve at least part of the problem.

The Task Force felt that much of the information presented in Chapters
3 and 4 of the SAR is relatively standard to the particular NSSS
vendor and the. Architect-Engineer involved in the application. As such,
this information should be susceptible.to presentation In topical
reports such that: it could merely be referenced rather than repeated in
each SAR.' However, the recent changes in the fee schedule seem to
obviate this pos~sibility. There would seem to be no i~ncentive for the
NSSS vendor or thme A-E to supply the information in topical reports, at
a fee for each, wvhen it can readily be incorporated in the SAR under
the umbrella of the fee charged to the utility applicant. As a result,
the Task Force did not pursue this idea any further.

Conclusions:

As a result of.-its efforts, theTask Force has concluded that:

1. There is lil:tle to be gained by a detailed screening of the ERs
'and SARs in an attempt to identify unnecessary or redundant infor-.
mation, The information that is presented in these documents is
generally felt to be necessary for the staff review. Further,

* each of the technical branches'of the staff involved in the licens-.
ing reviews considers~that it needs the information now provided
in its review sections of these documents, even though that infor-
mation, maybLe redundant to. similar information presented elsewhere.
in the docurrents.

2. The Standard Format and Content for SARs (NUREG-75/og4) should,
as a minimums reference the Standard Review Plan (r4UREG-TS/087)
for guidance on the details of the staff review, which should
help the applicant prepare the SAR without including unnecessary

*information. A reconimendation has been forwarded to Standards
Development that this reference be accomplished during the
current updating efforts of these two documents.
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A study should be made to determine whether combining theStandard Fcormat and the Standard Review Plan would result in
reducing the amount of unnecessary information and whether such
combination is feasible and desirable.

3. Much of the site specific information contained in both the ERs
and the SARs is.baslcdata which probably is of lilttle interest
to anyone other than a specialist in one-of the site-related
disciplines,, e.g., geology, seismology, hydrology,, meteorology,
foundation engineering. This information could be submitted as
part of the ER or SAR, but in a l~imited number of copies, thereby
decreasing the bulkiness of these documents. The main documents
would contain only a summary of the basic data andl the applicants
analyses and conclusions based upon these basic data.

4. An overall volume reduction could be achieved if the basic site-
related .data were submitted only once in support of both the ER
and the SAR.. This should be legally possible provided the data
set was subBitted at the time of filing of the earlier of two
documents.

Recommnendations:

The Task Force recommends that Its. original assigned goal, i.e., identifying
unnecessary orredundatnt-information in SARs and ERs and conducting a Value!
Impact analysis to determine the desirability of deleting or consolidating
this information, be terminated at this time. We have been 'unable to
identify sufficient surch information to make this a viable project. By
inspection, the impact; on the-staff of making a detailed review would far
outweigh any possible value of handl~ing and reviewing any lesser volume of
material that might result.

The Task Force further recommends that Standards Development examine the
feasibility anddesirability of combining.the.Standard Format (NUREG-75/og4)
and the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087)Into..a single document as a
means of. avoiding the submittal of unnecessary information In SARs.

Finally, the Task Force reconmmends -that DSE examine the possibilities of
requiring only a singl~e set of basic site-related data to be submitted in
support of both the SMi and the ER, with this data set to .be submitted,
perhaps as appendices, In a limited number of Copies suitable for reference
and file purposes and for the use-of those reviewers who needI the basic
data.. The -SAR and ER proper then would contain only a summary of the basic
data together with the analyses and conclusions of the applicant.



Enclosure 1

RECOMMENDATION NO. 2
IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF APPLICATIONS

BY ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY INFORMATION

Goal - Implementation of Recommendation No..l will clarify the
infornmtion needed by the staff and, therefore by difference,
will identify much of the unnecessary information which can
be eliminated from the applications. However, this doesn't
assure that such unnecessary information actually will be
eliminated. Most of this information is on computer tapes
and applicants will continue to include it rather than make
the necessary effort to eliminate it. A value/impact
analysis will be made to determine the desirability of under-
taking initial and periodic review of SAR's and ER's to:
(1) identify specifically information that is either redundant
or unnecessary and (2) take the necessary steps to assure
that such information actually is deleted. The potential
values are reduced costs to industry and government for prepa-
ration and handling of excess information and possible
reduction in review time and effort.

Actions - 1. Establish a task force composed of senior-level representatives
from each cognizant assistant directorship in NRR, as well
as OELD, SD and PLA.

Responsibility: NRR

Target Date: October, 1977

2. The task force reviews a selected sample of current SAR's
and ER's and identifies and categorizes information which
could be deleted or condensed. This effort is coordinated
with and takes account of the SRP and Standard Format changes
being de'ieloped under Recommendation No. 1. Each task force
member is responsible for input and coordination with the
staff memIbers of his own group and serves as spokesman for
his group.

Responsibility: Task Force Chairman

Target Date: January, 1978.

3. The task "force prepares a value/impact analysis of the
proposed effort which addresses: (a) staff effort and cost
required for the initial and periodic reviews for potential
items to be eliminated, (b) estimated industry effort and
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cost to imp'lement the changes, Cc) benefits with respect tothe efficiency and effectiveness of the licensing review
process, and (d) benefits to industry in the form of reduced
preparation and handling costs. This will be coordinated
with the ongjoing paperwork reduction effort.

Responsibility: rask Force Chairman Cincluding participationby OPA)

Target Date: March, 1978

4. Prepare a staff report containing specific recommendations
for deletion or condensation of material, reasons therefore,
value/impact analysis, responsibilities of staff arid industry,
and proposed methods and schedule for implementation.

i
I:
!.

Responsibility: Task Force Chairman

Target Date: May, 1978

5. Obtain necessary management and Commission approval of staffreport.

Responsibility: Task Force Chairman
. -. •"

Target Date: June, 1978

6. Publish report and prepare Federalthe availability of the report and
commnents.

ResPonsibility: ADM

Register notice announcing
requesting indust~ry

Target Date: July, 1978

7. Evaluate industry comments, revise value/impact analysis asnecessary and make a final decision regarding the effort to
•assure that applications are purged of unnecessary information.

Responsibility:. Task Force Chairman

•w.

Target Date: November, 1978
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

ON RECOMMENDATION NO. 2

CHAPTER COMMENTS

2. Site Characteristics a) Task Force Member - (Ed Hawkins)

1. Redundant information on natural
phenomena.

2. Not all regional information
requested in 2.3 and 2.4 needed.

3. Information on storms and related
floods in 2.3 and 2.4 should be
combined.

4. Meterology data commion to SAR and
ER could be combined and submitted
with earliest report of the two.

5. Just a few sets of meterological
data are needed.

6. Only a few representative summaries
and magtape of data are needed.

7. Just a few sets of hydrology data
are needed.

8. NRC should maintain a complete
list of historical earthquakes.
SARs should supplement an NRC list
of historical earthquakes with
additional data discovered by
applicant.

13. Erie PSAR and ER - tables of wind
persistence are unnecessary.

b) Branch Chief - (L. G. Hulman)

1. There are three appatrent ways to
reduce the volume of SARs in the
area of natural phen~omena. The
first area has to doi with redun-
dant information in different
portions of SARs. There are •
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subsections of Chapters 2 and 3
- which contain redundant requests

for information with respect to
specific natural phenomena; earth-
quakes, floods, hurricanes,
tornados, etc. There is no need
for the redundancy. Secondly, por-
tions of subsections 2.3 and 2.4,
meteorology and hydrology, respec-
tively, contain requests for
background regional information in
both subject areas. ... Both subsections
have been designed to cover all
types of sites, and no clear direc-
tions have been pro)vided to
applicants informing them that all
information is not required for
all sites. A clarification to
this effect could result in a re-
duction in material supplied by
appl icants.

2. Certain 'information supplied 1n the
meteorology and hydrology subsections

* may also be combined with respect
to historical storms and floods.

3. Design of Structures, a) Task Force Member - (G. Millman)
Components, Equipment
and Systems b) Branch Chief - (I. Sihweii)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

4. Reactor Systems a) Task Force Member - (W. P. H~aass)

No unnecessary or redundart information.

b) Branch Chief - (None).

* 5. *Reactor Coolant System a) Task Force Member - (John WV. Clark)
and Related Systems

No unnecessary or-redundant information.

b) Branch Chief - (None).
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6. Engineered SafetyFeatures

7. Instrumentation and
Controls

8. Electric. Power

9. Auxiliary System.,;

10. Steam and Power
Conversion System

11. Radioactive Waste
Management

12. Radiation Protection

a) *Task Force Member - (F. 3. Williams)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

b) Branch Chief - (Z. R. Rosztoczy)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

a) Task Force Member - CM. Williams)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

b) Branch Chief - (None).

a) Task Force Member - (R. Froelich)

No unnecessary or redunda~nt information.

b) Branch Chief - (F. Rosa)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

a) Task Force Member - (J. Carter)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

b) Branch Chief - (None).

a) Task Force Member - (J. Carter)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

b) Branch Chief - (None).

a) Task Force Member - (W. C. Burke)

No unnecessary or redundant information.
Notes that information in Section 11.1
should appear in Section 12.

b) Branch Chief - (None).

a) Task Force Member (W. E. Kreger)

No unnecessary or redundant information.
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b) Branch Chief - (None).

13. Conduct of Operations
13.1 a) Task Force Member - (A. Garland)

No unnecessary or redundant information.

13.2 No unnecessary or redundant information.

13.3 Emergency Planning - While there may be
some information in any one..SAR that is
not needed in the review, the information
is not common to all or even many appli-
cations. Therefore, we have found no
material in Section 13.3 which should be
deleted or condensed. However, the Erie
PSAR is atypical in that extensive tables
are included as backup to Figure 13.3-4
which identifies emergency evacuation
routes. These tables (13.3-1, 13.3-2
and 13.3-3) consist of a. total of 41
pages, which is probably more detail than
is required.

13.4 Review and Audit - A review of this
section shows that the information is
not necessary until the FSAR stage. De-
lete the entire 13.4. QAB's proposed
SRP conforms to. this same recommendation.

13.5 No unnecessary or redundan~t information.

14. Initial Test Programs a) Task. Force Member - (A. Garland)

Initial Plant Test Programs - Review of
Section 14.1 of the Yellow Creek and
Erie PSARs disclosed that ,each had a
total of 14 pages. This i~s about typical

;-for most PSARs. Yellow Creek's applica-
tion was very complete and, although
wordy, (due to the fact the TVA owns)
only contained approximately 1/2 page of
non-essential material deal~ing with re-
ferences listing typical preoperational
and startup tests. The Erie PSAR con-
contained 3 pages that also lists tests.
Because we do not review these lists
until FSAR submittal, this information
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could be removed entirely without affect-
"ing anyone's (0SS, DPM) review.

Recommendation: Delete the list of
tests and references of typical preopera-
tional and startup tests,~

b) Branch Chief - (None).

15. Accident Analysis a) Task Force Member - (W. Patton)

Applicants cite a number" of accidents
that are not reviewed by the Accident
Analysis Branch (AAB). Applicants sub-
mit "conservative" information and
"realistic" information.. AAB looks only
at the "conservative" information. MAB
does not know why the "realistic: informa-
tion is supplied by the applicant.

The "realistic" information submitted by
applicants in the PSAR is repeated by
applicants in their ER for use in the
environmental assessment. If it could
be determined that no one els'e on the
safety side uses the "realistic" informa-
tion it could be eliminated from the PSAR.

b) Branch Chief - (None).

16. Technical Specification Not Applicable.

17. Quality Assurance a) Task Force Member - (A. Garland)

We find in sote-FSARappllcations the
inclusion of a QA program description of
Design and Construction (Section 17.1)
to describe the program used in modifica-
tions. Recommnend that we delete any
description of Design and Construction
QA Program (Section 17.1) from an FSAR
(Section 17.2) application.

b) Branch Chief - (None).
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COMMISSIONER ACTION 1
1.

For:

From:

Thru:

Subject:

Purpose:

Background:

The Commi ssioners

Edson G. Case, Acting Director, Office of Nuclear ReactorRegul ation
\

Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations
W

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FROM THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION FOR A "DETERMINATION OF ACCEPTABILITY" OF
SITING AN LNG TERMINAL WITHIN 5 MILES OF AN EXISTING
NUC LEAR POWER PLANT

Approval of a letter to Robert Batinovich, President of
the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).

In 1975 Western LNG Associates filed an application with the
State of California and the Federal Power Commission (FPC)
to construct a terminal for the receipt, storage, and handling
of large quantities of liquefied natural gas. The review of
that application has prompted a request by the State for input
from the Commission, as discussed below.

The hazards of LNG are the subject of considerable debate.
Responsibility for evaluation and regulation of LNG-related
hazards are shared amongst several Federal Agencies. A
recent i nteragency task force report has been prepared entitled
"Draft Report of LNG Safety and Siting", which describes
the division of authority amongst various government agencies,
and outlines the histories of research into, and Congressional
consideration of, LNG safety. It is included herein as
Enclosure B.

By California law, the California Public Utility Commission
(CPUC) must decide by July 31 , 1978, whether or not to issue
a permit for an LNG terminal at one of several candidate sites
selected by the California Coastal Commission. Unless they
can find that the decision would not be in the interests of
public safety and welfare, they are further required to choose
a site 4 miles south of San Onof~re, or another 5 miles south
of Diablo Canyon. At either of these sites, the proposed LNG
traffic would result in frequefit LNG tanker transits off-
shore Under circumstances in which a major shipping acciden•
could be capable of engulfing the nuclear power plants
flammable gas. .

b.
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Reviews of the risks of LNG-related activities close to licensedreactors have been conducted by the NRC staff in two instances:

1) In 1973 LNG importation proposals were made which would
have led to LNG tanker traffic on the Delaware River,
passing about 2 km from Hope Creek and Salem units.
Although one LNG proposal has been withdrawn and the other
is virtually assured of being disallowed, the Hope Creek
issue is now in its second appeal.

2) -An LNG faciility (Cove Point) has been constructed approxi-
mately 4 km from the operating Calvert Cliffs facility.
Natural barriers effectively protect Calvert Cliffs from
accidents at the. LNG facility, but the off-shore docking
terminal is 5.6 km from the nearest Calvert Cliffs safety-
related structure. We have negotiated with the Coast Guard
to prevent closer approach by tanker traffic, and to assure
constant tugboat assistance. NRR has issued a Safety
Evaluation on the Calvert Cliffs LNG matter that concluded
that the risk, given extensive Goast Guard controls, is
acceptably low. However, a detailed LNG contingency plan
will al so be requi red to be devel oped over the next several
months.

In addition to our licensing reviews of the LNG activities
near Calvert Cliffs and Hope Creek/Salem, the staff has
provided comments on FPC's (now FERC) environmental impact
statements on various proposals to construct LNG terminals
(including the Western LNG Associates Terminal application
now being reviewed by the State of California). As is
discussed at length in Enclosure B, the Federal responsi-
bilities are not well defined, and the regulations governing
LNG facilities and traffic are still in various stages of
devel opment.

Discussion: The staff's contact with the State of California began
several years ago (Enclosure C provides relevant corres-
pondence). Throughout this period, staff and consultants
for the State of California have contacted the NRC staff
to advise us of the status of their reviews and to obtain
pertihent background information regarding our reviews
and interests.
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The LNG Terminal Act of 1977 requires the California CoastalCommission to identify and evaluate remote onshore sites
for an LNG terminal and submit a final site ranking to the
Public Utilities Commission (PUC) by May 31, 1978. On January
31, the Coastal Commission voted to retain five proposed
sites for study and ranking out of 82 which had been initially
considered. Those five sites listed in geographical order
from North to South are: (a) Rattlesnake Canyon, San Luis
Obispo County; (b) Point Conception, Santa Barbara County;
(c) Las Varas, Santa Barbara County; (d) Deer Canyon, Ventura
County; (e) Horno Canyon, San Diego *County. Under the Act,
the Qoastal Commission will base its ranking of these sites
(and set appropriate conditions, if any, to apply to each
site) based on the policies of the Coastal Act. The Coastal
Commission has recently submitted its report to the PUC.
The PUC must make a decision as to whether to issue such
permit for an LNG terminal by July 31, 1978. If a permit
is issued, it must be for the first-ranked site, Horno Canyon,
unless the PUC determines that there is an immediate need
for- LNG which cannot be met by timely operation of the first-
ranked site or that it is inconsistent with public health,
safety and welfare. In that event, the PUC may then issue
a permit for a lower-ranked site if such approval can insure
timely importation, distribution, and utilization of LNG.
The PUC must also accept the conditions recommended for each
site by the Coastal Commission, subject to certain listed
exceptions.

The LNG Terminal Act required the Coastal Commission to hold
formal public hearings in each of the counties where a proposed
site is located. These have been conducted. The purpose
of these hearings was to receive testimony on how the Commission
should rank the sites and on appropriate terms and conditions
that might be imposed to mitigate adverse impacts on coastal
resources. Testimony did not address the issue of whether
or not an LNG terminal is needed or specific engineering
requirements which should be imposed to enhance public safety,
which are matters within the jurisdiction of the PUC in separate
proceedi ngs.
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While the State's staff have been well aware of ourconcerns regarding LNG, the Coastal Commission's recom-
mendation to the Public Utilities Commission ranked
two site's ahead of the applicant's preferred Pt. Conception
site. The first-ranked site, Horno Canyon, is roughly
4 miles south of the San Onofre site. The second-ranked
site, Rattlesnake Canyon, is about 5 miles south of Diablo
Canyon.

It is to be noted that none of the alternative sites
for consideration by the CPUC possesses a natural harbor
or protected waters, a requirement not mentioned in the
California LNG Siting Act of 1977. The FERC is contesting
the cbnstitutionality of this Act, and believes the best
site to be Oxnard, California, which is a port.

The Horno Canyon site is on federal land, and DOD staff
have indicated that they will not agree to its, proposed
use (Enclosure D). The Rattlesnake Canyon site is by far
in the most exposed waters, and would require immense
off-shore construction to build the terminal. The LNG
applicant is a corporation half of which is owned by
PG&E; we understand that should Rattlesnake Canyon be
issued a permit for an LNG terminal, PG&E may withdraw
from the enterprise. In testimony at the Coastal Commission,
San Luis Obispo, April 10, 1978 Western LNG Terminal
Associates stated that Rattlesnake Canyon involves the
most hazardous marine operations of any of the sites.
It was stated "unlike the' other sites, it is not certain
that even the construction of a breakwater will reduce
the risk of marine accidents to an acceptable level".
In summary, regardless of the outcome of either the
NRC or the CPUC consideration of this matter, construction
of an LNG terminal at either of the first two sites is
doubtful.

The letter from Mr. Batinovich, President of the CPUC
(Enclosure C) requested:

"an NRC determination as to the acceptability of
locating an LNG facility within 4-5 miles of an
existing nuclear generating station. In the
alternative, a clear set of specific NRC guidelines
for the location of potentially hazardous facilities
in proximity to nuclear reactors is sought."
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The proposed response (Enclosure A), basically reiteratesprevious staff recommendations. Namely: (1) a preference
for an LNG site which is more removed from nuclear faci-
lities than either Horno Canyon or Rattlesnake Canyon
(2) a suggestion that if either of the two sites is
selected, that the conditions of the license be set so as to
minimize the risk to nuclear facilities and (3) a recognition
that an evaluation (whose outcome is unclear) of the acceptability
of continued operation of the nuclear facility will be required
if either of the two sites is selected.

The staff believes that an LNG terminal within 4-5 miles of an
existing nuclear generating station is acceptable. However,
the ship traffic to and from the terminal may pose an un-
acceptable risk unless suitably controlled which (as
noted earlier) is the issue on Calvert Cliffs, where actions
to reduce the risk are inherently more feasible because of
the protected waters and traffic restrictions of the bay.

The State of California has funded extensive studies
of ship traffic risks and ways to reduce the risk.
The NRC staff has received two reports on such studies
which appear to indicate that LNG risks can be made
very low if proper attention is given to various aspects
of the activity.

The CPUC is empowered to set forth any necessary conditions,
and the California - sponsored risk control studies are
still underway.

Recommendation: In view of the foregoing the staff has prepared the draft
letter in the form proposed and recommends it for the
Chairman's signature.

Coordination: The Office of the Executive Legal Director has no legal objection
to this paper.

Edson G.Case, A~tin'g Director
" Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
A. Proposed Letter, Chairman Hendrie to President Batinovich, CPUC.
B. Draft Report of the Interagency Task Force on LNG Safety and Siting.
C. Correspondence between NRC and Cal ifornia on LNG.
D. Testimony of Camp Pendleton Officials.
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*Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office ofthe Secretary by close of business Wednesday, 1June 28, 1978.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted to the
Commissioners NLT June 22, 1978, with. an information copy to the Office.
of the Secretary. If the paper is of such a nature that it requires
additional time for analytical review and comment, the Commissioners
and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expected.
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DR AFT

Mr. Robert Batinovich
Presi dent,
California Public Util ities Commission
Sacramento, California

Dear Mr. Batinovich:

Thank you for your telephone call and letter of June 6, 1978 advising

me of the status of your review of the Western LNG Terminal Associates

application. Your letter noted that the CPUC must decide on the

siting question by July 31, 1978.

The NRC staff has been aware of and commented on this application

over a number of years. They have repeatedly advanced the position

that, as a matter of preference, LNG terminals and LNG shipping routes

should be l ocated some distance away from nuclear power reactor sites.

As you pointed out, the Coastal Commission has selected two sites, which

are relatively close to nuclear reactors, as the most preferred. Since

they are well aware of our concerns, their ranking implies a view on

their part that the Horno Canyon and Rattlesnake Canyon sites are, or

can be made acceptable - notwithstanding the presence of nearby nuclear

facil ities.

Your letter of June 6 stated:

"The CPUC requests an NRC determination as to the acceptability of
locating an LNG facility within 4-5 miles of an existing nuclear
generating station. In the alternative, a clear set of specific
NRC guidelines for the location of potentially hazardous facilities
in proximity to nuclear reactors is sought.'' -...
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We have, in considering this request, reviewed Mr. Denton's responses
to the California Coastal commission staff, which were partially quoted

in your letter, and find that we are in general agreement with those

responses. We believe that the determination you request must be

decided upon by consideration of the issue raised in Mr. Denton's

letter of April 12, 1978:

"The nearby presence of an LNG terminal, even if that terminal

were so designed and situated that it did not place a direct

hazard to a nuclear plant, could bring with it the increased

possibility of the close approach by LNG tankers or flammable

gases released from these tankers. Such a possibility would

have to be considered in deciding whether or not the nuclear

power plant could be operated safely without undue risk to

the publIi c.''

Our staff believes that, in principle, it is feasible to design

an LNG storage and gasification facility such that a severe acci-

dent at that facility would not jeopardize the continued safety of

a nuclear generating station four or five miles away. However, we

believe that LNG tanker traffic to and from the facility may constitute

an unacceptable risk to nearby nuclear generating stations.

We understand that the State of California has contracted for studies

to identify measures to reduce risks of LNG tanker accidents during

transit or docking. We would expect that these studies would also
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identify measures that could, if implemented, result in reduced risks

to a nuclear power plant in the general vicinity of LNG ship traffic.

The development and implementation of measures which could be shown to

reduce the risk to acceptably low levels would nevertheless result in

a residual risk not present at other sites.

More importantly, our reviews of the LNG traffic associated with the

Cove Point termi~nal and its potential impact on the Calvert Cliffs

Nuclear Power Plant have shown that measures to limit the risk from

LNG traffic, while feasible, are difficult to establish and constitute

burdens to the Coast Guard, our licensees and the operators of the LNG

traffic. We would anticipate very much greater difficulties in effect-

ing appropriate safety measures in the open coastal waters of California,

due to the larger volume of traffic and more hazardous maritime condi-

tions, than in the Chesapeake Bay.

In the event either of the two highest ranked sites is selected by your

Commission, it would be necessary to conduct an evaluation, whose out-

come is unclear, of the acceptability of continued operation of the

nuclear facility in question. The burden of demonstrating adequate

safety of the nuclear generating station would lie with the NRC licensee,

while the Coast Guard and the owners and operators of the LNG tankers

could bear much of the burden of implementing the appropriate safety

measures.
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In Summary, we believe that an LNG facility located within 4-5 miles

of an existing nuclear generating station will pose an added threat

•to the health and safety of the public which must be mitigated and

that such'siting should not be permitted if there are other sites

which are also favorable from an overall environmental, economic
and safety standpoint.. Should you decide to propose either Horno

Canyon or Rattlesnake Canyon sites, we would urge that the permit

include a condition that the permittee develop measures with t

appropriate Federal and State agencies and the licensee of existing

nuclear stations to assure that the risk of an LNG accident will

not jeopardize the continued safe operation of the existing nuclear

station.

Joseph M. Hendrie
Chai rman
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LIQUEFIEID NATUR•AL. GAS (LNC)

,FACILITY SAFETY AND SITING.

Report by the- Subgroup of the- Federal Intera~encv

Task Force- on LNG Irnoort~s

The- task of this. suibgroup was to assess .all aspects of. safety relating

to- the- transportation, storage-a~nd handling[ of LNC with the mr.ajor
thrust focusing on safety a~nd siting of LNG facilitie• as they relate.
to LN Cimport projects. The- results of this effort are- to be used
in the- formulation of a. National LNC import policy.

The- inforna-tion contained in~ this report was aasernbled by represent-

a~tive-s of the. Department of Transportation (DOT) - Office of the-

Secreta-ry (OSTI, Ma~terials Transportation Bureau (MTB), U.nited
SLates. Coas~t Guard• (USCO)- and the Department of Energy (DOE) -

Office-of the- Secretary, Fede ral Energy R~egulatory Commra•s sion
(FERO), and:. the Economi~c Regulat[ory Administration (ERA). In

a~ddituon, the sezvices, of two contractors. were- used in the devedop-
rnent of information on LNG Safety and Siting. The- Arthu~r D. Little-
report or- LNO Safety, dated JTanuary 1977, is. included. .s. Apoendix 1.

The-Ecology and Environment, Inc. (EEl'( report. on- the- Safety-
Aspects• of LNG Imnpo~rtation is. included: as• Ap~pendix 2. The group
also referred to. reports~ and studies• by the- ffice of Technology
Assessment (OT5A), seve-ral states-, and. information resulting from••

public .hearings, and meetings with repre-senta•tives- of industry and

the- public.

During the- pa~st several years, "LNG Safety" ha~s b•-n. of ma-jortconcern
to nmany governmental agencie-s%, organizations., and individuals. The-

subject has been repre-sented~and publicized over the- full range from

being technically sound and adequate to one- of horror and comnple~telyv

mnad equate-.

This. review attempts~ to. identify the-hbasic issues on the broad scope
of LNG operations a.nd. develop alternatikves to a~ssist in the est-abtishment

of not only a. Nationa~l LNG import program, but a. uniform national
Lpproach to dealing, with LNG safety a-nd siting.



Background

Withirn the- last few year-s., liquefied natural gas. (LNC) ba& bec~ome~ an

essuential commodity irnpo rtant to the- overall energy needs of the na~tion.

tt ha& become indispensable in maintaining a~dequate. supplies of na~turaL

gas, in many urban areas. during, periods, of pea-k demand.1

LNC technology ilsl poverr and. has a. 18-year history of successful

interna~tional base~load. operations- with deliveries, to. countries such a-s.

Japan, England, France-andi ltaly. LNG technology in the U.S.. for

peakshaving. and sa~tellite-operations has bee-n successfully employed

over the- last 12- yea rs. LNG peakahaving- facilities. were- used extensively
this pas.s winter to help meet: emergency needs..

L.N0 has a-long history of safe-operation with almost ao years of

international LNC trade-involving a.pproximately 3,000 delive-rie-s since-

the- LNC Tanker 'Mvethane-,Pioneer'" made- the first trip in l959. The-re

have- been-15S LNG ships. in operation since 196T logging half a million

miles. w-ithout. a major aLccident or fatality. in the- U.- S. the-re- are nearly

100 LNC base-load., pe-aksha-ving and satellite- facilities which have. m•ore-

than I t-ri'4ion hours of safe- operation. Severa~l additiona~l large. base-load

te-rmina~ls, for the storae.• and. handling of irnported LNC are being con-

stru~cted or planned on the- fast Coast. In addition, other termi..nals a~re

being planned for the- Culf a~nd West Coast.

* ~ Projecting the- growth of both peakahaving and baseload facilities, a-s
we-li a~s the- satellite facilities, is difficult in light of -nceertainties in

worldwide energy economics- today. However,, a continuing growth is

expected. over the- nex~t 10 years.- with perhaps some- 00 new facilitie-s

being constructed. du~ringl this- period.

A• grea~t deal of concern exists con cern~ing safety and. location of these

LNC facilitie-s. This. is- pa~rticularly true with regard to LNG install-

Ltions in- urban areas which- h~ave- become'-a matter- of major concern to

special. ir~terest groups, regulatory authorities-, and legislators.

LNC can be- a-nd is- being_ tra~nsported,, handled, and stored in a safe. manner.

It is ha.za-rdous` material, but treated a~cco rdingly and handled in a re~spon_=:le-
ninecan be- safely irnported; intothe U. S. in~large. quantities.. Other .

* .more hazardous, ia~te-rials are being, handled in the Ul.S., on a daily basis., [

in significant qua~ntities ina- safe. ranner.__



There. ise currently a• lack of uniforni~ty in th-e- e~isting, criteria• erripoyed

to- LSBU.TCe an- adequa.te- level of safety at the large-number of LNO

facilities•. The result is Borne- confusion. on the- part of the- industry and

regulatoryf a~uthorities concerning what sa~fety rneasui-es a.nd technique-s

shouldl be- e, mployed, a~t a particula~r fa-cility a~nd. consequently, t~he- public

very often tends to ma~ke- unreasona-ble dermands• rega-rdin• t~he- loca.tion

and. conrstru~ction of new. fa~cilities.

At the- p res-ent .tirne-, the safe-ty regulato~ry jurisd~iction over LNG safety

and siting of facilities can involve- Federal, Sta~te an.nc local a.gencies..

depending. on the- pa~rticula~r loca~tion. The- approval process for a. facility

can take over• three= year&, before construction can start.

K-



Conclusions

The- involvement of so. many government agencies at all level--- has.
created. a. lengthy approval process: involving~ a. wide ra.nge of regula-tior-:.
permits arid various other types• of approvals-.

Specific conclusions- a-re as follows.:

1. FederaL] responsibility for- safety of LINC fa.cilities is, not
clea~rly defined. The DOE (ERA and FERO) a.nd DOT
(MTB and CC) are each exe-rcising authority for safety.

L, No •deraL polic~y exists for the- siting of LNC facilities
with the Federal position to the. States and local governmen'.s
being unclear.

3. The-re- are no Btandard. or uniform guidelines for risk
analysis- in e valuating LNO facility 3ite- locations.

4-. There has. been no composite evaluation of research work
(done- by industry, government, and. individuals) on safety or
-risk asse'•sment to determin~e the best information applicab>-_
to a. na~tional policy.



Discus sion.

The- Federal, Sta-te and: local governments, the- public, Congress a.nd-
industry are--all concerned rand havre- each taken ce-rtain- actions. ln

their respective areas..

The- prirmary Federar agencies• Sta.te-and. local governments and others.
tha~t rare involved irt the- safety and siting of LNC fa~cilities are- identified

belov. with mnajor activities in ea~ch area listed.

Federzal Agencies

Depa~rtrment of Tfransportation

The-Se-cre~ta~ry has the- ove~raU safety regulatory- responsibility° ove-r such
/acilities. and has delegated this to tw•o operational elements, Mate-tials
Transporta~tion Bureau., and. the- United States- Coast Guard.

The- Office- of Pipeline- Safety" Ope-rations (OPSO) of the Materials
Transportation Eu~reauL issued an advance- Notice- of Proposed Ru~lernaki-:
concerning safety of LNC. facilities, on April ZI, 19-77..
in order- to eliminate the- overlapping of, and conflicts betw,,een, the ODP_'S
r~gulations and those- pro posed. by the- Coast Guard, and to assist the
owners, and: operators of LNG facilities which would be subject to both

Coast. Guard and OPSO) regulation., .Mernor--ndumn of Understanding
(Appe~ndix= 3) has- been negotia~ted. and signed by the tw-,o agencies.

Unde-r the-Natural Gas: Pipeline Safety Act- of 1968, the Materials
S5 ,r,.t

Transporta.tion Bureau. (MTB), through its Office- of PipeLineA~petations.

adn-inisters- sa~fe~ty regulations applicable- to pipeline- facilities used in t.e-

trans-porta-tion, including storage, o~f LNG...

O~ne. exception- to the-authority of MTB precludes, prescribing of the
location of any, LNG fa.cili~ty. .Howeve-r,. the safety standards can be-
de-terrninative of where arn LNC fa~cility can be- located. For example.,
a. standard. requiring, minimum distances: between a. facility and priva~te
commerciaL residences- or a s~tanda~rd requiring location of a facility a .
a. &ti.ble- land na~ss- cou~ld effectively preclude- the- location of a facility ir
areas: of high pop~ulation density or seismic a~ctivity. In short, the- MT• .v
does. havre the. authority to say where. LNG facilities, cannt e lcaed

li. rexvi1s te- ro e oi•e- z edeaoIegy'nruatryC~fiision .nd, .
in the- case of purely intrastate- LNG facilities, the appropriate- state ani
locali regulatory bodies-s to say •Aere they can b~e located.
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In- the. case- of alr-eady• e-xisting LNC La-cilities., current 3.ta~tutory.
&utho~rity a~llows; N4TB to prescribe new opera.tional s-nd. rn~aintenance-
requirements-, but is only- allowed to. impose- physical pla.nt rnodifica.tiOrtl
requirements: if found. on a. case-by-casel basis that a facility "is-
ha~za~rdous, to life-o.r property."

The- Office- at Pipeline- Safety Operations: (OPISO) in N{TB has- issued safety
standards: for- the- sto rage-, handling and tra~nspo~rtation- of LNG and related
facilities in Part 192Z. 12.of 49- CR•., re-fe rencing- the- National Fire Protecti:n
As~sociationr NFPDA 59A 1972.

In addition, OPmSO published an advance •kbtice- of Pmroposed Rulemaking.,
Apr-il 21, !.977, to prescribe new F"ede~ral safety standards for- LNG
facilities covering- the-design (including site selection), construction,
ope-ration and •maintenance-, (Appendix 41 -

The. notice Locus es. ar what is seen as the three- risks:,,ssociated, with
an LNC spill. First, the risk of thermal radia~tion. Second, the risk
of a: natural gas cloud ermanating from'• a spill. Third, the risk of a
ca~tastrophic spill of LNC which could. impede- or overwhelrn the co~nta~innme--.-
mneasures.

The- notice- specifically addr-esse-s the- ne-ed for (1) better- imnpound.ment•
s~ysterms, (2,1 stronger site security, (3) dikiing ar~ound transfe-r lines,
(4) separation distances between criticil comnpornents,. (S) protection
a-gainst. seisrric and other environmnental farces, (6) frequent plant
inspection~s and monitoring-, (7) procedures. to qualify and train
personnel,. (8) procedures: to construct and operate- the- facility,
(9) plans:- for Lire pre-vention and- firefighting, and (101 improved storage
tank design and te-sting.,

The- deadline- f'or- comments on the advance notice, wa~s December- 1, 1977.
The- commrents received, have- been detailed and extensive-, a.nd we- a-re
now• evaluating" the- comments. DOT expectst. to i~ss~ue a- Notice- of Propose:
Rulemakzing. later this year.

The- U.S.. Coast Guard.. under the- Mvagnuson Act (50 USC 191) and the-
Ports and Waterw.a-ys. S•afety Act o[ 197Z. (33 USC IZZl-7) has. the
responsibility to~r port sa~fety. This. r-esponsibility applies to. any vessel.
bridge, or- other- s~tructu.res, or any land structur~e- or- shore area
immediately adjacent to these- waters-. The- Coast Guard is. undertaking z
has undertaken the- following, actions that can relate- to LNC:

I.. Controls• LNC ve~ssel tra-ffic movements.

2... Regulate-s design and construction of LNC• vessels



3I, Regula~tes•, under- Letter- of Com-pliance-Prog'rarit, safety of.
foreign LNZT ves~sels. a~rriving in U..S.. ports.

4.. Studying the- explosibility of large-uncorrfined: vapor clouds.
for- liquefied gases• (including. LNG•.

5. Devetoping sta~ndardized technique-s for- assessment of
hazards- of cargo spills (including- LNGL. This is being
pe-rforrned. by Arthur D, Little, Inc. under Coa~st Guard
contract.

6. Studying- LNC fire- s afety-(e,.g., fire- control and

extinguis~hment, structure, and ptrsonn el pro~tection'.

7. "Stud~ying "ro llover-" in' liquefied gas.. tanks on vessels•
and ashor-e (includin'g LNO)-..

8. Developing saf[ety regulations for terwinal and port

facilities- (including LNGL.

It is. the- Coa~st Guard's position that the haza~rds associated .'ith each
hazardous-rma~te~rial should be- carefully evaluated and consi stent regulatory'
aLCtion taken wuith due- consideration to the- risks. associa~ted w•.ith eac¢h
haza~rdous macterial. Coast Guard report - Views. & Pmractices (Appendix 4"

71

Tfhe- regula~ting of LNG vessel movements, vessels an~d wa.teriront facilities
as. a~n integral pa'rt of the,-Coast Gua~rd. s ongoing. hazardous n-•ateria!s

regulatory program, issues a high level of safety of LNG m:.arine tra~ns-
portation and. facilities:. There-are many haza~rdous mrate-raias, such a~s
gasoline-, carried, on ouar na~tion's, waterwvays in much g reate-r quantities
than LNC and there- are many haza~rdous materials, such as anhydrous.
armonia., ethylene- oxide, and chlorine, which a~re; more dang~erous than
'LNC and yet i~re being cartried every day on- vessels in the Unhited 5tates.
In fact, a. case c oulcibe- made that liquefied petroleumn gas (LPG), which
is carried in fa~r greate-r quantities than LNC, is- more dangerous than L.NC.

It is. the- Coast: Gua rd's position tha~t the, ha~zards associa~ted with the carria:.•
Of any ha~zardous mnaterial should, be carefully evalua~ted, and consis-tent
regula~tory action ta•ken-in conside~ration of specific and' relat.ive' risks.
a&s-sociated with each ha~za~rdous ma•terial.

As LNG imports increa~se, the- Coast Guard has. been adjusting and will"

continue- realigning its. resources- to respond in an appropriate mr•anner to
the- safety, security a~nd environmental, protection concerns.

fI

I. --
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"Since- L97Z the- Coast Gua~rd. has been supervising. the. irnporta~tion of LNG
through: Boston Har bor to. Lhe-Distrigas facility in £verett,. Massachusett.s.

Currently, the Coast Guard. is.-preparing for the-inmrninent start. of opera.:izs
Lt. major. LNG facilities at Cove Point, Maryland, on- Chesapeake Bay and
on Elba. Island in Savannah, Georgia. Future-LNC fa-cilities- are- planned_

for the Gulf and Pa•cific Coasts.

With respect to the- movernent of vessels, it is- Coast Guard policy that

specific direction and contr-ol should be- exercised by loca~l Coast Guard
officials. acting- in accordance with general guideline-s issued by the-

Comnmandant. It isŽ• believed -that local Coast Guard pfficia~ls, having
det-aile-d knowledge- of local port and wa~terw•ay co~nfigurations, hazards,.
vesseL traffic chara.cteristics., ca.rgo patterns,, marine practices and
customs-, a•nd. environmental an~d economic. rntte-rs, a~re- in the best
position to determine- what spe~cific vessel traffic nnanagement actions "

are- approp riate-.

Coast Guard District Commanders and Captains of the Port regulate L'>
•vessel movements and other traffic under the- authority of the Ports and

Wa~te-rways Safety Act of 1971, (33 uSC 112.1-7). Under 33 CFR Part 160,

the-se- local Coast Gua•rd officials have- been delegated authority to dire-c:
vesseli movements to,.prevent damage and to control vessel, traffic in a.re-: -
determined to be- especially haz•.rdous, or under conditions of reduced
visibility,, adverse- w;,eather, vesse-l conges~tion, or othe-r- hazardous.

circuns tan c es-.

Using'. thi~s• authority, Coast Gua~rd District Commanders arnd: Captains:"
t~he- Port have-issued .•nd are- continuing to issue orders and directions
regulating. the movement of ves-sels ca.rrying L.NC, LPCG and other haz.-ous
rnate-rials•.. When these orde-rs- and directions are issued on a continui-.: basis
they are- issued only after- the-re has. been consultation with state-and. lc :1--

governments and the- representatives of marine industry, port and har-e-:
authorities, environmental groups and othe-r interested or affected par::e-s,

Among- the possible- ac-tions which local Coa~st Guard officials might tak.•

iS• the es~tablishm-ent of wvate-r or waterfront safety or security zone-s a.-z'_nd

or- near the-vessel or facility. This authority A.-s. been delegated. to Cz.~st
Guard. District. Cormranders and.Captains, of the Port uxnder 33 CFR•

Parts 16S and. 117.

Other steps which these- Coast Guard. officia~ls-.nsa-y take- to enhance the

safety of LNC or LPG vessel movements could include, among others. -
requiring the vessel to be- escorted: specifying tueg assistance: restricz•-g ..

transits, to periods of good visibility; and restricting other traffic dur:z•

the- movement of LNC vessels..



rn: addition to. re-gula~ting: the-. ves ae-l traffic associa.ted with the- movement.
of LNC, the- Coast Gua~rd regulates the LNC. vessels, themselves-. Acting-
unde-r its Tanker- Act authority (46 U/SC 391a) and: its- Dangerous Ca~rgo
Act authority (46 Usc 170) the- Coasrt Guard ha.s established a. Letter- of.
Compliance- (LOG) program regula~tions governing the design, construction,
inspec~tion and ope-ra-tion- of LNC ca.rriers.

The- LOC. progra~m (46 CFR Pa-rt 154) requires: tha-t the owner of a-ny
foreign• flag. vessel transporting certa-in hazardous- materials, in bulk,
inc~luding LNG and LPG, into o.r out of United Sta-tes: ports must obtain
authoriza•tion from the- Coast. Guard prior to issuing the- Letter of Corrnplian-e0
the- Coast Guard reviews the- vessel, plans by using[ criteria equivalent to

those- used in the review- of a similar design for U.. S. registry.

Plan' review'is-~considered• conmplete after plan~s:, specifica~tions, and

'inspection and- t-est reports have- been found satisfactory and evidence- has
bee-n received that the- vesse1 ha~s been constructed in accordance wcith

approved plans and meets a-ll other international sta.ndards-. Following
plan revi~ew, the. vessel owner iS. notified tha~t the-plan review has been
completed and that the- ve-ssel wcill be- examined. at its- first U.S. port of ca-L.

Upon- a~rri~val at the- first port of call in: the-United Statres, repre~sen•-atives
of the Capta~in of the--Port and Office-r in Charge-, Marine Inspection will
board. the- vessel. The- boarding' party examines, the- vessel'sarrangement
and cargo system,, including' tanks, piping, machinery, and alarms. In
addition-, the- boarding pamrt y observes- t~he na~t~erial condition of the- vessel,
vessel operation, cargo ha~ndling.operations, Lirefighting capability, .and
personnelI perfo rra~nce- '

F=ollowing satisfactory examinations, a.Letter of Com-pliance-will be- issued.
For subsequent vessel arrTiva~ls, t~he COTP, in conjunction with the. OCMI,
will make- such reexamrination-as he- considers necessa~ry to insure-t~hat
the vessel has- been mnaintained as initially exa~mined. This will be- in
addition- to the regula~r biennial reexamnina•tion required for LOC renewal.

The basic Coast Guardi regulatory requirements- for-- the- design, cons truct.c-:
and testing of liquefied gas• s~hips are contained, in Subchapter D, Rules-
and Regulations:' for Tank Vessels- (spe~cifica~lly 46 CFP. Pa.rt 38 for

liquefied flamm rable- gases) and the, va-rious othe-r- Sub.chapters under

46 CFR addressing ma~rine- safety. The-se regulations cover certification
of U.. £. vessels carrying. liquefied ga-ses and a~re- the- hasis for review of
foreign flag- vessels prior-to issuing Letters- of- Compliance-. By utilizing
the- same set of requirem•ents, for U.S. fl.ag and.foreign flag vessels for the
cargo containment, and transfer systems and rela~ted safety features, a.
consistent level of sa~fety is achieved.
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.T/he- Coast Cuard. ha.s a~ssured and: will continue- to assure. the safe-st
possible operation of LNG-carry-ing ves'sels, in- U...S.. wa~ters,. Th date-
there- have been- several hu~n'dred, shipments of LNC' from Kenai, Alaska.
to Jrapan and s everal from Lake. Cha.rles., Louisianal, to. Britsain; there-
havye belen many deli veries, to. Boston- and New York,. plus a. few• barge.
trips. from Boston to New York. All were- carried out succes-sf~ully.
During calendar year" 1976. Coast Guard COTP's- reported 1,722 marine-
transfer operations involving- Z., 388, 000 tons of LPG and 46 ma~rine-
transr'_r operations involving. 1, 335,0(00 tons. of LNC without incident.

Department of Ener~v

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), formerly the.
Federal. Power Commission (FPC), has the- responsibility under the Na-tur:--
Gas. Act to approve applications fo~r interstate. Na•tura~l Gas facilities
including: LNG, and the-issuance of a-certificate-of public Convenience a.-£
necessity (economic). Under the National En',ironmnental Policy Act the
FzwmC is also responsible.-for the.-preparation of an environmental stater.e.-.-
for each. new inte, rstat&- facility proposed.

With the- passage- of the- Depalrtment of Energy (DOE) Organization Act c/
1977,. the. Federal Power Comm ission (FPC) had. jurisdiction over the- s~:'
selection of LNG import facilities. Under various, sections of the Natur&"
Ga-s Act (Sections 3 and. 7i the FPC evaiu~ted the- proposed i,"port [a~cii.z.es-
to ascertacin whether they met the general standard of being in the publi:
interest. The. FPC adopted as. a minimum the v'arious Depa~rtment of
Transportation (DOT) regulations. associated with. the design constructiz.-
and operation of the-se. fa-cilities, including., the- shipping, and where-it
deemed appropriate., imposed addi'tional safety requirements. Under the
National Environmnental. Policy Act (NEPA) an Environmental irnpact
Statement (EIS) is- required for- any najor- federal action which could
significantly affect, the envir-onm~ent, Since- the. approval, of these proje¢'-€
we-re deemed to be- a major federal action, each project has .had' ani EIS
prepared. These. EIS's include an assessment of the safety characteris:-:s.
The- DODE[ organization Act transferred the decision-making authority fc:
all imports and, exports of natural lgas- te the- Secretary of Energy. The.
Secret a~ry had. delegated- thlis authority to the- Administrator- of the- Econ.-'.ic
Regulatory Adrninistration (ERA). This entire- approach to site- selectiz:.-h~as
been. criticized since. it was- perceived to limit the safety and. sitin;, rev-e'w
to. only those locations, considered by the project sponsors, and their
selection of potential site-S were-inf'luenced prirn2arily by economic
conside-rations.
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STJMM•ARY OF FERJ AND ERA DECISIONS ON gAFETY

There- have been four LNG• imoort cases, decided. by the FERC
and ERA. These cases; include Distrigas. Corporation, Trunkline
LNG Company, Pacific Indonesia LNG Company, and. El Paso
Algeria Company (El Paso i). The following information
summarizes the safety decisions- for each of these ,cases.

The safety decisions set down by .the DOE for
Distrigas Corporation are as fellows:

I. A systent of_ low temperature detectors will. be
installed in appropriate locations., along the cryogenic
transfer Line to supplement existing. transfer line surveillance.

2. The progr-arr to study LNG storage tank vibration
will be continued. As a result of this study, a com zre-
hensive' reoort on the status, extent of the tests, and
analysis of the remedies will be submitted to the Federal
Energy Regu-latory Com•ission staf~f together with fo'lo"-up
reports..

3. Any sign~ificant changes in the designr construc~tion,
or" operation proccdures at the Everett. Terminal will be
submitted to the. Commission on a. timely basis.

4. The applicant wilT provide, sufficient notificatioan
to the Come-ins ior concerning- the nearing- to compleion 0f
facility modi~fications. Mioreover, before the new facility
begins operation, the Commission staff will (1) have a final
site inspection conducted. by the National Bureau of Standards
and- (2) hold. a- technical con-ference- with represent-aives of
the applicant..

The Trunkline LNG decision enumerated .a series of safecuards
that would be implemented in the design, construction, and
operation of the facility. These conditions include:

]. Trunkline shall increase the proposed deliverability
of the five- water ferry systems in order that both the fire
hydrant loops, systeim and the individual tank deluge syst-erm
would be- able to. operate at maximum capacity in the event of
an- emergency.

Z.. Trunkline will provide a means of fire-fight-ing a
potential LNG fire: at the s~torage tank, dikes, and dumps.



3.. Output. of the emergency generator will be increased:
30o; that all electric-powered, detector devices, alarms, and
fire fighting equipment at the terminal should. remain
operative- in the event of a. power failure..

4-.. Applicant will outline• procedures to-be- used to-
evacuate nearby areas and suspend local highway and shipping:
traffic necessitiated by, a major accident. These procedures
will include immediately notifying: nearly inhabitants of any
potentially dangerous situation that-can arise- and mobilizing:
emergency personnel such as Civil Service, hospitals, police,
and fire departmenis.

5.. Use of an interlocking saffety system, similar to
the one proposed for Consolidated Aluminum Corporation, will
be provided for all other industries which may locate in the
vicinity of the LNG plant. and marine terminal..

6.. Provide .means to contain an LNG spill at the
Sunloading dock to. insure- that a. rupture of an unloading: arm
on line w-ilL not spill into the water. Detailed draw'ing~s of
the. LNCG spill con tainmcnt system wilL uze known technology
and will be- provided, to the Commission prior to the operation
of. the. terminaL.

7. Afte-r approval for operation, it was recommended.
that the Com3,..ission require semiannual operational reports
within 45 days- after each period ending December 31 and
June- 30 describing: facility operations for the period
covered particularly noting any abnormal, operating experience-
or behavior. Abnormalities include-rollover, geysering,
cold spots-on the tank, fires, equipment and piping failure,
"nonscheduled maintenance-or repai.r, rapid, vaporizations,
vapor liquid releases-, negative pressures within the storage
tank, and. higher than predicted boil-off rates. The. technical
information- supplied, by the applicant .should provide. sufficient
detail to a.llow a.-complete understandih; of these events. In
the event that an abnormality endangers the facility, the
operating: personnel, or nearly residences or industries, the
Commission should be notified immediately.

S. The capacity' of the dike surrounding the proposed
.spoil disposal area for the dredging of the berthing area
should., be adequate to contain all spoils that are deposited.

9-. Steps should be. taken to avoid the spilling of
fuels, lubricantsr pipe coating agents, and the harmful
subs~tances during construction and- operation of the. facility.
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)0.. Any significant changes: in facix/2tv- design,construction, or operating- philosophy shoult b•a reported. to'
the. FERC. on a timely basis..

II.. Trunkline should coordinate with the- U. 5. Co act
Guard. prior to the operation of the terminal to investigate
and establish- further vessel traffic safety procedures. to be
implemented during LNG tanker transit..

The. Pac Indonesia case- h-ad the following, safety stipulations
assigned to it:

I.- An inspection and review systcm should. be establishe-
modelled. after the California Public Utility Comn,,ssion
proposal. This: system mandates: that 90 days: after approval
of an application, the applicants must present detai2.ed
procedures and schedules for a "Final Safety Analysis
Report." The intervenors will be given 45 days to com•ent on
this. submission and can file their own safety proposal
contemporaneously with the applicantis: filing-.

2.- The inspection and review• system will also provide
for an ongoing- review, of the design of the facility as well

as its- cons~ructi~nby an inspector and shoul!d include
extensive quality control efforts:. The. functions of an
inspector could be perfor,.,& by a- governm~ental or •riva-tc
organization with. the costs. borne. by the applicants. This
system would also. include a. means whereby interested parties
can bring- the risk of potential hazards to the attention
.of an- inspector. Conflict between an inspector and the
applicants will be. resolved. by the Department of Energy.

3• A further requirement of this decision included the
use. of underground. storage tanks unless the applicant could
make- a. showing that the. origina~l tank design was more
advantageous .

4-.. Regarding undersea piping facilities, the applicants•
must show that. the placement of these pipes: will not be more
beneficial than the design for which approval was requested.

5l ae •pas:ad ihepnso omnt o The- safety system must include fire- control. water

continuous 24-hour period after a maxi~mumn credible earthqua\e.

6. Storage. tanks: must be- lighted and well marked for
air tra~ffic-.
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Tn the El Paso Easterrn Company decision the: FERC set dowrt
the following conditions:

I.. El1. Paso should. file' all significant changes irr
facility designs, construction, operations, or operating
philosophy w~ith the Corrtmission. When final design plans are
near completion: and before hardware construction begins for
the' plant and. terminal facilities, the Commiission will be
givcn- sufficient. advance notice so that a technical conference.
may be held..

2. E1 Paso will file semiannual operational repzorts.
within 45 days after December 31 and. June 30 for each year -
with the Commission. These reports witl describe facility
operations noting• any abnormal operating experiences' or
behavior•. Abnorzalities will include rollover, cold spots,
equipment failures, non-scheduled maintenance, rapid vapor-
ization and. "heysering, " vapor or liquid releases, negat.ive
pressures within the tanks, and higher-than-predicted boil-
off rates. In the event that any abnormality is of sufficient
magnitude to' i-ndicate the possibility of damage to the
facility or injury to. operating personnel, the Con•mission.
would. be-notified imrn~mdiately~

3.. El ?aso wilL establish procedures to be utilized in.
the event of.an accident with the Coast Guard, Civil De. fense,
hospitals, police and fire departments. These procedures
will include immediate notificatiort of.-nearby inhabitants of
any potentially dangerous situation, the mobilization of
local emergency personnel, the' evacuation of nearby areas,
and. the suspension of Local highway and. shipping traffic.

•*Moreover, routes to be used. by emergency personnel to reach
the LNC terminal, and evacuation routes, should be planned
and.. test driven'. All these, procedures will be- filed wit~h
the Commission-, and. El Paso should train appropriate' operating.
personnel t'o carry out these procedures..
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Council on E nvironmental Quali~ty (CEQ)

The- CEQ has. responsibility under- the National Environmnental Policy-Act
to review• for adequacy t~he-environmental impa~ct sta-temenets prepa-red by
other Federal agencies.. (FPZC in t~he case- of LiNG projectsl In the' LNC
safety area, CEZ is prirrarily concerned wit~h the- Lack of sound criteria
for Biting LNG facilities. CEQ issued guidelines- for- the- development and
issuance of environmental impact statement.. It has also proposed an
interagency study of LNC safety, with the-objectives of de-fining and &ssessin-
the. risks- associated with the LNG import prograrm. Tlhis -study" would also
provide a. basis for sound decision-making regarding terminal site selectjon.
and other questions relating to terminals as we-il as LNC s-hip and barge-
operations. Tlhe- CEQ proposed tha~t those-agencies with an in~terest in LNG
provide funds •for this study, however-, mnost agencies including OPSO and
USCO declined. A special recuest was then made by CEO to OST in a
letter dated March 19, 1975.. This request was also declined for la-ck of
funds. The proposal for the study wa~s eventutally dropped.

Maritime Administratio~n (MdARAD)

MARAD administers programs to aid in the. development, promnotion,
and operation of the U. S. merchant marine., including conducting, research
and development activi~tie-s, to improve- the efficiency a~nd economy .of the-
me rcbn t marine-.

The MARAD contracted with the- National Bureau. of Standa.rds (NBS) for
a• study of LNO' ins~ulating materials.

£nvironrmental. Protection Agency (EPA•

EPA endea~vors to abate and control pollu~tion systematically, by
iTht'egration of research, monitoring, standard setting, and enforcement
activities. EPA has- comr.pleted a study of risk assessment of storaLge'j
and transportation of LNO and liquid petroleum gases.

General Accounting Office (GAO)

The GAO is looking into the LNG sa fety question to -determine if the
~safety issue has been adequately addressed. GAO feels. that LNGC will - -

be the subject of Congressional hearings and legislation this yea~ra•nd
wants to be in a position to provide, information and assistance to
Congress in these: efforts-. In December 1976, a study was initiated to
cover LNG ba-seload, peaks having and satellite facilities as well as
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Liquid Petroleurm Gas. (LPG), a~nd na.ptha-.. It is• understood that the-
prima~ry emphasis will be- in• the area. of sa~gota~ge-.and. na.tural disa-sters.

The-stu.dy is, completed and. the. draft report is currently under review.

State and. Local Government

State- and nunicipaL governments have- dra.wn up their- own safety codes

and ordinances,, imposing additional safety featutres- for- specific facilitie-s
under their jurisdictions.

To da-te• Massachusetts., .New• Jersey, New York and Rhode Isla•nd. havre

adopted state safety standa~rds .for LNC facilities. Rhode lsland has als-
adopted sta~ndards for siting. In New York City, LNC facilities also
require, the approvals•, of several a.gencies including the Board of Standar-•s
and Appeals, the Departmnent of Ports and Terrminals, and t~he New. York•
F-ire -Depa~rtmnent. Massachusetts, New Jersey, and. California. have- pr-:::sed

standards. for siting. California ha~s also proposed st~anda~rds for safetyv.

Public Cot cern"

A great deal of public concerrn with LNC safety has been exoressed thr:'•h
the actions, of both elected and appointed public officials. By participat:-:
in officially sponsored. meetings of their own, public interest groups, b:.-
locaL and national,. have- influenced the, news media. To date, public
concern for LNC facilities.shas. been expre-ssed almnost exclusively by a-
on behalf of local opposition groups whose mnembers live. close to propc-s.:
LNGC sites. Major areas of concern are. ove-r-ll LNO safety, LNO" safe:,
as~ & political issue, the credibility of the LING industry, and the im"nor•.n.ce-
of safety relevant ta other issue-i such as property values and insura~nce
rt e s-.

Congressional Interests

" The Congress has... shown a. s~trong. interest in the safety and siting of L.N-2-
* f&c1ii~es.. In November 1976 the Senate Corrnnnittee on Comm~erce pre=:red

'&"staff working paper" on legislation for the siting.and operation of LNZj
facilities and- for- LNC accident liability. The' purpose of this workin£.
paper was, to develop. leg~islation' to be considered by the- 95th Congress. ........
To dater no legislation ha.s been introducaed in the Senate..

Senators. Magnuson and. Hollings. of the Senate- Commerce Committee ha.-c
requested the Office of Technology Assessment (OTiA) to do a. "state. c:" :he
s cien.ce" study of L.NC safety..
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Senator Stevens: has offered an amendment to S.. 68Z (Ta~nker Safety

Act• of l977) to include- LNG ships. in the- provisions. governing oil
tanker- safety sta~nda•rds..

On- May 3, 19T7,, Congres~sman Dingell introduced in the-House- 1i. K. 6844,.
"Liquefied• Natural Ga-s Facility Safety Act ", a bill to. regulate- the- siting.,
design, construction, and. operatiorn of facilities to be. used for the .trans-
port~ation, storage, and conversion of liquefied natural, gas. Hle. ha~s also
introduced two additional bills on the- same subject (E..R.. 11586 dated
.March 15,. 1978,. and Hi. R.. 1162Z da~ted March 15, L978). .
I ndustr~y Activities

The- gas indusitry has re~cognized the-special characteristics of LNC by
making use of the- substantial cryogenic technology developed as pa~rt of
the L'.S. s~pace- prog ram and employing the- knowledge- of expe rienced and
qualified engineers, and contractors. The industry, through the'Arerican
Gas Association (A.C.A,2, has funded and sponsored LNC safety re-search~
since'-1963 and currently, through the- Gas R=esearch Institute. Since that
year almost 40 programs involving several million dollars have- bee-n
sponso red by the- industry. In addition, other industry associations have-

sponsored., substantial amounts- of resea-rch into the-. potential hazards of
LNC and. required safety features, as- well a.s the deve~lopment, of codes.
and standards. throug~h code- making organizations. The National Fire-
Pmrotection Association (NFPA) ha~s emerged as. the" leader in the develop-
mnent of standards. for LNG safety. As stated earlier in this report, the-
Fedora.! Government (DOT) ha•s adopted the NFPA standa~rds in the Federa.
Regulations. a~s• an interim standard until a review of LNO safety can be-
made- and, comprehensive- standards- cmr be- developed.

LNG Safety Research

The- safety of LNG transportation and sto'rage has recently received a lot
of pablic'attention. Within the last two months: Congressional hearings.have-
been held, the CBS television program "60 Minates" has looked at the
is~sue-s., and a• number of. provoca~tive- articles havre appeared in na~tional

publications .. .. Accidents-- such as the- LPC spill in Wa.verly, Tennessee and
the- break-up of t~he o~i tanker Amoco Cadiz off the coast of France have
raised. further questions about the- safety of transoorta~tion of large quantiu-!S
of dangerous materials, such as.. LNG. -.'-.-i-

In spite- of the. fact that the first (and. only) major LNG spill occurred.
thirty years, ago, very little- is.. known with certainty a~bout the- •hazards po-s-i-
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by the- substance-. In the--decades• since,, there-has beenT much specula~ticnand &• good. deal• of resea~r-ch, bu~t the- beha~vior of a• ia~rge uxnconfined rele•-se
is• still not well unde~rstood.

There- are- two. prima~ry reasons. for- the- la~ck of a. concluaive- da.ta. ba-se-.
Firs~t, resea~rch h~a. been undertaken- for different purposes by the- gas
industry, the- Federal Government, and aca~demia.. No common set of
a~ssurmptions or prede'terrnine-d baseline- h~as been- used. in most cases.
Consequently, a-number of mathematical models exis~t, each providing
differing• predictions. a~bout what. will happen in the- case- of a spill. Secz:-,
alnost- aIll of th~e-work to date-h.hs been theoretical. The ins trurnenta~ti:-n
and specialized testing facilities needed for scale effects: experiments
have- been limited. While, there- is. abundant speculation about what rmi_£-
happen in the case- of a spill, almost no hard. evidence, exists to substa.-.'-
iate any of the theories. As a. result, substantial uncertainty remains
about: (I) LNO fires a-nd thermal radiation, (2) vapor cloud develop--.-t,
propaga-tion, and ignition, and (3) detonation potential.

Today,. the- U. S. is. in the process of making a. considerable commitrne--
to the- irmporta.tion of LNG. Many of the. most significant decisions. ha.-e
already been made or will be. made in the' next couple of years as the .--. jar
import terminals are- approved and constructed. Thus, as. the Congre-~:.•onai
Office-of T~-chnology Asse-ssme'nt recently pointed out, K .. it is: unl;,ely
that the- United. SLates. can afford the: time and money to.conduct enoug?/
rese-arch to. resolve-, the- differences (about. the- conflicting predictionsz
LNG dynarni.csl and. come to firmndecisions about. the safety and beha.'-K:.
of LNO. " Yet, it i.s vital that adequate-sta~ndards. of safety be deterrmln:" a-nc
adopted.• This requires the immediate start of a. coordinated and we]).
focused resea-rch effort. The. objective - should be to provide useful
information to support current decision ma~king., This mneans th-at a-ns'--ers
are-needed in terms of months. ra.ther than years:.

The-.highest priority of the-research program should be to identify
potentially dangero'.•. elements; in the' overall system and to describe•
ope-rational and struc~tural specifications that will minimize and m"iti•':e
the- hazard. This.-can be- done now despite- the limited understanding c:
LNG. As a. matter of fact, over a year ago in a. study of LNG safety, -ze,
Arthur D. Little Company (Appendix 1), found, ". .. none of these
uncerta~inties is. sufficient to prevent a_ reasonable and. adequate asses_•-.ent
of the- safety..of LNCO facilities- and operations from presently being mz:-.zi
At a rninimumn, consideration should be. given to: .(I)-water and land
transportation systems and ope~rations, (Z) na~jor terminal, and s..al-r
sto rage facilities design and operation, (3) possibilities for 1-nmrnan error,
(4) the ability of nat'ural phenomena. such as. storms, floods, or seis~n-.i-
events-to disrupt transportation, unloading, and storage, and (5) t~he
ability of facilities to withstand externa~lly-caused events such as pro. etile-s
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Lireraft crashes-,, and- a.djacent explosion or fires..• Mitigation rne-s~ure-s
t~hat would prevent, limit,, and control. pas~ibl~e-accidents., shou~ld. be-
examined..

Cnce the.prelimninary intensive. effort to desigrr safe- systems, hais been
concluded}, a- second stage- of research focusing" more- on the- behavior
of LNC may be- desirable. The- type- of research to be- conducted should
be- dete~rmined by the decisions-- that ha~ve- already been made about safety
aLnd. siting. For example-, large- scale- experimnentation ma~y or• may not-
be necessary, depending- on how much LNC activity is- occurring in or near
population centers.. Whatever the scope of fu~rther research, the- prime
d'eterminant should, be- the prospects for generating additionaL informnation
that can and~wili be used by LNC regulators and operators.

Specific orgatiizations- tha~t ha.ve been involved in or- developed plans. for -
r'esea rch-a re:

Department of Transportation -T"he- Burea,.•'s OPSO has sponsbred three-
studies of LNG technology. A 1974 study provdedea state-o f-the-- art
information relating to de~sign, locatibn, construction, operation, and
maintenance.-of LNC facilities. It also provided a review of codes and
practices' along, with an evaluation of tre-nds in LNC safet~y considerations.
A: sepa rate: supplement ga~ve info~rmation on major research work. Topic.s
covered include-:. Vaporiza~tion and. Cloud IDispersion; Spills on Water-:
Superheat Explosions, Stratifica-t~ion and R~ollover: The-rrnal Radiation;
Detonation and. Deflag ration; and F'ire Control.

OPSO has also participated. with the. Coast GUard, the- Ehergy Research
and Development Administration,, and the American Gas Association in.
funding experirments at China Lake to examrine- the- characteris tics of
burning LNG. on the- surface of water and of an ig•nited LNG cloud.

OPSO sees a. need for large- scale testing to validate, predictive modeling.
The-re- is. n-eed for- more-work to advance- the- state--of-the-art for
measures and procedures. (e--g. , diking; imnpoundrment insulation,
di fusion techniques,• plant personnel protect'ion) to control or mitigate-
known risks-, Research currently in progress for earthqua.kes design
should. certainty be- continued and possibly expanded.

In a-ddition, the' Coast Guard has been'deeply engaged in LNG research
for rmany-years:. Recognizing. the novel nature of LNG, thle Coast Guard
initiated an active- resea~rch program to de~scribe-the potential hazardsI ..
which could result from a~n accidental release.. The- first effort was begun -
in 1968 to evaluate. the- effects of spilling. LNG onto water. This progra-m2
has progressed from laboratory size- tests- up to 1500 gallon spills..



The-current program is; being conducted a.t Na~val Weapons' Cehter-,
China. Loake,. California. to, study pool spreading phenomen,,'; flat-e-
•ize-; the rmal radiation: and flamne- speed through'-vapor clouds. Tests
have been run which sho.v. tha-t ignition of a. va~por cloud formed from:
the- accidental release of LNG w-ill. bu~rn, but it. will not detonate.. The
China. Lake- effort is currently being jointly spoon.sored by the Coast
Guard,. the- Depart-ment o( Energy, the-Amnerican Gas Asaocia~tion, and.
the-Materials. Transportation Bureau.

in addition tO the studies of spill. phenomena. the Coast Guard has
sponsored. three major research projects directly relating to LNGi
safe~y, including cargo tank des~n criteria, fire protection system
requi rer-ents, and personnel qualification requirements. Approximately
twe-nty other broader research projects are- directly, a~plicable to LNG.

A detailed listing of the- Coast Guard] s. LNG resea.rch efforts is show.n on
pages 2A Z4 of this report.
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REPORtT TITLE OR
P~OJECT OESCRIPTIOI9

:")redictlon of Lifetimq

Extgemc Accelerationp

for P0e19,) of LUlG Cargo
Tanks" (W'rJS-Af-779635)

* STATUS)

I~rch 1971

t np•; o•
iI•bEARCI|

App~lied,

COMTRACT~ COST

26,o000

"Tanker Structural
AnalysiS for Minor
Collisions"
(ILTIS-AD-AO103!)

p~c. 4975

* - ecorsnmendqltione for April •976Qualificationsat fl.NG

Volumes (NTIS-1W-A026lO8?e h ,

"Chemical Hlazard Re- ,Match •76
sponse Iformation Sytetm"
iCIIR1S) and "llazard Sept. }9)6
Assssment Computer
S~tem" (IMACS) Nine yo•q.

Applle4

(lazard

Mn~lysiq

2 tOOOrOOO

249,000

COUT PACTOR

tiaval Ship

Research and
pave ] orfflefl

Ce~tee

•j. posenbiatt
Fnd Son, Inc.

Operations
peseareh. Tpc.

A.D. Little

The.

SUMMAIY

Devwiopment of a model to predict t)he ptmp @cc~lerq-"
tiOns uneeded for the dealgr1 of the cargo tank• 4n LUG
veaselS. Predicted extrelaes were cor~p.1Fed to the
Chemicc4! Transport Industry Advisory Conmmitte9 (CTTAC)
proposed rates.

f'valuated ti:.: phenomena that contribut• to •h&• •ib~l~t
of a longitudinai)y framed-ship, particuilarly a tanks;,
to Withstand a minlor collisiop (ea;o tanky •e~i'•
intact).

Rlecommended standardq for the training and otier qua1•-
catione of personnel. Of LUG yh~ip• and h~rgeq.

providcs information essentiai for tim~ely deciuioo pik~n'V
during emergencies ipvolving the water teencport o•
hazardous chemicals. Conaepqcnt damage to pPojp!a aOLI

property wore pot assessed.

'? ire Safety aboatd

IIJTIS-A)-A030619)
and
"Snail S5cals Teats oq
Conttol Methods tar
Some• LMIG hazards"
(IITIS-AD-R03 3522)

"A SurVey of the
fffectivene•a of Control
tiethods for tires Ip Some
hI~atadous Chemical

*Cargoes" (kATIS-AO-A0263O0)

Yap. 191~

iey 1976

~larc~) 197f'

university Analytical examination of carc90 spill and fite hasrar
Engineers, potential associated with th~e marine handlln9 of IMG.
Inc.. (Lui, asi~sl On handlilng operations.) The roaimtun

controllable fire was defined.
Tested the effectiveness of water spray on vapor diaper-
sion and pool fire radiation and of dry chemnicalq op
pool flrca an~d obstructed poel fires,

llazar4 39,000 Ujniversi ty
Engineers,

Inc.

hAsessment of tire safety of jearnn bulk chemlcal
carriers was hampered by lack of data nnd the inabhi~ty
to confidently scale-up tmall acale teata of fir@
extinguisaicent-

Simulation model to predict resultq 9f pirlpe Bpi3le
i.e., toxic cloud or thermal radiation from a tburnin•
pool, and estimates injuries, deaths end property !oss.;
for a specific location. Based on CHRIS and (IACs moda1@,
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A Siimulati~n System for
Assessing Damage
Pesulting from Marine
Spills" (NTIS-AD-A0152j5)
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495,0o0 Enviro
Controi, Inc.

end
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tisy 1915
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*project Title or
pro__ject Deacription

Evaluation of Liqwi-d

Dynamic Voads in

Slack Cargo ¶Dnks

Report.Date

Ongoing

Type of Research~

.ppi~e d

Contractor

Southwest
Resaear ch

Insti~tute

Cost

$50,000 A con1:inuationI of t4'g p~eYviQ~study. Topi.cs ipclude • xteview
of current tank sloshing mnodel

followed bY experimuents 1:o

provide more slopidog data and

to eatabliah the response of

LNG tan1k ineibtrlne at~uctureq

under auChl forces. New muodels

wil! then Fe prepared.

Ship Structuret•
Commit tee
Thermoelaat~1c HIodel

Studies of Cryo-

genie Tanker
Structures (NTIS"
AD-7712!7)

A Study to Obtain

yerification of

Liquefied Natural Gas

(LNG) Tank .LoadiT~g

Criteria (NTIS AD-

A02 5716)

1973 Applied
SandersAssociates•
Joc.

$30,000
Prepared g method for calcula-tin-g the 1:emperaturet and
stresses of th~e fr-!u me•1

after failure of an LNG tank.

Calculations showed fair

agreement wlth pcale jpode!

tests.

Investigated the forces

exerted by LNG in cargo tanks

specifcically whether those

forces experienced due to tall

loading were compatible with

thle requ~reifnelt~ imposed by

some eight pumblic and private

regulatory organizati~ona.

April 1976 Applied
SouthwestResearch
Institute

$ 50,000

i



F~UTURE~ R&D pROJECTS

Type of Research
Project Title

r Project Description

Review and Analysio of
Liquefied Natural Gas
Research prograri

Report Date

,j•ate 4978

Contractor- Cost .Summary

INational Academy
of Science

$97•000 Subcommittee of the NASM~aritime Jiazardous Materia1s
Committee phall:

4. Analyze the eafe~y
issues associated with JAG
transportation handling grnd
stowage wh~ich need 1o he
addressed th~rough researceh.

*2. -Analyze the LNG safety

research which has been conm-
pleted, projected or planned

3, Determlne if LNG

research is sufficient: tq
adequately provide answers
1o question• relating to LIIC

safety.

4. fDetermine what ques-
tions, if any, copcernlng
LNG safety peed •o b
addressed,

Continuation of "An,
Assessment of gre-
dictability of JNG
Vapor Dispersion frou•
Catastroph•ic Sptlls
on Water".

July 1918 Applied Dr. llavents
Univ. of Arkansaq

$19?089 Do a detati analyats of
Science Applications Jne.
vapor dispersiont nodel.

Phase V I Basijc U. S. Naval Weapons $100,000
Center at China
Lake , CalL Ior~j1 a

1. Cont~nue t0 tudy
detonat~on potentia! of
iinconflned methane, 6ttegip
to detonate using plan•
wave generated from excploq4
In pipe.

2. Study forma~ton from,

large spi~ll Ice coipi !owe

vapor rate.



Departrnent of
Live-year plan

a~sse ssrment of

Energy - The DOE has developed a comuprehensive.
(Publication DOE/E•V-O0021 as the re-sult of an

LNG safety and environmental issues.

Industry -The nataral gas industry, through the American Gas
Association and the Gas Research Institute, has done-and is•

planning to do extensive research into the safety of LING'. Many

individual companies- have also done •-esearch in this area°

Hqowe'~er, to date-, LNG research efforts have been largely-

uncoordinated.
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The Use of Population Criteria

for Siting LNG Facilities

Increased useage of LNG poses some c9£•c safety proble~ns.
A large spill could result in a major fire with lethal thermal
radiation. in a detonation causing a destructive blast wave.
or in a vapor plume that drifts some distance before igniting
or exploding. The~re is a- general agreement that the probability
of an accident is low, Yet there is also little dispute that
the consequences could be disasterous.

One option for •ninimizing the risk of unacceptable damage to
human life and personal property is to isolate as much as
possible the transportation and storage of LNG from significant
population centers.. This would not necessarily lower the
chance of a mishap, but would help to ensure that any adverse
impact. is mitigated.

Determination, of what, population exclusion or density cri teria
should. be. used in LNG- siting- decisions is a difficult task.
The behavioral properties of a large. unconfined LNC spill are
not well understood. For example. a preliminary proposal by
DOT's Off ic~e of Pipeline Safety. Operation would establish a
thermal radiation protection exclusion distance from an LNG
terminal equal to. in the case of parks and playgrounds, 3.6
times the square root of the area contained by the diking
systert. This would amount to excl.usion distances up to a.
couple of thousand feet. and would. according to the analysis.,
provide' sufficient time- for exposed humans to seek shelter.
An analysis by the: consulting- firm Ecology and Environment.
mnc. suggests a larger thermal radiation protection zone may
be desirable. The State of California has found that skin
burn radiation damage can occur up to a distance of four
miles. Similar uncertainty exists with respect to how far
an LNG vapor plume might travel. Estimates- range from a few
hundred yards up to 50 miles for a 25.000 M3 spill. Further-
more. nobody has been able to demonstrate that a vapor cloud
can be- detonated or determine the circumstance in which such
a reaction' is likely or possible..

-I
The lack of a. solid technical base about LNG dynamics means
thait danger zones around an accident cannot be predicted with
confidence. Consequently. the establishment of population
criteria is highly subjective and fundamentally political.



California is the fir-st and only jurisdiction to make such
a judgment.. A law has been passed which limits population
density to less than 10 people r•er square mile within one
mile of the facility. and less than 50 people per square mile
within four miles. This, precludes any significant population
center- from being within what the State has determined to be.
the thermal radiation damage zone of a large LNG fire.

Asome what de. ferent way to .Limiting. po puation exposure
to a potential hazard is used by the Nuclear Regulatory
Comumission. Three safety zones are established. around
each nuclear power plant. The size of each zone isi
determined oa a case-by-case basis taking- into consideration
plant engineerirlg design and local geography and land utili- -
zation.

The first zone, generally six to eight hundred. yards wide,
is an exclusion area. Residence in this band is normally
prohibited and most other activities are severely restricted.
A low population zone. usually at least two miles in width.
surrounds the exclusion area. The people allowed in this
band must be of such a total number and density that there
is a reasonable. probability that appropriate protective
measures could. be taken in their behalf in the event of a
serious accident. The final zone. the outer boundaryl of
which must be at least one and one-third times. the distance
from the reactor to the outer boundary of the low population
zone. excludes population centers of more than about 25,000..

Both the California and NRC standards result in .approximately
a four mile buffer around the facility. The NRC approach
provides somewhat more flexibility because the controlling
factor in the low population zone is capable to take pro-
tective actions. not rigid density standards.. This per'mits
some- tradeoffs. to be- made between plant design and population
i.e.. the more safeguards at the facility the greater the
adjacent population can probably be.

If the new California standards had been applied to facilities
now in operation or under construction. these terminals could
not have been built.. Of locations now being seriously con-
sidered, only Point Conception. California and Matagorda Bay.
Texas (if the transient tourist population is. excluded) meet
the density requirements. FBRC has had conducted preliminary
alternative- site investigations for the Northeast Coast. the i...
Gulf Coast. and the West Coast. These studies identified
preferable locations for terminals based on an extensive list
of criteria including oceanographic, navigational, economic,
land. use. and safety considerations. The purpose of the
effort was not to select specific sites that would be mandated.



as

by the Federal Government. rather to get some. idea of howmany feasible locations there are. The criteria used ore-
cluded location near major~ urban areas. The sites that
were identified as being- most desirable from arn overall
standpoint generally had population densities (around
either- the termin~al site or the transportationi corridor
leading' to it) in excess of the California standards.

Ootions
1) Establish specific population density standards. that

all pending and future projects must meet.

This would be a highly volatile, and essentially political
issue. if it is the desired option Congress should be
asked to set standards. Tn fact. this is already under
consideration by the House Subcommittee on Eeg n
Power. Subsequent to recent hearings on HR 6844 to establish an
LNG siting and project design policy, amendments are bein@
considered that owuld establish spedific population density
limit s.

One of the problems with setting rigid standards is what
to do as population increases. _t is possible that as this
occurs our understanding of LNG safety and control will
improve sufficiently to alleviate concern. Otherwise strict
con~trol either through zoning or through some .type emi~nent
domain authority would have to be Legislated and im•mo1 ..... do

2). Establish a total exclusion area up to some distance
from the facility surrounded by a lowv population zone
(no speci~fic- density standard)..

Under this alternativewthe operator would have to maintain
an unused area around. the facility of, for example. two
thousand feet.. This total exclusion area would be sur-
rounded by a low population zone wide enough to preclude
some level of thermal radiation exposure. for example.
0.2 ca!/cm2 sec. The operation would be obligated to
ensure that either the population in this zone does not
increase (e.g.. by buying- the property) or for ensuring
an adequate level of protection (e.g.. better engineering
safeguards or adequate evacuation plans) . This option
provides more flexibility for the operator over the life-
time of the project without increasing the consequences
of an accident. The distances for the exclusion area
and low population zone will have to be set. This could
be a controversial process..

i
J
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3) Establish a. Federal Siting Coim-ittee that would
identify the sites to be used• for- LNG terminals.

This option need not be adopted to ensure population density
limitations.. As this can be accomplished through option I
or 2.. The advantages of this. alternative are that it would
allow for- wiser land use planning for the nations's coastal
areas and it would help minimize the time required to decide
on the suitabilit~y of a site for_ each new L.NCr import appli-
cation since appropriate sites would be Predetermined. The
disadvantages a~re that it could conflict with other Agencies
regulatory authority (e.g.. Dept.. of Com,.-terce Coastal Zone
Management Oversight). and could be viewed as unwarr-anted
Federal interference in State and Local land use decision-
makingq.

4) Continue current case-by-case review of termina! sitin;,

Although few additional major LNG import terminals are
anticipated. the costs and. time involved in each siting
decision have been and w.ill probably continue to be pro-
hibitive. Establishing basi~c groundrules. such as population
den~sity. for locating a facility w'ould make the job easier
for both applicant and reviewer.



30:

Population rnformatiot-i Tables

The information presented in the following tables is invery rough forrr ,and useful onlT to provide'a general idea
of populations adjacent to possible terminal sites. rn
many cases the e~timnates are based on 1970 census data and
may be significantly out off date. The sources of the figures
were primarily impact statements and site • 2 ' studies
prepared• by consultants for FERC. The information is. unfor-
tunately. often i-n terms that makes. comparison difficult.

'I

4



['OpulatLlioi ot AiŽd± •JUrrouzding LH(G
Terminal and Transportalion Corridors

i'acilities Under Construction

Cove PL, tID

Llbd Island, GA

Lake charles, LA



__IL
Nitinh~er of People

Potential sites
Gulf Coast

Ad jace:nt tO'I'e• JIti J.1 n a 1
Anljacerlt toTr.anspor tationl Corridor

Pore Isabel, TX

IIarbor island, TX

t'ascagdula Bay, IA

W'i. tlhin
1000 f t
1 mile
3 miles

5 miles

tii thin"
1000 *ft

.1i mile
3 miles
5 miles

Within
1000 ft
I mile
3 miles
5 miles

None f
2,500"(

(
3,600 permanent

60,000 summer seasonal

cw hundredew thousand
up to 60,000 s~easonal
tourists

50 workers50 Workers
1 300
1,300

480 workers
480 workers

16,000
27 1000

unde terminec
1,300
1,300
i,300.

Fiot aValiable

MiatagordA Ba h]TX The city of Port O'Conner is jv•st cver 4 miles from the site& it
" has a permanent population of 840 and • peak daytime summner

population of 4,850.



po~t~ntiai sites
U eest Coast~ P~opulat~ion Density(persons/mnitI)

Within I mile

Oxnard, CA

Ph Conceptiofl, CA

San Onotrej'cA

i,849
3

N~ot available

w•ithin 4 miles
3,229

<60

ApproximatelY 400

* I
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LNG' Liability
(Subsection of Safety and Siting)

S urmmary

'The adequacy of insurance to cover the injuries and
damages that could be expected from a major LNG accident
is an integral part of the assessment of safety and
siting issues. Despite all precautions, an. LNO
accident could occur and LNG tankers and licuefaction
or terminal facilities destroyed. Serious accidents
could caus'e loss of life and damages to nearby
commnunities. Estimates of potential damage and, in
turn, requisite insurance coverage vary widely depending-
on conclusions as. to the safety of LNG.

SThe law governing liability is extremely complex and
far from- clear. Federal maritime law is often. incon-
sistent or incomplete, causing uncertainties as to
legal remedies available in. the event of a LNG
accident.. Confusion can result in instances where
both maritime and non-mar~times laws come into play.v
In- addition, uncertainties, are raised whether numerous
state laws apply either separately or concurrently
with Federal law..

0 Some- industry sources maintain that existing insurance
arrangements are adequate to provide coverage in the
event of a major LNG accident. They point out that
LNG is an excellent risk in the insurance market and
that insurance in excess of the value of the vessel
could be easily obtained.. They argue that terminals
carry adequate insurance -- generally S50-$2OO
million -- and point to the strong financial posiio
•of LNG operators.

oA. numrber of studies conclude that a LNG accident could
leave injuried parties with little or inadequate
compensation. They point to the limited liability
under existing- corporate structures whereby LNG
operators are capitalized separately, placing the
assets of the parent company out of reach. Likewise,
each. LNG tanker is a separate corporate entity in
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order to take advantage- of statutory limitations on
liability.- Furthermore, ,accidents, caused, by force
majeure or a third. party with little, insurance could.
result in avoidance of liability.-

SNew mechanisms to assure adequate compensation in the
event of a major LNG accident could. emerge. These
could be patterned after similar mechanisms designed
to cover other hazardous materials, such as .nuclear
power plants and major maritime accidents with
potential for considerable damage and loss of life.
These mechanisms could involve comprehensive insurance
funds funded by all LNG operators, strict Liability
standards and minimum levels of protection, or a
combination of private financial protection and govern-
ment indemmity to fully cover claims arising from an
accident.

SThe Federal Covernment should give top priority to
LNG liability issues. Concerned..agencies should begin
a thorough study. of the-adequacy of existing insurance
arrangements and. possible - alternatives to provide
adequate compensation in the event of a major accident..
These should be analyzed from the standpoint of costs
"versus benefits, impact on the com~mercial insurance
market, and experi.ence with insurance arrangement-s for
other hazardous materia-1s. In cooperation with efforts
underway in the Congress, the Administration should.
work toward legislation to eliminate both Federal
and State legal uncertainties, simplify claims
procedures, and establish strict liability.
Alternatively, stud~y would be made whether INC, major
oil spills, nuclear facilities, noxious gases. and
other hazardous materials should. be regulated as a
class, with major reform of the insurance structure
initiated.



Maritime Law

The Limitations of Liability Act of 1951 is one of the
most important statutes in maritime liability law. The
Act limits the. liability of the owner of the vessel for
accidents occurring without his knowledge or privity to
the value of the owner' s interest in the vessel and
"her freight then pending.)' A exception is made for loss
of life or bodily injury in which case liability is
limited to 560 per ton of the vessel. If a' vessel is
totally destroyed and its cargo discharged, the claimant
can receive nothing unless a Federal statute supersedes
the term of the Act.

With respect to WNG, an important legal question is raised.
in the event a major accident originates onboard an LNG
ship and. spreads to the terminal and nearby areas.
Legislation and courtrulings somewhat clarify th. th
vessel is totaUly liable for all damages, but its limits z:
liability are circumscribed by the 1851 Act and patterns c:
vessel ownershipo.

The concurrence off State-Federal maritime jurisdiction
and attendant legal problems can confuse the liability
issue. Certain states have promulgated statute~s calling
for strict State. liability limits *for oil tankers. To
date, no state. has enacted liability standards although
a New York LNG bill could be interrupted as providing
for strict liability for L•G owners for any accident
occurring in port.

Injured parties may be. unable. to recover damages if the
accident were due to an act of God, an act of war, or
negligence si~nce: these cases are excluded under
liability laws. The. law is incomplete if fault
rests with another vessel or third party carrying little
insurance.U.= compensation is likely. Tn the event
the accident occurs at the terminal site, State law is
applicable, although it is unclear whether a showing of
negligence• would. be required• or if. there is strict liabili•.t



No international law governing- NG liability provisions
excists. The International Maritime Consultative• Organi-
ration (IMCO) issued a. code for the Construction and
Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Cases in Bulk, but
the organization has not addressed LNG liability .provisior,;.
The IMCO has been heavily involved with mixed results in
liability and. compensation damages from oil pollution by
tankers. The International Convention on Civil Liability
for Oil Pollution was issued- in 1969 but it was soon
rendered obsolete by tanker sizes. As a result, a
Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund
for Compensation for Oil Pollution damages was proposed to
raise the limi~ts of liability coverage and provide for
full and adequate compensation. For th nentoa

Fun tobecme ffective, inter alia, eight nations must
have agreed to be bound by the International. Fund Convention
and in each signatory nation a total. quantity of at least=
750 million tons of oil must have been received by cargo
owners liable for contribution to the Fund. The Convention
has not come into force and the U..S. has signed but not.
ratified. it~.

Although. the INCO is~ perhaps• the international organization
with the most expertise to address LNG liability, it is
unlikely to undertake• the issue in the near future due to
its experience With oil pollution compensation and liability.
The U.S. could push for IMCO involvement, but is would be
unsupported by other maritime nations .with WCG fleets.
rn the meantime domestic law, which could. serve as a
Precedent for other nations, will have, to fill gaps and
eliminate ambivalency in. liability provisions.
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Other Problems Affecting- Compensation

Intricate corporate ownership patterns of L•NGvessels arnd terminals result in a comolicated financial
situation leaving the corporate assests unreachable
for compensation purposes. It is characteristic in
the shipping industry that each vessel is set up as a
separate corporation in order to isolate the assets
of the parent corporation. Thus. liability laws become
theoretical since in practice there is no recourse to
the assets of the party at fault when a ship and. its
cargo are destroyed..

Similarly, the LNG terminal is a wholly-owned., separately
capitalized •subsidiary of larger natural gas companies.
The natural gas importer/terminal operator ourchases
insurance that presumably could cover loss of terminal
facilities, estimate~d at some $2O0-.$3OO million and second.
and third party damages. However, this insurance, ;knc;•..
as protection and indemenity, (p and i) in many instances' _
would do little more than compensate for the loss of
terminal facilities, assuming they would have to be
reconstructed at &.higher cost due to inflation. in some
instances, the vessel owner waives the right to sue the
terminal operator if fault rests with the latter.
The net effect is a reduced amount of coverage carried
by the terminal. As part of its LNG report,. GAO survey~'ec
the liability insurance coverage per incident of LN:G
terminals and found amounts such as "to the fullest=- ex-enc
possible," $50-lO0 million for third parties in excess
of liability coverage; $l4O million with no provisions
for third parties, etc-. However, some private- sources
estimate d~age could reach $5OO millioh based on
damages resulting from incidents involving other hazardous
materials.

Under existing practices, no federal agency assumes
responsibility for assuring compensation of victims.
Claimants face a time consuming and expensive process
in order to receive compensation.. Fault must be established,
the extent of deamages assessed, and the- parent company's
Liability litigated.

Possible Solutions to LNG Liability Problems

There- is a growing concern for the need to shift the economior
burden of LNG risks from nearby residents and property
owners to the shipowners and te-rninal operators. Assum•ing
costs are passed. through the end-use consumer will bear
any added insurance costs.

t.

V
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"Solutions include setting- of minimum limits of coverage,
provisions for strict liability regardless of fault,
and- expedited litigation procedures. LNG could be viewed
in the context of other hazardous. substances, such as
noxiousgases, major oil spills, or nuclear facilities
and comprehensive insurance schemes enacted to cover all
hazardous materials as a class.. This approach calls fer
a combination of private insurance financing- and
government indermnity. Funding- could be based on risk
and damage potential. Alternatively, a mandatory LNG
insurance compensation fund, financed by an excess tax on
imported guantities of LNG could be imposed. There is
some precedent for this type of fund.

The Trans-Alaska Pipeline.Atort Act' (PL 92-153)

modifies• the Limits of Liability Act under certain con-
ditions', and establishes, a $100 million Trans-Alaska
Liability Fund, funded. by a 5-cent-per barrel fee levied.
upon the oil owner. The Act establishes strict.
liability without regard to fault. The shipowner
and operator are liable for the first $14 million c:
claims and the Liability Fund covers the balance up to
the established limit of $S100.million.

The Deepwat. r* Port Act of 1974 also incorporates _ the fund
concept and establishes a $100 million Deemwa~ter. Port Liab__li t'
Fund. Each barrel of oil loaded or unloaded at a ceep•water
port is assessed 2 cents which is contributed to the Fund.
The Fund sets legislative precedent by inter alia zermintinc
the United States Government to initiate a class action
suit on behalf of damaged citizens in order to lessen
.an injured partyt s costs' of litigation and streaml!ine
remedy procedures..i

Legislation is Dending in several congressional co~m._ttes
that establishe•NG Damages or Compensation Fund, funded
by a fee (cents/roof) on natural gas received at the terninak.
The FunC. is to be- used to pay for claims which exceed the
liability limit_ set forth in the bills. rn the ca'se of
vessels, this amount is $75 million or $1,000 per ton,
whichever is less, and. in the case of terminals, the•
-upper limit i•rSl00 million. The bills generally provide
for strict liability and expedited. ligitation procedures.
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MEMORANDUM OF' UNDERSTANqDING
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

AND THE MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION BUREAU
FOR REGULATION OF

WATERFRONT LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS FACILITIES

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the Department of Transportation (DOT), the
United States Coast Guard. (USCG) and the Materials Trans-
portation Bureau (MTB) exercise separate and overlapping
safety regulatory authority affetn hestn, ein
construction, maintenance, and operation of waterfront
liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities adjoining the navig-
able waters of the United States. The USCG derives its
authority over such facilities from the Ports and Waterways
Safety Act of 1972 (Pub. L. 92-340, 33 U.S.C. 1221-1227)
and the Magnuson Act (50 U.S.C. 191) . The regulatory auth-
ority of the MTB over these sa.ie facilities (as well as
non-waterfront LNG facilities) is derived from the Natural
Gas Pipeline Safety Ac~t of 1968 (Pub.. L. 90-481, 49 U.S.C.
1671 et sea.) and the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act (Pub. L. 93-633, 49 U.S.C. 1801__et sea•.).

In recognition of each of the parties' respective
regulatory responsibilities, the USOG and the MTB agree
that a memorandum of understanding is needed to avoid dup-
lication of regulatory efforts regarding waterfront LNG
f.acilities and. to maximize the exchange of relevant informa-
tion.

II. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES~

For the foregoing reasons, the USCG and. the MTB agree
to the following division of regu~latory responsibilities
with respect to waterfront LNG facilities and cooperation
in carrying out those responsibilities:

USCG. .RESPONSIBILITIES

The USCG is responsible for establishing regulatory
requirements. for----

(1) Facility site selection as it relates. to manage- __

ment of vessel traffic in and around a. facility;



(2) Fire prevention and fire protection equipment,
systems, and methods for use at a• facility;

(3) Security of a facility; and.

(4) All other matters pertaining- to the facility
between the vessel and the last manifold (or
valve) immuediately before the receiving tank(s).

MTB RESPONSIBILITIES

The MTB is res ponsible. for establishing regulatory
requirements for--

(1) Facility site selection except as provided by
paragraph (1) of the "USCG Responsibilities" set
forth in this Memorandu~m; and

(2) All other matters pertaining to the facility
beyond (and including) the last manifold (or valve)
immediately before the receiving tank(s) except as
provided by paragraphs (2) and (3) of the "USCG
Responsibilities" set forth in this Memorandum.

JOINT RESPONSIBZrJTIES

(L) The USC.G and the MTB will cooperate and assist

each other in carrying out their respective water-
* ~ front LNG facility regulatory enforcement activi~-

ties; and

(2) The USCG and the MTB, in an effort to avoid incon-
sistent regulation of similar safety matters
(including as between waterfront and non-waterfront

LNG~ facilities), will consult with each other before
issuing each Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, and final regulation
affecting- waterfront LNG facilities.

For the United States For the Materials Trans-
Coast Guard . ort •ion Bureau

AMOwen w. sier

Command ant * Acting Director

I• eL U..•
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Correspondence between NRC and California on LNG
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San Francisco, California

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

State of California
File No. 004-3

June 6, 1978

Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
1717 H. Street, N.W.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC, 20555

Dear Chairman Hendrie:

On September 16, 1977, California's Governor Brown signed Senate
Bill 1081, the Liquefied Natural Gas Terminal Act of 1977. (LNG
Terminal Act) This act grants the California Public Utilities--
Commission (CPUC) exclusive power to issue a permit for the con-
struction andt operation of a liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal
in California. On October 14$, 1977, Western LNG Terminal Associates
filed an application with the CPUC for a permit to construct and
operate an LNG terminal at Point Conception, California. The
LNG Terminal Act requires the CPUC to issue a decision on the
application no later than July 31, 1978.

Further, the act provides that not later than May 31, 1978, the
California Coastal Commission must submit to the CPUC the Coastal
Commission's final report evaluating and ranking the sites which
qualify for an LNG terminal. The Coastal Commission's report is
deemed a recommendation to the CPUC, and the CPUC is required to
issue a permit for construction and operation at the site designated
as the highest-ranked site by the Coastal Commission. However,
the CPUC may select a lower-ranked site if it determines with
respect to each higher-ranked site that location of an LNG terminal
at such site is not consistent with interests of public health,
safety and welfare, or if it determines that it is not feasible
to complete construction and commence operation of the terminal
at such higher-ranked site in sufficient time to prevent significant
curtailment of hiigh-priority requirements for natural gas and also
finds that approval of the lower-ranked site will significantly
reduce such curtailment.

On May 31, 1978, the Coastal Commission issued its final report
evaluating and ranking suitable sites for an LNG terminal as follows:
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Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
June 6, 1978
Page 2

(I) Camp Pendleton-Horno Canyon (San Diego County)
(2) Rattlesnake Canyon (San Luis Obispo County)
(3) Point Conception (Santa Barbara County)
(4) Deer Canyon (Ventura County)

Camp Pendleton, the highest-ranked site, is located five miles south
of Southern California Edison's San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
while the second recommendation, Rattlesnake Canyon, is situated
3.6 miles south of the Pacific Gas and Electric Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Generating Station.

In evaluating the pending application to construct and operate
an LNG terminal at Point Conception, the CPUC must determine, on or
before July 31, 1978, whether the highest-ranked sites, Camp Pendleton
and Rattlesnake Canyon, are acceptable in terms of both public safety
and timely delivery of gas supplies. To facilitate the resolution
of this difficult question, the CPUC seeks guidance from *the NRC with
respect to its policy for locating nuclear generating facilities in
the area of a potentially hazardous LNG facility or vice versa.

By letter dated April 12, 1978, Harold Dento~n, Director of the
Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis at the NRC,
informed Pat Weinstein of the Coastal Commission staff that:

"Part 100 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
permits two or more nuclear power reactors to be in
close proximity if, and only if, they are so designed
that an accident at one does not endanger the safety of
any of the others, Our design requirements against
other industrial and transportation facilities nearby
are consistent with this requirement, namely that the
safety of the nucl ear power p1lant must not be dependent
upo~n events at those facilities."

Mr. Denton further stated that:

-"[A]t this time we are not prepared to offer specific
suggestions for provisions in the construction and
operation of in LNG terminal at Rattlesnake Canyon
or Horno Canyon necessary to clearly demonstrate the
compatibility of such a facility with the existing
nearby nuclear power reactors. While a variety of
meansures might be taken to isolate the possible
interaction between the two types of activities, the
need for and value of any specific measure would
require further study."
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Honorable Joseph H. Hendrie
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In light of the Coastal Commission's recommendations of May 31,
1978 and in view of the statutorily-mandated decision date of
July 31, 1978 precluding further study, the CPUC requests an NRC
determination as to the acceptability of locating an LNG facility
within 4-5 miles of an existing nuclear generating station. In
the alternative, a clear set of specific NRC guidelines for the
location of potentially hazardous facilities in proximity to
nuclear reactors is sought.

In view of obvious constraints imposed by the July 31 decision
date, a timely response is requested. Your consideration and
cooperation in this matter of great importance is much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

/s'
Robert Batinovich, President

K
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•c'• •'•UNITED STATES

I',.o NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

• !' "•" •WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555N

•*o • AprilI 12, 1978

Mr. Pat Weinstein
Onshore LNG Project Manager
California Coastal Commission
631 Howard Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, California 94105

Dear Mr. Weinstein:

Thank you for the information concerning your investigations of coastal
sites. We appreciate your request for NRC comment before any final
decision is made on the preferred site for the proposed western LNG
terminal.

As you noted in your letter of March 13, there are two nuclear power
reactor sites where potential accidents involving LNG traffic has been
reviewed (Calvert Cliffs and Hope Creek/Salem). Our general criteria
are that nuclear power reactors should not be located near hazardous
industrial developments unless one of two circumstances are satisfied:
(1) that the risks of an accident at a nearby hazardous industrial
facility affecting the safety of the nuclear reactor be acceptably

.low or (2) that the design of the nuclear reactors be such that, they -
can safely withstand an accident from other nearby facilities.

Part 100 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations permits two
or more nuclear power reactors to be in close proximity if, and only

Sif, they are so designed that an accident at one does not endanger
the safety of any of the others. Our design requirements against
other industrial and transportation facilities nearby are consistent
with this requirement, namely that the safety of the nuclear power
plant must not be dependent upon events at those bther facilities.
Certain hazards, however, are considered sufficiently unlikely at

.many sites that it is unnecessary to design against them specifically.
• ... At present, for example, it is physically possible that one of the

LNG tankers now sailing the Pacific Ocean could be wrecked upon the
... California coast. The probability that this might actually occur

..... -, ..... near San Onofre or Diablo Canyon is, however, extremely remote, and -
ST -this hazard has nlot been considered in the design of those plants. '"•

• The nearby presence of an LNG terminal, even if that terminal were so .......
... : ... .. designed and situated that it did not place a direct hazard to a___

nuclear power plant, could bring with it the increased possibility,
of the close approach by LNG tankers or flammable gases released from .
these tankers. Such a possibility would.have•-•b be considered in
deciding whether or not the nuclear power plant could be operated...
safely withow~t undue risk to the public.
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Although no LNG facilities are likely to be built on the Delaware River,
other hazardous ship cargos do appear in traffic on that river, and an
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board is presently deliberating upon the Hope
Creek license application on those grounds. Also, LNG tankers are expected
to approach to within about 6kin of the Calvert Cliffs site. This situation
is currently under review by the NRC.

In the material you provided, it was noted that the adequacy of a four
mile i"buffer zone" between Rattlesnake Canyon and the Diablo Canyon sites
"to ensure containment of an emergency at one plant without involving the
other requires further study". We would agree with that conclusion.
The hazards of LNG tanker spills have been estimated by some authorities
to persist to distances of up to 20 km under particularly adverse
conditions. For lesser distances, it would be necessary to restrict
the LNG traffic during those periods when such adverse conditions
prevail. Where adverse winds are common and the separation distance
is much smaller than 20 kms, such restriction may prove a significant
burden to the LNG traffic.

Our safety requirements, for nuclear power plants are intended to protect
the public from radiation injury, and not to protect an applicant's
investments. If LNG and nuclear facilities are sited in close proximity,
similar populations are at risk from accidents at either, and measures
that go to prevention of the initiating LNG accident would be more
desirable than measures to mitigate the effects~of such accidents in
power reactor facilities. Careful study is required to assure that
specific proposed measures to protect one element of society does not,
in effect, increase the risk to. others.

At this time we are not prepared to offer specific suggestions for
provisions in the construction and operation of an LNG terminal at
Rattlesnake Canyon or Horno Canyon necessary to clearly demonstrate
the compatibility of such a facility with the existing nearby nuclear
power reactors. While a variety of measures might be taken to isolate
the possible interaction between the two types of activities, the need
for and value of any specific measure would require further study. We
recommend, since this option still exists, that the problem be avoided,
by selection of a site for an LNG terminal that is more removed from
the existing nuclear power reactors.
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Finally, we do not believe that a seawater exchange system between anuclear power plant and an LNG terminal would be economically feasible,
nor of significant net enviroruiental benefit, because of the length of
the pipelines.

For your information, we are enclosing the results of staff work on
LNG hazards from other licensing actions (Hope Creek, Salem, Calvert
Cliffs). in addition, we are including a report, IITRI J6405, which
indicates that certain staff assumptions may be nonconservative. We
have not yet completed a technical review of this work.

It may be helpf'ul to discuss this matter further, and particularly to
clarify the substance of the results of our prior reviews (as noted,
this material is attached). If you desire a meeting please do not
hesitate to call me (301) 492-7207.

Si ncerely,

Haro d R. Denton, Director
Division of Site Safety and

Environmental Analysis
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
AS stated



_A__OFAL_____I_" EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Gov,

CA'•LI FO RNmIA COIASTAL COMM ISSI ON • •y ,

631 HOWARD STREET, 4th FLOOR •' -
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94105

Mar-ch. 13, 1978 .. '. ..

H a r o l d D e n t o n .. .•- " -
...... .--- Director of- Site Safety and •Environmental Analysis - .

• =.--. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'• • Washington, D.C. 20014 ... .. .. .- • ... . . • •" " •° ••

Dear Mr. Denton: _-

• .The Califor~nia Coastal Commission is required to evaluate and rank potential
• 11:---:i=LZ.liquefied naturalgas (LNG) terminalsi~tes on the California coast and, by

.......1_...?lay 31,. 1978, forward such ranking to the California Public Utilities Com-
mission foi-a July 31 permit decision by that agency; We have retained 5
sites (out of 82 initially considered) for detailed study and final ranking.•

* (see the preliminary and final staff reports adopted by the Commnission on
January 30, 1978).
Two, of the five sites being considered are within 5 miles of existing nuclear "(.power plants. The Rattlesnake. Canyon site _is anproximately 4 miles south of j
the PG&E Piablo-Canj'iY6-h;dant ,5ut is s~e:a-rat-ed_ !rom it~by ruc~oed terrain_ The
H Torn-0-Canyon site ont-he Canip Pendlet~on-larine •ase is anpnroxiratelv 5 miles

south o• the. Sou~thern* C~alifornia Edi son/San D~e~'o -as and :-.lectrtc Comrany's•~Sa On-ofre olant, (see--the at~tached to60o-ra-phic maps). Both sites have many
f -•-:iavorable characteristics for an LNO facility based upon land use, environ-•'

•"" menta-l, and feasibility considerations. It is conceivable that either site
... could be ranked first by. the Coastal Commission,

rWe would appreciate the vie'!s ....... f the '!uclear PRe.ulatory Commission concerning
.the feasibility of 1ocatinc' an LN'.! facility capable of storinn a lecal maximum

.... . ... of_.6_5 million barrels-of HLO,-eventualliy serviced-by aprroximately 190 annual
tanker trips, at either of these sites.

We are concerned about the safety ciuestions raised by the proximity of the
.facilities and would l~ike your comments to address probable safety requirements
._at. each site.. In this reoard. we would ben-effi--6-rl-frcon a discussionof
[ he Nuclear Reoulator~y Commission's ex'periences with the Calver-t Cliffs and

Hope Creek generating plants, whichare located in close proximity to LNG
" facijlities and LNG tanker routes. Sunoested conditions for the safe construc-
Stion and onerat~io~n .o.f an-LMG terminal-at bot.h l5dations- would also be~extremely

h-elpf~ul.. Any implications the location of a nearby LNIG facility m~icht have on
" • the operating licensing process for the nuclear plants and the time and expense
-- !-.involved would be relevant to our analysis. Finally, an" comr".ents on the
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feasibility of a sea water exchange system between LNG and nuclear facili-
*• .ties a't eacl sije wouid De wp'roume.

Thank you for your cooperation. If more detailed information is required,
do not hesitate to request it from us.

Ver• trl urs, .

T"•,L•.• PAT, WEINSTEIN -
"nshore LNG Project Manager
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Ms. Suzanne Reed
Senior Energy Advisor
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Ms. Reed;

Thank you for your July 25, 1977 letter to Dr. Norman. Lisenberg concerning
the licensing and reguilation of Liquified Natural Gas-(LNG) facilities.
Although the N~uclear Regulatory Comm~ission (NRC) is not responsible for
licensing and regulating LNG facilities, as part of our responsibilities
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA): we review all Environmental Impact Statemnents
(EISs) preparedby the Federal Power Comissiorn (FPC) pursuant to their
responsibilities under the Natural Gas Act and the NIEPA.

In general, our reviews are limitedl to those areas for which iNRC has
special expertise or jurisdiction by law. Specifically our reviews are
directed to impacts of the. proposed action relative, to the radiological
health and safety of the public and possibleimpacts on facilities licensed
by or subject to licensing by I4RC.' I understand that Ben liarless discussed
in somewh~at greater detail our procedures for reviewving EISs prepared by
other Federal agencies during-his telephone conversation with you on
August 3, 1977.

As Mr. H'arless mentioned, we also received a letter from Ms. Nancy J.-Aurich
of the California Office of Planning and Research (COPR) requesting NIRC to
furnish certain technical assistance and review participation in the prepa-
ration .of an Enviroriaental Impact Report for a LNG terminal to be sited in
Santa Barbara County, California. A copy of our response to that letter is
enclosed.

We would of course ,be pleased to review any Environmental Impact Reports
prepared by CQPR for LNG facilities and provide coments to the State
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within the scope of our reviews of EISs prepared for the FPC on similarfaciIi ties.

Sincerely,

Karold R. Denton, Director
Division of Site Safety and

Environm~ental Analysis
Office of fiuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

I ....



RE •o UNITED STATES

• •'•NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
= •.••.j~jj; •WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

~AUG 3 1977

Ms. Nancy J. Aurich
Project Administration Assistant
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, Ca 95814

Dear Ms. Aurich:

Your letter of June 13, 1977 requests the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
furnish certain technical assistance and review participation in the prep-
aration of an Environmental Impact Report for an LNG terminal to be sited
in Santa Barbara County, California. We would be pleased to exchange
scientific and technical information to assist in the review of the proposed
Point Conception LNG terminal. This exchange of scientific and technical
information should prove to be of specific benefit to both our regulatory
programs. Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director, Division of Site Safety and
Environmental Analysis, will serve as the NRC contact on this matter.
Members of his Division are familar with technical matters related to
LNG projects. Mr. Denton' s telephone number is (301) 492-7207.

For your information there are other coordinated activities between
representatives of the State of California and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Specifically, Mr. Robert Ryan, Director, Office of State
Programs is working with the Energy Resources Conservation and Development
Commission toward an agreement on matters of concurrent responsibility and
jurisdiction for the siting of nuclear plants. In addition, Mr. Harold Denton
is working with Mr. Frank Hahn, Administrativ• Director of the Energy Resources
Conservation and Development Comission on similar matters, but related speci-
fically to the San Diego Gas and Electric Company's Sundesert Nuclear Project.

Sincerely,

Executive Director for Operations



"Stztue of California (

Memorandum

To : State and Federal LNG Task Force Contacts Date : July 25, 1977
(916) 322-4245

From :Governor's OFfice ~Eeg
Office of Planning and Re Reed, Seg Advisor

Subject: OFFSHORE LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS FACILITY SITING

The Office of Planning and Research is examining the procedures that would
be involved in issuing a permit for an offshore Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
facility. To facilitate this study, I would like to know what role under exist-
ing law your agency would perform if a permit for such a facility was sought and
what new authority might be required to enable full licensing and regulation of
such a facility.

An offshore LNG receiving facility could fall into one of the following
categories :

1. An LNG receiving storage and regasification facility constructed in
state-controlled waters adjacent to a natural island with a pipeline
across federal waters, then state waters to the shore.

2. An LNG receiving storage and regasif~ication facility built in federally-.
controlled waters, with a pipeline crossing state waters to the shore.

3. An LNG receiving, storage, and regasification facility located on a
•/• natural island with a trestle extending into state waters and a pipe-

line crossing federal waters, then state waters to shore.

The offshore facilities referenced above might be either fixed to the ocean
bottom with sub-sea storage, floating with floating storage, or fixed with sur-
face storage.

I would appreciate receiving your analysis of what permits, comments, or
approvals must be secured from your agency under these offshore facility siting
situations at your.earliest possible convenience. In your reply, please include:

1. an estimate of how long approval will take;.

2. a list of any reports the applicant must file with your agency;

3. a brief description of the decision-making process; and

4. references to the statutes authorizing your agency s action.

I would also appreciate any other pertinent information you would care to
supply. Thank you for your attention to this request.



:.:i •,'-.,v//"•:•1400 TE•NTH STREET

•" ... 'SACRAMENTO 95814

ND G. BROWN JR.

GOERN*oR June 13, 1977

General Lee V. Gos sick
Executive Director
Nuclear Regulatory Conmmission
5650 Nickelson Lane
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear General Gossick:

In August, 1976, the County of Santa Barbara Office of Environmental
Quality (0EQ) requested California State agency participation in an
Environnmental Impact Report (EIR) to be prepared in response to a

proposal by Western LNG Terminal Company to site an LNG terminal at
Point Conception, Santa Barbara County, California. The requirements
of the County are for assistance from the State in addressing LNG
safety and systems reliability and vessel traffic issues.

In accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Santa Barbara,
the Governor's Office of Planning and Research is coordinating State and
Federal agency involvement in this project and is performing the necessary
contractual management functions to accomplish analysis of the issues
described above.-

OPR envisions an active role for Federal agencies in this project and
haw~secured technical assistance and review participation from the
FEA, the Federal Maritime Adlministration, the Department of the Navy
and U.S. Coast Guard, the FPC, NASA, and others. We are particularly
interested in the participation of the Nuclear Regulatory Coimnission
in regard to the seismic safety and sabotage issues that will be studied
as a part of this project.

Please advise us of the name of a representative of your Commnission who
we may contact in regard to the above issues. I have discussed this
request with Dr. Norman Eisenberg, of the Transportation and Standards
Branch, -*ho advised me to get in touch with you.

Thank you for your attention in this matter, and I will look forward to
contacting you in the near future.

Sincer ely,

Project Ad~ministration Assistant

NJA: nb

~ndl.
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Robert L. Solomon
Chief, Policy and Program Evaluation Office
Energy Resources Conservation and

Development Conumission
1111 Howe Avenue, MS30
Sacramento, California 95825

Dear Rob,

For your information £ am enclosing a Federal Register Notice on LNG
Safety Standards dated April 21, 1977. I've not yet had a chance to
review it.

I received your April i1, 1977 letter but have not yet received the
responses to the request for proposals.

Brian K. Grimes, Chief
Environmental Evaluation Branch
Division of Operating Reactors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated



STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND 0. BROWN JR., Governci

ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION -

AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95825

(916) 322-2021

April 11, 1977

Mr. Brian Grimes
Chief, Environmental Evaluation Branch -
United States Nuclear Regulatory Coniission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Brian:

I appreciated the opportunity-to meet with you and Bill again when I was
In Washington.

The state's, review of the proposed LNG terminals continues, while the out-
look for new legislation that would reorganize the LNG siting function
remains uncertain. Therefore we are simply trying to pre-position as much
of the analytical work, especially on safety, as we can.

As we discuss'ed in Washington, I am enclosing a copy of the contractor
task statement on the safety portions of the Point Conception Environmental
Impact Report. We will have responses to the request for proposals within
about one week. We will forward directly to your office copies of the
proposals on the safety analysis tasks; and, if you can designated the
appropriate technical people to have an informal look at these responses,
we can make a decision on the best way to get your input - perhaps by a
conference call with our technical liaison, or better yet, an informal
visit by yourself or a-member of your staff. As agreed, this will be a
strictly informal, "nonvoting" participation by NRC, and we'll take it
step-by-step from there. .

I am-also enclosing some material regarding our position in the Pacific.........
Indonesia LNG proceeding, where we have advocated a federal certificate
condition requiring a "Final Safety Analysis Report" for the LNG facility. -
Aside from any future technical assistance that might be arranged, one of
the areas where your office might be most helpful,.again on an informal
basis, would be in developing more specific and precise language for the
actual permit condition. Since neither we nor the FPC have had any experi- F
ence with a condition of this-type, we would be very interested in your
Input as to how to develop this condition so that it would achieve the
objectives described in the excerpts from my testimony before the FPC.



Mr. .Bri an Grimes
April 11, 1977
Page 2

I'll check with you in about two weeks, after you've had a chance to look
over some of these materials.

Best regards,

ROBERT L. S•['OMON "... •
Chief, Policy and Program

Eval uati on Offi ce

RLS :dh

Enclosures

V-



• . Robert L. Solomon
April 8, 1977

To: Randy Deutsch,. California Public Utilities Commnission

-Re: FSAR Condition

California recommends that the •Federal Power Commission, in its certificate
of public convenience and necessity for the proposed LNG facility, establish
a condition requiring a Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

The FSAR condition described below is analogous in concept, but not neces-
sarily in procedure, to the requirement for acceptance of an FSAR by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) before a nuclear power plant may be
granted an operati~ng license. The need for a final, as distinct from a
preliminary, safety analysis is basicall~y the same for a liquefied natural
gas facility as it is for a nuclear plant. The NRC is specifically required,
under the original Atomic Energy Act, to implement a dual licensing procedure--
first issuing a construction permit, and then an operating license?..In
contrast, the FSAR condition proposed by California is in the nature of a
certificate condition that would be established and relieved through appro-
priate administrative action by the FPC.

The certificate condition should set forth specific procedures and guidelines
for implementation. The applicant would be responsible for providing neces-
sary technical data and studies documenting final design and engineering,
construction, testing, start-.up and initial operation. In addition to general
ehigineer~ing and construction information, the applicant would be required to
submit detailed information on critical safety-related systems and procedures
that have not been available for review by the FPC as of the time when the
project is certificated. This would include, but not necessarily be limited
to, applicant's detailed information on marine operations (including informa-
tion to be made available to the State, according to the applicant, in

•April 1977, and which has, accordingly, not been available for FPC review
on the record of the present case); additional data on testing, start-up,
operating, maintenance, repair and overhaul procedures; plans for response
to marine and land-based emergency conditions; and hazard evaluations for
any significant design changes or specification of systems and/or components
not finalized as of the time of certification of the project.

The FPC will be responsible for development of the actual Final Safety Analysis
Report, which could be performed either by FPC staff, or by the FPC's technical
agent or contractor(s). The development of the document would proceed con-
currently with progress ondesign and construction of the project, to minimize
the time required in the compilation of the FSAR, as well as providing an - ...

- ongoing design audit and construction monitoring function..

There should be a procedure for time-limited review of the document (arid perhaps
periodic progress reports on an ongoing basis, to minimize time required for
final review), and there should be provision for inviolvement of the state
and/or other intervenors in the form of opportunity to coninent within the
appropriate review period, as on an EIS-supplement.
Final acceptance of the FSAR by the Federal Power Commission would be required
before the plant could receive its first full cargo of LNG.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Rowden
Commissioner Gilinsky

S Commissioner Kennedy

THRU: Lee V. Gossick csi;•.::: L, V. Q~il•
Executive Director for Operations

FROM:. William 3. Dircks
Assistant Executive Director

for Operations -

SUBJECT: REQUEST FROM CALIFORNIA ENERGY RESOURCE COMMISSION
FOR ASSISTANCE IN NON-NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEWS

Qn Thursday, February 24, -Brian Grimes of NRR and I .met with
Robert Solomon, Chief of Policy and Program Evaluation, for the
California Energy Resources Conservation and Development (CERCDC).
Solomon had.~requested the meeting in order to explore the feasibility
of securing NRC assistance in the review of the health and safety
aspects of a proposed LNG facility to be constructed in California.

The FPC is conducting proceedings relating to an LNG facility to (
be located in CaliforniA. California officials represented by •
the Energy Commission have testified before the FPC and have iexpressed concern about the need for additional resources and
measures to assure system safety in the Post permitting stages. ;
Such additional measures would include final design review, )
monitoring of construction and plans, monitoring of facility Vi.
operation, and assurance of acceptable safety contingency planning. !

California has requested that FPC should condition its certificate (

approvals to not allow the facility to operate until a final safety l
analysis report (FSAR) has been completed and accepted and it has- .T
been determined that the facility has been built in accordance -
with the terms and conditions of the FSAR. The FSAR proeess, .. ........ •
which the Commission pointed out should be similar to the FSAR
process used by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, wouldi
entail detailed independent review of final design and construction, •
safety contingency planning and testing, and should extend through I
initial start-up. '_,



it*, *

Th• Commnissioners -2-

The State Energy Commlissicn-feels that the technical know-howfor the implementation of the envisioned PSAR process does not
exist either at the State or local level or with the FPC. In the
view of the State Corrmission, such expertise is well established
and presently exists in NRC, the Department of Defense2, and NASA.

What Solomon was seeking in his meeting with us was an indication
of any willingness on the part of NRC to assist them in:

-- Reviewing of the FSAR;

-- Establishing technical conditions for approval of project;

-- Monitoring ano inspecting construction operations;

-- Reviewing i'nitial start-up operations.

The State estimates that the NIRC involvement would require several
technical man years of effort over a three-year period.

...... --.•:.---. "...• .-'?..- : .•...-

.°°, .

If NRC agr~eed to assist it, thewith NRC to carry out the work.
contract directly with NRC.

State would like PPC to contractIf FPC refused, the •State would

We ended the meeting w-ith our agreeing to refer the matter to theCommissioners. WJe warned Mr. Solomon that, in view of the unusual'
nature of the proposal, the probable legal difficulties, and the
very stringent manpower constraints faced by N(RC in carrying out
its own nuclear program, it would be difficult to be optimistic
about securing full-scale NRC support for the State in the endeavor.

Solomon said that in view of the timing of FPC actions on the
project he would be calling within a week to see If anything could
be worked out.

If the Cormmission wishes to pursue this matter any further, we
will secure the necessary legal and resource analyses.

If the Commxission wishes to provide some level of support to the
State short of the full-scale effort laid out .by Solomon, we will
explore alternatives with him.

William 31. Dircks
Assistant Executive Dicector

* I
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Testimony of Camp Pendleton Officials
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O~FFHCL2L PRESS R~ELEASE

LNG POLICY STATVEMENT.

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif., May 15 -- The following

statement was made at a California Coastal Corn-

mission public hearing today at Los Angeles.

SI am Major General Carl W. Hoffman, U.S. Marine
Corps, commanding general of the Marine Corps Base

•at Camp Pendleton, Calif. I am here representing the
Commandant of the Marine Corps, and I will present
his position and the position of the Secretary of the
Navy on the proposed establishment of a liquified
natural gas terminal at Camp Pendleton.

As you lknow, the Secretary of the Navy and the
Commandant of the Marine Corps have stated that no
site at Camp Pendleton is available for use as an LNG
terminal. I will reiterate their reasons and urge
you to reject the staff recommendation that the ter-
minal be sited at Camp Pendleton.

t

- more -
I



LNG POLICY STATH•NT
ADD l.~l-l-1

Camp Pendleton houses the major ground combat" elements and
a few of the air combat elements of the I Marine Amphibious Force
or I MAP. This force consists of the 1st Marine Division, the 3d
Marine Aircraft Wing and a number of: associated combat and logis-
tical commands -- all maintained in a high state of combat read~i-
ness for immediate use anywhere in the world.

.The camp itself is a prime training area~for all these air and
ground combat commands. It contains 38,000 acres of ranges on which
all the air and, ground weapons of the force -- including supersonic
jet aircraft -- are regularly exercised. It also has the: onJly beach-,
areas in the We'stern United States on which I MAP can hone th'e am- •
phibious assault responsibilities assigned to U. S. Marines by fed- .
eral law."

•Construction of an LNG terminal at Camp Pendleton would have
such a severe impact on these facilities that the combat readiness
of I MAF and associated elements of the U. S. Navy would be serious-
ly -- perhaps irreparably -- degraded.

For example, we would have to terminate the training of large
landing forces. The 9,000-foot pier and LNG tanker activity :would -
prevent the deployment and maneuver of the naval forces necessary
for large landing exercises. Even small unit training could not re-
ceive the aircraft support vital to the su~ccess of landing forces.
The LNG terminals and LNG tankers are hazardous areas, and high
perl'ormafice .aircraft cannot fly over them at low altitude without
violating peacetime safety rules.

We would also lose the use of our aircraft bombing range. The
only air corrid~r to this range passes right over the terminal site.
This corridor was designed by the Federal Aviation Administration
and the U. S. Navy, to meet specific requirements. It keeps aircraft
away from the San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant, military and civilian
housing areas and Camp Pendleton's ammunition storage areas. It is
used by fully armed aircraft -- that is, aircraft carrying clusters
of 500-lb. bombs -- which fly over the terminal site at low altitude
and at speeds in excess of 4O0 knots.

* ConStructioni of the terminal would also seriously inhibit train-
ing with ground combat weapons. The terminal plans we have seen call
for routing natural gas pipelines through the range impact areas. And,
rather obviously', we would be unable to fire high explosive ammunition
in any area which contained gas pipelines.

The routing of pipelines through training areas would also se-
riously inhibit trainLing with tanks and other mechanized equipment.

more -
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LNG POLICY STATEMNT
ADD 2-2-2-2

It is also pertinent to note that the population density
requirements associated with LNG terminals would force us to
•relocate a number of billeting areas assigned to troops of I MAF.
The costs of these relocations have not been refined, but they
would be no less than $40 million and they could be as high
as $75 million. This, as I understand it, is a cost which would
have to be met by the company building the ter'minal "-one which
would be passed, on to the purchasers of natural gas.

I also must point out that the Secbetary of Defense recent-
ly directed the" Department of the Navy to study the possible re-.
location and/or consolidation of a number of training activities.
One of the pr6posals under study calls foi moving the Marine Corps -

Recruit Depot at San Diego.-. and, possibly, the Marine Corps Re-.•
cruit Depot at Parris Island, S. C. to. Camp Pendleton. If this
is done, the most logical Camp Fendleton site for the depot or
depots is an area south of the LNG terminal site and adjacent to

existing recruit training areas. Doing this might put the areas !
Lar above the population density requirements.

Because of all the things I have just told you, I must urge
*the commission to reject the staff recommendation and omit Camp

Pendleton from further consideration as a site for an LNG terminal.
* There is one final point to make.
* This nation can import natural gas -- and many other needed
commodities -- because the seas are free. American sea power
guarantees that.

U. S. Marines are a vital element of sea power.
Establishipg an LNG terminal at Camp Pendleton would jeopar-

dize the Marine Corps' ability to contribute to American sea power.
We think that would be a foolish risk.

-Thank you.

--30--
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I AMA CAPTAIN WAYNE COLLINS REPRESENTING THE WESTERN DIVISION, NAVAL FACILiTIES

ENGINEERING COMMIAND, SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA. OUR COMMAND HAS REPRESENTED NAVY

INSTALLATIONS IN CALIFORNIA IN MANY DISCUSSIONS INVOLVING THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA'S

COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TNPROUGHOUT THE LAST FEW YEARS. WE HAVE ALSO COORDINATED

NAVY INTERESTS FOR SIMILAR PROGRAMS IN THE STATES OF WASHINGTON AND OREGON. WE

ARE SERIOUSLY CONCERhNED WITH YOUR STAFF'S RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE PROSPECTIVE

USE OF A SITE AT CAMP PENDLETON FOR A LNG TERMINAL. MY. COMMENTS ARE RELATED TO

THOSE OF GENERAL HOFFMAiN'S5, BUT MY COMMENTS DO NoT ADDRESS NAVY/MARINE CORPS -

MISSION INTERFACES DIRECTLY BUT RATHER PINPOINT OBJECTIONS OF A GENERAL PLANNING
POINT

POLICY/OF VIEW. WHEILE THESE COMMNTS RELATE TO THE NAVY/MARINE CORPS SPECIFIC

INTERESTS AT CAMP PENDLETON, THEY ALSO 'GO BEYOND DIRECT SPECIFICS OF THAT SITE.'

TEE FIRST SUBJECT DEALS WITH YOUR STAFF' S VIEW AS REGARDS PUBLIC SAFETY IN THIS

ISSUE." THE STAFF SEEMS TO BE CONCER•NED WITH SAFETY, AT LEAST IN SOME AREAS.

ALLOW ME TO CITE SEVERAL QUOTES/SUMMARIES OF STATEMrENTS IN THE STAFF REPORT

DEALING WITH SAFETY:

:A. "THE SAFETY OF LNG OPERATIONS REMAINS UNCERTAIN."

B. "'THE SINGLE TERMINAL AUTHORIZED .... IS TO BE LOCATED AT A SITE

REMOTE FROM HUflANI POPULATION IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE MAXIMUM

POSSIBLE PROTECTION TO THE PUBLIC •IAINST THE POSSIBILITY OF

ACCIDENT."

C. "THE COMMISSION HAS SERIOUS CONCERNS ABOUT THE ADEQUACY OF MEASURES

TO PREVENT AND TO COPE WITH LNG ACCIDENTS AND ABOUT THE RESEARCH

UNDERTAKEN SO FAR TO PREDICT THE CONSEQUENCES OF LNG SPILLS, -_

FIRES, AND VAPOR CLOUD DISPERSION."

D. " .... THE COMM[ISSION HAS REMOVED LAS VARAS FROM. FURTHER CONSIDERATION

AS A LNG TERMINAL SITE TO MINIMIZE RISKS TO PERSONS AND PROPERTY ....

EVEN THOUGH THE, COMMIISSION'S OWN CONSULTANTS BELIEVE THAT DESIGN



E.. 30263: (A) "NEW OR EXPANDED REFINERIES OR PETROCHEMICAL FACILITIES

NOT OTHERWISE CONSISTENT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS DIVISION SHALL

BE PERMITTED IF .... (5) TI•E FACILITIES IS SITED SO AS TO PROVIDE

A SUFFICIENT BUFFER AREA TO MINIMIZE ADVERSE IMPACTS ON SURROUNDING

PROPERTY."

IT APPEARS THAT THE CLEAR INTENT OF SECTION 3 OF THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL MANAGEMENT

ACT IS TO MAKE SURE COASTAL DEVELOPMENTS NOT ONLY PROTECT PUBLIC ACCESS, RECREATION,

MARINE ENVIRONMENT, ETC., BUT TO ALSO ENSURE THAT NEW HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENTS ARE PLANNIED FULLY CONSIDERING PUBLIC SAFETY. DESPITE THIS OBVIOUS

INTENT, THE STAFF REPORT SAYS: "SINCE THE SAFETY'-OF LNG .TERMINAL AND TANKER

OPERATIONS IS NOT WITHIN THE COMM[ISSION'S LEGISLATIVE JURISDICTION, ONLY LIMITED

STUDY WAS MADE OF THESE SAFETY ISSUES." ADDITIONALLY,: "THE BASIS FOR SITE

RANKING IS THE HEAVY WEIGHTING OF COASTAL ACT POLICI'ES 0N• RECREATION, PUBLIC

ACCESS, PROTECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES, AND MINIMIZING ADVERSE DEVELOPMENT

IMfPACTS .... LESS WEIGHT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE COASTAL ACT POLICIES PROVIDING

FOR CONSIDERATION OF TERMINAL COST AND SAFETY DIFFERENCES AT THE SITES."

THESE LAST TWO STATEMENTS CLEARLY CONFLICT WITH THE INTENT OF CHAPTER 3 OF

•THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL MANAGEMENT ACT AND STAF•F' S OWN WORDS QUOTED EARLIER

VOICING CONCERN OVER SAFETY ISSUES A.ND "THE OUTRIGHT DISMISSAL OF AT LEAST ONE

SITE DUE SOLELY TO SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS. CLEARLY ANY MAJOR LNG TERMINAL

RANING EFFORT BY THE STATE WHICH DOES NOT FULLY INCLUDE ASPECTS OF PUBLIC

SAFETY IS LITTLE MORE THAN AN INTERESTING ACADEMIC EXERCISE. THE ISSUE OF

PUBLIC SAFETY MUST BE A MAJOR, AND WE WOULD SUGGEST THE PRIME, CONSIDERATION

/f•;.•AFINAL STATE DECISION ON SITING IS • A•

IF, IN FACT, YOU FEEL THAT YOUR RANKING CHARTER DOES NOT PERMIT CONSIDERATION
A

iOF PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES, THEN THIS LIMITATION MUST BE FULLY DISCLOSED



TO THE q•UBLIC THROUGH THE MEDIA AND THE OTHER CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING PUBLIC

SAFETY ARE NOT APPROPRIATE IN YOUR REPORT - SUCH AS THE DISMISSAL OF ONE OR MORE

SITES FOR SAFETY REASONS.. IF SAFETY IS A CONSIDERATION IN YOUR FINDINGS, THEN

YOU MUST THOROUGHLY EXPLORE ALL ASPECTS OF THE SAFETY ISSUE, NOT JUST THE ONES

WHICH ARE MOST FAVORABLE TO A PARTICULAR POINT OF VIEW OR WHICH MIGHT BE MOST

EASILY UNDERSTOOD. THE OPERATIONAL HAZARDS AT CAMP PENDLETON,

MORE SEVERE FROM A PROBABILITY POINT OF VIEW THAN SEISMICAK CONSIDERING THE

PROPOSED SITING OF A TRESTLE AND TANKER BERTH IN THE TRACK OF NAVAL SHIPS ON "

MANEUVERS, AND SITING OF THE TERMINAL WHERE IT WOULD BE REGULARLY OVERFLOWN BY=,2

.AEMED HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AT LOW ALTITUDE IN RESTRICTED AIR SPACE. YOU

CANNOT PICK AND CHOOSE THE SAFETY ASPECTS YOU CONSIDER AS THE ONES BEST FITTING --

EITHER THE ANSWER YOU WANT OR THE ONES YOU BEST UNDERSTAND. YOU MUST LOOK AT .

THIE SAFETY QUESTION CAREFULLY AND COMPLETELY, OR TELL THE WORLD THAT YOUR .

RANKING HAS NO CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE QUESTION OFPUBLIC SAFETY WITHIN IT, -;':•.

BUT IS LIMITED ONLY TO CONSIDERATIONS OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL • '"

AS AN ADDED PARENTHETICAL COMME.NT ON SAFETY, WE STILL • UNDERSTAND THE •.•-

STATE'S POPULATION L LSPITE RESTRICTIONS, WHICH ARE CONCERNED ONLY WITH---

PERMANENT RESIDENTS AND WORKERS NEAR A LNG TERMINAL. WHEN YOU CONS IDER, ;•

(1) THAT INTERSTATE .5 IS ABOUT AS CLOSE AS YOU CAN GET TO THE SITE WITHOUT "

BEING ON IT, (2) AND THE STATE'S PERMANENT POPULATION DENSITY RESTRICTION :•

IS "ABOUT 27 PEOPLE LIVING OR WORKING WITHIN ONE MILE OF TKE SITE, AND (3) ',

THAT THE STAFF REPORTS THE PEAK DENSITY ON INTERSTATE 5 IN THE VICINITY OF

HORNO CANYON TO BE 7,080 PEOPLE PER MILES IT IS DIFFICULT FOR US TO UNDERSTAND .

THE RECOMMENDATION THAT THIS IS THE BEST SITE IN CALIFORNIA FOR THIS FACILITY. :;

THE SAFETY ISSUE SHOULD CENTER ON REDUCING THE TOTAL NUM{BER OF POTENTIAL

CASUALTIES RESULTING FROM THE MAXIMUM CREDIBLE ACCIDENT, NOT WHETHER THEY

LIVE OR WORK IN THE AREA ON A REGULAR BASIS. PEOPLE ARE PEOPLE, WHETHER

THEY ARE TRANSIENT OR NOT.'



-.1 WOULD LIKE TO RAISE ONE LAST QUESTION OF A DIFFERENT NATURE. THIS ENTIRE

• YOU
RANKING ISSUE WITH WHICH/ARE EMROILED IS BEIING CARRIED OUT UNDER THE JURISDICTION

OF THE STATE 'S COASTAL MANAGEMrENT PROGEM, WHICH, IN TURN, IS UNDER THE JURISDICTIONAL

UIMBRELLA OF TEE FEDERAL COASTAL MANAGEM{ENT ACT. I .'AM CERTAIN YOU ARE AWARE OF THE

FOLLOWING LANGUAGE IN THE FEDERAL COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT: "EXCLUDED FROM4

.THE COASTAL ZONE ARE LANDS THE USE OF W'HICH IS BY LAW SUBJECT SOLELY TO THE

DISCRETION OF OR WHICH IS HELD IN TRUST BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT." OBVIOUSLY,

NEITHER CAMP PENDLETON, NOR ANY OF THE OTHER NAVY /MARINE CORP S PROPERTY IN .•.. •-••,.

CALIFORNIA, IS LOCATED' WITHIN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA' S COASTAL ZONE. THE :

AUTHORITY OF THIS COASTAL ZONE COMMILSSION TO PUBLICLY CONSIDER FUTURE DEVELOPMENT -

ON THIS NON-EXCESS FEDERAL PROPERTY TO THE EXTENT OF INCLUDING TEE SITE IN A .- :..i.-

PUBLIC RANKING LIST ALONG WITH OTHER sITEs WHICH ARE UNDER THE COMMISS ION' S:;•

JURISDICTION, AND USING RANKING CRITERIA CONTAINED IN THE STATE'S COASTAL.[,.

)MANAGEMfENT LEGISLATION, iS QUESTIONED...•.

THANK YOU FOR PERMITTING THE T32ME FOR THESE COMMENTS. - .. :v

-i
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June. 16, 1975.

For:

Thru:

Subject:

Purpose:

COMMISSIONER ACTION
The Commissioners

Executive Director for Operation~/•

PROPOSED FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE CIRCUIATED BY THE OFFICE
OF PREPAREDNESS, GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION:
"RADIOLOGICAL INCIDENT EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING--FIXED
FACILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION, NOTICE OF INTERAGENCY
RE.SPONSIBILITIES"

To attain Commissioner comments/approval of NRC response
to GSA.

Category: This paper covers a minor policy issue.

Discussion: On January 24, 1973, the AflC concurred in a "Notice ofInteragency Responsibilities" entitled "Nuclear Incident
Planning- -Fixed Facilitiest' promulgated as a Federal
Register Notice by the Federal Office of Emergency
Preparedness (OEP). OEP has since been disestablished
and its emergency planning functions assigned to the
Office of Preparedness, General Services Administration
(OP/GSA).

OP/GSA proposes to reissue this "old Notice" to outline,
Federal responsibilities for "Radiological Incident
Emergency Response Planning- -Fixed Facilities and
Transportation" (transportation accidents involving
radioactive materials).

Under the provisions of the proposed "new Notice":

NRC is assigned "Lead Agency" responsibilities for
this type of planning, replacing ABC (Regulatory)
which had assumed these responsibilities under the
old ABC organization.

*The Energy Research and Development Administration(ERDA) ,the Department of Transportation (DOT) and the
Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA) are
added to the family of Federal agencies that are
currently providing support in the planning ef~prt.
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•Responsibilities for transportation accident
emergency planning have been added and assigned to
DOT.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) and the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare CHEW)
retain existing responsibilities.

The responsibilities assigned to NRC in the "new Notice"
are compatible with existing activities in this area
under the provisions of the "old Notice." Responsibilities
of other agencies axe essentially unchanged except in
regard to DOT as noted above.

Coordination: All major offices of the NRC and the Office of the
E xecutive Legal Director concur in the provisions of
the Notice including the assignment of the designated
specific responsibilities to the other involved Federal
agencies.

Office, of International
and State Programs

Enclosures:
1. Ltr to Gen. Leslie W. Bray,

Director, OP/GSA
2. Ltr to Chairman W. A. Anders,

NRC from General Bray
3. "Old Notice" of Interagency

Responsibilities
4. "New Notice" (proposed) of

interagency Responsibilities

Contact: Harold E. Collins
Extension .7220

Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office of the
Secretary by c.o.b. Wednesday, June 25, 1975.

i
|



UNITED STATES •
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20U55

HECollins :sw
6/6/75

General Leslie W. Bray, Jr., Director
Office of Preparedness
General Services Adini~nstration
GSA Building
Washington, D.C. 20405

Dear General Bray:

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has received the proposed

"Notice of Interagency Responsibilities for Radiological Incident

Emergency Response Planning -- Fixed Facilities and Transportation,"

transmitted by your letter of May 23.

NRC concurs in the provisions of the notice and accepts the specific

responsibilities assigned to the NRC. The responsibilities as outlined

for NRC in the proposed notice are compatible with existing NRC

activities in this area pursuant to the old Office of Emergency

Preparedness Notice of January 24, 1973.

Sincerely,

Lee V. Gossick

Executive Director for Operations

or

William A. Anders
Chairman



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,••••• •
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Office of Preparedness =
W~kigtoo DC 2405 "04

Honorable William A. Anders
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for your concurrence is a proposed statement of
re sponsibilities concerning radiological emergency re sponse plan-
ning. It is a revision of a similar statement approved by the
departments and agencie~s concerned, and promulgated by the
Director, Office of Emergency Preparedness, in the Federal
Register of January 24, 1973. This statement dealt only with plan-

.. .ning in relation to incidents at fixed nuclear facilities.

m In the course of updating and revising the statement of responsibi-
lities, some substantive changes and additions hate. occurred.
Transportation incidents involving radioactive material sand
Department of Transportation responsibilities have been covered
for the first time. The lead agency for Federal radiological
response planning and assistance to State and local governments
is assigned to the Nuclear Regulatory Commnission in place of the
Atomic Energy Commission. Also, needed clarification of roles
and relationships among the various agencies has been provided.

The enclosed statement has been prepared and agreed to by our
staff people who are involved directly in carrying out the assigned

responsibilities. It is my intention to have it published in the
Federal R~egister when your formal concurrence is received.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

J3? q
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IlOFFICE OF EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS

NOTICE

NUCLEAR INCIDENT PLAN•NING--
FIXED FACILITIES

Notice of Interagency Responsibli~ties

The following notice of interagency re-
sponstbilities IsissIued by the Office of
Emergentcy Prep redness In order to pro-.
vids f~ull putblic Informatlofl ,oncerInga
the general course and method by which
certain nuclear Incident plnn re-
spomibltiesm are channeled and deter-
mined (5 U.S.C. r52(a) (1) (3)).

Purisoae.--This statement sets forth
the responsbib~tttes ma agreed between
certain Federal agencese in connection•
with fixed facility huclear incident plan-
ning at the Federal level tad for the pro-"
vision of plenning assistance to State
ani rocal glovernment..

Dack'grournl.-Foriual statement of the
re.spective roles of the various Pedoral
departments and agencies Ia made In"
connection with the role of the Offce of
Emergency Preparedness in coordinathng
tire emergency planning efforts of the
Federal agencies as assig'ned by .•eci-.
tive Order 1105,1. Current planning- a--
tivities are taking place at all levels of
Government a• well as In privato Indus-
try. At the Federal level, several ag~enceis
have lbeen cooperating on an Infoma,m
ad hoc basis to lend assistance to State.
and local aovernesenta in nuclear Inci-
dent planning. "•

Aesponsibfliute.--Tla Atomic Energiy
Commission will be the lead operattng-
ardency in nuclear Incident planfnin ac-
tivities among Federal agencfes and In
Federal aesh~tance to State and local Iov-
erninents, and tile Omfce of Emergency
Preparedness will exercise general moni-
torship of these activIties. Res~ponaibll~-
ties of AEC. OEP and other Federal agen-
cies are detailed below.

The Atomic Energy Commession w.ll-
be responsible for:

1. Dssuance of' instructions on nuclear
incident planningl to other F'ederal sllen-.
dies related to national level iplsnz1zig
and related to their r'espons~bblli~es and
authorities In dealing with State .afld
local rnovernment~s.

2. Development and Paromulgation ofguidance to States and localities, ln~co-
ordnation with other Federa agecieso
for" the preparaton of radioloecal emer-
gency response plans.

3. R~eview and cocrrenc with auch.
plain. (Prdper correlation among• State,
local goenment, licensee. and national
plans, o&g, Interagency Radiological ha-.
sistace Han mA l.P), is an elemnut of
this review.)

4. On the technical side:
a. Detemiuation of the accident po-

tentia at each fixed nuclear facility.
b. Issuance of guidance for establish-

meat o• effective systems of radiatin
detection and mesreet I-n nlar
incidents.The Environmenal Protection Agnc
will be resposible for:

1. Easbliishniait of Action giddelines
based on plrojecedt radiatio enposure

Slevels which migrht result from nuc~lear
incidents

2. Reoomm.~dations ma to a~ppropate
protectve meamaree which can be token
by g•ovenmental authorities to amelio-
rate the cosqune of an Incident and
reduce the potential opulatien espomife
In consideraton of the poesible radiation
levels.

2. AesIstance to iState health depart-
ments or other State aglencies that have
respons~blitdes for radiological response,
in the development of their emergency
plans, following the guitdelines Isued by
ARC.

4. Coo~eratlon with ARC In estalish-
ment of radiation detecUoa and seas-
urenlent systems.

The Depa.-tment of H~ealth, Education,
and Welfare will 1be responsible for:

I. Assitancee to 8Stae health depart-
menits. State hospital 8asociatons, and
other professional organiztioss~, and
ambulance services, in the development
of plan for the prevention of adverse ef-
fects from exposure to radiation and for
health and medical care responses to
nuclear incildents consistent with guide-
lines IssUed by' ARC an planus of other
agencies.

2. Recoimmandatlonts as to appropriateplennlnir actions necsary for evalua-
tionn. prevnton trnd control of radio-
active contamination of foods, drugs,
and animal feeds.

3. Collaboraton with EPA in tne de-
termination of radiation exposure levels
related to the health and safety of ambu-
lance services and hospital personnel.

4. CooperaI~on with ARC in est~ablish-
ing radiation detection and measure
ment systems for amnbulance'srvce and
hospital emergency departmnents.

The Defensa Civil Prear~edness
Ageucy will be responsible for:

1. Asitnce to State and local au-
thorities In planning• the general emner-
gency preparedness actions required in
response to nuclear Inienmts, costenmtt
with ARC giddance.

2. R~ecommendations and uildance on
the use of the civil defense radiclogical
Monitoring system.

The offce of Emergencsy Prepareness
will exercise general rnonitorship of Pad-
eral nuclear plnn activitie. Thits will
include:

1. RevIew and enadorsement of AR po1-
icy directives to other Federal agencies
and pOliCy gudac tO States.

2. ,ss~stance In resolving 1qdera1 in-
teragency or Federl-State pr'oblems
when necessary to the fulfillment of
ARC's a•signed midssion.

3. Encouragement of States'to produce
nuclear incident plans as par of their
general State emergency plningn~.

4. Ass~stance to AR In devsioping pri-
orities among those aeasu wheeiauclea~r
incident plannin Is requird

5. Facilita~tin, Sttee and loa contacts
•for ARC.

Other Federal agentcies will be involved
In speclfic intances of nuclear incident
planning pnsrticlpaUon mad assistance in
accordance with their basic responsi-
bilities and functions. Detils of such
particIpation as part of the coordinated

,Federal effort wilt be 1a devlo et of
each localized planninga ctivity."

Da•ted: January 17. 1978.

G. A. Lncr..wCO. Directoro
O~Lice 01 Emergfency Prcparedness.,

j[ft D.'c.7/3..)34 P•.ied l-235-,13~:S45 ami -

FEOSStAL 81i0J5T75ll VOL. 36, NO. i6---WEO•IESOAY, JANUARY" 24, 1973 (2 3.56 )



FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

RADIOLOGICAL INCIDENT EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING - -

FIXED FACILITIES AND TRANSP.ORTATION

Notice of Interagency, Responsibilities

This notice is issued by the General Services Administration (GSA),

to provide full public information concerning the general course and method

by which certain rad iological incident emergency response planning

responsibilities are channeled and determined (5 USC 552(a)(1)(B)), It

supersedes the Federal Register notice of January 24, 1973 (38 FR 2356).

• .Purpose -- To. state the responsibilities as agreed between certain

Federal agencies in connection with radiological emergency response

planning at the Feder'al level for fixed nuclear facilities and transporta-.

tion incidents involving radioactive materials and for providing coordinated

Federal assistance to State and local governments in their emergency

response planning relaied to such incidents. Policy and planning

guidance to Federal agencies and planning assistance to States will be

directed toward those incidents whose effects extend beyond

the boundaries of a nuclear facility or site where radioactive materials

are used, or the immediate area of an incident involving the transporta-

tion of radioactive material. It is intended that the plans an•d arrange -

merits developed by Federal agencies and by the States for responding

to the contingencies set forth in this notice will be encompassed subse-

quently in Federal and State planning documents which provide for "the full

...... IIN



spectrum of peacetime-nuclear emergencies. It is also intended that this

Statement of Responsibilities will provide a c~ontinuing stimulus to State•

and local government emergency planning for responding to radiological

incidents.

Background--Formnal statement of the roles of the Federal depart-

ments and agencies, as set forth in this notice, is made pursuzant to

Executive Orders 11051 and 11490 and in connection with the responsibility

of the Office of Preparedness to stimulate Vigorous State and local

participation in emergency preparedness measures and in achieving a

coordinated working relationship between the various elements of State

governments and the Federal agencies to which specific emergency

preparedness functions have been assigned. While there-is substantial

assurance, of an exceedingly low probability of incidents involving radio-

active materials in fixed nuclear facilities and in the transportation of

those materials, the anticipated proliferation of nuclear power plants

and materials in the near future requires early consideration of this

problem and adequate emergency planning for such contingencies. At

the Federal level, several agencies are cooperating to lend assistance

to State and local governments in developing emergency plans for fixed

nuclear facilities and the transportation of nuclear rraterials. Current

planning activities are taking place at all levels of government, as well.

as in private industry.
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Rcsponsibilities--The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is the

lead agcncy in radiological incident emergency response planning activi-

ties, as set for-th in this notice, among Federal •agencies for providing

guidance to4Federal agencies and to coordinate Federal planning and

training aspistance to State and local governmenlts. The Office of

Preparedness, GSA, exercises general monitorship of these activities.

Responsibilities of NRC; the Office of Preparedness, GSA; and other

Federal agencies are detailed below.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is responsible for:

.o~1. Issuance of radiological incident emergency response p~lanning

guidance to other Federal agencies related to national level planning and

to their responsibilities and authorities in providing planning assistance

to State and local goverlnments.

2. Development and promulgation of guidance to State and local

governments in coordination with other Federal agencies for the prepara-

tion of radiological emergency response plans.

3. Review and concurrence in such plans. (Proper correlation

among State, local government3 licensee, and national plans is an

' lcrncnt of this r-eview. )

4. Determination of the accident potential at each licensed fixed

nuclear facility.

. ... II n II
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5. Issuance of guidance for establishment of effective systems of

emergency radiation detection and measurement.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for:

1. E~tablishment of Protective Action Guides (PAG) in. coordination

with appropriate Federal agencies, for use by the. States in terms of

projected radiation doses which might result from radiological incidents

at fixed nuclear facilities or in the transportation of radioactive

mate rials.

2. Recommendations as to appropriate protective actions which

• _can be taken by governmental authorities to ameliorate the consequences

of a radiological incident at a fixed nuclear facility or from an incident

involving transportation of radioactive materials.

3. Following the guidance issued by NRC, provide assistance to

State agencies with radiological emergency respbnse responsibilities

in the development of their emergency plans relative to fixed nuclear

facilities and transportation incidents involving radioactive materials.

4. The establishment of emergency radiation detection and

measurement systems guidelines in cooperation with NRC.

The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) is

responsible for:..

1.. CooperatiOn with the involved Federal agencies in the develop-

ment and implementation of radiological emergency response ,planning
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assistance for State and local governments, consistent with NRC

guidance.

2. Assisting other agencies in the development and establishment

of guidelinie• on effective systems of emergency radiation detection and

measurement, including instrumentation, for State and local governments,

in cooperation with NRC.-

3. Determination of the accident potential at eachi non-licensed

ERDA fixed nuclear facility.

The Department of }Iealth, Education, and Welfare (HEW) is

""responsible for: -

1. Assistance to State health departments, State hospital associa-

tion, and other professional organizations and ambulance services, in the

development of plans for the prevention of adverse effects from exposure

to radiation, including the use of prophylactic drugs to reduce radiation

dose to specific organs. This includes health and medical care responses

to radiological incidents consistent with guidelines issued by NRC.

2. Issuance of guidance on appropriate planning actions necessary

for evaluating and preventing radioactive contamination of foods and

animal feeds, and the control and use of such products should they become

contaminated.

3. Issuance of guidance on emergency radiation doses related to

the health and safety of ambulance services, hospital, and other health

..... .. .. I L I I • I I
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care pcrsonncl in cooperation with EPA.

4. Establishing and issuing guidelines for radiation detection and

moasurerncnt systems for use by ambulance services and hospital

emergency departments, in cooperation with NRC.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) is responsible for:

1. I~n cooperation with NRC and other Federal agencies,, and

consistent with NRC guidance, the provision of guidelines for

the development of that portion of State and local emergency plans

pe-rtaining to transportation incidents involving radioactive materials

•as-described in the Purpose portion of this statement.

2. Assistance to State and local governrments in emergency planning

for such transportation incidents.

The Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) is responsible for:

1. Assistance to State and local' authorities in planning the emer-

gency preparedness actions required to provide the mechanism for

coordinating emergency operations in response to radiological incidents)

consistent with NRC guidance.

2. Issuance of guidance on the use of civil defense resources, at

,all levels of government, including warning, communications, training,

and radiological defense emergency response systems.

Feder'al Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA) of the

Department of Housing and Urban Development is responsible for:

I [ II I m
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1. Guidance to State and local authorities on the disaster prepared-

ness aspects of State emergency planning for fixed nuclear facilities and

transportation incidents involving radioactive materials1 consistent with

NRC guidance, for the preparation of radiological emergency response

Z. Recommendations to NRC as to appropriate planning actions

necessary for evaluation and review of State and local planning activities

developed under this notice.

The Office of Preparedness (OP), GSA, will exercise general

rnonitorship of Federal radiological emergency response planning and

training activities. Specifically related to this notice, OP responsibilities

include:

1. Review and endorsement of NRtC guidance to other Federal

agencies and NR•C guidance and planning assistan•ce to State and local

governments.

Z. Assistance in resolving Federal interagency or Federal-State

problems when necessary to the fulfillment of the responsibilities

assigned to Federal agencies in this notice,

~3. Encouragement of States to produce plans related to this

notice as part of their general State emergency planning.

4. Assistance to NRC and DOT in developing priorities, when

required, to provide this planning assistance to State and local governments.
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5. Facilitating State and local contacts for NRC and DOT.

6. Maintaining an overview of planning activities and providing

policy and planning guidance when required.

Participating Federal agencies will support the development and

conduct of emergency response preparedness programs to include

training, consistent with the respective responsibilities of the agencies

as set forth above.

Other Federal agencies will be involved in specific instances of

radiological incident emergency response planning participation and

. .as..istance in accordance with their basic responsibilities and

functions. Details of such participation as part of the coordinated

Federal effort will be a development of each localized planning activity.

Dated:

ILESL~IE W. BRAY, JR.
Director1 Office of Preparedness
General Service s Administration

S

I
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For:

From:

, Thru:

.Subject:

purpose.:

Cateqory:

' SECY'-75.391n
tIr'11Lof SrATES

NUI.CLEAR RE(WLII.ATORy COMMISSION

The Coninissioners

,/
/ /,

(

lHoward K(. Shapar, Executive ,Legal Director /•,_,
Executive Director for Operations 6~/•I1•- J/i'/." -.

EARLY SITE REVIEWS FOR PLANNED NUCLEAR FACILITIES- 6/

IsSue:

Di scussi on:

To obtain Commnission approval of a notice of proposedruic making.

This paper involves major policy questions.

Should t~he NRC establis'h a more detailed policy in favor
of early site reviews and a rmore detailed regiulatory
framework for the early review and hearing on nuclear
facility site suitability issues to the extent permitted
under present statutory authority?? On a related point,
shomuld the "LWA" concept be extended to production
facilities, such as reprocessing and isotopic enrich-
nment plants, and testing reactor's?

Since July 1968, Paragraph 1(c).of Appendix A to Part
2 of the Atomlic Energy Conmmission's (now Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission's) regulations has provided for
"consideration of the matter of suitability of a proposed
site for a production or utilization facility sepa~rately
from, and. prior to, consideration of other issues in the
hearing on on application for a construction permit..
,However, no detailed rules for the early consideration
of site'suitability issues are presently provided.

Late last year the Commission considered SECY-75-391,
"Early Site Reviews for Planned Nuclear Power Stations",
and an Addendum tihereto, SECY-75--391A. The Commission
directed the Staff to develop a revised, paper which ,would
include both a policy statement and proposed detailed
regulations for the conduct of early site reviews, to
analyze the impact and yalue of' early site reviews, and
.to i~nclude an appropriate public announcement.

This paper proposes a detailed Commission policy and
regulatory framework for the conduct of staff reviews
and adjudicatory hearings on one or more site suit-
ability issues and for thie conduct of staff-level ,andContact:

Martin Gi. Malsch
Ext. 274.37

Walter P. Haass
Ext. 27581

U
I (.

'4'
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ACRS reviews on one or more site suitability issues,
when no adjudicatory decision by the Conmmission on
such issues is requested. The Commnission's policy
regarding the desirability and nature of early site
reviews is set forth in some detail in the Statement
of Considerations which would accompany the proposed
rule, and would be reflected in the proposed regulations
themselves.

The Conmmission indicated in its testimony in support
of S. 1717 and H.R. 7002 (NRC's proposed licensing
reform legislation) before the JCAE on June 25, 1975,
that the Commnission was considering regulations
advancing the early site review concept to the extent
possible under its present statutory authority. The
notice of proposed rule making attached hereto would
accomplish this objective. A framework for early site
reviews and hearings would be provided that would
include production facilities such as reprocessing
and commnercial isotopic enrichment plants, and testing
reactors, as well as nuclear power reactors.

Early reviews and decisions on site suitability issues
offer several advantages. They would be of value to
construction permit applicants in providing early
identification and resolution of site-related problems
before substantial commnitments of resources are made
in the choice of a plant design and in going forward
with the remainder of the application. Early considera-
tion of site suitability issues would also enhance the
efficiency of the licensing review process by sub-
stantially removing the resolution of critical siting
issues as a delaying factor in the review process prior
to construction authorization. Early hearings on site
suitability matters would also serve to enhance public
participation by focusing it on crucial issues at an
early stage in the review process when it can be most
effective.

The proposed amendments to Parts 2 and 50 which follow
are designed to encourage and facilitate early con-
sideration of site suitability issues. The amendments
would provide for two separate approachs to the early
consideration of site suitability issues. Under the
first approach, a partial adjudicatory decision, after
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hearing, would be obtained on site suitability issues.Under the second approach, site suitability issues would
be reviewed by the Commission's Staff and ACRS, and a
Staff and ACRS report on the issues would be issued.
However, no hearing would be held and no adjudicatory
decision would be rendered under the second approach,
and the Staff and ACRS findings would not be binding on
the atomic safety and licensing boards, Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Board, or Conimission itself. Under
either approach the review could include all site
suitability issues and lead to a general conclusion
regarding site acceptability, or the review could extend
only to selected site suitability issues. The choice
of approach would be left to the applicant.

A proposed ONRR Staff report (NUREG) which would
describe in some detail the mechanics of Staff reviews
of early site submnittals for nuclear power reactors
would be issued for coninent along with the proposed
rules.

On a related matter, this paper also proposes that the
limited work authorization ("IWA") concept, which
presently applies only to nuclear power reactors, be
extended so as to apply to production facilities, such
as commiercial isotopic enrichment plants and fuel re-
processing plants, and testing reactors. From a legal
standpoint, the present concept can be made applicable
to all production and utilization facilities where an
environmental impact statement is required. From a
policy standpoint, the same kind of time savings that
the application of the LWA concept has produced in the
case Of nuclear power reactors can potentially be
realized in the case of other production and utilization
facilities. An LWA provision designed to confirm NRC's
I.WA authority is set forth in NRC's proposed licensing
legislation. While the provision of the legislation
applies only to power reactors (as does the present
regulation in 10 CFR § 50.10(e)), NRC has stated in
response to IJCAE questions that there appeared to be
no compelling reason why the provision could not be
extended to other kinds of facilities.

The matter of fees for early site reviews will be
addressed in a separate Commilssion paper dealing
with fees generally.
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Recommnendation: That the Conwiission approve the attached notice ofproposed rule making, public announcement, and Staff
report (for coiument).

Coordination: This paper has been concurred in by the following
offices:

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Office of Standards Development
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

Commients made by the Office of the General Counsel
and the Office of Policy Evaluation are discussed
in Attachment E.

Scheduling: At an early policy session.

.ShPa

Executive Legal Director

Attachments:
1. A - Notice of Proposed Rule Making
2. B - Impact/Value Analysis Prepared

by ONRR
3. C - Public Announcement Prepared

by OPA
4. D - ONRR Staff Report (NUREG)
5. E - Response to OGC and OPE Conmients with OPE markup.

Commnissioners
Commnission Staff Offices
Excecutive Director for Operations
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Serearat



ATTACHMENT A

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

(10 CFR Parts 2 and 50]

Early Sit~e Reviews and Limited

•Work Authorizations

Notice is hereby given that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has under

consideration amendments to its regulations in 10 CFR Part 2, "Rules of

Practice," and 10 CPR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization

Facilities," which would encourage and provide for early review of

site suitability issues associated with nuclear power reactors and

other large utilization and production facilities, and extend the

so-called "limited work authorization" concept to include production

facilities such as commercial isotopic enrichment plants and fuel

reprocessing plants, and testing reactors.

Ea~rly Site Reviews

General Pol icy. Considerations

In recent years the nuclear facility licensing process has increa~singly

focused on issues regarding the suitability of the proposed facility

site. The acceptability of the proposed site is a critical issue in

the construction permit review and hearing process, and on a number

of occasions unfavorable decisions on site suitability issues have

proven to have been dispositive of the applications.

Since July 1968, Paragraph i~c) of Appendix A to Part 2 of the Atomic

Energy Commnission's (now Nuclear Regulatory Conmmission's) regulations

has provided for consideration of the matter of suitability of a proposed
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site for a production or utilization facility separately from, and prior

to, consideration of other issues in the hearing on an application for

a construction permit. Some applicants have souqht and received early

site review by the staff, but, under the present system, these reviews

have been informal and no firm conclusions have been reached. Very few

site reviews have been carried through to a formal staff report and review

by the Advisory Conmmittee on Reactor Safeguards. As a result, prospective

construction permit applicants have not had a firm basis for planning

with reference to the acceptability of potential sites. And it has often

been necessary to review site issues again in the context of the construc-

tion permit application, with a consequent loss of efficiency in the

licensing process.

Early reviews and decisions on site suitability issues offer several

advantages. They would be of value to construction permit applicants

in providing early identification and resolution of site-related

problems before substantial conumitments of resources are made in the

choice of a plant design and in ooing forward with the remainder of the

application. For example, an early site review could indicate that local

geological, hydrological, or meteorological conditions make the proposed

site unacceptable, or indicate that the total environmental impact asso-

ciated with facility construction and operation would be such that it

would appear that some other site is superior. Early consideration of

site suitability issues would also enhance the efficiency of the licensing
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review process by substantially removing the resolution of critical siting

issues as a delaying factor in the r~eview process prior to construction

authorization. Early hearings on site suitability matters would also

serve to enhance public participation by focusinq it on crucial issues

at an earlY stage in the review process when it can be most effective.

The proposed amendments to Parts 2 and 50 which follow are designed to

encourage and facilitate early consideration of site suitability *issues.

They would provide for two separate approaches to the early consideration

of site suitability issues. Under the first approach, a partial adjudica-

tory decision, after hearing, would be obtained on site suitability issues.

Under the second approach, site suitability issues would be.reviewed by

the Commission's Staff and Advisory Commiittee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)

and a Staff and ACRS report on the issues would be issued. However,

no hearing would be held and no adjudicatory decision would be rendered

under the second approach, and the Staff and ACRS findings would not

be binding on'the atomic safety and licensing boards, Atomic Safety and

Licensi-ng Board, or Commission itself. Under either approach the review

could embrace all site suitability issues and lead to a general conclusion

regarding site acceptability, or the review could extend only to selected

site suitability issues.

Nature of Review

Under either approach, the conduct of an early review of one or more site

suitability Issues will require a "decoupling" of site suitability issues
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from Issues concerning the detailed facility design. However, some inforna-

tion about the nature of the proposed facility will clearly be required

for the conduct of the review. Accordingly, some facility design parameters

(or reasonable range of facility design parameters) must be postulated

for purposes of review. Some helpful guidance regarding environ-

mental design parameters for nuclear power plants is set forth in

WASH-1355, "Nuclear Power Facility Performance Characteristics fow

Making Environmental Impact Assessments," December, 1974. The selection

of the appropriate facility design parameters would be made by the

applicant.. The parameters selected by the applicant would be accepted

for the purposes.of review unless for some reason it clearly appeared

that construction and/or operation of a facility within the specified

parameters would be technically infeasible and that, therefore, early

site review would not be productive.

Where an overall conclusion regarding acceptability of a proposed site

Is sought, it'would be the Commission's general policy to conduct a

review under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 ("NEPA") that is

as close as possible in scope and depth to the NEPA review that is conducted

for a construction permit application containing the preliminary design of

the facility. However, the Commission recognizes that the NEPA inquiry into

certain subject areas may of necessity be preliminary and/or general in nature.

For example, the NEPA review of a nuclear power reactor construction permit

application that includes the preliminary design of the facility would include
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an assessment of (1) the need for the proposed facility and whether

the alternative of not constructing new generating capacity is pref-

erable from a cost-benefit standpoint, (2) whether, assuming new

generating capacity is needed, some form of power generation other

than nuclear should be adopted from a cost-benefit standpoint, and

(3) whether certain alternative plant designs should be adopted from

a cost-benefit standpoint. Consideration of these matters at an early

site review stage may of necessity be general and prel'iminary because

detailed "information regarding the applicant's system needs, the timing

of the proposed new facility, and the facility design may not be avail-

able at this point in time. The Commission expects that in such

situations, the environmental impact statement will need to be supplemented

prior to the granting of construction authorization.

Clearly, at some point in time the conclusions of an early site review

may become outdated. The selection of an appropriate time period for

the effectiveness of a partial decision or Staff or ACRS determination

on one or more site suitability issues i'nvolves competing policy con-

siderations. On the pne hand, there is the general desire to base

licensing determinations on a review that includes all the most

recent information. Facts may change over a period of time, and some

mechanism must be provided for consideration of important new information

bearing on site suitability matters prior to the granting of the construction

authorization. On the other hand, the advantages of an early site
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review will not be realized if site suitability issues must be routinely

reconsidered de nova when construction authorization is sought.

The Cormmission believes that an appropriate balance will be drawn between

these competing considerations if routine re-review of site suitability

issues is required only in cases where construction authorization is

sought more than five years after issuance of the partial final decision

(under the first approach) or Staff or ACRS determination (under the

second approach) on site suitability matters. Such a routine re-review

would focus on any relevant new safety or environmental considerations.

In the event construction authorization is sought prior to this time, the

hearing record or Staff or ACRS report would be reopened only upon an

appropriate demonstration that there exists significant new information

that substantially affects the earlier conclusions or other good cause.

Governmental Coordination

Several Federal agencies other than the Commnission, as well as numerous

State and local agencies, are involved in making decisions on questions of

environmental impact and nuclear facility siting. In recent years there has

been increasing emphasis at State governmental levels on early and thorough

consideration of environmental impact, land use, and similar question',

as~sociatea~wtft energy facility siting, includinq nuclear facility siting.

Several States have enacted comprehensive new eneroy facility sitinq

legislation.
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Under the proposed amendments which follow1 a State could seek and obtain a

Cormiission Staff and ACRS review and determination on the acceptability of

aproposed nuclear facility site (the second approach).' This could prove

to be useful for purposes of State review and planning efforts. Thus, the

availability of the second approach would not be restricted to electric

utilities or other persons who intend to apply for construction permits.

On the other hand, the Commission believes that any partial adjudicatory

decision on site suitability issues (the first approach) under its present

legislative authority should properly be made within the context of a con-

struction permit application review and hearing. Accordingly, the avail-

ability of the first approach to early consideration of site suitability

matters wi~ll-be restricted to those who plan to construct nuclear facilities.

It would be highly desirable if the numerous Federal, State and local

reviews and approvals of proposed facility sites could be coordinated

into some form of "one stop" review. In one particularly important

subject area -water pollution control - the Conmmission has initiated

substantial efforts along these lines. The second Memorandum of

Understanding between the Commfission and the Environmental Protection

Agency, published in the Federal Register *on December 31, 1975 (40 FR

60115), provides for early Environmental Protection Agency evaluations

of levels of liquid effluent discharges and impacts on water quality

and blota and early issuance of discharge permits under Section 402 of

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act by the Agency in advance of the
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issuance of an early site approval (partial adjudicatory decision on site

acceptability) by the Cormmission. In addition, a single environmental

impact statement would be prepared, with the Commission as the lead agency,

that would satisfy the NEPA requirements applicable to both agencies. A

Section 401 State water quality certification would be sought prior to the

issuance of the early section 402 discharge permnit by the Agency.

The Commnission expects to work with other affected Federal agencies to

develop similar coordination mechanisms. The large number of State

and local agencies that may be involved in nuclear facility siting

and environmental impact evaluations makes it difficult for the Com-

mission to develop detailed working procedures with all the agencies.

However, plans for the maximum possible coordination are being developed.

In the interim as early site review requests are filed, the Commission's

Staff will contact the affected State and local agencies and seek to

develop coordination procedures on a case-by-case basis.

The Two Approaches

Asindicated, the proposed regulations which follow would provide for

two approaches to the early consideration of site suitability issues.

Under the first approach, a partial adjudicatory decision could be

obtained, after hearing, on one or more site suitability issues. The

proposed regulations which follow would provide detailed guidance re-

garding hearings and partial decisions on site suitability issues.
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Special provision would be made for early filing of site suitability
information in an early submittal of the construction permit application,

and for early hearings and partial decisions on site suitability issues.

The filing of the remainder of the technical and other general informa-

tion required in support of the construction permit application could

be postponed until after the partial decision on site suitability issues.

Special provision would also be made to assure that no early decision

on a limited number of site suitability issues would prejudice the later

full consideration of alternative sites. In cases where an early decision

on a limited number of site suitability issues is requested, the Commis-

sion may require the applicant to supply some preliminary information

regarding its site selection process and alternative sites in order to

assure that the partial decision would not lead to a commitment of

resources such that the later full NEPA review of alternative sites would

be prejudiced.

Under the second approach to early consideration of site suitability

issues, information regarding one or more site suitability issues would

be submitted to the Commnission's Staff and (where site safety issues

are involved) ACRS for review. Under 10 CFR § 2.101 (a), in its present

form, a prospective applicant may confer informally with the staff of

the Conmmission prior to filing of an application. As noted previously,

in a number of cases applicants have informally submitted site suitability
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information to the Commnission' s Staff for a preliminary review prior to

formal submission of the application. While such preliminary views have

no binding effect on the atomic safety and licensing boards, Atomic Safety

and Licensing Appeal 8oard, or Commission, they have provided a means

for an early identification of significant site suitability problems

and their possible resolution.

The proposed regulations which follow would provide for a continuation

of this practice on a more structured basis and would extend the review

policy to include. other interested persons, such as States, who do not

intend to apply for a permit. The proposed regulations would be similar

in format to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 0, which provides for a staff-level

review of standardized nuclear power reactor designs.

The early Staff review process for environmental issues would include

preparation of a partial or full draft environmental impact statement,

circulation of the draft impact statement for public and agency comment,

and preparation of a partial or full final environmental impact state-

ment. In the case of site safety issues, the review would include both

Commission Staff and ACRS reviews and issuance of a Staff site safety

evaluation report and ACRS site safety letter. The Commnission Staff

and (if appropriate) ACRS reviews will culminate in the issuance of a

letter setting forth a Commuission Staff site position. This letter
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would include any reconimended conditions or qualifications on the

acceptability of the proposed site.

Limited Work Authorizations

On April 24, 1974, the Atomic Energy Coinnission adopted amendments to

its regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50 to provide for the issuance of

so-called "limited work authorizations" for nuclear power reactors.

The limited work authorization concept provides a means, whereby, after

completion of the staff environmental impact statement and completion

of the hearing on environmental issues and certain othpr specified

issues, site preparation and excavation and certain other on-site work

may be undertaken by the construction permit applicant prior to issuance

of the construction permit. Under the concept, the construction permit

would only be issued after successful completion of the review and

hearing on the remaining issues. The present concept has substantially

improved the nuclear power plant licensing process and the present con-

cept can be made applicable to all production and utilization facilities

where an environmental impact statement is required. Accordingly, the

proposed amendments which follow would extend the concept to production

facilities such as commiercial isotopic enrichment plants and reprocessing

plants, and testing reactors.
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Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorganization Act of 19745 the National Environmental Policy Act of.

1969, and section 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code, notice

Is hereby given that adoption of the following amendments to 10 CFR

Parts 2 and 50 is contemplated. In addition, the Commission's Staff has

prepared a Staff report (NUREG) which describes some of the detailed policies

and procedu'res which would be followed by the Staff in its conduct of early

site reviews. This Staff report is being issued for public comment along

with the proposed regulations. All interested persons who desire to submit

written comments for consideration in connection with the proposed amendments

and Staff report should send them to the Secretary of the Coimmission, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: Docketing

and Service Section by ____________*, 1975. Copies of comments

on the proposed amendments and report may be examined at the Commission's

Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

1. Paragraph (a) of § 2.101 of 10 CFR Part 2 is amended by substituting

the words "production or utilization facility of the type specified in

§§ 50.21 (b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or for a testing reactor,

which is subject to ( 51.5(a) of this chapter," for the words "nuclear

power reac'tor subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter" wherever they appear.

2. A new lparagraph Cc) Is added to § 2.101 of 10 CFR Part 2 to read as

follows:

* Insert date 60 days after publication in the Federal Reqister.
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(c) Early Consideration of Site Suitability Issues. (1) An applicant

for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility of the

type specified in §§ 50.21 (b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or for

a testing reactor, which is subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter, may

request that the Commnission conduct an early review and hearing and

render an early partial decision in accordance with Subpart F on issues

of site suitability within the purview of the applicable provisions of

Parts 50, 51, and iC0 of this chapter. In such cases, the applicant

for the construction permit may submit the information required of

applicants by the provisions of this chapter In three .or (in the case

of nuclear power reactors) four parts. One part shall include or be

accompanied by any information required by §§ 50.34(a)(l) and 50.30(f)

of this chapter which relates to the issue(s) of site suitability for

which an early review, hearing and partial decision are sought, and

shall inclu~de the information required by §§ 50.33(a)-(e) and 50.37 of

this chapter. The information submitted shall also include postulated

facility design and operation parameters that are sufficient to enable

the Commnission to perform the requested site suitability evaluations under

the applicatble provisions of Parts 50, 51, and 100. The second part shall

include or be accompanied by the construction permit application fee re-

quired by §§~ 50.30(e) and 170.21 of this chapter and the remaining informa-

tion required by §§ 50.30(f), 50.33, and 50.34(a)(I) of this chapter.

This part shall be filed while the partial decision on the first

part of the application is effective. The third part
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shall include the remaining information required by §§ 50.34(a) and
(in the case of a nuclear power reactor) 50.34a of this chapter. Filing

of this information may precede by no more than six months or follow by

no more than six months the filing of the information in the second part.

In the case of an application for a construction permit for a nuclear

power reactor, a fourth part shall include any information required by

§ 50.33a of this chapter and shall be filed in accordance with the time

periods specified in § 50.33a.

(2) An opplicatlon submitted in accordance with this paragraph will

be initiallytreated as a tendered application in accordance with

paragraph (a) of this section. *As such, the application will be subject

to an acceptance review for completeness prior to assignment of a docket

number.

(3) If the ~application is assigned a docket number, -the Director of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation or the Director of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards, as appropriate; will send a copy to the Governor or

other appropriate official of the State in which the site is located,

and will cause to be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER a notice of receipt

of the application which states the purpose of the application and location

of the proposed site, and in the case of applications filed under section

103 of the Act, states that a person who wishes to have his views on the

antitrust aspects of the application presented to the Attorney General for

consideratilon shall submit such views in accordance with a subsequent
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notice that will be published tn the FEDERAL REGISTER. In the case of a

nuclear power reactor, such subsequent notice will be published following

submission of the information required by § 50.33a.

3. In § 2.110 the section heading and paragraph (a) are revised to

read as follows:

§ 2.110 Filing and administrative action on submittals for design

review or early site review.

(a) A submittal pursuant to Appendix 0 or Q of Part 50 of this chapter

shall be subject to §§ 2.101 (a) and 2.790 to the same extent as if it

were an application for a permit or license.

* * * *

4. A new Subpart F Is added to 10 CFR Part 2 to read as follows:

Subpart F - Additional Procedures Applicable to Early Partial Decisions

" OnSiteSuitabtllty Issues in Connection with an Application

*f~ra Permit to Construct Certain Production and Utilization

*Facilities.

§ 2.600 Scope of subpart.

This subpart prescribes procedures applicable to licensing proceedings

which involve an early submittal of site suitability information in
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accordance with § 2.101(c), and a hearing and early partial decision on

issues of site suitability, in connection with an application for a

permit to construct a production or utilization facility of the type

'specified in •50.21(b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or a testing reactor,

which is subject to • .51.5(a) of this chapter.

§ 2.601 Notice of hearing on application for an early site review.-

(a) Where an applicant for a construction permit for a production or

utilization facility subject to this subpart requests an early site

review and hearing and an early partial decision on issues of site

suitability pursuant to § 2.101(c), the provisions in the notice of

hearing setting forth the matters of fact and law to be considered,

as required by § 2.104, shall be modified so as to relate only to

the site suitability issues.

(b) After docketing of the second part of the application, as provided

in § 2.101(c)(1), a supplementary notice of hearing will be published

pursuant to § 2.104 with respect to the remaining unresolved issues in

the proceeding within the scope of § 2.104(b). Such supplementary notice

of hearing will provide that any person whose interest may be affected

by the proceeding and who desires to participate as a party in the

resolution o1' the remaining issues shall file a petition for leave to

intervene pursuant to § 2.714 within the time prescribed in the notice.
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Such supplementary notice will also provide appropriate opportunities
for participation by a representative of an interested state under

! 2,715(c) and for limited appearances pursuant to § 2.715(a).

C(c) Any person who was permitted to intervene as a party pursuant to

the initial notice of hearing on site suitability issues and who was not

dismissed or did not withdraw as a party may continue to participate as

a party t'o the proceeding with respect to the remaining' unresolved issues,

provided that wi thin the time prescribed for fil~ing of petitions for

leave to intervene In the supplementary notice of hearing, he files a

notice of his intent to continue as a party, along with a supporting

affidavit identifying the specific aspect or aspects of the subject

matter of the proceeding as to which he wishes to continue to partici-

pate as a party, and setting forth with particularity the basis for

his contentions with regard to each such aspect or aspects. A party

who files a nontimely notice of intent to continue as a party may be.

dismissed from, the proceeding, absent a determination that the party

has made a substantial showing of good cause for failure to file

on time, and with particular reference to the factors specified in

§i 2.714(a)(l)-(4) and 2.714(d). The notice will be ruled upon by

the Conmmission or atomic safety and licensing board designated to

rule on petitions for leave to intervene.

(d) To' the maximum extent practicable, the membership of the atomic.

safety and licensing board designated to preside in tlhe proceeding on
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the remaining unresolved issues pursuant to the supplemental notice of

hearing will be the same as the membership designated to preside in the

initial notice of hearing on site suitability issues.

§ 2.602 General Procedures

The provisions of Subparts A and G relating to applications for construc-

tion permits and proceedings thereon apply, respectively, to proceedings

in accordance with this subpart, except as specifically modified by the

provisions of this subpart.

S2.603 Additional considerations

The Convriission may decline to initiate an early hearing or render an early

partial decision on issues of site suitability in cases where no partial

decision on the relative merits under Part 51 of the proposed site and

alternative sites is 'requested, upon determination that there is.

a reasonable likelihood that further Commnission review would identify one

or more preferable alternative sites and the partial decision on one or

more limited site suitability issues would lead to an irreversible and irre-

trievable conmitment of resources by the Applicant prior to the submittal of

the remainder of the information required by § 50.30(f) of this chapter that

would prejudice the later review and decision on such alternative sites.

§ 2.604 Partial decisions on site suitability issues

(a) The provisions of • 2.754, 2.755, 2.760, 2.761, 2.762, 2.763,

and 2.764(a) shall apply to any initial decision rendered in accordance
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with this subpart. Paragraph 2.764(b) shall not apply to any partial

initial decision rendered in accordance with this subpart. The authority

of the Conmmission and/or Appeal Board to review such a partial initial

decision sua sponte or to raise sua sponte an issue that has not been

raised by the parties, will be exercised within the same time period as

in the case of a full decision relating to the issuance of a construction

perm it.

(b) A partial decision on one or more site suitability issues pursuant

to the applicable provisions of Parts 50, 51, and 100 of this chapter

issued in accordance with this subpart shall remain in effect for a period

of five years following completion of Commission or Atomic Safety and

Licensing Appeal Board review, as appropriate, of the partial initial

decision of the atomic safety and licensing board, after hearing, on the

site suitability issues, unless the Commission, Atomic Safety and ticensing

Appeal Board, or Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, upon its own initiative

or upon motion by a party to the proceeding, finds that there exists signifi-

cant new information that substantially affects the earlier conclusions or

other good cause, and reopens the hearing record on site suitability issues.

A partial decision on all site suitability issues shall serve as the decision

on general site suitability issues required by § 50.10(e)(2)(ii), unless the

record of the hearing on site suitability issues has been reopened for the

consideration of new evidence or other good cause, as provided above, in
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which case a new partial decision on the reopened site suitability issues
(or new partial decision on general site suitability under § 50.10(e)(2)(tt))

shall be rendered.

5. Paragraph2.761(a) of IOCFR Part 2 is amended by substituting the

words "production or utilization facility of the type specified in

§§ 50.21(b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or for a testing reactor,

which is subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter," for the words "nuclear

power reactor subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter,".

6. Paragraph 1(c) of Appendix A to Part 2 is amenided to read as follows:

(c) In a proceeding relating to the issuance of a construction permit

for a production or utilization facility for industrial or conmmercial, pur-

poses or for a testing facility, whi~ch is subject to the environmental

impact statement requirements of section 102(2)(C) of the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and Part 51 of this chapter, separate

hearings arid decisions on National Environmental Policy Act and site suita-

bilit~y issues and other specified issues may be held as provided by Subpart F

and •.2.761a.

The Conmmission or the atomic safety and licensi'ng board may consider on their

own initiative, or a party may request; the Conmiission or the board

to consider, other particular issues or issues separately from, and

prior to, the other issues re-lating to the effect of the construction
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and/or operation of the facility upon the public health and safety,

the common defense and security, and the environment or in regard to

antitrust consideraItions. If the Commission or the board determines

that a separate hearing should.be held, the notice of hearing or other

appropriate notice will state the time and place of the separate hearing

on such issue or issues. The board designated to conduct the hearing will

issue an initial decision, if deemed appropriate, which will be disposi-

tive of the issue(s) considered at the hearing, in the absence of an

appeal or Commission or Appeal Board review pursuant to 2.760 and

2.762, before the hearing on, and consideration of, the remaining issues

in the proceedings

7. Paragraph (e) of • 50.10 of 10 CFR Part 50 is amended by adding the

words "or the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, as

appropriate," after the words "Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation"

wherever they appear; by substituting the words "production or utilization

facility of the type specified in • 50.21 (b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 or for

a testing reactor, which is subject to • 51.5(a) of this chapter," for

the words "nuclear power reactor subject to the provisions of • 51.5(a)

of this chapter" wherever they appear; by substituting the words "do not

prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents that could

cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public" for the words

"are not s'jbject to the provisions of Appendix B" In subparagraph (1); by

substitutinig the word "facility" for the words "nuclear power reactor"-in
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subparagraph (2); and by suibstituting the words "prevent or mitigate the

consequences of postulated accidents that could cause undue risk to the

health and safety of the public" for the' words "are subject to the provi-

sions of Appendix B" in subparagraph (3)(i).

8. In • 50.33a of 10 CFR Part 50, the phrase "Any person" in paragraph

(b) is changed to the phrase "Except as provided in paragraph (d), any

person" and a new paragraph (d) is added to read as follows:

50.33a Information required for antitrust review.

(d) Any person who applies for a class 103 construction permit for a

nuclear power reactor pursuant to the provisions of • 2.101(c) of this

chapter shall submit the document titled "Information Requested by the

Attorney General for Antitrust Review" at least nine (9) months but not

.more than thirty-six months prior to the filing of the second part of

the application specified in • 2.101 Cc) of this chapter.

9. A new Appendix Q is added to Part 50 to read as follows:

Append~ix Q.- .Pre-applica~tion Early Site Reviews

This appendix sets out procedures for the filing, staff review, and

referral to the Advisory Cormmittee on Reactor Safeguards of requests for

early review of one or. more site suitability issues relating to the con-

struction and operation of certain production or utilization facilities
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separately from and prior to the submittal of applications for construction

permits for the facilities. The production or utilization facilities are

those of.the type specified in § 50.21 (b)(2) or (3) or § 50.22 or testing

facilities which are subject to 10 CFR § 51.5(a) of this chapter. This

Appendix does not apply to proceedings conducted pursuant to subpart F of

Part 2 of this chapter.

1. Any person may submit information regarding one or more proposed

facility sites to the Commiission's Staff for its review separately from

and prior to an application for a construction permit for a facility.

Such a submittal shall consist of the portion of the information required

of applicants for construction permits by §§ 50.33(a)-(c) and (e), and,

insofar as it relates to the issue(s) of site suitability for which early

review is sought, by §§ 50.34(a)(I) and 50.30(f).

2. The sub'nittal, for~review of one or more proposed sites shall *be

made in the same manner and in .the same number of copies as provided

in • 50.30(a), (c)(l) and (c)(3) for license applications. The sub-

mittal for early review of each proposed site shall also include pos-

tulated facility design and operation parameters that are sufficient to

enable the Staff to performn the requested site suitability evaluations.

3. Once the staff has initiated a technical review of a submittal under

this appendix, it shall publish in the FEDERAL REGISTER a notice which

briefly describes the location of the site and the issue(s) with respect
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to which review has been initiated, and it will send a copy of the sub-

mittal to the Governor or other appropriate official of the State in

which the site is located. The person requesting review shall serve a

copy of the submittal on the Chief executive of the municipality in which

the site is located or, if the site *is not located in a municipality, on

the chief executive of the county. The portion of the submittal containing

information required of applicants for construction permits by §§ 50.33

(a)-(c) ano (e) and 50.34(a)(1) will be referred to the Advisory Committee

on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) for a review and report. There will be no

referral to the ACRS unless early review of site suitability issues under

§ 50.34(a)(l) is requested.

4. Upon completionof its review of a submittal under this appendix,

the staff shall publish in the FEDERAL REGISTER a determination as to

whether or not the proposed site or sites, or one or more aspects thereof,

are acceptable, subject to such conditions as may be appropriate, and

make available in the Public Document Room an analysis of the site suita-

bility issues in the form of a report. An approval by the staff and ACRS

of a site, or one or more aspects thereof, shall be utilized by and relied

upon by the staff and the ACRS in their review of any individual facility

license application which incorporates by reference a site approved in whole

or in part by the staff in accordance with this paragraph for a period of

five years after approval unless there exists significant new information

which substantially affects the earlier conclusions or other good cause.
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5. The determination and report'by the staff shall not constitute a

commuitment to issue a permit or license, to permit on-site work under

S50.10(e), or in any way affect the authority of the Conumission, Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, atomic safety and licensing boards,

and other presiding officers in any proceeding under Subpart F and/or

G of Part 2 of this Chapter.

6. The staff may decline to initiate technical review of a submittal

under this appendix where it appears that, in cases where no review

of the relative merits under Part 51 of the submitted site and alterna-

tive sites is requested, there is a reasonable likelihood that further

Staff review would identify one or more preferable alternative sites and

the Staff review on one or more limited site suitability issues would lead

to an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources by the Appli-

cant prior to the submittal of the analysis of alternative sites in the

Environmental Report that would prejudice the later review and decision on

alternative sites under subpart F and/or G of Part 2 and Part 51 of this

Chapter.
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(Sec. 161, Pub. L. 83-703, 68 Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2201); Sec. 201,

Pub. 1. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1242, (42 U.S.C. 5841); Sec. 102, Pub. L.

91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332)).

Dated at ____________ ____this _ ______day of

________ 1975.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0MHISSIOHi

Secretary of the Commission



Attachment B

Impact/Value Assessment for the Promiulgation
of an NRC Policy for Early Site Reviews

for Planned Nuclear Facilities

INTRODUCTION

As a result of discussions involving the NRC staff and interested

industry representatives, the need was identified for establishing

a more detailed policy and procedures for the review and approval of sites

proposed for eventual construction and operation of nuclear power

stations 'In advance of actual use of the sites in applications for

licenses. The proposed policy permits the early submittal of part of

the CP application containing site suitability information and the

advance partial adjudicatory decisions, after hearing, on site

suitability issues (the first approach), as well as the submittal of

early site review applications for staff and ACRS review short of an

adjudicatory decision (the second approach). Under either approach, a

wide spectrum of site, issues may be addressed, ranging from a single

issue (uporn which a go/no-go decision may hinge) to the complete set

of site issues (safety and environmental). The intent of the review is

to determine a position for the scope of the site issues involved that

can be re'lied upon without re-review when the site is subsequently used

in an application for licenses. This should result in the establishment

of site parameters that can be assumed later as a basis for the plant

design, thereby eliminating the delay and redesign work that can be

encountered if these site parameters are established during the CP

review as has been generally done in the past.
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The proposed policy is intended to complement the proqram for the

standardization of nuclear power plants initiated by the then AEC more

than two years ago. That program, which is continuing and gathering

Increased momentum under the NRC, involves the early review of nuclear

plant designs and major portions thereof (i.e.. designs for nuclear steam

supply systems, and for balance-of-plant) for referencing by utilitites

in their applications for licenses. The CP review process for these

utility applications, while reduced significantly in scope by the use

of preapproved standard designs, is still controlled in duration by the

review that must be perforned for the site. The proposed policy for

conducting early site reviews is intended to eliminate this pacino area

of review by providing the opportunity for utilities to reference pre-

approved sites as well as plant designs in CP applications. Therefore, design

information for all major portions of a nuclear power plant - NSS, BOP and site -

can be submitted by applicants and be preapproved by the Staff. In such

cases, ther only remaining areas of Staff review at the time of the

docketing of a CP application are those associated with utility-specific

matters and site-specific areas (i.e., the design of items such as

ultimate heat sink, intake structure, service water piping, etc. may

be difficult to define in an ESR application independent of a plant

design), and a verification that the plant design selected is compatible

with the design parameters associated with the site. With this com-

bination of preapproved major portions of a plant design, the NRC

Staff expects tb achieve a significant reduction (i.e., as much as a year
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for a well prepared application and an uncontested proceeding) in the

schedule time for issuance of a CP and an LWA. It should be ncted that

appropriate changes have already been incorporated in 10 CFR Part 50.33a

"Information required for antitrust review3 " to require the submittal of

antitrust information at least nine months but no more than thirty-six

months in advance of a CP application. The antitrust review need not be

pacing, therefore, for the type of CP application discussed herein.

COMPARISON WITH PRESENT SYSTEM

Heretofore, the staff has performed reviews of certain site issues,

usually in an i nformal manner, as requested by prospective CP applicants.

Relative to the present system for conducting such advanced site

reviews, the proposed policy, in conjunction with appropriate changes

to the Regulations, assures a formalized method for processing such

reviews and may be extended at the discretion of CP applicants to include

hearings and adjudicatory decisions. For comparison purposes, the proposed

system for handling such early site reviews differs from the present

system in the following specific ways:

a. The staff will perform early site reviews, both complete and

limited, on a formal basis*. This means that the applicant

must provide complete information for the intended scope of

the application. The staff will review this information for

acceptability and issue a formal report(s) presenting its

conclusions. For an application involving site safety matters,

the application will be reviewed by the ACRS. with attendant

ACRS letter report issued.- For an application involving

*Applicants may still request preliminary, informal staff reviews of
site considerations at their discretion.
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environmental matters, a formal report will also be issued.

This will result in the issuance of a Staff Site Position

(SSP). This early site review can be performed for site

environmental and safety considerations ranging from a single

issue up to and including the complete site review, at the dis-.

cretion of the applicant. Under the present system, most early

site reviews were of an informal nature with no firm conclusion

drawn by the staff. Very few were carried through the SER

issuance and ACRS review stages. As a result, the issue (or

issues) required re-review in the context of the CP application,

with some loss of efficiency in the licensing process.

b. Additional guidance will be made available (Regulatory Guide

4.Z) for use in preparing early site review applications that

will permit the clear separation of site review matters from

nuclear plant design matters. This guidance was not available,

nor was it necessary, under the present system since all such

site reviews conducted to date involved only one or two

considerations; none involved all site considerations.

Regulatory Guide 4.Z will basically be a composite of the format

and information requirements given in Regulatory Guide 4.2

"Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power

Stations" (Revision 1, dated January 1975) and the site

related information normally presented in a PSAR for a CP

application (generally chapter 2 "Site Characteristics" of a

PSAR). In addition, the information needs identified in
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Regulatory Guide 4.Z for an ESR application will be cast in a

manner to eliminate the need for plant design information.

This is accomplished by establishing site parameter values

based on site characteristics as interfaces that must be

met by the plant design eventually to be located at the

site.

c. The processing of an ESR application received from a

UP applicant can be carried through a public hearing and

the issuance of an NRC final decision. This will permit

a flnal conclusion to be drawn regarding the site considera-

tion submitted for review, with no need to routinely re-review

these matters even in a public hearing. This has not been

done under the present system.

COORDINATION WITH STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES

Several Federal agencies other than the Commission, as well as

numerous State and local agencies, are involved in deciding questions

of environmental impact and nuclear facility siting. In recent years

there has been increasing emphasis at State governmental levels on

early and thorough consideration of environmental impact, land use,

and similar questions associated with energy facility siting, including

nuclear facility siting. Several States have enacted comprehensive

new energy facility siting legislation.

It would be highly desirable if the numerous Federal, State and local

reviews and app'rovals of proposed facility sites could be coordinated

into some form of "one stop" review. In one particularly important
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subject area - water pollution control - the Com~mission has initiated
substantial efforts along these lines. The second Memorandum of

Understanding between the Commilssion and the Environmental Protection

Agency, published in the Federal Register on December 31, 1975 (40 FR

60115), provides for early Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

evaluations of levels of liquid effluent discharges and impacts on

water quality and biota and early issuance of FWPCA Section 402

discharge permits by the EPA in advance of the issuance of an early

site approval (partial adjudicatory decision on site acceptability)

by the Commission. In addition, a single environmental impact statement

would be prepared, with the Commission as the lead agency, that would

satisfy the NEPA requirements applicable to both agencies. A section

401 State water quality certification would be sought prior to the

issuance of the discharge permit by. the Agency.

The Staff will work with other affected Federal agencies to develop similar

coordination mechanisms.. The large number of State and local agencies that

may be involved in nuclear facility siting and environmental impact evalu-

ations makes it difficult for the Staff to develop detailed working pro-

cedures with ,all the agencies. However, plans for the maximum feasible

coordination a•re being developed. In the interim as early site review

requests are filed, the Staff will contact the affected State and local

agencies and seek to develop coordination procedures on a case-by-case basis.
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INDUSTRY VIEWS

As a vital part of our efforts to develop an ESR policy,

discussions were held with several States and utilities and the

Atomic Industrial Forum's Committee on Reactor Licensing and

Safety (CR15) to determine in a more direct manner the industry's

interest in the promulgation of such a policy. All industry

representatives were unanimous in their views that a more formalized

procedure *for the complete review of sites, or only selected site

considerations, should be made available.

The CRLS group, representing a broad consensus of the nuclear

industry (utilities, reactor vendors, and architect-engineers), was

particularly helpful with its suggestions. In a meeting held in our

Bethesda offices on February 21, 1975, the AIF group made the following

significant points:

a. A period of validity of at least five years (ten years is

desirable) for the staff site approval is essential to the

usefulness of the early site review concept.

b. The ESR concept should include provisions for considering

limited site aspects that can assist a utility in making

an early assessment of a site's potebtial usefulness.

c. The resul~ts of the early site review must be held inviolate

during the period of validity unless significant safety

aspectsare discovered that warrant re-examination.

In formulating the proposed ESR policy, the staff has foundI the

industry sugges;tions to be generally acceptable and consistent with its needs

to assure prote.ction for the public health and safety, and for the environment.
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ANTICIPATED ACTIVITY

Several ESR applications, four with limited scope and two with complete

scope, have already been submitted for staff and ACRS review. Those appli-

cations are shown in Table 1. In addition, more than a dozen other utilities

have indicated plans for submitting ESR applications in CV 1976 and beyond.

Adequate manpower is available to process the ESR applications already

submitted and those anticipated in FY 76 & 77.

ALTERNATIVES

With regard to the issues described in the paper to the Commnissioners,

the following alternatives have been identified:

1. Publication of the attached notice of proposed rulemaking.

2. Issue nothing regarding early site review until the proposed

legislation has been enacted or it is evident that enactment

will not occur.

3. Delay issuance of the proposed rules until draft regulatory guides

on the content and format of early site submnittals by applicants

are prepared, and invite conunents concurrently on the proposed

regulations and guides.

4. Adopt a test for reopening the reviews of site suitability issues

for con~sideration of new information that is different than the

test for reopening standardized plant design reviews set forth in

10 CFR Part 50, Appendices M and 0.

5. Retain the present LWA rule which is restricted to nuclear power

reactors.



TABLE 1

ESR Application Activity

Site

San Joaq~in

Vidal

Sundesert

Haven

Wood

Yel low Creek

Applicant

.City of Los Angeles
Dept. of Water and Power

Southern California
Edi son

San Diego Gas and
El ectri c

Wisconsin Electric
Power

Wisconsin Electric
Power

Tennessee Valley
Author ity

Scope
Hydrology, geology, and
seismology

Geology and seismology

Demography, hydrology,
geology and seismology

All safety and environmental
considerations

All safety and environmental
considerations

Geology and seismology

Status

Submitted 2-28-74
To be completed 8-76

Submitted 10-22-74
To be completed 3-76

Submitted 4-17-75
To be-completed 2-76

Submitted 8-15-75
Schedule not developed

Submitted 8-15-75
Schedule not developed

Submitted 12-10-75
To be completed 6/76

!0
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VALUE/IMPACT FACTORS FOR ALTERNATIVES 1lAND 2

In evaluating the value/Impact factors for Alternatives 1 and 2, it

becomes obvious that the quantification of these factors is not an appropriate

approach, but rather that the merits of these'alternatives should be judged

on a qualit~ative basis only. The reason for this, as described above, is

that the present Regulations do in fact already permit early site reviews to

be performed (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix A, Section I Cc)) and therefore there

are no quantifiable cost or benefit differences associated with. these alterna-

tives. The primary purpose of the proposed change to the Regulations is to

provide greater impetus, visibility, and a more defined structure to the

early site review process, and these are basically qualitative factors that

are not subject to quantification. It is fully expected, however, that a

prospective Early Site Review applicant will,as a par't of his internal deliber-

ations, perform a detailed, quantitative analysis of the pros and cons of

whether and when he should submit, and what scope should be included in, such

an application.

The benefits to be derived from the promulgation of an NRC policy for

early site reviews (Alternative l) now rather than await the disposition of

the proposed legislation (Alternative 2) are:

1. Provides a structured approach for prospective CP applicants and

other entities to Obtain Staff and ACRS concousions on site issues

that may be relied upon without routine re-review in a subsequent

CP application using that site. The ESR policy, combined with the
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several approaches already made available for applicants to obtain
Staff and ACRS review and approval of standard plant designs,

completes the major missing link bY permitting design information

for all three portions of a nuclear plant design - NSSS, BOP, and

site - to be reviewed and approved in advance of need, thereby

permitting a substantial reduction in the schedule time needed to

grant authorization to construct. -

2. Permits prospective CP applicants to carry the site review through

the public hearing process to obtain a final NRC decision that may

be relied upon in a subsequent CP application using that site without

routine re-adjudication at the public hearing stage.

3. Provides an opportunity for those utilities that have deferred

plants in recent months, and have site information in hand, to

proceed with at least the Staff review and approval of these proposed

sites with minimal additional expense. These potential

applications are included in those anticipated for submittal

under this proposed policy in FY 76 and FY 77.

4. While awaiting passage of the proposed legislation, establishing

and publicizing an NRC policy for early site reviews will

encourage applications now, thereby accruing the benefits

of the concept of separating site and plant reviews and

approvals earlier than would otherwise be possible. It will

also promote dialogue with the industry and States regarding

such site reviews to enhance the development of procedures and

criteria for future applications.
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5. Should facilitate obtaining cormments from Federal and State

agencies on environmental considerations. It is anticipated

that passage of the proposed legislation would provide even

more assistance in this regard.

The follow ing adverse impacts hi~ve been identifie~d:

1. There is a potential that some site considerations, evaluated

as part of the ESR application, may need to be re-evaluated

in the context of the CP application in which the prior site

review is utilized due to changes in site data or changes in

evaluation criteria. Therefore, a duplication of effort may result.

The potential for such reevaluation is mitigated by the staff's

commnitment to apply only significant new evaluation criteria and

to consider only significant new site data subsequent to staff

approval, and also by the flexibility provided to prospective

ESR applicants to request flRC review of site considerations

selected at their discretion.

As arn example, "need for power".has been identified as a

site review consideration that nay require updating at the

time of site use in a CP application because of the significant

variation that may occur in this parameter with time. In an

ESR application involving an overall conclusion regarding site

suitability from a NEPA standpoint, the staff expects the applicant

to present an electrical power demand projection (a qualititive

presentation is acceptable) over a period of time that would

encompass the submittal date for the plant design information.

The projection presented would indicate the time frame during

which an additional nuclear oower nlhnt mi~* hA mdAa nn•v.+4.'.-1
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At the time of submittal of the full CP application, the applicant
must verify by means of an updated power demand projection that

indeed there is now a true need for power generation and that

the processing of the CP application should go forward.

Other. examples of site review considerations that ntay

require updating at the time of site use in a CP application

Include-alternative energy sources, benefit-cost analysis,

arid demography.

2. There is a possibility that the prospects" for passage of t•he NRC's

proposed legislation may be affected. The NRC's proposed legis-

lation includes provision for the issuance of site permits, and

the proposed policy and procedure would go far toward advancing the

concept of early site reviews without the need for new legislation.

The proposed legislation would go one step further by providing for

a site permit proceeding that is entirely separate from the

construction permit proceeding. Under the legislation site permit

applications (as opposed to Early Site Review applications filed

under present legislative authority) could be filed by persons who

do iiot intend to apply for construction permits. It is believed

that the effects on prospects for passage of NRC's legislation

woulId be small.

3. Additional staff effort will be necessary to process ESR appli-

cations. Adequate staff manpower estimated to carry out this

program has been included in the FY 76 budget and FY 77 budget

request.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that the benefits which

may accrue from the promulgation of an NRC policy for. early site reviews

(Alternative 1) now rather than await the disposition of the proposed

legislation (Alternative 2) substantially outweigh the adverse impacts that

may occur. It is our assessment that the proposed policy will make available

a significant improvement in the licensing process for nuclear power plants

to interested applicants. As such, it could provide benefits to all affected

groups - design organizations, utilities,,the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

and the public..

It should be noted that similar considerations apply to early

site reviews for other large production and utilization facilities such

as commnercial fuel reprocessing plants, commercial isotopic enrichment

plants, and large testing reactors.

VALUE/IliPACT FACTORS FOR ALTERNATIVES 3 - 5

Alternative 3

Delay issuance of the proposed rules until a draft regulatory guide

on the con'tent and format of early site submittals is prepared, and

invite co~nvents concurrently on the proposed regulations and guides.

Vau/mact Factors

Benefit

This would provide information regarding the proposed Staff imple-

mentation of the Cormission's proposed policy and regulations that would

facilitate public comments.
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Adverse Impacts

(1) Thts would delaLy publication of the proposed regulations by

about three months. The publication of the regulatory guide

is presently scheduled to follow promulgation of final regu-

lations and policies by the Commission.

(2) The regulatory guide is identified and generally described in

the attached Staff Report (NUREG). Thus, the thrustand general

nature of the proposed guide will be subject to public comment

along with the proposed regulationis and policy.

Alternative 4

Adopt a test for reopening the reviews of site suitability issues for

consideration of new information that is different than the test for reopening

standardized plant design reviews set forth in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices

H and 0. The test for reopening standardized plant design reviews set

forth in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices M and 0 (and proposed under Alternative

1) Is whether there exists significant new information that substantially

affects the ea~lier conclusions or other good cause. The test that has been

adopted by the Appeal Board for reopening a hearing record for consideration

of new information once an initial decision is rendered by an ASLB and the

matter is "pending for review could be adopted. This test is whether there

is new evidence of major significance to a proper resolution of the issues.

While it is not entirely clear, the language in Appendices M and 0 may be

construed as mor'e Stringent than the test adopted by the Appeal Board.
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Val ue/Impact Factors

Benefits

Would provide a test for reopening the record for consideratidn of new

information that would be the same for partial decisions on site suit-

ability issues as for partial decisions on other issues.

Adverse Impacts

(1) Would be inconsistent with the test for reopening standardized

plant reviews under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices M and 0.

(2) Could result in more frequent re-reviews of site suitability

matters.

Alternative 5

Retalh the present LWA regulations which only apply to nuclear power

reactors.

Benefits

(1) Would not require any commitments of time and resources for the

conduct of special LWA reviews.

(2) 1'ouldI eliminate the litigative risks that would be associated

with issuance of IWA's for large facilities other than power

reactors. However, if the LWA reviews for these other large

facilities are carefully conducted, these litigative risks

would likely be small.

Adverse Impacts

Would eliminate th• possibility that the same time savings that have

been realized in the case of nuclear power reactor reviews could also

be realized in the case of other large facilities, such as commrercial

isotope enrichment plants and reprocessing plants.
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Conclusion

On the basis of the above, it is concluded that on balance Alternative 1

is preferable to Alternatives 3 - 5.



* Attachment

NRC PROPOSES POLICY FOR EARLY REVIEW OF SITES
PLANNED FOR LARGE NUCLEAR FACILITIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is seeking public commnent on a

proposed policy and amendments to its Regulations to provide for early

review of the suitability of potential sites for nuclear facilities. These

measures provide for the processing of applications involving complete site

information in both safety and environmental areas as well as applications

seeking review of only certain specific areas--such as seismology--which

could be a key factor in determining the suitability of a potential nuclear

facility site.

Early review and decisions on site suitability would provide early

identification and resolution of site-related problems before substantial

commnitments of resources are made in the choice of a plant design and in

going forward with the remainder of the application.

Also, early consideration would substantially remove the resolution

of critical siting issues as a delaying factor in the licensing review

prior to construction authorization. The early site suitability hearing

also could enhance public participation by focusing it on crucial issues

at an early stage in the review process.

The proposed procedures would provide two separate approaches to the

early consideration of site suitability issues. Under the first approach

a partial adjudicatory decision, after an appropriate hearing, would be

issued on site suitability matters. Under the second approach, site

suitability issues would be reviewed by the Commission's staff and the

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), with both the staff and
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the ACRS issuing reports. No hearing would be held and no adjudicatory

decision would be rendered under the second approach and the staff and

ACRS findings would not be binding on the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board, Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, or Commnission itself.

Routine re-review of site suitability issues would be required

only when construction authorization is sought more than five years

after issuance of the partial final decision (under the first approach)

or staff and ACRS deterwination (under the second approach) on site

suitability matters.

At the same time, the Commnission is propesing rule changes which

would exten~d the concept of Limited Work Authorizations (LWAs)--a

concept which permits limited construction work at the site of a

nuclear power station after a detailed review, public hearing, and

favorable findings on environmental impact and site suitability

issues--to other facilities such as fuel reprocessing plants, uranium

enrichment facilities and test reactors.

In the past, the NRC staff has conducted, on request, site

reviews for planned nuclear facilities, but these reviews generally

were conducted on an informal basis and limited to one or two key

issues. A more detailed environmental and site suitability review,

duplicating to a large degree the previous informal review, was

required at the time of submittal of an application to build the

facility.
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Under the early site review proposals being announced today,
the applicant could submit site information on one or more site

suitability issues. In the safety area, this would be reviewed

by the NRC staff and the independent ACRS. In the environmental

area, it would be reviewed by the staff and participating agencies

which comment on draft environmental impact statements.

Under the first approach to early site reviews, a partial

adjudicatory decision would be rendered by an Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board. This would be followed by an NRC final decision

for the specific areas reviewed. The resulting site clearance would

be effective for five years unless there were significant new infor-

mation that substantially affected the earlier conclusions, or

other good cause.

For those applications successfully carried through this

review process under the second approach, the NRC staff would

issue a Staff Site Position (SSP). The SSP would specify the

acceptability or unacceptability to the staff of the site for

eventual location of a nuclear facility and the parameters for

the design of the plant. The SSP would state any conditions

imposed by the staff on the site's suitability. The SSP would

be good for five years in the absence of significant new

information or other good cause.
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Copies of the proposed rules and an accompanying staff

report whiich describes the mechanics of the proposed reviews in the

case of nuclear power reactors in some detail may be obtained by

writing to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555. Commnents

on the proposed implementing regulations or staff report should

be addressed to the Secretary of the Commission, Attention: Docketing

and Service Section, at the same address. Comments should be received

no later than __days following publication of the proposed regulations

in the Federal Register on___________
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ABSTRACT

This document presents the NRC Staff's policy and procedure for

Staff review and approval of early site review applications that are

independent of specific nuclear power station designs. It encompasses

the processing of applications involving complete site information for

both environmental and safety areas as well as those involving only

certain key areas upon which a go/no-go decision may hinge.
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'DEFINITION OF TERMS

ACRS

ASLB

CP

DSES

ESR

FSES

NEPA

NRC

Nuclear Power Station

Sitte-SER

SSP

Standard Design

Advisory Commiittee on Reactor Safeguards

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Construction Permit

Draft Site Environmental Statement

Early Site Review

Final Site Environmental Statement

National Environmental Policy Act

Nuclear Regulatory Commilsslon

One or more nuclear power plants

Site-Safety Evaluation Report

Staff Site Position

Design of a nuclear power plant, or
major portion thereof, subnittted
under the Reference System option
of the standardization policy
(10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 0)
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a major part of the Nuclear Regulatory Coimnission's continuing

efforts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the licensing

process, a policy and procedure has been developed for the early

review of sites planned for the location of nuclear power stations,

independent of the specific design and construction features of the

station itself. Such early site reviews, for new nuclear sites as

well as those on which a nuclear power station is already located,

can provide advanced assurance of site acceptability by the .NRC

staff for all site considerations or for certain key areas. This

staff report presents a policy and procedure for early site reviews

for use by applicants - utilities, States, governmental agencies, or

other entities - who wish to pursue this initial step leading to the

licensing of a nuclear power station.

To accommodate the variety of applicant needs and siting concerns

that may exist, the early site review policy permits the selection of

a scope of review, at the discretion of the applicant, that extends from

a single site consideration up to and including all site considerations

normally addressed in a full CP application. The potential applications

are described as follows:

Early Site Review (ESR): This application involves the

submittal of complete site information, both in the safety

area with the review process carried through the NRC staff

and ACRS, and in the environmental area with the review
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process carried through the NRC staff and other participating

NEPA-commenting agencies. The results of this review may be

carried further to obtain a partial adjudicatory decision on

site suitability.

Limited Early Site Reviews (LESR): This application

involves the submittal of limited site information related

to specific site issues in either or both the safety

and environmental areas with the review process again carried

through the NRC staff and ACRS for the safety areas, and the

NRC staff and participating NEPA-commenting agencies for

environmental areas. Thr• rp•,Iat• of this review may be carried

further to obtain a partial adjudicatory decision on the site

The Early Site Review approach offers advanced assurance of the

acceptability by the staff of limiting values for site parameters and

of environnmental analyses performed under NEPA at an early stage in

the design of the nuclear power station. With the exception of

possible significant new information or other qood cause, all site-related

considerations may be completely resolved to the satisfaction of

the NRC sta¶ff, ACRS and participating NEPA-commenting agencies in

advance of the submittal of specific nuclear plant design information.

The Limited Early Site Review approach permits applicants to

obtain a staff, ACRS and possibly participating NEPA-commenting

agency evaluation and conclusion regarding one or more particular

site issues important to the siting, design and construction of a
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planned nuclear power station. Firm staff decisions on important

siting issues at an early date should assist applicants in stabilizing

nuclear power station design requirements. Limited Early Site

Reviews are available to replace the preliminary, informal type of

site review performed in the past, at the applicant's discretion.

To conplete the Early Site Review process in its entirety, the

applicant may elect to carry the application through a public hearing

and an ASIB decision followed by a definitive NRC decision. This may

be accomplished for either the complete or limited Early Site Review

application. The complete processing of an Early Site Review application

through the public hearing phase would be accomplished in the context of

a construction permit application.
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II. EARLY SITE REVIEWS

Site reviews performed in accordance with this policy will be

generally similar to site reviews performed in connection with

construction permit applications. The major difference is the

lack of a specific nuclear power station design (i.e., that portion

of a station design which is not site-related or utility-related).

This r~ecessitates the identification and definition of site/station

interface design requirements against which the specific design of

the nuclear power station must be evaluated to demonstrate site/

station compatibility* at the CP application stage. These and

other aspects of an early site review are discussed in this

chapter.

A. Review Process

As shown in Figure 1, Early Site Review applications

will be subjected to the same acceptance review and

docketing procedures presently utilized for other types

of applications submitted for staff review. The accepta-

bility of a tendered application will be based on a

comparison of the informational needs as described in

Regulatory Guide 4.Z**.

*For example, see 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 0, paragraph 3.

**Informational needs are given in Regulatory Guide 4.Z, "Preparation
of Early Site Review Reports for Nuclear Power Stations".
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As for other applications for staff review, the receipt
of Early Site Review applications will be noticed in the

Federal Register. Documents comprising the application and

those generated duringj the review will be placed in the Public

Document Room. In addition, a Local Public Document Room

will be established in the vicinity of the site and contai~n

the same information.

Following docketing of the application, the staff review

will be performed in accordance with present procedures. For

the safety areas, the conclusions of the staff review will be

documented in a Site-Safety Evaluation Report (SSER). The

review will be carried through the ACRS stage with an ACRS

letter report issued and SSER Supplement prepared as appropriate.

For the environmental area, the conclusions of the review will

be documented in a Draft Site Environmental Statement (DSES)

distributed for Federal and State agency review, and a Final

Site Environmental Statement (FSES) incorporating the resulting

colmments.

B. Content of Early Site Review Reports

Early Site Review applications must present the necessary

site information in two self-sufficient and separate reports --

one for environmental information entitled "Early Site Review-

Environmental Report" and the other for safety-related

information entitled "Early Site Review - Site Safety Report".
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Guidance regarding the format and content of these reports
is given in Regulatory Guide 4.Z. This guide includes all

the necessary categories of information regarding the

description of a site for a nuclear power station. It

describes the necessary environmental information similar

to that presented in an Environmental Report, and safety-

related site information similar to that presented in a

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. In addition, Regulatory

Guide 4.Z describes the need for interface information which

defines the site-related design limits for the nuclear power

station based on the values of the various parameters

established for the site. With regard to environmental and

meteorological data, 12 months of data must be provided at

the time of tendering.

C. Scheduling Considerations

In general,.Regulatory processing of Early Site Review

applications will be accomplished under a scheduling

arrangement similar to that used for applications for licenses,

except that a lower priority will be assigned. As discussed

in Section A of this chapter and as shown in Figure 1, the

major processing steps are the same as for other applications.

Hawever, the review areas involved are restricted to those

concerned with siting considerations only.
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It is anticipated that in the majority of cases the

submittal and completion of NRC processing of Early Site

Review applications will precede the submittal of a CP

application utilizing the site. Other equally acceptable

s(cheduling relationships between the Early Site Review

applications and the CP application could involve both

reviews underway in parallel. The site review application

would be concerned with qualifying the site for a greater

number of nuclear power plants than is specified by the CP

application. However, the granting of a CP cannot precede

the completion of that portion of the site review and approval

process for the number of nuclear plants specified in the CP

application.

D. Mode of Appjroval

For Early Site Review applications successfully carried

through the staff, ACRS, and Federal and State agency review

process, a Staff Site Position (SSP), issued by the NRC staff,

will be granted.* SSP documentation will consist of notification

to the applicant specifying the acceptability or unacceptability

to the staff of the site for eventual location of a nuclear power

station, and the acceptability or unacceptability to the staff

of the site parameters for the design of the nuclear power

station established during the review. It would reference the

*See Chapter IV for a discussion of an alternate method of early site
approval involving a public hearing.
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*original application including the Environmental and Site

Safety Reports and would state any conditions imposed on

the staff's acceptability of the site, including the need to

modify any aspects of acceptability based on significant new

information that substantially affects the earlier conclusions

or other good cause. At the time the site is used in a CP

application, the review process for the site would be continued

within the context of the CP review in a public hearing by an

ASIB, followed by an NRC decision, assuming the applicant has not

elected to resolve the site issues in a public hearing as part of

the early site review process.

E. Tenure of Approval

For Early Site Review applications, the Staff Site Position

(SSP) would have a tenure of five years unless there was

significant new information that substantially affected the earlier

conclusions or other good cause. During this period, defined as

the interval between issuance of the SSP and tendering of a CP

application that uses the site, the site could be used in CP

applications without staff and ACRS re-review under the conditions

specified in the SSP documentation discussed above except for an

updating review to determine which of the new information, if any,

substantially affect the earlier conclusion.. The updating review

could be performed as late as and in conjunction with the acceptance

review for the PSAR that presents the plant design information. If

the site were not utilized in CP applications within the five year

period, it would be subjected to a "qualification review" performed
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by the NRC staff at the time of its use. The "qualification review"

involves a determination of the applicability of any new NRC

considerations and requirements or new applicant data that may have

arisen since the issuance of the SSP. The site aspects affected

by the results of the "qualification review" would be reviewed again.

Those areas that are unaffected would not be reviewed again. It is

the applicant's responsibility to request the NRC staff to perform

a timely "qualification review" in accordance with his schedule needs.

In the event of the need to provide updating information

that may affect the basis upon which the original conclusions

were drawn, the applicant must submit supplemental information

to update the Environmental Report and the Site Safety Report.

If no updating is required, the applicant must so certify,

including the bases (subject to staff review), at the time of

site utilization in a CP application.

Examples of site review considerations that may require

updating at the time of site use in a CP application include

need for power, source of power, cost-benefit analysis, and

population density. For purposes of accomplishing the

environmental review under NEPA and determining site

acceptability regarding safety considerations at an early

stage, it will be necessary to provide projections for some

of the site considerations. The validity of these projections
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must then be confirmed at the time of site use. Depending upon

the extent and direction of departure from these projections,

re-review may be necessary.
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III. LIMITED EARLY SITE REVIEWS

Limited Early Site Reviews performed under this policy will

permit an applicant to obtain NRC staff and, as appropriate, ACRS

and participating NEPA-commenting agency review and evaluation of

selected site considerations that are determined to be important for

a go/no-go decision regarding site acceptability, or for which an

early decision is necessary with respect to site selection or

advance design efforts for a nuclear power station. The selected

site considerations may be in the safety and/or environmental areas,

and must qualify as considerations warranting an early and separate

review, including whether conducting such a review would tend to

foreclose later evaluation of alternate sites.

The NRC staff position associated with a Limited-ESR application

must necessarily be confined to the particular site considerations

addressed, and for the environmental area, it cannot encompass full

NEPA review unless all NEPA considerations are addressed in order

to perform the required cost-benefit balancing determination.

A. Review Process

As shown in Figure 1, Limited-ESR applications will be

subjected to the same docketing and review procedures as

Early Site Review applications. With regard to the

acceptability of a tendered Limnited-ESR application, the
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staff will make a comparison of the informational needs as
described in Regulatory Guide 4.Z for the scope of the site

considerations addressed, with the information provided in

the Limited Early Site Review report(s)*. As for Early Site

Review applications, the receipt of a Limited-ESR application

will be noticed in the Federal Register and commnents from

interested persons will be invited. Documents comprising the

application and those generated during the review will be

placed in the Public Document Room. In addition, a Local

Public Document Room will be established in the vicinity

of the site and contain the same information.

With regard to the conclusions of the review, a Staff

Report - Safety Considerations will be prepared for safety

areas of review, and a Staff Report - Environmental

Considerations** will be prepared for environmental areas

of review. The latter will be distributed to appropriate

Federal and State agencies for review.

*Limited Early Site Review-Environmental Report for environmental
information, and/or Limited Early Site Review-Site Safety Report
for safety-related information.

**For Limited-ESR applications involving complete NEPA review,
the staff will issue a DSES and an FSES.
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B. Content of Limited Early Site Review Reports

Similar to Early Site Review applications, Limited-ESR

applications must also include a Limited Early Site Review

report(s). As discussed in the previous section, the scope

of the subject matter addressed may necessitate two separate

and self-sufficient reports -- one for environmental

information and the other for safety information. The

subject matter should be addressed completely in accordance

with the appropriate portions of Regulatory Guide 4.Z to

permit a conclusion to be drawn in the form of a staff

report(s) as discussed In Part A of this section. With

regard to the environmental area, site considerations selected

for submittal in a Limited ESR application must be isolable

considerations for which independent conclusions can be drawn

(e.g., it is not possible to draw a final conclusion on some

•site considerations, on a separate basis, directly involved in

the cost-benefit analysis under NEPA since that analysis also

depends on many other site considerations).

C. Scheduling Considerations

The NRC processing of Limited-ESR applications will be

accomplished under a scheduling arrangement determined by

the scope of the review requested and, therefore, decided on

a case-by-case basis. The major processing steps are the

same as those for Early Site Review applications, as shown

in Figure 1.
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Relative to the CP application that uses the site, a

Limhited-ESR application, in order to qualify as such, must

be submitted more than six months prior to the submittal of

the CP application and will be docketed separately. Special

provisions* have previously been made for the submittal of

an Environmental Report as much as six months prior to the

PSAR for a CP application.

D. Mode of Approval

NRC staff approval of the particular aspects of a site

proposed for subsequent location of a nuclear power station

will consist of notification to the applicant summnarizing the

conclusions of the staff, ACRS (as applicable), and

participating NEPA-commenting agency (as applicable)

reviews including the specific areas of acceptability,

limits established for the design of the nuclear power

station, and any other necessary qualifications. The Staff

Report-Safety Considerations and supplements (including the

ACRS letter report) and/or the Staff Report-Environmental

Considerations (including participating NEPA-conmmenting

agency commnents) become a portion of the approval

documentation. At the time the site is used in a CP

application, the review process for these site aspects

would be continued within the context of the CP review in

a public hearing by an ASLB, followed by an NRC decision.

•*10 CFR part 2.101(a)
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E. Tenure of Approval

A Limited-SSP will have a tenure of approval of five years, the

same as an SSP for an Early Site Review application, unless there was

significant new information which substantially affected the earlier

conclusions or other good cause. As for an SSP, the conclusions

given in the Limited-SSP could be utilized in CP applications

using the site without re-review by the staff for the five

year period. If the site were not utilized in a CP

application within the five year period, the prior

conclusion would be subjected to a "qualification

review" at the time of its use in a manner identical to

that for Early Site Review approvals. It is the applicant's

responsibility to request the NRC staff to perform a

timely "qualification review" in accordance with schedule

needIs.

In the event of the need to provide updating information

that. may affect the basis upon which the original conclusions

were drawn, the applicant must submit supplemental information

to update the Environmental Report and/or Site Safety Report

for staff review. If no updating is required, the applicant

must so state, including the bases (subject to staff review),

at the time of site utilization in a CP application.
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IV. PUBLIC HEARING ASPECTS

AS a further step toward stabilizing site-related design

requirements for the planned nuclear power station at an early

stage, an Early Site Review application, complete or limited, may

be processed through the public hearing phase as an early part of

the CP review process at the discretion of the applicant. The site

would then~ be established as a pre-approved site. The process would

involve a public hearing conducted by an ASLB, an Initial Decision by

the ASLB, and a Final Decision by the NRC. A site for a nuclear power

station that has progressed to this point can be utilized later in the

CP review without the need for additional review or public hearings

unless there developed significant new informiation which substantially

affected the earlier conclusions or other qood cause.

As sta~ted in Section I of this document, only those Early Site

Review applications submitted in the context of a CP application may

be carried through the public hearing phase. The NRC's proposed

legislation would allow consideration of site suitability issues

in a site permit proceeding that is entirely separate from the

construction permit proceeding. The site permit proceeding would

include public hearings when requested by any person whose interest

may be affected. Further, under the proposed legislation site permit
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applications could be filed by persons who have no intention of filing

a construction permit application referencing the site. For example,

States could seek a permit as a part of energy facility planning

efforts.



ATTACHMENT E

RESPONSE TO OGC AND OPE COMMENTS

The attached comments on the Commission Paper for Early Site Reviews and Attach-
ments A through D thereto were received from the Office of the General Counsel and
from the Office of Policy Evaluation. Resolution of these comments was
accomplished by modifications to the Commission Paper and Attachments, or
by providing further explanation in this Attachment. The remaining comments
were judged to require no specific response.

Modifications to the Commission Paper and Attachments were made at the
following places:

Commission Paper - page 4 (2 places)

Attachment A - page 1 (last paragraph continued on page 2)
- page 6 (first full paragraph)
- page 9 (middle paragraph)
- page 18 (last line)

Attachment B - page 8 (added "ALTERNATIVES" Section)
- page 9 (last line)
- page 10 (lines 7 and 12 - 16)

-page 12 (lines 21 - 24)
-page 13 (line 17)

Attachment C -page 2 (line 8)

Attachment: D - Cover page
- page 4 (lines 5Sand 6)

-page 9 (lines 20 - 24)

In response to :ertain comments, the views of the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation are ,is follows:

I. Memorandum. P. L. Strauss to T. A. Rehni, dated February 11, 1976

A. Item 1 ,[2nd paragraph)

The staff believes that no overriding need exists for the retention
of greater control over the scope of early site reviews (ESR). To
a large extent, the potential for submittal of ESR applications that
are wasteful of NRC resources should be small and self-regulating.
The economics involved in gathering site data, in gaining control
over the site land, in preparing an application for submittal to NRC,
and finally in responding to staff information requests during the
review dictate that the application submitted be meaningful and the
results of value. This would be established during the pre-tendering
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meetings between the prospective applicant and the NRC staff thatalways are associated with any application submitted. As a final
measure of control, the staff can assign a low priority to the
review of an application that is determined to be an inefficient
use of resources.

B. Item 2

All NRC permits, licenses, and approvals have dates of expiration.
The staff does not believe site approvals should be treated
differently. The 5-year period of non-re-review was selected
as a reasonable period relative to the 3-year period for
reference systems submitted under Option 1 of the Standardization
policy. New safety and environmental considerations or changes
in information are expected to arise less frequently for sites
than for plant designs. Following the 5-year period, it is the
staff's intent to re-review only those aspects of the site that
are affected by new safety and environmental considerations.
Page 5 of the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking has been modified
to reflect this.

II. Memorandum, B. Huberman to T. Rehm, dated February 2, 1976

A. Recommendation on transmittal memo that Attacin~ent 0 be deleted.

The NRC staff believes that Attachment D ("Policy and Procedure -
Early Site Reviews for Planned Nuclear Power Stations") should not
be deleted from the ESR Paper for the following reasons:

1. Attachment D provides specific staff guidance on current NRC
staff policy regarding details of preparation, acceptance review,
docketing, review, and approval of [SR applications. It also
addressess the procedures for using site approvals in CP appli-
cations before and after the period of effectivity has expired.
Such subjects are more appropriately addressed in a separate
staff document rather than in the Regulations or Statement of
Considerations. Examples of such subjects include:

(a) Priority of review (p. 7).

(b) Ties Regulatory Guide 4.Z to ESR process (p. 4, 7).

(c) Establishes types of applicant and staff documents
necessary (p. 6, 8, 14, 15).

Cd) Describes need for updating (p. 9, 10).

(e) Describes purpose of "qualification review" (p. 9, 10).
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2. Attachment D provides a vehicle for promulgating modifications
to the staff ESR policy as experience is gained during the
review of the initial applications. Amendments are more easily
made to this document than to the Regulations and Statement of
Considerations.-

3. Attachment D provides a more visible means for presenting staff
guidance for the ESR process.

4. tt should be noted that the purpose of Regulatory Guide 4.Z is
to provide guidance for the format and intent of ESR applica-
tions. While some overlap may finally occur between Attachment
D and Regulatory Guide 4.Z, it should be minimal and present no
difficulty in implementation.

B. Commission Paper (p. 1): Could an ESR include site-related BOP?

Yes (see p. 2 of Attachment B. Also Regulatory Guide 4.Z will address
this subject in greater detail).

C. Coninission Paper (p. 1): What does CP review schedule look like if
early site approval/PDA is used?

Until Regulatory Guide 4.Z is complete and the staff has worked its
way through the initial few applications to assure that most of the
problem areas have been encountered and resolved, it is difficult
and may be somewhat misleading to define a CP review schedule,
involving a site approval and PDA, in greater detail than indicated
on pp. 2 and 3 of Attachment B.

D. Conmnission Paper (p. 2): Do we really want to emphasize ACRS
participation in site matters?

As indicated in Attachment D (pp. 1 and 2), ACRS would be involved
in the ESR process if issues concerned with site safety are addressed.
ACRS would not be involved in the review of environmental issues.

E. Conmmission Paper (p. 2): Basis of approval period?

Five years has been selected as a reasonable period of approval
primarily based on our prior experience that site review considera-
tions are not subject to changes with as great a frequency as plant
review considerations. Recently issued PDA's for plant designs have
spec'ified 3-year approval periods.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

a• WASHINGTON, 0. C. 206555

•%•.#"February 11, 1976

FROM: P~er L S~russ, jer Counse1

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON EARLY SITE REVIEW PAPER

As you requested, we have reviewed the draft paper entitled
"Early Site>Reviews for Planned Nuclear Facilities." Over-
all, we think this is a good piece of work. We believe the
paper may go forward but that the Commission may wish to con-
sider the following comments:

1. Under the proposed procedure, it would be entirely up
to the applicant to establish the parameters of the site
review. He could request a full-fledged site review or
limit review to a single issue. The only control the
Commission and staff retain would be the situation where
it appears that review limited to a single site might
foreclose consideration of alternatives. This excep-
tion is provided for in proposed § 2.603 of the proposed
regulations and paragraph 6 of proposed Appendix Q.

ci~ -'.-\~; 'V
\j\ ~

We think that the Commission and the staff should retain
greater control of the scope of site reviews. The utility
may seek a site review which, in the staff's judgment,
would result in an inefficient use of resources. For
example, the utility may propose review of issues a and
b and not want review of interrelated issues c and d.
While it seems perfectly proper to allow the utility to
prcpose a scope of review, the Commission and the staff
shculd retain the authority to require a different scope
of review, or to decline review.

In particular, alternative site analysis is one aspect
that should be insisted upon. Proposed section 2.603
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(page 17 of the draft notice) is designed to insurethat there will be no premature foreclosure of con-
sideration of alternate sites. In that regard, con-
sideration should be given to the possible alternative
of a nuclear energy center. For example, it may be
that a good location for a center is not far from the
proposed site; that, presumably, would cut against
approval. Or a proposed single-unit site itself might
be appropriate for a center, and that, too, should be
taken into account. We think it would be helpful to

•') "" indicate in the draft notice and in the NUREG document
*how proposed section 2.603 would be implemented. Thus,

, ..(/ at page 4 of the draft notice we suggest insertion of
language to the effect that the applicant must provide
some preliminary information about alternate sites,
including possible center sites, sufficient to permit
the determination contemplated by section 2.603. The
kin~d of information that will be required should be
spelled out in somewhat greater detail in the section
of the NUREG document entitled "Content of Early Site
Review Reports."

2. Under the proposed procedure, the site certification
would be good for only five years. Page 5 of the draft
notice indicates that there would be a de novo site re-
view where the construction permit is applied for more

\ ,than five years after the site review determination.

i. To hypothesize an extreme case, a utility might submit
a site for review where its primary concern was seismic --
e._, whether a particular fault in the area was capable.
The issue might go to hearing where it might be deter-
mined that the site has not moved in millions of years
and is very unlikely to move for millions of years to
come. Assuming a full-fledged ventilation of that
issue at that hearing, there is no reason to consider
the issue de novo six years later. And the same may be
true of many other kinds of issues. For example, it
seems unlikely that a rural site having no special
environmental or historic characteristics is going to
change significantly in a 10-year period.
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The five-year standard would probably make no differ-
ence in an uncontested proceeding. The staff would
simply review its old work and pronounce it adequate.
But in a contested proceeding, the five-year standard
may result in needless relitigation by an intervenor
bent on delay.

Where a construction permit is applied for within the
five-year period, the proposal as drafted would provide
that the record would be reopened "upon an appropriate
demonstration that there exists significant new infor-
mation that substantially affwgts the earlier con-
clusion or other good cause. - This standard for
reopening would also be serviceable at later times.

3. We have one stylistic suggestion concerning the draft
notice, which is very well written. On the first page,
after the first paragraph under "General Policy Con-

•, siderations" it would be helpful to insert a paragraph
€'•• summarizing briefly what the present practice is con-

cerning early site review, and the disadvantages of
6/ present practice. This would lead naturally to the

ensuing discussion of advantages of the proposal.
Here is a draft paragraph:

*Since July 1968, Paragraph I(c) of Appendix A
to Part 2 of the Atomic Energy Commission's

•• • (now Nuclear Regulatory Commission's) regula-
tios hs povied orconsideration ofth

matter of suitability of a proposed site for
a production or utilization facility separately
from, and prior to, consideration of other
issues in the hearing on an application for a
construction permit. Some applicants have
sought and received early site review by the
staff, but, under the present system, these
reviews have been informal and no firm con-
clusions have been reached. Very few site
reviews have been carried through to a formal
staff report and review by the Advisory Com-
mittee on Reactor Safeguards. As a result,

-- A prime example would be the creation of or serious
planning for a NEC in the vicinity.
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prospective construction permit applicants
have not had a firm basis for planning with
reference to the acceptability of potential
sites. And it has often been necessary to
review site issues again in the context of
the construction permit application, with a
consequent loss of efficiency in the licens-
ing process.

9' On page 8, strike the first sentence of the first full para-
"7graph, which is incorporated in the suggested draft paragraph.

Strike the word "more" from the second sentence. On page 9,
insert the phrase "As noted previously," in the 4th line before
"in a nmnber of".



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON,. 0. C. 20665

February 2,. 1976

1•1HO1PAN•hTM I'O1 Trni R~hm........... Vh• • ....

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Ben tHuberman ['L

EARLY SITE REVIEWS (REHM MEMO 1-27-76)

Enclosed is a marked-up copy of the draft staff paper indicating some
suggested changes for your consideration.

Attachment D to the paper is duplicati~ve of the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking and the (future) regulatory guide. I recommend that it
be deleted.

cc: Peter Strauss, w/o endl.
M. NaIsch, w/encl.
WT. Haass, w/encl.

CONTACT:
Alt Kenneke (OPE)
634-1541

Rec'd Uft. Or;_.

T'me __.L.



For: For: The Commnissioniers.

From:

Thru:

Howard K. Shapar, Executive Legal Director

Executive Director for Operations

EARLY SITE REVIEWS FOR PLANNED NUCLEAR FACILITIESSubject:

Purpose: To obtain Commission approval of a notice of proposedrule making.
Category: This paper involves ~policy questions.

Issue: I •- 4 wr-hculd the NRC establish a more detailed policy in favor
• •cf early site reviews anid a more detailed regulatory
' framework for the early review and hearing on nuclear

facility site suitability issues to the extent permitted
urnder present statutory authority? On a related point,
should the "LWA" concept be extended to production
facilities, such as reprocessing and isotopic enrich-
ment plants, and testing reactors?

Discussion: Sirce July 1968, Paragraph 1(c) of Appendix A to Part
2 of the Atomic Energy Commission's (now Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission's) regulations has provided for
cornsideration of tihe matter of suitability of a proposed
sire for a production or utilization facility separately
from, and prior to, consideration of other issues in the
hearing on an application for a construction permit.
However, no detailed rules for the early consideration
of size suitability issues are presently provided.

'4 -L. aA./ •7 •1i'the Commission considered SECY-75-391,
i' • - -"Early Site Reviews for Planned Nuclear Power Stations",

and an Addendum thereto, SECY-75-391A. Th C 1 11 7si.
directed the Staff to develop a revised paper which would
include both a policy statement and proposed detailed
regulations for the conduct of early site reviews, to
analyze the impact and value of early site reviews, and
to include an appropriate public announcement.

Con tact:
Martin G. Malsch
Ext. 27437

Walter P. Haass
Ext. 27581

This paper proposes a detailed Commission policy andregulatory framework for the conduct of staff reviews
and adjudicatory hearings on one or more site suit-
ability issues and for the conduct of staff-level and

1Ai~I A i
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•S• revie on one or more site suitability issues,
when no adjudicatory decision by the Commission on
such issues is re uested, The Coninission's policy
regarding the desirability and nature of early site
reviews is set fo th in some detail in the Statement
of Considerations which would accompany the proposed
rule, and would bc reflected in the proposed regulations
themselves.

The Commission in icated in its testimonv in support
of -S. 1717 and H. . 7002 (NRC's proposed licensing
reformi legislatior) before the JCAE on June 25, 1975,

,~vat the Commnissicn was considering veg,'lation~s
a~ncingthe early site review concept to the extent

posibe , ispe tsattrathiv.Te
notice of proposec rule making attached hereto would
accomplish this o jective. A framework for early site
reviews and heari rgs would be provided that would
include productiord facilities such as reprocessing
and conuiercial is qtopic enrichment plants, and testing
reactors, as well Ias nuclear power reactors.

Early reviews and Idecisions on site suitability issues
offer several adva~ntaaes. They would be of value to
construction permi~t applicants in providing early

••dentification and~ resQlution of site-related problem~s
~~eoesb~tantial~ i-mmitments of resources are made

in the choice of aplant design and in going forward
with the remainderT of the application. Early considera-
tion of site suitalbility issues would also enhance the
efficiency of the (licensing review process by sub-
stantiallx removirq the resolution of sri i a-.ing

v Isse s eainfan in the review process prior
to construction a thorization. Early hearings on site
suitability matter~s would also serve to enhance public

purticipation by focusing it on crucial issues at an
Serly stage in th~ review process when it can be most
effective.

The proposed amendments to Parts 2 and 50 which follow
are designed to encourage and facilitate early con-
siderationof site suitability issues. The amendments
would provide for two •epar~ te apprQachs. to the early

~consideration of site suitability issues. Under the
•'• _•9 first approach, a partial adjudicatory decision,. after
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he•~ would be obtained on site suitability issues.te second approach, site suitability issues would
--- I be reiw•'y-h omsinsS af an RS, and a

Staf and AS report on the issues would be issued.
However, no hearThWould be held and no adjudicatory

inwould be rendered under the s•3aIiroa,
•1 and-t'h&e Staff and ACRS findings would not he bindina on"

S the atomi-c safety and licensing boards, Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Board, or Commuission itself. UnDder
eithber approach the r~evipw could include all slt•
suitability-issues and lead to a-general •clusion

, regarding site acceptability, or the review could extend
• only o selected site suitahifT iis-y "e¶,,: The choice

o]: ap~roach would be left to the applicant.-

A proposed ONRStaff reor (NUREG) which would "
describe in--some detai the mechanics of Staff reviews) -
of early site submittals fo-r nuclear' power reactors•
would be issued for comment along with the proposed .i'

rules. •- -k
On a related matter, this paper also proposes that the
limited work authorization ("L• concept, which
presently applies only to n--ear power reactors, be
extended so as to apply to Production facilities, such
as omrcial isotopic enrich-ment plants ano TUe'l re-
processing plants, and testing reactors. From a legal
sndonthe present concept can be made aD licable

toal production and utilization facilities where n
"environmental Impact statement is required. From a

L •~-P1cY standpoint, tesame Icinc of time savings--that
the apllci6~othe LwA concept' has produced in the

case of nuclear power reactors can potentially be
realized in the case of other production and utilization
facilities. An IWA provision designed to confirm NRC's
LWA authority is set forth in NRC's proposed licensing
legislation. While the provision of the legislation
applies only to power reactors (as does the present
regulation in 10 CFR § 5O.10(e)), NRC has st ated in

5esponse to JCAE g'u~stionn that there ona~ppa'M -F-be
nocompel li ng reason why the provision could not he
etended to other kinds of facilities.

Th~e matter of £e~es.jor early site reviews will be
ddressed in a seaae"riission paper dealing

with fees generally.
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-ATITA CHNENT-A-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

[10 CFR Parts 2 and 50]

Early Site Reviews and Limited

Work Authorizations

INotice is hereby given that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has under

consideration amendments to its regulations in 10 CFR Part, 2, "Rules of

Practice," and 10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization

Facilities," which would encourage and provide for early review of

site suitability issues associated with nuclear power reactors and

other large utilization and production facilities, and extend the

so-called "limited~ work authorization" concept to include production

faciltties such as corrnmercial isotopic enrichment plants and fuel

reprocessing plants, and testing reactors.

Early Site Reviews

General Poi•C~!eain

In recent years the nuclear facility licensing process has increasingly

focused on issues regarding the suitability of the proposed facility

site. The acceptability of the proposed site is a critical issue in

the construction permit review and hearing process, and on a number

of occasions unfavorable decisions on site suitability issues have

proven to have been dispositive of the applications.

Early reviews and decisions on site suitability issues offer several

advantages. They would be of value to construction permit applicants

in providing early identification and resolution of site-related
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problems before substantial coniritments of resources are made in the

choice of a plant design and in going forward with the remainder of the

application. For x ~ e arysierei•iC 11itee tha~tl1ca f

~7gehydrol

•-"• ••~epal or indicate that the total environmental impact'asso-

ciated with facility construction adrati, would e such that

would aerothe r sitehs superior. Early consideration of

• site suitability issues would also enhance the efficiency of the licensing

review process by substantially removing the resolution of critical siting

issues as a delaying factor in the review process prior to construction

authorization. Early hearings on site suitability matters would also

serve to enhance public participation by focusingj it on crucial issues

at an early stage in the review process when it can be most effective.

The proposed amendiiercs to Parts 2 and 50 which followl are designed to

encourage and facilitate early consideration of site suitability issues.

They would provide for two separate approaches to the early consideration

of site suitability issaes. Under the first approach, a partial adjudica-

tory decision, after hearing, would be obtained on site suitability issues.

Under the second approach, site suitability issues w~ould be reviewed b
•• _heCommission's Staff and Advisory Corrmittee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)

Snda Starf and ACRS report on the issues would be issued.. However,

• no hdearin•'swould bepiheldnd no°adJudicatory deision dould b~e rndred

be binding on •he atomicafty-and licensing boards, Atomic Safety and.i~• -.
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Licensing Board, or Commission itself. Under either approach the review
could embrace all site suitability issues and lead to a general conclusion

regarding site acceptability, or the review could extend only to selected

site suitability issues.•

Nature of Review

Under either approach, the conduct of an early review of one or more site

suitability issues will require a "decoupling" of site suitability issues

from issues concerning the detailed facility design. However, some informa-

tion about the nature of the proposed facility will clearly be required

for th• conduct of the review. Accordingly, some facility design parameters

(or reasonable range of facility design parameters) must be postulated

for purposes of re'iew. Some helpful guidance regarding environ-

mental design para•ieters for nuclear power plants is set forth in

WASH-1355, "Nucl.ear Power Facility Performance Characteristics for

Making Environmental impact Assessments," December, 1g74. The selection

of the appropriate facility design parameters would be made by the

applicant. The paraneters selected by the applicant would be accepted

for the purposes-of review unless for some reason it clearly appeared

that construction and/or operation of a facility within the specified

parameters would be technically infeasible and that, therefore, early

site review would not be productive.

Where an overall conclusion regarding acceptability of a proposed site

Is sought, it would be the Commission's general policy to conduct a
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review under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 ("NEPA") that is

as close as possible in scope and depth to the NEPA review that is conducted

for a construction permit application containing the preliminary design of

the facility. However, the Commission recognizes that the NEPA inquiry into

certain subject areas may of necessity be preliminary and/or general in nature.

For example, the NEPA review of a nuclear power reactor construction permit

application that includes the preliminary design of the facility would include

an assessment of (1) the need for the proposed facility and whether

the alternative of not constructing new generating capacity is pref-

erable from a cost-benefit standpoint, (2) whether, assuming new

generating capacity is needed, some form of power generation other

than nuclear should be adopted from a cost-benefit standpoint, and

(3) whether certain alternative plant designs should be adopted from

a .cost-benefit standpoint. Consideration of these matters at an early

site review stage may of necessity be general and preliminary because

detailed information regarding the applicant's system needs, the timing

of the proposed new facility, and the facility design may not be avail-

able at this point in time. The Commission expects that in such

situations; the environmental impact statement will need to be supplemented

prior to the granting of construction authorization.

Clearly, at some point in time the conclusions of an early site review

may become outdated. The selection of an appropriate time Period for

the effectiveness of a partial decision or Staff or ACRS determination

on one or orstesuitability issues involves competing policy con-

siderations. On the one hand, there is the general desire to base
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licensing determinations on a review that includes all the most

recent information. Facts may change over a period of time, and some

mechanism must be provided for consideration of important new information

bearing on site suitability matters prior to the granting of the construction

authorization. On the other hand, the advantages of an early site

review will not be realized if site suitability issues must be routinely

reconsidered de nova when construction authorization is sought.

The Commiission believes that an appropriate balance will be drawn between

these competing considerations if routine re-review of site suitability

issues is required only in cases where construction authorization is

sought more than five years after issuance of the partial final decision

(under the first approach) or Staff or ACRS determination (under the

second approach) cn site suitability matters. In the event construction

authoriza.tion is sought prior to this time, the hearing record or Staff

or ACRS report would be reopened only upon an appropriate demonstration

that there exists significant new information that substantially affects

the earlier conclusions or other good cause.

Governmental Goordi nation

Several Federal agencies other than the. Commission, as well as numerous

State and local agencies, are involved in making decisions on questions of

environmental impact and nuclear facility siting. In recent years there has

been increasing emphasis at State governmental levels on early and thorough
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consideration of environmental impact, land use, and similar questions

associated with energy facility siting, including nuclear facility siting.

Several States have enacted comprehensive new energy facility siting

.leglaon .

Under the proposed amendments which follow, a Stat__.e could seek and obtain a

Commission Staff and ACRS review and determination on the acceptability of"

a proposed nuclear facility site (the second approach). This could prove

to be useful for purposes of State review and planning efforts. Thus, the

availability of the second approach would not be restricted to electric

utilities or other persons who intend to apply for construction permits.

On the other hand, the Commission believes that any partial adjudicatory

decision on site suitability issues (the first approach) under its present

legislative authority snculd properly be made within the context of a con-

struction permit appiication review and hearing. Accordingly, the avail-

ability of the first approach to early consideration of site suitability

matters will be restricted to those iwho plan to construct nuclear facilities.

It would be highly desirable if the numerous Federal, State and local

reviews arid approvals of proposed facility sites could be coordinated

into some form of "one stop" review. In one particularly important

subject area - water pollution control - the Commission has initiated

substantial efforts along these lines. The second Memorandum of

Understanding between the Commission and the Environmental Protection

Agency, published in the Federal R~egister on December 31, 1975 (40 FR~
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60115), provides for early Environmental Protection Agency evaluations

of levels of liquid effluent discharges and impacts on water quality

and biota and early issuance of discharge permits under Section 402 of

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act by the Agency in advance of ,the

issuance of an early site approval (partial adjudicatory decision on site

acceptabi'lity) by the Commission. In addition, a single environmental

impact statement would be prepared, with the Commission as the lead agency,

that would satisfy the NEPA requirements applicable to both agencies. A

Section 4(01 State water quality certification would be sought prior to the

issuance of the early section 402 discharge permit by the Agency.

The Commission expects to work with other affected Federal agencies to

develop similar coordination mechanisms. The large number of State

and local agencias that may be involved in nuclear facility siting

and environmental impact evaluations makes it difficult for the Com-

mission to develop detailed working procedures with all the agencies.

However, plans for the maximum possible coordination are being developed.

In the interim as early site review requests are filed, the Commission's

Staff will contact the affected State and local agencies and seek to

develop coordination procedures on a case-by-case basis.

The Two Approaches

As indicated, the proposed regulations which follow would provide for

two approacheslto the early consideration of site suitability issues.
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Under the first approach, a partial adjudicatory decision could be

obtained, after hearing, on one or more site suitability issues.

Since July 1968, Paragraph I~c) of Appendix A to Part 2 of the Atomic Energy

Commission's (now Nuclear Regulatory Commnission's) regulations has provided

for consideration of the matter of suitability of a proposed site for a

production or utilization facility separately from, and prior to, con-

sideration of other issues in the hearing on an application for a

construction permit. The proposed regulations which follow would provide

more detailed guidance regarding hearings and partial decisions on site

suitability issues. Special provision would be made for early filing of

site suitability in~ormiation in an early submittal of the construction

permit application, arzd for early hearings and partial decisions on site

suitability issues. The filing of the remainder of the technical and other

general information required in support of the construction permit applica-

tion could be postponed until after the partial decision on site suitability

issues. Speca roii would also be made to assure that no early'decision £

on a limited number of site suitability issues would prejudice the later

full consideration of alternative sites.

Under the second approach to early consideration of site suitability

issues, information regarding one or more site suitability issues would



be submitted tot•_~Commission's Staff and (where site safety i~sues
are involved AC S r review. Under 10 CFR § 2.101(a), in its present

form, a prospective applicant may confer informally with the staff of

the Comrrission prior to filing of an application. In a number of cases

applicants have informally submitted site suitability information to

the Conimission's Staff for a preliminary review prior to formal sub-

mission of the application. Whilesuch preliminary views have no

binding effect on the atomic safety and licensing boards, Atomic Safety

and Licensing Appeal Board, or Commission, they have provided a means

for an ea.rly identification of significant site suitability problems

and their possible resolutionj

-/

The proposed regulations which follow would provide for a continuation

of this practice on a more structured basis and would extend the review

policy to include other interested persons, such as States, who do not

intend to apply for a permit. The proposed regulations would be similar

in format to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 0, which provides for a staff-level

review of standardized nuclear power reactor designs.

The early Staff rev•ew process for environmental issues would include

preparation of a partial or full draft environmental impact statement,

circulation of the draft impact statement for public and agency comment,

and preparation of a partial or full final environmental impact state-

ment. In the case of site safety issues, the review would include both

Con~nission Staff and ACRS reviews and issuance of a Staff site safety
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evaluation report and ACRS site safety letter. The Commission Staff

and (if appropriate) ACRS reviews will culminate in the issuance of a

letter setting forth a Cormmission Staff site position. This letter

would include any recommended conditions or qualifications on the

acceptability of the proposed site.

Limited W!ork Authorizations

On April 24, 1974, the Atomic Energy Comm~ission adopted amendments to

its regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50 to provide for the issuance of

so-called "limited work authorizations" for nuclear power reactors.

The limited work authorization concept provides a means, whereby, after

completioq of the staff environmental impact statement and completion

of the hearing on environmental issues and certain other specified

issues, site preparation and excavation and certain other on-site work

may be undertaken by the construction permit applicant prior to issuance

of the construction permit. Under the concept, the construction permit

would only! be issued after successful completion of the review and

hearing on• the remaining issues. The present concept has substantially

improved "the nuclear pcwer plant licensing process and the present con-

cept can be made applicable to all production and utilization facilities

where an environmental impact statement•,is'required. Accordingly, the

proposed amendments which follow would extend the concept to production

facilities such as connercial isotopic enrichment plants and reprocessing

plants, arnd testing reactors.
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Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, the National Environmental Policy Act of

1959, and section 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code, notice

is hereby given that adoption of the following amendments to 10 CFR

,Parts 2 and 50 is contemplated. In addition, the Commission's Staff has

prepared a Staff report (NUREG) which describes some of the detailed policies

and procedures w~hich would be followed by the Staff in its conduct of early
sJite reviewvs. This Staff report is being issued for public comment along

S with the proposed regulations. All interested proswho desire to submit

S written comments for consideration in connection with the proposed amendments

c- and staff reor s~hould send them to the Secretary of the Commission, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Ceo.ission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: Docketing

and Service Section by ____________*, 1975. Copies of comments

on the proposed amene-ents and report may be examined at the Commission's

Public Document Roor• at 1717 H Street, N.W., W'ashington, D.C.

1. Paragra~ph (a) of § 2.10) of 10 CFR Part 2 is amended by substituting

vithe words 'production or utilization facility of the type specified in

§§ 50,21(b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or for a testing reactor,

which is subject to J 51.5(a) of this chapter," for the words "nuclear

power reactor subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter" wherever they appear.

2. A new t pragrp c is added tc •~1~ 10 CFR Part 2 to read as

follows:

* Insert date 60 days after publication in the Federal .Reqister.
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Cc) Early Consideration of Site .Suitability Issues. (1) An applicant
for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility of the

type specified in •§ 50.21 (b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or for

a testing reactor, which is subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter, may

request that the Commuission conduct an early review and hearing and

render an early partial decision in accordance with Subpart F on issues

of site suitability within the purview of the applicable provisions of

Parts 50, 51, and 100 of this chapter. In such cases) the applicant

for the construction permit may submit the information required of

applicants by the provisions of this chapter in three or (in the case

of nuclear power reactors) four parts. 9noe part shall inc~lude or be
J - V R G

accompanied by any information required by )§ 50.34(a)(I) and 50.30(f)

of this chapter whi'l' relates to t h• is•.ip(s' of site suitability for

which an early review, hearing and partial decision are sought, and

shall include the information required by §§ 50.33(a)-Ce) and 50).3-7 of

this chapte~r. The information submitted shall also include postulated

facility dtesign and operation param~t•R that are sufficient to enable

the Commission to perform the requested site suitability evaluatio s unde

the applicable provisions of Parts 50, 51, and 100. The second part shall

Inclu'de or be accompanied by the construction permit application fee re-

quired abd17.2of thi chapter an te -emin-g__ ora

tion require by~5.0fand 50.34(a)(l) o scatr

This part shall be filed whl ldcs~nthe first

part of the application is effective. The third part



shall include the remaining information reie

(in the case of a nuclear power reactor)-S5 4a of thisrc'•apter. Fiijng

of this information may precede by no more than six months or follow by

no more than six months the filing of the information in the second part.

In the case of an application for a construction permit for a nuclear

poe ratr, a fut at shall include any'information required by~\

§ 50.33a of this chapter and shall be filed in accordance with the time --

periods specified in § 5O,33a.

(2) An application submitted in accordance with this paragraph will

be initially treated as a tendered application in accordance with

paragraph (a) of this section. As such, the application will be subject

to an acceptance review for completeness prior to assignment of a docket

number.

(3) If the ~application is assigned a docket number, -the Director of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation or the Director of riuclear M4aterial Safety

and Safeguards, as appropriate; will send a copy to the Governor or

other appropriate official of the State in which the site is located,

and will cause to be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER a notice of receipt

of the application which states the purpose of the application and location

of the proposed site, and in the case of applications filed under section

103 of the Act, states that a person who wishes to have his views on the

anti trust a:spects of the application presented to the Attorney General for

•consideration shall submit such views in accordance with a subsequent

J
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notice that will be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER.. In the case of a

nuclear power reactor, such subsequent notice will be published following

submission of the information required by § 50.33a.

3. i•i7 the section_ heading and paragraph (a) are revissed to

read as follows:

§ 2.110 Filing and administrative actionon subrmittals for design

" reviewtor early site review.

(a) A submittal pusant to Appendix 0 or Q of Part 50 of this chapter

shall be subject t .,ra ndsmeextent as if it

were an application for a permit or license.

'4. A new .Subpart F is added to 10 CFR Part 2 to read as follows:

ubprtF 1 Addto'aProceduresApplicable to Ear~ly Partial Decisions

. "..OhSireSuitabilityIssues in Connection with an Application

S"*fOr'a Permit to'Construct CertainProduction and Utilization

§ 2.600 Scope of subpart. t ••

This subpart prescribes procedures applicable to licensing proceedings

w~hich involve an early sub:,iittal of site suitability information in
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accordance with ( 2.101(c), and a hearing and early partial decision on

issues of site suitability, in connection with an application for a

permit tco construct a production or utilization facility of the type

specified in (50.21{b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or a testing reactor,

which is subject to ) 51.5(a) of this chapter.

§ 2.601 Notice of hearing on application for an early site review

(a) Where an applicant for a construction permit for a production or

utilization facility subject to this subpart requests an early site

review and hearing and an early partial decision on issues of site

suitability pursuant to § 2.101(c), the provisions in the notice of

heari.., ng setting forth the matters of fact and law to be considered,

as required by .104, shall be modified so as to relate only.~to

the site suitability issues.

(b) After ,docketing of the second part of the application, as provided

In • 2.101(c)(1), a supplementary notice of hearing will be published

pursuant to § 2.104 with respect to the remaining unresolved issues in

the proceeding within the scope of § 2.104(b). Such supplementary notice

of hearing will provide that any person whose interest may be affected

by the proceeding and who desires to participate as a party in the

resolution of the remaining issues shall file a petition for leave to

intervene pursuant to § 2.714 within the time prescribed in the notice.
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Such supplementary notice will also provide appropriate opportunities

for participation by a representative of an interested state under

§ 2.715Cc) and for limited, appearances pursuant to § 2.715(a).

Cc) Any person who was permitted to intervene as a party pursuant to

the initial notice of hearing on site suitability issues and who was• not

dismissed or did not withdraw as a party may continue to participate as

a party to the proceeding with respect to the remaining unresolved issues,

provided that within the time prescribed for filing of petitions for

leave to intervenein the supplementary notice of hearing, he files a

notice of his intent to continue as a party, along with a supporting

affidavit identifying the specific aspect or aspects of the subject

matter of the proceeding as to which he wishes to continue to partici-)pate as a party, and setting forth with particularity the basis for

/ is contentions with regard to each such aspect or aspects. A party

who files a nontir~ely notice of intent to continue'as a party may be

dismissed from the proceeding, absent a determination that the party

has made a substantial showing of good cause for failure to file

on time, and with part-icular reference to the factors specified in

§§ 2,714(a)(1)-(4) and 2.714(d). The notice will be ruled upon by

the Commission or atomic safety and licensing board designated to

rule on petitions for leave to intervene.

(d) To the maximum extent practicable, the membership of the atomic

safety and licensing board designated to preside, in thle proceeding on
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the remaining unresolved issues pursuant to the supplemental notice of

hearing will be the same as the membership designated to preside in the

initial notice of hearing on site suitability issues.

§ 2.602 General Procedures

The provisions of Subparts A and G relating to applications for construc-

tion permits and proceedings thereon apply, respectively, to proceedings

in accordance with this subpart, except as specifically modified by the

provisions of this subpart.

S2..603 Additional considerations

The Co~m-ission may eecline to initiate an early hearing or render an early•

S partial decision cn issues of site suitability in cases whre no~artial ] ?

decsfo onthereatve merits under Part 51 of the proposed site and

alternative sites is requested, upon determination that there is

a reasonable likelihood that further Commission review would identify one

or more preferable alternative sites and the partial decision on one -.pr

* more limited site suitability issues would lead to an irreversible and irre-

trievable commitment of resources by the Applicant prior to the submittal of

the remainder of the information required by § 50.30(f) of this chapter that

would prejudice the later review and decision on such alternative sites.

§ 2.604 Partial decisions o•sitesuita~bilityisues

S(a) The provisions of 2•7• 2.5'27 2.7•61, 2.7•62, 2.'63 and

'e•.764( a•salapyt any proceeding cnutdand any initial decision
to condu-te

"-] _ • ~o •9-" •- • ''• ••L• •"
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rendered in accordance with this subpart. Paragraph 2.764(b) shall not

apply to arny partial initial decision rendered in accordance with this

subpart. The authority of the Cormmrission and/or Appeal Board to review

such a partial initial decision sua sponte or to raise sua ~an

issue that has not been raised by the parties, will be exercised within

the same time period as in the case of a full decision relating to

the issuance of a construction permit.

(b) A partial decision on one or more site suitability issues pursuant

to the applicable provisions of Parts 50. 51, and lO00of this chapter

issued in accordance with this subpart shall remain in effect for ap~id

of five years following completion of Commission or Atomic Safety and

Licensing Appeal Board review, as appropriate, of the partial initial

decision of the atomic safety and licensing board, after hearing, on the

site suitability issues, unless the Commission, Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board, or Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, upon its own initiative

or upon motion by a party to the proceeding, finds that there exists signifi-

/cant new infcrmatlorr that substantially affects the earlier conclusions or

other good cause, and reopens the hearing record on site suitability issues.

A partial decision on all site suitability issues shall serve as the decision

/on general site suitability issues required by § 50.10(e)(2)(ii), unless the

v record of the hearing on site suitability issues has been reopened for the

consideration ofl npw pvidcnce or other good cause, as provided above, in
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which case a new partial decision on the reopened site suitability issues
(or new partial decision on general site suitability under • 50.10(e)(2)(ii))

shall be rendered.

5. Paragrap~h 2.761 (a) of 10 CFR Part 2 is amended by substituting the

words "production or utilization facility of the type specified in

§§ 50.21(b)(2) or (3) or 50.22 of this chapter or for a testing reactor,

which is subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter," for the words "nuclear

power reactor subject to § 51.5(a) of this chapter,".

6. Paragrap•h 1(c) of ispeamendedito read as follows:

(c) In a proceeding relating to the issuance of a construction permit

for a production or utilization facility for industrial or commercial pur-

poses or fo'" a testi• facility, which is subject to the environmental

impact statement requirements of section 102(2)(C) of the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1959 and Part 51 of this chapter, separate

hearings and decisions on National Environ.mental Policy Act and site suita-

bility issues and other specified issues may be held as provided by Subpart F

and • 2.761a.

The Commnission or the atomic safety and licensing board may consider on their

own initiative, or a party may request the Commission or the board

to consider,c'ther particular issues or issues separately from, and

prior to, the other issues relating to the effect of the construction

J
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and/or operation of. the facility upon the public health and safety,

the common defense and security, and the environment or in regard to

antitrust considerations. If the Commission or the board determines

that a separate hearing should.be held, the notice of hearing or other

appropriate notice will state the time and place of the .separate hearing

on such issue or issues. The board designated to conduct the hearing will

issue an initial decision, if deemed appropriate, which w~ill be disposi-

"tive of the isst~e(s) considered at the hear.;ing, in the absence of an

appeal or Commission or Appeal Board review pursuant to 2.760 and

2.762, before the hearing on, and consideration of, the remaining issues

in the proceeding.

• 7. Paragraph (e) of • 50.10 of 10 CFR Part 50 is amended by adding the

wdd or the, Director oi Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, as

appropriate," after the w~ords "Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation"

herever they appear; by substituting the words "production or utilization

m~facility of the type specified in • 50.21(b) (2) or (3) or 50.22 or for

a testing reactor, which is subject to { 51.5(a) of this chapter," for

the words "nuclear power reactor subject to the provisions of • 51.5(a)

J•..of this chapter" "wherever they appear; by substituting the words. "do not f
Aprevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents that could

•..,,•r''s ude risk to the helhand •afpty_ oth, public" for the words

• -renot subject to the provisions of Appendix B" in subparagraph (1); by/

.substituting the word "facility" for the words "nUclear power reactor" iz
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subparagraph (2); and by substituting the words "prevent or mitigate the

consequences of postulated accidents that could cause undue risk to the

health and safety of the public" for the words "are subject to the provi-

sions of Appendix 8" in subparagraph (3)(i).

8. In • 50.33a of 10 CFR Part 50, the phrase "Any person" in paragjraph

(b) is changed to the phrase "Except as provided in paragraph Cd), any

person" and a new paragraph Cd) is added to read as follows:

S50.33a information recuired for antitrust review.

(d) Any person who applies for a class 103 construction permit for a

nuclear power reactor pursuant to the provisions of • 2.101(c) of this

chapter shall subm~it :he document titled "Information Requested by the

Attorney General fcr Antitrust Review" at least nine (9) months but not

more than thirty-six •nths prior to the'filing of the second part of

the application specified in • 2.101(c) of this chapter.

•pendix Q - Pre-applicatiorfZIarly SiteReiw 1
This appendix sets out procedures for the filing, staff review, and '.

referral to the Advisory Coriittee on Reactor Safeguards of requests for

early review of one or more site suitability issues relating to the conq

struction and operation of certain production or utilization facilities•

I _-

1~
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separately from and prior to the submittal of applications for construction

permits for the facilities. The production or utilization facilities are

those of the type specified in § 50.21 (b)(2) or (3) or § 50.22 or testing

facilities which are subject to 10 CFR § 51.5(a) of this chapter. This

Appendix does not apply to proceedings conducted pursuant to subpart F of

S Part 2 of this chapter. "~e

rsn.ysbi information regarding o ne or moreprosd /

fac y sites to the Connission's Staff for its review separately from

dprior to an application for a construction permit for a facility.

Such a submittal shall consist of the portion of the information r~ quired j

of applicants for construction permits by §§ 50.33(a)-(c) and Ce), and,

insofar as it relazes to the issue_(s) of site suitability for which early

review is sought, by =§ 50.34(a)(f) and 50.30(f).

2. The submittal for~ review of one or more proposed sites shall be

made in the sa ~/rn~~rnner and j~n .the same number of copies as provided

in • 53O)P()i ad()3) for license applications. The sub-

-- /••rzi"nittal for e.arly review of each proposed site shall also include pos-

~~ua dfcilt dSig ndoperation parameters that are sufficient to

enale he taf topefor the requested site suitability evaluations.

3. Once the staff has initiated a technical review of a submittal under

this appendix, it shall publish in the FEDERAL REGISTER a notice which

briefly describes the location of the site and the issue(s) with respect
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to which review has been initiated, and it will send a copy of the sub-

mTittal to the Governor or other appropriate official of t~h~e-St~ate in

which the site is located. The person requesting review shall serve a

copy of the submittal on the Chief executive of the municipality in which

the site is located or, if the site is not located in a municipality., on

the chief executive of the county. The portion of the submittal containing

informatiorn required of applicants for construction permits by §§ 50.33

(a)-(c) and (e) and 50.34(a)(l) will be referred to the Advi.rnry C-ommnittee

on Reactor Safeguards C(.CRS) for a review and report. There will be no

reerral to the ACRS unless early review of site suitability issues under

4. po c,•leio •f rev__ w f a submittal under tsaP edx

hesta'ff s~iall p.:sii . tne FEDERAL REGISTER adermntoast

whether or not the pro7osed site or sites, or one or more aspects thereof,

are acceptable, subject to such conditions as may be. _appropriate, and
- -- U
ake avaial in the Public Document Room an analysis of the site suita-

bility issues in the form of a reoport. An approval by the staff and ACRS

of sieor one or ,rore aspects thereof, shall be utilized by and relied

n /by the staff and the ACRS .in. their review of any individual facil.ity

lies plcto hc noprts/yrfrneast prvdi hl

•/ or in part by the staff in accordance with this paragraph for a period of

five years a-'ter approval unless there exists significant new information

which substantially affects the earlier conclusions or other good cause.

I.



5, The determination arnd report by the staff shall not constitute a

commiitmnent to issue a permit or license, to permit on-site work under

S50.10(e), or in any wlay affect the authority of the Commission, Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, atomic safety and licensing boards,

and other presiding officers in any proceeding under Subpart F and/or

G of Part 2 of this Chapter.

6. The staff m.ay decline to initiate technical review of a submittal

under this appendix where it appears that, in cases where no review

of the relative merits under Part 51 of the submitted site and alterna-

trive sites is requested, there is a. reasonable likelihood that further

Staff review would identify one or more preferable alternative sites and

the Staff review en one or more limited site suitability issues would lead

tanirreversible ndirtivbecmtetofre sources yteApi

cant prior to the submittal of the analysis of alternative sites in _the

EnvironmentalReport that would prejudice the later review and decision on

alternative sites under subpart F and/or G of Part 2 and Part 51 of this

Chapter.
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(Sec. 161, Pub. L. 83-703, 68 Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2201); Sec. 2.01,

Pub. L. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1242, (42 U.S.C. 5841); Sec. 102, Pub. L.

91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332)).

Dated at Dae tthis ________day of

1975.

FOR THE NIUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIMISSION

Secretary of the Corrmission



I-Dact/Value 2ssessment for the Pronulhationof an NiRC ?z:oty for Early Site Reviews
for PianneZ •iuclear Facilities

INTRCDUCTION

As a result of discussions involvir. the NIRC staff and interested

industry representatives, the need was identified for establishing

a more detailed policy and procedures for the review and approval of sites

proposed for eventual construction and operation of nuclear power

stations irn advance of actual use of the sites in applications for

licenses. The proposed policy permits the early submittal of part of

the CP application containing site suitability information and the

advance partial a~!judicatory decisions, after hearing, on site

suitability issues (t-ie first approach), as well as the submittal of

early site review applications for staff and ACRS review short of an

adjudicatory' decisicn (the second approach). Under either approach, a

wide spectrum of site issues may be addressed, ranging from a single

issue (upon •hic• a go/no-go decision may hinge) to the complete set

of site issues (safety and environmental). The intent of the review is

to determine a position for the scope of the site issues involved that

can be relied upon witheut re-review when the site is subsequently used

in an application for licenses. This should result in the estab'lishnenit

of site pararreters 'that can be assumed later as a basis for the plant( design, thereby eliminating the delay and redesign work that canl be L

encountered if these site parameters are established during the CP

Sreview as has been generally done in the past.

I.
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The proposed policy is in:ecff z: :cSenent the program for the

stea'cirdization of nuclear power pia-;s inizi~ted by the thir•AEC more

thar. two years ago. That program, whizsh is continuing and gatherinc•

increased momentum under the NRC, involves the early review of nuclear

plant designs and major portions thereof (i.e., designs for nuclear steam

supply systems, and for balance-of-plant) for referencing by uti litites

in their applications for licenses. The CP review process for these

utility applications, while reduced sianificaintly in scope by the use

ofprea.appr~oyed standard designs, is still controlled in duration by the

U// review that must be perforned for the site. The proposed policy for

conducting early size re'i W i•ntended to eliminate this pacing area

of review by providing the opportunity for utilities to reference pre-

•a appnfrovedo site as ela plant designs in CP applications. Therefore, design

infrainfr i jrportions of a nuclear power plant - NSS, BOP and site-

can be submitted by applicants and be preapproved by the Staff. In such

cases, the only remaining areas of Staff review at the time of the

docketing of a CP application are those associated with utility-specific

v.matter__s anId site-specific areas_(ie., the desig__n of item___ss suc__hh as

b•Ie difficult to define in an ESRapplication indep~nraent nfa ~lant

!wdesign), and a verification that the plant design selected is compatible

with the (design parameters associated with thze site. W~ith thisc-orn- "

bination of preapproved major portions of a plant design, the NRC

Staff expects t• achieve a significant reduction (i.e., as much as a year



for a wvell prepared application •n a3 -:=estedpreedn ith

schedule time for issuance of a CP a-' • LO It should be noted that

appropriate changes have already been incorperated in 10 CFR Part 50.Z•

"In-cr~ation required for antitrust review" to require the submittal Zf

antitrust information at least nine months but no more than thirty-six I

months in advance of a CP application. The antitrust review need not be

pacing, therefore, for the type of CP application discussed herein.

COMPARISON WITH PRES ENT SYSTEM

Heretofore, the staff has performed reviews of certain site issues,

usually in an informal manner, as requested by prospective CP applicants.

Relative to the present system for conducting such advanced site

reviews, the proposed policy, in conjunction'with appropriate changes,

to the Regulations, assures a formalized method for processing such

reviews and may be extended at the discretion of CP applicants to include

hearings and adjudicatory decisions. For comparison purposes, the proposed

system for handling such early site reviews differs from the present

system in the followving specific ways:

a. The staff will perform early site reviews, both complete and

limited, on a formal basis*. This means that the applicant

must provide complete information for the intended scope of

the application. The staff will review this information for

~~~cetblt and issue a formal re s@ rsetn t

Q ~conclusions. For an application involving site safety matters,

6' the application will be reviewed by the ACRS with attendant

ACRS learreport issued. For an application involving

IV,~~~Applicants may still request preliminary, informal staff reviews of
• • •e ~~consi dera ~on•s at theirdsei., - -
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envic9 tlt, a -cv---: ÷--.:crt will also be issued.

This will result in the issuarc=_ of a Staff Site Position

(SSP). This early site review can be performed for site

environmental and safety considerations ranging from a single

issue up to and including the complete site review, at the dis-

cr•etion of the applicant. Uinder the present system, most early

site reviews were of an informal nature with rio firm conclusion

drawn by the staff. Very few were carried through the SER

issuance arnd ACRS review stages. As a result, the issue (or

issues) required re-review in the context of the CP application,

with some loss of efficiency in the licensing process.

b. Ac'ditional •jidance will be made available (Regulatory Guide

4.Z), for use in preparing early site review applications that

will permtit the clear separation of site review matters from

nuclear plant design matters. This guidance was not available,

nor wqas it necessary, under the present system since all such

site reviews conducted to date involved only one or two

considerations; none involved all site considerations.

Regulatory Guide 4.Z will basically be a composite of the format

and information requirements given in Regulatory Guide 4.2

"Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power

Stations" (Revision 1, dated January 1975.) and the site

related information normally presented in a PSAR for a CP

application (generally chater 2 "Site Characteristics"..•_a

yPAa)..•- In addition, the information needs identified in
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Imanner to eliminate the need fzr plan- design information.(This is accomplished by establisn•ing site parameter values
• ( based on site characteristics as interfaces that n;ust be

met by the plant design eventually to be located at the

site.

c. The processing of an ESR application received from a

CP applicant can be carried through a public hearing and

the issuance of an NRC final decision. This will permit

a final conclusion to be drawn regarding the site considera-

" tior~submitted for review, with no need to _ re-review

these matters even in a public hearing. This has not been

done under the present system.

COORDINATION WITH STATES A•D OTHER AGENCIES

Several Federal agencies other than the Commission, as well as

numerous State and local agencies, are involved in deciding questions

of environmental imp~act and nuclear facility siting. In recent years

there has been increasing emphasis at State governmental levels on

early and thorough consideration of environmental impact, land use,

and similar questions associated with energy facility siting, including

nuclear facility siting. Several States have enacted comprehensive

new energy facility siting legislation.

It would be highly desirable if the numerous Federal, State and local

reviews and applrovals of proposed facility sites could be coordinated

into some 'Form of "one stop" review. In one particularly important
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subject ar~ea - water pollution contr<" - ;.~e Comfission has initiated

substantial efforts along these lines. The second Memorandum of

Unc~rstanding between the Commission and the Environmnental Protection

Agency, published in the Federal Register on December 31, 1975 (40 FR

60115), provides for early Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

evaluations of levels of liquid effluent discharges and impacts on

water quality and biota and early issuance of FWPCA Section 402

discharge permits by the EPA in advance of the issuance of an early

site approval (partial adjudicatory decision on site acceptability)

by the Comm~ission. In addition, a single environmental impact statement

would be prepared, with the Commission as the lead agency, that would

satisfy the NEPA requirements aoplicablP tn hnth agencies. A section

"401 State wvater quality certification wvould be sought prior to the

issuance of the discharge permit by. the Agency.

The Staff will work with other affected Federal agencies to develop similar

coordination mechanisms. The large number of State and local agencies that

may be involved in nuclear facility siting and environmental impact evalu-

ations makes it difficult for the Staff to develop detailed working pro-

cedures with all the agencies. However, plans for the maximum feasible

coordination are being developed. In the interim as early site review

requests are filed, the Staff will contact the affected State and local

agencies and seek to develop coordination procedures on a case-by-case basis.
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I•:USTRY VIEWS

As a vital part of our efforts to develop an ESR policy,

dis:z.ssions were held with several States and utilities and the

Atomic Industrial .Forum's Committee on Reactor Licensin; and

Safety (CRLS) to determine in a more direct manner the industry's

interest in the promulgation of such a policy. All industry

representatives were unanimous in their views that a more formalized

procedure for the cormplete review of sites, or o•nly selected site

considerations, sho'jid be made available.

The CRLS group, representing a broad consensus of the nuclear

industry (utilities, reactor vendors, and architect-engineers), was

particularly helpful with its suggestions. In a meeting held in our

Bethesda offices on Pebruary 21, *1975, the AIF group made the followting

significant points:

a. A period___of validity nf •- lpast five yars (ten years is

L• desirable) for the staff site approval is essential to the

usefulness of the early site review concept.

b. The ESR concept should include provisions for considering •• •

L• ~limited site aspects that can assist a utility in making \

arn early assessment of a site's potential usefulness.

c. The results of the early site review must e hel at

during,_ the .period of validity unless significant safety

aspects are discovered that warrant re-examination.

In formulating the proposed ESR policy, the staff has found the

industry suggestions to be generally acceptable and consistent with its needs

to assure protection for the Duhlir- hp•Ifh an • , a •._ • - -



ANT.CIPATED ACTIVITY,

Several ESR applications, four •'- Vinited sco e and two with co-Dlht•

score, have already been submitted for staff and ACRS re.view. Those a:li-

cations are shown in Table 1. In addition, more than dozen other

utilities have indicated plans for submitting ESR appi cations in CY 1976

and beyond. Adequate manpower is available to process he ESR applications

already submitted and those anticipated in FY 76 & 77.

VALUE/IMPA.CT FACTORS FOR ALTERNATIVES 1IAND 2\

)~~ co-••, t mes obvious that the quantification of these factors is* an

lappropria approach, but rather. that the merits of tes ternatives

shoul quniible judge ar quaittief bai nl.T esoeort ,

quatifabl cot o bnefi ffer "es associated with these alterna-

is to gprov ide eater -- impetUSroes, Visibility,_. a ~yand more defined structur4tie.Teo h rag oteRgltosr;,

to thel y site rev-.ew prcsand these are bas qualitative/

f ors that are not sub-ject to quantification. r
~- W ~ eneitsto be derived from theprmgaino n

for early site reviews (Alternative 1) now rather than await the dis-

position of the proposed legislation (Alternative 2) are:

1. Provides a structured approach for prospective CP applicants and

other entities to obtain Staff and ACRS conclusions on site issues
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U

t~hat may be relied upon wi•.•.:, r=.:ine re-review in a subseqjent
CP application using that sz.Th• ESR policy, combined wvith tho

several approaches already made available for applicants to •:•:in

{completes the major missing link by permitting design information

for all three portions of a nuclear plant design - NSSS, BOP, and

4_te to be reviewed and approved in adwrnr of need, ther~eby•

~A permitting a substnilrfrnnn e hel ieeee /---oF.

grant authorization to construct.

2. Permits prospective CP applicants to carry the site review hrog

.- the public hearing process to obtain a final NRC decision that may£

be relied upon in a subsequent CP application using that site without

routine re-acjudication at the public hearing stage.

3. Provides an opportunity for those utilities that have deferred/

plants in recent months, and have site information in hand, to

proceed with at least the Staff review and approval of these pr osed

sites with minimal additional expense. These potential

applications are included in those anticipated "for submittal -'-

under this proposed policy in FY 76 and FY 77.

4. While awaiting passage of the proposed legislation, establis in

i and publicizing an NRC policy for early site reviews will

encourage ap•plications now, thereby accruing the benefits

of the concept of separating site and plant reviews and

1 approvals erirthan_•l nh,'s epsil.It will

0
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TABLE 1

ESR Application Activity

Site Applicant Status
/3o'

San Joaquin

Vidal

Sundesert

City of Las AngelesDept. of Water and Power

Southern Cal ifornia
Edison

San Diego Gas and
Electric

Wisconsin Electric
Power

Wisconsin Electric
Power

Tennessee Valley
Authority'

Hydrology, geology, andsei smol ogy

Geology and seismology

Demography, hydrology,
geology and seismology

All safety and environmental
considerations

All safety and environmental
considerations

Geology and seismology

Submitted 2-28-74
To be completed 8-76

Submitted 10-22-74
To be completed 3-76 ii

Haven

Wood

Submitted 4-17-75To be completed 2-76 /

Schedule • /•

Submi ed8-1-5_51_
Sched l o dv p

Submitted 12-10-75
Schedule not developed

Yel low Creek
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also promote dialogue hi, l- z-e:•stry and States regarding~

such site reviews to enhance :~e dev'elopment of procedures •

criteria for future applications.

/•5. Shou,11 ltateaining cormments froml Federal and State

/ agencies on environmental considerations. It is anticipated

•-- that passage of the proposed legislation would provide even

more assistance in this regard.

The following adierse impacts hive been identified:

1. There is a potential that some site considerations, evaluated

as part of the ESR, application, ma.•y need to be re-evaluated

in the context of the CP application in which the prior site

review is utilized due to changes in site data or changes in

evaluation criteria. Therefore, a duplication of effort may result.

The potential for such reevaluation is mitigated by the staff's

coimliitment to apply only siqnificant new evaluation criteria and

to consider only significant new site data subsequent to staff

approval, and also by the flexibility provided to prospective

ESR applicants to request NIRC review of site considerations

selected at their discretion.

As an example, "need for power" has been identified as a

site review consideration that may require updating at the

time pf site use in a CP application because of the significant
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variation that may crc- "- zs parameter with time. In an

f• ~ESR application, the staff expects the aplicant to pr~est an

6• electrical power demand projection over a period of tir - h~

would encompass the submittal date for the Plant design

information. The projection presented would indicate the tim~e

frame during which an additional nuclear power plant must be

made operational. At the time of submittal of the full CP

Sapi±taFton, the applicant must verify by means of an updated

~power den~and projection that indeed there is now a true need

for po.•er generation and that the processing of the CP
applicatlon should go forward.

Ozh~er examples of site review considerations that may

~'2Jrequire updating at the time of site use in a CP application/

'••. include alternative energy sources, benefit-cost analyst•,/

2.There is a possibility that the prospects for passaue_ _f._he NP("'

proposed legislation may be affected. The NRCt s proposed legis-

lation includes provision for the issuance of site permits, and

the proposed policy and procedure would o far toward advancing the

concept of early site reviews without the need for new legislation.

The proposed l____ egislation would go one step further by providing for

a site permit proceeding that is entirely separate from the



con structton permit prce:.Q Un L___ th egi slatio• ie e~
applications could be fie ypersons who do not intend tc a:Dly

for construction permits. It is -ii;e hat the~fects :

~prospects for passage of NRC's legislation would be small.

3. iinl j fZ~fftwilb ecsayt process ESR appli-

•,/cations. Adequate staff manpower estimated to carryout this

program has been included in the FY 76 budget and FY 77 budget

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that the benefits which

maaccrue from the promulgation of an NRC policy for early site reviews

lgislation (Alternative 2) substantially outweigh the adverse impacts that

may occu'. It is our assessment that the proposed policy will make available

a ignificant improvement In the licensing process for nuclear power plants

to interested applicants. As such, it could provide benefits to all affected

groups - design organizations, utilitieS, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

and the public.

It s.hould be noted that similar considerations apply to early

site rev0iews for other large production and utilization facilities such

as cormnercial fuel reprocessing plants, commercial isotopic enrichment

plants, and large testing reactors.
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VALU-/II-IPACT FACTORS FOR ALTERNATIEE-- - :

Alternative 3

• elay issuance of the proposed rules until a draft regulatory guic~e

on the content and format of early site submittals is prepared, and

invite coninents concurrently on the proposed regulations and guides.

Val ue/Impact Factors

Benefit

This would provide information regarding the proposed Staff inmple-

mentatlon of the Commission 's proposed policy and regulations that would

facilitate public cc.•mernts.

Adverse Impacts j

(l) This would dea ulcto of the proposed regulationsby

~trnn ls. The publication of the regulatory guide

is presently scheduled to follow promulgation of final regu-

lations and policies by the Commission.

.• (2) The regulatory guide is identified and generally described in

Sthe attached St ff Report (NUREG. Thus, the thrust and general

nature of the proposed guide will be subject to public comment

along with the proposed regulations and policy.

Alternative .4

Adopt aetf eopeing the rpvi~w• of site suitability issrlpcq fnr-

consideration ofj new information that is different than the test for reopening
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standardiz~ed plant design reviewss se: :-rth in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices
M I•O The test for reopening stanzer~ized plant design reviews set

fortb in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices M and 0 (end proposed under Alterr-ezive

•• 1) is w•ether there exists significant new information that substantially

. affects the earlier conclusions or other good cause. The test that has been
C-

adopted by the Appeal Board for reopening a hearing record for consideration

of new information once an initial decision is rendered by an ASLB and the

matter is pending for review could be adopted. This test is whether there

is new evidence of major significance to a proper resolution of the issues.
huie it is not entirely clear, the language in Appendices M and 0 mybe•

•' •.•ntrued as more stringent than the test adopted by the Appeal Board.
4~'Amay

> • "Val ue/ Impact Factors

Benefits

Would provide a test for reopening the record for consideration of new

information that would be the same for partial decisions on site suit-,.

Aeelpcability issues as for partial ••decisions on other issues.•

(1) Would bicnstnwth the test frreopening standardized

plant reviews under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendices M and 0.

(2) Could result in more frequent re-reviews of site suitability

matters.
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P,:_tairi the present LWvA regulation-s ,':ich only apply to nuclear pcw•r-

re ac-:.rs.

Benefits

(1) 1*ould not require any commitments of time and resources for the

conduct of special LWA reviews.

2)Would elin~iate t ris that would be associated

>9 with issuance of LWA's for large facilities other than power

reactors. However, if the LWA reviews for these other large

facilities are carefully conducted, these litigative risks

would likely be small.

A dyerse Impacts

WIould eliminate the possibility that the same time savings that have

been realized in the case of nuclear power reactor reviews could also

be realized in the case of other large facilities, such as commnercial

isotope enrichment plants and reprocessing plants.

Concl us ion

•/ is the basis of the above, it is concluded that on balance Alternative 1

ispreferable to Alternatives 3 - 5.



NRC PROPOSES POLICY FOR EARLY REVIEW OF SITES
-PLANNED FOR LARGE NUCLEAR FACILITIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commnission is seeking public comment on a

proposed policy and amendments to its Regulations to provide for early

review of the suitability of potential sites for nuclear facilities. These

measures provide for the processing of applications involving complete site

information in both safety and environmental areas as well as applications

seeking review of only certain specific areas--such as seismology--which

could be •ndetermining the suitability of a potential nuclear

facility site.

Early review an• cecisions on site suitability would provide early

identification and resolution of site-related problems before substantial

commitments of resources are made in the choice of a plant design and in

going foriwa:d with th'e re,.-ainder of the application.

Also, early consideration would substantially remove the resolution

of critical siting issu~es as a delaying factor in the licensing review

prior to construction authorization. The early site si~itability hearing

also could enhance public participation by focusing it on crucial issues

at an early stage in the review process.

The prcposed procedures would provide two separate approaches to the

early consicderation of site suitability issues. Under the first approach

a partial adjudicatory decision, after an appropriate hearing, would be

issued on site suitability matters. Under the second approach, site

suitability issues would be reviewed by the Commission's staff and the

Advisory Comrnitte9 on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), with both the staff and
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the ACRS issuing reports. No hearing would be held and no adjudicatory

decision would be rendered under the second approach and the staff and

ACRS findings would not be binding on the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board, Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, or Commission itself.

Routine re-review of site suitability issues would be required

only when construction authorization is sought more than five years

after issuance of the partial final decision (under the first approach)

or staff ,r- ACRS determiination (under the second approach) on site

suitability matters.

At the same tire, the Commission is propusing rule changes which

would extend the ccn~cept of Limited Work Authorizations (LWAs)--a

concept which pernits limited construction work at the site of a

nuclear power statien after a detailed review, public hearing, and

favorable findings on environmental impact and site suitability

issues--to other facilities such as fuel reprocessinq plants, uranium

enrichment facilities and test reactors.

In the past, the NJRC staff has conducted, on request, site

reviews "Ror planned nuclear facilities, but these reviews generally

were conducted on an informal basis and limited to one or two key

issues. A more detailed environmental and site suitability review,

duplicating to a large degree the previous inform~al review, was

required at the time of submittal of an application to build the

facility.
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Under the early site review proposals bein!1 announced today,

the applicant could submit site information on one or more site

suitability issues. In the safety area, this would be reviewed

by the NIRC staff and the independent ACRS. In the environmental

area, it. would be reviewed by the staff and participating agencies

which comment on draft environmental impact statements.

Under the first approach to early site reviews, a partial

adjudicatory decisicn would be rendered by an Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board. This would be followed by an NIRC final decision

for the specific areas reviewed. The resulting site clearance would

be effective for five years unless there were significant new infor-

mation that substantially affected the earlier conclusions, or

other good cause.

For those appPications successfully carried through this

review process under the second approach, the NRC staff would

issue a Staff Site Position (SSP). The SSP would specify the

acceptability or unacceptability to the staff of the site for

eventual location of a nuclear facility and the parameters for

the design of the plant. The SSP would state any conditions

imposed by the staff on the site's suitability. The SSP would

be good 'For five years in the absence of significant new

information or other good cause.
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COplies of the proposed rules and an accompanying staff
report which describes the mechanics of the proposed reviews in the

case of nuclear power reactors in some detail may be obtained by

writing to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, W!ashington, D.C. 20555. Comments

on the proposed implementing regulations or staff report should

be addressed to the Secretary of the Commission, Attention: Docketing

and Service Section, at the same address. Commnents should be received

no later than __days following publication of the proposed regulations

in the Federal Register on___________
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ABSTRACT

This document presents the NRC Staff's policy and procedure for

Staff review and approval of early site review applications that are

independent of specific nuclear power station designs. It encompasses

the processing of applications involving complete site information for

both environmental and safety areas as well as those involving only

certain key areas upon which a go/no-go decision may hinge.

I
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

ACRS

ASLB

* CP

DS ES

ESR

FSES

NEPA

NRC

* Nuclear Power Station

Si te-SER

SSP"

Standard Design

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Construction Permit

Draft Site Environmental .Statement

Early Site Reyiew

Final Site Environmental Statement

National Environmental Policy Act

Nuclear Regulatory Commnission

One or more nuclear power plants

Site-Safety Evaluation Report

Staff Site Position

Design of a nuclear power plant 2 or
major portion thereof, submitted
under the Reference System option
of the standardization policy
(10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 0)
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a major part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's continuing

efforts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the licensing

process, a policy and procedure has been developed for the early

review of sites planned for the location of nuclear power stations,

independent of the specific design and construction features of the

statfon itself. Such early site reviews, for new nuclear sites as

well as tinose on which a nuclear power station is already located,

can provide advanced assurance of site acceptability by the NRC

staff for all site considerations or for certain key areas. This

staff report presents a policy and procedure for early site reviews

for use b, applicants - utilities, States, governmental agencies, or

other entities - who wish to pursue this initial step leading to the

licensing of a nuclear power station.

To accommodate the variety of applicant needs and siting concerns

that may exist, the early site review policy permits the selection of

a scope o1f review, at the discretion of the applicant, that extends from

a single site consideration up to and including all site considerations

normally addressed in a full CP application. The potential applications

are described as follows:

Early Ste Review ESR): This application involves the

submittal of complete site information, both in the safety

area wl~th the review process carried through the NRC staff

and ACRS, and in the environmental area with the review
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process carried through the NRC staff and other participating

NEPA-commenting agencies. The results of this review may be

.j3-~~§carried further to obtain a partial adjudicatory decision on
~AJ~ -__

rsite suitability.

Limited Early Site Reviews (LESR): This application

involves the submittal of limited site information related

to specific site issues in either or both the safety

and envircnz'ental areas with the review process again carried

through the NiRC staff and ACRS for the safety areas, and the

r•RC staff and participating NEPA-commenting agencies for

enlvironlmerntal areas. Th• ri~;ilt• of this review may be carried

further to obtain a partial adjudicatory decision on the site

The Early Site Review approach offers advanced assurance of the

acceptability by th~e staff of limiting values for site parameters and

of environmental analyses performed under NEPA at an early stage in

the design of the nuclear power station. With the exception of

possible sicinificant new information or other good cause, all site-relatec

considerations may be completely resolved to the satisfaction of

the NRC staff, ACRS and participating NEPA-commenting agencies in

advance of the submittal of specific nuclear plant design information.

The Limited Early Site Review approach permits applicants to

obtain a staff, ACRS and possibly participating NEPA-commenting

agency evaluatjon and conclusion regarding one or more particular

site issues important to the siting, design and construction of a
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planned ruclear power station. Firm staff decisions on important

siting issues at an early date should assist applicants in stabilizing

nuclear power station design requirements. Limited Early Site

Reviews are available to replace the preliminary, informal type of.

site review performed in the past, at the applicant's discretion. ./

To co therocEasin i ts entirety,_b '

cP applicant may elect to carry the application through a public hearing
4

and an ASLB decision followed by a definitive NIRC decision. This may

be accomplished for either the complete or limited Early Site Review

applicaticn. The co~piete processing of an Early Site Review application

through the public hearing phase would be accomplished in the context of ),
a construction perTmit application__ / C/i
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S11. LSITEREVIEWS

Site reviews performed in accordance with this policy will be

generally similar to site reviews performed in connection with

construction permit applications. The major differenice is the

lack of a specific nuclear power station design. This necessi-

tates the identification and definition of Site/station interface

desjar~quirement__s against which the specific design of the

nuclear power station must be evaluated to demonstrate site!

station compatibility* at the CP application stage. These and

other aspects of an early site review are discussed in this

chapter.

are discussed in this chapter.

A. Review Process

Asshown in Figure 1, Early Site Review applications

will be subjected to the same acceptance review and

docketing procedures presently utilized for other types

of applicatt,,s submitted for staff review. The accepta-

tility of a tedrmed application will be based on a

comparison of the informational needs as described in

! Regulatory Guide 4.Z**.

*For examPle, 1see 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 0, paragraph 3.

**Jnfori~tional needs are given in Regulatory Guide 4.Z, "Preparation
of Early :Site Review Reports for Nuclear Power Stations".
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Figure 1

Extent of Review and Approval Process for Early Site Review Applications
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As for other applications for staff review, the receipt
of Early Site Review applications will be noticed in the

Federal Register. Documents comprising the application and

those generated during the review will be placed in the Public

Document Room. In addition, a Local Public Document Room

will be established in the vicinity of the site and contain

the same Information.

Following docketing of the application, the staff review

will be performed in accordance with present procedures. For

documented in a Site-R fet S•).The

review will be carried through the ACRS stage with an ACRS

\letter report issued and SSER Supplement prepared as appropriate.

• For the environmental area, the conclusions of the review will

ledocumented in a Draft Site Environmental Statement (DSES)

Y istri buted for Federal and State agency review, and a Final

Site Environmental Statement (FSES) incorporating the resulting

commnents.

B. Content of Early Site Review Reports

Early Site Review applications must present the necessary

site information in two self-sufficient and separate reports --

one for environmental information entitled "Early Site Review-

Environmental Report" and the other for safety-related

information entitled "Early Site Review - Site Safety Report".
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Guidance regarding the format and content of these reports

• s given in Regulatory Guide 4.Z. This guide includes all

the necessary categories of information regarding the

description of a site for a nuclear power station. It

describes the necessary environmental information similar

to that presented in an Environmental Report, and safety-

related site information similar to that presented in a

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. In addition, Regulatory

Guide 4.Z describes the need for interface information which

defines the site-related design limits for the nuclear power

station based on the values of the various parameters

meerological a 12i ths of data must be provided at

the time of tenderi••

C. Scheduling Considerations

In general,.Regulatory processing of Early Site Review

applications will be accomplished under a scheduling

arrangement similar to that used for applications for licenses,

•~ta lower priority will be asslg• As discussed

S in Section A of~this chapter and as shown in Figure 1, the

major processing steps are the same as for other applications.

Flowever, the review areas involved are restricted to those

concerned with siting considerations only.

/
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It is anticipated that 1 nthe majority of c ases the

submittal and completion of NRC processing of Early Site

Review applications will precede the submittal of a CP

application utilizing the site. Other equally acceptable

scheduling relationships between the Early Site Review

,applications and the CP application could involve both

6• reviews underw ay in parallel. The site review application lr
• would be concerned wit~h qualifying the site for a greater• ..

nube nf ntlt-l0e .n wower plants than is specified bY ~th• •,CP

( .appiato. However, the granting of a CP cannot precede

* the completion of that portion of the site review and approval /t•

process for the number of nuclear plants specified in the CP

application.

D. Made of Approval

For Ear'ly Site Review applications successfully carried

through the staff, ACRS, and Federal and State agency review

process, a Staff Site Position (SSP), issued by the NRC staff,

will be granted.* SSP documentation will consist of notification

to the applicant specifying the acceptability or unacceptability

to the staff of the site for eventual" location of a nuclear, power

station, and the acceptability or unacceptab'ility to the staff

•of the site parameters for the deosign of the nuclear power

station established during the review. It woulId reference the

*See Chapter /IV for a discussion of an alternate method of early site
approval involving a public hearing.

V
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V

original application including the Environmental and Site
Safety Reports and would state any conditions imposed on

the staff's acceptability of the site, including the need to[modify any aspects of acce'ptabi based on significant new

b information that sbtnilyaffects the earlier conclusions

or other good cause. At the time the site is used in a CP

application, the review process for the site would be continued

within the context of the CP review in a public hearing by an

ASIB, followed by an NRC decision, assuming the applicant has not

elected to resolve the site issues in a public hearing as part of

the earlY site review process.

E. Tenure of Apnroval

For Early Site Review applications, the Staff Site Position

(SSP) would have a tenure of five years unless there was

significant new information that substantially affected the earlier

conclusions or other good cause. During this period, defined as

the interval between issuance of the SSP and tendering of a CP

application that uses the site, the site could be used in CP
applications without staff and ACRS re-review under the conditions
specified in the SSP documentation discussed above and , ~ a

Supdating review to determine the significance of new data and

requfrments. If the site were not utilized in CP application~s

within the five year period, it would be subjected to a '

t mqualification reiw eformed by the NRC staff at the tlme

of its use. The "qualification review" involves a determin tion(t4t-
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ofthe applicability of any new NRC consdrtions and
~~requirements or new applicant data that may have arisen

since the issuance of the SSP. The site aspects affected

by the results of the "qualification review3' would be

Ireviewed again. Those areas that are unaffected would not

~be reviewed again. It is the applicant's responsibility to

~request the NRC staff~to perform a timely "qualification

r'eview" in accordance with his schedule needs.

In the event of the need to provide updating information

that may affect the basis upon which the original conclusions

were drawn, the applicant must submit supplemental information

to update the Environmental Report and the Site Safety Report.

If no updatl is reuired, h plcn must so certify,

including the bases (subject to staff review), at the time of

site utilization in a CP application.

Examples of site review considerations that may require

updating at the time of site use in a CP application include

need for Fpawer, source of power, cost-benefit analysis, and

population density. For purposes of accomplishing the

environmental review under NEPA and determining site

acceptability regarding safety considerations at an early

stage, it will be necessary to provide projections for some

of the site considerations. The validity of these projections

I,
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* • rest then be confirmed at 
the ttj'_ o tft use. Deu• nguo

.( the extent and direction of departure from these projections,



•. • •/permftan applicant to obtai NR tff n d, asaporitAR

__•/F• •sLiected Easite Rosi evaiews performed udeerie thi beipoticy will

decisigo/o-goregarding site acceptability, or o hc an

early decision is necessary with respect to site selection or

advance design efforts for a nuclear power station. The selected

site consideratfons may be In the safety and/or environmental areas,
a•cosieraioswarranting an early and sepayate)

review,__ including whetherT conducting such a review would tend to /•
foreclose later evaluatIfnn of alt~ernR$-' •ttes. '•

The NRC st, ff position associated with a Limited-ESR application

must necessarily be confined to the particular site considerations

* addressed, and for the environmental aiea, it cannot encompass full

NEPA review unless all NEPA considerations are addressed in .older

to perform tJhe requtrd cost-benefit; balancing determination.

A. Review Process

As shown in Figure 1, Llimited-ESR applications will be

subjected to the same docketing and review procedures as

Early Site Review applications. With regard to the

acceptability of a tendered Llmited-ESR application, the

r"

j



•taff will make a comparison of the informational needs as

described in Regulatory Guide 4.1 for the scope of the site

•" • considerations address e(, with the information provided in

the Limited Early Site Review report(s)*. As for Early Site

I~~view applications, the receipt of a Limted-ESR application

wil1 be noticed in the Federal Register and coaints from

interested persons will be invited. Documents comprising the

application and those generated during the review will be

placed in the Public Document Room. In addition, a Local

Public D~ocumnt Room will be established in the vicinity

of the $ite and contain the same information.

With.reard to the conclusions of the review, a Staff

! Report - Safety Considerations will be prepared for safety

areas of review, and a Staff Report - Environmental

", Consider~ations** will be prepared for environmental areas

of review. The latter will be distributed to aoproopriate

Federal and State agencies for review.

*Limited Early Site Review-Environmental Report for environmental
information, and/or Limited Early Site Review-Site Safety Report
for safety-related information.

**For Llmlted-ESR applications involving complete NEPA review,
.the staff will issue a DSES and an FSES.

II
I"
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B. Content of Limited Early Site Review Reports

•Similar to Early Site Review applications, Limited-ESR

applications must also include a Limited Early Site Review

repqort(s). As discussed in the previous section, the scope

of the subject matter addressed may necessitate two separate

: and self-sufficient reports -- one for environmental

~Information and the other for safety information. The

.: subject matter should be addressed completely in accordance

with the appropriate portions of Regulatory Guide 4.Z to

.4 permit a conclusion to be drawn in the form of a staff

.. report(s) as discussed in Part A of this section. 111th

.•. •.regard to the environmental area, site €onsiderations selected

'" 'for submittal in a Limited ESR application must be isolable

'."":: cns~ertios•• frwhich independent conclusionsra e drawn

'•;" ; I(,e.g., it- is not possible to draw a final conclusion on some

z•. .4ite considerations, on a separate basis, directly involved in

*:. the cost-benefit analysis under NEPA since that analysis also

* . depends on many other site considerat~ions).

" C. Schedulinci Considerations

.. The ttR pcessin~of Limited-ESR applications will be

accomplished under a scheduling arrangement determined by

the scope of the review requested and, therefore, decided on

a case-by-case basis. The major processing steps are the

'•i si th~ose for Early Site Review applications, as shown

In Figure 1.
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Relative to the CP application that uses the site, a

Llmited-ESR application, in order to qualify as such, must

be submitted more than six months prior to the submittal of

the CP application and will be docketed separately. Special

pr'ovisions* have previously been made for the submittal of

an Environmental Report as much as six months prior to the

PSAR for a CP application.

D. Mode of Approval

NRC staff approval of the particular aspects of a site

proposed for subsequent location of a nuclear power station

will consist of notification to the applicant summarizing the

conclusions of the staff, ACRS (as applicable), and

participating NEPA-conwinting agency (as applicable)

reviews including the specific areas of acceptability,

limits established for the design of the nuclear power

station, and any other necessary qualifications. The Staff

Repor-Safet Considerations and supplements (including the

ACS lettJ~ r i-or) and/or the Staff Report-Environmental

Cou•der-a-fons (including participating N•EPA-coninenting

agency commnents) become a portion of the approval

dociunentation. At the time the site is used in a CP

application, the review process for these site aspects

would be continued within the context of the CP review in

a publjlc hearing by an ASLB, followed by an NRC decision.

*I0 CFR part 2.101(a)
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E. Tenure of Approval

A Limited-SSP will have a tenure of approval of five years, the

same as an SSP for an Early Site Review application, unless there was

sig~ni ficant new information "which substantially affected the" earliler

conclusions or other good cause. As for an SSP, the conclusions

given in the Llmited-SSP could be utilized in CP applications

using the site without re-review by the staff for the five

year period. If the site were not utilized in a CP

application within the five year period, the prior

conclusion would be subjected to a "qualification

review" at. the time of its use in a manner identical to

that for Early Site Review approvals. It is the applicant's

responsibility to request the NRC staff to perform a

timely "qualification review" in accordance with schedule

needs.

In the event of the need to provide updating information

that may affect the basis upon which the original conclusions

were drawn,, the applicant must submit supplemental information

to update the Enivironmnental Report and/or Site Safety Report

for staff review. If no updating is required, the applicant

must so state, including the bases (subject to staff review),

at the time of site utilization in a CP application.
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IV. PUBLIC HEARING ASPECTS

As a further step towardstabllizlng site-related design

~requirements for the planned nuclear power station at an early .

Istage, an Early Site Review application, complete or limited, nay

.•the CP review process at the discretion of the applicant. The site

•'r would then be established as a pre-approved site. The process would

involve a public hearing conducted by an ASLB, an Initial Decision by

the ASIB, and a Final Decision by the NlRC. A site for a nuclear power

station that has progressed to this point can be utilized later in the

CP review without the need for additional review or public hearings

unless there developed significant new information which substantially

affected the earlier conclusions or other good cause.

As stated in Section I of this document, only those Early Site

Review applications submitted in the contextoa .applicationma

- be carried t:hrough the public hearing pha_ e. NRC's ' osed ""- -"_re- -'

,. legislation would allow consideration, of s e suitability issues "N

~ asie eritproceeding that is en eyseparate from the
construction permit proceedli~ site permit proceeding would

include public hearings when re ested by any person whose interest

may be affected. Further,ider the proposed legislation site permit

-4
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applications could be filed by persons who have no intention of filing

a construction permit application referencing the site. For example,

States could seek a permit as a part of energy facility planning
effort•~



April 6, 1976

CORRECTION NOTICE TO SECY-75-391B -EARLY SITE REVIEWS FOR PLANNEDNUCLEAR FACILITIES

.ATTACHED ARE'REPLACEMENT PAGES TO :IECY-75-391B DATED FEBRUARY 26, 1976,
WHICH ACCOMMODATE COMMISSIONER'S COMMENTS ON SECY-75-391B.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING S'$AFF RESOURCES PREPARED BY ONER IS
INCLUDED IN A NEW ATTACHMENT F TO zIECY-75-391B. SOME ADDITIONAL

•INFORMATION ON7 COORDINATION WITH STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES WAS
PREVIOUSLY SET FORTH IN A MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMISSIONERS FROM BEN
RUSCHE, DATED APRIL i, 1976.

SECRETARIAT
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Under the proposed amendments which fo".ow, a State could seek and obtain

a Commnission Staff and ACRS review and determination on the acceptability

of a proposed nuclear facility site (t~ie second approach). This could

prove to be useful for purposes of Sta~te review and planning efforts. Thus,

the availability of the second approach would not be restricted to electric

utilities or other persons who intend La apply for construction permits.

On the other hand, the Comunission belituves that any partial adjudicatory

decision on site suitability issues (the first approach) under its present

legislative authority should properly be made within the context of a con-

struction permit application review and hearingq. Accordingly, the avail-

ability of the first approach to early consideration of site suitability

matters will be restricted to those who plan to construct nuclear facilities.

The Conmmission is of the firm view that duplication in environmental

assessments should be avoided to the maximum extent feasible. In one

particularly important subject area - water pollution control - the Coin-

mission has initiated substantial efforts along these lines. The second

Memorandum of Understanding between the Conumission and the Environmental

Protection Agency, published in the Federal Register on December 31, 1975

(40 FR 60115), provides for early Environmental Protection Agency evalua-

tions of levels of liquid effluent discharges and impacts on water quality

and biota and early issuance of discharge permits under Section 402 of

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act by the Agency in advance of the
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5. The determination and report by th,. staff shall not constitute a
commitment to issue a permit or license, to permit on-site work under

§ 50.10(e), or in any way affect the authority of the Commnission, Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, Atomiic Safety and Licensing Boards,

and other presiding officers in any proceeding under Subpart F and/or

G of Part 2 of this Chapter.

6. The staff may decline to initiate technical review of a submittal

under this appendix where it appears that, .in cases where no review

of the relative merits under Part 51 of the submitted site and alterna-

tive sites is requested, there is a reasonable likelihood that further

Staff review would identify one or more preferable alternative sites

and the Staff review on one or more limited site suitability issues would

lead to an irreversible and irretrievable commiltment of resources by the

Applicant prior to the submittal of the analysis of alternative sites in

the Environmental Report that would prejudice the later review and de-

cision on alternative sites under subpart F and/or G of Part 2 and Part

51 of this Chapter.
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Regulatory Guide 4.Z for an ESR application will be cast in a

mannqr to eliminate the need for plant design informtion.

This is accomplished by establishing site parameter values

based on site characteristics as interfaces that must be

met by the plant design eventually to be located at the

site.

c. The processing of an ESR application received from a

CP applicant can be carried through a public hearing and

the issuance of an NRC final decision. This will permit

a final conclusion to be drawn regarding the site considera-

tion submitted for review, with no need to •routinely re-review

these matters even in a public hearing. This has not been

done under the present system.

COORDINATION WITH STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES

Several Federal agencies other than the Conmmission, as well as

numerous State and local agencies, are involved in deciding questions

of environmental impact and nuclear facility siting. In recent years

there has been increasing emphasis at State governmental levels on

early and thorough consideration of environmental impact, land use,

and similar questions associated with energy facility siting, including

nuclear facility siting. Several States have enacted comprehensive

new energy facility siting legislation.

It is the Commnission's firm belief that duplicative environmental

assessments should be avoided to the maximum feasible extent. In

one particularly important
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INDUSTRY VIEWS

As a vital part of oidr efforts to develop an ESR policy,

discussions were held with several utilities and the Atomic

Industrial Forum's Commnittee on Reactor Licensing and Safety

(CRLS)< to determine in a more direct manner the industry's interest

in the promulgation of such a policy. All industry representatives

were unanimous in their views that a more formalized procedure

for the complete review of sites, or only selected site consider-

ations, should be made available.

The CRLS group, representing a broad consensus of the nuclear

industry (utilities, reactor vendors, and architect-engineers), was

particularly helpful with its suggestions. In a meeting held in our

Bethesda offices on February 21, 1975, the AIF group made the following

significant points:

a. A period of validity of at least five years (ten years is

desirable) for the staff site approval is essential to the

usefulness of the early site review concept.

b. The ESR concept should include provisions for considering

limited site aspects that can assist a utility in making

an early assessment of a site's potential usefulness.

c. The results of the early site review must be held inviolate

during the period of validity unless significant safety

aspects are discovered that warrant re-examination.

In formulating the proposed ESR policy, the staff has found the industry

suggestions "to be generally acceptable and consistent with its needs to

assure protection for the public health and safety, and for the environment.



ATTACU•MENTJ C
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

NRC PROPOSES POLICY FOR EARLY REVIEW OF SITES
PLANNED FOR LARGE NUCLEAR FACILITIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commissio, is seeking public commnent on a

proposed policy and amendments to its Regulations to provide for early

review of the suitability of potential sites for nuclear facilities.

These measures provide for the processing of applications involving

complete site information in both safety and environmental areas as well

as applications seeking review of only certain specific areas -- such

as seismology -- which could be a key factor in determining the suitability

of a potential nuclear facility site. The proposed policy complements the

previously announced standardization policy that provides for early review

of nuclear power plant designs or major portions thereof.

Early review and decisions on site suitability would provide early

identification and resolution of site-related problems before substantial

conmmitments of resources are made in the choosing of a plant design and in

going forward with the remainder of the application.

Also, early consideration would substantially remove the resolution

of critical siting issues as a delaying factor in the licensing review

prior to construction authorization. Further, the early site suitability

hearing would enhance the effectiveness of public participation by allowing

crucial siting issues to be aired at an early stage in the review process.

The proposed procedures would provide two separate approaches to the

early consideration of site suitability issues. In both cases, an Environ-

mental Impact Statement (EIS) and a Site-Safety Evaluation Report (SSER)

would be prepared. Under the first approach, a partial adjudicatory decision,
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after an appropriate hearing, would be issued on site suitability matters.

Under the second approach, site suitability issues would be reviewed by

the Conmmission's staff and the indepe.ldent Advisory Coniiittee on Reactor

Safeguards (ACRS), with both the staf? and the ACRS issuing reports. No

hearing would be held and no adjudicatory decision would be rendered under

the second approach, and the staff and ACRS findings would not be binding

on the Atomic Safety and Licensing Beard, the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board, or the Coummission itself.

Under both approaches, a determination on site suitability issues

(by adjudicatory decision, staff, or ACRS) would not routinely be reviewed

again, provided construction authorization was sought within 5 years of

that determliation.

The Commiission is also proposing rule changes which would extend the

concept of Limited Work Authorizations (LWA's) -- by which limited site

preparation and construction work may take place at the site of a nuclear

power station after a detailed review, a public hearing, and favorable

findings on environmental impact and site suitability issues, but before

issuance of a construction permit -- to other facilities such as fuel

reprocessing plants, uranium enrichment facilities and test reactors.

In the past, the NRC staff has conducted, on request, site reviews

for planned nuclear facilities, but these reviews generally were conducted

on an informal basis and limited to One or two key issues. A more detailed

environmental a.nd site suitability review, duplicating to a large degree

the previous informal review, was required at the time of submittal of an

application to build the facility.
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Under the early site review propnsals announced today, the applicant

could submit site information on one .'r more site suitability issues.

In the safety area, this would be revwewed by the NRC staff and the ACRS.

In the envi~ronmental area, ft would be reviewed by the staff and by other

* agencies participating in and conmmenting on draft environmental impact

statements.

Under the first approach to early site reviews, a partial adjudicatory

decision would be rendered by an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. This

decision would be subject to review by the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board and, ultimately, by the Conumission. The resulting site

clearance would be effective for five years unless significant new information

developed that substantially affected the earlier conclusions, or for other

good cause.

For those applications successfully carried through this review process

under the second approach, the NRC staff would issue a Staff Site Position

(SSP). The SSP would specify the acceptability or unacceptability to the

staff of the .site for eventual location of a nuclear facility and any condi-

tions imposed by the staff on the site's suitability. It would also set

forth the parameters for the design of the plant. The SSP would remain

valid for five years in the absence of significant new information or other

good cause.

Copies of the proposed rules, and an accompanying staff report which

describes in some detail the mechanics of the proposed reviews in the case

of nuclear power reactors, may be obtained by writing to the Director, Office
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of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Regulatory Conuission, Washington,

D. C. 20555. Comments on the propos'• implementing regulations and/or

staff report. should be addressed to the Secretary of the Comumission,

Attention: Docketing and Service Section, at the same address. Conmments

should be received no later than __days following publication of the

proposed regulations in the Federal Register on __________
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STAFF RESOURCES FOR ESR APPLICATIONS

Based on information available to the •taff regarding the future plans

of utilities and States to submit ESR applications for staff review, the

staff has determined its capability in terms of manpower and dollars for

contractual services to process these applications. Estimates indicate

that the number of complete ESR applications to be submitted in FY 77 could

be as high as eleven (11) and more likely will be no greater than six (6).

By comparing the workload assumed for the initial FY 77 manpower and con-

tractual services with a more recent analysis, it is concluded that adequate

staff manpower will be available to handle the maximum number of applications

anticipated, primarily because of the reduced number of CP applications now

projected for FY 77.* This includes consideration of the flexibility inherent

in scheduling ESR's, and that some of the ESR's will be of the limited scope

variety. With regard to dollars for contractual services, the staff can

handle the lower number of ESR~s anticipated by also deferring technical

projects, but additional funds might be required if the maximum forecast

were to materialize. In view of the fact that 5 of the 11 ESR's in the maximum

forecast are identified as "not firm" and our flexibility in scheduling these

reviews, it is not anticipated at this time that any increase in contractual

services for FY 77 will be necessary.

The workload in FY 78 is unclear at this time because of uncertainties In

utility financing and load growth. However, our current information Indicates

* To a large extent, the manpower requirements for ESR applications are
compensated for' directly by the reduction in the number of ClP applications.
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that the FY-78 workload Is comparable to the 6 ESR level forecast for

FY 77. Should this prove to be correct, It is anticipated that adequate

staffing and sufficient time to arrangr, for contractual services will be

ava tilable.



April 6, 1976

CORRECTION NOTICE TO SECY-75-391B - EARLY SITE REVIEWS FOR PLANNED
NUCLEAR FACILITIES

ATTACHED ARE'•REPLACEMENT PAGES TO 8IECY-75-391B DATED FEBRUARY 2, 1976,
WHICH ACCOMMODATE COMMISSIONER'S COMMENTS ON SECY-75,391B. /
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING S'TAFF RESOURCES PREPARED BY ONRR IS
INCLUDED IN A NEW ATTACHMENT F TO SECY-75-391B. SOME ADDITIONAL'
INFORMATION ON COORDINATION WITH STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES WAS
PREVIOUSLY SET FORTH IN A MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMISSIONERS FROM BEN"
RUSCHE, DATED APRIL 1, 1976.

SECRETARIAT

a~j
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Under the proposed amendments which follow, a State could seek and obtain

a Commission Staff and ACRS review and determination on the acceptability

of a proposed nuclear facility site (the second approach). This could

prove to be useful for purposes of Stah.e review and planning efforts. Thus,

the availability of the second approach would not be restricted to electric

utilities or other persons who intend to apply for construction permits.

On the other hand, the Commission believes that any partial adjudicatory

decision on site suitability issues (the first approach) under its present

legislative authority should properly be made within the context of a con-

struction permit application review and hearing. Accordingly, the avail-

ability .of the first approach to early consideration of site suitability '.,

matters willI be restricted to those who plan to construct nucl ear facil ities.

The Commission is of the firm view that .duplication in environmental

assessments should be avoided, to .the maximum extent feasible. In one

particularly important subject• area - water pollution control - the Coin-

•mission has initiated substantial efforts along these• lines. The second

Memorandum of Uncderstanding between the Commission and the Environmental

Protection Agency, published in the Federal Register on December 31, 1975

(40 FR 60115), provides for early .Environmental Protection Agency eval ua-

tions of levels of liquid effluent discharges and impacts on water quality

and biota and early issuance of discharge permits under Section 402 of I

the Federal Water•Pollution Control .Act by the Agency in advance of the
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5. The determination and report by the staff shall not constitute a

commnitment to issue a permit or license, to Permit on-site work-under

§ 50.10(e), or in any way affect the authority of the Commnission, Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, Atomiic Safety and Licensing •Boards,

.and other presiding officers in any proceeding under Subpart F and/or

G of Part 2 of this Chapter.

6. The staff may decline to initiate technical review of a submittal

under this appendix where it appears that, in cases where no review

of the relative merits under Part 51 of the submitted site and alterna-

tive sites is requested, there is a reasonable likelihood that further

•Staff review would identify one or more preferable alternative sites

and. the Staff review on one or more limited site suitability issues would

lead• to an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources by the

.Applicant prior to the Submittal of the analysis of alternative sites in

the Environmental Report that would prejudice, the later review and de-

cision on alternative-sites under subpart F and/or G of Part 2 and Part.

51 of this Chapter.
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Regulatory Guide 4.Z for an ESR application will be cast in a

manner to eliminate the need for plant design information.

This is accomplished by establishing site parameter values

based on site characteristics as interfaces that must be

met by the plant design eventually to be located at the{

site.

c. The processing of an ESR application received from a

CP applicant can be carried through a public hearing and

the issuance of an NRC final decision. This will permit

a final conclusion to be drawn regarding the site considera-

tion submitted for review, with no need to •routinely re-review

these matters even in a public hearing. This has not been i

done under the present system.

COORDINATION WITH STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES

Several Federal agencies other than the Commission, as well as

numerous State and local agencies, are involved in deciding questions

of environmental impact and nuclear facility siting. In recent years

there has been increasing emphasis at State governmental levels on

early and thorough consideration of environmental impact, land use,

and similar questions associated with energy facility siting, including

nuclear facility siting. Several states have enacted comprehensive

new energy facility siting legislation."

It is the Commission's firm belief that duplicative environmental

assessments should be avoided to the maximum feasible extent. In

one particularly important
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INDUSTRY VIEWS

As a vital part of otur efforts to develop an ESR policy.,

discussions were held with several utilities and the Atomic

Industrial Forum's Conmmittee on Reactor Licensing and Safety

(CRLS) to determine in a more direct manner the industry's interest

in the promulgation of such a pol1cy. All industry representatives

were unanimous in their views that a more formalized procedure

for the complete review of sites, or only selected site consider-•

ations, should be made available.

The CRLS group, representing a broad consensus of the nuclear

industry (utilities, reactor vendors, and architect-engineers), was

particularly helpful with its suggestions. In a meeting held in our

Bethesda offices on February 21, 1975, the AIF group made the following

significant points:

a. A period of validity of at least five years (ten years is

desirable) for the staff site approval is essential to the

usefulness of the early site review concePt.

b. The ESR concept should include provisions for considering

limited site aspects that can assist a utility in making

an early assessment of a site's potential usefulness.

c. The results of the early site review must be held inviolate

during the period of validity unless significant safety

aspects are discovered that warrant re-examination.

In formulating the proposed ESR policy, the staff has found the industry

suggestions to be generally acceptable and consistent with its needs to

assure protection for the public health and safety, and for the environment.
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'• PUBLIC ANNoUNCEMENT

NRC PROPOSES POLICY FOR EARLY REVIEW OF SITES "
PLANNED FOR LARGE NUCLEAR FACILITIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Comimission, is. seeking public commnent on a

proposed policy and amendments to its Regulations to provide for early

•review of the suitability of potential sites for nuclear facilities.

These measures provide for the processing of applications involving

complete site information in both safety and environmental• areas as well:

as applications seeki~ng review of only certain specific areas -- such

as seismology -- which could be a key factor in determining the suitability

of a potential nuclear facility site. The .proposed policy complements the

previously announced standardizati~on policy that provides for early review

of nuclear power plant designs or major portions thereof.•

Early review and decisions on site suitability would provide early

identification and resolution of site-related problems before substantial

/commitments of resources are made in the choosing of a plant design and in

going forward with the remainder of the application.

Also., early consideration would substantially remove the resolution

of critical siting issues as a delaying factor in the licensing review

prior to construction authoriZation. Further, the early site suitability

hearing would enhance the effectiveness of public Participation by allowing

crucial siting issues to be aired atan early stage in the review process.

The proposed procedures would provide two separate approaches to the:

early consideration •of site suitability issues. In both cases, an Environ-

mental Impact Statement CEIS) and a Site-Safety Evaluation Report (SSER)

would be prepared. Under the first approach, a partial adjudicatory decision,
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after an appropriate hearing, would be issued on site suitabi~lity matters.

Under the second approach, site suitability issues would be reviewed by

* the Commiission's staff and the indepe~ident Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safeguards (ACRS), with bo~th the staff and the ACRS issuing reports• No

hearing would be held and no adjudicatory decision would be rendered under

* the second approach, and the staff and ACRS findings would not be binding•

on the Atomic Safety and Licensing Bdard, the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board, or the Commission itself.

Under both approaches, a determination on site suitability issues

(by adjudicatory decision,.staff, or ACRS) would not routinely be reviewed

again, provided construction authorization was sought within 5 years of

that determination.

The Commission is also proposing rule changes which• would extend the

concept of Limited Work Authorizations (LWA's) -- by which limited site

preparation and construction work may take place at the silte of a nuclear

power station after a detailed .review, a public hearing, and favorable-

findings on environmental impact and site suitability issues, but before

issuance of a construction permit -- to other facilities such as fuel

reprocessing plants, uranium enrichment facilities and test reactors.

In the past, the NRC staff has conducted, on request,.site reviews

for planned nuclear facilities, but these reviews generally were conducted

on an informal basis and limited to one or two key issues. A more detailed

environmental and site suitability. review, duplicating .to a large degree

the previous informal review, was required at the time of submittal of an

application to build the facility.
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Under the early site review proposals announced today, the applicant

could submit site information on one *'r more site suitability issues.

In the safety area, this would be revewed by the NRC staff and the ACRS.

In the environmental area, it would be reviewed by the staff and by other

agencies participating in and commenting on draft environmental impact

statements.

Under the first approach to early site reviews, a partial adjudicatory

decision would be rendered by an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.. This

decision would be subject to review by thie Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board and, ultimately, by the Commission. The resulting site

clearance would be effective for five years unless significant new information

developed that substantially affected the earlier conclusions, or for other

good cause.

For those applicationssuccessfully carried through this review process

under the second approach, the NRC staff would issue a Staff Site ,Position

(SSP). The SSP would specify the acceptability or unacceptability to the

staff of the site for eventual location of a nuclearfacility and any condi-

tions imposed by the staff on the site's suitability. It would also set

forth the parameters for the design of the plant. The SSP would remain

valid for five years in the absence of significant new information or other

good cause.

Copies of the proposed rules, and an accompanying staff report which

describes in some detail the mechanics of the proposed reviews in the case

of nuclear power reactors, may be obtained by writing to the Director, Office



of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, L

D. C. 20555.. Comments on the proposed implementing regu~lations and/or

staff report should be addressed to the Secretary of the Commission,

Attention: Docketing and Service Section, at the same address.. Comments

should be received no later than __days. following publication of the

proposed regulations in the Federal Register on ___________
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STAFF RESOURCES FOR ESR APPLICATIONS

Based on information available to the •taff regarding the future plans .

of utilities and States to submit ESR applications for staff review,• the

staff has determined its capability in terms of manpower and dollars for

contractual services to process these applications. Estimates indicate

that the number of complete ESR applications to be submitted in FY 77 could

be as high as. eleven (11) and more likely will be no greater than six (6).

By~comparing the workload assumed for the initial FY 77 manpower and con-

tractual services with a more recent analysis, it is concluded that adequate

staff manpower will be available to handle the maximum number of applications

.anticipated, primarily because •of the reduced number of CP applications now

projected for FY 77.* This includes consideration of the flexibility inherent.

in scheduling ESR's, and that some of the ESR's will be of the limited scope

variety. With regard to dollars for contractual services, the staff can

handle the lower number of ESR's anticipated by also deferring technical

projects, but additional funds might be required if the maximum forecast

were to materialize. In view of the fact that 5 of the il ESR's in the maximum

forecast are identified as "not firm" and our flexibility in scheduling these

reviews, it is not anticipated at this time that any increase in contractual

services for FY 77 will be necessary.

The workload in FY 78 is unclear at this time because of uncertainties in

utility financing and load growth. However, our current information indicates

• To a large extent, the manpower requirements for ESR applications are
compensated for directly by the reduction in the number of. CP pp~tcattons.
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that the FY-78 workload is comparable to the 6 ESR level forecast for m

FY 77. Should this prove to be correct, it is anticipated that adequate

staff ing and sufficient time to arrange~ for contractual services will be

available.
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COMMISSIONER ACTION
For:

From:

Thru:

Subject:

Purpose:

Issue:

The Commissioners

Joseph D. Lafleur, Jr., Acting Director, Office of
International & State Programs

Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Oprto

NRC ROLE IN NATIONAL LEVEL EMERGENCY PLANNING AND
PREPAREDNESS"-

To inform the Commission of NRC responsibilities in
National Level Emergency Planning and Preparedness and
to obtain the Commission's approval for a program to
begin to implement these responsibilities.

As an independent Federal agency, the NRC has certain
responsibilities for national level emergency planning
and preparedness. These are delineated in general terms
In Presidential Executive Order 11490. No formal assign-
ment of responsibility for coordinating this type of
planning and preparedness has been made within the NRC.

Discussion: The Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA) (which has respon-sibility to coordinate all Federal emergency planning for
the President) is requesting that NRC furnish FPA with
information concerning Its national level emergency
planning and preparedness program. The NRC does not, at
this time, have any national level emergency plan or
emergency preparedness resources to implement its respon-
sibilities as designated by the various Presidential

•Executive Orders and Federal Preparedness Agency guides
and circulars aimed at helping agencies meet their
responsibilities under these Executive Orders. In
addition, although the Office of International and
State Programs (ISP) has worked on developing part of
the requirements related to the national level emergency
planning and preparedness program, NRC is not now pre-
paring a national-level emergency olan. A representa-
tive from ISP has been temporarily designated as the .•
"NRC Emergency Coordinator" in order tL rnaintain ,1-1-d. 1

Contact:R•DeF~~yecte,ISP
hLCollins, ISP

i~one: 492-7210

ii
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liaison with FPA on national level emergency preparedness
matters. Formal assignment of responsibility for centrally
coordinating national level emergency planning and pre-
paredness should be designated within the NRC and the
necessary staff should be assigned if NRC is to meet its
responsibilities in this program. The two main new staff
functions required are: (1) the preparation of the national
level emergency plan for NRC, and (2) the coordination of
NRC national level emergency preparedness activities with
the national level emergency preparedness activities of
other Federal agencies. Since both of these functions are
directly related to the present emergency preparedness
functions of the Office of International and State Programs*
including coordination of the NRC input to the Federal Re-
sponse Plan for Peacetime Nuclear Emergencies (FRPPNE),
that office should be given this responsibility.

To aid the Commission's understanding of the magnitude
of the planning task, Enclosure 1 is a detailed
discussion of the major requirements for establishing
NRC's national level emergency preparedness program,
and Enclosure 2 is a copy of a "Readiness Questionnaire"
used by FPA in evaluating the readiness of Federal
agencies to fulfill their responsibilities in this
effort.

Recommnendation: It is reconmmended, therefore, that the Conmmission take
the following actions:

a. Officially assign the responsibility for the develop-
ment of the NRC national level emergency preparedness
program (excluding the development of contingency
plans as assigned to NMSS by the Energy Reorganization
Act of 19.74) to the Office of International and State
Programs7 Other offices within NRC such as I&E, NMSS
and NRR, will have primary responsibilities to identify
and develop the necessary information within their
respective areas which will ultimately become supportive
of the overall NRC national level emergency preparedness
capabilIi ty.

b. Direct that the necessary personnel required for this
effort be assigned or acquired. In order to implement
this program initially, two full-time professionals
will be required to coordinate the development of the
program. As experienc_• is acquired in this area,
determination will be maoe with respect to the number
of personnel required to maintain the NRC national
level emergency preparedness program.

*NOTE: When current organizational plans for a split of ISP into an off.
of International Programs and an office of State Programs (OSP) are
complete, all reference to ISP in thus paper will refer to OSP.
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c. Direct that implementing actions requitrud of NRC(outlined in Item 7 of Enclosure 1) be commenced

Coo rdi nati on: The Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Inspectionand Enforcement, Nuclear Materials Safeguards and Safety,
and the Office of the Executive Legal Director have con-
curred in this paper. Additionally, emergency preparedness
representatives of the Office of International and State
Programs consulted with representatives of the Federal
Preparedness Agency concerning the detailed discussion
of major requirements for the NRC's role in this program.
OPE concurs; OGC acimen•ts lhave been incorpor~ated.

Enclosures:
1. Detailed Discussion w/attachment (Resulting outgoin fron SBZ-75-669.)
2. Readiness Questionnaire

Commissioner comments should be provided directly to the Office of the
Secretary by c.o.b. Tuesday. March 16. 1976.

D.T•f BUTION

C~.rmissio•.,.ers
Cummission Staff Offices
executive Director for Operations
Secretariat



Detailed Discussion ofMajor Requirernents for Establishing NRC in the National Level
Emergency Preparedness Program

MRCKGROUND

Tihe basic policy document on the subject of national level emergency planning

is Executive Order (EO) 11490. As in EO 11490 and circulars of the former

Office of Emergency Preparedness (now the Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA)),

it is the stated policy of the Federal government to develop and maintain

plans and programs to assure the continuity of Federal government under all

eu~rgency conditions, including attack on the United States. The FPA circulars

provide basic guidance to Federal agencies on measures to be taken to imple-

ment this policy.

1. Categorization of Federal Agencies. FPA guidance provides for the

as~signment of Federal agencies into one of three categories with respect to

their emergency functions in time of national defense emergencies. These

cat•egories were established by assessing both the national need of the

fu,,tions to be performed by an agency and the degree of need for a capability

to operate continuously under national defense emergencies. These categories

are defined by FPA as follows:

Category ._A. Organizations requiring a capability for:uninterrupted

emerge~cy operations including the immediate preattack, transattack

and immediate postattack periods.

Category B. Organizations with a requirement for postattack recon-

stitution as soon as conditions permit, unless otnerwise directed

by appropriate authority.

Category C. Organizations that are to defer reconstitution'until

directed by appropriate authority.



These distinctions• apply within agencies as well as among them. Thus,

agencies must determine the appropriate category of emergency responsibilities

for their major constituent organizations by identifying the appropriate

time for their contribution to the national-level performance of the essen-

tial functions by the agency.•

The former AEC was designated as a "Category A" agency, and revised designa-

t'ions published by FPA, tentatively designate both the NRC and the ERDA as

"Category A" agencies. The new listing also identifies NRC regional offices

as; Category A regional-level components of NRC. Each agency, however, has

the responsibility to determine for itself the category into which it believes

it belongs. We believe, based on the functional capabilities statement that

we' have developed for inclusion into a forthcoming revision to EO 11490 being

conitemplated. by FPA (see SECY 76-699 attached), that this EPA d:zi;nat~. oif

NRC as a "Category A" agency appropriately reflects the importance of the

NRC mission in times of national emergency conditions. As an agency •with

"Category A" functions, NRC must be prepared to carry out national level

essential functions from any one of three geographic locations with the 'k--

Seqular headquarters office as primary headquarters and the other locations

as aV" ',~te headquarters. In addition, agencies such as NRC that have

fi0 : organizations are to prepare these field organizations to accept in a

.aticnul emergency interim authority within their regions for carrying out

;sential national functions assigned to that agency. The specific geographic

priority list for such delegation of authority wifl, to the maximum extent

Feasible, be in accordance with the sequence of regional office designations

established by the FPA.
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2, National Office (headquarters) Emergency Staffing. As an agency with

Ciategory A" functions, the NRC must establish three executive teams at the

national level composed of the minimum number of personnel needed to perform

e.)sential uninterruptible functions during an ilmediate preattack, trans-

attack and immediate postattack period. One or more individuals designated

in the line of succession for the agency will be assigned to each of the

three teams. In the event of an attack emergency, one team would provide

for continuous agency leadership from the headquarters Office for initiating

and directing emergency operations, a second and a third team would each

report, when directed, to separate designated emergency Operating facilities

oLutside the Washington, D. C. area, one of which is a consolidated Federal

3rnergency operating facility (FPA "Special Facility)').

Our regular Headquarters office and at least one other NRC emergency operating

facility is to be suitably prepared to carry out NRC essential uninterruptible

functions during national reconstitution and recovery phases. In determining

alternate locations, it is desirable that maximum use be made of existing

as:sets to provide Federal government authorities and their staffs with pro-

tect-',, .•quilpnent and supplies, and communications capability suitable to

th /rfor 1,,& ce of essential uninterruptible functions. Space for the Head

3fa Depa~tment or Agency is to be made available at each location. Supporting

professional, clerical and service staffs are to be distributed and trained

sc, as to achieve general parity of capability among the locations.

3. Regional Offices Emergency Staffing. The capability reqwt-cod at regional

and field level for performance of NRC essential uninterruptiblefunc~Aon:. in

support of national essential functi~ons will be developed at two geographic
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locations per region. Primary capability to (I') act temporarily for the

N•itional Office in event of communications disruption or (2) act as the

Naitional Office in event of damage to all executive teams higher in the order

of succession Is to be achieved. Basically, this means that two teams will

have to be assigned within each region. In the event of an attack or upon

coumiand from higher authority, one team would remain at the regional head-

quarters and the other team would proceed to the designated Federal Regional

Center.

Plans for reconstitution of the regional offices in the standard Federal

Regional Council Cities area should also be made, together with alternative

plans for reconstitution at two other areas in the region decided upon by

FF'A if the Federal Regiona~l Council City area is not habitable or sufficie, c.

Capability to carry out essential regional functions should be developed to

,ne•et the requirements for continuous performance or reconstitution, as

appropriate. This reconstitution will take place after an attack, and is,

basically, the job of setting up the regional headquarters at a location

3t~her than, its normal operating headquarters if required. The exact location

would bV decided by national authority and promulgated by FPA. Any field

•ctivit;es .uesigned to support a State in Its essential functions should be

&~ated to the continuity of government arrangements of the individual State.

4. Activation of Emergency Plans. During an emergency, it is expected that

the President w.~uld address critical Federal/Civil ei~ergency matters on an

irgent basis. In support of his decisions, and to implement Fde-al agency

emer~ercy plans, the FPA National Office Emergency Operations Center (.. C)+

may •e activated and designated as the primary location for the central
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collection and assessment of information and the coordination of non-military
emergency action by the Federal agencies. If the Director of the FPA

determines that the situation is developing into a significant emergency and

the involvement of other Federal agencies is appropriate, he will notify

these agencies to provide representation at the FPA National Office EOC. He

may also recommuend that executive teams from the alCategory A" agencies report

to their designated emergency locations and the agency emergency plan be

activated.

5. Continuity of Government Responsibilities.. Our responsibilities for the

several programs enumerated in Section 102(b) of EO 11490 pertaining to

continuity of government are described below. In developing plans to imple-

ment those responsibilities, arrangements should be wnade such that the emer-

gency plans are capable of being implemented during times of escalating

crises as well as during actual transattack periods.

a. Essential Uninterruptible Functions must be determined and such

;lans and actions developed as may be necessary to assure that NRC

will be able to perform these essential functions and continue as a

t' e part of the Federal Government during any emergency that might

( ' . .. • l occur.

u. Succession to Office lists are to be officially recorded and

a~ppropriately disseminated; they are to include all Executive-

level appointees plus such other profess~onal staff executives as

are necessary to provide leadership at locations from which

national authority may be exercised. For national successior., a

depth of at least 12 is recorruended and, when possible, at least

E of these should bV outside the D.C. area. Where a suitable field

.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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structure exists, the successors outside D.C. should include ail

Regional Directors. Succession for key headquarters officials (other

than the Chairman) and key field officials should be provided and

should be given to a depth of three where policy and directional

functions are carried out. To this end, NRC must:

(1) Maintain and publish lists of successors, (,for key

headquarters officials) with corrections made as changes

occur and issue new lists at least annually. Such lists

should be made a part of the agency's vital recores.

(2) Include in the succession procedures, the conditions

under which succession will take place, methods of notifi-

cation and tenure of authority.

(3).Maintain a training &,•d inforaiationai pro~ramn to

orient and indoctrinate regularly the successors in the

authorities and responsibilities they would have, should

they succeed to the designated positions.

Each Federal agency must also submit an annual status report to'the

F;P n) the succession program.

c. Pre;. ga:ion of emergency authority is to be officially recorded

a~ri appropriately disseminated; it is ~to include identification of the

limits of authority and of accountability, and the circumstances under

which the authority is to be exercised. •ny exceptions to the authorit9

of designated successors to agency direction shoulc be stated explicitly

.and should include the authoritY to redelegate functions arid ac'tivities.

d." identification and safekeeping of vital records is to be performed

irn ac.cordance with policy guidance from FPA and with program guidance
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from the National Archives and Records Service, General Services

Administration. Records essential for the performance of transattack

and inmmediate postattack functions are to be maintained at each

location, national or field, from which national agency authority

may be exercised., Records essential for functions in the recon-

stitution period imay be maintained at accessible, dispersed locations.

e. •Emergency relocation sites, supported by conuiunications and

required services for executive teams, previously described, are

to be maintained in accordance with criteria issued by FPA.

Arrangements for emergency operations at regular headquarters,

both in Washington, D.C. and in the field, are to make maximum use

of existing space that is most suitable for the continuous per'-

formance of essential functions. Cooperation between agencies in

the co-location of functionally related organizations is desirable.

f. Emergency action steps, are to be established and published for

distribution to all appropriate personnel. These steps should in-

clUde identification• of emergency assignements, eimergency duty

sL4.•.Vfns, alerting or notification procedures, and other actions

•. .ite.sures to be taken under various Defense Conditions, Conditions

of 34arning, actual attack, or official orders, including those

related to agency reconstitution. Relevant civil defense instructions

and procedures for reporting postattack availabi~i~y are also to be

ir, cluded.

g, Alternate headquarters are to be officially designated; and the

of der in which the headquarters may assume control, the circumstances
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under which the presence of higher authority relieves another head-

quarters, and the necessary verification procedures are to be

specified.

h. Protection of Government resources, facilities and personnel is

to be giveni continuing attention. This can be accomplished, in part,

by taking advantage of opportunities to disperse resources or

facilities; by achieving redundancy of essential equipment; by in-

creasing the protective capabilities of facilities in the design

stage; by informing and training personnel in personal and family

measures; by periodic readiness exercises; and by training in

emergency duties.

i. Reports on the status of the programs listed above are to be

Curnished annually to FPA. Rosters of successors and copies of

agency directives issued, together with current changes, are to be

enclosed so that FPA may maintain appropriate records.

5. Specific Responsibilities. Specific NRC'responsibilities with iPespect

to the r•'icnal level emergency planning are stated in the functional

s+ ,t•.•, fu, NdRC submitted to the FPA for inclusion in a forthcoming re-

ision to EO 11490 (reference SECY 75.-699). Based upon the general state-

en~ts of responsibilities stated above, the NRC must develop plans and

*}racedures to maintain these specific responslbifities. For example, we

.hould examine the need to prepare, or have prepared, a set of relaxed

Technical Specifications under which licensees would be permitted to

Jper'te their nuciear facilities to provide essentially needed power to

.h• ,l~,. elect •cdl ;r'. in time of national emergency. In addition,
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means andi conditions for implementing these technical specifications

•iould have to be developed.

7. Impl1ementing Actions Required of NRC. The following actions are required

for the NRC to begin to implement its role in national level emergency plan-

ning. This list is not all inclusive but represents a start at this imple-

mentation. As a new agency, considerable time and effort will be required

before we are able to implement our role completely.

a. Reaffirm our agency category (A) to FPA;

b. Define NRC's essential uninterruptibl~e functions in event of a'

national emergency;

c. Determine the composition of the various emergency executive teams

to carry forward NRC's emergency activities;

d. Prepare official line of succession lists to NRC leadership;

e. Review or reevaluate requirements on licensees during national

emergencies;

f. Study and investigate the availability of emergency relocation

facilities at the headquarters and regional levels; acquire these

rTrssary relocation facilities at both headquarters and regional

levels; study the need for acquisition~of any other *required facilities;

g. Prepare plans to implement requirements of Executive Order 11490

as they relate to regulatory responsibilities and contingency plans.

h. Identi~y the vital records of NRC ant, make arrangemients for

their storage at several locations;

i. Prepare a "Predelegation of Authority" list for use in national

level emergencies for both headquarters and regional level *designees.
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j. Prepare emergency action steps for use by NRC personnel;

k. Prepare annual reports to the FPA on the status of our program;

1. Participate in "REX" exercises such as the upcoming (March 1976)

REX 76 drill; currently, we are not prepared to participate in this

drill except in an "observer" status;

m. Establish a test and exercise program to evaluate NRC's national

and emergency plans and preparedness.

n. Direct that all major offices within NRC cooperate in providing

the necessary information and support needed in establishing the- NRC

national level emergency preparedness program.

Attachment to Enclosure 1 - SECY 75-699



UNITED STATES
•o• NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

*WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555

0

DEC & 19/5

NtajaOZ General L/sie• W. Bray, Jr..

Federal Pzepardness Age,2cy
General Servi ces Administration .
l8th a F Streets., NJ.r.
nlashlzngton, D.C. 20405 ,

Dear General Drayt"

Puzsuant to your request of September 19, 1975, ws are enclosing
a proposed Functional $.tatewent for t.e U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Con.•1ssion 1:o be incluided in the iforthcoming revision to Executive
Order 2149C) (assigndng Emergency Preparedness Functions to Federal
DeparlZ~ment and Agencies). •

we are still in the process of defining our overall role in the
nat~fena.Z lev--l emergency prepredn.ss p~ro gram, w~o wrould like •
reserv the option to propose at ,a later date any necessary revisionL
to our Fwnctional £t•tement resulting from the crnletioz2 of
Conmiusion considera tion of this matter. .:

/ ~~~Sincerely,,.'",

£~ecutive Diretor
for Operations -"

A3 Ztated

Attachmnent to

Enclos• -e '.



PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL STATEIrEN FOR
THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO•iISSION

IN REVISION TO EXECUTIVE ORDER 11490,
PART II, FEDERAL REGISTER VOL. 34. NO. 209
ASSIGNING EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS' FUNCTIONS

TO FEDERAL DEPARTMIENTS AND.AGENCIES

PART __NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO•{ISSION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission shall prepare national ~emergency

plans amd develop emergency preparedness programs and procedures for
I:he continuing conduct of the nuclear regulatory activities of the

Federal Coveronment .as specified in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954) as

amended and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. These emergency

preparedness plans and programs shall be designed to develop a state of

,readiness under conditions of national emergency including emergencies

related to the national defense. The Commission shall:.

1. Reualn Continue or resume in an emergency (a) controlling
the possession, use, transfer, import, and export of licensed
mulear materials and facilities; and (b) authorizing the

a•peration or continued operation of key f~cilitzes i~io~aII Lo

the national defense, or ordering, the suspension of Operation of

licensed facilities and activities as necessary; and (c) authorize

the recapture from licensees of special nuclear materials where

necessary to assure the use, preservation, or safeguarding of

sw.h materials for the common defense and security.

2. Mealth and Safety. Order the suspension or limitation of bperation,

11 required, of Commission licensed nuclear facilities and activities

wduich could otherwise constitute an unnecessary additional hazard,
ttopublic health and safety; and assure the development and mainte-

•'•a*ce of emergency, preparedness programs by licensed facilities

and activities. //

3. Contin~ency Plans.. Develop, in c~i'sultation and coordination

width ERDA, contingency plans for dealing with threats, thefts, and

sabotage relating to special nuclear materialb, high-level radio-

active wastes, and nuclear facilities resulting from all activities
licensed under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, ilflj.Ifant

•these plans for the licensed materials and locations .specified, and
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participate in the execution of the plans where necessary to

protect the public health and safety and the common defense

and security.

4. Facility and Nuclear Materials Security and Safeguards. Assure

the continued maintenance by licensees of security and safeguards

programs at licensed facilities and for nuclear materials to pro-

vide physical protection to the facilities and their nuclear

materials against thefts and sabotage.

5. Scientific and Technical Information. Organize, reproduce, and

disseminate essential scientific and technical reports and

information to interested Government agencies, the scientific and

technical communities, the public and approved, friendly, and

cooperating foreign nations regarding the regulation of the con-

struction and operation of nuclear facilities and the use of

nuclear material.

6. State Relations. Maintain, in consultation with other cognizant

Federal agencies, general liaison with the several States concern-

.ng the Agreement Srat~es materials licensing program and the

radiological incident emergency planning program, to assure that

these programs are effectively maintained to protect public health

and safety.

7. International Liaison. Maintain, in consultation with the Depart-

nent of State, essential liaison with foreign nations with respect

to the export licensing (program and other activities of mutual

interest involving nuclear energy.

8. Priorities and Allocations. Plan for the administration of any

priorities and allocations author~ity delegated to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission.

e.



-bcmC r: J ;r~',ices Ad• j: •. rtalion

Ori-.[cz" OF r1I'I\PRI:D:~tS, p~':r.-c t ::":.'-'v- ,,

Thlis juecLio'zaairc has been preparedt to as~-s-'t 7'ed~eral departr1ertts/.
i•.e,,cies in stirveyin~t tasks to be accon~plix-ed in ariieving optimuma
cn~rjeticy prepar !n2.5 t'o :x.uet general .ear type si:~::aio:s. It will.

c.ov',te one of the bases for establishing a genera! ":r readiness profile
of tue Fedcera]. Ron-mnilitary establishment b-y OP'/CS? . n . !, eeting its assigned
re 3possibilities for estab lishin:g policy and pianving and programming for
non-m.ilitary prep~aredness.

It is anticipated that the questieav~Ure -- ill =a ued by OP/GSA and
selected departm:-'nts and agencies as' a basis for an-r~u1 direct consultation.

It should he noted that the questionnaire ,.!.',s not cover al]. aspects
of readiness in thJat it main3.y addresses co.-.f~izt cr:.;es a.s opposed t~o
non|-cefense rclated-crises, such as those in :i"-i:g threats to the United
States economy.

S$•,gestions for improvemaent of the quesci.onnairc should be addresscd
to the Director, OP/(CSA. .

.Leaadersli~p end '.uth-oritv.

3. W.at' pr:Is.cns~o: have bee'n i.aada by ....-.. z...... :-.t.ge:w for
aecoimyl~shing direction, control, and coor6Tnation ef the ,n-m-mili~tary"
rendi•.:s• preparedness program• in the assigned3 area ?f responsibilities?
Describe how Exectutive direction has been invsolved;. CNational Plan for
Era-rgencey Preparedness, Chapter 1, Page 5). .

2[. •-That are thle (dcpartment/agency- emergeney aut.horities?. Are they
c :.Adered adequate to. carry OUt th~e dcpart,.:.en:./egenZy~ assigned responsi-
b' 1it.iec-: for preparedness? If not, what additionc! Tegis~lation, revision
C b:cLt:tiV- Order 11490, or other correctiv'e action is appropriate.

-. Is the latest succession to agency leadership list current?
A. e key of icials on that leadership list distribute-_' through Executive
Tcamns A, li, .'•d C7 (OEP Circular 9100.2, Apri'l 12, 2572, Paragraphs 8a
el 9; Conti~nui~ty of the E:-ecutive br~anch of the Fecderal. Co'.c~rnme|t; OEI'

,. L tular 91!0.1A, January 6, 1967, Emergency Successions to IKey Officials
o, edera]. Departs, nts and Agencies).

4. WhNat predelegat ions of emergency auth.nrity' •-a-:e been made. Are
they ,o-p]ete and cu rrent? (OEP Circu~lar 5130. 1, ts'r-, 166

Predek.r;ati~on of E...ergency Authority, Executive 0rder 13490, Section 102
(l• mnd Section 3032; OEP Circular 9103.2, April 12, !972. Paragraph Cib,

C.o., inuity of the Executive Branch of the Federal C-v.~'rnmeut'.).

End] os-urc: '



l':_.•,_, nc Organi z, t ion and I,'nctiou~s.

5. Are plans in being for an cimerg-ency org niza•i.•n(.•) frr your
dcl, artv,.:4t/:.'enc:y? If so, wha~t stffn i• provide'J? Fro-, i.de' (rganvization
charts, :-.-inin;• table:: 'nd functional state.::.nt•.. P.•cribe tihe actions!
c~ cn:, *,•nces undecr iihich the emergency orTaiJzatir'n :o'.: !d be irnpl owentcd.
(rhe !:.,ti',nal Plast for Er~ergency Preparedness, Chaprter i.. --?,eg s 5, 7;
Executivr: Order 11051., Section 302, Executive Order 11725, SEction 3 (13)).

6. 113ve essential, uninterruptible prEattac!;an:• cransattaak functions
vi the na~tional headquarters, regional. head q::rters, an• their components
Leen detc,-•ined and approved by the department/agency i--_ad? List and
describe these functions by levels of responsibility. (-:.:ecutive Order li'i90,
S¢ect~ion )tD?b; *OEP Circular 9100.2, April 12, 1972, Paral~rap': 5b, 0EP'
Circular 9100.4, June 27, 1973, Paragraph 6).

7. Hlave three ei~ergen:ey e::ecutive teaz:s or cc:.-.c-r.ents been designated,
and do the executive tean members know they have been d=-signated? (OEP
Circul~ar 9100.2, April 12, 1972).

a. Is space provided at each site/ioeat'on'•.r: the head of
depart'~enthagency with each team? (0EP Cirvular 9iC.0.2, April 12, 1972,
Taragr,.p1. 7an).

6. Do tteam.• ha•ve a balanced capability in toi'u C xecuLtive
di.rcetion a.-d operat'ional support? (01P Circular 9105.2, April. 12, 1972,

c. Have pcrso:mel and physical space a!Iccaticns for all e;:ecutive
Leems. 1eec satisfa.ctorily resolved? llow many persoenc.i spaces have been
allocated to each team?

d. Have provisions been made to designate a:n- train individuals
a s alterni-,te mecmb'ers of the executive complements or cea~s required by
P aragraph 7, OE? Circular .9100.2? Are such designations periodically
re iewed?." -

e. Are up-to-date personnel rosters for each designated emergency
¢ 'cut i .. t, em- available? Have copies been provided O?/GSA? Is a copy of

t i.• eurL':: ,ersonnel roster for executive team B on fi!e at the OP/GSA
* cial Faicilit~y? l[ave members of executive team B been ;,rececssed for

... / S Special Facility picture passes? (See SOD Order 604.IA).

•.Do the exccutive team members kino:: their assigned functio.ns?
|lave they been trained and exercised in the perforr--..ce of these functions?
C>,¢ sp~ci~fics. (OIIP Circular 9100.2, Apri.l 12, 1972, Paragraph1 9g; OE.P
Circular 9130.1, Octoher 5, 1966, IPargraph 4; OE? Circular 9110.1A,
Jariary 6, 1967, Paragraph 6).
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g. W•hen did emergency e.:ccut~vce tea:m peor 'oxvel last visit
alternate fac~ilities [or Teems Bravo ant! Chamrlie for. iriefi ng and
orerutat ion purpose? Hew many of the currently de•na'ed executive
tct, ,~o_•ibrrs have had this experience? (OEP Circt.lar 9l1O.1A,. January 6,
1967, Faragraph 5c),..

8. Has your de!,artr.cnt/agoncy p.-.:ticipated in the OP regional
•ro•';rz:. for the idenitifieation of potcnt~ial. Federal iegiona! iReconstitution

i-teas (FRP.-s)? lhas your re~gional representative to the Regional Prepared-
tress Comiittees (i•1C) censulted you concerniing the :'rozress being made in~
identifying these areas?" (0OE? Circular 9100.3, June 27, 1973, Paragraph 6b).

9. ilave the head of your department/agceny az:d other responsible
offi.cials been advirced Of the responsibilities and fu~n-tions of the
lnterazcincy Ermergency Coordinating Group (IECG) arnd vh.*. Interagency
Famergency Policy Board (IEPB)? (0OEP Circular 9130.3, dated February 8,
1E73).

Emerg~ency Operatinw' Procedurcs and Training.

1:tO Describe briefly Standing Operating Procedures (SOP's) that
htave been developed to cover such matter.s as..i~nstituticnal and individual
response to t.'arning, personnel alerting, reporting instructions, and
emergency identificatiorn of personnel. (OEP Circular 9103.2, April 12,
1972,. Paragraph Be).°

11i, lave dopartr.c~tfagency p•-n b•:-.n de',lc~jc" for iz'p-c:..)let,:ing
that ,p, rtion of Plan D appl'icable to yo-r department! ..-;tez:v and have senior
stdlff i=.-.-.'c,-rs been briefed on this plait? (Plan D, 2[arcih 1970, Promulgation).

12. If applicable, ::hen i:as •the department/agen:y- head last briefed
oai the ecentral locator system'.?.

13. lhave the supporting fact sheets in the FEderal Civil Emergency
Sions Cuidelist applicable to yo'ur departmenr/age.ncy been covmpleted
;r submnitted to OP?GSA for inclusion in the next re':is'kn? (Federal

.'. dI E:,ergency Actions Guidelist, Nay 1973, Paragraph 3, Introduction).

14. L a regu1 ar program of training and orientation in emergency
a• ioni prc cedurc• for personnel, in'.luding new employees, is conducted?

% r "lecords are available to document this training? (OEP Circular
9-( .2, April 1.2, 1972, Paragraphs 8e and 8 g; OEP Circular 9130.2,

S .cl,e•er 1, 1967, OEP Circular 9430.]C, January 19, 1973, Paragrnph 13;
Oil Circular 9700.2B, May 9, 1972, Paragraph 10).

15;. Wh.en were personnel last dril led[ or tes tea Tn their c:micrgcncy
di t 'on?. When is the next dril.1 schcdu~c.,. (OEP Ci..c.. r 9100.2,
Apt ii. £2, 1.972, Paragraph 8g; QEP Circular 97OO.21',, '.•: 9, 1972 Paragraph
Ifc N~ational Plan for Emergency Preparedness, Chn'.tr; !, Pag~e b).
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1.6. Is there an iniraagcncy cmerz:c:::v -:a'u¢-re checki:•st? Does
it id!•,Ji~fy o~fficials respotu:ihlc for c.'"i.-- c'ric: t!he requirem~ent for
each c:en(rgcncy r':Žasure? (O:I'. Circtijat '73.2, A':'ri! .12, 1972,. ]aragraph

-.; O:PCitcu]ar 9410.IC, January 19,_lL]73, PL. •,a.,, 13). (OP/GSA Er.:ergcncy
?:'easure!; Ciieck~ist, APR." 2430.1, December 12, 1973, is available oni request
ns an ea'l)

17. .!!~as guidance on thec civil readiness levels been disseminated
to persoiine.3-? (OEP Circular 9410.1C, January 19, 1973, Paragraph 13).

E:'er g.nc___o~e ra ting Facilities.

18. !.-.'h.at primary a•nd alternat'e faiT.::==-.n ar'e available at nat-_on~al
--:: regional levels. for c-nergency operations •c-e 2h.- the OP/GSA Special
F'aci]•t.y (situaltion ceniters, faci.it.ies, eqvi.:bzat, etc.)? Dhscribe
briefly, inclu~ding adequacy for enmergen~y use. Deserintion should include
ty'pe , nd quantity of aupplics and equi:--•>•nn,, -orc;-5inins. for pure air,
wa::er, food, sanitati~on, security, *billcti;vg, cc¢z-'.ications, emergency
pr:er, ctc.,~ at pri-:arv as well as at. other locaticn~s. (National Plan
ft r •.:'r'-r.ency Prep ....... ss, Chapter 1, -; -6,; C? Circular 9140.1,
}• :1, J196-4, Paragraphs 3 and 4; OEP Circular" 9!.3D.2, ;•ovenber, 1966).

~19. Are there, personnel located pc~r,.c.na:;ly at alternate facilities
who .... e• famriliar p.ith yo:.r amrgency plan:s an.. .. operatio*ns? (OI.T Circl_'rr"-_.0
- .,~ '.~ S:• J ...... ~... I•VJ, Sd'.a.. 7,,

20. Are apropriatc -,ersonnel fan-il Jar "".th ti-a rcquirerner, t:; for
Ft pco< :in~iag viti.l recoirds acd docuure--:.-s as set fc:th in COEP Circu].ar

. '0.-2, ioyer~bet, 1966, Page 23 and in rF,.,, 11-11., d.Žerr. Vita] flecords
I zgia:m, 1968 (particul.arly, see Appendi:x A-Vital a.ceords Checklist)?

21. Whnat prov'isions have been made for supporting intraagency
nergen'cy comtunications at the pr~imary and alternete fac~i].ities? ]how
- en is th•-u co1=•..unications e~quiprncnt exercised? Is cross-training 6r
-, er |'ro..ision r'.nde for depth in qualified cocnzu.nieators? (GE? Circular
* 9$03 .2• Section IhA, November, 1966).

a, [;.ave com;.'unications requiremzents not fulfilled as part of
t ..,"- been provided?

b. Is the ICS training facility, rederal Agency Corrwmuinications
S::rti(en (YACS), uscdl ior training and ..... ter,.i'ing of personncl.

c. A:e current cowi~unications ceopab.lit~es for e,.ergency
ope-ations considered adequate? If not, expain.

/



~~~~d. Ilawt procedtures been dteve~opcnd for. in:•r'n-a3 roc(:;sing, of.
,ese:-:•g-/cericst:,'c.~knce during uzuergency p~riods? D-'.e of laslt tetL?

e. Are appropriate personnel fa:1..ia•- v":Ih the Defcnse
Coodiniating : et•:ork (IP.I700C!'))? Is DCC,.'?J) equip.-. . p~ro•:rly ]positioned
to best stave responsible officials? (OEP Circular •,15O.3D, January 19, 1973)-

f. What: types of record eomntunicaticns i.--c~lities exist whiich
enable inter-communication with the Federal agenci.s•_pert•.ents? 0"o-• q

g. What discrepancies, if any', ":erc note'I i-n the last communi-
caticns security in:spection? (OEP Circular 9150.2, Seveb'er 12, 1963).

22. Wh."at provisions for emergency transportation of personnel and
things have b~een made? At the National !t-'el? At t.•- .c-gieona1 level? Wh.en
was this standby capability last tested? (CEP Circular 9-'00.2, i~ovewmber
1966, 1'age 37)."

Data Processing, Analysis and Proj ection (Emr:.-•.n.} In~folr.ation
5s t__em),

23. Descri be manual or computer b~ sed dep'artr.ent/ geney I'rovisions
for obtai~ning and processing information required in ,.he perforruance of
a -sentijal, uni~nterriph1 n:•}-• ftnetions in the, .. prtua:•'-, "' ns.n.•'ttack _ and

Chapter 1, Page 9; Executive Order 11490, Sections 30(•!(3) and 3002(2)).

24. Is the data base available to" the .c•..- -t• -'I:nycurn

.i, fficiently comprehensive for resource anac.lysis before and after attack:?
W:h•at use of the data base is planned? }{ave plans for its use been tested?
:E'xeeutive Orfior 11490, Secti.on 3001 (3)). .. -

25. If the agency data base .is cem:)ut crized, t:Iiae cap ability exists
.- alternative computer stupport or manua:l backup in th•e event the
m, rary conputer is rezndered inoperative? ('National Plan for Emergency

Pieparcdn2: ;, Chapter I, Page 9).

26. Wi_.1 :here be special needs for data for ana].yses in general war
r L;. i4 >~stry, State and l.ocal, damage assessment) =h.ar the present data

- a~ tiable to the de~partmcntfagency oeCs not pre--id-._? !ias planning
j ..inuo c~onsidaeration hao. these needs ",:ill be r.et? (OEP Circular

[L: 3.5, Au~gust a2, 3.966, Sections C and D).

?'~ sou rcc :.!obl~izatIon Plans.

27. Identify the elenents of the irdusc~rial :.er.:;•urce sector(s)
c•f th,,_ economy ;:hich are directly relatedL to the doli rL:::.-.~t/dgency recntL. 1

i• readliiir'b mission and responsibil1iti•:.. (Executi--.e O':dcr 11490,
Section 3008(i) ).



23. Does the d,'partee~it/agency ma~~.:utn a ::al arid continuing i
suci,.i.;,nca of the s~apply-requi.cre,:ents s:it::at.!n-~:ith: respect to resources I
n•.d,".'.. . in tiu-cs of national em.ergency? "..Z.: .... are t'.:, .-..ecianics involved?
t:-;c'i!-e ir-iefly, W-:iat data are collezted •-:i .T.. :~:ft::.ed, and how are "I
t;.'. uscd? (D.'-O 8600.IB, April 11, 1973 - General i'a1icies for Strategic
and Cri~tical i.hterials Stockpiling).-

29. 1Chat, if-any, problem areas ha'.e been identified by the dlepartment/
ag~ny. with rezpoct to the m~aintenance o e' - ua.... .cxi f a cfne
rel..-ted pro•_ucticn, or (b) supply of csr.:cmtin! srvi-.'c3. items, .n times of
ntional1 c:;zrzen~cy?• lhat action is iei-.-::.a. ...... -.-- ' tnah-n t.:ith regard to

4•.i,:enzie noted (e.g., steckpilin•3, ie:~:ziiai:.:: c'f sub'stitu'te.s,
de'.e•cpeD-•nr alter~nte sources)? (Execu'ive Order !!A?3, SectLion 3001(3)..
Sc'ct:ic'a 3003; •:aticnal Plan for Errgn,_r ... P'rc;.:,e::.e-ss, Chapter i, 1'ages :
8 an:, 9; Executive Order 10480, Part III; Exezutix-e Order 1.1051; D~hO

30. W~aat pl•.ns, policies, and prcceh~res ha-'e i, een developed for the
cxerck.e by. the dcp.nrtn:.•et/agency ot it.s r p-.iii2tics as either a
Fe'e'-:il rcs~turre agency or a Federal c~hi~2ant agent.'.-? rurn~ish copies of
pert:{•ent issuances. (....atio:nal Plan for !.:irg;.nc'. ? rc~arcd,,ess, Chapter
L2 ; CEP Circular 8500./,A; OEI' Circulir 853O0.5; xE:a'.tive Order 11051,
Sectfton 203, E:•ecuri~ve Order 10480; Executive Order J..If90, Sections 3001

31. Have these plans, etc., bee.-n •.:..itzedt ...•. v-./GSA• for rcvicti and"
:- erz.•inatien of their ccnpatib:ili~y '.:i:_". rtic~na!. ~_•.c!c'.. resource
•U::•brl.n.to,. .in tiznes of national -emo..... e... (L:.-cutive Orders 114•90

:ri :LI051). .

32. t•-en were the plans last tested? .'--

33. W•.o is the custodian of the plans?

3,;. t:c~at interagency agreements concerning claiaancy have been
: s.:'a¢ P'o*.ije copies. Executive Order ID-D Part V; OEP

•rc,:]ar -'.00.5, Page 9).

35. •Ten was the agency head last briefed~ on the national an4c agency
;• m:s an, rrangena nts for use of priorities, allezations authority,

:a•:nrmcy and central ranagenent of r.eso'.:rc":s? (O"P Circular 8500.4A;
I.IF Circular 6500.5; D~e 8400.1; DM0 3500.J,\).

36. L'en did algelicy officials resyc:.::sihle foer r.•s~urce itobilization
I .•t ,:cot 'iith thei~r counterparts in othe'r r-esource or cla•i: ncy
J e .e'tr.lents/-,gencies? Isthere a rcgular s,.:hedu!1• for such coordiination?
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Clo•s i.fied Pla,•...

37. Iran the dcparti'ent/agency, as appropriate-, tak:en de~f~ni.tive'
acctior to preparc, operational plaus through all org:'.:iz~ati,:na1 3 evels
pertinent to its cc~ergency funictions in puport of nntional--levcl
classific• ez~ergency pi.ans?. (The response to thai• -iortioa of the
que:.tionnaire should be classified "SECIWTn') " C~~ fi~~~et
agency act~iens should be.a part of the report rendered on this section
of the questionnaire),

38. W'hen were the ,deparrment/a."encv "nplc - n"'z l:sat

tested? •.hat was the result? Hans the departmen:tf•.ency made any
reconunendations to OP/GSA as a result of such tests?

Reference:

Plan D, Annexes B and C.

DecentralizatiL'n of Planning.

39. Wbat guidance has been issued by the deoa ::ient/az:ency to
regionai or toher field personnel in itipiecmentaxien o~f readiness
objectives. Provi~de copies. (Natic:'.a Plan for -. :':eacy F,e:ared~ne~s

A "J. W,.•uiveA Order 11490 ixe'iucive Orcer L1jJ05j.

40. Specifically, have regional level. at'thoritiesi i~-plemc'nted
.• provisions of OEP circulars 9100.3, and 9100.4;? If not, w~hat

m ,b:Lems exist? Specify.

41. Describe h•ow, intra-agency coordination on readiness to meet
:ational eniergenies5 at the regional level is effec ted? Etwecn .
cgicna!. office and state and iocaJ. levels? Give a•.-essnent of the

•oc~t5.venes~s of coordination arrangemenits, agreertan-.s, and suggestions
C • "mpro-vements, if required.' (Executive Order 11031, Section 502; OEP

42 I.. = ialegation~s have been made to regio:ia! headquarters to
• "¢. he- "ut;i5 t'he Lational headquarte~rs is rendcr•.d inoperative?
meutiv. Cr•du~r 31490, Sect-ions J.021, and 301.2; :•aton:al Plan for

1-.t rgcncy P~xcparedncss, Ch.:pt'er 12, Page 102.)

'.3. fhave regi'onal-leve], tests of plans been acco:;:::,lis!..d? Wteni
i " thle last such test conducted by each region? ".That •'as the result

,,t wha" of significance devolved froa-such tests?

P'rivato Sector P__reparedness.

il, f. Whnt has beenm the depar ncnt/a;-.ency re1.atia-..ai-p '.:i.th the
associated private sector in furtherance ofT prcpT~rc.:[::ss to :10cc national
e-icrgcncies? Specify. (Executive Order 1.1490, Section 3C00Z()).



" •~~5. Havc gSiicance naterials bcee: ?''c:id~e.; C." -- rse•naI contacts•r been wiad ::th the •socia ted elemecnts of Th.h ,fri':.zrc sector for the
purpose of estaiblishlng and improving s..:~pcrt in' &•is- arca for department/
agency goads? Dcscribe the nature of these e';e=ts.

46. flare eepnrtrnent/agcncy reports of e'.aluazion of th•e re~adiness
o! t~heir .associated ec~::cent~s in the private see'tor b•.en genarate~d? If
sc, provide~ copies of such evaluate reports. If ncgative, what plans
are in clcvelopen•a~ to provide such assess=•.-.s?

SpeCial Departmenta l/A~ency Prohle.-.s.

47. i..hat are the deptrttmentlagency ~r r eS re;: - - " n - readiness• to
i,...t general w.ar type natio.nal emnergencies c,.- ::hich assistance is desired?
Have these been brought to the attention of "the •policy level in the
department/agency?. -|:hat was the result? -

.......................................... . ..

- .- . . ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . .. .. :. .. ':.. . .
"[- . . - . .. . . . . " .-.. , . " . . .- - " ?" . ' .i~ ' -. . . .. . "" - " '

,. , . .. . ' .. .,. . .. . :. ,, . , .- - ; ... ". -.' .: =• .• • ,.• '-I

/
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For: The Commissioners

From:

Thru:

S~ubject:

.Purpose:

Discussion:

Robert G. ,Ryan, Director, Office of State Programs•,
Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operation

APPOINTMENT OF TASK FORCE ON EMERGENCY PLANNING

To inform the Commission of the appointment of a
special Task Force on Emergency Planning.

Over the past several months, Mr. Aubrey Godwin,
Director of the Division of Radiological Health of
the State of Alabama, has by correspondence with NRC
and.EPA, raised certain questions concerning emergency
planning and preparedness.

!i

i

4,
Although a number of the questions raised by Mr. Godwinrelate to a variety of emergency planning technical
matters, basically Mr. Godwin's concerns are centered
about a recommendation drafted by .an ad hoc group of
the Conference of (State) Radiation Control Program
Directors (of which .Mr. Godwin is a member) during
their May 1976 annual meeting. This recommendation,
transmitted to the NRC, reads as follows:

"That the NRC make a determination of the most
severe accident bases for which comprehensive
radiological emergency plans should be developed
by the off-site agencies."

The recommendation refers primarily to power reactors.

Related to the above, and since the publication of the
Reactor Safety Study (WASH 1400) late last year, a
number of State and local government organizations
(including the California Energy Resources & Develop-
ment Commission) have raised questions concerning
the implications of WASH 1400 for emergency planning.
Additionally, there are certain differences in emer-
gency planning philosophy between EPA and NRC which
are reflected in Enclosure 1 and other documents.

Contact:H.E.Collins ,OSP
Tel: 492-7210

,~

a~
P r~'
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As a result of the above, the Executive Director for
Operations has appointed a special NRC Task Force on
Emergency Planning,in which we have invited EPA
participation,to jointly resolve the concerns of
Mr. Godwin and the Conference of (State) Radiation
Control Program Directors. Additionally, the Task
Force will study and make recommendations concerning
the implications of WASH 1400 for emergency planning,
and EPA and NRC differences in emergency planning
philosophy. Enclosure 1 appoints the Task Force and
defines the Task Force Charter, which includes: (1)
the basic overall objective of the Task Force; (2) the
component tasks to be accomplished, and (3) the end
products of the Task Force. Enclosure 2 is a copy of
a letter to EPA requesting their participation on the
Task Force. Enclosure 3 is a copy of the most recent
letter received by NRC from Mr. Godwin and Enclosure 4
is a copy of our response to that letter.

At this time,~it is difficult to predict how long it
will take for the Task Force to resolve these complex
matters but the effort will be geared toward expeditious
completion. The Commission will be kept informed of the
progress being made by the Task Force.

The appointment of~the Task Force has been coordinated
between all major program offices and the Office of
State Programs.

Office of State Programs

-6

;-o

9.

Coordi nati on:

Enclosures:
}..August 30, 1976 memo from

Gossick appointing task force
members and defining charter

2. August 30, 1976 letter from
Gossick to EPA requesting
participation on task force

3. July 16, 1976 letter from
Godwin to Gossick

4. Response to Godwin from
Gossick dated August 30, 1976

DISTRIBUTION

Commissioners
Commission Staff Offices
Executive Director for Operations
Secretariat
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Harold E. Collins, Office of State Programs -"i•

Brian K. Grimes, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatlon
Leo B Higginbotham, Office of Inspection & Enforcement •
C. Vernon Hodge, Office of Nuclear Material Safety & Safeguards
Michael Jamgochian, Office of Standards Development )•
James A. Martin, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation .
Ian Wall, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research !
APPOINTMENT OF TASK FORCE ON EMERGENCY PLANNING !

You are appointed to a Task Force on Emergency Planning to review and --
make recommendations on a number of concerns that the States and their ;•
local governments have expressed concerning State and local government L.
emergency planning in support of fixed nuclear facilities, particularly "•
power reactors. EPA is being requested to provide representation on •.-;
this Task Force so that a joint NRC/EPA position can be developed. K/•

Enclosure 1Its a charter for the Task Force. The Task Force should
identify any additional issues and component tasks related to the basic
overall objective of the Task Force and make recommendations concerning
these issues as well as resolving those matters specifically listed.

The Task Force should prepare a schedule and milestones toward completion I
of the tasks necessary to meet the general objective of providing NRC/EPA !
guidance to the States. -..

Enclosure 2 is a list of the Task Force co-chairmen, membders and suggested ii
resource consultants. •i:

•"Lee V. Gossick ••-
S Executive Director for Operations L=••

Enclosures":
As stated "

Enc losure 1 'i.



CHARTER"
FOR

TASK FORCE ON EMERGENCY PLANNING i
"S

A. BASIC OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF TASK FORCE

To provide a clearer definition of the types of radiological accidents
that States and local governments should plan for and develop prepared-
ness programs to support. ••

B. COMPONENT TASKS "•

1. Review of correspondence concerning emergency planning between
State and local government personnel and the NRC, EPA and other
Federal agencies over the past year. Identify, from this corre-
spondence, emergency planning issues which need further resolution
between EPA and NRC such• as: .

(a) Differences in emergency planning philosophy and resolution ;
of these differences, EPA considers "accident scenarios in
WASH 1400 as one of the viable bases for establishing guidance
along with other scenarios such as NRC Safety-Evaluation Reports
for individual facilities." (Rowe to Godwin (Alabama) letter
of Jluly 9, 1976). NRC considers that "the Reactor Safety Study
(ASH-1400) .... was not intended to be a basis for policy on
siting, emergency planning, etc. associated with individual
plants" (Levine to White (California) letter of June 30, 1976).

(b) Impact of EPA Protective Action Guides (PAG's) on NRC Siting
Criteria (lOCFRlO0) when EPA guides are formalized and become
Federal guidance.

(c) Implications of WASH 1400 for emergency planning.

(d) Emergency planning implications of non-WASH 1400 type accidents.

(e) Other peripheral issues outlined in Conference of Radiation
Control Program Directors correspondence and letters from State
and local government personnel.

2. Where required, prepare draft joint NRC/EPA policy statement(s)
concerning resolution of-'('-s-es identified, in Component Task 1,above.

3. Draft definitive guidan~ce for States and local governments related
to the: "Determination of the most severe power reactor accident
bases for which com~prehensive radiological emergency response plans
should be developed by the States and local governments." (Recom-
mendation of the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors,
June 9, 1976).
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4. Examine the various emergency planning activities that are
., on-going or under development in NRC and EPA offices that may
! have a relationship to the basic overall objective of the Task
; Force. Make recommendations concerning any modifications to
: these activities to accomplish the basic objective.

C. END PRODUCTS OF TASK FORCE

1. Make any recommendations concerning revision to NRC and EPA
emergency planning guidance publications.

2. Prepare Task Force report transmitting draft joint policy
, ~statements, draft definititve guidance, and recommendations related

to the basic overall objective of the Task Force.

gf.

it

elg

<L



TASK FORCE ON EMERGENCY PLANNING

NRC
Co-Chai rmen

Harold E. Collins, Office of State Programs
Brian K. Grimes, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Members

Leo B. Higginbotham, Office of Inspection and Enforcement
C. Vernon Hodge, Office of Nuclear. Material Safety & Safeguards
Michael Jamgoch1tan, Office of Standards Devel'opment
James A. Martin, Office of Nuclear. Reactor Regulation.
Ian Wall, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

EPA

Members

'.4

4

'V

K

CONSULTANTS TO TASK FORCE

F. D. Anderson, Office of Standards Development0. F. Bunch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
R. W. Houston, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure 2
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• °, • NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION :
'"i 0• WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555 "

Dr. William D. Rowe, Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Radiation Programs

Envt ronmental Protection Agency
401 M St., S.W4., Room 611
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Dr. Rowe:"

Over the past several months, Mr. Aubrey Godwin, Director, Division of
Radiological Health of the State of Alabama, has by correspondence to•
your and our agency, raised certain questions concerning emergency l•
planning and preparedness.

Although a number of questions and peripheral issues have been raised by
Mr. Godwin, basically Mr. Godwin's concerns are centered about a recom-
mendation drafted by an ad hoc group of the Conference of (State)
Radiation Control Program Directors during their May 1976 annual meeting.
The recommendation transmitted to the NRC reads as follows:

"That the NRC make a determination of the most severe accident
bases for which comprehensive radiological emergency plans should
be developed by the off-site agencies."

This recommendation refers primarily to power reactors. Mr. Godwin has
a number of other concerns which are documented in the many letters that
he has recently written and which do not need repeating here.

I have appointed an NRC Task Force on Emergency Planning to study the
implications of the above and related Conference recommendations. I hope
that you will agree to provide EPA representatives to this Task Force so
that a proposed joint NRC/EPA position can be developed on this matter.

Mr. Harold E. Collins of our Office of State Programs has informally
discussed this with your Mr. Floyd Galpin of the EPA Office of Radiation
Programs who indicated that EPA would be agreeable to participating in
this joint effort. We see no need to involve any other Federal agency
at this time. If necessary, other agencies can be consulted as required.

Enclosure 2 -



Dr. William D. Rowe .

Enclosed is a draft scope of work in the form of a charter for the
NRC Task Force in which you are invited to participate. It contains
the basic objective of the Task Fdrce, the component tasks to be accom-
putshed, and the end product of the Task Force. We would appreciate any
input you might care to make to this draft scope of work.
A prospective list of NRC Task Force members is also enclosed. If youi
agree to this proposal, we would appreciate the assignment of appropriate
ERA personnel to the Task Force.

We look forward to your early reply.

Sincerely, •]

ee.. V. Gossick
•/'Executive DIt rector for Operations

Enclosures: gg
As stated •

I -•v

4



State of AlabamaDePartment of Public Health
Stats Office Building

Montgomery, Alabama 3613

July 16, 1976

'RA4.. MYERS, M. 0).
STATE H4EALTH OFFICER

L. Gossick
Director of Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co-mmission
Washin~gton, D.C. •20555

Dear Mr. Gossick:

Enclosed is a copy of Dr. Rowe's letter. In conversation with Mr. Y.L.
Galpin of his office, T was informed that it indeed was EPA's position tha•
the probability of significant particulate contamination off-site was suf-"
fici~nt to considered detailed emergency planning. Their conclusion was
based on information In the Ramassen report and conversation with "research
people" in NRC. I have requested more details.

This matter of what accident criteria we are to develop plans for is of
extreme concern to states. The failure of two (2) major federal agencies
to agree places all officials in an awkward position and is precisely what
these various interagency memoranda were to prevent.

If I may be of further assistance, please contact me.

'4

Sincerely,

Aubrey V. Godwin, Director
Division of Radiological Health

AVG :mr

Enclosure

Ii=.

I:-i
Enclosure 3
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jL9 JUL !976
AllE ANi, wA'V..l I ",ANA'• .1 M* "

Mr. Aubrey V. Godwin
Director
Division of Radiological Health
State Department of Public Health
c?,'ite flfflce T.!lf~rhg
Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Dear Mr. Godwin:

~I am replying to your letter of June 22, 1976,-in hi/ch you
- indicate some of your concerns relative to the establishment of

SProtective Action Guides and guidance on protective actions.

•We appreciate your concerns and perspective with regard to
the establishment of PA~s as Federal guidance. Although this has
not been done at this time, I should reassure you that, as indicated
in my cover letter transmitting the Manual, it is our intention to
pursue promulgation of these FA~s as Presidential Federal Guidance.
It is our fe~ling that issues in this format should constitute
complete packages relative to particular types of potential expo-.
sures. As we have only prepared at this time guidance for the
gaseous and radioiodine components of a plume, we felt it was
necessary to complete our guidance relative to particulates in a
plum' so that we would have a complete presentation of guidance on
"plume exposure" before we went for Presidential approval. Subse-
quent packages for which Federal guidance would be issued would be.
contaminated foods and animal feeds, and recovery operations which
would include criteria for land use, reentry, etc.

Concerning your second question of priorities and the con-
sideracion of particulates, iL is EPA's view, which we feel is
supported by the Rasmussen report, that the emission of particulates
in the course of an accident is sufficiently probable that PAGB .
should be established and guidance relative to protective actions
should be issued. As we indicate on page 1.9 of the "Manual of °
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Protective Action Guides and.Pro~tective Actoicis for Nuclear :
Incidents," we consider accident scenarios in WASH-1400 as one-•
of the viable bases for establishing guidance along with other -
scenarios such as NRC Safety Evaluation reports for individual •-facilities. '•

It is true that we consider gaseous releases more probable.
than particulates, and it is for this reason that we have prepared
guidance on this exposure mode first. As to specific advice as to •• o
our estimate of "the accident consequences for which the State of •.
Alabama should expend funds for the development of details in
emergency plans," it is our belief that the guidance issued in our:•
Hanual is an expression of Just such advice as EPA sees it. j

I hope that these commaents are acceptable as appropriate ,
responses to the questions you raise. If you have further questions3  !
we would be pleased to hear from you.* It is only through such -•
exchanges as this that meaningful resolutions can be obtained.

Sincerely yours,

U. D. Rowe, Ph.D. ;
Deputy Assistankt Administrator:••••fo h~aio Possm 1•-58 ir!

.{

/



- ~NCERUNIT"ED STATES •
_*e~+ NCERREGULATORY COMMISSION i

.•:: ) WASHINGTON, D. C. 20566:

***• AUG 3 01976

Mr. Aubrey Godwvin, Di rector;-•::
Division of Radtological Health -,
State Department of Public Health :•
State Office Building "- "•
Montgomery, AL 36104 -:

Dear Mr. Godwin:

Thank you for your letter of July 16, 1976 concerning your recent )
* conmmunications with Dr. Wllilam D. Rowe, Deputy Assistant Administrator '-

for Radiation Programs, U.S. Environmental Protection .Agency. ,

We have received copies of recent correspondence between yourself and :•
Dr. Rowe and, of course, are cognizant 'of your commiunications with us :
regarding • number of emergency planning questions and concerns that you --
have. Please be advised that NRC and EPA appreciate your concerns in --
this complex area.

As you are aware, there are some differences of opinion In these areas ;
between certain segments of our respective agencies. We are taking
steps tO rectify this situation. In icoope~ration with EPA, .we are appoint-.•
1ing an NRC Task Force in which we have invited EPA participation to •
address certain reconumendations of the recent Conference of' Radiation '
Control Program Directors ad hoc group on emergency planning and other •:
related peripheral, issues discussed in your recent correspondence with i;
our two agencies. •<

We appreciate your concerns and will try to be responsive to yq, ur needs •
and to the needs of the States.

Sincerely, ;

Executive Director for Operations
cc: r.G. Parker, Chairman, CRCPD

Ms . Reil1ly, PA (CRCPD)
Dr. W. Rowe, EPA

K.

.. , Enclosure 4
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UNITED. STATES:
NUGCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION•

June 20, 1977
WASNINGTOMk 0. C. 20555iS SECY-77.-330

INFORMATION. REPO.RT"
I -- -

For: The Commissioners

From:

Thru:

Subject:

Purpose:

Discussi on:

Robert G. Ryan, Director, Office of State Programs
Executive Director for Operations •

REPORT ON EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

To advise the Commission on the~status of the emergency
preparedness'"function within NRC.

The Commission received a staff briefing on emergency
preparedness, February 8, 1977. At the conclusion of
the briefing, the Commission asked that a paper be
prepared describing the entire NRC emergency prepared-
ness program. Specific instructions were included in a
February 16, 1977 Chilk to Gossick memorandum, Subject:
Staff Requirements - Emergency Preparedness Briefing
Follow-up (Enclosure 1).. A summary report is Enclosure 2
to this memorandum and the basic report with supporting
documents is Enclosure 3.

Several salient items relative to the NRC Emergency
Preparedness Program are still to be accomplished.
are:

They

1. A Memorandum of Understanding between the Office of
State Programs and the Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards (similar to the NRR/OSP Memorandum
of March 10, 1977) concerning radiological emergency
response planning and preparedness relative to the
licensing of fuel cycle facilities, is to be developed
by the end of June 1977. The current NMSS/OSP Memoran-
dum of Understanding of March 21, 1977 deals with the
relati onship between safeguards contingency pl anning
and radiological emergency response planning.

2. On February 9, 1977 the Office of Standards Developmentagreed to initiate a task to evaluate NRC emergency
planning regulations in accordance with a request from
.the Office of State Programs. SD estimates that this
task will be completed by.June. 1978. •Y

Contact:Harold E. Collins,
Marshall E. Sander
49-27210

, OP•s, OSP
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The Conmiissioners2 2

3. A report to the Comm~ission concerning a program toimprove local government radiological emergency planning
and preparedness is due by the end of ~July, 1977.

4. The NRC/EPA Task Force on Emergency- Planning is prepar-
ing a report providing a clearer definition of the
types of radiological accidents for which State and
local governments should plan. A status report on
this activity is to be presented at the June 20, 1977
annual meeting of the Conference of (State) Radiation
Control Program Directors, the State organization
which originated a request for this clearer defini'tion.
The report itself, which will be submitted to the
Coniission for approval, is expected to be available
by the end of July, 1977.

The following offices have participated in the preparation
of the report and have concurred in its content: Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
Inspection and Enforcement, Standards Development and
Planning and Analysis. The Office of the Executive Legal
Director has also reviewed and concurred in this report.
The Office of the General Counsel and the Office of Policy
Evaluation have no paer

Robert G. Ryan, Director
Office of State Programs

Coordi nati on:

Enclosures:
As stated
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'•.;-•ro,•February 16, 1977

M4EMORANDUM FOR: Lee V. Gossick

Executive Director for Opejtaions

FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, secretar(}•;

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREEN~tTS - EMEREy •PREPAREDNESS BRIEFING

FOLLOW- UP•

At the conclusion of the subject briefing on February 8, 1977, during
Policy Session 77-12, the Commission asked you to prepare for its
review a paper describing NRC's total emergency preparedness planning
pro~gram. In particular, the paper should address the following
subjects:

1. The overall objectives and specific tasks of the program and
which offices have lead responsibility for their acco~nplishnient;

•*2. The major points in the program where interaction between offices
is essential and a description of the procedur'es for and -status
of these interactions; including but not limited to:

(a) the interface between the emergency preparedness planning
program and the contingency planning program of Nt.SS.

(b) formal consultation between OSP and NRR/NMSS regarding
the emergency preparedness aspects of facility licensing
-decisions as required by the Commission in item b. of its
decision memo to you of January 21, 1976 (attached).

(c) the role and actual activities of IE vis-a-vis these other
offices in evaluating state and local emergency preparedness
capabilIities.

3. The purpose and status of changes to the• program currently underway
(e.g., streamlining of NIRC checklist for reviewing state plans).

CONTACT:
Ken Pedersen (OPE)-
634-1 541

Enclosure 1
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4. Recommendations for further modifications to the program,
including possible legislative c•hanges.

5. An initial outline of the policy paper on emergency planning
requested by the Commission in item 2(c) of the memo from
Sam Chilk to Lee Gossick dated January 27, 1977 (attached).

*The paper should be submitted to the Commission by March 11, 1977,
after which a decision will be made as to whether a follow-on briefing
is desired.

Attachment:
As Stated

cc: Chairman Rowden
-" Commissioner Gilinsky

"•Commissioner Kennedy
General Counsel
Director, Policy Evaluation
James Hard, 0CM

I I I! q ,
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SUMMIARY OF REPORT ON
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

INTRODUCTION

Public interest in emergency preparedness related to NRC licensed
facilities and materials has been increasing as evidenced by rulemaking
and show-cause Petitions, a larger number of congressional inquiries
and contentions by intervenors at public hearings. The Commission
will no doubt become more involved in emergency preparedness matters
in the future.

The emergency preparedness function of the NRC is an agency-wide obligation
to the public. It involves a wide range of plans and measures that carn be
accomplished before an emergency occurs aimed at controlling and mitigating
the effects of an accident and coping adequately with the consequences. In
this context, the NRC emergency preparedness program encompasses several
important activities: licensee preparedness (including emergency planning),.
State and local government preparedness and NRC preparedness for radiological
incidents and national emergencies. In addition, some safety and safeguards
functions such *as safeguards contingency planning, whose goals include the
prevention of radiological emergencies, necessarily must interface with the
emergency preparedness function.

These oroaram activities are summarized below in ten~ns of authority, status
(includJing accomplishments and potential problems) and NRC office interaction.

, LICENSEE PREPAREDNESS

A~ithori tv

1OCFR5O,. Section 34 and Appendix E impose emergency nianning requirements
on applicants for construction permits and operating licenses for nuclear
reactors and fuel reprocessing facilities. A part of the Reactor Site
Criteria, IOCFRIO0, Section 3(b) requires a capability to take protective
measures on behalf of the oublic in the low population zone in the event
of a serious accident. Recent amrendments to IOCFR7O will impose similar
emergency planning requirements on applicants for licenses involvinq
processina and fuel fabricaton, scrap recovery, and conversion of uranium
hexafluoride. Several guidance documents expanding on IOCFR50 emergency
planning reauirements have been published.

Status

The emergency olans oif applicants for nuclear power reactors have been
considered adequate at the time of issuance of each reactor operating
license. During a 1974-76 review, it was determined that all operating
nuclear power reactors have been comolyino generally with lOCFPSO,
Appendix E, emergency planning recuirem.ents. Specific deficiencies
revealed by OlE inspections have been corrected in a timely manner as
verified by subsequent inspections.

Enclosure 2
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NRC Office Interaction

NRR provides assistance to NMSS through the review and evaluation of
emergency plans for fuel reprocessing plants and fuel fabrication fa-
cilities. OIE assesses licensee emergency response capabilities and
feeds back information to NRR and NMSS through the inspection report
system. Licensee's emergency test exercises are observed at least
every two years by OIE personnel.

A formal memorandum between NRR and Office of State Programs was signed
March 10, 1977, which will give greater emphasis to State and local
emergency preparedness in the licensing process. Consultation during
Staff reviews on specific licensing cases at both~the construction
permit and operating license stages regarding the status of State and
local government emergency plans, is a key element of implementing this
memorandum.

NRR will be working internally and in coordination with NMSS to develop ap-
propriate interactions between radiological emergency and safeguards contingency
plans developed by licensees.

NRR will be formulating emergency preparedness - related research proposals
for submission to RES.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PREPAREDNESS

NRC has "!lead agency" role among eight Federal agencies for assisting State
and local governmients in radiological emergency response planning. The
responsibilities of the agencies involved are outlined in a Federal Register
Notice promulgated by the Federal Preparedness Agency, December 24, 1975.
There is no direct statutory authority for this assistance effort. State
and local government cooperation is voluntary.

NRC responsibilities include the issuance of planning guidance to other
Federal agencies, State and local governments, review and concurrence in
State and local plans, determination of the accident potential at each
licensed nuclear facility, and issuance of guidance on emergency radiation
detection and measurement. These NRC responsibilities are centered in
Office of State Programs.

Status

The basic guidance document for the preparation of State and local radio-
logical emergency response plans (NUREG-75/llI) has been in use for over
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two years. It has resulted in greater interest and in the production of
improved plans. However, as a standard for NRC concurrence, it has proved
too demanding. A recent review of the document by its users resulted in
identifying what guidance and planning elements should be considered
essential for NRC plan concurrence. The Washington State plan has received
NRC concurrence based on this new criteria, and other State plans are ex-
pected to qualify soon.

Approximately 360 State and local government officials have been trained
through a jointly funded and conducted course in radiological emergency
response planning. Cooperating Federal agencies with NRC have begun to
offer courses to improve operational response capabilities. About 12
offerings are expected during 1977...Continued joint funding of this train-
ing is in doubt. Special efforts are being exerted to place it on a more
reliable basis. If these are unsuccessful, the Commission may be asked to
seek funding for all training as part of our own budget.

There have been 36 visits to the States by Federal interagency cadres to
help in planning activities. In 12 of these, exercising of State and local
government plans have been observed and critiqued. The new plan concurrence
procedures coniit the Federal agencies to observe the test of a concurred-in
plan once a year. Standard accident scenarios to be used in exercising plans

•..are being developed by Sandia under contract to NRC and should be available
this calendar year."

At the request of the States, an NRC/EPA Task Force is working to complete
a report providing a clearer definition of the types of radiological accidents
for which State and local governments should plan. The report, which is to
be submitted to the Commission for approval, is scheduled for completion by
the end of July, 1977.

An Interagency task force has been working several years to determine reciuire-
merits for off-site errergency instrumentation. A renewed effort should produce
a report that can be used as a basis for issuance of guidance to State and local
governments by end 1977.

In carrying out NRC responsibilities, outlined in the •Decemiber 24, 1975
Federal Register Notice, Office of State Programs has been giving priority
attention to the States and fixed nuclear facilities. More attention must
now be given to local government emergency planning and guidance for re-
sponding to transportation accidents. A report on the former shou.ld be
ready for the Commission by end of -July 1977. Our attempt to assist the
Department of Transportation in the latter will not have significant payoff
until late 1978 When the results of another Sandia Study are expected. In the
meanwhile, interim emergency planning guidance for Transportation accidents
as developed by the Western Interstate Nuclear Board under contract to the
NRC is being used by the States.

NRC Office Interaction-

Since June 1976, when the Office of State Programs was established, there
have been numerous meetings and exchanges with NRR, NMSS and OIE. The basic
premise of these contacts has been that the NRC is viewed by the public as an
entity, and that while the various NRC offices have distinct roles and re-
sponsibilities, it is incumbent upon all of us to make sure that the various
programs mesh properly..
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The highlights of these contacts are:

(1) The NRR-OSP memorandum of understanding mentioned under Licensee
Preparedness.

(2) A March 21, 1977 memorandum of understanding between NMSS and Office
of State Programs concerning safeguards contingency and radiological
emergency planning interface.

(3) A similar memorandum of understanding between NMSS and Office of
State Programs on the emergency preparedness aspects of facility ......
and material licensing decisions should be signed by June 30, 1977. .

(4) The Director, OlE has issued instructions to the NRC Regional Offices
* which commnits them to participation in the Federal assistance effort

to State and local governments.

(5)" Office of State Programs is a member of the NRC Incident Response
Center Team.

(6) RES, at the request of Office of State Programs, has contracted with
Sandia to develop accident scenarios for use in exercising State and
local plans, and guidance for the development of plans for responding
to transportation accidents involving radioactive materials.

__Y ).An Office of State Programs initiative to OSD has resulted in a staff-
- on~nitnient to review the regulations that govern emergency preparedness
.actilvi ties ( l•C.FRO,._70 ).

SAFEGUARDS CONTINGENCY PLANNING

Authority

Responsibility for safeguards contingency planning for licensed nuclear
facilities,mnaterials and high-level wastes rests with the Director of the
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, as assigned in Section 204
(b) (2) (B) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.

Status

Safeguards contingency plans are plans to provide guidance to accomplish specific,
defined objectives in the event of threats, thefts or sabotage relating to
special nuclear material or nuclear facilities. As such, safeguards contingency
plans interface with,-but do not overlap radiological emergency plans. The
nature of the interface (Point 2a of Chilk to-Gossick Memorandum, February 16,
1977) may be described as follows: safeguard contingency plan implementing
procedures would contain steps which would initiate radiological emergency plan
actions in the event it is believed by responsible personnel that a safeguards
contingency situation has or is likely to become a situation covered by radio-

• !
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logical emergency plans. An example would be a sabotage attempt, which would.
be dealt with in accordance with safeguards contingency plans, which leads to
a release of radioactive material to the environs, which would then invoke
protective measures for the public as provided in radiological emergency plans.
All NMSS, NRR and IE program activities in this area clearly recognize this
interface.

NRC Office Interaction

Responsibilities for licensee level safeguards contingency planning rest,
respectively, with the Director, NMSS, for fuel-cycle and transportation.
licensees, and the Director, NRR, for reactor licensees, as a function of
each director's safeguards responsibilities under the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974. These responsibilities are discharged in coordination with IE.

NRC PREPAREDNIESS

Incident Response Management

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, requires that the NRC in its ..ission
to license and regulate, be mindful of the public health and safety. To this end,
NRC Manual 0502 sets out the notifications and response actions by the various
NRC offices to incidents involving or affecting NRC licensees. The Director,
OIE provides direction for this activity. As indicated, during a briefing to
the Coniission, February 5, 1977, a review and update of the procedures, facilities
and equipment related to incident response is in progress. Office interaction is
extensive. -

National Level Emergency Preparedness

This program, under the leadership of office of State Programs, deals with

plans, measures and procedures for coping with national emergency conditions.
Its authority comes from E.O.ll051 which describes the lead role of the
Federal Preparedness Agency, GSA, in coordinating the efforts of all Federal
agencies, and E.O.11490 and E.0.11953 which assigns specific emergency pre-
paredness functions to Federal agencies.

The staff is taking implementing actions on this program as authorized by the
Commnission, April'1976.

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS

In addition to the foregoing, the following items are worthy of note:

| r f
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(1) An NRC Staff Coordinating Group on Emergency Preparedness has been
established for the purpose of identifying, discussing and clarifying
substantive issues in the emergency preparedness area.

(2) At its first meeting, this group addressedI the outline of a policy paper,
requested by the Commission on the role of emnergencyplanrning in
r'eactor siting policy. The outline is included in this report.

(3) Two other NRC offices, in addition to those responsible for the
principal program elements, play significant roles in the emergency.

..preparedness activities.. ..

(a) upon request of the program offices or on its own initiative,
OSD takes the lead in developing emergency preparedness regulations,
guides and. standards ahd in their revision. --

(b). RES has been sensitive to the needs of the program offices for
emergency preparedness related research. To assist in this area,

-- RES has formed a Research Review group on Emergency Planning.

(4) We have identified no need for legislative changes at this time but
future circumstances might require legislative recormmendations to fund
the training effort and local government radiological emergency response
planning.

We have also prepared an expanded version of the report with supporting en-
closures. These should be useful to the Commission in any detailed assessment
of the NRC emergency preparedness function.

• i m • •
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* REPORT ON EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS ACTIVITIES
OF THE

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

On February 8, 1977, at Policy Session 77-12, there was a briefing for
the Commission on the subject of Emergency Preparedness. This briefing
resulted in a Chilk to Gossick memo of February 16, 1977, which asked
for a specific paper to address a variety of subjects. This is in
response to that recuest.

INTRO DUCT ION

The emergency preparedness functi on of the NRC has two distinct focal points.
One focus recognizes the potential for radiological emergencies arising from
regulated activities which involve the use of nuclear materials. The emergency
preparedness function of NRC in this area includes plans and measures accom-
plished before an emergency occurs, aimed at controlling and mitigating the
effects of an accident and coping adequately with the consequences. This function
includes licensee preparedness, primarily Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR),
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), and Inspection and Enforcement
CIE) responsibility; and State and local government preparedness, primarily
Office of State Programs (OSP) responsibility.

The second focus, recognizes the emergency preparedness posture of the NRC
itself. It includes NRC agency preparedness for responding to radiological
emergencies involving or affecting NRC licensees. This aspect of agency
preparedness is primarily a responsibility of IE with support from other
NRC offices. It also includes NRC agency preparedness for National level
emergency situations which could affect the ability of the NRC to function
effectively as a Federal agency. This aspect of agency preparedness is
primarily a responsibility of OSP with support from other NRC offices.

In addition, some safety and safeguards functions such as safeguards contingency
planning, whose goals include the prevention of radiological emergencies,
necessarily must interface with the emergency preparedness program.

Events of the past year indicate widespread public coincern regarding
emergency oreparedness. For example, four Public Int~erest Research (•roup
(PIRG) show-cause petitions requested that three facilities be shut down
because of alleged inadequacies in emergency plans. A rulemaking petition
requests the NRC to require licensees to disseminate emergency oreparedness
and evacuation information to the public, as well as lo reauire licensees
to conduct actual public evacuation drills annually. Also, indicative
of growing attention is a GAO report, "'Stronger Federal Assistance to
States Needed for Radiation Emergency Response Planning." Individual
members of Congre'ss such as Senator Ribicoff, Congressmen Dodd, Fish
and Udall have made specific inquiries on this subject.

j_/ All four show-cause petitions have been denied because of invalid
contentions by the petitioners. The rulemaking petition is now in the

final concurrence stage prior to being forwarded to the Commission.
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In addition, emergency planning issues have been items of contention in anumber of public hearings over the last few years. With the exception of
Seabrook, these challenges called for more extensive emergency planning than
recommnended by the NRC staff. In the case of Seabrook, the staff wanted to
require more emergency planning than the licensee thought necessary. The
staff position has been upheld in all but the Seabrook case.

These concerns prompt us to place the principal focus of this report
on radiological emergency preparedness, its interfaces with other prepared-
ness activities and programs, and its programmatic management and specific
objectives. The NRC radiological emergency preparedness program acknowledges
that emergencies could be caused by peacetime malevolent acts, or acts of
war, as well as industrial accidents and acts of nature; and that such
emergencies could occur at fixed sites, or in the transportation of
hazardous materials, and could impact on the activities of the NRC itself.
These activities have the broad objectives of protecting the public health
and safety and preserving the common defense and security. Many of these
take the form of deterrent and preventive measures that are made a part
of the design, construction and operation of facilities and in the regula-
tions covering the use of nuclear materials and are included within the
framework of safety and safeguards programs rather than an emergency.
preparedness program. There are also activities which are associated with
direct countermeasures to correct an emergency problem at or close to its
source. In a programmatic sense, many of these activities are also included
within the broad framework of safety and safeguards programs because of
their strong coupling to design measures, and in a few cases they have
spawned special preparedness programs in their own right. One of these is
the fire protection program and another is the safeguards contingency planning

•program. These programs provide a second line of defense against events
having a potential for public health and safety consequences without any
:planned involvement of the public.

In contrast, radiological emergency response planning incorporates additional
measures taken to cope with situations in which the foregoing preventive,
deterrent, and countermeasures have not been entirelyisuccessful. The
Imminence or realization of a radiological emergency then focuses attention
on planned protective measures. The essence of protective measures is
th~at they involve the public, warnings and instructions given with an
expectation of cooperative action on the part of the public to protect
themselves and others.

There is an additional class of activities associated with radiological
emergencies, restorative measures to alleviate long-term consequences
(contamination) to property. Emergency planners do not always regar~d.
this as an element of emergency planning since e~m.hasis is usualy.•..oa the" ..
irmmediate or short term, life saving, damrage reduction mieasures.
It is nevertheless an important element of a total emergency preparedness
program.

It Is fundamental to emergency planning to identify organizational
responsibilities. In the text that follows, therefore, the program effort
Is organized to clarify whose emergency plans are under discussion, be-
ginning with those of NRC licensees, following with those of State and
local governments, and concluding with those of the NRC itself.

l I l ,
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LICENSEE PREPAREDNESS

Regulatory Reg ui rements.

Current regulations (10 CFR 50.34(a)(lO) .and 50.34(b)(v)) impose emer-
gency planning requirements on applicants for construction permits and
operating licenses for nuclear reactors and for fuel reprocessing
facilities. The minimum planning elements are identified in Appendix E
.to 10 CFR 50. In addition, the reactor site criteria of 10 CFR 100 re-
quires a capability for taking protective measures on behalf of the
public within the low population zone in the event of a serious accident.
The scope and extent of planning for such measures, e.g., evacuation
taking. shelter, is explicitly identified (l00.3(b)).

Recently the Commission has approved for publication amendments to 10 CFR
Part 70 which will impose similar emergency planning requirements (by
referencing Appendix E (IV) of 10 CFR 50) upon applicants for licenses
in vol vi ng processing and fuel fabrication, scrap recovery, or conversion

ofuranium hexafl uoride.

It is relevant to note that one of the elements of Abppendix E (IV)
identifies "agreements reached with local, State, and Federal officials
and agencies for the early warning of the public and for public evacuation
or other protective measures should such -- become necessary or desirable -.

It is primarily this element of Appendix E which forms a bridge to, and
calls into question the response capabilities of State and local .governments.

Guidance to license applicants has been published, as follows:

1.. "Guide to the Preparation cf Emergency Plans for Production and
Utilization Faciiities"' December 1970

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 13.3, September 197i4 (NUREG 75/087)

3. Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants Section 13.3, Regulatory Guide 1.70 (NUREG 75/094)
September 1975

4. "Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants" Regulatory, Guide 1.101
Revision 1, March 1977

License Conditions

The administrative controls section of nuclear power plant licensees'
Technical Specifications (standard version) contains periodic review,
biennial audit, and implementing procedures requirements for emergency
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plans. A number of special" nuclear material licensees have had license
conditions imposed on plans for coping with emergencies (similar to the
elements of Appendix E to Part 50).

NRC Office Responsibilities and Interactions

NRR has the principal review responsibility for reactor-applicants' and
licensees' emergency plans as described in Safety Analysis Reports. NM•SS
has the pri~ncipal review responsibility for fuel cycle plant applicants'
and licensees' emergency plans. NMSS has consulted with and requested
technical assistance from NRR for the review and evaluation of emergency
plans of fuel reprocessing plant applicants and, more recently, of fuel
fabrication facilities in connection with license renewal applications.
Through its inspection program IE assesses licensee emergency response
capabilities and feeds back information to NRR/NMSS through its inspection
report system. The assessment is made against the plans as described in
the SAR and in accordance with inspection procedures modules prepared by IE.
Licensees' emergency test exercises are observed at least every two years
by IE personnel.

The Office of State Programs and its predecessors have been informally
-. consulted in the past relative to the status of State and local government

emergency plans in support of nuclear facilities. A formal consultation
.agreement (Attachment 1) between NRR and OSP has recently been concluded,
as directed by the Commission which provides .for giving 9reater.attention to
State and local preparednes~s capabilities during the licensing process.

Upon request of the program offices or on its own initiative, 0S0 takes
the lead in developing regulations, guides and standards. It obtains
concurrences routinely and formally from each principal office during the
preparation of proposed regulations and guides.

Status of Licensee Preparedness

In its review of applicants' orooosed emergency plans, the staff has determined
that an adequate state of emergency nreparedness existed at the time of
issuance of each reactor operating license. A review effort in 1974-16
Involving the operating nuclear power plants concluded w;ith, a determination
that all of these plants have been essentially complying with Part 50,
Appendix E requirements. Inspections by IE have from time-to-time revealed
certain problem areas, e.g.,

* a lack of onsite decontamination facilities and equipment,

* a lack of documentation of the agreements between the licensee and
offsite agencies who will provide support in emergency situations
(fire department, law enforcement, hospitals, etc.),

m r
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o an apparent lack of coordination or misunderstanding between thelicensee and offsite support agencies (hospitals, State Police,
fire department, etc.),

o training of personnel of offsite agencies not conducted by the
licensee (training such as familiarization with licensee facility),

*emergency drills not conducted by the licensee as frequently as
required by licensee emergency plan, and

* licensee procedures to implement various parts of the emergency
... ... plan not available.

Generally similar observations have been made with respect to those
fuel cycle licensees who have been required to have emergency, plans.

Items of noncompliance and problems have been corrected in a timely manner
by licensees, and corrective actions have been verified by subsequent
inspections.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PREPAREDNESS

The Federal responsibilities for assisting State and local governments in
"planning for responses to radiological emergencies are spelled out in the
Federal Register Notice of December 24, 1975, which assigns "lead agency"
responsibility to the Nu~clear Regulatory Commission. Seven other Federal
agencies are assigned responsibilities by ,the Notice. The responsibilities
assigned to NRC are centered in the Office of State Programs.

Incarrying out these responsibilities, primary emphasis is given to the
preparation and issuance of guidance, training, field assistance, review
and concurrence in State and local plans, emergency radiation instrumenta-
tion requirements and the type and size of accidents for which emergency
response plans should be prepared. Details of these activities are included
in the Office of State Programs' Statement of Objectives and Tasks in
Attachment 2. Some of the accomplishments and perceived difficulties
are summarized below.

Accomp1i shments

1. The basic guidance document for the oreoaration of State and local
government radiological emergency response plans has been in use as an
AEC and NRC publication (now NUREG 75/111) since December 1974. It
has resulted in significant increased interest in State and local
radiological emergency preparedness and in the oroduction of improved
plans. This "Guide and Checklist" has been reviewed recently in the
context of its use in carrying out the NRC resoonsibility to concur in
State and local plans. This is discussed below under "Perceived
Di ffi cul ties ."
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2. To date, a jointly developed and funded training effort has resulted
in the training of approximately 360 State and local officials in
radiological emergency response planning. The cooperating Federal
agencies with NRC have recently begun to offer courses to develop
operational response capabilities. Priority is being given to radiological
emergency response teams and coordinators, and medical personnel. Approx-
.imately twelve offerings to this type of Course will be made during this
year.

3. There have been 36 visits to the States between 1974 and March 1977 by
Federal interagency field assistance cadres to~help, in their planning
activities, and to observe and criti~que'exercises that test their
emergency plans.

4. An NRC/EPA Task Force On Emergency Planning has been organized to provide
a clearer definition of the types of radiological accidents that State and

-local governments should plan for and develop preparedness programs to
"-support (see Attachment 3). The Task Force report is scheduled for comple-

tion by the end of July 1977. Some of the States. have expressed deep
concern about this, and the Conference of (State) Radiation Control Program
Directors specifically requested NRC and EPA to make this determination.

•5. Office of State Programs has recently reactivated the I nteragency

Central Coordinating Committee (Radiological Emergency Preparedness)
and put other agencies on specific timetables and schedules for ful-
filling their responsibilities under the Federal Register. Notice of
December 24, 1975.

6.- Testing of plans under simulated emergency conditions is one of
the best ways to determine their adequacy. Office of State Programs
and other Federal representatives have observed and critiqued twvelve
such tests. To provide greater realism to these tests, the Office
of State Progams arranged for the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research to contract with Sandia Laboratories to develop accident
scenarios for use in exercising State and local plans. We expect
a report from Sandia this year.

.Perceived Di ffi cul ties

1. Funding of Train ing

One of the continuing problem~s in the area of emergency response training
has been the funding issue. The current arrangement whereby the line
agencies which signed the Federal Register Notice of December 24, 1975
cQntribute a pro-rata share of these costs is not satisfactory. For
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example only two agencies (NRC and HEW) are providing training fundsfor FY 77. The other involved agencies have indicated that they will
try td obtain funding for FY 78. Recently, the Office of Management
and Budget has informally discussed With the Office of State Programs
and the NRC Controller, the desirability of NRC funding the entire
radiological emergency response training program for State and local
government personnel. A decision should be made shortly concerning.
this matter. The GAO report on emergency preparedness of March 18, 1975,
suggested the line-item NRC budget approach as a possible solution to
funding difficulties.

2. Inadequate Emphasis on Local Government Radiolo~ical Emeraency Response
P1 ans

Even though the December 24, 1975 Federal Register Notice is applicable
.- to local government planning, the main emphasis has been on State plans.

-- This approach is justified to the extent that the States give adequate
attention to the preparedness status of their local jurisdictions.
In the States where inadequate attention or resources is given to the
local level, greater effort is needed for two reasons: the initial
response to any radiological emergency affecting the public health
and safety usually comes from the local level; there is increasing
public concern about the local capabilities to respond to such an

*emergency. Also, in recent months there have been two licensing
board hearings where intervenors have raised auestions concerning
the cost of develooing *a local government emeroency Dlan. To improve
our knowledge of local government radiological response preoaredness
and to support any future recommendations to the Comm~ission concerning

-this area, the Office of State Procirams will examine it from the
point of view of costs to the community, the capability of the community
to perform the function, and the assistance locall communities can
expect from the licensees of the NRC, from the Sl~ates and Federal
agencies. This is an area that may require additi~onal Federal legislation
for authority to provide financial assistance to the States for upgrading
their planning under appropriate standards and guidelines. In any event,
funding assistance will probably be required to achieve a significant
improvement in local government radiological emergency preparedness.
A report on this matter should be ready for the Commission by the
end of July 1977.
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3. Concurrence in State and Local Radiological Emergency Resnonse Plans

The Office of State Programs has formal responsibility to review and
concur in State plans. However, of the 42 State plans submitted to
date, only one (W, ashington) has been formally concurred in.

During two years' experience with the NRC guidance publication for
State and local government radiological emergency resoonse plans
(NUREG 75/Ill) many of the users recognized the need for review of the
document, because NRC concurrence in State and local olans was made
contingent on adecuate coverage .o~f all of the guidance elements in
the document. Recognizing that thi~ias an unreasonable standard,
the Office of State Programs received r~ecomniendations from Federal,
State and local government users of NUREG 75/111 as to what guidance and
•planning elements should be, considered essential for NRC plan concurrence.
The consensus developed in this process was acted on b~y the Commission
on March 8. Office of State Progams distributed a supplement to

-NUREG 75/111, dated March 15, which identified the essential elements
"for plan concurrence. They now number 70 instead of 154. Having
concurred in the first plan (Washington) under this revised criteria,
we hope to concur in several moie State plans in the months ahead.

4. Transportation Accident Guidance

The December 24, 1975, Federal Register Notice covers assistance to
State and local governments in relation to transportation accidents
Involving radioactive material as well as fixed facilities. M!ost of
our effort has gone into the latter. The Deoartment of Transportation
(DOT) was assigned responsibility for providing guidance on the
preparation of plans pertainina to transportation accidents. In order

"to assist the DOT in this area, OSP enlisted the services of RES. The
contract with Sandia mentioned above, includes a task to develoo
guidance for use in transportation accident resnonse plans. Since the
"accident scenario' portion of the contract is receiving first atten-
tion, the "transportation accident" quidance will not be available
until late 1978. In the meantime, the States have for their use an
interim "Guide and Example Plan for the Development of State Emergency
Response Plans and Systems for Transoortation - Related Radiation
Incidents." This was prepared by the Western Interstate Nuclear
Board and a Federal Interaaency Regional Training Committee (Region VII)
under contract to NRC.

5. Regulation Review

A.ll of the affected offices recognize that there is a need for review
of the regulations that govern the emergency 0reoaredness activities
of the NRC. This'review has been initiated. A November 26, 1976,
memorandum (Ryan to Minogue) suggjests thirteen soecific areas of
inquiry in to 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 70 emergency planning regulations.
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In a memorandum of February 9, 1977, (Mattson to Ryan) SD agreed to
initiate a task to evaluate these regulations. (See Attachment 4)

6. Off-Site Instrumentation su~sanee.

One of the responsibilities assigned to NRC, EPA, ERDA, HEW and DCPA by the
Federal Register Notice of December 24, 1975, relates to the determination
of, and issuance of guidance on, effective systems of emergency radiation
detection and measurement. This responsibility has been assigend to an
Interagency task force on off-site instrumentation. The initial draft
report was not a satisfactory basis for preparation of guidance. There has
been a renewed effort recently, and a report is expected before the end of
1977. Currently, States have a variety of radiological monitoring
instruments, which vary in type and capability from State to State. This
effort is directed at providing uniform guidance for the proper selection and
use of appropriate radiol ogi cal emergency moni tori ng instrumentation, whi ch

* might be used by the States and local governments in assessing any off-site
-radiological consequences resulting from a nuclear facility, accident.

Relationship Between the Office of State Programs and Other NRC Offices
on Emergency Preparedness Matters

Point 2 of the Chilk/Gossick memorandum of February 16, 1977 requested
information on the interaction between NRC offices on emergency prepared-
ness matters, specifically with respect to:

the emergency preparedness planning program and the contingency
planning program of NM•SS;

formal consultation between OSP and NRR/NMSS on the emergency
preparedness aspects of facility licensing decisions;

andthe role and activities of IE vis-a-vis other of'fices in
evaluating State and local emergency preparedness caoabilities.

Since the Office of State Programs came into existence in June 1976, there
have been numerous meetings and exchances between NMSS, NRR and SP involv-
ing Directors and staff.

These dicusslons all began with the stated premise that NRC is judged by
the public as an entity and that, while individual offices within NRC
had distinct responsibilities and roles, the public interest could best be
served by making sure that the various programs mesh properly and where
there are differences or overlaps that they be clearly identified and.
understood. To this end on M•arch 10, 1977, Nuclear Reactor Regulation
and Office of State Programs entered into a formal memorandum of under-
standing, a copy of which is attached as Attachment 1. On March 21, 1977,
a formal memorandu:m of understanding between Nuclear Materials Safety and
Safeguards and Office of State Programs was executed concerning, the
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contingency planning/emergency planning interface CAttachment 5). Work
on a similar memo of understanding between Nuclear Materials Safetyv and
Safeguards and Office of State Programs on the emergency preparedness
aspects of facility licensing decisions should be signed by the end of
June 1977..•

Since June 1976 there have been many discussions between Inspection and
Enforcement and the Office of State Programs on the whole Question of
emergency preparedness. On February 14, 1977, the Director of the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement dispatched formal instructions to the NRC
Regional Offices which committed IE oarticioQation at the regional level
in the Federal interagency field assistance effort with State and local
agencies in helping these agencies develop adequate emergency plans.
These instructions were a cooperative understanding between the .two"
offices for closer work in the future.

In addition, the Office of State Programs receives information resulting
from IE's inspection program. IE inspectors visit certain State and local
agencies identified in licensee emergency plans to obtain assurance that
the licensee has made arrangements and coordinated with those agencies
that will render onsite and offsite assistance.if it becomes necessary.

Any apparent problems or other areas of interest identified by IE
inspectors related to State and local agency emergency planning are
summarized by the Regional Office and transmitted to the Office of State
Programs for information or action, as may be appropriate.

Also, in November 1976 the Offices of State Programs and Inspection and
Enforcement entered into a understanding whereby the Office of State
Programs has been made a permanent member of the Incident Resoonse Center
team. In the event of an incident at a licensed facility which would

'reluire activation of NRC's Incident Response Center (IM{C), DSP wlould
provide assistance in any liaison, coordination or contact with officials
of State and local agencies required at the Heado'uarters level. OSP
maintains a duty ofificer roster to assure timely rsnse.

EMERGENCY PLANNING ROLE IN SITING POLICY

Paragraph 5 of the February 16, 1977, Chilk to Gossick memorandum asks for
an initial outline of the policy paper on emergency planning which is to
be prepared for the Commnission as Dart of the study on Reactor Site -

Evaluation Policy requested in a January 27, 1977, Chilk to (~ossick
memorandum. This- policy paper will have implications for both the
licensee preparedness and State and local government preparedness areas.
The initial outline is included as Attachment 6.

SAFEGUARDS CONTINGENCY PLANNING

Responsibility for safeguards contingency planning for licensed nuclear
facilities materials and high-level wastes rests with the Director of the
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, as assigned in Section 204
(b) (2) (B) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.
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Safeguards contingency plans are plans to provide guidance to accomplish
specific, defined objectives in the. event of threats, thefts or sabotage
relating to special nuclear material or nuclear facilities. As such, safeguards
contingency plans interface with, but do not overlap radiological emergency
plans. The nature of the interface (Point 2a of Chilk to Gossick Memorandum
February 16, 1977) may be described as follows: safeguard contingency plan
implementing procedures would contain steps which would initiate radiological
emergency plan actions. in the event it is believed by responsible .personnel
that a safeguards contingency situation has or is likely to become a situation
covered by radiological emergency plans. An example would be a sabotage attempt,
which would be dealt with in accordance with safeguards contingency plans, which
leads to a release of radioactive material to the environs, which would then
invoke protective measures for the public as provided in radiological emergency
plans. All NMSS, NRR and JE program activities in this area clearly recognize
this interface.

Responsi bilities -for licensee level safeguards contingency pl~anni ng rest,
respectively, with the Director, NMSS, for fuel-cycle and transportation
!.icensees, and the Director, NRR, for reactor licensees as a function of each
director's safeguards responsibilities under the Energy Reorganization Act
of 1974. These responsibilities are discharged in coordination with IE.
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'NRC PREPAREDNESS

Incident Response Management

Notifications and response actions by the various NRC offices to
incidents involving or affecting NRC licensees are detailed in NRC Manual
Chapter 0502. The Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement
provides direction for this activity. Most of the staff operating
elements and some of the support elements of the staff are involved with
XE. A review and revision of the Manual Chapter, as well as Other upgrading
actions in procedures, facilities and equipment related to incident response
is currently underway as indicated in the briefing to the Commission on
February 15, 1977.

National Level .Emergency Planning .

The NRC national level emergency preparedness program deals with plans,
measures and procedures for coping with national emergency conditions.
The program is based on two Executive Orders. E.O. 11051 describes the
lead agency responsibilities of the Director of the Federal Preparedness
Agency, GSA, in coordinating the efforts of all Federal agencies.
E.O. 11490 assigns specific emergency preparedness functions to Federal
agencies, and E.O. 11953 assigns such functions to Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and Energy Research and Development Administration.

The Commission assigned this emergency preparedness responsibility to the
Office of State Programs in April 1976, authorized staffing and directed
that implementing actions be started. A full-time professional was hired
In mid-August, a temporary professional has been on board since February
1977. A calendar for milestones is included as Attachment 7.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has made inputs and provided
comments to various drafts of the Federal Response Plan for Peacetime
Nuclear Emergencies. (FRPPNE), an "umbrella" plan for Iresponding to a
wide range of possible radiological emergencies. The Federal Preparedness
Agency has recently circulated the plan as interim guidance. The plan
•charges the Nuclear Regulatory Commission with insuring the develooment
of operational response plans in relation to licensed facilities and
materials. We are already complying with much of the guidance in the.
FRPPNE. Some plans for special situations may be required.

OBJECTIVES AND SPECIFIC TASKS

Item one of the February 22, 1977, Chilk to tGossick memorandum calls for
a statement of the "overall objectives and soecif'ic tasks of the program
and which offices have lead responsibility for their accomplishment."
The previous sections cover this requirement in large measure. This
section provides some additional information on recent interoffice
coordination in emere•gency preparedness matters and current and planned
tasks of the some individual offices.

m i i. f
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Emergency Preparedness Staff Coordination

An NRC staff Emergency Preparedness group has been established to
provide an informal forum for the discussion of emergency preparedness
matters that cut across the lines of office responsibilities and
concerns (Attachment 8).

A Research Review Group on Emergency Planning has also recently been
formed to provide a forum for assisting RES in the direction of research
programs in this area.

Individual Office Objectives and Tasks

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

NRR currently has underway a task to reassess its policy and program
objectives relative to emergency preparedness. This task is expected
to result in recommendations to the Office Director by July 1, 1977.
Issues of primary concern to the NRR staff which are under study in

-. this reassessment include the following:

1. Emergency Planning Role in Siting Policy
2. Relation of Part 50, Appendix E requirements to Part 1O00

Siting Criteria

3. Role of Emergency Planning in Early Site Reviews

4. Scope and depth of licensing requirements at OL stage and
relation to State/local government capabilities

5. Possible need for post-OL requirements

6. Emergency planning for non-power reactors

7. Role of licensees relative to transportation emergencies

8. Research needs to improve response capabilities

9. Coordination within NRR to insure compathbility between licensee
safeguards contingency plans and radiological emergency plans.

10. Incident response.

* Office of Standards Development

1. Current rule development for prospective waste management facility
licensees identifies emergency planning requirements for certain
facilities - 10 CFR 60.

2. Evaluation of petition for rulemaking of PIRG's (PRN 15-14).
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3. Evaluation of changes to 10 CFR 50 relative- to requiring periodic
update of emergency plans, as well as requiring research reactors
to submit emergency plans for evaluation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROGRAM MODIFICATION AND LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

In response to Item 4 of the Chilk/Gossick memorandum, we offer no formal
reconinendations for further program modifications or proposals for
legislative changes at this time. However, there are two items discussed
above which, after some future analysis, may result in legislative recom-
mendations: 1) the whole question of fundina for the emergency preparedness .
~training effort for States and local governments- and 2) funding of local

"•...radiological emergencyresponse planning, a subject to be included in the ..... -

..... Office of State Programs' report for the Commission by July 1977.
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. OR/•',.DUM OF UNDERSTANDING "B~qNEEN .TIlE OFFICE CEF NUCLEAR REACIO3R

SREGcJEATION A•lD THE OF'FICE OF STATE P~RAMIS CCNCEzNING CONSULTATION'
..BET.EEiq NRR A.•D OFFICE OF STATE P'•GRA.S ON STATE/WCAL GOF2'•.RN:*T

EMERGENCY PRFPAREDNESS CAP.ABILTI•2

* On establishing the Office of State Programs, the Conmission directed
th)at "In car-rying out (its) licensing functions NP?. (--), will in each

*case formally consult with the State Program•s Office regarding pertirnent.
*State and local emergency respoxnse capabilities." This LnJnorandum sets

forth elements of understa.nding between the Office of Nuclear Psactor
Regulation and the Office of State Programs to implement this directive.

* It also provides for the coordination of related emergency preparedness
matters of mutual concern to the two offices. The contents of the
memrandru- are not intended to represent a delegation of statutory or other
authority of either office to the other.

I.. Consultation during Staff Reviews on Specific Licensing Cases

(A)% Construction Permit Stage

Following acceptance of each PEAR for docketing after the date of
this memorandr~d, NR•R will submit a written request to 0SP to provide
or verify infor:mation on relevant State and local government agency
em-ergency preparedness - sco--iili"ics NR will alo .cus 3

* to urge appropriate State and local govecrnent agencies to participate
with tiR•. and other NRC pe~rsonnel in an early emergency plarnning meeting

* with the applicant in the vicinity of the proposed site.

Prior to the conclusion of the staff review of a PSAR, 0SP, with NRR
-concurrence, will request written cc.znit.ents (or written verification
of co~rAbit~ents .m=••, to the applica~nt) from the State in which the
proposed site is located, and from appropr iate local government
authori~ties, to develop radiological emergency responce plans whnich
ultimately put in place the agreements contemplated by NRC regulations.

(B) Cperating License Stage

Following acceptance of each FS.R for docketing after the date of this
memorandu.m, NPan will submit a written request to OS2 to provide in
writing an assessment of the State and local go'.iernm.ent emergency
preparedness capabilities identified by N~R. as necessary to put into
place the agreements contemplated by NR• regulations.

i | m



Beginning as soon as practicable after the date of this memorandum,
• prior to the issuance of an operating license for a unit at any new
site, NRR will .assure that the license applicant has made provisions

* for the active participation of relevant State and local government
* organizations in an emergency test exercise. asp will be notified

of this test at an early date and will use its influence as necessary
to encourage the full participation of these organizations. NRR will

" suttmit a written request to OSP to provide a written critique of the
performance of the State and relevant local government agencies in

* such test exercises.

* (C) Operating Stage-

At periodic intervals during the operating lifetime 6e each nuclear
power plant, NRR will submit a written request to OSP to provide an .
-updated assessment of State and local govern.ment emergency preparedness
capabilities, including a critique of their performance in a test

* exercise.I

* The provisions of this part shall apply for each site at which one or
more nuclear power plants are licensed to operate as of and after the
date of this memo-randtrn. ..

II. Accident Potential Statements

* Pursuiant to the Federal Preparedness Agency's Federal Register Notice
Of December 24, •1975, N.RR and OSP recognize NRC' s responsibility for
the "Determination of the accident .potential at each licensed fixed
nuclear •facility." NR•R agrees to take the lead to inplement this

* determination by preparing for each nuclear power reactor-site a
sTmnary analysis and statement which addresses the accident potential
at that site in both generic and site specific terms which relate to
emergency plarnning. •-RR will provide copies of such statements to OSP
and OSP agrees to distribute copies to those other Federal agencies
participating in the interagency emergency planning effort and to the

* nvolved State and local governm.ents.

NRR expects to utilize the report of the current joint NRC/EPA Task
Force effort as part of the basis for the generic part of such statements.
NRR will also develop a schedule for the preparation and issuance of

* these statements for each site at which a nuclear power plant is now
operating or is expected to operate in the future, including provisions
for routine preparation and issua~nce of such statements to O3P soon
after the issuance of each new construction permit for applications
tendered after the date of this agreement.

I • )
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III. .Coordination and/or Concurrence on Related Ma•tters

NRR and OSP each agree to notify the other promptly when matters arise
involving State and/or local governm~ent emergency preparedness
relative to nuclear power reactor sites, either specifically or in
general. Such matters m&ay include public hearings, correspondence
from interested or concerned citizens, meetings arranged by OSP, NPR,

* ~ or othier Federal agencies, or by State or local govern'nents, and
.- plans for. the conduct of drills or test exercises~initiated by State
' or -local governm.ents .or by licensees. In addition, OSP agrees to

seek the concurrence of NR•R prior to the formal issuance of new or~
modified emergency preparedness guidance documents which relate
to licensed nuclear reactor facilities, and NPSR agrees to see!k
the concurrence of CSP prior to the issuance of new or revised
Standard Review Plans to the extent that they relate to State and/or

* local governmTent emergency preparedness.

IV. Training of Offsite Personnel

NRR and 0SP will coordinate the. requirements for training State and
local goverrrnent and other offsite personnel who might contribute to
a radiological er_•rgency response at a nuclear pows0r reactor. Along
with OSP, NRR will undertake to exanine the nature and scope of
licensees' reponsibility for training of State and local emergency
response personnel, to judge the practical effect -and adequacy of
such training as is now provided, and, if necessary, to reco,7nend
changes in regulatory requirements.

V. Federal Interagency Central Coordinating Con-mittee (IRadiological
Emnergency Preparedness)

W NR will be included in the me.r5ership of this Cortmiittee at once and
will be invited by OSP to participate in its deliberations and
activities.

Robe~rt G. Ryan, D fr~ctor Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of State Programs Office of Nuclear Reactor Pegulation



-" Attachment 2

"" STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNM4ENT

...... EMER;•ENCY PREPAREDN•ESS P.ROflRAM

The purpose of the Emergency Preparedness program in the Office of

St'ate Programs is to assist State and local governments In planning for

emergency responses to radiological incidents. The Federal responsi-

bilities in this area are spelled out in the Federal Register Notice

of December 24, 1975 which assigns "lead agency" responsibility to the

Nuclear Regulatory Coniission in the area of radiological emergency

"response planning in support of. fixed nuclear facilities and the transport

of ra~dioactive materials. These functions are carried out in cooperation

with the Environmental Protection Agency, Energy Research and Development

Administration, Department of Transportation, Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, and Federal

Disaster Assistance Administration of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development, and is under the general monitorship of the Federal *Prepared-

ness Agency/GSA."

one of the major goals of the Office of State Programs is to carry out #IRC's

lead agency responsibilities and to assist State and local governmvents

In this important area. The office encourages other Federal agencies to

discharge their responsibilities under the Federal Register Notice and
issues guidance to them for providing assistance to State and local govern-

ments. The office manages and provides leadership for th6 Federal interagency

training program for State and local governments, and coordinates the

Federal Interagency Field Assistance .Program, which provides onsite help

to State and local governments for developing and improving their plans.

It chairs the Federal Interagency Central Coordinating Committee which

coordinates the work an guidance prepared by other agencies. The office

also provides definitions of the types of radiolcaical accidents for

*which State and local governments should plan, and accident scenarios for -

drills and exercises to test the plans.

i i
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The objective of the program is to make sure that every State and

local government has. an operative radioloqical emergency response plan
suitable for the circumstances peculiar to that State or local government.

As lead agency under the terms of the Federal Register Notice, NIRC's

principal responsibilities ire:

1. Issuance of guidance to other Federal agencies concerning their

responsibiliti~es and authorities in radiological incident emer-

gency response planning and in providing planning assistance

to State and local governments.

2. Development and promulgation of guidance to Stat~e and local

.- governments in coordination with other Federal agencies for the

•preparation of radiological emergency response olans.

3. Review and concurrence in such plans. (Proper correlation among

State, local government, licensee, and national plans is an

element of this review.)

4. Determination of the accident potential at each licensed fixed

nuclear facility.

5. Issuance of guidance for establishment of effective systems

of emergency radiat'ion detection and measurement.

Other agencies were assigned specific responsibilities. This program is

in support of NRC's role in licensing, nuclear facilities. NRC requires

that all applicants for an operating license must develop a facil ity

emergency plan. The regulations stop short of requiring that a plan be

developed by the State and local government. This program is intended to help

the State and local agencies to improve their response caoabilities.

This is done in several ways:
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Training

A formal training program designed to teach State and local govern-
rnent personnel how to develop or improve their radiological response

*plans has been established by the NRC at the Defense Civil Prepared-
ness Agency Staff College at Battle Creek, Michigan. Over 360 State

and local government personnel have attended this one-week course

since its inception in March 1975. Additionally, NRC, and other

Federal agencies, have developed a Radiological Emergency Response
Operations Course for State and local government personnel. A

'number of other training activities are also, being developed.

*Guidance and Review

" In December of 1974 a guidance document was published and distributed

* ' to all States. It was titled "Guide and Checkli'st for the Development

* and Evaluation of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency

Response Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities (NUREG 75/111)."

•In practice, this guidance document is a set of "standards" used by

the NRC's Office of State Programs and other Federal agencies to review
and evaluate the adequacy of State plans. It is not a Regulatory Guide.

Review and Evaluation of State plans can only be accomplished if the

- State voluntarily submits its plan and asks for a review.

Other Federal agencies are developing companion guidance to NUREG 75/1ll

some of which has been completed. Specifically, !in September, 1975, the

Environmental Protection Agency distributed its initial version of

several chapters of its "Manual of Protective Action (~uides and Pro-

tective Actions for Nuclear Incidents." The current issue of the manual

deals with airborne releases at nuclear power facilities. Similar

guidance on o.ther types of accidental releases of radioactivity are under

development and will be issued by EPA and HEW, as a part of the manual

In the future. The Defense Civil Preparedness Agency has develooed

additional planning guidance for local government emergency planning

personnel as a part of its "Disaster Operations Handbook."

. 4
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Field Assistance Effort.
The NRC's Office of State Programs heads up the "Federal Interagency

•Field Cadres" which provides assistance to State and local governments

in developing and improving their plans. A cadre is composed of

headquarters and/or regional Federal personnel from the involved

agencies. A cadre, at the request of a State, also observes emergency
response exercises conducted by State and local governments and pro-

vides evaluations to the State and local governments. These are used

as another basis for improving the plans. •"

Interagency Coordinating Commnittee Activities

A. commnittee to coordinate the various activities of the Federal agencies

Ain this area has been established. It is chaired by the Director,

Office of State Programs, and consists of representatives of each of

the agencies mentioned.in the Notice. The committee coordinates the

development of policy concerning guidance, planning assistance and

training for State and local governments.

Two Task Forces have been established by the committee. The "Federal

Interagency Task Force on Training and Exercises," chaired by a

representative, of the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, has developed

a training program in radiological emergency response planning and is

developing the training program for radiological emergency response
operations for State and local government personnel. The "Federal

Interagency Task Force on (Offsite) Emergency Instrumentation for

Nuclear Incidents - Fixed Facilities," is developing guidance needed
to establish emergency offsite radiation and detection and measurement

systems. and to select the appropriate Instrumentation for these systems.

.NRC/EPA Task Force on Emergency Planning
The National Conference of State Radiation Control Program Directors

has raised certain questions concerning emergency planning and

preparedness. At its 1976 annual meeting, the Conference adopted a

reconmendation that"N•RC make a determination of the most severe accident

" bases for which comprehensive radiolcgical er'.ergency plans should be
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developed by the offsite agencies."I Related to this, and since the

publication of the Reactor Safety Study, a number of State and local

government o~rgani zati ons (inc~luding the Cal ifornia Energy Resources

Conservation and Development Commission) have raised questions con-

cerning the implications of the Safety Study for emergency planning.

In addition, there= are certain differences in emergency planning

philosophy between NRC and EPA.

Asa result of this, the Executive Director for Operations has

appointed a special NRC Task Force on Emergency Planning, in which...
the EPA has Been invited to participate, to resolve the •concerns

* of the State and local governments (for more information, see SECY

* ~76-483). The Task Force has held several meetings but have not yet come
to any agreement on the size and nature of an accident i't would

recommend for planning purposes. We expect some agreement can be

reached and a report submitted to the Commission by the end of July 1977..
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Harold E. Collins, Office of State Programs-•
Brian K. Grimes, Office of NIuclear Reactor Regulation
Leo B Higginbotham, Office of Inspection & Enforcement

* C. Vernon Hodge, Office of Nuclear r'laterial Safety & Safeguards
* Michael Jamgochian, Office of Standards Development

James A. Martin, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Ian Wall, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

* APPOINTMENT OF TASK FORCE ON 'EMERGENCY PLANNI~NG

* - You are appointed to a Task Force on Emergency Planning to review# and
make recommrendations on a number of concerns that the States and their
local.governments have expressed concerning State and local government
emergency planning in support of fixed nuclear facilities, particularly
power reactors. EPA is being requested to provide representation on
this Task Force so that a joint NRC/EPA position can be developed.

Enclosure 1 is a charter for the Task For'ce. The Task Force should
identify any additional issues and component tasks related to the basic
overall objective of the Task Force and make recor~mendations concerning
these issues as w.ell as resolving those matters specifically listed.

The Task Force should prepare a schedule and milestones toward coripletion
-Of the tasks necessary to meet the general objective of providing NRC/EPA
guidance to the States.

Enclosure 2 is a list of the Task Force o-armemembersansugte
resource consultants. cJcarean ugse

Lee V. Gossick .
S ExecutiVe Dir-ector for Operations

Enclos ures :
/As stated
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FOR

TASK FORCE ON EMERGENICY PLANNfING

A. BASIC OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF TASK FORCE

To provide a clearer definition of the types of radiological accidents
* that States and local governments should plan for and devel'op prepared-

ness programs to support.

B. COMPONJENT TASKS

1. Review of correspondence concerning emergency p'lanning betwleen
* State and local government personnel and the NRC, EPA and other

Federal agencies over 'the past year. I-dentify, from this corre-
-spondence, emergency planning .issues Which rneed further resolution

* between EPA and NRC such as:

(a) Differences in emergency planning philosophy and resolution
of these differences, EPA considers "a~ccident scenarios in
W}ASH 1400 as one of the viable bases for establishing guidance
along withi other scenarios such as tNRC Safety Evaluation Reports
for individual facilities." (Rowe to Godwvin (Alabam:a) letter
of July 9, 1976). NRC. considers that "the Reactor Safety Study,
(WASH-1400) .... was not intended to be a basis for Qolicy on
siting, emergency planning, etc. associated wvith inpdividuai
plants" (Levine to White (California) letter of June 30, 1976).

* (b) Impact of EPA Protective Action Guides (PAG's) on NRC Siting
. Criteria (lOCFRIO0) when EPA guides are formalized and become

Federal gui dance.

(c) Implications of WASH 1400 for emergency planning.

*(d) Emergency planning implications of ncn-WASH 1400 type accidents.

Ce) Other peripheral issues outlined in Conference of Radiation
Control Program Directors correspondence and letters from State
and local governm~ent personnel.

2. Where required, prepare draft joint #'RC/EPA policy statement(s)
concerning resolution of issues identified, in Component Task 1,above.

3. Draft definitive guidance for States and local governmc~nts •clated
to the: "Determination of the most severe power reactor accident
bases for w-.hfch comprehensive radiological emergency response plans
should be developed by the: States and local, governm.ents." (Reccm-
mendat.ion of the Conference of Radiaticn Control Program Directors,

*,,June 9, 1975).
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4. Examine the variou's emergency planning activities that are
*on-going or under development in NRC and EPA offices that may
have a relationship to the basic overall objective of the Task
Force. •Make recommendations concerning any modifications to
these activities to accomplish the basic objective.

- C. END PRODUCTS OF TASK FORCE

• •1.; Make any recommendations concerning revision to NRC and EPA
emergency planning guidance publications.

2. Prepare Task Force report transmitting draft joint policy
* statements, draft definitive guidance, and recommendations related

to the basic overall objective of the Task Force.

• l I m-
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MEMOPANIDUM FOR: R. G. Ryan, Director, Office of State Program

FROM: R. J. Mattson, Director, Division of Siting,•
Health and Safeguards Standards, SD

SUBJECT: ACTIONS CONCERNIN, G INFORMAL STAFF LEVEL REVIEW OF NRC
EMERGENCY PLANNJING REGULATION (lOCFR 50, 10 CFR 70) .

In response to your memorandum dated November 26, 1976, SD will initiate
a task to evaluate NRC's Emerge'ncy Planning regulations. (10 CFR 50 and
10 CFR 70)."

It .is necessary that a preliminary value/impact assessment be made prior
to the approval of the task initiation form. We intend to use this

* assessment in the Cormission paper on Reactor Siting Policy required by
_.Hay 16, 1977. This Comission paper w;as requested in Mr. Chilk's
memorandum to Mr. Gossick dated January 27, 1977.

"SD's task le.ader wi~ll be Mtichael Jamgochian. He will keep your Emergency
Preparedness staff informed of all activity involved with this task as
well as requesting their, input to the value/impact assessment and the

*regulation evaluation.

Roe J. Mat.•on, Director
- Diisio ofSiting, Health

and Safeguards Standards
Office of Standards Development

cc: W•. Dircks, EDO -

B. Riordan, PLA
B. Rusche, fhRR
H. Collins, SP
T. Rehm, EDO

; •

p. -
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*

MEMORANDUM FOR: R. B. Minogue, Direc'tor, SD

FRa4h: R. G. Ryan, Director, OSP

SUBJECT: INFORMAL STAFF LEVEL REVIEW• OF NRC EMERGENCY PLANNINIG
. REGULATIONS (10 CFR 50, 10 CFR 70)

The attached April 15, 1976 memorandum, dealing with an informial reviewl
* and corr~entary by selected staff members of IE, OS?, NIRR and SD for

improvements to i•RC em•ergencyi planning regulations, has not been subjected
to any fomal review. or action. Because it deals wvith a matter of con-

* tinuing importance to N;RC, licensees, State and loa goenet n h
*public, we believe that a "task initiation" should be generated by SD to
consider these suggestions.

This "task initiation" could include more recent suggestions for revisin~g
these regulations. It could also incl'ude consideration of a variety of
related emergency planning a~ctivities, ongoing or being generated ,within
NRC and other involved Federal agencies, for example, the NPC/EPA E:.•er.erc
Planning Task Force activities, ccntract studies in em.ergency planning ano
preparedness, and changes in Regulatory Guides dealing wvith e•ergency
planning. 1• .

The Office of State Programs recc,•.,ends that the regulatio.ns (10 CFR 50,
10 CFR 70) be made more explicit concerning the requirements for lice.nsee
Interaction ;with local and State government in emergency planning and
response matters. Our eight specific suggestions are recited as part of
Enclosure 2 attached.

* Our E'mergency Preparedness staff is ready to assist you in this effort.

Robert G. Ryan Drctor
Office of State Progra.is

cc w/encl: KChapman,N,•.SS
* Levine,•ES

BiRusche,N;RR
*EVo g enau, iE
* HShap ar, ELD

LGossi :.k,-E
14~tircks ,;,-0

BRiordan~,?LA
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-- * •April 15, 1976

W. J. Dircks, Assistant Executive Director for Operations

ThRU: J. 0. Lafleur, Jr., Acting Director, Office of Internationsal
and State Programs.

INFORI'AL STAFF LEVEL REVIEW! OF NRC EM4ERGENCY PLANiNI{4G REGULATIONS
(10 CFR 50, 10 C•FR 70) ..

At your.direction, and pursuant to the meeting on M4arch 5th concerning-
NRC e nrie'gency planning arnd preparedness activitie.s as they relate to
licensed fixed nuclear facilities, certain involved members of the NIRC
staff have informally review~ed r:RC's emergency planning regulations, to
identify possible problem areas wvithin the Regulations and to suggest
way~s in which they might be improved. The opinions expressed in the
enclosure are those of the individuals involved and do not necessarily
represent "office" positions on this matter.

ISP's informal review of the Regulations w.,as conducted primarily from the
standpoint of offering some suggestions for improving their-clarity wvith
respect to the details of the supportive interface that the Pr~gulations
indicate should exist betw;een the nuclear facility and local governm'tent,
State, Federal and private sector organizations w'ho may be called upon
to either: (1) assist the facility directly (onsite) in the evenit of an
emergency or accident at the facility or (2) respond• to any offsite effects
which may occur as a result of an accident at the facility. ISP's c~or,•.nts
are included in the enclosure.

X&E Headquarters staff memrbers sought opinions from their involved regional
staff I&(E personnel concerning the adequacy or inadequacy of the emergency
planning Regulations from the vie'wpoint of their scope and enforceability.
Their com,•ents are included in the enclosure.

The informal con•..nts of the tJRR staff member with principal responsibilities
for facility emergency plan review. -are include=d in the .enclosure.

The informal comm'•ents of the SD staff n:errb'er primarily involved in em.ergency
planning standards and guidance activities are included in the enclosure.

Informal staff con.:,.ents from rIr'SS and RES were not solicited since the~e
offices bear no major responsib--blitiesor radioloQical emergency response
planning.with the exception that: (1) W*FSS requires that emergency plans.
developed by Part 70 licensees conform to Part.SO requireiaents for emergency
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plans, and (2) RES is involved in the administration of a forthcoming
emergency planning research contract with ERDA's Sandia Laboratory. This
contract concerns the developm~ent of drill and exercise scenarios to test
radiological emergency response plans and the development of emergency
planning guidance for States and local governments for transportation
acci dents i nvol ving radi oacti ve materi al s.

•Finally, many of the comm~ents indicate a possible need to expand the
Regulations to clarify and add certain emergency preparedness (operational)
requirements for the licensee. As it stands nowv, the f, egu ations are pri-
marily interpreted as being solely related to the content of facility
emergency plans developed by the applicant.

You may wish to consider further formalized review of these Regulations
by establi~shing a form•al Task Force whose task would be to make formal
recomn'andatio~ns concerning the Regulations and then to rewrite.the
Regul ations in accordance with th~ese recommt.endations.

origimal signed by

Harold E. C~o1!iri

Harold E. Collins
Emergency Preparedness
Office of International

and State Progranms

Enclosure:
As s~tated

V
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*NRC STAFF OPINION.S CON:CERNING THE ADVISABiLI;TY OF OR NECESSITY FOR,
REVISINIG NRC EM•ERGENICY PLAN:NING REGULATIONIS

Inspection & Enforcement

The five Regional Offices were requested to provide comments and
suggestions on how the Regulations and specifically Appendix E of
•*1OCFP5O could be revised to improve the area of emergency planning.
Their replies were unanimous in regards to the need for an explicit
regulatory requirement for implementing Emergency Plan commitments.
This addition is needed to enhance the, regulatory basis for enforcement
actions by- I&E. Suggestions for improvements in Appendix E, however,
ranged from no change necessary to the opinion that Appendix E should
closely track the Standard Review Plan and the proposed Reguiatory Guide
1.101.

Other suggestions related to emergency planning included the following:

.-1-. Clarify the applicability of the requirements to all Part 50
licensees. Specifically, if research reactors require a
lesser depth-of preparedness, this should be spelled out.

2. Backfit the. same emergency planning requirements for plans
and implementing procedures on facilities licensed prior

* to the effective date of Appendix E.

3. Impose similar emergency planning requirements on licensees
licensed under other than Pert 50 (e.g. industrial manufacturers/users).

_International & State Programs

The ISP Emergency Preparedness staff has informally reviewed the NRC
Emergency Planning Regulations and offers the following example suggestions.
The suggestions deal with the details of the supportive interface, that the
Regulations indicate should, exist be.tween the nuclear facility licensee
and local ,State and Federal organizations who may have to respond to an
emergency at these facilities.

1. Establish a requirement for formalizing the interface betwveen the
nuclear facility ao licant/li~censee and the Federal, State and
local government agencies who will support the facility in the
event of an emergency. The corrbnon practice of having"letters of
agreen-ent" to accomplish this should be formally required by the
Regul ations.

2. Modify that section of the Regulations that require~that the
-emergency plans contain'provisions for training other persons
whose assistance may be needed in the event of a radiation emergency°
such that the licensee be required to periodically provide
appropriate training to appropriate offsite emergency response

* personnel. The type of training to be provided should be specified
in the Regulations such as: site familiarization for fire fichting
personnel and basic radiological safety for medical support and
fire fighting personnel. =_______,,__
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3, Modify the section of the Regulations that require that the
emergency plans contain provisions for testing of emergency plans
by periodic drills or exercises. Include a requirement that the
licensee exert every effort to involve all appropriate offsite
emergency response support organizations in at minimum, a compre-
he.nsive annual emergency response exercise.

4, Establish the specific requirements or bases for notifying local,
State and Federal government emergency response support organizations
in the event of an accident or other situation at a nuclear facility
with potential for causing an offsite radiological release or which
requires onsite assistance by offsite emergency organizations.

5. Develop and establish the requirements for defining an "Emergency
Planning Zone" or "Protective Action Zone" around the nuclear
facility. Make clear by' newv Regulations that the "Emergency Planning
Zone"~ is not necessarily congruent with the "Low Population Zone"

- (and its attendant definition) in the Siting Criteria Regulations
IOC.FR1O0 and establish requirements for what emergency response
capabilities must exist for the "Emergency Planning Zone."

6. Establish a requirement for formal critique of drills and exercises
by qualified observers selected from the licensee organization
and from appropriate local, State and Federal government. Establish
a requirement that any weaknesses revealed by the drill or exercise
will be analyzed and resolved by appropriate personnel.

7. Modify that secti-on of the Regulations that require the applicants'
.. emergency plan to contain "means for determining the magnitude oi

the release of radioactive materials." Establish a requirement
S for the licensee to demonstrate tot and discuss with offsite

emergency response organi~zations, (on an annual basis) the radiologi-
cal assessment m.ethods he intends to employ in the event of an
accident.

8. Establish requirements for the licensee to establish effective
emergency communication links with offsite emergency response
organizations and establish requirements for testing these links
at least monthly.

Nuclear Regulatory Research

R. II. FHouston, Chief, Industrial Security & Emergency Planning Branch, N•RR,
had the following observations concerning this matter.

1, In general, he sees no need to revise Appendix E to lOCFR5O.
Hle recognizes,-however, that certain parts of Appendix E could
be modified and be made more explicit. However,, any modifications
also have the potential for creating new problems of interpretation.
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•- 2. NRR recommended in June 1975 that thd Office of Standards
Development take on a task of producing a staff paper for
modi~fications to IOCFR5O which would provide for continued
maintenance of a state of emergency preparedness throughout the
lifetime of a licensed facility, i.e.~, ensuring that the licensees
and offsite support organizations maintain their emergency prepared-
ness or operational response posture and capability. As it stands
now, the Regulations deal with the requirements for the applicant's
emergency plan. Although the task was initiated (Green Book SD-GO08-1),
.it has not been active. NRR is currently requesting resumption of
effort and resolution of its request.

Standards Development.

Telephone conversation with an SD representative (M. Jamgochian) working-
in the emergency planning area, ,indicated that SD.was currently involved
in finalizing interim Regulatory Guide 1.101, "Emergency Planning for
Nuclear Power Plants" after receiving comments on the interim version
published in November 1975. The SD representative indicated that the
thrust within SO was to replace the old AEC December 1970 "Guide" that is
referenced in NIRC Emer~gency Planning Regulations 1OCFR5O - Appendix E,
with essentially three separate Regulatory Guides in the emergency planning
area. One Regulatory Guide (l.101) w~ould deal with the nuclear pow-er plants
themselves; a second w;ould deal with research reactors (Division 2); and a
third would be a "General Guide" (Division 10) dealing with other facilities
such as industrial facilities manufacturing, using or handling large
quantities of radioisotopes.

The SD representative further advised that he was of the opinion that the
emergency planning regulations would be amplified by the issuance of these
guides. However, he was also of the opinion that the regulations do need
improvement to clarify the requirements for a supportive interface between
State and local governments and the licensees.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY
AND SAFEGUARDS AND OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS ON EMERGENCY PLANNING AND

PREPAREDNESS CONSULTATION

The Office of Nuclear Material.Safet~y and Safeguards and Office of Stai:e
Programs recognize that NRC as an agency has an obliQation to the public
to develop comprehensive plans and to detail measures that can be accoml-
plished before an emergency occurs aimed at preventing, controlling,
reducing the hazards, mitigating the effects and if the emergency actually
occurs, coping adequately with effects of that emergency. This prepared-
ness function necessarily involves both safeguards contingencies planning
and radiological emergency response planning. This memorandum is intended
to recite the relationship of our Offices in these respective areas of

* res pons ibilIity.. -

Safeguards contingency planning is preventive in nature and is implemented
* to prevent certain events. An event in this context refers to any

occurrence which poses an actual nuclear-induced hazard to health and
safety. These events may result from the culmination of a threat to
sabotage, the culmination of a theft of material via a radioactive diso.ersal,:
or the culmination of a theft of material "via the detonation of a weapon
fabricated from that material. In any case, these events usually have
results analogous to safety accidents which may be caused by operational
or natural disasters.

Radiological emergency response planning involves the development and
* preparation of emergency plans. Radiological emergency response Drepared-

ness involves the development and implementation of measures, procedures,
acquisition of resources, and the training of aersonnel to provide oromot
and effective actions and responses to cope with radiological emergenci~es.

A radiological emergency is an actual or potential release of radioactiivity
resulting from an operational accident or natural phenomenon affecting a

* nuclear facility or nuclear material or from the culmination of a safe-.
* guards contingency.

As a safeguards contingency situation involving NMSS licensed activities
escalates, it is incumbent upon NM•SS to notify aporopriate radiological
emergency response organizations, including the Office of State Proararr~s,
of the potential radiological emergency, so that so.me oreliminary assess-
nents can be made and so that orudent protective actions can be considered.
This notice can be made directly or through the emergency mechanism of
Incident Management Center.
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There is a clean and logical differentiation between safeguards
•contingencies and radioloaical emergencies. Responses to safeguards
contingencies are carried out p~Trimarlyy security personnel; they are
directed against thinking adversaries; they are preventive in nature;
and, if safeguards fail, their objectives are to recover any stolen SNM
and to restore protection to remaining nuclear material. In contrast,
responses to radiolocqical emergencies are carried out primarily by
health physics and medical personnel; they are directed chiefly against
accidents; they are restorative/corrective in nature; and, if engineered
safeguards and safety procedures fail, their objectives include the
rendering of medical assistance to injured persons, implementing protective
measures, and the cleaninq up of anyi radiological contamination. Neverthe-
less while agreeing that the response in these respective categories should
be separately planned and executed, we agree that there should be coordlina-
tion between the two categories.

We recognize that there are situations where overlap exists between safe-
guards contingency planning and radiological emergency response planning,
such as in the case of sabotage to cover the theft of nuclear material.
We jointly recognize the need to minimize unnecessary alarm to the pub(ic'

. .in these situations. While the response for safeguards contingencies and
radiological emergencies should be distinct and separate, the respecti've
plans must recognize the potential for a safeguards contingency culminating
in a radiologica•l emergency, or for a radiological emergency posing security
risks to special nuclear material. Because of this, the t;,o offices recog-
nize the need for a continuino exchang~e of information and detailed
assessments of each others olans to identify areas of common concern anid
cocperation. We stipulate the mutual obligation of each office to give=
the other office prompt notice of any developments affecting this overlapping
area of concern.

Each office undertake_! to forge coordinated links anc. to see to it that
each group has adequate working knowledge of the others functions. The two
offices~will encourage commnunication betwleen and amoihg safeguards and
radiological emergency response organizations and institutions.

Because of the recognized need for closer working relationships between
our offices, Office of State Programs will immediately make Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards a member of the Federal Interagency.
Central Coordinating Committee on Radiological Em.ergency Response Pre-
paredness which is chaired by Office of State Programs.

Executed this 21st day of March 1977 in Washington.

7/ Kenneth R. Chapman .- Robert (R Ryan

/•//
!
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MEMORANDUM FOR: B. J. Riordan, Director
Planning and Analysis

FROM: R. 3. Mattson, Director.
Division. of Siting, Health

and Safeguards Standards
Office of Standards Development

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMIENTS - EMERGENICY PREPAREDNESS BRIEFINIG
FOLLOW-UP

At the conclusion of the subject briefing on February 8, 1977, during
Policy Session 77-12, the Commission asked you to prepare for its~
review a paper describing NRC's total emergency preparedness planning
program. In particular, the paper was to include an initial outline
of the policy paper that Standards Development is preparing on emer-.
gency planning requested by the Commission in item 2(c) of the memo
from Sam Chilk to Lee Gossick dated January 27, 1977.

Your paper was to be submitted to the Comnmission by March 11, 1977.
The attached information description of the scope and content of our

May 16 policy paper is forwarded for your use in preparing your paper.

- ~Roger*J •ttson, Director
Division of Siting, Health

and Safeguards Standards
Office of Standards Development

Attachment:
As Stated

cc: W. Houston
D. Skovhol t
H. Collins
L. Gossick
T. Carter "
L. H~iggenbotham
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AREAS FOR EVALUATION! IN• POLICY FOR•4ATIO~t IN

EMERGENCY PLANNING RELATING TO F•EAC'FOR SITING

* The following areas in emergency preparedness should be evaluated for
policy formation. These areas will be further amplified and developed

in the policy paper which is to be submitted to the Co~mmission by May 16,

* 1977. -This May 16th paper will (a) contain an analysis of what the

* recommended statement Confirns, clarifies or changes, and (b.) describe

* available alternatives, with pros and cons, and supporting value/impact

.* ar~alyses . * .:.. . ... . "

1. " Should NRC determine thle degree to which State and local governnment

radiological emergency planning should be part of the nuclear facility

and materials licensing process. Should comm~itm~nt to adequate State

• ~and local radiological emergency response plans be a preco.ndition to

issuance of a license, construction permit, or early site approval?

2...Flow does the enme.rgency response capabili.ty of "'•he,, state and local

* govr~rnment~s factor'into th~e overall judlgerent, oi• no undue risk" to'

I..

2.a. Should criteria be established to determine what is an acceptable

colrdnitnent from the State(s) and local government in order to

determine that a site is suitable?

4..

2.b. Should criteria be established to determine acceptable

geographic and demographic characteristics of the site location

in analyzing the effectiveness of e:nergency preparedness

protective actions?.
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2.c. •Should criteria be established to determine when a licensee's

emergency plan Thould include arrangements for extending

emergency actions for the' protection of persons located

outside the LPZ?

0 . . --. . ,, -- S. " . .
9*
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SCHEDULE FOR NlATIONtAL LEVEL EN.ERGENCY PREPARED,•!ESS PROGRAM

| .. .

NRC Emergency Preparedness Functions

- assignment of functions under EO.11490 (N.RC providedl, statement to F'PA

*December 1975, which .as included in E.0.11953" signed by the Presid'ent

,January 7,.19.77)..

- Develop NIRC essential un~interruptible functio~ns (Draft submitted tc•

*Emergency Prep~aredness contacts w.ithin {iRC for coumients. FMeeting

before end of January to discuss conmnents and decide on draft f~or f'ornal

NRC office review. rarget date for comp~letion: March 15, 1977.)

- Using these essential functions as a base, determine emergencyx responsibilities

of major *constituent offices, within NRC (June, 1977)

-- Develop plans for performing these essential functions

-"Guidance by OSP (September, 1977) iI

* - Plans by designated program office (June, 1978)

NRC Emerglency Oroanization

S.,

* -Designation of emergency executive teams A,•, and C needed to perform

NRC essential functions during national emergencies (June, 1977)'

- Notification of team members (June, 1977)

- Assignment cf responsibilities to team members (July,. 1977]:

- Briefing of team members (August-September, 1977).

.. - Assignment. of team mem.bers to emergenc~y operating locations (Dec. 19T77



-Establish successi.on to office '(4.thi~n NRC for national emergencies
(April, 1977) .

-' Predelegate emergency authority to designated officials, (ctober, 197l

- Develop supporting emergency organization.

* - at Headquarters NIRC (~January, 1978)

- at.Regional NRC offices (1978)

NRC Emergen~cy Facil ities .

- - Ealuate require'nent for emergency operating facilities, including

relocation centers, at Headquarters and Regional levels (September, 1977)

.. . - Designate and acquire access to such facilities/centers (December, 1977)

- Arrange for cc1.n~Iunications and other equipment and suJpplies for the
EOF's. (June, 1978)

* NRC Vital Records

D
" ereisSet up programt fovrfr identification of vitalreodnee. nntoa

• - Existing records (M-arch, 1978)

- Future records (Mlarch, 1978]

- Arrange for storage of vital records at.Emergency Operating

Faci•lit'ies (June, 1978)

: NRC National Ernera•.ncy Procedures for:

* - Warning conditions

, - Notifications and reporting instructions



- Alerts °o•

-Carrying out essential uninterruptible functions

* - Emergency measures checklist .

- Reports during emergencies

* (Draft:October, 1977, Final; October, 1978)

........... ...........

NRC National Level Emerqency Preparedness Plan

* (To include most of foregoing and other-appropriate elements)

- Outline, (June, 1977)

.- - Draft, (October, 1977)

-• Final, (October, 1978)

NRC Emergency Cormmunications •

- Develop co.mmunications A•iNIEX to Nlational and as appropriate, Regional

emergency plans, (outline, July 1977; draft, November 1977, final,

November 1978)

-Develop and disseminate emergency comunications procedures (Tentative

" October 1977, firm, December, 1978)

-Identify, and acquire as necessary, corr~runications equipment for use

In national emergencies (Late 1978 - Early 1979)

Private Sector Emergency Preparedness

D etermine role of utilities and other private users and producers of

* nuclear materials in national level emergency-preparedness (June 1978)

i. w -Issue guidance based on this determination (December 1978)

-Evaluate the need for establishing a Nlatianal Defense Execu~tive

lit I I



• Reserve contingent in NRC (December 1978)

- Develop program if indicated by this Evaluation (1979)

NRC Regional Office Ermergency Preparedness

- Determine degree of involvement (J)une 1977)

- Issue guidance (September 1977)

.* - Visit and brief each Region (October-December

.. Tests and Exercises

1977)

- Participate in National (FPA/DOD sponsored) emiergency exercises

(annual ly)

- Develop and conduct tests of N.RC Emergency.Plan (s) (annually starting

In 1979). .

NRC E.mergency Preparedness Training

-Develop training course on emergency duties and procedures '(Dece._mber 1973)

"" - Establish schedule and conduct course (Starting 1979)

.Resource M~anaqement Plans.

- Develop Emergency priorities and allocations system for production,

distribution and use of resources which NRC licences (1978)

- Assemble and evaluate resource requirements,under emergency conditions,

* of facilities and materials under •RC license or jurisdiction. (1978)

- Prepare plans to claima from appropriate agencies the resources needed
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to carry 6ut NRC's essential emergency functions (1979).

- Develop programs wvith other agencies to iThsure av~ailability of such

resources in emergencies (1979).

I

p.
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,. MEOANIh O:K hpaDrcoOfc ofNuler.aera Safet.

* . .ioue i•cor ffc o'-adrd evlp-n

.. mj~. .yan DirctrOfic o.Sat Po-am

i " EMOANDM FR:E. Shapmar, Director, Office of theuxcutiea Laega i rector

FROM:BenS. Le she, Director, Office of Nuclear Reuatory Reseatich

SUBJECT: FORMAiTION OF A•N NRC STAFF COORDINATING GROUP ON
• ' EDERGEN(CY PREPAREDN:ESS

As a result of a number of recent actvi~rties and discussions on
emergency plan~ning and preparedness matters of concern to NRR licensing

* activities, it has become apparent to me that a mechanism for improved
•staff coordination among several "NRC offices would be valuable. To
this end I as suggesting the formation of an Emergency Preparedness .
Group reflecting the interests and responsibilities of our several

*offices to =act periodically as an informal forum for identifying,
discussing, •nd clarifying sub~tantive issues in the eme=rgency
preparedness area, particularly those havi~ng a need for cocrdination
ofointerfacing interests a--ong• cffices. Such a group, through a written
record of its discussioas, should materially assist in focusing managem-ent
at'tention on significant issues requiring policy attention.

Ihave asked .R. WJ. Houston of my office to take the lead in organizing
*. such a group and invite you to send one or tt:o memoers of your staff to
* the first meeting, in P-I14 at" 1:00 p.m. on Friday, M(arch 4, 1977, to

discuss the E-_rv'ency ?lanning Role in Siting Policy, which relates to
*the paper due the Coommission on March 11, 1977. If you do not have

backgrou.-.d material on this issue, Dr. Houston'[s office will be glad to
provide it. (X-27441)

L m I( •
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•T €"v "ftti.n memorandum, I am a..
a,h .•. ;,'tLdon Director.

cc: L. V,' Cossick

S. U. 1Runauer
E. C. Case

* I. R. D~nton
V. Stcllo
L. E. Heineman
L. S. Boyd
I•- .Assistant Directors.•

.hT• Branch Chiefs

iso extending this mv:

Office of Nuclear Re•
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": T!"•. P'=•UNITED STATES

•; "''NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

*' WASHINGTON. 0. C. 206555

: April 28, 1978
INFORMATION RBPORT

SECY-78-231

.1

For:

From:

The Commissioners.

Thru:

Subject:

Purpose:

Iss ues:

Dis cuss ion:

,/
Robert G. Ryan, Director, Office of State Programs, , -• •l-v "L )
Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations (.7 -'-,

NRC/EPA TASK FORCE DRAFT REPORT ON EMERGENCY. PLANNING

To advise the Commissioners of the draft Task Forcereport on emergency planning, alert them that their
consideration of the final report will be requested,
and inform them of the candidate issues for discussion
in the staff paper accompanying the final report.

An NRC/EPA Task Force on Emergency •Planning has prepared
a draft Task Force Report which, if its recommendations
are adopted, could influence NRR and SP and implicitly
NMSS emergency planning reviews. In parti~cular, emergency
planning outside of the Low Population Zones, the degree
to which specific plant engineered safety features are
taken into account in establishing planning distances,
and the way in which "Class 9" accident consequences
are taken into account for" emergency planning purposes
may be affected. The degree of separation between
reactor siting policy and emergency planning• could also
be affected.

On June 9, 1976, the Conference of Radiation Control
Program Directors, a national organization of State
Radi ol ogi cal Heal th Officers. supported fi nanci ally
by NRC, EPA, and HEW, passed a resolution at their
annual meeting requesting the NRC to - "make a determi-
nation of the most severe acci~dent basis for which "....
radiological emergency response plans should be -.
developed by offsite agencies." The resolution stemmed..
from State uncertainty regarding the extent of planning and

p \Contact:HECollIins, OS
Tel : 492-7210
BKGrimes, NRR
Tel : 492-7415
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the level of operational preparedness needed to copewith radiological emergencies. Additionally, over
the past few years, the NRC and EPA received corre-
spondence from a few States, and in one or two
instances from a local government relating to this
recommendati on.

In August 1976, a Task Force consisting of NRC and
EPA representatives was appointed by the EDO (with
cooperation from EPA) to address this Conference
resolution and related issues. The Task Force
completed its initial work in November of 1977 and
prepared their draft report (Draft NUREG 0396) which
is attached as Enclosure 1. The guidance contained
in this report would be primarily oriented toward
providing State and local government emergency prepared-
ness organizations with an improved basis for planning
protective measures in the environs of light water
nuclear power plants. This guidance would be supple-
mental to the emergency planning guidance already
published by the NRC and EPA and recommends the adop-
tion of a PROTECTIVE ACTION ZONE concept, the object
of which is to plan for dose savings. This concept is
distinct from the concept of LOW POPULATION ZONES which
are established for site and reactor acceptability
using predetermined exposure guidelines. The draft
Task Force report also recommends separation of emergency
planning and siting considerations, and reiterates that
emergency plans not be based on any single accident
scenari o.

Although the report as it is now written covers only
light water reactors, its recommendations could also
affect the licensing activities for fixed site nuclear
fuel cycle facilities, since emergency planning require-
ments for these facilities are related to those for
reactors.

The Task Force report is currently being reviewed by
Federal agencies involved with the NRC in assisting .
the States in their radiological emergency preparedness
activities and by a limited number of State representa-
tives of the Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors, the National Association of State Directors
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for Disaster Preparedness, and the U.S. Civil Defense
Council (local governments). The outside review and
comment on the document will be completed *by early
May, 1978.

The recommendations in the report if adopted by NRC
and EPA will have many and far-reaching implications
for existing and future nuclear facilities; the more
important issues are set out in Enclosure 2. This
matter was discussed at two meeti~ngs with the interested
NRC offices on December 15, 1977, and on March 22, 1978.
A copy of my memorandums asking for the meetings is
attached as Enclosures 3 and 4. The Task Force member-
ship is listed in Enclosure 5; all major NRC offices
were represented on it as well as EPA's Office of
Radi ati on Programs.

After the comments from NRC staff offices, other Federal
agencies and the States are analyzed and treated by the
Task Force - either by assimilation into the report or
otherwise, another draft of the report will be prepared
for review and final comment by Federal and State agencies
and organizations. A major policy issue paper for the
Commission will then be prepared and an oral presentation
to the Commission will be scheduled as close to the end of
August, 1978 as possible.

Coordination: All major program offices and the ELD have concurred in
forwarding this information paper to the Commission.

Office of State Programs

Enclosures:
I. Draft Task Force Report, NUREG-0396 (Commissioners, SECY, PE, & GC only)
2. Issues (with attachment)
3. Memorandum, Director SP,• 12/6/77
4. Memorandum, Director SP, 3/9/78
5. Task Force Membership

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec. Dir. for Opers.
Secretari at
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.ENCLOSURE 2

POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANT POLICY ISSUES RELATING TO
THE DRAFT REPORT, "A MODIFIED PLANNING BASIS FOR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS IN SUPPORT

OF LIGHT WATER NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS," (NUREG 0396)
NOVEMBER 1977



ENCLOSURE 2

POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANT POLICY ISSUES RELATING TO
THE DRAFT REPORT, "A MODIFIED PLANNING BASIS FOR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS IN SUPPORT

OF LIGHT WATER NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS," NUREG 0396)
NOVEMBER 1977

A. Issues discussed in the Task Force Report.

1. Whether and to what extent 'Class 9" accidents should be

considered in emergency planning.

2. Whether there is a need to plan beyond the LPZ.

3. Whether there is a conflict between Protective Action Guides
and dose criteria, for siting and design of nuclear power
facilities.

B. Other issues identified by the Co-Chairmen of the Task Force after
consultation with the NRC task force members which must be addressed
by NRC staff offices before the final report is presented to the
Commission.

1. Whether the approach to emergency planning guidance to the
States should be endorsed by the Commission. What would be
the probable effects of such an approach on the licensing process?

2. Whether existing regulations would require modification given
this endorsement or whether additional regulations or guides
are desirable. This would include a discussion of the relationship
of the Task Force guidance to States to the Commission's policy
on reactor siting (Part 100) and the Commnission's policy on
emergency planning (as expressed for license applicants in
Part 50, Appendix E).

3. The degree to which the guidance should be implemented on
operating reactors and any .impacts on States, local governments,
or licensees.

C. Other emergency planning issues identified by NRC Members or Consultants
to the Task Force as possible issues to be discussed.

1. The relationship between the Federal Interagency Program of
radiological emergency preparedness assistance to State and
local governmentslin which NRC has the lead agency role and
the statutory responsibility of the NRC to carry out a
regulatory program.
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2. The weight to be given to the response capabilities of State
and local governments in the licensing decision process.

3. .Whether present Federal guidance to the States with regard to
scoping accidents for development of emergency plans (NUREG 75/ill
at 2., p. 4, copy attached) is sufficient.

4. What should be the split between Federal, State, local and
licensee emergency preparedness and response efforts?

5. To what extent shoul.d "Glass 9" accidents be considered in
plant design? Should there be a relationship between engineered
safety features and emergency planning? Are tradeoffs acceptable?

6. Part III of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 requires a demonstration
that Emergency Plans "...provide reasonable assurance that
appropriate measures can and will be taken in the event of an
emergency to protect public health and safety and prevent damage
to property." Is "reasonable assurance" sufficient? Or should
"beyond a reasonable doubt" apply?

7. A principal issue is whether a generic emergency planning
distance, such as proposed by the Task Force report (PAZ's),
which is established without regard to the spedific plant
design features or site characteristics used by NRC to
determine site suitability and licensability of a facility,
is appropriate. Will a conflict exist between guidance to
the States regarding the generic distances and the regulatory
requirements on the Licensee regarding site suitability
distances as related to emergency plans?

8. Difference between realistic assumptions used in WASH-1400,
"realistic" assumptions to be used in Environmental Reports
and Environmental Impact Statements and the "conservative"
assumptions used far Safety Evaluation Reports to derive distances.

9. The use of Protective Action Guides (EPA/FRC), Site Criteria Dose
Guideline Values (Part 100) and realistic consequence levels and
the relationship of these levels with radiation protection
standard limits given by ICRP, FRC and in NRC regulations.

Attachment: Excerpt from NUREG-75/lII, ("Guide and Checklist for the
Development and Evaluation of State and Local Government
Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of
Fixed NIuclear Facilities")



ATTACHMENT TO ENCLOSURE 2

' 2. Magnitude of the Accident.

A considerable amount of information of potential importance to emergency planners

is made available during the licensing process. The evaluation of sites and plant designs,

required testing programs, and quality assurance for the operation of such facilities all

provide substantial assurance that accidents with serious consequences to the public

health and safety are not likely to occur. Nevertheless, highly unlikely sequences of

events are postulated and their potential consequences analyzed by the applicant in the

Safety Analysis Report which accompanies each application and by th~eAEC staff in its

Safety Evaluation Report for each plant. The AEC considers that it is reasonable, for

purposes of emergency planning relative to nuclear facilities, to prepare for the

potential consequences of accidents of severity up to and including the most serious

design basis accident analyzed for siting purposes. However, the AEC's expectations as

to the likely consequences of accidents on a realistic basis are represented in the Final

Environmental Statement which is prepared and published by the AEC Regulatory

t

I staff for each plant. •P..

The AEC recognizes that accidents with more severe potential consequences than ;-

design basis accidents can be hypothesized. However, the probability of such accidents

is. exceedingly low. Emergency plans properly designed to cope with design basis

accidents would also provide significant protection against more severe accidents, since '--

such plans provide for all of the major elements and functions of emergency

preparedness. An added element of confidence can be gained, however, if States and

local governments assure that their plans for responding to radiological emergencies are "
-. coordinated with their plans for dealing with floods, earthquakes, or other disaster •,

* ..-. .;

situations which r'night necessitate large scale displacement of peopJe~ar the provision

of shelter, food, medical aid, and other emergency services. Commu'nicatrons, traffic

control, evacuation, public notification and other emergency responses will tend to be -

the same whether or not the emergency involves radiological considerations.

The AEC's Radiological Assistance Program (RAP), the F~ederal Interagency Radio-

logical Assistance Plan (IRAP) and other Radiological Emergency Assistance Plans,
which are a part. of the Federal capability, provide significant additional emergency

resources in tF~e event of a serious accident.

I jl



ENCLOSURE 3

MEMORANDUM DATED 12/6/77
SUBJECT: BRIEFING MEETING CONCERNING DRAFT

NRC/EPA TASK FORCE REPORT ON EMERGENCY PLANNING



ENCLOSURE 3
UNITED S T ,TES

NUCLEAR REGUJLATOmVY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, U. C. 20555

DZ£C 0 i'1977

MEMORANDUM FOR.:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

E.
W.
S.
R.
H.
C.
E.

G. Case, Acting Director, NRRJ. Dircks, Assistant Executive Director for Operations
Levine, Director, RES
B. Minogue, Director, SD
K. Shapar., Executive Director, ELD
V. Smith, Di~rector, NMSS
Volgenau, Director, IE

Robert G. Ryan, DirectorOffice of State Programs

BRIEFING MEETING CONCERNING DRAFT NRC/EPA TASK FORCE REPORT
ON EMERGENCY PLANNING

On August 30, 1976, Director Gossick appointed NRC representatives toa joint NRC/EPA Task Force on Emergency Planning with instructions to
recommend a "clearer definition of the types of radiological accidents
at LWRs for which States and local governments should plan and develop
preparedness programs."" Enclosed is a list of the Task Force members
and consultants.

The Task Force has now completed its deliberations and its draft report,
a copy of which is enclosed. We plan to send the report to the State
and local government organizations next month for review and comment
and it will be forwarded to the Commission sometime in March.

We would like to invite you or your representative to attend asession on this important document on Thursday, December 15 at
in Room 372 of the East West Towers.

briefing
1:30 P.M.

Office of State Programs

Enclosures:
(1) Task Force members
(2) Task Force Draft Report

cc w/eric,: L. V. Gossick, EDO



ENCLOSURE 4

MEMORANDUM DATED 3/9/78SUBJECT: MEETING CONCERNING NRC/EPA TASK FORCE
ON EMERGENCY PLANNING DRAFT REPORT, NUREG-0396



,.. .ENCLOSURE 4
• RE _

o UNITED STATES

NULA EUAOYCMISO
• WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

MEMORANDUM FOR: Edson G. Case, Acting Director.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Saul Levine, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Robert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development

Clifford V. Smith, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

:Ernst Volgenau, Director
Office of Inspection & Enforcement

Howard K. Shapar, Executive Director
Office of the Executive Legal Director

FROM: Robert G. Ryan, Director
Office of State Programs

SUBJECT: MEETING CONCERNING NRC/EPA TASK FORCE ON EMERGENCY
PLANNING DRAFT REPORT, NUREG-0396

My memorandum of February 17, 1978 indicated that we would like to schedule
a meeting with you and your involved representatives concerning the subject

*report and its implications. A copy of this memorandum is enclosed. The
most convenient day for the majority of involved staff and major program
Office Directors works out to be March 22, 1978. Therefore, I am
scheduling the meeting for 10:00 a.m., in Room 6110, Maryland National Bank
Building on that date.

I ask that you try to attend the meeting personally, along with at least
the. Task Force representative from your office and consultants to the Task
Force that were provided by some office •t of the Task Force
membership and consultants is attache to my .Csed memorandum.

Robert G. yaDetor
Offi e /oftate Programs

Enclosure:
As stated
cc: L.V. Gossick, EDO

W.J. Dircks, AEDO
NRC members of the Task Force
NRC consultants to the Task Force
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MEMBERSHIP LIST
NRC/EPA TASK FORCE

ON EMERGENCY PLANNING



ENCLOSURE 5

NRC/EPA TASK FORCE

ON

EMERGENCY PLANNING

Membership on the Task Force on Emergency Planning, which was formed for
the purpose of providing a clearer definition of the types of radiological
accidents for which States and local governments.should plan and develop
preparedness programs, was drawn from both the United states Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the United States Environmental Protection Agency and is
listed below.

Co-Chairmen

Harold E. Collins, Assistant Director for Emergency Preparedness, State
Programs, NRC

Brian K. Grimes, Chief, Environmental Evaluation Branch, Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, NRC

Members

Harry W. Call ey, Chief, Protective Action Planning and Investigation
Branch, Office of Radiation Programs-EPA

Floyd L. Galpin, Director, Environmental Analysis Division, Office of
Radiation Programs-EPA

Leo B. Higginbotham, Acting Director, .Division of Fuel Facilities and
Materials Safety & Inspection, Inspection & Enforcement, NRC

C. Vernon Hodge, Transportation Branch, Nuclear Material Safety & Safe-
guards, NRC

Mi~chael T. Jamgochian, Site Designation Standards Branch, Standards
Development, NRC

Joe Logsdon, Protective Action Planning and Investigation Branch, Office of
Radiation Programs-EPA

James A. Martin, Emergency Planning Branch, Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC
Jerry Swift, Technology Assessment Division, Office of Radiation Programs-

EPA
lan B. Wall, Deputy Director, Probabilistic Analysis S~taff, .Nuclear Regulatory

Research, NRC"

Consul~tants to Task Force

Fredric D. Anderson, Site Designation Standards Branch, Standards Development
NRC

Roger M. Blond, Probabilistic Analysis Staff, Nuclear Regulatory Research
NRC

Delbert F. Bunch,. Chief, Accident Analysis Branch, Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
NRC

R. WayneHouston, Chief, Emergency Planning Branch, Nuclear Reactor Regulations
NRC

Legal Consultants Acquired by the Task Force

Joseph Scinto, Office of tlhe Executive Legal Director, NRC
Royal J. Voegeli, Office of the Executive Legal Director, NRC



NUCLEAR REGULATORY• COfMMSSItON,

WAUIHINGTON; 0. C'. 20656. S ECY-77-426 •
.August 11., 1977

INFORMATION. REPORT

For-

From:

Thru:

Subject:

Purpose:

Discussion:

The Conmiissioners"

Robert G. Ryan, Director
Office of State Programs

Executive Director for Operations ip
ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON NUREG-O1 95,
"IMPROVING REGULATORY EFFECTIVENESS INi.
FEDERAL/STATE SITING ACTIONS"

To inform the Comni ssi on of the status of
comments received on the subject report.
since its formal release in June, and to
provide information useful in making
Judgments on proposed legislation.

In October 1976, the Commission directed the
staff to examine the matter of regulatory
activity in environmental decisionmaking
and. to suggest what steps could, be used to
improve it. The study was assigned to the
Office of State Programs.

A study plan was derived (NUREG-O128 -
Efficiency in Federal/State Siting Actions)
and forwarded to the Governors over the
Chairman's signature. The Office of State
Programs, using the Governors' commients
and support of the National Governors'
Conference, completed the study and made
it available to the Commilssioners on May 23, 1977.

On June 10, 1977, the couinission reviewed
the study team report and directed distribution-
for conmment-to State Governors, Federal agencies,
industry and the public. Congressional offices
were provided with copies of the report for
information.-

Contact:
Robert G. Ryan, SP
492-8170

AW tt

L/
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Discussi on: Requests for commients on the study were
made in a series of letters from this agency.
Chairman Rowden's letter to the Governors
dated June 16, 1977 requested commnents
from the States. Fifteen States have
responded to NRC of which eleven made
specific coamments on the report. In
addition, 3 States have forwarded
commnents to the National Governors'
Conference. All State commnents have been
sunmmarized in Enclosure "A".

Nine Federal agencies have responded either
to Chairman Rowden's letter of June 30, 1977,
or to the distribution letter signed by the
Director, Office of State Programs dated
June 23, 1977. Commnerce, Agriculture and
EPA have promised coimments, others have
informally advised us of commients being
developed. No specific conmments to Chairman
Rowden's letter have been received.

No formal responses have been -received from
any Congressional offices in response to
Chairman Rowden's letter of June 29, 1977.

It must be assumed that the information
available is still fragmentary, although
the summnary of State responses in Enclosure
"A" may be a fair sampling of expected remarks.

The comments by Federal, industry and the
public are summnarized in Enclosure "B".
Twenty-three contacts have been received
to date.

We plan to prepare a sunmmary of conmments
after September 15 when we judge the majority
of States, agencies and other interested
parties will have responded. This sumhmary
would be available to interested parties
for the fall session of Congress.

Robert G. Ryan, Director
Office of State Programs
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Enclosures:

1. Enclosure "A"
State Commnents

2. Enclosure "B"
Other Conmments

DISTRIBUTION:
Comilssioners
Conmmission Staff Offices
Executive Director for Operations
Secretariat



ENCLOSURE "A"

Suimmary of State Commnents on NUREG-01g5 - Improving Regulatory
Effectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions as of August 9, 1977

States responding to NRC (14)
Virginia, Iowa, South Dakota, Arizona, West Virginia, Louisiana,
New York, Hawaii, Georgia, Maine, Wyoming, Connecticut, Ohio and
Rhode Island.

States responding to National Governors' Conference (3)
Florida, Ohio and South Carolina

Seven States - Iowa, South Dakota, Arizona, Hawaii, Wyoming, Florida
and Ohio endorsed early and open disclosure of plans by utilities.
Of these, Ohio was not convinced that inclusion of fossil facilities
planning with nuclear was supportable as part of a Federally managed
process, but believed that advanced disclosure of planning information
on nuclear sites was essential. Florida did not wish to see Federal
funding of power planning activities.

Six States - Virginia, Iowa, Arizona, Wyoming, Florida and Ohio
supported the concept of State performance of NEPA assessments
and some form of delegation to qualified States. Iowa's support
was cautious revealing concern over funding and continuity of
staff.

Three States - Arizona, Florida and Wyoming made specific reference
to site certification by States, separately and in advance of facilities
licensing. Ohiopre~eired an optional system. towa saw problems
in funding for bankea sites out of the present rate base.

Five States - Virginia, Arizona, New York, Maine and Florida made
special mention of the importance of State determination of need for
power being final and binding on the Federal government.

Seven States - Virginia, Iowa, Arizona, New York, Maine, Wyoming and
Florida endorsed the need for improved Federal/State coordination
outlined in the report. Iowa and New York was especially supportive
of joint proceedings. Maine was interested in a higher degree of
Federal coordination in Federal agencies with planning missions.
Wyoming was especially interested in the concept of State participation
in Federal coordinating councils proposed in the report.
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Ten of the eleven States providing some detailed corrmentary were
generally in support of the principal recoimnendations of the report,
especially those features which recognized State and regional diversity.

Finally, South Carolina endorsed the report to the extent of providing
a long proposed resolution to the National Governors' Conference for
their consideration and forwarding to the Congress. It favors all
substantive itemls listed in Chairman Rowden's letter to the Governor
of South Carolina.

Five Governors - West Virginia, Louisiana, Georiga, Connecticut and
Rhode Island indicated that their couwnents would be coming shortly.



ENCLOSURE "B"
Summnary of Federal, industry and public commnents on NUREG-Ol95 -

Improving Regulatory Effectiveness tn Federal/State Siting Actions

A. Federal Agency Commients (7)

FEA: Mr. O'Leary's letter to the National Governors' Conference
supports greater State involvement as proposed by Governor
Straub's testimony of June 14, 1977 before the Udall Committee.

Commerce, Agriculture and EPA indicated that the report was under
study and commients were forthcoming.

OTA: The Office of Technology Assessment strongly endorsed the
regional planning concepts of the report. Regional diverstty
shouTd be recognized.

HUD: Housing and Urban Development opposes State certification of
sites and need for power findings as binding on Federal agencies.
In addition, they oppose separation of radiation health and
safety from NEPA issues. HUD strongly supports regional
planning and agency coordination and would support a system
of State signoffs on p~anning adequacy of power facilities.

BPA: Informal memoranda from BPA saw serious problems in addressing
regional issues involving need for power wtthout a strong
Federal review.

B. Industry Conuents (9)

A number of utility executives have orally commiented favorably on
the scope of the study recommnendations. They tend to favor open
and early disclosure, but oppose public interest group participation
in early p~ianning outside of established governmental channels.

Bechtel Corporation - Their letter supports State (or regional)
apprvalof plans, State environmental review and certification,

pre-certification of sites and improved Federal coordination as
proposed In the report. They oppose inclusion of fossil planning
with Federal overview and entrance of publtc Interest groups into
the early planning process.
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Conmmonwealth Edison (meeting with R.T. ~Jaske) supports open and
advance disclosure of plans, but opposes public participation
in the planning pracess. They support state certification of
need for power and of State environmental assessments.

Mississippi Power and Light (letter) supports the five points
in Chairman Rowden's letter to the Governors, but opposes public
participation in the planning process outside of established
agencies.

The Atomic Industrial Forum is studying the report, but believes
it a substantive contribution and source study for a wide group
of interested parties.

C. Public Commnents (7)

Mr. Roisman has publically stated his opposition to any form of
NEPA delegation to States.

Mr. Nassikas who served as Chairman of the Need for Power Panel
opposes actions by States which would be binding on the Federal
Government.

Mr. E.B. Moore of Olympic Engineering Corporation (formerly with
State of Minnesota) pleads for clearer Federal understanding of
the difference between planning and licensing.

Mr. Kloman of National Academy of Public Administration strongly
supports a formal regional planning entity which includes both
fossil and nuclear generation.

Others were supportive of the study, but made no special points.
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I•arch 1.5, 1976

For:

Thru_:

Fro__:

UNITED ST AleS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY cO&VAhSiflP

......... w..SKCY-76- 148
INFORMATION REPORT

The Conmmissloners :
Executive Di rector for 0prt~n •f

Barrett J. Riordan, "Director
Office of Planning and An'alysis

Purose:
ISSUES OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE TO THE C•OHISSION

To Inforu the Conumission of major issues.

D~iiscusst on: In response to the Commnission's request,, attached
..Is a list representing the updated Issues of Major
Importance to the Comnission. The Issues are.

-divided into two areas: " ... ., .......-...- .. ......

BA. Fuel Cycle Issues
B. Issues Excluding Fuel Cycle

The list Is presented for Conunisslon consideration...

Coordi nati on: This paper has beenoffi ces. revi~ewed with all contributi~ng

I~iordan, D1 rector'lanning and Analysis

Attachment:List of Major Issues of
Importance to the
Conunission

Contact: H. Bassett
492-7575

DISTRIBUTION
commissioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Secretariat

SEC¥1 NOTE: This paper covers
information to be discussed at
a Briefing schedul~ed for
March 18, 1976.



March 1976

A. FUEL ,CYCLE ISSUES OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE TO THE COMMISSION

\..



March 1976

1.' Uranium Mill Tailings . ..... .. "..................

2. Enrichment.................................4

3. Plutonium Recycle........................... 5

4. ALARA.....................................8

5. Transportation...............................9

6.. Safeguards Excluding GESMO......................12

7. Export Issues................................23

8. Waste Management.............................24
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URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

Objective
Commission

Action Required ResponsibleIndividual

7 Assure long-termmanagement of
uranium mill
tailings.

Issues

a. NRDC petition for (1) pre-.
paration of generic envi-
ronmental impact statement
on milling; C2) delaying
affected mill licenses
until EIS has been issued,
and (3) regulations by
NRC and Agreement States
to require bonding for
tailings piles maintenance
and monitoring after mill
shutdown.

Importance Time Constraints

Mill tailings exist in large Petition published in Decision on 3 itemsquantities. If not stabilized FR for public comment.ofNCpeion
and maintained, tailings piles 60-day comment period
are eroded by wind and water, ended July 14, but was
spreading radioactivity, extended to August 28.
Some tailings piles at closed
mills are not adequately
stabilized and maintained.

If licensing actions are
delayed until the EIS is
published as NRDC petitions,
II mills will be affected.

Bishop
FC:WM

(See diagram page 3)

MtM 197



Objective

l. Mill tailings
management
(Continued)

Issues

b. What requirements should
be imposed on uranium
mill licensees

URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

Importance

Present requirements may
not effectively assure
that tailings piles at
closed mills will be
adequately stabilized
and maintained.

Time Constraints

Issues need to be resolved
in connection with antici-
pated expansion of milling.
Completion of ERDA-EPA
research program will pro-
vide some data on existing
tailings piles and post-
operation stabilization
methods.

Further research is needed
to establish criteria for
changes in regulatory
requirements.

Commission
Action RequiredL

Decision on means
of long-term care.

ResponsibleIndividual

Bishop
FC:WM

c. Need for greater regula-tory authority to control
mill tailings post
operation of mills.

At present, NRC does nothave regulatory control
over mill tailings
(because they contain less
than 0.05% thorium or
uranium, or combinations
thereof) after termination
of operating license but
relies on NEPA authority
to establish controls over
tail ings;

Decision on needfor new statutory
authority.

Bishop/ELD
FC:WM

(See diagram p. 3)

MM 976
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URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

Objective

1. Mill tailings
management
(Conti nued)

Issues

d. Reevaluate role of
Agreement States in
control of mill tailings.

Importance
Presently some Agreement
States have laws requiring
stabilization of tailing
p~ies."Other Agreement
States are considering
changes in their State laws.
requiring stabilization and
maintenance of tailing piles.

Time Constraints

Depends upon develop-
ment of new tailings.
control criteria.

CommissionAction Required

Agreement States
role in long-term
care.

Responsible
Individual

Bishop/Kerr
FC:WM/FC:SA

Confi rma tory
research Q

.---- ..... .

NRDC Published in FR;
Petition Comment period

ended 7/14/75.

Comment period
extended to
8/28/75.

Paper to
Commi ss io n
M1arch 1976

Decision by Develop
Commi ssi on regulatory

requirements

March 1976
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ENRICHMENT•

Objective

J, Be prepared to
license private
industry enrich-
ment plants.

Issues

Develop regulatory re-
quirements and licensing
procedures for enrichment
plants.

.Importance
Private industry appli-
cations for enrichment
plant license possible
in fiscal year 1977.

Time Constraints
Policy paper on lic-
ensi ng requi rements
and procedures being
prepared.

Comm is s ion
Action Required

Decision on direction
to take in licensing
enrichment facilities.

Responsible
Individual
Nixon
FC:PF

Develop regulatory
requi rements

Industry plans for Decision on licensing .Completion of
constructing enrichment requirements and pro- ERDA-E IS on
plant, cedures. centrifuge in early

1976.

March 1976



PLUTONIUM RECYCLE

Objective

g. Establish interim Safe-
guards rules for the
interim use of PU in
the LWR MO0X fuel cycle.

Issues

a. What regulatory approach
should be adopted?

b. What should be the
scope of material and
facilities coverage
of the interim rules?

.c. What are the NRC
implementation
implications of the
interim rules?

d. How will the interim
rules relate to the
widescale recycle rules
so that there is no
foreclosure of Safeguards
alternatives?

e. What are the industrial
and societal impacts of
the interim rules?

Importance Time Constraints

To provide the opportunity Nov. 14, FRN stated
to plan for the recycle of draft rules would be
Pu while knowing what are published in early
adequate Safeguards. l976, final rules in

mid-1976.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on
proposed draft
interim rules.

Responsi bl eIndividual

Eisenstein
NMSS :SG

Commission decision First draft to Publish draft
Nov. 14, 1975. Commission i~n April 1976

Mfarch 1976

Publish final
June 1976
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PLUTONIUM RECYCLE

Objective
*. Commission decision

on NRDC petition on
"Hot Particles"

Issues

Standard related to
radioactive particles
in lungs (NRDC petition).
SECY-R-74-252)

Importance

Decision has an important
bearing on safety standards
applied to plutonium.

Time Constraints

Must precede GESMO
decision to remain a
Separate issue.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on NRDC
petition pending
before Commission
(SECY-75-447)
August 14, 1975

Approval of plan
to revise FES be-
fore publication

Responsible
Individual

SD/FC:pD

S. Final EnvironmentalStatement on plutonium
recycle in LWR fuels

a. FES revision to reflectprojections of low
growth of nuclear power
and no breeder with
other cases considered
parametrically.

b. With delay for revisions
it may be desirable to
combine the health, safety
and environmental FES
and the safeguards.
supplement FES into a
single report.

Public commitment toissue FES early in
1976.

Battelle Northwest
computer programs being
revised and rerun to
forecast environmental
effects, cost/benefit
ratios, sensitivity
analyses and material
flows. BNWL's com-
puter output data
needed before revisions
can be made.

Lowenberg,
FC :PD

(See diagram page 7) m 17W 1976
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PLUTONIUM RECYCLE

Objective

6.. Final Commission
decision on use of
mixed-oxide fuel.

Issues

a. Rules concerning health,
safety & environment for
widescale use of recycled
plutonium.

Importance

Industry needs to know
decision as soon as
practicable for planning
purposes.

Time Constraints

Dates refer to time
of FES publication:

a. Early 1976

b. Mid 1976

c. Mid 1976

d. Mid to late 1976

Commission
Action Required

Decision to
allow or prohibit
recycle of
plutonium in
mixed oxide
fuel for LWR's.

Responsible
Individual

Lowenberg/
FC:PD

b. Rules concerningsafeguards for widescale
use of recycled plutonium.

c. Public hearings (legislative).
d. Need for. adjudicatory

hearings.

Comment Position
period on paper on NiRC
provisional provisional
views ended "vlews
7/24/75.

Decision cn Decision to FES-Health, Safety FES Safeguards Decision on
final NRC views revise FES &1 Environment July - mid 1976 plutonium
stated in 1976. recycle in
11/14/75 FRN. 4 early 1977.

Standard on
particles in
lungs

Decision
on NRDC
petition.

Comment: Interrelationship be'tween "Hot Particle" petitiondecision & plutonium recycle decision.
March 1976
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ALARA

Obetive
7. Determine ALARA values

for fuel cycle.

Issue
ALARA rules for releases
or radiactive materials
in effluents from fuel
cycle plants.

Imoortance

Cost effective ALARA values
needed for plant design and
operation (taking into
account the state of technol-
ogy and equipment costs).

Time Constraints
Completion of contract
studies of radioactivity
reduction processes,
costs and doses..

Commission
Action Required

Decision on issu-
ance of amendments
or technical reports
for public comment.
Paper to Commission
being circulated
for concurrence
which recoimmends
issuance of techni-
cal reports in lieu
of rule changes at
this time for re-
processing plants,
UO2 enriched fuel
fabrication plants,
mixed oxide fabri-
cation plants and
uranium mills.

ResponsibleIndividual

Steyer, SD!
Kastner, SD

V >0
Contract
studies.

Decision on
rule change in
FY 1976.
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TRANSPORTATION'

Objective

Define NRC's mutual
responsibilities with
DOT and ERDA.

Issues

a. Revise Memorandum of
Understanding between
NRC and DOT to reflect
recent changes in each
agency and define re-
spective roles of NRC
and DOT.

b. Define relationship
between ERDA, NRC
and DOT.

Importance Time Constraints

Need to prevent overlap Ready for Commissionbetween NRC and DOT and consideration'in
ensure loopholes do not May 1976.
exist in present review,
inspection, and enforcement
•programs. Need to define
ERDA role asan NRC lic-
ense exempt agency.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on revised
•Memorandum of Under-
standing between
NRC, ERDA & DOT.

ResponsibleIndividual

Schwartz, I•.
•lussbaumer,
NMSS :MF

0---- -'C

Update Memo ofUnderstanding
with DOT April
1976.

Ready for DecisionMay 1976.

AR 1976
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TRANSPORTATION

Objective

9.Certify to JCAE that
safe containers
have been developed
for air shipment of
plutonium.•

Issues

a. Define design
criteria.

b. Test & evaluate.

c. Verification of
design criteria
& containers.

Importance

Public Law (PL 94-79)
prohibits shipment of
plutonium by air, with
some exceptions, until
a safe container has
been developed.

*Time Constraints

a. Draft of criteria -
March 1976.

b.. Test containers -

July 1976.

c. Evaluate test
results & test
criteria - July 1976.

d. Certify containers -
August 1976.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on
certi fi cation
to JCAE.

Responsible
Indi vidual

Nussbaumer
NMSS:FC

fJ

Publ
(PL

lic Law .Draft criteria Test containers Certify containers Decisior
94-79) March 1976 & evaluate August 1976 certificion

cation

results --
July 1976

to JCAE

•@mmmh I•
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GES•fl

Objective

14. Review procedures for
physical security of
SN2%. in transit.

Issues

a. Protection of
transient
shipments
coning to the
U.S.

Importance

Information required by
.Commission at Policy
Session 75-48 on
August 29, 197S

Time Constraints
Decision paper to
Commission October
22.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on
Issues

Responsible
Individual

Eisenstein NMSS:SG

b. "Gaps" in protectionprior to transfer
of export/import
shipments..

c. Possible licensing
of freight forwarders.

Con~nents: Paper was delayed beyond October 22, 1975 owing to the complexity of the questions. Issues a and b
are covered in a paper in the concur~rence chain as of .March 4, 1976. Issue c w¢ill be covered
in a paper to be completed before April 1, 1976.

-.---- o Issues a & b: In concurrence chain on 3/4/76.

Needed information Item split _.
defined by Commission into two •..
Policy Session 75-48 papers ---- "....
August 29, 1975. Oct. 22, 1975. "•>olssue c: In concurrence chain on "3/4/76.

March 1976
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GES•D)

Objective

/5, Conclude US-IiAEA
Safeguards Agreement

Issues

Analysis of draft
agreement at
Commnission direct-
ion.

Importance

Presidents (3) have offered
to place U. S. civilian
nuclear activities under
IAEA safeguards when NPTr
agreements are implemented
in other industrialized
Nations.

Time Constraints

Commnission briefed
on June 19.

CommissionAction Required ResponsibleIndividual

Decision on
recommendations of
analysis.

Eisenstein NMSS:SG

Decision on US-IAEAAgreement when
negotiations by US
I'LsSion are completed.

-n rw

Conmmitment toapply IAEA
safeguards.

Analysis of draft[US- IAEA agreement;
completed in June.
Sent to Cormmission
on June 11..

Colmnission
directed the
following actions:

Comment: Determine implications to US/IAEA safeguardsagreements of decision of Japanese Diet to post-
pone vote on notification of NPT. Done July 8.

Develop interagency agreement for implementing\\US/IAEA agreement. Discussed with Dept. of State,-
ACDA, and ERDA July 8. Wqill complete by April 15, 1976.

Arrange a small industry meeting to allow licensees-

Decisionon agreement

5/1/76

M1arch 1976

to comment on proposed provisions of the agreement.Meeting held August 20.

Revise wording of the agreement to assure that
mutual determination by IA.EA and US that IAE•
procedures are not discriminatory toward facilities
that are similarly 'situated. Completed July 8.

Information paper on these four item~s sent to
Co~mmission July 29, 1975.
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SA•FEGU±ARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING .GES•iJ

Objective

14. To review and evaluate
indicated significant
inventory" anomalies
at NFS-Erwin in relation
to material control
procedures.

Issues Importance

A scheduled inventory Mterial controlof nuclear material procedures must be
which began on 27 evaluated to insure that
October 1975, unauthorized access to
indicated that more or acquisition of nuclear
high-enriched materials is being
uranium was found prevented.
in the production
plant at the facility
than was. shoi'.mon the
records.

Time Constraints

The initial draft
report is due to
Director MESS
by February 15.

Conunission
Action Required

Decide on any
recommnendations
forwarded by
Director NMSS°

Responsible
Individual

Page SG

U

Visit
NFS-Erwin
Jan 12-15

Visit B•WApollo • Parks
Township PA
for comparison
pu~rposes.
Jan 27-29

Prepare initial draftreport. Feb 15.

March 1976
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GESMO

Objective
IS, InventOry discrepancy

(MUF) limits (10 CFR 70)

Issue
Rule to require re-
inventory of SlIM
whenever LEMUF is
exceeded by a stated
percentage.

Importance

Minor impact on practice;
provides regulatory rule basis
for enforcement.

Time Constraints

Proposed rule changepublished in Federal
Register on July 17,
1975. Public comment

period expired on
September 15, 1975.

Commission
Action Required

Consider publication
of rule in effective
form. Rule in draft
and leaving SD for
final office con-
currences In 2/76.

ResponsibleIndi vidual

Solem, SD

Rule change by the
Commission for
publication in FR
May 30, 1975.

Proposed rule changeon reinventory of SNM
published in Federal
Register on July 17, 1975

Decision on rulechange.

MR 17
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GESW)

Objective

#6. Evaluate existing
material control and
accounting requirements
for safeguarding SNMI.
(specifically LEU)

Is sues Importance

Whether present MU/F aj or Program Review.
and LEIUIF accounting
requirements con-
tained in 10 CFR 70
are cost effective.

Time Constraints

Analyze present
requirements by
April 1, 1976.
Staff paper to
Coinnission proposing
amendments to regula-
tions, standard-s or
procedures by June 15,
1976.

Commission
Action Required

Approval of staff
recommnendations.

Responsible
Individual

Hisenstein NNSS:SG

Complete
Staff analysis
February 15, 1976.

Approval of staff
recommendat ions
June 15, 1976.

March .1976



SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDINGGESMO

O~bj~ective
17. To obtain better nuclear

materials information
for NRC.

Issues

Office of Policy
Evaluation has
identified short-
falls in the NRC
nuclear materials
information system.

Importance

Resolution of future issues
such as GESMO and safeguards
could influence information
needs."

Time Constraints

Decisions must be
made that will in-
fluence the FY '78
budget preparations,

Commission
Action Required

Decide on any
recommendations
for major new
reporting require-
ments.

Responsible

Individual

Thayer SG

,,. ,_3..o .
T•

information now
available against
current needs.

Briefed Cormmissioners
on the present Nuclear
Materials Information
(NMIS) system.
December 1975

*Staff studies for
future requirements
Spring 1976

Briefing on
proposed system
Summer 1976

Decide on
recommendations.
Fall 1976

March 1976
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GESMIO

Objective

/I. Define those categories
of sensitive safeguards
infor~mation that should
be withheld and study
means to accomplish.

Issues

The Conmiission
recommended to
the NSC that:
a. inventory

discrepency
data be
classified
for a six
month period.

Importance

Prompt action will
be required as seon as a
directive is received
from NSC relative to
implementing the Commnission's
recommendations.

Time Constraints

Implementation of
class ificat ion
program as soon as
possible after
receipt of NSC
directive.

ComniSsion
Action Required Responsible

Individual

Decision on
staff recomen-
dat ions relative
to implementing
the NSC Directive.

Class ificat ion
program:
N3SS/SG - MlcCorkle
Admin/Sec. - Brady"
Study LWR Question:
PL•\ - Riordan

b. certain sensitivesafeguards infor -
nation (fuel cycle
facility physical
protection plans)
be classified.

c. further study
is needed
on how to protect
LW•R security plans.

d. the Executive Branch
reexa~nine the question
of EO 11652 covering
th@ classification of
information generated
by third parties.

Commission recom-mendations to NJSC
on 12/19/75.

Commission advised(Jan. 1976) of
scope of required
actions if NSC
accepts recormien-
dations.

Planning inprogress awaiting
NSC response.

I~arch 1976
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SAFEGU.•~DS ISSUES EXCLUDlING GESMO

Ojective

jp. Evaluate effectiveness
of Safeguards at Licensee
facilities having 5000
formula grams of i-EU or PU

Issues

a. Can in place
safeguards
prevent the
theft of more
than S formula
kgs of SN~i by
an employee?

Importance

Determine effectiveness of
safeguards against a defined
threat and indentify needed
improvement.

Time Constraints

This step in the
evaluative process
should be completed
as soon as possible.

Con~nission
Action Required

Decide on any
reconnaendat ions
forwarded by
Director N•SS

Responsible
Individual

Brightsen SG

b. Are present safeguardssufficient to prevent
the theft of more than
5. formula kgs of S•ZI
by a well planned
assault by three
persons (one of whom
may be an employee
in collusion)?

Site visits
begun
2/9/76.

'zo
Site visits
completed
4/25/76.

Individual site Completed action
evaluations and and rePort to
actions &'con- Commission.
tinuing process
during entire
period.

March 1976
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GESMO

CommissionAction Required
Responsible
IndividualObjective

4o. Strengthen safeguards
for protection of SNM
from theft or sabotage.

Issues

Should NRC regula-
tions require
licensee guards to
take positive
delaying action,
including the use
of firearms, to
protect SNM1?

Importance

Provides additional protection
'against theft or sabotage of
S•I. Clarifies intent of
regulation.

Tine Constraints

Paper has been
prepared and
transmitted to
EDO on September 23:

Approval of letter Eisenstein SGto licensees
concerning actions
of on site guards.

-G J

Need to clarify intentof existing regulation
concerning actions of

' guards in protecting
SNMI. SEGY-75-226 dated
May 15, 1975.

Approval of letterto licensees in
October.

Action complete.Letter sent to licensees
November 17, 1975. However,
Commission requested
analysis of licensees'
responses before April 5, 1976.

March 1976
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SAFEGUARDS ISSUES EXCLUDING GESIIO

Objective
4I. Establish criteria to

serve as the basis for
supporting export license
applications involving
more than 2 kgs of Pu
or U-233 or more than
5 kgs of U-235 enriched
to 20% or more by weight.

Issu__e
Require adequate physical
security, as defined by
the NIRC Exec. Branch by
foreign countries prior
to issuance of export
license for significant
quantities of SNM*.

Importance

Implementation of National
Security Council decision
to require, prior to commit.
ment to supply significant
quantity of SNMl to another
country, that country must
agree to provide adequate
physical security.

Time Constraints

Types of information
to be used by Exec.
Branch must be pro-
vided by NRC before
rule chanqe is ready
for consideration.

Consideration being
given to inclusion in
rulemnaking of broader
scope.

Comhmission
Action Required

Approval of State
Dept. letter on
security require-
men ts.

Decision on pro-
posed rule changie
for public comment.

Responsible
Individual

Becker, ELD

& 0

NRC decision to
require adequate
foreign physical
security prior to
SNM export.

Letter to State
Dept. defining
physical security
requirements.

Decision on rule;

MR 1976



Obj ecti ve

JJ. Clarify environmentaland safeguards require-
ments for export program.

Issues

a. LWR export program
envi ronmental
impact statement.

-23 -

EXPORT PROGRAM ISSUES

Importance

Court Decision requires
ERDA to have final ETS
by August 3, 1975. Con-
tinuation of export of
*LWR program depends on
results of EIS.

Commission
Action RequiredTime Constraints

Draft interim EIS
distributed in April.
Final interim state-
ment issued Sept. 26,
1975.

Responsible
Individual

Establish NRC posi- Nussbaufler/Ke
tion on ERDA's pro- FC:SA
grammatic EIS. Action
paper SECY-75-604
(10-14-75) and
SECY-75-604A (12-19-75)

Court decisionrequiring ERDA EIS. ERDA interim EIS
distribution in
April.

Final interim EIS
issued Sept. 26, 1975.

Decision on
NRC position
on EIS.

Draft EIS
recei ved
August 15.
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WASTE MA~iAGEMENT

Objective

AS. a•- Develop long term
waste management
goals.

Issues

Acceptable performance
goals (technical, social,
environmental) for ERDA
& industry waste manage-
ment programs.

Importance

Necessary to establish
planning base for ERDA
& industry.

Time Constraints

Long term project.
Initial task group
effort to be
completed by Apr. 1976.

Comm iss ionAction Required

Interim decisions
on proposed
goals.

Responsible-Individual

Bishop
FC:WM

_ _ _ _ _->0 -......... ...................... o ,- "o - -
Objectives DevelopmentTask Force initiated
December 1975

Statement of Objectivesprepared April 1976 Interim Commissiondecision on
statement

Publication for publiccomment & discussion established

b. Develop solidificationcriteria for high
level wastes.

Acceptable form topackaging requi rements
for high-level wastes
shipped to a federal
repository.

Necessary for ERDA &Industry guidance in
handling wastes from
fuel reprocessing.

Proposed criteriaready for publication
by Jan. 1977.

Decision onpublication of
proposed crit~eria
for public comment.

BishopFC:WM

U. Arizona contractinitiated Oct. 1975 ERDA site visitsJanuary 1976

.... > , ......... ... ........ . . .--- • o .. . . .. .. . . .......'Process status Draft rules for Commission decision
report prepared internal review on proposed regs.

MA)?
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

Importance
Ob~jective

rssue___s
Time Constraints3S. c. Obtain Commissionapproval on broad

NRC waste mgt.
program

Commission
Action Required

Decision on
recommendations in
SECY-75-526.

Responsible
Individuala. Active vs. passiverole for NRC

b, Preparation of GElS

Prompt decision essentialto entire waste management
effort.

Decision essential
for program direction. Bishop

FC:WM

Paper to CommissionOctober 1975 Commission Decision

d. Implement coordi-nation plan with
ERDA on EIS.

To what extent is inter-agency cooperation com-
patible with maintaining
independent NRC regu-
latory view.

Some form of cooperationneeded to minimize dupli-
cation of effort between
agencies.

Proposal went toCommission in
February 1976.

Decision on
procedure for coop-
erative effort.

Bishop
FC: WM

Commission approval Letter to Roberts Initiate cooperative
of proposal 

(ERDA) 
effort



March 19/6

B. MAJOR ISSUES EXCLUDING FUEL CYCLE
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Obj ecti ve

24 Develop an early site
review.

Issue

Adoption of a policy
and procedure document
In the absence of re-
*quested legislation.

REACTOR LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

Importance

Interest has been
expressed by industry.

Will emphasize the
opportunity for staff
review of sites for
plants which have been
deferred or delayed be-
cause of financing problems
and other new sites.

Time Constraints

Two applications (Wood
and Haven) have now
been submitted. Other
utilities are consider-
ing this approach.

Meetings with Coin-
mission on August 6 and
on Oct. 21 raised
questions on the pro-
posed policy and pro-
cedure document.
Addendum to the paper
was issued on Sept.30,
1975. New Commission
paper was submitted
in late February.

Commission
Action Required

Decisions an:

Policy and pro-
cedures document;
and proposed reg.
changes.

Reg. chaniges to
Commission.

Responsible
Individual

Boyd, RL
Haass, RL

Shapar, ELD

Several states and
regions have authorized
siting organizations.

Regulatory guide Roberts, SDon format and con-
tent; issue when interim
early site review
regulations are is-
sued in effective
form.

S 7o o.>

Policy and Procedures
Document to Commission
July 24, 1975.

Changes to Regs; sentto Commission early
August.

Addendum to
policy and pro-
cedures document.

Issue Reg.Guide
Application
submi ttal

MAR •97
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REACTOR LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

Objective Issu___e Importance

25. Refine reactor operat-ing requirements. Regulations establish-
ing requirements on
inerting of contain-
men t.

Appeal Board decision inVermont Yankee case indi-
cated need to clarify re-
qui rements.

Time Constraints

Proposed amendment
ready for considera-
tion mid-March 1976.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on pro-
posed amendments
to Part 50.

ResponsibleIndividual

Weiss, SD!
Shapar, ELD

0 .00

ALAB Decision onInerting in Vermont
Yankee.

Proposed AmendmentReady for Commission
in mid-March 1976.

Decision on
amendments to
Part 50.

MAR 1976
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Objective

26. Clarify reactor
seismic design
requirements.

Issue

Interpretation ofPart 100, Appendix A
requirements.

REACTOR LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

Importance

Integrity of systems
important to safety
and optimal return to
operation without undue
conservatisin.

Several licensing actions
being delayed due to in-
terventions involving staff
interpretation of Appendix
A. One petition to clarify
Appendix A has been. docketed.

Time Constraints

Issue in current
licensing cases.
SD will submit a
policy paper to the
Commission on this
issue in Fall 1976.

Commission
Action Required

Consider plan for
developing region-
alized generic geo-
logic seismic
characterizations.

Consider plan for
fixing sections of
Appendix A that are
subject to interpreta-
tion.

Responsible
Indi vidual

Roberts, SD

Wi 3 (~)

Geologic seismic Issues
Raised in Licensing
Cases.

Paper" to Commission
in Fall 1976.

Commission
Action on:

Revision on Part 100,
Appendix A.

Plan for Developing
Regi onal i zed Generi c
Seismic Characterizations
,(due in 2-5 years).

Plan for standardizing )\-.,Standardization•

individual seismic re- \Nuclear Parks
quirements (due December\
1977). \Fuel Plants

MAR 1975
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REACTOR RESEARCH

Objective

27. Approve the methods by
which NRC will control
general research and
technical assistance
programs.

Issue__

The extent to which
NRC will have technical
directjon of contract
efforts.

Importance

To assure the independence
and objectives of informa-
tion developed within NRC
programs.

Time Constraints

Differences with
ERDA are under
negotiation.

Commission
Action Required

None, assuming
provisions parallel
to the LOFT memo-
randum.

Responsible
Individual

Kouts, RES/
Gassick, EDO

EDO has provided NRC languageto ERDA on memorandum covering
PBF, PFE, general research,
and technical assistance.

-•>o >0

Memo of Understanding
with ERDA on LOFT

12/29 letter -
Gossick to
Romatowski en-
closing proposed
memorandum on
PBS, PES and
general research

Awaiting ERDA
comments

Reach agreements
on NRC research
at ERDA facilities

I•AR 1976
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REACTOR RESEARCH

Objective

28. Determine scope and
direction ofresearch
program..

Issue

Review of recommenda-
tions of American
Physical Society
report on reactor
safety as they may
affect the safety
research program.

Importance

APS has recommended
expansion of the RSR
program. In response
to these recommendations,
the FY 1977 proposed
program has been expanded
in the areas of concern
to AP-S.

Time Constraints

Development of
FY 1978 budget
recommendations.

Commission
Action Required

Decision on whether
to implement addi-
tional parts of the
recommended program.

Responsible
Individual

Kouts, RES

Partial implementationin FY 77 Budget.

>
Publication of
ATS Regort on
reactor safety
4-28-75.

Partial implementation
in FY '77 Budget

Decision on. staff
recommendations
re: further
implementation'

b•AR 1976
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REACTOR RESEARCH

Objective
29. Determine how major

facilities needed for
the conduct of NRC
research programs are
to be funded.

Issue .Importance Time Constraints.
Commission
Action Required

Responsibl,,
Indi vidual

The Energy Reorganiza-.tion Act specified that
NRC will not build its
own research facilities;
however, the Act does
not specify how such
facilities should be
budgeted. ERDA has
budgeted to complete
the LOFT facility but
has indicated reluctance
to assume this role in
general.

The
is5
for
FY

i p . . . .
1mmealate importance Fiscal 1978 budget Resolution of this Kouts, RE5related to the need cycle, problem will require"

FEfunding in discussions between
1978. the NRC Chairman a

the ERDA Adm r-•-''a
•tor

e- .. ...... •0 S... ... -.... .. ... -.-....... -.. .. ...... ¥

EnergyReorganization
Act

Agreement with ERDA
on LOFT budgeting

Need to reach
agreement on
P FE

Decision on
general policy
re: fundina for
research facilities

2÷ . T•AR 197•
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REACTOR RESEARCH

Objective
30. Institute modified PFE

program.

Issue '"

Need toachieve balance
between completeness
and timeliness of
research results.

Importance

Information from the PFE
program is needed to
support the ECCS rule.
Furthermore, PFE is a
very costly program.

Time Constraints

The PFE program
should be reoriented
during this fiscal
yea r.

Commiission
Action Required

Review options and
adopt policy for
future conduct of
program.

Responsible
Individual

Kouts, RES

• .................................... ) o- ...... "70
Budget & schedule
problems require
reorientation of
PFE program

NRC/ERDA teamreviewing alternate
sites for one-third
scale facilities

*Decision on
scope and
location of
funding

,IB 1Q7R



Objective
31. Improved reactor

safeguards.

Issue

a. Rule si~nificantly
stren gtfhening9
requirments for
physic a protection
of nuckar power
reactors against
industw~al sabotage.

b. NRC clearance of
personfll for access
tp special nuclear
material

Importance

High level of public
interest on issue.

No present detailed
regulation for
physical protection.

Necessary to require
industry to limit
sensitive jobs to
trustworthy individuals.

Time Constraints

Proposed rule change
published for comment;
effective rule ready
for Commission in
March 1976.

Proposed rule change
ready for Commission
in April 1976.

- 33 -

REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

Commission
Action Required

Decision on
Effective
Rule Change.

Decision on
proposed rule
change for
public comment.

Responsible
Individual

Jones, SD

Costanzi, SD

a. Public interest in • ____)Cphysical prot'ection
• ' Decision on

Absence of rul~ change

I-

Potential impact
on reactor desian

b. Tleed for trustA
worthy individuals
in sensitive jobs

?JSC decision
on (.4SS11 216 Decision on rule change

PAR 19.S
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DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN THE P'UBLIC INTEREST

Responsible•
Individual

M•Corkle, N!!
Brady, ADN

Objective

32. Develop policy on
disclosure of
information in the
public interest.

Issue Importance Time Constraints
Conmi ssi on
Action Required

Implement !iSC
Directive

a. Withholding sensitivesafeguards information
from the public.

Release of safeguards
details potentially
reduces system
effectiveness.

Freedom of Information
Act amendments impacts
decision.

Depends on administra-tion decision on NRC
recommendations
(NSS?4 216) submitted
to NSC.

b. Amnendment of Part 2
pertaining to dis-
closure of proprietary
information

NRC may be subject tochallenge of determina-
tion to withhold pro-
prietary information
received from licensees
and others; Freedom of
Information Act amend-
ments impose sanctions
on improper withholdinn
of such information.

Recommendations onprotection of LWR
physical protection
plans ready for Com-
mission end of March.

Vulnerability to chal-
lenge indicates need
for action to define
NRC position for public
and staff. Comment
period ended February 20.

Policy paper was pre-
sented February 1976.

Decision on
method to protect
LWR physical pro-
tection plans.

Approval of
effective rule.

Fowler, PLAI

Becker, ELD!
Maynard, ELD
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32. Disclosure of Information (Cont'd.)

S-• . ......... .. -...... .... .)c..- .- -........... . ._ -o. -

Commission review of
NSC recommendations
on MUF information.

Await NSC
decision

*Implement NSC
Directive

Decision on method
.to..iproetTRpIyid
protection plans

FOXA

Decision on rule ondiclsre of pro-
prietary information

Decision on whetherother FOIA exempt
information should be
the subject of effec-
tive rule.

MAR
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Objective

33. Implementation of
Energy Reorganiza-
tion Act.

Issu._ee

ADMINISTRATION & M•ANAGEMENT

Imoortance

NRC regulations must
be updated promptly to
meet requirements of
Energy Reorganization
Act.

a. Reporting abnormal
occurrences (pro-
posed Part 22).
(Also applies to
fuel cycle.)

b. Reporting defects
(proposed Part 21). NRC regulation must be

issued promptly to meet
requirements of Energy
Reorganization Act.

Time Constraints

MIPC report submitted

to Commission in July.

Briefing of Commission
on June 18, 1975.
Commission requested
additional informa-
tion. Paper sent to
Commission Feb. 1976.
Briefing date to be
set.

Commiss5ion.
Action Rec~uired

Decision on MIPC
report on Part 22.

Determine which
alternate proposals
are to be imple-
mented in major
areas.

Responsible
Individual

McDonald, MIP
Becker, ELD

Campbell, SD
Becker, ELD

Presidential Commission review ofDecision on NSC recommendations

ct /NSSMN 216. . on MUF information,

Energy Reorganization ct

Comment period Decision on effective
on proposed rule rule on Part 21.
on Part 21 ended
May 19.

-0
Decision on
abnormal
occurrences
report (Part

MAR 19
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Obective
34. Revised schedule of

license fees.

Issue

Rule revising
schedule. (Petitions
for rulemaking are
pending.)

ADMINISTRATION & MANAGE$IENT

Imoortance

Fee formula has
budgetary significance
and is requested by
0MB. Must meet test
of recent Supreme Court
decisions; could subject
NRC to court action.

Time Constraints
Budget Projections
for FY 75 assumed new
schedule would be in
effect. Staff dis-
cussed issues raised
at March 11 briefing
and presented new
proposed schedule in
late July with anal-.
ysis of comments
received.

Proposed legislation
currently under
informal review by
OMB and Justice.

CommissionAction Required

Decision on fee
schedule.

Responsible~Individual:

Donoghue, 4
Miller, ADM

Comment:

Analysis of Commentsto Commission in
late July.

*Petitions for oDecision on

*Rulemaking. 0 ,,Fee Schedule.

Resolution of
differences on
proposed Legislation

liAR 1971



i
I
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I

I1ssue.__s
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ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT

Objective

35. Determine NRC participation
in IAEA reactor safety
missions & technical assis-
tance assignments to
developing countries.

Should NRC participate inall missions and assign-
ments to which we are
'invited or in selected
•activities? How should
manpower, safety responsi-
bility, potential liability,
and foreign policy con-
siderations be balanced?

Importance

Need to define NRC
interests with IAEA
and other U.S. agen-
cies involved in IAEA
activities.

Time Constraints

Ready for Commission
consideration in
March 1976.

Comm iss ionAction Required

Decision on NRC
participation.

ResponsiblIndividual

LaFleur, IS

0 -

Commission action paperin final form.
(March 1976)

Commission decisionon preferred level
of participation.

MAR jt7 .
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jUNITUD STATEiS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINOTON. 0. C. 20555
October lg 19 ? . .INF~ORMATION REPORT . ..-S~fr77•548

For: The Couiusstoners , .

From: :Lee V. Go•ssickExecutive Director for Operations

Subject: ISSUES OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE

Discussion: The Issues, of Major Importance report has been compiled atthe request of Commitssioner Kennedy. Its purpose is to
'show specific actions which are to be completed by the NRC
offices during the next three..months. The activities would
be for information, consent or action by the Conunssion.
It is hoped that this information would assist the Commission
in its near term planning.

The It'l1 report is a joint effort of the offices of PLA andMIPC. Its lprilnary source is MBO objectives. Secondary
sources are the WITS (Work Item Tracking System) Report
prepared by the EDO staff and general knowledge of new
matters of; concern to NRC. IMI provides the status of all
items in the selected timeframe (3 months). The [MI system
is capable of sorting the selected information according
to due date, responsible office or individual objective or
type of Commnission action required.

IMI1 Is not intended to be a comprehensive identification of
all items that will come before the Commission in a
particular timneframe. It is not meant to give a complete
view of o.ur MBO efforts; that information is provided in the
PAR Book. The MBO Program with all its objectives, tasks
and milestones, is brought up to date monthly and published
by MIPC. The IMI monthly report shows commitments made
by the program and staff offices.

Currently there are a number of efforts Underway to identify
items requiring Commission attention. There appears to be

Contact:
3. Rakowski, PLA
xt. 27721

/

N'



The Commissioners-2 -2-

some overlap between IMI, WITS, and the Secretariat'smonthly cilendar of Commnission Activities. Our ultimate
goal is to develop a single coordinated system which
can serve as a planning tool and will allow the Conunssion
to review a subjlect or issue in Its entirety rather than
in a fragmented or piecemeal fashion.

Enclosure:
Issues of Major Importance

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners.
Conmiission Staff Offices
Exec. Dir. for Operations
Secy



,. "-~'121930 I SS U ES Op MRAJdO R INP O RT A NCE RUN DATEs UA/RT77

"'DATE AS OP SEPTEPBER 15, 1977 PACE:

~RESPC?4SISLE OFFICE

TASK I NILESTC'E INOIWICUAL COMMISSION ACTION SCHEDUJLE

-•.- DEVELOP A PROGqA• FCR LICENSING ANO REGUL.ATORY CONtROL OP NUCLEAR WASTE MAN&G.EMENT FACILITIES

7L•. PRCPA•I GENeRiC E•iV1ROQENTAL
. II4PACT STATEMENT IGEIS) FOR THE URANIUM MILL "TAILINGS

I'-"• SSUE FINAL "URANIUM MILL TAILINGS NRlSS 09l30/TT

TASKC FORCE REPCRr.IRMSSIANLI P. PAC4C INFORMATION

STATUS TASK FORCE EFFORT AND ANL CONTRACT HAVE SEEN EXTENDED TO 3131/18.

* 3,A REPCRr TO CoMMISSZoN ON STATUS OF ALL ONGOING MILESTONES

. STATUS REPORT NMSS5 12/15/7?

V. BISHOP INFORMlATION

U'7",&., MILESTONES RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSICN IN HIASTE MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVE. NMSS CONCURRENCE TO $S REQUESTED.

" ' ,. REViSE PROGRAM STATEMENT CM WASTE. M.ANAGEMENT NWSS 10/17/77

V. BISHOP .ACTION

~STATUS RECOMMENCEC MILESTONE. FINAL REVISIONS NOV BEING MfADE BASED ONl COMM.ENTS RECEIVED

4.



q-ZlI930 | S SUES SO0F A JO0R lP O R TA NC€E *UN OATEZZC/14J7?T

"OAT! -AS OF SEPTEMBER IS. 197T PAGEI 2

*RESPONSIULE OFFICE

TASK I MILESTONE INDIVIDUAL COI'NISS|OR ACTION SCNEVLE

4•t DEVELOP £ PRCGqAN FDA LICENSING AND REGULATORY CONTROL OF NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

i-/'k •ILEsTC'qES RECOq'.ENO.EO FOR INCLUSICN* IN HASTE VANAG!NENT
OBJECTIVE...NMSS CONCURRENCE TO BE REQUESTED.

*f•.-C'.: CEVELCP ACTIONM PLAN FCR LOW LEVEL WASTE MANAGEMENT NNS$ O8~1II??

!•. rn.I?'•,,'Ip!*A ATION

STaTUS COPMISS[ON CECISlON REQUIRED OiN SOME RECOPINENOATJ|pS OF TASK FORCE REPORT

3

'.P"•u-CCNOUCT S-3 RULE SUPPLEMENT HCARItZGS 11155 lOiO17??

V. SISNP INFr-N•ATION

STATUS HEARINGS NOW EXPECTED TO BEGIN 1iJ918.

0

0

0

0

0

0



0*

0TASK I MILESTONE

O~EFINE AND IMPLEMENT REDlUIREMENTS

AND PROTECTION AT REACTORS AND AT

UPGCUADE SAFECUARES FOR STRATEGtC SPECIJ
* SSNUI IN FUEL FACILITIES AND TRANSPaN1

PUSLISH AND I.'PL•.ENT A CLeArANCE
RULE FCR PERSCHI HAVING ACCESS TC SSI

PLOLISH FINAL RULE

STATUS MAY SE AFFECTED BY PUBLIC

•PUBLISH AND IMPLEMENT A PERFOAMANCE
-t SAFEGUARDS FCR SSNM IN FUEL FACILET|

~RECEIVE PUBLIC COMMENTS

~STATUS DELAYED CUE.TO EETENS.ICN C

."I

4:

.1[ S S 1 5 OF M A JOR IRP O R T A NC€E

DATE AS OF SEPTENUER 15. 1971

RESPONISIBLE OFFIC E

INC iIV IOU AL

Rt,6 OATES 1011417?

PAGEI 3

CONNISSION ACTION
SCWEOULE

AND CONTINGENCY PLANS TO PROVIDE COTIINUMED ASSURANCE OF APPROPRIATE LEVELS OF CONTROL
FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES MANGLING SNM""

AL NUCLEAR MATERIALTATION

NIM

HEARING

RULE REQUIRING UPGRAODO

ES AND TRANSPORTATION

)F COMMENT PERIOD

SDK. JONES

NMSS
N. ERICKSON

ACTION

INFONM~ATRON

10I1511T

091191177 !



R-1219C30 I S SthU S 0 M A JOR j-MP O RT• NC¢E RUNOATEt 10I141?7

o DATE AS QF SEPTEIER ),5,' 19?? " PAGE:

oRESPONSIBLE OFFICE
T ASK I MILESTIONE INDIVIDUAL caPHllsSION ACTION SCHEDULE

oDEFINE AND IMPLENENT REQUIREMENTS AND CONTINGENCY PLANS TO PIEVIDE CONTINUED ASSURANCE OF APPROPRIATE LEVELS OF CONTROL

At'O. PROTECTION AT RE4CTORS AND AT FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES HANDLING 5MM

0

•UPGRADE SAFEGUARDS FOR STRATEGIC SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIALo ISShMI IN FUEL FACILITIES •No TRANSPORTATION

PUBLISH AND SHPLEMSNT A PERFORMANCE RULE .REQUIRING UPGRADED
S SAFEGUARDS FOR SSNN IN FUEL FACILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION

SPUBLISH FINAL RULE knSS 121191??
R. ERICKSON CONSENT

~STATUS DELAYED TO DEC. DUE TO EXTENSION OF COMMENTS

PUBLISH AND IPPLENENT RULES GOVERNING LICENSEE ACCESS To.
S CLASSIFIED NATIONAL SECURITY INFCRMATiON

SPLBLISH PARTS Zb AND IS FOR COMMENT SEC 111011??

.Re BRAOY ACTION

*STATUS SLIPPED TO NOV. RECAUSE RESOLUTION OF ISSUES SEThEEN MAJOR STAFF OFFICES WAS REQUIRED BEFORE DRA&FT RULES COUL.O BE

.... RITTEN

0

0)

'I

3



0
R-1219Ca0

0 "
I SS UES OFMA JaR HPORT ANC E

DATE AS OF SEPTEMBER IS. 191?

RtUN DATE: 10/t41??

PAGE: S

0

*0
TASK I MILESTONE

RESPONSIULE OFFICE
.INDIViDUAL CCPIIHSSION ACTION SCHEDULE

0

0

C

0*

DEFINE AND IMPLEENET-*REOUIREMENTS AND CONTINGENCY PLANS TO PRCYIDE CONTINUED ASSURANCE OF APPROPRIATE LEVELS OP CONTROL.
A.D PROTECTION AT REACTORS AND AT FUEL CYCLE.FACILITIES HANDLING SNM

t,'GRavE ShFEGUARCS FOR STRATEGIC SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL
ISS•M) IN FUEL FACILITIES ANqO TRANSPORTATION

PUDLISH AND IMPLEHI'4T RULES GOVERNING LICENSEE ACCESS TO
CLASSIFIED NATIONftL SECURITY INFCRMATION

RECEIVE PUBLIC CQP'ENTS SEC IZ~lST??
A. BRADY INFOANATION

STATUS ASSUMES PUBLICATION OF PROPOSED RULE ON SCHEDULE

IMPLEMENT SELECTED PROGRAMS TC IMPROVE THE QUALITY AND EFFICIENtCY OF NRtC MANAGEMENT AND DECISION MlAKING

0

; REDUCE PAPERWORX BUROEN OF LICENlSEES AND APPLICANTS
IMPLEMENT A PAPERuORK'REOUCTION PROGRAM

o ATTAIN PRESIDENTIAL PAPERWORK REOUCVICNrGOAL PLA

Jo CLARK INFORNATION

o STATUS IMFOI:ATION LETTCR WU•ITTEW FUR COMMISSION ACTION IN I'R•EPARqATION PCNDIHS OFFICIAL REQUES? PRON• 014B

0

0.

,?

1012 1'1r?



0
R-121eiC3a I SS UE'S OF M AJ O R.IMNPBR TA N CE NON BATES lo11'.m

C DATE AS OF SEPTEMUER l~, jyTT PAGE:

~RESPONSIBLE OFFICE
TASK / MILESTONE INDIVIDUAL COPHISSION ACTION SCHEDULE

0*

o FURINER CLARIFY AND STAFILIZE THE PROCEDURIES AND CRITERIA FOR EXPORT LICENSING

0
* DEVELOP CONSUL bATED AND 01 ARIFIFO EXPORT RECWLATTOf4S

o IMPLEMENT (PUSLISII) REVISED EXPORT LICENSING REGULATIONS IP 10/DO111
N. OUNEN CONSENT

o, STATUS WORK IN PROGRESS; HOWEVER. MILL SLIP DuE 10 NATURE OF PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED AND NEED FOP. FURTHER STAFF REVIEW

B
DEVELaP IMPROVED LICENSING CRITERIA FOR MINOR QUANTITIES AND
CLASSES OF NUCL!AR EXPORTS

SUENIT TO COFFISSION ON PROPOSED RULEMAKING ON REVISED IP 1010O??T
CRITERIA N. GUHIN CONSENT

STATUS SUeMISSION TO rTH COMMISSION HAS SLIPPED DUE TO DELAY IN RECEIVING EXECUTIVE BRANCH COMMENTS. COMMENTS ARE THRIEE
..... OUTSTANDING

ISSUE PROPOSED RULEMfAKING FOR PUBLIC COMPENT Ip 101201T7
N.M GUHIN CONSENT

SrATUS CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPIT OF DELAYED EKECUTIVE BRANCH COPMENTS

0

0

0



0

.0-

0

0

0

0

*0

0

0

0

R-1119C30 ISSUES OP MAJOR IMPORTANCE

SATE AS aF SEPTEMBER 15. iLqT

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE
INDIVIDUAL

RUN OATE? LOiIA41T

PAGEs 7

TASK I MI|LESTONE cOPmissiaN ACTION SCHEDULE

* FURTHER CLARIFY ANO STAflIL|ZE THE PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA FOR EXPORT LICENSIftG

CLASSES OF NUCLEAR EXPCRTS"

iP*PLENENT EPUBLISHI PRCPOSCO REVISED CRITERIA IN EXPORT IF 12102111T
REGoULAT |IqNS N. CUMIN CONISENT

STATUS SLIPPAGE DUE TO DEL.AY IN RECEIVING EXEC- BRANCH COMMENTS

-------------.. ------ - ---ee --- .eaeeea..... -- --- e~eH~eeeee

IPPLEPENT ONq A TIIIELY BASIS THE RECONNENDATIONS FORMqULATED IN THU REPORT ON THE BROWN'S FERRtY FIRE

REVISE REVIEWING PROCECURES AND REEVALUATE LICENSEES FIRE
PRCTECTZON/PRE•ENT ION PROGRAM

LICE•iSEES COMPLETE COMPLIANCE WITH SEN REOU1NLENENTS ON
CPERATI•JG REACTORS

STATUS REPCRT

STATUS REPCRT IN NRR CONCURRENCE CHAIN

NI. FERGUSON
09/30/TT

TISFORNATION

E



0

0

S

N-I 19gc30 | S SU ES OF A J OR IMIqPO0RT AN CE

DATE AS OP SEPTEMUER 15. 191?

RESPON4SIBLE OFFICE.
HIDIVIDUAL

*UN DATEr 10114r/??

PAGES 8

•TASK .4 MILESTONE Co~IwssION ACTION SCHEDULE

0

0

0

0

G

0

o

0

0

0

0

IMPLEMENT CM A TIMELY BASIS TNE R.ECOMMENOATIONS FORMULATED iN THE REPORT ON THE *ROINeS FERRY FIRE

• Toa..oas GUi•Ei~iNES AND ¢RITERIA

REPORT TO COImmISSION ON STATUS OF ALL ONGOING MILESTONES

STATUS REPCRT NRA 09/30/17
ft. FERGUSON |NFORNATIOM

STATUS SO-EN•LOSUUE SU•SITTED 10 NRR ON SCHEDULE FOR ENCLOSURE IN OVERALL STATUS REPORT.

OEVELOP ANC IMPLEHINT A MORE EFFECTIVE PROGRAM FOR THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF OPERATING NUCLEAR POHER PLANTS

INITIATE A SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM AND DEVELOP THE
PROCESS FOR ITS IMPLEMENTATION

CCOMISSION BRIEFING CN REVYSED LIST OF SIGNIFICANT SAFETY

ISSUES

STATUS NORK IN PROGRESS. COMMISSION PAPER UNDER REVIEW SY MANAGEMENT

RM.R
E. CASE

Io.l 15/1
CONSENT

4.



R-1t19C30 i 5ssU eS OP MA &JOQR IN' 0R •A&NC RUN OAEs £0114117

8 ATE AS OF SEPTENSER IS. 197? PAGEt 9

0 RESPONSTULE OFF|CE

TASK / NILESTONE INOIVIOUAL COPNlI:SSION ACTION SCHEDULE

0

0" IPPLEMENT SELECTED PROGRAmqS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY OF NRC MANAGEMENT AND DECISION MAKING

•O'T'LTET VALUE-IPPACT GUIDELINES
•) ANO. IMPLEMENT ThEIR APPLICATION WHEREVER APPROPRIATE

CRAFT AGENCY-WIDE V-I GU|DELINES

0' RECEIVE COPP|SSION CCMMENrs AND REVISE PLA 10/1411?

•J. SULLIVAN ACTIOW

O) STATUS COPPENT RECEIVED, PAPER NON BEING REVISED.

o CRAFT AGENCY-WiDE V-I GuIDELINES

O REVISED GUIOELINES TO COPHISSION FOR ADOPTION PLA 10/21111

J. SULLIVAN ACTION

o- STATUS PROCEEDING ON SCHEDULE. INCORPORATING COMMENTS RECElVED PROM COMIlS]SICN,

0

0

0

0



0
R-121qc30 ISSUES OP MAJdOR IMRPRT ANC E

DATE AS OF SEPTEMBER 15. XlTT

RESPONSISLE OFFICE
INDIVIDUAL

RUN DATEs 50/14-TT

PAGE: 10

t~I

0

0

TASK'/ MILESTONE COMNISSION ACTION SCIIEDULE

DEVELOP AN0 INL.!TACMRHNIELN AG RIIGPLICY

DEVELOP A PLAN FCR SUtECtjNG AND TRAiNING CAHDIDA1E•
FUTUR MANAGEENhT POSITIONS WITHIN NRC"

CCIMHISSIOPJ REVIEW OF THE PqOPO5EC NRC MANUAL CHAP'
' O CESCRIBING NRC*S EXECLYTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

STATUS MANUAL CHAPTER IN FINAL REWRITE. SCHEOUI

O) DEVELOP A COMMON SYSTEM FOR PRESENTING NRC OBJI

SEPIC PAINT OUT TO COMMISSION USING THE IMI PROGRAM

STATUS CRAFT SENT TO COMMISSICN STAFF ql2•177.

*0O

TER AOM 11/15/71
R. ALLEN ACTION

LE OELAYED TO NCVEMSER IN ORDER TO COMBINE ISSUANCE WITH TRAINING POLICY.

ECTIVES AND ISSUES OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE

J
PLA

•RAKOYSRI

PLA.
N. KIRVAN

|NFORNAT ION•

INFORNATION

10/ I6/TT

12/30/iT

a

0

AND RECOMNENOATICNS TO THE COMNISSION.

STA1VS. REPORT WILL BE DEVELOPED AFTER TWfo RUNS OF PHI (COc. - NV)
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

R-1219C30 ISSUES OF PAJOR IHIPORTANCE

GATE AS OF SEPTENEER 15. 1977

RESPCNSIOLE OFFICE
INOIVICUAL

RUN OATE! 1Ollfl?

PAGE: 11

TASK I MILESTONE CO•I'NISION ACTION SCHE~qJL E

ANALYZE PC•ER REACTOR SITING POLICY AND PRACTICE

SUSi•T P'OLICY PAPERS ON P•OG•AM CL•EHTS

ACCICENT EVALUATION PRACTICE SO 10/30/77

F. ANDERSON ACTION

STATUS FIRST DRAFT COMPLETE; OUT FOR FIRST ROUNO REVIEN.

DEVELOP NRC POSITION ON PIRG PETITION FOR POPULATION DENSITY

0

0*

ISSUE STAFF PAPER TO COMMNISSION SO
F. ANDERSON

STATUS CRAFT PAPER 15 CURRENTLY IN PREPARATION. DIVISION REv|EV COMPLETEO 9127177.

111O1/17
ACT ION

El



0*

0

R-121DC30
SS SUES P M A JOlt IMNPO RTANC E

DATE AS OF SEPTEMBER 15, 191T

RESPCNSIBLE OFFICE
INDIVIDUAL

amtl DATEi 10l/1TT

PAGEI 12

TASKOIC C REMLESTONE 
A RCIEO 

NCERM 
CN

COMMISSION ACTIOIN SCNEDULE

NRC POLICY CN REGULATING TAG PRACTICE OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

a

C

0

0

0

0

C,

0

0

0

4,

DEVELOP NRC POLICY ON REGULATING THE PRACTICE OF NUCLEAR 50 111151TTNECICIt&E E. PODOLAK ACT ION ..

STATUS SLIP TO NOV. DUE TO CHANGE IN SCOPE T0 INCLUDE TVO PROPOSED RULES. POLICY PAPER BEING CIRCULATED FOR COMMAENTS.

ISSUE A RULE ON COST-BENEPIT ANALYSIS IFOR REDUCTION OF POPULATION OOSE)

PUBLISH JOINT (NRC/EPAI NOTICE OF INTENT IN FEDERAL -REGISTER SD lIIDOIITT
H. PETERSION ACTION

STATUS SLIP TO NOV. DUE TO DELAY IN RECEIPT OF EPA COMMENTS AND NEED FOR INTEROFFICE REVIEN.

PUBLISH AN NRC RULE ON CLEARANCE OF PERSONNEL FOR ACCESS TO S5MM

HOLO NEARING CON 12fl0I17

COPPEISSIEN ACTION

STATUS ESTIMATED OATE. HEARING DATE TO 8E SET BY COMMISSION AT ThRE OF COMMISSION DECISION ON RECONHENOATIONi FOM NEARING.

L
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R-1219C30 SS SUE S OF A JO0R IMRPO RTANC E

DATE AS OF SEPTEN•EPR IS. llTT

RESPONSIULE OFFICE
I ND[IV IUAL

RUNS DATES toninvr

PACES 13

TASK l MILESTONE COPMISSION ACTION SCHEDULE

0

0

'0

0

*0

Pu PACKA5E CERTIFICATION PROGRAMl

PU PACKCAGE

CERTIFICATION 70 JCAE NMlSS 12/15/11
C. CHAPPELL ACT ION

STATUS COPPISSION PAPER NON BEING PREPARED OUTLtNING PROPO)SED HIM SCHEDULE.

SAFEGuARDS COnTInGENCY PLANNING INHSS/SGI
0

C

0

LICENSE APPLICATION

EFFECTIVE RULE
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September 9, 1977

STATEMENT ON
ENERGY FACILITY SITING

BY
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION

THE PLANNING, TIMING, AND ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC SITES FOR MAJOR

ENERGY FACILITIES IS PRESENTLY UNNECESSARILY BURDENED BY THE LACK OF

NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY, BLURRED LINES OF STATE-.FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY,

LACK OF NEEDED ADVANCE PLANNING AND INADEQUATE ARRANGEMENTS FOR STATE

INPUT, RESULTING IN DELAY AND DUPLICATION OF EFFORT WHICH IMPACT HEAVILY

UPON COST, CERTAINTY, AND TIMELY AVAILABILITY OF NEEDED FACILITIES.

THE INCREASINGLY COMPLEX AND LENGTHY PROCESSES INVOLVED IN PLANNING

AND SECURING REQUIRED PERMITS AND LICENSES FOR ENERGY FACILITIES NEED

NOT AND SHOULD NOT BE TOLERATED. KEY TO THE RESOLUTION OF MANY OF THE

PRESENT DIFFICULTIES IS THE ACCEPTANCE BY CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION

OF THE CAPACITY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF STATE GOVERNMENTS. ALSO, A NATIONAL

FUELS POLICY IS URGENTLY NEEDED AND SHOULD BE DEVELOPED THROUGH HEARINGS

AND EXTENSIVE CONSULTATION WITH STATES.

WE SPECIFICALLY RECOMMEND:

1. THAT STATES ]INDIVIDUALLY AND THROUGH REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

BE CLEARLY GIVEN THE RESPONSIBILITY TO FORECAST THE NEED FOR POWER

THROUGH A CLEAR AND OPEN PROCESS INVOLVING PUBLIC HEARINGS AND COMMENT,

INCORPORATING BROAD CONSERVATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES. SUCH DETERMINATIONS

SHOULD BE BINDING UPON FEDERAL AGENCIES.
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2. PRESENT DUPL.ICATION OF EFFORTS IN MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS

MUST BE ELIMINATED. LEGISLATION SHOULD BE ENACTED BY CONGRESS DELEGATING

TO INTERESTED STATES THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES

OF PROPOSED ENERGY FACILITIES. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS MEETING MINIMUM

STANDARDS PRESCRIBED UNDER FEDERAL GUIDELINES, WHICH SHOULD BE DEVELOPED

IN CLOSE CONSULTATION WITH STATES, SHOULD THEN BE ACCEPTED BY FEDERAL

AGENCIES. THIS ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN TAKEN IN REGARD TO FEDERALLY

ASSISTED HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS AND SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO ENERGY FACILITIES.

3. THAT CONGRESS TAKE ACTION TO EXPEDITE AND ENCOURAGE REGIONAL

ARRANGEMENTS OF STATES TOENABLE JOINT PLANNING EFFORTS WITHOUT MANDATING

ANY PARTICULAR METHOD. THE PRE-APPROVAL OF INTERSTATE COMPACTS SIMILAR

TO THE AUTHORITY CONTAINED IN THE AMENDMENTS TO THE COASTAL ZONE ACT IS

O•JE MODEL THAT COULD 3•E UTILIZED. THE IMPOSING OF FEDERALLY MANDATED,

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS WOULD BE NEITHER WISE NOR PRODUCTIVE. THERE

IS BROAD EVIDENCE THAT THE STATES CAN UNITE THEIR~ COMMON INTERESTS IN

DEALING WITH ISSUES Or CONCERN TO THEM. IT IS ALSO VITAL THAT THERE BE

POLITICAL ACCOUNTABILITY THROUGH THE GOVERNORS.

4. ADEQUATE OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN FACILITY SITE

PLANNING AND SITE ANALYSIS AT AN EARLY STAGE MUST BE FURTHER DEVELOPED.

CITIZENS SHOULD NOT HAVE TO ATTEMPT TO INFLUENCE SITE DECISIONS LONG AFTER

ALL IMPORTANT DECISIONS HAVE BEEN MADE. THEREFORE, UTILITIES SHOULD.DISCLOSE

FACILITY PLANS AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE TIME AND AN IMPROVED PLANNING PROCESS

AT THE STATE AND REGIONAL LEVELS SHOULD PROVIDE, THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS,
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EXPANDED WAYS IN WHICH INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP VIEWS AND OPINIONS CAN BE

EXPRESSED. WITH IMPROVED CITIZEN ACCESS THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS, RELEVANT

ISSUES CAN BE IDENTIFIED AND DEALT WITH ON A TIMELY BASIS. DELAYS RESULTING

FROM FRIVOLOUS OBJECTIONS OR A REEXAMINATION OF SETTLED ISSUES MUST BE

AVOIDED. RESOLUTION OF BOTH PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE QUESTIONS SHOULD

BE REQUIRED WITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME, INCLUDING THE RIGHT OF INTERVENTION.

FEDERAL FUNDING FOR INTERVENORS SHALL NOT BE PROVIDED UNLESS IT CAN BE

SHOWN THAT INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS OF INDIVIDUALS WILL SUFFER DIRECT AND

PERSONAL ADVERSE IMPACT BY THE APPROVAL, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF AN

ENERGY FACILITY AND HAVE A DEMONSTRATED NEED FOR SUCH FUNDING.

5. THAT A SYSTEM OF EARLY SITE REVIEWS INCLUDING REVIEW OF POTENTIAL

SITES ON FEDERAL LANDS BE ESTABLISHED. WITH A NATIONAL FUELS POLICY, PROPER

PLANNING AUTHORITY VESTED WITH THE STATES, AND WITH STANDARD PLANT DESIGNS

IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO SEPARATE BASIC GENERIC ISSUES FROM SPECIFIC SITE

ANALYSIS. THEREFQRE SITE ANALYSIS COULD BE CARRIED FORWARD SEPARATE FROM

SPECIFIC FACILITY REVI:EW. STATES, AS A PART OF THE PLANNING PROCESS, SHOULD

CERTIFY SITES AS TO THEIR COMPATIBILITY WITH LONG-RANGE STATE PLANS. THE

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INVENTORY OF SUITABLE SITES FOR ENERGY FACILITIES WOULD

SPEED LICENSING PROCE[DURES SIGNIFICANTLY.

6. THAT THOSEPLANNING AND SITING PROCESSES REMAINING AT THE FEDERAL

LEVEL BE INTEGRATED. THE CREATION OF A FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CAN

HELP CONSIDERABLY IN TIGHTENING FEDERAL SITING ACTIONS. DEVELOPMENT OF A

ONE-STOP SITING PROCED]URE, COMMON TO SEVERAL STATES, WOULD BE ADVANTAGEOUS.
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AT THE VERY LEAST THE: COORDINATION OF FEDERAL EFFORTS UNDER A LEAD

AGENCY SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

7. THAT GREATER: COORDINATION BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES

CONCERNING ENERGY FACILITY SITES ON FEDERAL LANDS. LAND MANAGEMENT AGENCY

REPRESENTATIVES IN AFFECTED AREAS MUST BE INVOLVED IN THE EVALUATION PROCESS.

8. THAT STATE MANAGEMENT PROCESSES BE STRENGTHENED WHERE APPROPRIATE

TO MORE EFFECTIVELY DEAL WITH FACILITY SITE PLANNING AND ANALYSIS. INTEGRATION

OF PROCEDURES UNDER A ONE-STOP PROCESS AND GREATER COORDINATION OF ACTIVITIES

UNDER MINIMUM STANDARDS CAN BE OF SIGNIFICANT BENEFIT.

9. DEALING WITH WASTE DISPOSAL IS AN IMPORTANT INGREDIENT IN OUR

SITING PROCEDURES AND IS IMPERATIVE TO OUR NATIONAL DEFENSE POSTURE. WE

MUST HAVE A NATIONAL ;?OLICY FOR DEALING WITH RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND STATES

SHOULD HAVE A STRONG INFLUENCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THAT POLICY, WITH THE

FEDERAL GOVERrIMENT RETAINING AUTHORITY FOR FINAL DECISION.

I0. DURING THE INTERIM PERIOD AS THESE POLICIES ARE BEING IMPLEMENTED,

EXISTING PROCEDURES SHiOULD BE UTILIZED FOR APPLICATIONS IN PROCESS. IN

ADDITION, THERE SHOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED JOINT ACTIVITY BETWEEN

STATES AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, INCLUDING THE COMMON USE OF INFORMATION,

JOINT HEARINGS AND OTHER WAYS TO MINIMIZE CURRENT OVERLAPPING ACTIVITIES.

THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE FEELS STRONGLY THAT NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS

IN FACILITY SITING PROCEDURES CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT FURTHER DELAY.

GREATER INVOLVEMENT BY THE STATES CAN EASE MANY OF THE UNNECESSARY CONSTRAINTS

NOW SURROUNDING THE COMPLEX AND OFTEN REDUNDANT LAYERS OF SITING REVIEW.
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QUICK ACTION AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL CAN RESULT INBETTER PLANNING, BETTER

ANALYSIS, AND THE SAVINGS OF BILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR THE AMERICAN

CITIZEN AND YET PROVI!)E THE NEEDED ENERGY FACILITIES IN SUITABLE LOCATIONS.

IN DEVELOPING APPROPRIATE FEDERAL LEGISLATION IMPLEMENTING NEEDED

CHANGES IN DEALING WITH FACILITY SITING MATTERS, SUBSTANTIAL PARTICIPATION

BY STATES IS ENCOURAGED AND NECESSARY.

* The National Governors'. Conference has been changed to the National
Governors' Association
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participation. _
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PROPOSED FORMAT FOR THE ENERGY PRODUCTION CONFERENCE

Thursday, November 3

1:00- Governors meet at NGA headquarters for briefing
2:15 p.m. with NGA staff

2:45 p.m. Governors arrive at Room 450 Old Executive
Office Building

3:00 p.m. President Carter convenes the Energy Production
Conference

3:15 p.m. Governors M~illiken and Carroll make opening remarks

3:30- Concurrent Roundtable Discussions
6:00p~m.I. Oil and Natural Gas/Governors Briscoe and Boren

II. Coal/Governors Rockefeller and Carroll
III. Nuclear/Governors Thompson and Edwards

6:00- Box supper in Indian Treaty Room
6:45 p.m.

6:45- Concurrent Roundtable Discussions
9:15 p.m. I. Facility Siting/Governor Straub

II. OSC/Governor DuPont
1.II. Renewable Resources/Governors Ariyoshi

and Perpich

9:15- Recap with Dr. Schlesinger
10:00 p.xf..

Friday, Novemnber 4

8:00- Coffee and rolls available outside Room 450 EOB
8:30 a.m.

8:30- Governor Carroll reviews format
9:00 a.m.

9:00- Roundtable Reports to the President
10:30 a.m.

10:30- Presidential Comments
11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. Governors meet with the Press

Enclosure 1



ENER(GY FACILITY SITING

I. STATEM4ENT OF THE PROBLEM

The current methods of proposing, analyzing and approving

major energy facilities and their location have evolved without

an overall logical design or integrated process. The procedures

have become increasingly and unnecessarily burdened by the lack

of: (1) a unified and Congressionally adopted national energy

policy, (2) blurred lines of State/Federal responsibility,

(3) duplicative regulatory and review activities, and. (4) a

lack of adequate advance planning for energy requirements.

These and related problems have resulted in inordinate

delays in examining and approving needed energy facilities.

The duplication of effort and regulatory overlap, now built

into our facility, siting process, threaten timely energy

development. The lengtheniog lead times, from the first

identification of specific energy needs to on-line operation

has caused severe economic impacts upon utilities, industry,

governmental agencies, and the public.

Present duplication of efforts and other causes of un-

necessary delay in achieving timely site and facility reviews

and approvals have also increased significantly facility costs.

This has had an adfverse impact upon the ability and willingness

of many consumers to pay forrapidly escalating costs. The

recitation of major existing impediments in this issue paper

will hopefully lead to a sharpened focus on these actions

Encl osure 2
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(legislative and administrative) that can be taken to make the

energy facility siting activity responsive, timely, and effective.

1.1. STATht4."rr OF ISSUES

The paper identifies nine significant issues that can be

ranked into two priority categories. Items A through F include

six issues which require immediate Federal and State attention.

Items F through I include three issues, which although signifi-

cant, are areas which may be assressed at a later date.

A. Planning ISsues R~elated to Siting Questions
.(Need for flnergy)

The- basic problem in developing an integrated system of

facility site reviews is the absence of clearly defined planning

responsibilities and programs. The establishment of. an improved

Spublic planning process for the deter•mination of needed energy

must be accomplished. The delineation of basic planning respon-

sibilities among Federal, State, and regional agencies is a

necessary ingredient in minimizing overlapping or voids in

* review and regulation. -

Until recently, energy planning has been primarily an

industrial or utility activity with little or no imput by

government. While historic energy planning has largely.

been competently done,- the increased concern with environmental

effects, land use, water quality and use, transportation, eco-

nomic impacts and others, have demonstrated the need for inclusion

of public policy questions into the planning process and for a

larger role by States.
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The States should be given th• clear responsibility to
m~kebinding decisions on the amount and type of energy needed.

The planning capability of States .should realistically include

the forecasting of need, risk and uncertainty, and where

appropriate, advanced planning should be accomplished in a

multi-state regional framework. Information that is utilized

for energy planning activities should be shared among govern-

mental levels and with private organizations and individuals.

FAs a part o1! the established planning efforts, States

should be empowered to make advance energy facility site

identifications and inventories on both a State and regional

basis, consistent with overall national policies.

B. Public Participation

The existing procedural framework for site reviews pro-

vides inadequate opportunily for timely participation by the

public. In many cases, facility siting decisions are made

before concerned individuals and groups have the necessary

information to assess the siting impacts of a project. The

result has been that the public has often had to raise basic

issues relating to the need for a facility or its timeliness

at a point in the process when such an issue should have al-

ready been decided. Therefore, citizen influence has not

always been adequately considered. Participation should be

structured so that there is citizen access.at an early stage

in the planning process. Disclosure of Project Sponsor plans

and the early availability of national and state information
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An impi~ove•J planning process; at Fed~eral, State and

regional, levels should provide an open forum in which public

views and opinions can be e~pressed. With an orderly planning

process and improved access, the identification of issues can

be made and dealt with at an early stage. Intervention is an

appropriate activity during the examination of a proposed site

or activity but substantive and procedural questions should be

resolved within a specified time frame.

...... ° There may arise instances where intervenors will need

funding in order. to participate in the hearings. The concept

of intervenor funding should be viewed in the context of whether

such funding will enhance the identification of issues, pro-

vide needed information and allow the full participation of

those adversely affected.

C. Environmental Reviews of Energy Facility Sites

At the present time, many review processes required

contain duplicate environmental approvals conducted by both

State and Federal agencies. These multiple reviews° are ex-

pensive, time consuming and add little or nothing to' the

information needed for analyzing impacts. An additional

activity which inhibits an effective and timely process is

the continual raising of environmental issues that have been

comprehensively examined and settled. Changes in this area

should be coupled with the establishment of a clearer planning

process enabling the raising of issues for resolution at the

earliest appropriate time.
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The National GovernorsJ' Association policy, resulting

from the September, 1977 Governors' meeting in Detroit., is

that Congress delegate to interested States the basic respon-

sibility for ma|king environmental analysis of proposed energy

facilities. State environmental reviews meeting minimum standards

prescribed under Federal guidelines (developed with State assis-

tance) should be accepted by Federal agencies. Such actions

can simplify and speed the review process significantly. some

objections to the delegation of environmental review respon-

sibilities to the States have been raised, fearing an increased

susceptibility to delay by additional court actions. Other

arguments have been made that changing the status quo could

threaten public health and safety issues and that strong and

dominant Federal responsibilities should continue.

D. Improving the Management and Operation
.of the Siting Process

The complex and in some cases duplicative, operational

systems followed by Federal and State governments have contri-

buted to the delays and costs in siting an energy facility.

A particular facility can require in excess of fifty State

and Federal licenses and permits, spanning a period from three

to twelve years. Many licenses and permits cannot be issued

until others have been granted. In addition, there are multiple

State and Federal agencies involved in the siting of a single

facility without clear lines of responsibility and designation

of a lead agency at both levels.
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In order to improve this ope~rational process, the States
believe that the Adriinistration and the Governors should ad~pt

coordinative systems and processes to expedite the siting of

facilities and reduce duplication. The concepts which may pro-

vide opportunities for operational improvements are: lead agency;

one stop siting and Federal/State coordination.

E. Early Site Review Activities

A key element in effecting reform of the facility siting

process is dealing with site certification procedures. One

concept for shortening the process and minimizing ex penses

is establishing a system of prequalifying suitable sites and

the early elimination of less desirable sites. In~ defining a

site for advance review purposes, it is appropriate to consider

supporting facilities and transmission corridors, as well as the

specific geograp~hic area for the plant.

The development of a site banking program for both public

and private lands and perhaps an acquisition program are areas

of potential opportunity. In carrying Out a pre-gualification

program, questions should be addressed regarding the length of

time pre-qualification is valid and what controls would be

imposed on the site and adjacent levels to preserve site

suitability. Some States require that alternative sites be

proposed in order to identify the most suitable site. The

need for a recognized regional governmental organization may

be necessary when alternatives sites are located in different

States within a regional marketing area.
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F. Federa~l/S~te Authorities and Respo~nsib~ilities

As a resu~lt of unclear ].ines of authority and duplication

of effort in the siting process, a serious concern Over con-

sistency and preemption exists. In each phase of the siting

process, from the development of need for energy to the issuance

of the final license or permit, all levels of government have

been unsure as to how binding the final decision really is.

Although it is recognized that the presence of potential court

action may delay or overrule a siting decision, it is important

to clearly delineate the authority and powers of both the Federal

and State governments in the siting process.

The issue of potential Federal preemption and State veto

authority exists for, energy development on both Federal and

private lands.

Administrative actions will not totally resolve this issue.

Rather than lea•ve this resolution to the courts, some form of

legislation should be adopted which addresses these issues.

It should be evident, however, that the establishment of a

comprehensive planning process with a clearer assignment of

responsibilities, will enable many of the potential questions

to be resolved.

G. Regional Issues

The planning, timing, and location of major energy facilities

usually impacts more than one State. A new facility will often

make fuels or power available to a marketing area that crosses
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State boundaries. The utilization of fuels and power

g~enerated or cn•nverted in one State requires regional distri-

bution, impacts rates., requires transmission facilities and

often creates environmental impacts which transcent the State

in which the actual site is located. In addition, while many

project sponsors have a planning capability which includes a

number of States within a particular region, many States do

not yet have a corresponding capability.

For-States to carry out planning responsibilities and

other public policy.questions, encouragement of regional

mechanisms should be encouraged. Such encouragement should

seek to expedite action without mandating particular methods

or. forms of organizations. Incentives could include funding,

preapproval of interstate compacts by Congress, and technical

support for multi-state organizations where needed. In addition,

penalties for nonparticipation must be considered in order to

ensure a comprehensive State membership in such Regional

organizations. Regional organizations should have enough

geographic breadth to encompass regional fuel and electrical

marketing areas. Such groups, in order to be effective in

energy planning activities, should be accountable to the

Governors of the States comprising the regional organization.
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B. Financing E'acility S~iting Activitjfe•

A sound and orderly facility siting process requires

adequate financial support in order toriminimize additional

environmental and social costs later. Who should be respon-

sible for funding what portions of the siting process should

be clearly established. Assured sources of funding are essen-

tial in order that energy planning, site analysis and certificatioz

and construction activities are carried out in a consistent and

timely manner.

Financial resources are necessary for making comprehensive

environmental reviews, in develc~ping a national fuels policy,

in advance planning on the need for energy facilities, in

soliciting public input, in site banking and acquisition

activities, inoencouraging regional efforts, in treating

socioeconomic impacts in a community during the construction

of energy facilities, and for providing continued environmental.

monitoring of operating plants. Differing funding sources

are appropriate for the different areas of involvement.

Funds can be secured from Federal or State general

revenues, trust funds, an energy production tax, applicant

filing fees for proposed energy facilities, and by advanced

payments of future taxes. In addition, these funds can be

secured from the consumer through rate increases, surcharges,

etc.

The assignment of responsibilities within the context

of a national energy policy is a critical element. No level
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of government or consumer should assume the entire financial

burden. Nor should applicants have to support the total costs

'of an expatnded energy planning program. It is *highly important

that sufficient resources be made available to carry out

planning and management activities at both State and Federal

levels.

I. Socioeconomic Considerations in the Siting Process

The siting of any energy facility ,nay have an adverse

socioeconomic impact on the, local community during the construc-

tion phase. Al.though in the long term there may be positive

impacts from the facility, in many cases the initial impact

will create severe hardship on the local government and citizens.

New energy development translates into larger populations and

additional public service and housing requirements. Front

end financing and impacts planning are essential ingredients

to impact mitigation.

Socioeconomic considerations are important elements for

public and local government acceptance of the energy facility.

It therefore makes sense to include impact considerations into

the total sitin'g process. Several States, particularly in

the western part of the United States, have identified

socioeconomic impacts as a priority issue, and have incor-

porated them into the siting process.

III. SUMMARY

This paper highlights many of the immediate siting problems

and issues confronting public decisionmakers. Many have contri-

buted to delays, r4~sks, and costs in the process of siting

energy facilities.
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Tue Administration and Gov.•rrnors agree that the problem
has evolved to a point where mutual actions must be taken in

order to improve the system and meet our National energy needs.

Paramountto accomplishing this objective is agreement by the

Federal and State governments on a course of action to remedy

existing difficulties.

In order to effectively resolve many of the issues raised,

legislative action at the Federal and State level will be re-

quired. There are, however, certain measures which can be

administratively implemented during the interim period,

including:

A. Determination of the need for energy can be actively

pursued by each State or by groups of States consistent

with national and regional energy requirements.

B. Technical assistance should be made available to

the States by the Federal government and closeFederal/

State working relations must be stressed by the policy

maJ:ers.

C. Common energy data should be developed and shared

which:

- meets both Federal and State data needs

- ensures that data are consistent

D. Joint public hearings should be encouraged where

Federal and State agencies are considering similar actions.
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Anmore vigorous effort to minimize structural prob}nns

through cooperattive efforts can assist during the transition

period -- until more basic changes can be set in place. The

sense of both State and Federal officials is that existing

Siting problems are surmountable.



'I NUCLEAR POW1ER

I. STATEMENT 0O' THE PROBLEM

At the present time, nuclear power provides approximately

10% of the United States' total electrical power production.

In areas such as New England, which depends heav{.ly upon foreign

oil imports for the generation of electrical power, nuclear

provides approximately 30% of the total electricity being con-

sumed. In other areas, particularly portions of the Midwest

and Southeast, this percent. is even higher and in some cases

exceeds 50%.

There are currently 65 nuclear power plants licensed to

operate with another 165 publically announced or in various

stages of the licensing process.

In early 1975, President Ford recommended the construction

and operation of at least 200 nuclear power plants by 1985.

President Carter, owing in part to the conservation impacts

of the National Energy Plan, reduced this estimate downward

to about 140, but indicated that even .at this level, 20% of

electrical supply in 1985 would be provided by nuclear energy.

The advantages of the current generation of nuclear power

plants include the potential for a sharp decrease in our national

dependence on foreign oil imports, generally less expensive

generation costs and an environmentally attractive production

methodology.

Enclosure 3



* It is the President's policy, however, to defer any U.S.

commitment to advanced nuclear technologies that are based

on the use of plutonium, while the United States seeks alter-

native approaches to the next generation of nuclear power other

than those provided by plutonium recycle and the plutonium

breeder.

The development of conventional light water reactors for

electrical generation has been burdened by cumbersome multi-

agency regulatory requirements, procedural delays, and unneces-

sarily strict judicial interpretations. These factors have been

the leading causes of delays and large cost increases in the

construction of nuclear power plants. *The President's National

Energy Plan has noted that reform of the licensing process

is clearly needed in that the present process is unsatisfactory

to all participants.

The current level of imports of unreliable and increasingly

expensive foreign oil requires the development of economically

viable alternative energy-sources So that our industries may

continue to be competitive in world markets and the health

and well being of all our citizens is protected.

Safe methods for the terminal isolation of radioactive

waste are presently under development by the Department of



Energy with final demonstration not anticipated until 1985.

In the interim, storage facilities at some reactor sites will

become overburdened unless additional storage capacity becomes

available. To alleviate the problem, the Department of Energy

announced on behalf of the Administration on October 18th that

the Federal Government will accept and take title to used,

or spent, nuclear reactor fuel from utilities on payment of

a one-time storage fee. A high priority will remain on the

development of permanent waste disposal systems for nuclear

waste. .

The waste management problem is not solely a function

of the deployment of civilian nuclear power. The major fraction

of radioactive waste currently in existence has resulted from

various U.S. national security programs.

The long term prospects facing commercial reprocessing/

recycle and a breeder reactor are in doubt due to the Administra-

tiorn opposition to the use of plutonium as an energy producing

fuel for reasons primarily related to nuclear proliferation.

II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES:

A. How can curr~ent statutes and regulations be restructured

to eliminate inordinate delay and constructively decrease the

time period between announcements and completion of individual

projects without sacrificing safety and environmental standards

or the right of due process?
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-B3. To what c1I.~9ee will an embargo on plutonium use in this

country enhance the President's nonproliferation objectives?

And will unilateral action place the Nation at a disadvantage

economically or endanger our national security?

C. Do the safety miargins involved in the generation of nuclear

power compare favorably or unfavorably with the safety margins

involved in other major industrial efforts and/or individual

citizen activities?."

.D. Will the Administration program for purchasing and storing

spent fuel pending completion of studies on longer term solutions

provide sufficient certainty to utilities and facilitate the

achievement of an appropriate level of conventional reactor

construction?

E. Does commercial'reprocessing/recycle, although suspended

at present, offer a viable energy production option for the

future?

F. Will technical advancements in environmentally sound,

physically safe and economically feasible alternate energy

sources within the foreseeable future equal or exceed the energy

contribution presently available and projected for nuclear

power and if so, will this be sufficient to meset our projected

energy needs?



G. How best can present and future nuclear power production
be blended together with promising alternate energy sources

now Under development to assure adequate and permanent, well

balanced national energy sources with a minimum of acrimony

and division amoungst our citizens?
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-March. 5, 1978

UNITED $TATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORlY COMMISSlO•,.CY.78-13

WASIHINGTON, 0. C. 20•55,

!NFORMATION REPO.RT

Fo...:
From:

The Conmiissioners

Robert •. Ryan, Director.Office of State Programs

Executive Director for OperationsThru: A
Purpose:

Discussion:

ACTIONS AND ANALYSIS: COMMENTS ON NUREG-Ol 95, "IMPROVINGREGULATORY EFFECTIVENESS IN FEDERAL/STATE SITING ACTIONS"

To inform the Commission of the status of comments received
on the subject report since its formal release in June, and
to advise the Commission of other actions taken in response
to Congressional inquiry and State utility commission actions
involved with the Administration siting and. licensing hill.

On June 9, .1977, the Commission reviewed the study team
report and directed di stributi on for comment to State Gover-
nors, Federal agencies, industry and the public. Congres-
sional offices were provided with copies of the report for
information.

On August 1I, 1977, an information report (SECY-77-426} was
forwarded to the Commission summarizing coamuents to that
date. Subsequently, the Commission directed the Office of
State Programs to contact State Governors again and urge
them to relate any comments yet to be forwarded to the
August 19th draft version of the Administration siting
reform bill which had been distributed to States by
Mr. Aherne of the Executive Office of the President (SECY
memo August 22, 1977). A letter to all Governors was sent
August 26, 1977 by the Office of State Programs.

As of February 7, 1978, 120 letters have been received.
These include 54 from States (30 States responding), 20 from
Federal agencies, 29 from industry and 17 from others in-
chuding the public.

During the appearance of the Commissioners before the
Subconmittee on- Energy and Power, on February 7, 1978

_ . |
Contact:Rooert T. Jaske
492-7794

\) 1'
l II I
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Representative Ottinger acting for Mr. Dingell requested
copies -of the letters of comment on the Preliminary Staff
Report. These have been provided to Representative Dingell
by Chairman Hendrie in a separate response.

An analysis of Sbtat responses is presented in Enclosure "A."
It considers the responses with respect to the five points
of former Chairman Rowden' s letter to the Governors dated
June 16, 1977 (Enclosure "B"). This is supplemented by
excerpts of State comments. On balance, the States are
favorably disposed toward performance of the planning and
site certification activities outlined in the report with
the understanding that preemption of State initiative would
be minimized and the diversity of resources in individual
States would be recognized,.

An analysis of Federal agency, 'industry and other public
conuments is presented in Enclosure "C." This analysis also
uses the. five points of the June 30, 1977 transmittal letter.
On balance, all saw significant advantage to a restructuring
of the early phases of project development, and favored open
and early disclosure, but they varied considerably 'with
respect to operational details. With the exception of the
Environmental Protection Agency, Federal agencies were cool
to the idea of NEPA delegation. fndustry and public views
vary widely, however, where a thread of unity can be found
it is supportive of early and open planning which can resolve
site suitability and need for power issues as early as
possible.

In general, most respondents found the report useful in
developing a common perspective from which proposals for
legislative and administrative reforms would be viewed.

A numbelr~oLfthe. commen ts~rec•tved~f.om~oheir__.$edera•T.agenciles--

-.-. _._._nJa~nury. 4,,. 1978 .draft Admtntstrationr1itcensJLng-r.•__.•! I _ ..
•. ... -summary of. the s~i gni fjcant, agency co.a.et ~•J•s ad -i-...

.... ___resentedin Enclosure ".F"...repared by..QELOD._ ...

"As-a--related-matter, ifl-hespon~e to a Fi-umbiF-of questions"
fritorr-rb-••is-sion abou t-•ow- se-pFar-t- and ea rTysi_-te- cer-_"
tf=ref- g•Tl t• exfsti-.• processe-s7 he Ofie ofi
State :'rograms began a detailed stare by s~ate study of the
specific actions taken by puoiic •tiil-,y commissions or

• I i i I In • •
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other agencies with respect to need for power, issuanceof certificates of convenience and necessity (or their
equivalent), rate making methodology and decoimmissloning. A

-~contract report, published as a NUREG documents will be ..
- ~ printed in Jate. March as. oar.t of~the~reference, seri es..-

-Staff awatta the Connission's instructions on the dispo-
si-tlor of NUREG-O195 and• any specific activities which
staff should undertake In connection with it.

#.,i *•~~* .~~

Robert 6. Ryan, Dlrector
Office of State Programs

Enclosures :
"A" - Analysis of State Comments
"B" - Rowden Letter to Governors J)une 16, 1977
"C" - Analysis of Federal, Utility & Other Public Comments
"0"W - Letter to Governors dated August 26, 1977

""- Comment Letters (l2O)- Couumissioners oniy
"F" - OELO Prepared Comments

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
Commission Staff Offices
Executive Director for Operations
Secretari at

, i I I l I I I I I lJ
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ENCLOSURE "A"

Suimmary of State Comments on NUREG-0195 - Improving Regulatory Effective-
ness in Federal/State Siting Actions as of February 7, 1978.

States responding to Chairman Rowden's letter of June 16, 1977:

Alska-Dept. of Environmental Conse rvati on
Arizona-Governor; Atomic Energy Commission
Connecticut-Governor
Georgia-Governor
Hawaii-Governor
Illinois-Governor
Indiana-State Board of.Health
Iowa-Governor
Kentucky-Department of Energy
Loui siana-Governor
Nevada-Governor's Office of Planning Coordination
New• York-Governor and New York State Energy Office
Ohio-Power Siting Commission
Rhode Island-Governor
South Dakota-Governor
Virginia-State Corporation Commission
Washington-Governor
West Virginia-Governor
Wyoming-Governor

Total: 19 States.

States responding to Ryan's letter of August 26, 1977:

Arkansas-Dept. of Health
Colorado-Dept. of Health
Maryland-Dept. of Natural Resources
Massachusetts-Energy Facilities Siting Council
New Jersey-Dept. of Public Utilities
North Carolina-Utilities Commission
Oregon-Dept. of Energy
Pennsylvania-Energy Council

Total: 8 States.
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States responding to others which can be considered as responding toRyan's letter of August 26, 1977:

California-Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission
Florida-Power Plant Siting-
Maine-Dept. of Environmental Protection

Total: 3 States.

Grand Total of Responses: 30 States.

States not responding to Rowden's or Ryan's letters:

Alabama
Del aware
Idaho
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Wisconsin

Total: 20 States.

States offering general endorsement of the five recommendations in
Chairman Rowden's letter of June 16, 1977:

Arizona-Governor and Atomic Energy ConmmissionArkansas-Dept. of Health
Florida-Power Plant Siting
Illinois-Governor
Indiana-State Board of Health
Kentucky-Dept. of Energy and Public Service C(
Maine-Dept. of Environmental Protection
Marln-Dp. ofNtrlRsources

ommis sion
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Nevada-Public Service Commission
New Jersey-Dept. of Public Utilities
New York-Governor and New York State Energy Office
North Carolina-Utilities Commission
Ohio-Power Siting Commission
South Dakota-Governor
Washi ngton-Governor

Total: 15 States.

States offering no comment:

Alaska-Dept. of Environmental Conservation

Total: 1 State.

States offering endorsement of some of the five recommnendations in
Chairman Rowden's letter of June 16, 1977.

Recommendations

R-l R-2 R-3
Planning Review Site_.ss R-4 R-5Need Coordi natio

Cal iforni a-Energy ResourcesConservation and Development
CommissionE

Connecticut-GovernorE

Georgia-GovernorE

Hawaii-GovernorE

Iowa-Governor E

Louisiana-GovernorE

Massachusetts-Energy Facilities
Siting Council and Executive Office
of Environmental Affairs

Oregon-Department of EnergyE

Pennsylvania-Energy Council

Virginia-State Corporation
Commission and Governor E

Wyoming-Governor

Totals: 11 States 9
E-Speci fic Endorsement

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

EE

E

E

E

EE

E

E

S8 7 8
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SELECTED COMMENTS FROM STATE RESPONSES

R-l That Federal legislation authorize coordinated early and open plan-
ning by utilities land States or associations of States for all forms
of electrical generation.

California-Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission

"California's power plant review statute is strongly rooted in
the concept of active, open planning."

iowa-Governor

"We like the concept of forming voluntary associations of state
governments-on a regional basis-to coordinate reviews of utility
system planning. Since utility companies now plan on a regional
basis, it would be helpful if the regulatory agencies of the
states could combine their efforts in a comparable manner.
However, such a coordination would have to be voluntary for
state regulatory responsibilities cannot be pre-empted by de-
cisions of a regional body."

Maine-Dept. of Environmental Protection

"The possibility of utilities making early and open disclosure
of future plans is an exciting one to this department. We are a
small agency, in personnel strength, and would gain many
benefits from early disclosure. The early identification of
suitable, acceptable sites for future generating facilities
would enable us to effect optimum utilization of staff and
funds."

New Jersey-Dept. of Public Utilities

"I also favor., the use of early site approval as a means of
identifying those locations appropriate for nuclear generating
facilities before large financial commitments are made to the
detriment of the utilities' ratepayers."

North Carolina-Utilities Commnission

"We strongly believe that the states are best equipped to deal
with siting issues, particularly if appropriate planning co-
ordination between neighboring states can be developed. Present
State law in North Carolina allows for this type co-operative
endeavor and we are currently participating with South Carolina
and Georgid In-a- up-ro-op t-ia-v----i-tig--demont"to pr"c
directed by the Southern Interstate Nuclear Board. We feel that
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environmental and need issues can be most appropriately ad-
dressed at the state or regional level."

Ohio-Power Siting Commission

"Although we support the idea of encouraging the development of

mechanisms for voluntary multi-State planning, it is also our
feeling that this is not a critical consideration in strewn-
lining the Federal/State. nuclear regulatory process."
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fR-2 That the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 be amended toallow Federal agencies to accept for inclusion in final environmental
impact statements environmental reviews performed by qualified :States
acting under carefully constructed Federal guidelines.

*California-Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission

"I would propose an amendment to the existing Section 274 of the
Atomic Energy Act so as to permit States to enter into agreements
with the NRC for the delegation of certain responsibilities,
including the environmental and need-for-power reviews."

"The environmental and need-for-power reviews are inextricably
tied to the procedural and substantive standards of NEPA. By
statute, the CEQ is the Federal agency responsible for developing
NEPA guidelines and monitoring compliance with NEPA. The existing
capabilities of the CEQ should be accordingly used in the proposed
bill."

"There must be authority retained by the Federal government to
terminate a Federal delegation of responsibilities to a State if
the State's performance fails to satisfy the Federal standards
expressly pursuant to which the delegation was made.!•

"It is likely that a delegation of NEPA functions to the states

in this area will require some formal amendment to NEPA."

Georgia-Governor

"From the standpoint of practical utilization of state resources,
we believe that the actual site evaluation and preliminary
environmental assessments should be performed by the "applicant"
and that the State develop a staff for review and approval of
the "'applicants" evaluations and assessments."

Illinois-Governor

"(The delegation) would place the environmental and economic
decision-making process closer to those who directly bear the
burden and receive the benefits of the proposed facility.
Second, it offers an opportunity to eliminate the duplication of.
effort that exists at the state and federal levels."

Iowa-Governor

"(Although there is merit in the proposal), we frankly doubt,
however, that many states are willing and able to carry uut.Lh~s
task."
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Louisiana-Governor

"It is felt that such reviews could be accomplished as proficiently
as can be done by federal bodies or perhaps more so to the
extent that states have developed their expertise, review proce-
dures and relationship with local agencies and public interest
groups."

Maryland-Department of Natural Resources

"The only justification for terminating the approval of a State
program should be a determination by the Commission that the
State program was no longer meeting the Federal guidelines under
which the program was originally approved."

North Carolina-Utilities Commission

"This would allow states with capabilities in only one of the
above areas to actively participate. Separating the responsi-
bilities for the need assessment and the environmental assessment
would of course require some modification in environmental
evaluation of alternatives in that the alternative of "no plant3 '
would be predetermined by a separate regulatory body."

Oregon-Dept. of Energy

"Rather than legislating a delegation of authority..., a better
alternative would be to explore through federal-state agreements
the appropriate review responsibility to be exercised by the
federal and respective state governments."

Washington-Governor

"The full delegation to states for NEPA determinations is eminently
desireable. It is best to have it voluntaryor optional as is
now contemplated. (A) third option would have states responsible
for need for power but not responsible for the provisions o1'
NEPA. The NEPA determination would be a new responsibility for
most states. It is a large responsibility, costly to undertake
and, therefore, many states may prefer not to become involved.
On the other hand, almost all states have been in the need for
power determination business through their public utility com-
missions for some time .... Washington is prepared for and in-
terested in full participation."
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R-3 The States be authorized to certify sites for generating facilities.

Iowa-Governor

"While we support this concept, as a method of reducing regula-
tory delay in bringing electric plants into service, several
problems must be noted. These include (1) ratemiaking treatment
of such investments by commissions who have historically denied
or severely limited inclusion in rate base of land held for
future use; (2) the difficulty of determining how many sites
should be "banked"; and (3) the application of this concept when
condemnation of land must be utilized to acquire a site at
reasonable costs."

North Carolina-Utilities Commission

"This State through its Utilities Commission has for a number of
years required prospective power plant sites under investigation
by utilities. We have seen little evidence of the classical
argument that land speculators impact on the cost of these
proposed sites with advance, open planning. Furthering this
concept with early site approval, concomitant with standardized
plant designs, should help eliminate costly delays in bringing
need facilities into service while at the same time affording
the same or better environmental protection than is currently
being achieved."

Ohio-Power Siting Commission

"We don't feel that separate or early site review contributes in
a positive way toward streamlining or otherwise improving the
siting process despite it~s seeming advantages. We believe it
can only increase rather than reduce the administrative time and
expense required for all parties. As an alternative, we suggest
that this proposal emphasize the concept of Upreliminar.y screening"
rather than final approval."

Washington-Governor

"I qualify my agreement with the condition that, for nuclear
power plants, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission must be required,
as a part of the state's certification process, to certify that
a nuclear power plant can be operated safely at the chosen site.
A "black box" or generic nuclear power plant can be considered
and the principal issues examined would be seismicity and water
supplJhs• C certification must be rendered in a formal
way, an the other hand, great care must betknb ~e"C mi-
sion to not venture into other areas such as socio-economics or
other physical environmental factors which are not germane to
plant safety."
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R-4 That State certification of need for power (facility) be final andbinding of Federal agencies.

Colorado-Dept. of Health

"I would object to the state's loss of control overresources."
its natural

Iowa-Governor

"State regulatory agencies arethe need for power and a state
accepted by federal officials.
a project should not go forward
need-for-power determination."

in the best position to determine
decision on this issue should be
Further, federal proceedings on
until the state has made its

Washington-Governor

"We have to draw a balance between giving states the need for
power determination but still having some sort of federal override
that is difficult to exercise. One possible arrangement would
be for the federal government (Department of Energy) to challenge
a local determination (a negative determination) and appeal to
the President to exercise federal preemption and require the
facilities to be built."

m
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R-5 That coordination of Federal and State regulatory actions be emphasized
in order to minimize duplication and create a commonly available data
base.

Connecticut-Governor and Power Facility Evaluation Council

"The creation of a Federal Siting Council and ad hoc Project
Councils is an unnecessary expansion of the bureaucracy. ft
would add another level of decision making and would duplicate
the siting councils of the States."

Iowa-Governor

"To assure the public of maximum participation, we suggest that
the least restrictive rules of the cooperating agencies be
adopted for joint hearings."

New York-Governor

"After considerable experience with New York's power plant
siting law, passed in 1972, we saw the need to avoid duplication
in the review of nuclear plant certification applications.
(This includes joint hearings, review of the "need for power' by
the New York Public Service Commission, and guidelines for
preparation of a single environmental report.)"

Ohio-Power Siting Commission

"While "one-stop" procedures may represent an idealized expecta-
tion, "coordination" will represent the best that probably can
be achieved as a practical end result."

"NRC has already initiated a mode of operation which could go a
long way toward improving Federal/State coordination..,.the
practice of arranging coordinative meetings with State power
siting agencies at an early stage in regard to specific
applications."

Virginia-Governor and State Corporation Commission

"Our office has been working with the Federal Power Commission
to coordinate development of the Regulatory Information System
CR1S) to form a common data base. It appears that your efforts
may be parallel to those of the FPC and should be coordinated as
early as practicable."
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- . Enc losure B÷•A AEo°b, UNITED STATES ...... (Sample Lt•r, tO 50
-, •: ". NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Gover'nors)

'. 9dU 617

OFFICE OF ThE

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Ella T. Grasso
Governor of Connecticut
State Capitol
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

Dear Governor Grasso:

Last fall, I wrote to you about the Nuclear Regulatory Commission s
* study of ways to improve regulatory effectiveness in Federal/State

actions in the siting of nuclear production and utilization facilities.
Many useful comments were received, and with the help of the National
Governors' Conference, our study team has now completed its work.

I am enclosing a copy of the preliminary staff report, "Improving
Regulatory Effectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions," prepared
by our Office of State Programs. It makes a number of recommenda-

~tions aimed at improving the conduct and coordination of Federal and
State reviews within a legislatively restructured licensing process
which emphasizes early site reviews and standardization of reactor

* design. The Commission is now seeking broad comment on the proposals
in order to best assess their value and impact before we take a position
on the report's recommendations. Among these recommendations are several
of substantive interest to States:

i! That Federal legislation authorize coordinated early
~and open planning by utilities and States or associa-
f tions of States far all forms of electrical generation.

i. That the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 be
,. amended to allow Federal agencies to accept for inclusion
* in final environmental impact statements environmental

! reviews performed by qualified States acting under care-
! fully constructed Federal guidelines.

i• That States be authorized-to certify sites for generating
~facilities.

! That State certification or need for power (facility) be
final and binding on Federal agencies.

That coordination of Federal and State regulatory actions
be emphasized in order to minimize duplication and create

! • a commonly available data base.

I I I I



This3 report also includes a summwary of 20 letters received to date in
response to my letter of March 24, 1977, to all Governors, concerning
the Federal o~eemption of radfation health and safety matters. This is
found in Part If, Chapter 2.

You have the Commission's deep appreciation for the time and effort
you and your reoresentatives ha',e taken in bringing this report to
its present stage. I would be most pleased to receive any coimments
you might care to offer on the report.

Sincerely.

Marcus A. Rowden
Chairman

Enclosure:
Copy of Preliminary Staff Report
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ENCLOSURE "C"

Summary of Federal, industry and other public comments on NUREG-0195 -

Improving Regulatory Effectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions as of
February 6, 1978.

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Agencies responding to former Chairman Rowden's letter of June 30, 1977.

Environmental Protection Agency
US Dept. of Agriculture (REA)
US Dept. of Commerce, Ass't Sec'y for Policy
US Energy Research & Development Agency, Ass't Admnin. for

Environmental Safety
US Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Ass't Sec'y

for Planning
US Dept. of Interior (2) Office of Secretary and

Bonneville Power Administration
Executive Office of the President
Office of Technology Assessment
Tennessee Valley Authority

Total: 10 responses

Other Federal responses to the Office of State Programs:

Dept. of Commerce, Coastal Zone Management Office
Federal Energy Administration (2)
Northwest Federal Regional Council
Southwest Federal Regional Council
Midwest Federal Regional Council

Total: 6 responses

With the exception of BPA which saw little value in the system of early
and open planning as proposed in the study, agencies were supportive of
this concept. The reaction to the other four points was mixed ranging
from general support to some outright objections. Some specific commen-
tary follows. Interior opposed limitation of ACRS reviews.

Environmental Protection Agency - Costle

"In general, we found the report to be thorough and well written.
SAdditionally, we agree that its major recommendations for improving

the eiect-ri-e--power---plan itn rocess. rhe changes suggested
could improve the effectiveness of the regulatory process n
reduce the time necessary to complete that process."
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Rural Electrification Administration - USD1 - Vellone

"It is REA's position that the electric utility industry is most
familiar with its network of systems and thus can more effectively
plan additions to this network. The states and the electric
reliability councils could review these plans to see that they
are consistent with state and regional plans and that they
comply with Federal, state, and local environmental laws and
regulations."

Bonneville Power Administration - USD1 (DOE) - Hodel

"We are concerned, however, with the heavy emphasis, on page 1-9
of the Executive Summary, placed on State determination of "need
for power" and the finality of such determination vis-a-vis a
lead Federal agency. This concern exists not only because we
believe power needs should be determined on a regional or national
rather than on an individual State basis, but also because we
find no declaration that the State must bear the responsibility
for the results of its decisions."

Off ice of Coastal Zone Management - Ting

"The report recommends that the review of site be separate from
the review of actual electric generating facilities. In this
manner, the environmental review of a site on the basis of a
standard facility can proceed in advance of an actual proposal
for construction. We believe this concept should be pursued as
a means of shortening construction lead time while ensuring
adequate local planning and environmental review. At the same
time, we are concerned that certification and "banking" of an
excessive number of sites may unnecessarily distort land use
planning In coastal areas which are so valuable for a wide
variety of important uses."

Energy Research and Development Administration - Liverman

"En general, we support many of the report's recommendations,
with certain qualifications. However, other recommendations
appear to have substantial adverse implications: modification
in the NEPA process, and removal of certain .responsibilities
from NRC which would be transferred to the States or to a "lead
Federal agency" (LFA), which would most likely be the Department
of Energy. Although increased Federal/State coordination and

Sj•oint actions should be sought, major transfers of Federal
responsibilit-y-to Ste~os- nt-seem--de-s a-lere tive in
reducing licensing problems. Even though an increased role for
the States is desirable, this must be carefully bounded to
prevent an actual net loss in effectiveness or opportunity for
unexpected new delays or duplications of effort (for example,

"• ii I I I I
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through entry of State judicial review processes during the EIS
development, which might be layered sequentially with existing
Federal judicial review mechanisms)."

Housing and Urban Development - Embry

"HWe do not agree with the proposition that States should have
the final sign-off authority, and that their decision should in
turn bind all Federal agencies. Federal agencies may, for
example, determine that certain requirements have not been met
pursuant to administrative regulation and/or the U.S. Code and
that the State certification is therefore not adequate; that
requirements relating to other aspects of State and local author-
ities' responsibilities with regard to other Federal grant
program needs have not been met or that an over-riding national
interest, such as defense or national power needs have to be
met, despite State determination that no plants be licensed."

Department of the Interior - Meierotto

"We agree that the present decision-making process needs to be
improved, and that the States must become more actively involved
in this process. The desire and capability of the States to do
so varies from State to State. We do not believe it is necessary
to set up any elaborate or costly systems or committees to
accomplish this. We would recommend and support consultation
with interested States on an individual basis at the execution
level prior to any final decision on this issue. In any case, we
believe that the Federal role would still have to include a
determination of the acceptability of actions affecting Federal
lands and natural resources of national interest and value."'

Tennessee Valley Authority - Wagner

"The report suggests the need for legislation and administrative
action to achieve, through improvements in Federal/state coopera-
tion, earlier siting decision, increased opportunity for public
participation in siting decisions, increased stability in energy
planning, and elimination of duplication of effort. We think
that in general these goals are commendable and desirable and
could result in increased efficiency in licensing of nuclear
facilities."

m m m i ml iN
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INDUSTRY COMMENTS

Nineteen industry organizations responded directly to the Office of State

Programs with comments on the study. These were:

Baltimore Gas & Electric Company - Olson
Bechtel Power Corp. - Davis
Conmionwealth Edison Company - Lee (meeting)
Duke Power Company (2) Porter and Dail
Envirosphere Company - Ledorati
General Electric - Sherwood
Illinois Power - Womeldorff
Lowenstein, Newman, Reis & Avelrad - Lowenstein
MAIN Power Pool - Michelson
Mississippi Power & Light - Lutken
Northern States Power - Welk
Omaha Public Power District - Nilkins
Pacific Gas & Electric - Daines
Potomac Electric Power Company - Mitchell
City of Tacoma's (PUD) - Benedetti
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council - Brownlee
Southwest Power Pool - Hulsey
Union Electric Company - Dille
Westinghouse Electric - Eicheldinger

Six more organizations forwarded comments on the administration siting
bill which they believed covered their position on the need for regulatory
reform. These were:

Atomic Industrial Forum
Boston Edison (2)
Combustion Engineering
Conner, Moore & Corber
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

In general, industry comments centered on generic matters of long lead
times, and saw little advantage in open and early planning with public
participation by means of forums not currently in existence. Some util-
ities saw advantage in early and separate site approval, and other saw.
.value in early determination of need for power by States. Industry, with
some exceptions, appears unwilling to consider udelay"t as a two step issue
involving differing degrees of exposure to a licensing process, i.e.,
construction delay vs extended planning reviews. There was considerable
emphasis on improving "coordination" and elimination of duplicative reviews,
but--i~dusttywJsaverycatious about any changes which would alter the
traditional i rhouse planning procsrb-swhrch--specf-if-c-p~ro•'ectsare
selected and offered for licensing by public agencies.

However, Duke Power Company and Potomac Electric Power Company saw rational
planning advantages in the amendment of NEPA, State site certification for
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all generating facilities and making State actions final and binding onFederal agencies. They also supported early and separate site review and
approval with early public disclosure of planning.

As a coimnon thread, industry was hopeful for a system which improved
regulatory stability and shortened review time of projects offered for
consideration on a case-by-case basis.

Some excerpts of industry comments follow:

Atomic Industrial Forum

On State NEPA reviews: "NEPA, though not without redeeming social value,
has been interpreted monstrously, causing delays of projects without
compensating environmental benefits. It has become the intervenors' most
effective weapon for delaying energy projects. The licensing delays caused
by the recent D. C. Circuit's fuel cycle decisions now before the Supreme
Court show that NEPA continues to be a trap even for an agency as experi-
enced and sophisticated as NRC. Adding these inherently imprecise require-
ments to the review processes of many states will result in an avalanche
of litigation, much of it successful, challenging the state reviews. This
obviously will not contribute to expediting licensing."

Baltimore Gas & Electric

1. "We agree that the State is the best qualified government to determine

the need for power."

2. "Giving the State the final approval on environmental issues and the
authority to prepare the Environmental Impact Statement could add
considerable time to the review process. This is particularly evident
when taking into consideration the local political pressures that can
be brought to bear on State Agencies. In this situation, an objective
decision could become impossible."

Boston Edison

"The delegation of NEPA responsibility to the states in the matter of
nuclear power plant siting can only result in extensive delays, political
manipulations and the likelihood that NEPA decisions would be subject to
Federal court reversals."

Duke Power Company

'"Page--t-6ofA.1e NUREG points out several deficiencies in the present
process which can be remediedthouh equ~ttabtenn-dti]4at--e-reyws
by State and Federal agencies. We strongly support the view that environ-
mental and economical impacts of proposed projects should be reviewed by
the States. It is within those states that a utility must operate and its
employees must live. Page 1-11 indicates that Early Site Review should be

I I I mm ml roll iN
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used whenever feasible, and at some future date it may be required. Webelieve that it should to be effectively used by utilities and regulatory
agencies whereas the Early Site Review requirements must allow site bank-
ing for longer than five years."

Illinois Power Company

"In summary, each of the perceived weaknesses in the report seems to
result from the lack of input from one of the three parties necessary in a
successful partnership to certify electric generating facilities in a
rational manner. The federal viewpoint and the state viewpoint are repre-
sented well. The utility viewpoint is absent. Unless that utility view-
point is included prior to transforming this report into legislative
proposals, it can only be concluded that the thrust of this report is to
preempt the utilities in their traditional role of managing their chartered
and franchised operation."

MAIN Electric Reliability & Council

"The development of a multi-State mechanism other than that provided by
the existing Regional Reliability Council is viewed by MAIN as presenting
the possibility of the development of yet another layer of control over
utility construction which may result in increasing the plant licensing
time rather than providing the desired result of decreasing plant licensing•
time."

Mississippi Power & Light

"We agree with the philosophies of the states playing a stronger role in
site approvals and a greater level of coordination among federal agencies.
We do, however, foresee the potential for a decrease in effectiveness with
an overly expanded public participation."

Northern States Power Company

"As you will note from the attached comments, in large measure we are in
'full agreement with the thrust of the report and its legislative recommenda-
tions advocating a structure of federal and state regulation aimed at
speeding up the process of obtaining environmental and construction permits
for new electric generating stations."

"The areas in which we have not concurred with the report primarily relate
to the proposal to authorize construction of nuclear facilities prior to a
state certificate of need and site approval. If the federal government
prq pede xistngMinnesota State requirements to obtain a Certificate of
Need and Sitet Compatbltypirtotecns-tutono ew fossil or
nuclear generating facility we think public reaction to such legislation
would be extremely negative.
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Omaha Public Power District

"OPPD applauds President Carter's stated intent of cutting licensing time
for nuclear plants, and OPPO will work with the Administration and the NRC
to achieve such ends. However, OPPD remains skeptical that truly beneficial
changes can be made in the NRC or the regulatory/licensing process using
the proposals contained in the NRC's study."

Pacific Gas and Electric

"Several of the proposals for new federal energy legislative measures
Ci .e., a two-year federal NOI, 10- and 20O-year p1larning forecasts, an
electrical usage tax for financing federal energy planning) seem patterned
after the relatively new California Energy Resources Conservation and
Development Commission (CERCOC). It would be prudent to determine the
effectiveness of such legislation in California before adopting it as
national pal icy."

"The report mentions the possibility of combining nuclear and non-nuclear
siting into one process. This option is one that should not be encouraged
because non-nuclear siting is presently being carried out in an acceptable
manner at the state level and with the few federal agencies involved."

Potomac Electric Power Company

"Recommended changes such as the following cannot help but allow for more
rational planning."

"Amending NEPA to permit inclusion of State environmental reviews --
following federal guidelines -- in final environmental impact
statements;

Authorizing states to certify sites for generating facilities;

Authorizing state certification of need for power facilities which
would be final and binding of federal agencies;

Coordinating federal and state regulatory actions to minimize dupli-
cation and create a common, easily accessible data base."

Southeastern Electric Reliability Council

"The specification of defined electrical areas such as pools, subregions,
control areas or councils, or other appropriate boundaries for planning
pupssi a ma'or improvement over earlier drafts, and this concept is
endorsed by SERC."

"The NRC Staff is to be commended for attacking the problem of multiple
responsibility for "need for power"! determination. Many states have now
undertaken such a responsibility in connection with their "Certificate
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of Convenience and Necessity" or other permitting functions. By allmeans, the states should have this function and it should be removed from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission."

Union Electric Company

31Public participation is advantageous where there can be meaningful public
inputs. But in the free enterprise system the utility power planners are
responsibile for raising Capital, designing an adequate, reliable, economic
system, and construction and operation of that system in a timely and
responsible manner. Where public inputs are admitted with no responsibility
and no accountability, the orderly planning process may be delayed or
interrupted. No attempt is here made to limit public participation, but
the Report should recognize that the ability of the public in a highly
technical area is necessarily limited."
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PUBLIC COMMENTS

General public coumient on the study report was very limited (total 8).
Some commenters (8) forwarded copies of their remarks on the Administra-
tive siting and licensing act. The brief abstract which follows draws
inferences from both of these as they are judged to apply to NUREG-O195.

Commenters supported the principal of coordinated open and early planning
by utilities working with States or associations of States for all forms
of electrical generation although there was a wide divergence on means to
implement such actions. The Amendments to NEPA proposed in the study were
also viewed in a mixed way with some concern expressed that State findings
may not meet the purposes of NEPA even with carefully constructed Federal
guidelines. Mr. Roisman was specifically concerned about this. The
Friends of the Earth are opposed to the advance approval of sites, apart
from facilities as prejudicial to case-by-case reviews. Marian Moe believes
that early site review reduces the range of realistic alternatives available
for consideration. Some commenters opposed and others supported the
concepts of state certification for need for power. Coordination of
Federal and State reviews was generally supported.

The sample is too small to present as a detailed commentary. The thread
of support does hold for more and earlier public planning but is cautious
about legislative remedies which reduce public access to the licensing
process at any step.

Some excerpts of public comments related to NUREG-0195 are:

Erasmus H. Kioman, National Academy of Public Administration

The tine may be auspicious for some positive change "that would
inject some comprehensive, rational, and systematic planning into
decision-making processes that are now fragmented and flawed by
overlapping, conflict and confusion.1' This would include energy
facility siting.

Thomas J. Wilbanks, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The report recommendations are a coherent set and they make sense and
will work.

Paul Rodgers, National Association of Regulatory Commissioners

He is "very pleased with these recommendations which seek to involve
Stata participation in a meaningful fashion."

John N. Nassikas, Chairman of the Need for Power Panel

He opposes "the concept of State determination of environmental
reviews under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, or the
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finding that State certification of need for power be final and
binding on Federal "
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,,,. ' NUCLEAR REGU LATO,',7 CO'MMISSION vraint con,AlhNTON.,• 2O5 for previous responsE
-t , o W~~~AUI|G 26.1917: 255

The Hlonorable Mills E. Godwin, Jr.
Governor of Virginia
State Capitol
Rich~mond, Virginia 23219

Dear Governor Godwin:

* On June 16, 1977", former Chairman Rowden sent you
a copy of the preliminary staff report, "Improving
Regulatory E~ffectiveness in Federal/State Siting
Actions, NURE'G-0195" for review and comment.

* Since that time, the Executive Office of the
President has been developing draft legislation
concerning nuclear regulatory reform. We under-

,.-•,stand that a draft of proposed legislation was
forwarded Eo you by Mr. Ahearne of the White house
staff.

* In a letter dated July 20, 1977, Dr. Jamnes Dunstan
responded to Chairman Rowden's June 16th letter.
The Commission has asked me to suggest that comments
you may make on the legislation have a common
perspective. Such a perspective would be important
to the Commission in arriving at a policy position
on the proposed actions.

We appreciate the time and effort that you and your
•represe~nI-atives have taken in assisting us with the
Federal/State study and relate~d matters. Cha~irmar.
rlendric woul~d nppreciato any comments which you might
bring to his attention in the next few weeks.

S ~er ely,

O ffice S,• tate Programs

cc: Dr. James C. Duns tan
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ENCLOSURE "F"

Sunmiaryof Federal agency commnents on NUREG-0195--Improvlng RegulatoryEffectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions--which are of particular
significance to major provisions in the January 4, 1978 draft Adminis-
tration licensing reform bill.

I. Authorizing the States to make _need for the plant determinations which
would be binding on NRC. Several agencies and offices, emp~hasizing the
regional character of planning for additional "generating capacity, expressed
reservations about giving the States final authority to make need for the
plant determinations. The Bonneville Power Administration opposed making
State need for power determinations binding on Federal agencies, arguing
that allowing the States to make final and binding need for power deter-
minations could seriously hamper existing regional planning and reliability
efforts. Although the EPA Administrator's corrments indicated agreement
with the report's major conclusions, which included giving the States
authority to make binding need for power determinations, the specific com-
ments of three subordinate EPA-offices either directly opposed or expressed
reservations about giving the States this authority. Other agencies,
including the Office of Coastal Zone Management, then--ERDA's Office of
Environment and Safety, and the Department of the Interior, although not
opposing a delegation of authority to the States to make binding need for
power determinations, cormmented that any such delegation should be subject
to guidelines which would assure that regional interests and planning are
adequately considered by the States.

2. NEA elegation!. Strong objections to any delegation of NRC's NEPA
resonsbilties to the States were raised in commnents by then--ERDA's

Assistant Administrator for Environment and Safety. Instead, ERDA's
conunents support greater cooperation with the States including the use
of shared data and resources, joint hearings and coordinated review
schedules. In particular, ERDA argues that NEPA delegation coUld lead

to uneven treatment of energy growth in different localities; would
require extensive duplication of resources by the States which would be
needed to perform full environmental reviews; and rvuld require the
preparation of extensive Federal guidelines togovern State implementa-
tion of any NEPA delegation. According to ERDA, State and Federal efforts
to implement a NEPA delegation would..be diftficult and.time-consunming,_ _.
and would not.necessarily lead to a.woe.f~f~iclent or.. effective mechani.sm_
for satisfying NEPA requirements. ERDA also opposes the use of Federal

* agency and national laboratory personnel by the States to perform delegated
NEPA work on the ground that thi s may create confused l ines of respon-
sibility for these Federal and laboratory personnel and may draw away
resources needed for Federal programs. Finally, ERDA sees the possibility
of Federal funding of intervenors in State proceedings held pursuant to
a NEPA delegation as a further argument against any delegation of NEPA
responsibilities to the States. One regional office of. EPA generally
endorsed the concept of NEPA delegation but argued that any Such delega-
tion must be performed under very carefully developed Federal guidelines.
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3. Early site approvals. ERDA's Office of Environment and Safety, the
Office of Coastal Zone Management and the Department of the Interior
included commnents regarding site "banking"'. OCZM expressed the concern
that certification of an excessive number of sites may unnecessarily
distort land use planning in coastal areas. ERDA suggested that early
site approval include consideration of all types of generating facilities
so as to foster the even-handed treatment of alternatives. Interior
recommnended that once a site has been approved, the use of surrounding
areas should be controlled to assure the site's continued acceptability.

4. ACRS reviews. The Department of the Interior opposed any modifica-
tion fthe preent statutory requirements for mandatory ACRS reviews
of nuclear facility construction permit and operating license applications.
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COM MISSIONER ACTION
For: The Conmi ss~ioners

From: Edson G. Case, Acting Director., Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation

Clifford V. Smith, Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

Thru:Executive Director for Operationry-

Subject: NRC REVIEWS OF ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONCEPTS

Purpose: To determine the amount of effort that the NRC staff devotes to
reviewing reactor concepts and associated fuel cycle con~cepts
presented by DOE under the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems
Assessment Program (NASAP).

Category: This paper covers a policy matter involving the NRC/DOE inter-
actions.

Issue: The nature of the NRC response to requests from DOE for Pre-
liminary Safety Evaluations (PSE) of reactor and fuel cycle
concepts presented under NASAP, prior to DOE, selection of
those alternatives that it intends to pursue into the demonstra-
tion stage.

Deci s i 0n
Criteria: i. Does the alternative chosen provide for actions be-reficial

to United Stazes policy in regard to nuclear energy resource
utilization and nonproliferation objectives?

2. Does the alternative chosen involve the NRC in the concept
selection decision proc~ss in any inappropriate way?

3. Does the alternative chosen tend to commit, or appear' to
conuit, the NRC to positions on concepts which may later
be submitted for NRC licen~sing action?

4. Does the alternative chosen overtax our avaiiaole manpower
resources?

eitsac•
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Al ternati yes : 1. Comply with the DOE requests for reactor reviews.Provide guidance on the preparation of DOE's Preliminary
Safety Information Document (PSID) based on information
needs, and licensing precedents and principles. Provide
a full reactor evaluation (comm~ensurate with the
completeness of the material submitted) for each concept
submitted by DOE, highlighting any licensing problem
areas.

2. Decline the DOE requests until non-proliferation standards
have been adopted and final alternative reactor and fuel
cycle choices have been made by DOE and endorsed by
the Admi ni strati on.

3. Initially agree to review only those established reactor
concepts for which a substantial background of applicable
experience exists, e.g., Heavy Water Reactor (HWR)
of the CANDU type, High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor
(HTGR), Spectral Shift Reactor (SSR), Light Water
Breeder Reactor (LWiBR), and a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) variant. Other less developed concepts
could be evaluated later as designs and character-
istics become firmer.

4. Consistent with DOE's broad program and the objectives of
NASAP, participate in the review of complete nuclear
systems, and include in the scope of the NRC staff review
described in Alternative 3 the fuel resource requirements,
alternative fuel cycles, and the safeguards and non-
proliferation aspects of the reactor and the associated
fuel cycle facilities.

President Carter's message of April 7, 1977 proposed that the
new emphasis being placed on non-proliferation aspects of
the reactor fuel cycle be extended to cover advanced reactor.
concepts, including the LMFBR. The DOE responded by insti-
tuting the NASAP studies for the comprehensive evaluation of
alternative reactor concepts and fuel cycles to meet the
President's goals. The NASAP objective is a program that
can satisfactorily match the US energy needs and fuel resources,
while providing a means to assure that other nations can
also meet their expanding energy needs, without aggravating
the proliferation problem. The NASAP results will provide
significant input to the International Fuel Cycle Evaluation
(INFCE) program, which is reexamining fuel processing,
breeding, and proliferation p~roblems on an international

Discussion:
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basis over the next two years. The reactor concepts within
NASAP are not new, but are generally being reevaluated
in the light of fuel cycle alternatives and optimizations
with strengthened safeguards and non-proliferation charac-
teristics. The standards by which proliferation resistance
is to be judged are the subject of a separate NASAP study,
which is expected to continue through 1978.

The DOE is preparing a Preliminary Safety Information Document
(PSID) for the H14 concept of the CANDU type, which is
to be submitted to NRC in initial form about May 1978.
DOE has requested that we review the initial document,
and provide con~ents and suggestions for. use in the preparation
of their final PSID, which is scheduled for release about
September 1978. DOE also requested that we prepare a Preappli-
cation Safety Evaluation (PSE) of the concept described
in the PSID, including guidance on technical licensing matters,
requirements for research and development, definition of design
basis accidents, and additional information requirements. This
HW~R evaluation will set a pattern for other concepts to be
submitted later, to the extent that the information available
on these other concepts permits. Prior to the NASAP studies,
the NRC staff completed a similar evaluation of the Gas Cooled
Fast Reactor Concept (GCFR); the NRC staff evaluation was based
on a PSID prepared by the General Atomic Company. The PSID
and PSE for the GCFR will serve as partial models for
documentation in the NASAP efforts.

It is estimated that the H•R evaluation will require up to
four man-years of NRR effort plus one man-year of NMSS effort,
if sufficient fuel cycle information is provided. The other
concepts most likely to deserve significant review effort are
the Spectral Shift Reactor (SSR), the advanced fuel HTGR,
and a variant of the LMFBR. Because of prior staff reviews
of HTGRs and PW4~s (to which the SSR is Very similar) it
is expected that reviews of the advanced fuel HTGR and SSR
would require slightly less effort, about two man-years each
(NRR 1-1/2 man-years and NMSS 1/2 man-year). A variant of the
LMFBR is estimated to require 4 man-years to re'view including
1 man-year of NMSS effort, based on the experience with and
unresolved issues from the CRBR review. If all four reviews
were undertaken, it is anticipated that the total of 13 man-
years would be about evenly distributed between FY 78 and FY 79.
Previous manpower projections have allotted two man-years
to Alternate Cycles in FY 1978 and FY 1979 by NRR, but
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no manpower was allocated by NMSS for such work, in either fiscalyear. If the NRR Alternate Cycle time were used for the requested
DOE effort, there would be a shortfall of about 3 maniyears in
NRR for FY, 1973 and 79, and 1.5-2 manyears in NMSS for each fiscal
year. If DOE were to submit PSIDs for additional Concepts, the
shortfall would be greater, and we would have extreme difficulty
in meeting DOE's overall NASAP schedule of about two years. To
this time, DOE has not mentioned the possibility of a request
to review the Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR), or improvements
in basic LRs to improve fuel utilization, under the NASAP program.
Depending on the nature of DOE's further efforts, particularly
plans to pursue conuiercialization of a concept, there is a
potential need for NRC confirmatory research to provide an
acceptable basis for licensing decisions.

In defining the range o~f alternative responses open to us,
we have eliminated those options that would tend to place
the NRC staff in the position of evaluating a concept after
having participated in the design definition of that concept.
It would also be inappropriate for the NRC staff to rank the
concepts in the order of licensability. Thus, it would seem
that, at most, we should provide critical feedback and 1licensa-
bility opinion to DOE after reviews of their PSID and related
fuel cycle and safeguards inputs. Prior to that time our
comm~ents would be limited to guidance on the practices and
principles that the NRC staff uses in reaching its conclusions,
suggestions for inclusion of information in the PSID and similar
material. Lightwater reactor and uranium fuel cycle experience
provides the bulk of these precedents.

Alternative 1 would comprise a review of all the reactor
concepts submitted by DOE.

The minimum response would be a rejection of DOE's request
until fully developed and screened concepts could be
presented, Alternative 2.

An intermediate option is Alternative 3, whereby we limit
our reviews to those concepts that are already rather well
developed. In this way our participation should not be
construed as significantly influencing the development of
a design that is in a relatively preliminary stage.

A fourth option, which responds to DOE's request for our
thoughts on the best way to carry out such reviews, is Alter-
nate 4. This Alternative includes the entire nuclear system in
the scope of the NRC staff reviews.
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Alternative I: Comply with the DOE requests for reactor reviews.Provide guidance on the preparation of DOE's PSID based on
information needs, and licensing precedents and principles.
Provide a full reactor evaluation Ccommnensurate with the
completeness of the material submitted in the PSID) for each
concept submitted by DOE, highlighting any licensing problem
areas.

PRO (a) Provides a measure of cooperation with DOE for
achievement of Presidential objectives.

(b) Provides early opportunity for staff to become
familiar with the reactor concepts that may be
pursued in the future.

(c) DOE considers the NRC staff views on reactor
licensability to be important in the overall choice
of concepts to be emphasized for development into
the commercial phase, and these views would be avail-
able early in the DOE decision process.

CON (a) This alternative could involve many concepts, many
of them in an early and fluid stage of design.
Recommendations made at this stage on such fluid
designs could be interpreted as NRC support for
early design features, and could potentially bias
future design and reviews.

(b) The present uncertainty about non-proliferation
criteria will make the evaluation incomplete and
possibly premature. Manpower may be wasted
reviewing concepts that do not fit the criteria
that would ultimately apply.

(c) Because of the large number of concepts, the man-
power requirements would be well beyond our available
resources.

(d) Since only reactor reviews are involved, significant
system considerations related to fuel cycle and
safeguard aspects will remain unreviewed by NRC.

Alternative 2: Decline the DOE requests until non-prolifera-
tion standards have been adopted and final alternative reactor
and fuel cycle choices have been made by DOE and endorsed
by the Administration.
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PRO (a) NRC's review would not bias DOE's choices at the
early design stages of the concepts.

(b) The evaluations would be limited to the concepts
meeting DOE' s criteria and would have the benefit
of wel! developed non-proliferation criteria.

(c). There would be little requirement for NRC manpower
in FY 78.

CON (a) NRC input would come at a late stage, and could
impact DOE's implementation schedules, particularly
if our response is unfavorable, or heavily qualified
because of unavailable information.

(b) A PSE is a preapplication document and should not
have to await the completion of all phases of design.

(c) This alternative would delay evaluation that we would
have to do eventually, and timing• may be a greater
constraint for later evaluation.

(d) DOE considers the NRC staff views on licensability
to be important in the overall choice of concepts to
be emphasized for development into the commercial
phase, and these views would not be available early
in the DOE decision process.

Alternative 3:. Initially agree to review only those established
reactor concepts for which a substantial background of applicable
experience exists, e.g., HWR (CANDU), HTGR, SSR, LWBR,
and an LMFBR variant. Other less developed concepts could
be evaluated later as designs become firmer, and evaluation
is warranted.

PRO (a) This approach would be consistent with our past
actions in evaluating the GCFR concept.

(b) It would be a suitable application of the PSE vehicle
since NRC conclusions could be definitive.

(c) These concepts are fairly well developed already.
Basic design choices are, in many cases, already made.
Our participation would not prejudice staff evaluation
in later review of these design choices.
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Cd) DOE schedules-are unlikely to be impacted unfavorably,
because these are the only alternatives that are far
enough along to reach the licensing stage in the
near future. The Decision Criterion 1 would be
satisfied in regard to those alternative reactors
in the inmediate prospect. The less developed altern-
ative reactors do not have an impact on Criterion 1
at this time.

(e) DOE considers the NRC staff views on reactor l icens-
ability to be important in the overall choice of
concepts to be emphasized for development into
the coinercial phase, and these views would be
available early in the DOE decision process.

CON (a) Non-proliferation criteria are not~yet developed,
and the design evaluations may be premature in the
sense that non-proliferation criteria could prompt
significant changes in the' concepts, or discarding
of some concepts.

(b) NRC agreement to review these concepts may be
regarded as a prejudice in favor of these four
concepts and against others.

(c) Reluctance of NRC to commient on potential licensing
issues of less developed concepts could limit DOE's
long term decision making perspective.

Cd) Since only reactor reviews are involved, significant
system considerations related to fuel cycle and safe-
guard aspects will remain unreviewed by NRC.

(e) Manpower requirements would be about 6 manyears over
allocated resources if the reviews were spread over
the next two years and a total of four concepts are
reviewed. We estimate that NRR would require 3
additional manyears in both FY 1978 and FY 1979.
Performance of the NASAP reviews without the alloca-
tion of additional NRR manpower would result in
delays in completion of CP, OL, Systematic
Evaluation Program and generic technical activity
reviews. The estimated impact is a 2 month delay
in several such cases or activities for each NASAP
concept reviewed.
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Alternative 4: Consistent with DOE's broad program and the
objectives of NASAP, participate in the review of complete
nuclear systems, and include in the scope of the NRC staff review
described in Alternative 3 the fuel resource requirements,
alternative fuel cycles, and the safeguards and non-proliferation
aspects of the reactor and the associated fuel cycle facilities.

PRO (a) This reactor evaluation approach would be consistent
with our past actions in evaluating the GCFR concept.

(b) The reactor evaluation would be a suitable application
of the PSE vehicle, since NRC conclusions could
be definiti ve.

(c) The reactor concepts are fairly well developed already.
Basic design choices are, in many cases, already made
Our participation would not prejudice staff evaluation
in later review of these design choices.

(d) DOE schedules are unlikely to be impacted unfavorably,
because these are the only alternatives that are far
enough along to be likely to reach the licensing
stage in the near future. The Decision Criterion 1
would be satisfied in regard to those alternative
reactors and fuel cycles in the iu~ediate prospect.
The less developed alternative reactors do not
have an impact on Criterion 1 at this time.

(e) DOE considers the NRC staff views on reactor licens-
ability to be important in the overall choice of
system concepts to be emphasized for development
into the con~iiercial phase. The reactor evaluation,
plus the fuel system review performed by the NRC
staff, will be comprehensive and complete. It will
include the fuel cycle and associated facilities,
and will provide DOE with needed information and
input for the INFCE decision process.

(f) This scope of review involves NRC in the total
spectrum of the nuclear option (i.e., reactor and
fuel cycle) from the beginning, and should be
beneficial to the long term programs of the nation.
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CON (a) Non-proliferation criteria for reactors or fuel
cycles are not yet established, and the evaluations
may be premature in the sense that non-proliferation
criteria could prompt significan~t changes in "the
concepts, or discarding of some concepts.

Cb) NRC agreement to review these concepts may be
regarded as a prejudice in favor of these four
concepts and against others.

(c) Reluctance of NRC to comment on potential licensing
issues of less developed concepts could limit DOE's
long term decision making perspective.

(d) Manpower requirements would be about 9 manyears over
allocated resources if the reviews were spread over
the next two years and a total of four concepts are
reviewed. We estimate that NRR would require 3 addi-
tional manyears in both FY 1978 and FY 1979 and NMSS
would require 1.5-2 manyears for each fiscal year.
Performance of the NASAP reviews without the alloca-
tion of additional NRR manpower would result in delays
in completion of CP, OL, Systematic Evaluation Program
and generic technical activity reviews. The estimated
impact is a 2 month delay in several such cases or
activities for each NASAP concept reviewed.

Recommendations: That the Commission:

1. Approve Alternative 4 including the allocation of additional
manpower. Note that the lack of non-proliferation criteria
may limit the precision of staff conclusions. Direct the
staff to work out the detail s of implementation of the reactor
and fuel cycle evaluations.

2. Note that the ACRS will be requested to review.

3. Approve th~e transmittal of the enclosed letter from L. Gossick
to G. Cunningham (Enclosure 2). This letter is a reply to
the original request for review from Mr. Bauer (Enclosure 1),
and has been prepared in accordance with Alternative 4.
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Coordi nati on : The Office of Nuclear Reactor Research agrees that Alternative 1
should. be adopted. The Office of the Executive Legal Director
has no legal objection to the adoption of Alternative 4 or the
proposed response to DOE._

"" Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation-

Enclosures:
1. Proposed Letter to

G. Cunningham
2. Letter from Mr. Bauer

DISTRIBUTION :
Canrhi ssioners
Commnission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
ACRS

" " Secretari at

EDO NOTE: I endorse the selection of Alternative 4 in the subjectpaper, bbt I reconrnend that the question of allocation
of additional personnel to the offices be deferred until
I have had the opportunity to review the schedule of DOE
submissions to the Commission, the manpower resources
required by these initiatives, as well as by other priority
actions within the Commission and the availability of
resources that can be made available through reallocation
to meet these needs.

;qe~e V.'ossick
Executive Director

for Operations

NCJOT: Cc,•.iss'o~er coo,.ents shojT be '-'. 'ed direc:Vy to cne ..::f... of the

~cnrmisiz: szarff~ •-fi: rnmen:Ls; am', snou½_ be s,•zmi.:-. :z tw•e
'cmm,.ssi,:ners ~I7.'iL ',•a :• ;• " :, wi- -n ~n i'~on=• - 'a•:i.•:., ccc"v :o -t ,ffe_-

te z naytc.i re,,ew ,ad ccne•, the,. Co.irnssioners, a-nd -:n., S•eret:-i.t
shouk• be appris~ed of when c.r•ents ..iay be e;.•ected.



ENCLOSURE 1
PROPOSED LTR TO G. CUNNINGHAM
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•¢"•- "•,•UNITED STATES•.•o• NUCLEAR R EGU LATO RY COMMISSION

• WASHINGTON, D. C. 2~555

Dr. George W. Cunningham
Acting Program Director

for Nuclear Energy
Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Dr. Cunningham:

The NRC has considered Mr. B~auer's request of September 30, 1977 for
a. Preapplication Safety Evaluation (PSE) of a low-enriched uranium heavy
water reactor (H•R) of the CANDU type, and similar treatment of other
alternative concepts, and is prepared to act affirmatively on it. Pre-
liminary discussions have been held between the NRC staff and representa-
tives of DOE and their contractors in regard to the HWR evaluation. These
discussions have indicated some areas where more definite information
will be required, including information on the desired scope, depth, and
schedule of NRC staff review.

Consistent with the Department of Energy plans to evaluate the nonprolifera-
tion aspects of the various potential nuclear systems, including reactors and
fuel cycles (the NASAP studies), we believe that it would be appropriate to'
include in the scope of the NRC staff review of the HWR the fuel resource
requirements, alternative fuel cycles, generic and safeguards impacts of
heavy water production, and the safeguards and nonproliferation aspects of
the reactors and the associated fuel cycle facilities. Preliminary discussions
with your sta~ff indicate that this scope of review should be practicable
and productive. We recognize that your proposed documentation relating to
the licensability of a reactor facility may not be an appropriate vehicle
for this additional information, and suggest that the DOE and NRC staffs reach
agreement on the content and timing of additional documentation. At the present
time, we believe that it is reasonable to expect completion of this fuel cycle
review at about the same time as the licensability review of the reactor.

We believe that the NRC staff can be of assistance to you in evaluating
the licensability of the various system concepts you are considering. In
order to do this, the environmental impact, the safeguards and the public
health and safety aspects of the system concepts, including the estimates of
the probabilities and consequences of accidents, must be evaluated and shown
to be acceptable when considered in the light of the criteria developed for
the licensing of established systems of reactors (LWRs) and fuel cycles..
This requires that reasonably firm designs be considered in order that mean-
ingful judgments can be made on their acceptability. We would therefore
not propose to review system concepts that are in a very preliminary stage
of development, such as, for example, the gaseous core reactor.
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In order to arrange for the connitment of the necessary personnel at theproper time we will need a firm estimate of the schedules on which you
would expect to submit the Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID)
and related material and the other schedule milestones that you are able
to identify. It would also be helpful to hold further discussions aimed at
gauging the depth to which the system concept and its particular character-
istics should be examined. In making these determinations, it will be
necessary to take our limited manpower resources into account.

In regard to the HIR concept, which you are proposing for NRC's first
consideration, the reactor review will follow the usual pattern of a licens-
ing review, but with the abridgements appropriate for a concept-stage review
rather than a well-defined reactor proposed for construction permit review.
Other concepts will be considered in a similar fashion as permitted by the
available information. We also note that where a need for a research and
development program is identified in the course of your review, information
outlining any such program should be furnished to the NRC for evaluation.
Fuel cycle and safeguards assessments will likely be generic in nature
making use of background and data previously developed in similar programmatic
efforts.

We plan to set up the HWR review as a project within the Division of Project
Management, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, with the LMFBR Branch
having the lead responsibility. Our review would omit specific site consider-
ations, but where necessary typical siting would be assumed. The proposed
review of fuel cycles, safeguards, and nonproliferation aspects would be
managed by the Office of Nuclear Material Sa.fety and Safeguards (NM1SS).

We do not believe that the schedule your representatives proposed at the
November 11, 1977 meeting with our staff is fully adequate. An initial six
month period for the preparation of the Preliminary Safety Information
Document (PSID) was proposed, and may be adequate. For preliminary planning
you should allow about 12 months between the date of submittal of the
PSID and the expected date on which the staff would complete its safety
evaluation. Further discussions of DOE plans, schedules, and scope of
review may prompt revision of this schedule.

In developing the PSID, you should follow the general format indicated in the
"Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for LWiRs" insofar
as it is applicable to this effort. Sections of the Standard Format not
dealing with safety and licensing matters may be abbreviated or eliminated
entirely from the reactor review; we understand from discussions with DOE
staff that this is your intent. This will significantly facilitate our review.
We would expect pertinent sections of your report to give clear information
with respect to:
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1. The design criteria, codes and standards upon which a detailed design
would be developed.

2. The conceptual design of various systems and their interrelationships..

3. A description of the analysi's methods, assumptions, and results
obtai ned.

4. The analysis of a spectrum of accidents based on anticipated and less
likely events such as process disturbances, equipment malfunctions and
postulated component failures. The need for engineered safety features
should be evaluated based on the probability and consequences of these
events. The impact of various single failures on the course of the
accidents should be evaluated.

5. Your assessment of the acceptability of the plant systems in relation
to the design criteria and of the overall acceptability of the concept.

6. Identification of unique features or characteristics of the design
compared to current technology and practice, and an evaluation of the
safety significance of these departures.

You should identify those design criteria, codes, and standards applicable
to LWRs which will be met, and provide justification for deviations from
those which will not be met. Where criteria must be utilized that are differ-
ent from or supplemental to those in current use, an explanation should be
supplied. Similarly, we would expect you to supply a brief description of
all the steps in the related fuel cycle, the related facilities and a review
of the materials and facilities that require safeguarding.

In our review, we will provide a preliminary judgement as to whether or
not the reactor concept coul d be developed into a design that coul d receive
favorable staff assessment if a license application were to be submitted.
Our judgment may be qualified in terms of resolution of safety questions,
research and development results, or development of specific criteria. The
fuel cycle* review will provide preliminary evaluations of the environmental,
safety, and safeguards aspects of the supporting fuel cycle.

We intend to request ACRS review of these concepts. We may therefore assume
that the Committee will want occasional presentations from the NRC staff and
DOE on this subject.

As Mr. Bauer requested, the staff will provide guidance on technical licensing
matters, identification of requirements for research and development, defini-
tion of design basis accidents, and information requirements from AECL and
others. W4e anticipate that this will be a continuing process to ensure that
the PSID provides the information necessary to reach conclusions.
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Mr. Bauer requested NRC guidance on safety and licensing implications for
nuclear power plant alternatives sited outside the U.S. In this regard, we
anticipate only being able to offer guidance based on parallels in the U.S.

As to the mode of our assessment, we expect that it will rely substantially
on material submitted by you during the review process, augmented with some
elements of our independent analysis as needed.

In our review we will make allowance for a period of questions and replies
because we find this method productive in licensing reviews. In addition,
however, we anticipate that these exchanges will be supplemented by topical
meetings and less formal cormmiunications throughout the review in order to
expedite the flow of information. The files of the project and the meetings
themselves will be open to the public as required by law. Exceptions can be
made torestrict access to proprietary material, but it is desirable that
as little proprietary material as possible be used in this review.

I have appointed Mr. Homer Lowenberg Chairman of an NRC staff coordinating
committee to handle NASAP related matters; please contact him on overall
arrangements. Dr. T. P. Speis, Chief of the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors
Branch, is our point of contact for the reactor licensability review, and
Ms. Kathleen M. Black (NMSS) is the point of contact for the fuel cycle
review. Please have your staff contact them for detailed arrangements and
planning.

Sincerely,

Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director for

Operations
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LETTER FROM MR. BAUER



UNITED STATES
"ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

~- WASHINGTON, DC. 20545

SEP 3 0 1977

Mr. Edson G. Case
Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Case:

Under the President's leadership the country is intensely examining
the various options for utilization of nuclear power, with particular
attention to the nonproliferation aspects of the various potential
fuel cycles and reactors. ERDA is a major participant in this under-
taking, and as one of its efforts, has produced a Nonproliferation
Alternative Systems. Assessment Program (NASAP) plan. The draft of
this plan has been reviewed by NRC, and we are in the process of
incorporating the NRC suggestions into the plan. Because of the
importance, high priority and urgency placed by the President on
the NASAP and the Internationa.l Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)
programs, it is important that the participation by NRC be expanded
to include expert opinion on the licensability aspects of the alterna-
tive power sources. Licensability is a critical part of the determination
of overall commercial feasibility and the projected timing and cost of the
commercial introduction o f these alternative concepts. These commercial
aspects are an essential consideration of the overall nonproliferation
potential of these plants.

In addition to the NASAP plan development work, ERDA is preparing to
enter into plant design and evaluation contracts With industry for

selected NASAP alternative power plant concepts. These will include
the Heavy Water Reactor, Spectral Shift Control Reactor, Molten Salt
Reactor, Gaseous Core. Reactor, Accelerator Breeder Reactors, and other
reactor concepts. The purpose of this letter is to request NRC assistance
on the NASAP Heavy Water Reactor (HWR) study and to advise NRC of the
probable nature and timing of similar requests for NRC assistance on
selected other concepts.

On the EWR plant, the specific assistance being requested is for NRC
to conduct a Preapplication Safety Evaluation.(PSE) of the H•JR based
upon a Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) to be submitted
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within three months by the U.S. reactor manufacturer selected by ERDA

to conduct the HWR design study, assisted by a U.S. architect-engineer
and by the Argonne National Laboratory (AN-L). Based upon exploratory
discussions between NRC and ERDA staffs, it appears that the general
form and content of the General Atomic (GA) PSID and the NRC PSE on
the GA. Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GOER) plant would be appropriate
vehicles for accomplishing this goal for the NASAP HWR. We recognize
that in certain areas the detailed knowledge of the plant and its safety
considerations may be initially less than that provided for the GCFR
review by NRC.

Our aim is to develop the best information possible in the tine available.
In this regard, it would be helpful if the NRC staff could participate in
a mid-October 1977 preliminary meeting on the NASAP HWR with ERDA, the
reactor manufacturer, the architect-engineer and ANL technical staffs.

By attending this meeting, the NRC staff could become familiar with the
NASA2 UWR design. criteria, considerations and objectives. We, therefore,
could receive appropriate NRC g•uidance on the information to be provided
in the IIWR PSID to be submitted to N-RC by the ERDA funded project team.

ERDA has already developed a PSID for an EWR which can be provided to
NRC, and has completed a plant layout and capital cost estimate for a
1140 MWe HWR at the hypothetical Middletown, U.S.A. site. We believe
that meaningful discussions on the NA.SAP HWR between N[RC and ERDA could
begin immediately. Suggested items for discussion include:

1. Existing and needed information on the HW plant description, key

design criteria, safety analysis, site considerations, reactor and
coolant system characteristics, engineered safety features, auxiliary
and emergency systems, safety analysis, plant conformance with NRC
General Design Criteria (GDC) and the development of proposed GDC
and plant modifications. It is believed that these items should be
discussed to assure that the PSID submitted to NRC by ERDA's con-
tractors contains the information required by the NRC staff to
perform a meaningful review and produce a PSE.

2. N'RC guidance on probable content of the PSE on the NASAP 1{WR in the
areas of principal safety considerations, the relationship of NRC

concerns about the HWR conceptual design to the requirements for a
research and development program, and the definition of design basis
accidents.
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3. N RC guidance on the desirability and practicality of ACRS review
subsequent to completion of the NRC PSE report.

4. N-RC guidance on the schedule. A possible schedule could be:

*draft PSID to NRC for preliminary evaluation - within 3 months
* formal submittal of PSID3 to NRC - within 6 months
* N-RC PSE report completed - within 9 months
* ACRS review (if appropriate) - between 10 and 13 months.

Additionally, close liaison would be maintained between the ERDA
funded study team during the first 6 months to familiarize the
NRC staff with the NtASAP HWR design and ensure the adequacy of
the PSID submittal to NRC, and the NRC PSE report.

5. NRC guidance on information and participation which should be
requested from AECL and others, such as CANATOM, Ontario-llydro,
Electric Power Development Corporation (Japan), as appropriate9

6. NRC guidance on the approach to considering the safety and licensing
implications for nuclear power plant alternatives sited outside the
U.S., both by U.S. and non-U.S. reactor manufacturers.

7. Other items proposed by NRC and others, such as the NASAP HWR
designer, architect-engineer, and ANL.

Completion of this effort should determine if the NASAP HWR concept
potentially offers an acceptable degree of safety so as to allow future
reviews to concentrate on details of the design rather than fundamental
questions of concept adequacy. Additionally, it will assist ERDA and
its contractors in estimating the probable effort and time in evolving
required safety related research, engineering, and development data,
and the related NRC and ACRS time to complete the formal site selection,
construction permit, and operating license process.

If NRC can respond favorably to this request for specific assistance to
the ERDA NASAP HWR project, we suggest that an NRC staff member be assigned
as early as possible to work out the details of the program with the ERDA
HWR technical manager, K. A. Trickett. We understand that NRC has estab-
lished a coordinating committee for NRC work in the area of alternative
fuel cycles and reactor technologies. We believe that contacts between
ERDA and this committee could also be productive.
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In addition to the above specific and immediate request for NRC
assistance on the NASAP HWR project, we anticipate that other alterna-
tive reactor systems, such as the Spectral Shift. Concept, will also be
submitted for similar safety/licensing evaluation by NRC in the future.

We realize the difficulties and inherent limitations that may constrain
the study. A large number of concepts are to be assessed. They are in
varying stages of development. For some of the systems a great deal of
information is available, and a very large backlog of safety assessments
already exists. For some of the systems, however, no reference design
or reasonable point of departure may exist at this time.

It is also our belief that it is crucially important that the various
systems be evaluated against criteria appropriate to the system at
hand. We, of course, are fully aware that a large array of criteria
have already been established for the Light Water Reactor (LWR), on
which the U1.5. nuclear program has been based. However, we believe that

an assessment which places excessive weight on criteria developed for
the light water system may not, in itself, be an appropriate basis on
which to assess other systems. This again obviously is a source of
major difficulty; and judgments, as well as analyses, will have to be
made relative to various recommended criteria.

We believe that it is inherent in the nature of the task that faces us
that your analyses and reviews will necessarily have to be very selective.
Similarly, our input would also be of a limited nature, at least in some
cases.

We seek your opinion as to whetheryou would prefer your assessment of
these other alternative reactor systems to be based solely on your own
analysis of the system, or whether you would prefer your analysis to
come in a responsive mode to material we present to you, as proposed
above for the HWR. If you select a responsive mode for your assessments,
we will arrange for our contractors to prepare appropriate material and
request ANL to assist us in this safety and licensing activity.

The end product of the collective evaluation which we seek is an assess-
ment of the safety and licensability of each of the concepts. We are
fully aware of the difficulty of this~ task and also that it may depart
significantly from precedent on NRC assessments. We must also emphasize
that the effort which we hope to initiate between us muse be consistent
with the overall NASAP schedule since this is a major inceragency commit-
men t.
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Among the assessments that we believe it would be useful for NRC to
perform for each of the alternative NASA? concepts are the following:

(a) Comments relative to the fundamental safety of the concept.

(b) The criteria against which such licensability would be assessed

and the possible difficulties on licensability.

(c) The likely research and development requirements with respect to
both timing and magnitude.

We would like to emphasize that the assessments made in this study should
not be viewed by NRC as having any binding aspects on them.

These and any other assessments that you would care to make should be
instrumental in allowing us to reach an assessment relative to the
ultimate practicality of the concept being considered.

We are, of course, anxious to get your thoughts as to how we might best
perform this task. As noted above, there are many issues to.be resolved,
and we would like to discuss the matter with you so that we can proceed
with this task. In this regard, it would be helpful for NRC to work with
the ERDA program manager, S. Strauch, and his staff, to determine how
best to proceed on these additional efforts.

I would appreciate your advising me if we may look forward to your
assistance. I would be pleased to discuss it further with you at your
convenience.

Snc~ere ly,

Doug\~.Bauer, Director
Division of Nuclear Research

and Applications

cc: K. S. Pederson, Director, Office
of Policy Evaluation, N-RC

H. Lowenberg, Asst. Dir. for
Operations Technoiogy, NRC

L. V. Gossick, Exec. Dir. for
Operations, N-RC

R. P. Denise, Asst. Dir. for
Special Projects, NRiC

R. S. Boyd, Director, Div. of
project M4anagement, NRC

R. V. Avery, Director, Reactor
Analysis & Safety, A•'Th

G. W. Cunningham, O/A•NE, ERDA
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April 28, 1978 SE•CY-78-2_28

COMMISSIONER ACTION
The Corri'ssioolersFor:

*F rom:

Thru:

S ubj e ct:

Purpose:

Category;

Issue:

Deci si on
Criteria:

Clifford V. Smith, Jr., Director
Office of ,Nuclear ,aterial Safe..ty and Sa fe, ar:

Executive Director for Operations 7Yl/ , -'• 2

COMMISSION RESPONSE TO GAO FINAL. LETTER REPORT ON
,,.,S ROLE IN SELECTIN•G FISSION TECHNiOLOG•,.-S *

To presert the proposed NRC role in seiecti..qg fission
technologies, in response to GAO's reconmmendations in
the subject report, together with a draf~t respons.. to th~e
House Committee on Government Operations and Senate
Co~mmittee on Government Affairs.

This paper cover's a poi icy matter req~ui ring Commission
consideration and dctior,.

"the nature and content of the response to the Congress.
The subject GAO ;report (Enclosure 1) recommends that: NRC
establish a program to moni to, sseaialyadidp
dently, development of alternative fission technologies, and
report to the Presicent anld cognizant Congressional committees
on known or suspected licensing problems of these technologies.
and NRC should rarnk, to the extent possible, technologies
for desired development in the United States from a licensing
point of view. (A written statement on actions t.aken on
the GAO recommendations is required to be submitted to thie
House and Senate Committees named above not 1 ater than GO days
after March 7, 1978.)

1. Does the alternative selected comrply with. the GAO
recommnendati ons?

fue cyisso tciloofs.-cmiairso"ncerratr n uplt
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2. Does the alternative chosen provide actions beneficial
to the United State in regard to nuclear energy resource
utilization and nonproliferation objectives?

3. Is the alternative chosen consonant with the independent
regulatory function of NRC?

Alternatives: 1. A level of NRC participation in the selection of
fission technologies that the NRC staff believes to be
partially responsive to the GAO recommendations would
provide for review of four reactor systems, together
with appropriate fuel cycles, in response to requests
from DOE. In the required response to Congress, NRC
could characterize the reviews as independent, and state
that NRC is requesting DOE to include the NRC's reviews
in DOE proposals to the President and Congress on
selection of alternative technologies. This alternative
requires about 14 rnan-years* of effort and about $0.8
million to complete the four reviews described in
alternative 4 of SECY-78-136 (Enclosure 2).

2. An intermediate level of NRC participation would provide
for: review of the criteria, data, process and results
used by DOE in its selection of its most promising
alternative systems from a licensing viewpoint; review
of the same four systems delineated in alternative 1;
initiation of research programs in support of the four
systems; and preparation of a staff report to the
President and Congress.

In the required response to the GAO reconmendations,
NRC would state that it has set up a program to review
alternative fission technologies and that the Commission
will transmit a report of the staff's findings to the
President and cognizant Congressional committees.

This alternative is estimated to require
years of effort and about $3.4 million.
represents a more responsive position by
recommendations than alternative I.

about 25 1/2 man-
This alternative
NRC to the GAO

* Only professional manpower is included in the manpower estimates.
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Discussion:

3. The highest level of NRC participation considered inthis paper would initiate an essentially independent
review by NRC of the NASAP systems. Nonproliferation
strategies available to the United States would be
evaluated and the safety, safeguards and environmental
characteristics of 7-8 reactor systems and appropriate.
fuel cycles would be reviewed. Research programs in
support of the systems would be initiated. A report to
the President and cognizant Congressional committees
would be prepared.

In the required response to Congress on the GAO recommen-
dations, NRC would state that it has set up a program to
review alternative fission technologies and that the
Commission will transmit a report of the staff's findings
to the President and cognizant Congressional committees.

This alternative requires about 50 man-years of effort
and about $7.0 million dollars of funding.

President Carter's April 1977 Nuclear Power Policy Statement
initiated the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
(INFCE), which will receive major input from DOE's Non-
proliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program
(NASAP). The staff considered NASAP to be an important
program and proposed*in early budget requests to undertake
independent evaluations of alternative fission technologies
in 1978 and 1979. Although the Commission specified that the
agency was to maintain a general level of cognizance over DOE
development work on alternative fuel cycles, the Commission
eliminated most personnel and most funds requested for
alternative fuel cycles in. the FY 1978 budget. For FY 1979,
the Commission directed that no major new commitments of
resources or program dollars should be made to alternative
fuel cycles until more definitive proposals were brought to
the agency's attention.

Consistent with Commission policy, the staff has been
attempting to follow the NASAP program on a minimum basis.
For example: on an ad hoc basis the staff has reviewed
reports as DOE has released them for comment; and an ad hoc
staff task force responded *to a request from the GAO for
staff views on safety, safeguardability and environmental
acceptability of alternative fission technologies. In
addition, a standing NRC coordinating committee was appointed
to handle NASAP-related matters on as-available and as-requestecd
bases.
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Recently (SECY-78-136),. the staff has proposed to respondaffirmatively to a DOE request that NRC review an HWR
concept of the CANqDU type. In addition, the various offices
have underway or are pl anni ng to .ini tiate several contractor
studies pertaining to alternative fuel cycles.

The GAO has completed a survey for the Joint Economic Com-
mittee of the status, potential and problems of alternative
fuel cycles, and, prior to publication of its final report,
has recommended strengthening of NRC's role in Federal
efforts to select alternative fission technologies for
further development. GAO notes that:

* NRC has no responsibility for developing nuclear
fission technologies and its principal function is
to assess and regulate independently the safety,
safeguards and environmental adequacy of civilian
nuclear facilities and procedures proposed to NRC for
licensing action by DOE and the nuclear industry.

* NRC is not a member of the inter-agency management
group that will approve the screening of candidate
alternative fission technology systems for government
development.

* There is no ongoing systematic NRC effort to monitor
and evaluate alternative fission technologies for the
future.

* The failure to establish an organized effort within
NRC to monitor and evaluate independently nuclear
fission technologies for future development could
resul~t i n

-- the Federal Government selecting and funding the
development of nuclear reactor and fuel cycle
technologies that are not among the most acceptable
from the safety, safeguards and. environmental point
of view; and
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-- serious delays and cost overruns if NRC is notadequately prepared or unable to express timely views
on the licensing aspects of the construction and-
operation of demonstration projects and/or if the
licensing staff and the developers disagree on the
design requirements for such projects, which has
occurred in the past for the Cl inch River Breeder
Reactor.

GAO recommended to DOE that it: inform NRC of alternative
technologies under serious consideration for future
development as soon as they are selected; and, recognize
NRC's report on known or potential licensing issues and
problems as a major factor in formulating proposals on
al ternative technologies.

GAO recommended that the Chairman, NRC:

* Establish a program to monitor, systematically and
independently, the development of alternative fission
reactor and fuel cycle technologies.

* Identify and report tp the Presiden't and cognizant
Congressional committees known or suspected licensing
issues and problems associated with the reactor and
fuel cycle technologies under serious consideration
by DOE before any are scheduled to be selected for
future development. To the extent possible, the
Chairman should rank the reactor and fuel cycle
technologies for desired development in the United
States from a licensing point of view, and clearly

* identify the relative safety, safeguards. and environ-
mental advantages and disadvantages of each.

Senator Bentsen, the recipient of the GAO letter report,
has written to Chairman Hendrie encouraging positive
actions on the GAO recommendations be initiated at once
"without further Congressional direction."
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DOE is scheduled to complete its preliminary integrated
assessment and selection of key system classes in April
1978, with selection of the most promising alternative
systems scheduled for October 1978. The final draft report
is scheduled for July 1979. It is clear that DOE is now
winnowing candidate systems down to a smaller number than
those enumerated in the NASAP plan of August 1977. The
staff believes that a positive NRC response to the GAO
recommendations is appropriate from a policy standpoint,
but such response requires both staffing and financial
funding for appropriate implementation. At the time the FY!
1979 budget was developed, the Commission felt it was too
early to commit substantial NRC resources to NASAP studies.
The staff believes the strong recommendations by GAO, the
letter from Senator Bentsen, the DOE NASAP schedule, the DOE
request for NRC review, and the time required to develop a
program for and to obtain supplemental authorization of
resources and manpower for the independent evaluation of
alternative systems makes a positive response to the GAO
recommendations desirable. If NRC is to produce meaningful,
integrated analyses of alternative fuel cycles on a time
frame consistent with the DOE schedule, work must begin as
soon as possible. Additional personnel and funds are
required for any substantial level of NRC participation.

In developing alternatives for consideration by the
Commission, the staff has relied heavily on the assumption
that the September 30, 1977, request to NRC from then ERDA
for review of an HWR of the CANDU type represents the type
of request that might be forthcoming from DOE and that
requests for four reviews will be received from DOE. If
requests for more reviews are received from DOE, increased
resources would be required for certain of the alternatives.
The staff notes that the NASAP plan has never been published
in final form, although a final version is scheduled for
publication in April 1978. In addition, staff participation
in INFCE has led to the knowledge that the INFCE Technical
Coordinating Committee believes that a reorientation of
NASAP is required if NASAP is to provide meaningful input to
INFCE to meet the INFCE deadlines.
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We note also that the GAO has recommended that NRC rank
reactor and fuel cycle technologies from a licensing
point of view. While the staff report may result in a
ranking, the propriety of a ranking being made by an
independent regulatory commission may be questioned by
individuals and agencies outside of NRC.

With respect to the alternative responses to the GAO
recommendations :

It is the staff plan that any work carried out on any of
the alternative plans would be conducted by present line
organizations of NRC. To the extent necessary to provide
coordinated planning and inputs to DOE, cognizant Congressional
committees and the President, the efforts of the various NRC
offices would be coordinated by the NASAP coordinating
committee or another appropriate organization designated by
the Commission or the EDO.

Whatever advice or evaluations that NRC provides to DOE and
the President and Congress on the licensability of concepts
that have been reviewed represents preliminary conclusions
based on preliminary information. This advice would not be
intended to prejudice the development of reactor systems or
fuel cycles, nor would it be intended to commit NRC in any
future licensing actions.

Work on any of these alternatives would have to be carried
out in FY 78 and FY 79; the report to the President and
cognizant Congressional committees, a part of alternatives
2 and 3, would be published coincident with the final NASAP
and INFCE reports. All alternatives require added resources
of manpower and/or funding for FY 78 and FY 79.

Alternative 1: NRC would reply to requests from DOE for
reviews of four alternative systems. The Commission would
inform Congress that it was undertaking independent reviews
of alternative reactor systems and fuel cycles in response
to requests from DOE, but that NRC would not write a summary
report. However, copies of individual reviews would be
prov~ided to the President and cognizant Congressional
committees. NRC would inform Congress that NRC will request
DOE to include NRC reviews in DOE proposals for the President
and Congress on alternative technologies. The Commission
could also inform the Congress that, in' the opinion of NRC,
DOE would be required to write a programmatic statement
before embarking on any large program to demonstrate alterna-
tive technologies; and that NRC would provide comments on
licensability at that time. (This alternative is essentially
the same as alternative 4 of SECY-78-136.)
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Alternative 1 is estimated to require the following resources:

NRR 10 man-years $0.8 mill ion
NM SS

FC2 man-years
SG 1 man-year

RES 1 man-year_______
Total 14 man-years $0.8 million

PRO (a) Minimum requirement for additional personnel and
funds.

(b) Consistent with NRC policy of reacting to
requests for licensing actions.

CON This response does not appear to meet the intent of
the GAO recommendations and Senator Bentsen's
letter.

Alternative 2: In alternative 2, NRC would:

* Review the same four alternative~systems, defined in
alternative 4 of SECY-78-136.

* Review the process, criteria, information and results
used by DOE in its selection of concepts for further
evaluation and review the DOE selection to determine
whether NRC believes an appropriate selection has been
made.

* Perform computations and simple tests to assist in
defining problem magnitude and in planning any required
follow-on work associated with NASAP.

Provide inputs to DOE and write a summary report to the
President and cognizant Congressional committees.
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The Commission would inform Congress that NRC has establisheda program for independent monitorng of al ternativye reactor
systems and fuel cycles and that NRC would submit a report
of staff findings to the President and cognizant Congressional
commi ttees.

Alternative 2 requires the following resources:

NRR 12 11/2 man-years $0.8 million
NMSS

FC 5 man-years 0.4 million -

SG 4. man-years 0.2 million
RES 4 man-year 2.0 million

Total 25 1/2 man-years $3.4 million

PRO (a) This response would be essentially consistent With
NRC's position of being a reactive (rather than an
initiating) organization.

(b) An independent NRC review of the DOE process for
selecting the most promising alternative systems
would be made.

(c) The reactor concepts to be reviewed would be well
developed and NRC participation would not prejudice
staff evaluation in later reviews.

(d) Additional personnel and funding requirements would
be smaller than those required for alternative 3.

CON (a) May not be completely responsive to GAO recommendations
that NRC independently and systematically review
alternative technologies.

(b) NRC agreement to review these concepts may be regarded
as prejudice in favor of the concepts, and reluctance
*to comment on licensing issues of less well developed
concepts could limit DOE's long term decision making
perspectives.

Alternative 3: NRC would attempt to comply with the full
intent of the GAO recommendations by initiating an independent
and systematic monitoring of alternative fission technologies
and preparing a report to the President and Congress. A
response to Congress would indicate the Commission 's affirmative
response to the GAO recommendations.
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The three offices, NMSS, N•RR and RES, would begin .immediatelyto develop coordinated program plans, schedules and resource
requirements which would be submitted by the offices to the
Commission. In alternative 3, the staff is proposing an
essentially independent NRC program that exceeds the level
of effort described, in alternatives 1 and 2.

In alternative 3,

* The staff would review the criteria, data and process
used by DOE in its selection of most promising alternative
systems.to determine whether NRC considers the appropriate
selection of concepts, for further development has been
made.

* NMSS and NRR would review 7-8 alternative reactor
concepts together with supporting fuel cycles from
safety, safeguards and environmental standpoints.

'- RES would perform computations and simple tests to
assist in defining problem magnitude and in planning
work a~ssociated with NASAP follow-on.

* The staff would evaluate nonproliferation strategies
open to the United States and assess the interaction of
selected strategies and NRC licensing functions.

In addition, the staff would provide the Commission with
an evaluation of the full range of safeguards, safety
and environmental concerns and their probable modes of
resolution associated with the NASAP follow-on program.
Output of this alternative would contain recommended
actions to be factored into the Commission's 5-year plan
to cope with the work load arising from the NASAP follow-on.

It should be noted that the lack of recent data from DOE
makes a precise estimate of this alternative difficult. The
staff believes, however, that the preliminary level of
staffing and funding indicated below is necessary for an
independent NRC program.
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A preliminary estimate of the resource requirements is:

N4RR 30 man-years $2.9 mill ion
NM SS

FC 9 man-years .4 million
SG 5 man-years .2 mill ion

RES 6 man-years 3,5 million
Total 50 man-years $7.0 mill ion

PRO Ca) Satisfies most GAO recommendations.

(b) DOE considers NRC staff views on licensability
to be important in the overall choice of
concepts to be emphasized for development
into the commercial phase, and these views
would be available for the DOE decision process.

Cc) Provides early opportunity for staff to become.
familiar with concepts that may be pursued in
the future.

(d) Provides the opportunity for NRC to review and
comment on nonproliferation criteria.

Ce) Provides specific response to GAO's concern
over NRC long range plans..

CON Ca) This alternative involves a large number
of concepts, many of them in an early stage of
design. Recommendations made on such designs
could potentially bias future design and reviews.

Cb) The present uncertainty about concepts and
evaluation criteria may make the analyses premature.
Manpower may be utilized reviewing concepts that
may be discarded for various reasons as work.
progresses.

(c) Large additional resources are required.
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While the resources shown in Alternative 3 would be
needed for a broad ranging coverage of NASAP activities,
the outcome of the DOE studies may likely be of more
limited variety than the 7-8 concepts we have included
in our projection for this alternative. Furthermore, this
alternative requires very large additional resources that
are specialized in nature and appear to be impractical to
secure in the time frame involved.

Recommendation: That the Commission:

1. Approve alternative 2, authorizing NMSS, NRR. and RES
to develop a coordinated and more detailed schedule
and budget for the effort and submit the schedule and
budget to the Commission for approval.

2. Authorize the staff to begin preparation of a
supplemental FY 79 appropriation, as necessary.

3. Approve the transmittal of the enclosed letter to
Senator Abraham Ribicoff (Enclosure 3). Identical
letters will be sent to the Chairman, House Cormmit-
tee on Government Operations; the Chairman, Senate
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation; the Chairman,
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs; the
Comptroller General of the United States; and the
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Energy and Power.
A similar letter will be sent to the Vice-Chairman,
Joint Economic Committee.

4. Approve the transmittal of the enclosed letter to
Secretary Schlesinger (Enclosure 4).

Coordination: NMSS has acted as coordinator for preparing this paper;
has attempted to develop a consensus position of the
three offices on the recommended alternative; and has
incorporated the resource requirements provided by
individual offices for each alternative. ELD has no legal
objections; RES and NRR concur.
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Scheduling: The Chairman is required to respond to Senator Ribicoffwithin 50 days following March 7, 1978.

Clieff V.• Smith, Jr, Oir,. or

Of, fNuclear MateriaV_

Endlosures:
1. GAO Final Letter Report Regarding NRC's

Role in Selecting Fission Technologies
2. SECY-78-135
3. Proposed letter to Senator Abraham Ribicoff
4. Proposed letter to Secretary Schl~esinger

NOTE: Commissioner comments should be provided directly to the Office
of the Secretary by close of business

EDO NOTE: The EDO supports the recommended staff response to the GAO. It
should be emphasized, however, that resources to implement the recommendation
are not currently in the FY 1978 program or in the pending FY 1979 budget
request. The EDO has requested the BRG to review the program of the Commission
and to recommend to him how resources can be reprogrammed to initiate the
activities described in the proposed staff response.

SECY NOTE: Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office
of the Secretary by c.o.b. Monday, May 8, 1978.

Commission Staff Office comments, if. any , should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT May 4, 1978, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the
paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review
and comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when
comments may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION
Commi ssi oners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Secretari at



ENCLOSURE 1

GAO FINAL LETTER REPORT REGARDING NRC'S

ROLE IN SELECTING FISSION TECHNOLOGIES



,,•,...• ..O,•UNITED STATES

-NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION .,p.#

•.. .H 'G 0•J. D.,..20555

% - .. ; .--+. ,r h 8 8-

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Hendrie i P-4•
Commissioner Gilinsky , ••_ ••••W•P
Commissioner Kennedy • .• "' W t.,,

Thomas"1-'McIierna, Directo

FO:Commissioner Bradford Auditor ••"

SROM: Office of Inspector andAuio - '

SUBJECT: GAO FINAL LETTER REPORT REGARDING NRC'S ROLE IN
SELECTING FISSION TECHNOLOGIES

In accordance with our August 25, 1975, memorandum~concerning
coordination of GAO activities within NRC, the subject report is being
sent for your information.

It should be noted that recommendations directed to the Chairman, NRC,
are contained-on page 6 of this letter•= report. As you know, Section 236
of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 requires the Chairman
to s~ubmit a written statement on actions taken on GAO recommendations
to the House and Senate Committees on Government Operations not later
t.&Q16fl_•y~s_ after the date of the repo~rrt and to the House and S~ena~t~t
Committees on Appropriations with__t~he NRC's first re__c]_gst for approria-
t-i6•'7Trore :than 60 days after the date of the report. This respne

N1~RC s actions will be coordinated and drafted by EDO.

Should you have any views or comments on the subject report, we will be
happy to pass these on to GAO.

Enclosure:
Cy subj rpt dtd 3/7/78

cc: L. Gossick, w/encl
S. Chilk, w/encl
J. Nelson, w/encl
K. Pedersen, w/encl

* C. Kammierer, w/encl
J. Fouchard, w/encl
H. Shapar, w/encl
C. Smith, w/encl
B. Burnett, w/encl
E. Case, w/encl

SS. Levine, w/encl
T. Rehm, w,'encl

Contact: Fred Herr, OIA
49-27051
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The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Vice Chairman, Joint Economi1c

Commnittee
United States Congress

Dear Mr. Vice Chairman:

We are bring ing -to. your. attention the. need to strengthen
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) role in Federal
efforts to select nuclear fission technologies for future
development. Our concern over NRC's role arises from work we
have done in response to a May 12, 1977, reauest from the for-
mer. Vice Chairman,.Joint Economic Committee, that we review
the status, potential, and problems of alternative nuclear
fission technologies. Our report on the status, potential,
and problems will be issued to the Congress in early spring.
We are reporting on the need to strengthen. NRC's role at this
time because we. believe prompt attention is reguired.

In Apri! 1977 the President proposed to (I) defer indef-
initely commercial reprocessing and recycling of plutonium, as
well as the commnercial introduction of the Liquid Metal Fast
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR); (2) reduce funding for the LMFBR pro-
gram and redirect it toward evaluation of alternative fission
technologies; and (3) cancel construction of the Clinch River

* Breeder Reactor (CRBR)---the Nation's first LMFBR demonstration
powerplant. These actions were taken in the hope they would

* help reduce the-risk of nuclear weapons proliferation.

As a result of the President's proposal, the Department
of Energy (DOE) is conducting a major assessment program to

-recommend nuclear fission technologies for future development.
NRC, however, has no systematic ongoing effort to independ--
ently monitor and evaluate alternative technologies from a
s~afety, safeguards, and environmental point of view, to comn-
plement the DOE effo6Jt :Such-•n NRC elffor i"s--neededf •-nour
view, to •!lp ensure the selection of the most appropriate.
nuclear fission technologies for future development by the
United States. Accordingly, we are making recommendations to
-the Chairman, NRC, and the Secretary, DOE, aimed at strength-
ening NRC's role in the selection process.

F MD- 78-44
(30369)



The-matter~s presented here were di~scussed with NRC and
DOE officials and their comments were considered during report
.premarationl.

MAJOR DOE EFFO- TOSEC
NUCLEAR FISSION TECENOLOGIES
FOR F UTUTRE DEVELOP MENT

The Nonproliferation Alternative Systems Assessment
Program (NASAP). is DOE's major effort to assess alternative
nuclear fission technologies which might meet the energy needs
of the Nation. while enhancing the Nation's nonproliferation
efforts. The. overall program goal is to recommtend to the
Secretary of Energy by July.1979 U.S. deveILexemt~pr/_rtniies
for those systems which, when deployed in the United•.• States•
anhd-nT-•Tr-ationally, would offer improved proliferation resis-
tance compared to systems that permit access to plutonium or
to other materials directly usable in nuclear weapons.

Under initial consideration as candidate technologies for
futur.e development are more. than 85 nuclear systems involving
21 reactor types'and 12 fuel cycle combinations. The number
of candidate systems will be reduced through a series of suc-
'cessive screening. steps. Screening of systems will be based
on an evaluation of their (1) proliferation resistance,
(2) resource utilization, (3) technology status and develop-
ment needs, (4) economics, (5) commercial feasibility, and
(6) environmental and safety acceptability. The results of
these screenings will be approved by an interagency manage-
ment group from DOE, the State Department, and the Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency--but not NRC.

The. NASAP plan notes that considerable interaction with
NRC is reguired to obtain a consensus on the.!icensability of
.candidate systerns, and that NRC assistance will' be .needed t~o
identify major generic envirOnmental and s-afety problems which
may lead to difficulty, in meeting existing or proposed regu.la-
tory. requirements. No agreements, however, exist between NRC
end DOE on how or when this interaction and assistance will
takepla~ce or in what form it will be.

NEED TO STRENGTEIEN NRC'S ROLE"

NRC has no responsibility for..developing nuclear fission
tec~hnologies.; such .effor~ts are the r~esponsibility of DOE and.
indus~try.. NRC'.s principal function is to independently assess
and regulate the safety,' safeguards, and environmental ade-
quacy of civilian nuclear facilities and procedures proposed
to them for licensing action *by DOE .and the nuclea~r industry.
Accordingly, NRC is primarily a reactive organization.

2
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NRC'S primary efforts regarding alternative nuclear
t.•ssion technologies for the future have been to Drovide a
staff response to a request fromL us on the licensing issues
associated with a number of nuclear fission technologies, and
requests from DOE on. Dr~lminary_ .planning documents relating
to NASA?. In addition, NRC has recently become involved to a
•limited extent in an international study of nuclear fuel cycle
issues. As.noted above, NRC is not a member of the inter-
agency management group that will approve the screening of
candidate systems.

Since• there, is no systematic ongoing NRC effort to moni-
•tor and evaluate alternative fission technologies for •the•
future, the NRC staff is not prepared to make extensive evalu-
.ations of such. technologies. On August 17, 1977, we reguested
the written• views of. the NRC staff on the safety, safeguard-.
ability-, and environmenta! acceptability of various reactor
and fuel cycle concepts.• We asked the staff to identify areas•
of .known problems and the areas it anticipates would have to
be emphasized in any future licensing review of each .concept.
Fur~ther, we asked the NRC staff to rank or categorize the, con-
cepts according to-their probable !icensability.

In order to respond to our request,-NRC had to establish
an i'nternal coordinating committee to draw together the views
of i~ts various program groups. In its response to us, the NRC
staff committee did not rank or categorize the probable licens-
ability of the nuclear concepts ..... According to NRC officials,
they did not have the resources, time, or necessary information
t~o .do so...

In commenting on our report, NRC officials stated that
the Commissioners had earlier stressed that no major new coin-
• nitment of resources or. funds, should be made in this area
un-t! more definitive. proposals were-brought, to the agsency's
attention whi~ch-c'ould con~eivably lead •to licensing actions
by NRC. We were told that although the Commissioners felt
that it was too early to devote substanti~al levels of resources
and manpower to the variety of study efforts being pursued by

'DOE, the NRC staff w~as expected to~keep abreast of activitie~s
in the..ar-ea. .Wi~thout.s~pec ifying..the.exac~t amount., .it*.was
noted that NRCrs fiscal year 1979 budget request to the Con-
gress provides limited funds among various program~ offices
for .this genera! monitoring effort.

3
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POSSI3LE CONSEQUENCES OF NOT .. jVIG

The failure to establish an orcanized effort within NRC
t0 independentlvymonitor and evaluate nuclear fission techno-
l ogies for future developm~ent could result in

-- the Federal Government selecting and funding the devel-
opment of nuclear reactor and fuel cycle technologies
that are not among the most acceptable from the safety,
safeguards, and environmental point of view; and

-- serious delays and cost overruns .if NRC is not ade-
quately prepared or unable to express timely views on
the licensing aspects of the construction and operation
of denionstration projects and/or if the licensing staff
.and the developers. disagree on the design recquirements•
for such projects.

Regarding the first possible consecuence, a brief synop-
sis of the history of LMFBR development will illustrate our
concern. In the 1960s the..LMFBR was essentially selected as
the next generation of nuclear fission power. Eventually, it
became the highest priority energy research and development
progr~am in the United States and several other nations.

Unfortunately, the selection process in the 1960s did
not give full consideration to how this technology could be
used to supply the material for developing a nuclear weapons
capability. This was changed by. the President when he
directed that proliferation of nuclear weapons capability
become a major factor in assessing nuclear alternatives for
the future. If. a nuclear fission technology other than the
LMS•FR is ultimately selected for future development, the
Federal Government would have spent hundreds of millions of
dollars on a technology .that yielded no direct tang~ible, bene-
fits as a commercial power sourc-e. .

While the Nation could still select a technology that
might not be the most acceptable, we believe that an independ.-
e-nt-evaluation of future technologies by NRC be~for~e the selec-
tion is made would help reduce this risk. The Nation" would
not have to rely only on. DOE's technical opinion. Instead,.
it would have the benefit~of the expert opinion of the agency
which would ultimately be responsible for licensing tbhe .plant
that .woudld result from the program.

With respect to the second possible conseauence, mil-
lions of dollars in cost overruns could res~ult due to slipnped
l~ice~nsing miles-tones .unless NRC is able to license fuur

4
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cemonstration projeacts in a timely manner. Again, the LM•FBR
illustrates our concern..

The CRSR is a major project in the L•-4FBR pro gram. One
m'ajor objective of the CRBR is to demonstrate that LM.FBRs are
licensable. Therefore, NEC's licensing review--which has been
indefinitely suspended as a result of the President's proposal
to cancel the plant--was a critical step in the nroject's con-
struction schedule. The licensing review or the C?3R was ham-
pered during its entire history by disagreement between ERDA
and NRC on the funcamental safety design of the plant to cope
with- low probability accidents. For example, the NRC staff
stated in August 1975 that it was not likely that the p roposed
containment design for the CRSR would be adequate for the site,
butt it was not until December 1976 that the design was changed
•to comply with the NRC recuirements.

In February 1976 an ERDA official testified before Con-
gress that a 15-month delay in the overall project resulted
in a $214 million cost increase. This delay and cost overrun,
according to the. ERDA official, was due to both ERDA and NRC
underestirnating the time that would be needed to license a
"!first-of-a-kind" plant like the CRBR. Although a number of

* factors contributed to the licensing delays and cost overruns,
the fundamental difference in perspective between NRC and the
plant's developers about how the plant would be built to mee=t
certain safety concerns was certainly a major, if not. the big-

" gest, factor. We previou~sly discussed some of these licensing
problems in three reports 1/o

CONCLUSIONS

It is likely that the President and the Congress will
use DOE proposals-on which nuclear reactor and fuel cycle tech-

.... noiogies should *be selected for future research, development,
and demonstration as a major source for policy decisions on
the funding of future nuclear research and development pro-
crams. Both would be able to make better 'decisions if NRC
were actively and independently involved in thi~s process as
so~on :as possible.. o.oweve~r, NRC does not have, any current

l/"Problem Areas Which Could Affect the Develo.cment Schedule
for the Clinch *River Breeder,"Dcme Q."Csan

Schedule Estimates for the Nation's- First Liauid M.etal
Fast Breeder Reactor Demonstration Powerplant," RED-75-358,
•May 22,-19.75.; and '"Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor: .. Pro-
rnises and Uncertainties," .. .6lJl 3,17..
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plans to. become actively involved in this crucial evaluation.
and. planning effort. .

This lack of early involvement might eventually cause
serious__licensing delays-z for uture_ nuclear technologies.
Once be~fore, when N.,RC and the then ERDA disagreed on funda-
mental safety design recuirements ror CRBR, the Federal
Government experi.enced major licensing delays which resulted
in larg~e cost overruns. Early NRC involvement would help
highlight-any differences of opinions and would allow for a
more rocused~debate on the relevant issues.

More important, the Nation needs NRC's early and informed
perspective on the various nuclear technoopg.ies .tp..reclude..•.
tech~nol~ogies from. being.-se~ected th~at may not be among the
most acceptable from a safety,. safeguards, and environmental ..
viewpoint." Further, developers need to be able to rely on
the regulators to give them timely and reliable information
on the potential ! icensabilitv of future nuclear technologies.

RECOMM4ENDATI ONS

We recommend that the Chairman, NRC:

-- Establish a program to Systematically and independently
monitor the developm~ent of alternative fission reactor
and fuel cycle technologies for the future.

-- Identify and report to the President and cognizant
*congressional committees known or suspected licensing
.issues and problems associated with the reactor and
fuel cycle technologies under serious consideration by
DOE before any are scheduled to be selected for future
development. To. the extent possible, the Chairman.
should rank the reactor and fruel cycle technologies
for desired development in the United States from a
licensing point of view, and clearly identify the rela-
tive safety, safeguards, and environmental advantages
and disadvantages of each.

We also recommend that the Secretary, Department o~f
Energy-:

-- Inform 1NRC. of the *reactor and fuel cycle technologies
wnicnh a-re under serious consideration for future deve!-
.. prnmen.t.as. soon as they are selected so the Commission
can identify and report on associated licensing, issues
and problems.

6
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-- Recoofnize NRC's re~ort on known or potentia! i'censjnc
issues and problerns as a major factor for consideration
in formulating proposals to the President and the Con-
gress on which reactor and fuel• cycle technologies

*should be selected for future research, developmnent., L
and demonstration.--

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recornmen-
dations to the .House Committee on Government Operations and
Senate Committee o n. Governmental Affairs not later than 60
days after the date of. the report, and to the House and Senate.
Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first request
for appropriations made more than 60 days after the date of
the report.

As arranged with the former Vice Chairman's office, we
are sending copies, of this report to DOE and. NRC so that then
requirements of Section 236 can be set in motion. Copies will
also be sent to other interested parties.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMMISSIONER ACT]ON
For: The Co~tn~issi oners

From:Edscn G. Case, Acting Director, Office of TJuclear
Reactor Regulation

Clifford V. Smith, Director, Office of Nuclear M.4aterial Safety
and Safeguards

Thru: Executi ve Di rector for Cperati or~s-j//---//• -/--

Subject: NRC REVIEW'S OF .ADVANCEu •4UCLEAR , u,:, PLANIT CONICEPTS

P6uroose: To determine the amoun r of effort that the ,.RO. staff devotes .to
reviewing reactor concepts and associated fulcyl onet

presented by DOE under the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems
Assessment Program (NASAP).

Category; This paper covers a policy matter involving the NiPC/DCE inter-
acti ons.

Issue: The nature of the ,NRC response to requests from DOE for ?re-
limi.ary Safety Evaiuat~ions (PSE) of reactor ands fuel cycle
concepts presented under NASAP, prior to DOE selection of
those alternatives that it intends to pursue into the dem•or.stra-
t.iOn stages

D eci si on
Criteria: 1. Does the aliternat~ive chosen provide for actions beneficial

to United States policy in regard to nuclear ener~gy resource
utilization and nonpro!iferation objectives?

2. Does the alternative chosen involve tre NR i hec-cp

selection decision process in any inappropriate way?

3. Does the alternative chosen tend to commit., or .appear to
com, it, the NRC to positi-ons on concepts which may later
be submitted for NRC" l" "in .cin

4. Does t~he alter~native chosen overtax cur *av~ilable manqpower
re=sources?
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Al ternatives: 1. Comply with the DOE r~cuests for reactor reviews.Provide guidance on the preparation of DOE's Preliminary
Safety Information 0oc'....ent (PS1D) based on info~rmation
n~eeds, and licensing precedents and principles. Provide
a full reactor evaluation (cormensurate with the
completeness of the material submitted) for each concept
submitted by DOE, highlighting any licensing problem
areas .

2. Decline the DOE requests until non-proliferations~tandards
have been adopted and final alternative reactor and fuel
cycle choices have been made by DOE and endorsed by
the Administration.

3. Initially agree to review only those established reactor
concepts for which a substantial background of applicable
experience exists, e.g., Heavy 'dater Reactor (H'•R)
of the CANDU type, High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor
(HTGR), Spectral Shift Reactor CSSR), Light _Wa~ter.
Breeder Reactor (L'aR), and a Liquid MAetal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) variant. Other less developed concepts
could be evaluated later as designs and character-
istics become firmer.

4. Consistent with DOE's broad program and the objectives of
NASAP, participate in the review o~f complete nuclear.
systems, and include in the scope of the NRC staff revi'ew
described in Alternative 3 the fuel resource requirements,
alternative fuel cycles, and the safeguards and non-
proliferation aspects of the reactor and the associated
fuel cycle facilities.

President Carter's message of April 7, 1977 proposed that the
new emphasis being placed on non-proliferation aspects of
the reactor fuel cycle be extended to cover advanced reactor
concepts, including the LMFBR. The DOE responded by insti-
tuting the NASA? studies for the comprehensive evaluation of
alternative reactor concepts and fuel cycles to meet the
President's goals, The NASAP objective is a program that
can satisfactorily match the US energy needs and fuel resources,
while providing a means to assure that other na~tions can
also meet their expanding ernergy needs, without aggravating
the prol-iferation problem. The NASA? results will provide
significant input to the international Fuel Cyl Evlato
(INFCE) progran, which is r.e..inin fuelrocessin,
breeding, and proliferation prcblems on an international

Discussion:
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basis over the next two years. The reactor concepts withinNASA? are not new., but are generally being reevaluated
in the light of fuel cycle alternatives and op.timizations
with strengthened safeguards and non-proliferation charac-
teristics. Thne standards by which proliferation r~esistance
is to be- judged are the subject of a separate NASAP study,
which is expected to continue through 1978.

The DOE is preparing a Preliminary Safety Information Document
(PSID) for the H•R concept of the CANDU type, which is
to be submitted to NRC in initial form about May 1978.
DOE has requested that we review the initial document,
and provide comments and suggestions for use in the preparation
of their final PSID, which is scheduled for release about
September 1978. DOE also requested that we prepare a Preappli-
cation Safety Evaluation (PSE) of the concept described
in the PSID, including guidance on technical licensing matters,
requirements for research and development, de~finition of design
basis accidents, and additional information requirements. This
H• evaluation will set a pattern for other concepts to be
submitted later, to the extent that the information available
on these other concepts permits. Prior to the NASAP studies,
the NRC staff completed a similar evaluation of the Gas Cooled
Fast Reactor Concept (GCFR); the NRC staff evaluation was based
on a PSID prepared by the General Atomic Company. The PSID
and PSE for the GCFR will serve as partial models for
documentation in the NASAP efforts.

It is estimated that the HVIR evaluation will require up to
four man-years df NRR effort plus one man-year of NMSS effort,
if sufficient fuel cycle information is provided. The other
concepts most likely to deserve significant review effort are
the Spectral Shift Reactor (SSR), the advanced fuel HTGR,
and a variant of the LMFBR. Because of prior staff reviews
of HTGRs and P',•Rs (to which the SSR is very similar) it
is expected that reviews of the advanced fuel HTGR and SSR
would require slightly less effort, about two man-years each
(NRR 1-1/2 man-years and NMSS 1/2 man-year). A variant of the
LMFBR is estimated to require 4 man-years to review including
1 man-year of NMSS effort, based on the experience with and
unresolved issues from the CR3PR review. If all four reviews
were'undertaken, it is anticipated that the total of 13 man-
years would be about evenly distributed between FY 78 and FY 79.
Previous manpower projections have allotted two man-years
to Alternate Cycles in FY 1978 and FY 1979 by NRR, but
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no manpower was allocated by NMSS for such work, in either fiscalyear. If the NRR Alternate Cycle time were used for the requested
DOE effort, there would be a shortfall of about 3 manyears i~n
NRR for FY 1978 and 79, and 1 .5-2 manyears in NMSS for each fiscal
year. I~f DOE were to submit PSIDs for additional concepts, the
shortfall would be greater, and we would have extreme difficulty
in meeting DOE's overall NASAP schedule of about t'.o years. To
this time, DOE has not mentioned the possibility of a request
to review the Light Water Breeder Reactor (LlI3R), or improvements
in basic L•Rs to improve fuel utilization, unider the NASAP program.
Depending on the nature of DOE's further efforts, particularly
plans to pursue conmercialization of a concept, there is a
potential need for NRC confirmatory research to provide an
acceptable basis for licensing decisions.

In defining the range of alternative responses open to us,
we have eliminated those options that would tend to place
the NRC staff in the position of evaluating .a concept after
having participated in the design definition of that concept.
It would also be inappropriate for the NRC staff to rank the
concepts in the order of licensability. Thus, it would seem
that, at most, we should provide critical feedback and licensa-
bility opinion to DOE after reviews of their P S1D and related
fuel cycle and safeguards inputs. Prior to that time our
commnents would be limited to guidance on the practices and
principles that the NRC staff uses in reaching its conclusions,
suggestions for inclusion of itnformation in the P510 and similar
material. Light water reactor and uranium fuel cycle experience
provides the bulk of these precedents.

Alternative 1 would comprise a review of all the reactor
concepts submitted by DOE.

The minimum response would be a rejection of DOE's request
until fully developed and screened concepts could be
presented, Alternative 2.

An intermediate option is Alternative 3, Whereby we limit
our reviews to those concepts that are already rather well
developed. In this way our participation should not be
construed as significantly influencing the developnent of
a design that is in a relatively preliminary stage.

A fourth option, which responds to DOE's request for our
thoughts on the best way to carry out suchn reviews, is Alter-
nate 4. This Al ternative includ'es the entire nuclear System in
the scope of the NRC staff reviews.
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Alternative I: Comply with the DOE requests for reactor reviews.Pr~ovide guidance on the preparation of DOE's PSID based on
informati~on needs, and licensing precedents and principles.
Provide a full reactor evaluation (commensurate with the
completeness of the material submitted in the PSID) for each
concept submitted by DOE, highlighting any licensing problem
areas.

PRO (a) Provides a measure of cooperation with DOE for
achievement of Presidential objectives.

(b) Provides early opportunity for staff to become
familiar with the reactor concepts thatmay be
pursued in the future.

(c) DOE considers the NRC staff views on reactor
licensability to be inmportant~in the overall choic~e
of concepts to be emphasized for development into
the commercial phase, and these views would be avail-
able early in the DOE decision process.

CON (a) This alternative could involve many concepts, many
of them in an early and fluid stage• of design.
Recommnendations made at this stage on such fluid
designs could, be interpreted as NRC support for
early design features, and could potentially bias
future design and reviews.

(b) The present uncertainty about non-proliferation
criteria will make the evaluation incomplete and
possibly prem atulre. Manpower may be wasted
reviewing concepts that do not fit the criteria
that would ultimate~ly apply.

(c) Because of the large number of concepts, the man-
power requirements would be well beyond our available
resources.

(d[) Since only reactor reviews are involved, significant
system considerations related to fuel cycle and
safeguard aspects will remain unreviewed by NRC.

Alternative 2: Decline the DOE requests until non-prolifera-
tion standards have been adopted and final alternative reactor
and fuel cycle choices have been made .by DOE and endorsed
by the Admninistrati on.
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PRO (a) NRC's review would not bias DOE's choices at the
early design stages of the concepts.

Cb) The evaluations would be limited to the concepts
meeting DOE's criteria and would have the benefit
of well developed non-proliferation criteria.

(c) There would be little requirement for NRC manpowei•
in FY 78.

CON (a) NRC input would come at a late. stage, and could
impact •DOE's implementation schedules, particularly
if our response is unfavorable, or heavily qualified
because Of unavailable information.

(b) A PSE is a preapplication document and should not
have to await the completion of all phases of design.

(c) This alternative would del~ay evaluation that we wouild
have to do eventually, and timing may be a greater
constraint for later evaluation.

(d) DOE considers the NRC staff views on licensability
to be important in the overall choice of concepts to
be emphasized for development in~to the commercial
phase, and these views would not be available early-
in the DOE decision process.

Alternative 3: Initially agree to review only those established
reactor concepts for which a substantial background of applicable
experience exists, e.g., H'W'R (CANDU), HTGR, SSR, L•BR,
and an LMFBR variant. Other less developed concepts could
be evaluated later as designs become firmer, and evaluation
i s warranted.

PRO (a) This approach would be consistent with our past
actions in evaluating the GCFR concept.

(b) It would be a suitable application of the PSE vehicle
since NRC conclusions could be definitive.

(ci These concepts are fairly well developed already.
Basic design choices are, in many cases, already made..
Our participation would not prejudice staff evaluation.
in later review of these design choices.
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Cd) DOE schedules are unlikely to be impacted unfavorably,because these are the only alternatives that are far
enough along to reach the licensing stage in the
near future. The Decision Criterion 1 would be
satisfied in regard to those alternative reactors
in the irr~nediate prospect. The less developed altern-
ative reactors do not have an impact on Criterion 1
a~t this time.

(e) DOE considers the NRC staff views on reactor licens-
ability to be important in the overall choice of
concepts to be emphasized for development into
the conrnercial phase, and these views would be
available early in the DOE decision process.

CON (a) Non-proliferation criteria are not yet developed,
and the design evaluations may be premature in the
sense that non-proliferation Criteria could prompt
significant changes in the concepts, or discarding
•of some concepts.

(b) NRC agreement to review these concepts may be
regarded as a prejudice in favor of these four
concepts and against others.

(c) Reluctance of NRC to corr~nent on potential licensing
issues of less developed concepts could limit DOE's
long term decision making perspective.

(d) Since only reactor reviews are involved, significant
system considerations related to fuel cycle and ,safe-
guard aspects will remain unreviewed by NRC.

Ce) Manpower requirements would be about 5 manyears over
allocated resources if the reviews were spread over
the next two years and a total of four concepts are
reviewed. We estimate that NRR would require 3
additional manyears in both FY 1978 and FY 1979.
Performance of the NASAP reviews without the alloca-
tion of additional NRR manpower would result in
delays in completion of C2, OL, Systematic
Evaluation Program and generic technical activity
reviews. The estimated impact is a 2 month delay
in several such cases o~r activities for each NASAP
concept reviewed.
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Alternative 4: Consistent with DOE's broad program and the
objectives of NASAP, participate in the review of complete
nuclear systems, and include in the scope of the NRC staff review
described in Alternative 3 the fuel resource requirements,
alternative fuel cycles, and the safeguards and non-proliferation
aspects of t:he reactor and the associated fuel c-ycl e facilities.•

PRO (a) This reactor evaluation approach would be consist~ent
with our past actions in evaluating the GCFR concept.

(b) The reactor evaluation would be a suitable appl ication
of the PSE vehicle, since NRC conclusions could
be definitive.

(c) The reactor concepts are fairly well developed already.
Basic design choices are, in many cases, already made
Our participation would not prejudice staff evaluation
in later review of these design choices.

(d) DOE schedules are unlikely to be impacted unfavorably,
because these are the only alternatives that are far
enough along to be likely to reach the licensing
stage in the near future. The Decision Criterion I
would be satisfied in regard to those alternative
reactors and fuel cycles in the immediate prospect.
The less developed alternative reactors do not
have an impact on Criterion 1 at this time.

(e) DOE considers the NRC staff views on reactor licens-
ability to be important in the overall choice of
system concepts to be emphasized for development
into the coimiercial phase. The reactor evaluation.,
plus the fuel system review performed by the NRC
staff, will be comprehensive and complete. It will
include the fuel cycle and associated facilities,
and will provide DOE with needed information and
input for the INFCE decision process.

(f) This scope of review involves' NRC in the total
spectrum of the nuclear option (i.e., reactor. and
fuel cycle) from the beginning, and should be
beneficial to the long term programs of the nation.
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CON (a) Non-pro' iferation criteria for reactors or fuelcycles are notyct established, and the evaluations
may be premature in the sense that non-proliferation
criteria could prompt signi ficant changes in the
concepts, or discarding of some concepts.

(b) NRC agreement to review these concepts may be
regarded as a prejudice in favor of these four
concepts and against others.

(c) Reluctance of NRC to comment on potential licensing
issues of less developed concepts could limit DOE's
long term decision making perspective.

Cd) Manpower requirements would be about 9 manyears over
allocated resources if the reviews were spread over
the next two years and a total of four concepts are
reviewed. We estimate that NRR would require 3 addi-
tional manyears in both FY 1978 and FY 1979 and NMSS
would require 1.5-2 manyears for each fiscal year.
Performance of the NASAP reviews without the alloca-
tion of additional NRR manpower would result in delays
in completion of CP, CL, Systematic Evaluation Program
and generic technical activity reviews. The estimated
impact is a 2 month delay in several such cases or
activities for each NASA? concept reviewed.

Recommendations: That the Comm~ission:

1. Approve Alternative 4 including the allocation of additional
manpower. Note that the lack of non-proliferation criteria
may limit the precision of staff conclusions. Direct the
staff 'to work out the details of implementation of the reactor
and fuel, cycle evaluations.

2. Note that the ACRS will be requested to review.

3. Approve the transmittal of the enclosed letter from L. Gossick
to G. Cunningham (Enclosure 2). This letter is a reply to
the original request *for review from Mr. Bauer (Enclosure 1),
and has been prepared in accordance with Alternative 4.
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Coordi nati o : The Office of •Auclear Reactor Research agrees that Alternati'#eshould be adopo-ted. The Offi¢ce of the Executive Legal Director
has no legal coj~ec-ion to the adoption of Altarnative € or ,-he
pro}posed response to• DOE•.••

SEdsoni G. Case,KActing/ OT•tor/ Office of~ Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Endlosures:
I. 9roposed Letter to

G. Cunningham
2. Letter from Mr Bauer

,DISTRIBUTION.
Cor~i ssifoners
Conrmiission Staff Offices
Exec Qir for Operations
ACRS

-; Secretariat

EDO NOTE::
Sendorse the selection of Alternative 4 in the subject

paper, but I recz,-rrend that the question of allocation
of additional personnel to the offices be deferred until
I have had the opportunity to review the schedule of OOE
submissions to the Corrnission, the manpower resources
required by these initiatives, as well as by other priority
actions within the Commission and the availability of
resources that can be made available through reallocati~on
to meet these needs.
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, .o UNITiD STATFES
.•. • _.•(• •NUCLEAR RGLTR O•NISO

_-.t',.=l•"-•,,)..,, :,, WASHINGTCN, 0. C. 2.055S

Dr. George W. Cunningham
Acting Program Director

for Nucl ear Ener-gy
-Departnent of Energy ..

Washington, 0. C. 2O545

Dear Dr. Cunningham:

The NRC has considered Mr. Bauer's request of September 30, 1977 for
a Preapplication Safety Evaluation (PSE) of a low-enriched uranium heavy
water reactor (H'4R) of the CANDU type, and similar treatment of other
alternative concepts, and is prepared to act affirmatively on it. Pre-
liminary discussions have been held between the NRC staff and representa-
tives of DOE and their contractors in regard to the HruJR evaluation. These
discussions have indicated some areas where more definite information
will be required, including information on the desired scope, depth, and
schedule of NRC staff review.

Consistent with the Department of Energy plans to evaluate the nonprolifera-
tion aspects of the various potential nuclear systems, including reactors and
fuel cycles (the NASAP studies), we believe that it would be appropriate to
include in the scope of the NRC staff review of the HWR the fuel resource
requirements, alternative fuel cycles, generic and safeguards impacts of
heavy water production, and the safeguards and nonproliferation aspects of
the reactors and the associated fuel cycle facilities. Preliminary discussions
with your staff indicate that this scope of review should be practicable
and productive. We recognize that your proposed documentation relating to
the licensability of a reactor facility may not be an appropriate vehicle
for this additional information, and suggest that the DOE and NRC staffs reach
agreement on the content and timing of additional documentation. At the present
time,. we believe that it is reasonable to expect completion of this fuel cycle
review at about the same time as the licensability review of the reactor.

We believe that the NRC staff can be of assistance to you in evaluating
the licensability of the various system concepts you are considering. In
order to do this, the environmental impact, the safeguards and the public

* health and safety aspects of the system concepts, including the estimates of
the probabilities and consequences of accidents, must be evaluated and shown
to be acceptable when considered in the light of the criteria developed for
the licensing of established systems of reactors (L'•s) and fuel cycles.
This requires that reasonably firm designs be considered in order- that mean-
ingful judgments can be made on their acceptability. We would therefore
not propose to review system concepots that are in a very pr-el iminary stage
of cevelop-ent,.., such as, for exa~rple, the gaseous Core reactor.
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In order to arrange for the comit~ment of the necessary personnel at the
proper time we will need a firm estimate of the schedules on which you
would expect to submit the Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID)
and related material and the other schedule milestones that you are able
to identify. It would also be helpful to hold further discussions aimed at
gauging the depth to which the system concept and its particular character-
istics-should be examined. Inmaking these determinations, itwill be
necessary to take our limited manpower resources into account.,

In regard to the HI' concept, which you are proposing for NRC's first
consideration, the reactor reviewwill follow the usual pattern of a licens-
ing review, but with the. abridgements appropriate for a concept-stage. review
rather than a well-defined reactor proposed for construction permit. review.
Other concepts will be considered in a similar fashion as permitted by the
available information. We also note that where a need for a research and
development program is identified in the course of your review, information
outlining any such program should be furnished to the NRC for evaluation.
Fuel cycle and safeguards assessments will likely be generic in nature
making use of background and data previously developed in similar progranmmatic
efforts.

We plan to set up the H•R review as a project within the Division of Project
Management, Officeof Nuclear Reactor Regulation, with the LMFBR Branch
having the lead responsibility. Our review would omit specific site consider-
ations, but where necessary typical siting would be assumed. The proposed
review of fuel cycles, safeguards, and nonproliferation aspects would be
managed by the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS),

We do not believe that the schedule your representatives proposed at the
November 11, 1977 meeting with our staff is fully adequate. An initial six
month period for the preparation of the Preliminary Safety Information
Document (PSID) was proposed, and may be adequate. For preliminary planning
you should allow about 12 months between the date of submittal of the
PSID and the expected date on which the staff would complete its safety
evaluation. Further discussions of DOE plans, schedules, and scope of
review may prompt revision of this schedule.

In developing the PSID, you should follow the general format indicated in the
"Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for LkRs" insofar
as it is applicable to this effort. Sections of the Standard Format not
dealing with safety and licensing matters may be abbreviated or eliminated
entirely from the reactor review; we understand from discussions with DOE
staff that this is your intent. This will significantly facilitate our review.
We would expect pertinent sections of your report to give clear information
'with respect to:
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1. The design criteria, codes and standards upon which a detailed designwould be developed.

2. The conceptual design of various systems and their interrelationships.

3. A description of the analysis methods, assumptions, and results
obtai ned.

4. The analysis of a spectrum of accidents based on anticipated and less
likely events such as- process disturbances, equipment malfunctions and
postulated component failures. The need for engineered safety features
should be evaluated based on the probability and consequences of these
events. The. impact of various single failures on the course of the
•accidents shoul d be evaluated.

5. Your assessment of the acceptability of the plant systems in relation
to the design criteria and of the overall acceptability of the concept.

6. Identification of unique features or characteristics of the design
compared to current technology and practice, and an evaluation of the.
safety significance of these departures.

You should identify those design criteria, codes, and standards applicable
to L~Rs which will be met, and provide justification for deviations from
those which will not be met. Where criteria must be utilized that are differ-
ent from or supplemental to those in current use, an explanation should be
supplied. Similarly, we would expect you to supply a brief description of
all the steps in the related fuel cycle, the related facilities and a review
of the materials and facilities that require safeguarding.

in our review, we will provide a preliminary judgement as to whether or
not the reactor concept could be developed into a design that could receive
favorable staff assessment if a license application were to be submitted.
Our judgment may be qualified in terms of resolution of safety questions,
research and development results, or development of specific criteria. The
fuel cycle review will provide preliminary evaluations of the environmental,
safety, and safeguards aspects of the supporting fuel cycle.

We intend to request ACRS review of these concepts. We may therefore assume
that the Committee will want occasional presentations from the NR•C staff and
DOE on this subject.

As Mr. Bauer requested, the staff 'will provide guidance on technical licensing
matters, identification of requirements for research and development, defini-
tion of design basis accidents, and information requirements from AECL and
others. We anticipate that this will be a continuing process to ensure that
the 2$2z provides the information necessary to reach conclusions.
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Mr. Bauer requested ,NRC guidance on Safety and licensing implications fornuclear power plant alternatives sited outside the U.S. In this regard, we
anticipate only being able to offer guidance based on parallels in the U.S.

As to the mode of our assessment, we expect that it will rely substantially
on material submitted by you during the review process, augmented with some
elements of our independent analysis as needed.

In our review we will make: allowance for a period of questions and replies
because we find this method productive in licensing reviews. In addition,
however, we anticipate that these exchanges will be supplemented by topical
meetings and less formal communications throughout the review in order to
expedite the flow of information. The files of the project and the metig
themselves will be open to the public as required by law. Exceptions can be
made to restrict access to proprietary material, but it is desirable that
as little proprietary material as possible be used in this review.

I have appointed Mr. Homer Lowenberg Chairman of an NRC staff coordinating
commuittee to handle NASAP related matters; please contact him on overall
arrangements. Dr. T. P. Speis, Chief of the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors
Branch, is our point of contact for the reactor l icensability review, and
Ms. Kathleen M. Black (NMSS) is the point of contact for the fuel cycle
review. Please have your staff contact them for detailed arrangements and
planning.

Si ncerely,

Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director for

Operations
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•••=•. %UNIT"HD STATES
•• 'ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AOMINISTRAT!ON

- WASHINGTON, D.C. 2054-5

SEP 30 07

Mr. Edson C. Case
Ac ting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Case:

Under the President's leadership the country is intensely examining
the various options for utilization of nuclear power, with particular
attention to the nonproliferation aspects of the various potential
fuel cycles and reactors° ERD•A is a major participant in this under-
taking, and as one of its efforts, has produced a Nonproliferation
Alternative Systems Assessmient Program (NASAP) plan. The draft of
this plan has been reviewed by NR•C, and we are in the process of
incorporating the NRC suggestions into the plan. Because of the
importance, high priority and urgency placed by the President on
the NASA.? and the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (•fFCE)
programs, it is important that the participation by NTRC be expanded
to include expert opinion on the licensability aspects of the alterna-
tive power sources. Licensability is a critical part of the determination
of overall coazercial feasibility and the projected timing and cost of the
commercial introduction of these alternative concepts. These commercial
aspects are an essential consideration of the overall nonproliferation
potential of these plants.

In additiorn to the NASAP plan development work, ERDA• is preparing to
enter into plant design and evaluation contracts with industry for
selected NASA.? alternative power plant concepts. These will include
the Heavy Water Reactor, Spectral Shift Cantrol Reactor, Miolten Salt
Reactor, Gaseous Core Reactor, Accelerator Breeder Reactors, and other
reactor concepts. The purpose of this letter is to request NRC assistance
on the NASA? Heavy Water Reactor (HW-R) study and to advise N-RC of the
probable nature and timing of similar requests for NRC assistance on
selected other concepts.

On the h7Rplant, the specific assistance being requested is for NRC
to conduct a Preapplication Safety Evaluation (P5E) of the 35R based
upon a Preliminary Safety information Document (PSID) to be submitted
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within three months by the 13.3. reactor nanufacturer selected by ERDa%to conduct the •qWR desi• study, assisted by a U.S. architect-engineer
and by the Argonne National Laboratory (AN.). Based upon exoloratory
discussions between NRIC and ERDA staffs, it appears that the generaL
form and content of the c-eneral Atomic (CA) BS•D and the NRC PSE on
the GA Gas-Cooled Fast Raactor (GCFRq) plant would be appropriate
vehicles for accomnlishing this goal for the NASAp HNR We recog~nize
that in certain areas the detailed knowledge of the plant and its safety
considerations may be initially less than that provided for the C-CFR
review by NRC.

Our aim is to develop the best information possible in the time available.
In this regard, it would be helpful if the NRC staff could participate in
a mid-October 1977 preliminary meeting on the NXASAP HWR with ZRDA, the
reactor manufacturer, the architect-engineer and ANI. technical staffs.
By attending this meeting, the N•RC staff could become familiar with the
NASAP EWR% design criteria, considerations and objectives. We, therefore,
could receive appropriate NRC guidance on the information to be provided
in the HW-R PSID to be submitted tq N[RC by the •D funded project team.

ERnA has. already developed a PSID for an HWR which can be provided to
N-RC, and has completed a plant layout and capital' cost estimate for a
1140 •ie E-WR at the hypothetical Middletow•n, U.S.A. site. We believe
that meaningful discussions on the NASAP HWR between NRC and ERDA could
begin immediately. Suggested items for discussion include:

1. Existing and needed information on the •/R plant description, key
design criteria, safety analysis, site considerations, reactor and
coolant system characteristics, engineered safety features, auxiliary
and emergency systems, safety analysis, plant conformance with NRC
General Design Criteria (GDC) and the development of proposed C-DC
and plant modifications. It is believed that these items should be
discussed to assure that the PSID submitted to •NRC by ERDA's con-
tractors contains the information required by the NRC staff to
perform a meaningful review and produce a PSE.

2. NR•C guidance on probable content of the PSE on the NASAP H.WR in the
areas of principal safety considerations, the relationship of •NRC
concerns about the EW conceptual design to the requirements for a
research and development program, and the definition of design basis
accidents,
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3. •NRC guidance on the des'irability and pract•icaiyo ACR revie

subsequent to completion of the NR•C PSE repor-t.

4. NRC guidance on th=- schedule. A vossible schedule could be:

* draft PS• to NRC for preliminary evaluation - within 3 months
* formal submittal of PSID to NRC - within 6 months
* N-RC PSE report completed - within 9 months
* ACRS review (if appropriate) - between 10 and 13 months.

Additionally, close liaison would be maintained between the LDA•
funded study team during the first 6 months to familiarize the
NRC staff with the NASa2 EWR design and ensure the adequacy of

the PSID submittal. to N'RC, and the N-RC PSE report.

5. N-RC guidance on i~nforma~tion eand participation which should be

requested from AECL and others, such as CANAT0M, Ontario-Hydro,
Electric Power Development Corporation (Japan), as appropriate.

6. NRC guidance on the approach to considering the safety and licensing
implications for nuclear power plant alternatives sited outside the
UJ.So, both by U.S. and non-U.S. reactor manufacturers.

7. Other it=-s proposed by NRC and others, such as the NASAP W
designer, architect-engineer, and .4Ž1L.

Completion of this effort should determine if the NASAP HW concept
potentially offers an acceptable degree of safety so as to allow future
reviews to concentrate on details of the design rather than funidamental
questions of concept adequacy. Additionally, it will assist ERDlA and
its contractors in estimating the probable effort and time in* evolving
reauired safety related research, engineering, and development data,
and the related N•RC and AGRS time to complete the form.al site selection,
construction permit, and operating license process.

If NRC can respond favorably to this request for specific assistance to
the ERDA NASAP HWR project, we suggest that an NRC staff member be assigned
as early as possible to work out the details of the program with the ERDA
h•.R technical manager, K. A. Trickert. We underst.and that NRC has estab-
lished a coordinating committee for NRFC work in the area of alternative
fuel_ cycles and reactor technologies. We believe- that contacts bet=.•een
ERDA and this committee could also be producve.i.
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In addition to the above snecific and immediate request for NRC
assista-n-ce on the NASP -•_R project, we anticipate that other alterna-
tive reactor systems, such as the Spectral Shift Concept, w;ill also be
submitted for similar safety/licensing evaluation by NRC in the future.

We realize the difficulties and inherent lim~itations that may constrain
the study. A large number of concepts are to be assessed. They are in
varying stages of development. For some of the systems a great deal of
information is. available, and a very large backlog of safety assessments
already exists. ror some of the systems, however, no reference design
or reasonable point of departure may exist at this time.

It is also our belief that it is crucially important that the various
systems be evaluated against criteria appropriate to the system at
hand. We, of course, are fully aware that a large array of criteria
have already been established for the Light Water Reactor (LWiR), on
which the U.S. nuclear program has been based. However, we believe that
an assessment which places excessive weight on criteria developed for
the light water system may not, in itself, be an appropritae basis on
which to assess, other systems. This again obviously is a source of
major difficulty; and judgments, as well as analyses, will have to be
made relative to various recommended criteria.

We believe that i.t is inherent in the nature of the task that faces us
that your analyses and reviews will necessarily have to be very selective.
Similarly, our input would also be of a limited nature, at least in some
cases.

We seek your opinion as to whether you would prefer your assessment of
these other alternative reactor systems to be based solely on your own
analysis of the system,. or whether you would prefer your analysis to
come in a responsive mode to material we present to you, as proposed
above for the h-R. If you select a responsive mode for your assessments,
we will arrange for our contractors to prepare appropriate material and
request ANTI to assist us in this safety and licensing activity.

The end product of the collective evaluation which we seek is an assess-
ment of the safety and licensability of each of the concepts. We are
fully aware of the difficulty of this task and also that it may depart
significantly from precedent on NRC assessments. We must also emphasize
that the effort which we hope to initiate between us must be consistent
with the overall N.ASAiP schedule since this is a major interagency commit-
men t.
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Az~ong the assessments that we believe it woul.d be u~sefu!. for N-RC to
Der~~ fr eah o _h ..... ftiy_ NASAP conceots are the following:

(a) Coments relative to the fundamental safety of the concept.

(b) The criteria against which such licensabilit-y would be assessed

- and the possible difficulties on licensability.

(c) The likely research and development requirements with respect to

both timing and magnitudeo

We would like to emphasize that the assessments nade in this study should.

not be viewed by NRC as having any binding aspects on them.

These and any other assessments that you would care to make should be
instrumental in allowing us to reach an assessment relative to the
ultimate practicality of the concept being considered.

We are, of course, anxious to get your thoug=hts as to how we might best
perform this task.. As noted above, there are many issues to be resolved,
and we would like to discuss the matter with you so that we can proceed
with this task. In this regard, it would be helpful for NRC to work with
the ERDA• Program manager, S. Strauch, and his staff, to determinue how

*best to proceed on these addition.al efforts.

*I would appreciate your advising me if we may look forward to your
assistance. I would be pl.eased to discuss it further with you at your
convenience.

Sincerely,

Doug:\~.Bauer, Director
Division of Nuclear Research

and .Applicat ions

cc: K. S. Pederson, Director, Office
of Policy Evaluation, NRC

H. Lowenberg, Asst. Dir. for
Operations Technology, NRC

L. V. Gossick, Exec. Dir, for
Operations, NRCG

R. P. Denise, Asst. Dir. ror
Spec iaJ. Projects, NRC

P.. 3. 3oyd, Director, Div. of
Project Management, NRC

R. V. Avery, Director, ?.eactor
Analysis & Safety, A•f

G. W. Cunningham, D/IAE, ERDA
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PROPOSED LETTER TO SENATOR ABRAHAM RIBICOFF



The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Chairman, Committee on Government Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoff:

Pursuant to Section 235 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970,
we are informing you of the actions that NRC is initiating in response
to the General Accounting Office's recommendations on the NRC role in
the assessment of nuclear fission technologies whose development
should be accelerated. These recommendations were contained in a
March 7, 1978, letter report to Senator Lloyd Bentsen from Comptroller
General Staats (Enclosure 1). The Commission has determined that an
affirmative response on the part of NRC to the GAO recommendations is
desirable.

A statutory responsibility of NRC, as mandated under the Atomic Energy
Act, the Energy Reorganization Act, and the National Environmental
Policy Act, is to ensure that civilian nuclear activities are conducted
in a manner consistent with the public health and safety, common
defense and security, and environmental quality. Clearly, all of
these factors could play an important role in the evaluation of
alternative reactor-fuel cycle systems for potential domestic use.
NRC's existing framework of rules and regulations provides some
guidance in assessing candidate systems.

Although the NRC staff and the DOE staff have been maintaining
contact in certain areas, in order for NRC's proposed program developed
in response to the GAO recommendations to be successful, NRC will have
to have increasingly close contact with DOE. I. am writing to Secretary
Schlesinger stating that NRC intends to be responsive to the GAO
recommendations and noting the necessity for joint agency cooperation.
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I have directed the staff to begin development and implementation of a
program for an essentially independent evaluation of the development
of alternative fission technologies. NRC would: review the process,
cri tenia., i nformnati on and resul ts used by DOE in its sel ecti on of
concepts for further development to determine whether NRC considers an
appropriate selection of concepts for further development has been
made; review, in response to requests from DOE, reactor concepts and
supporting fuel cycles from a safety, safeguards, environmental and
licensing viewpoint; and initiate some research efforts to assist in
defining problem areas associated with any follow-on effort.

The Commnission will provide a staff report to the President and
Congress of our preliminary findings of known or suspected licensing
issues and problems associated with alternative technologies under
serious consideration by DOE. Of course, these preliminary findings
could not commit NRC to specific positions in future licensing actions.
The report will include a comparative evaluation of the alternative
technologies studied from a safety, safeguards., environmental and
licensing point of view; to the extent possible, the alternative
reactor and fuel cycles evaluated by NRC will be ranked from a
licensing standpoint. The NRC objective will be to publish a report on
a time scale compatible with the completion of the NASAP program and
the INFCE studies.

The NRC budgetary allocation for alternative fuel cycle studies in
FY 79 was extremely limited. The Commission decision to undertake an
essentially independent evaluation of the development of alternative
technologies and to prepare a report may entail a request for additional
resources for the program. I will request such funds and personnel
after DOE and NRC have established the necessary communication link,
and NRC has developed its program.

The NRC appreciates the importance of minimizing the risks of nuclear
proliferation and stands ready to work with DOE and the rest of the
Legislative and Executive Branches to the fullest extent consistent with
its statutory obligations and responsibilities.

Sincerely,

Endlosure:
GAO Final Letter Report Regarding NRC'S

Role in Selecting Fission Technologies
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-PROPOSED LETTER TO SECRETARY SCHLESINGER



The Honorable James R. Schlesinger
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has reviewed recommendations from the
General Accounting Office on the role of NRC in assessment of alternative
fission technologies whose development should be accelerated (letter,
Staats to Bentsen, March 7, 1978). The Commission has responded
affirmatively to the GAO recommendations.

I have directed the staff to begin development and implementation of a
program 'for an essentially independent eval uati on of the devel opment
of alternative fission technologies. We are planning to: review the
process, criteria, information an~d results used by DOE in its selection
of concepts for further evaluation, and review the DOE selection to
determine whether NRC believes an appropriate selection has been made;
perform computations and simple tests to assist in defining problem
magnitude and in planning any required follow-on work associated with
NASAP; and publish a report to the President and cognizant Congressional
committees of our findings of known or suspected licensing issues and
problems associated with alternative technologies under serious considera-
tion by DOE, including a comparative evaluation of the safety, safeguards,
environmental and licensing aspects.

A statutory responsibility of NRC, as mandated under the Atomic Energy
Act, the Energy Reorganization Act, and the National Environmental Policy
Act, is to ensure that civilian nuclear activities are conducted in a
manner consistent with the public health and safety, common defense and
security, and environmental quality. Clearly, all of these factors
could play an important, role in the evaluation of alternative reactor-fuel
cycle systems for potential domestic use. NRC's existing framework of
rules and regulations should provide some guidance in assessing candidate
systems.

In order that this assessment of alternative fission technologies by NRC be
performed on a timely basis, it is essential that a communications link
between NRC and DOE be established at an early date to permit NRC access to
DOE NASAP studies and results.
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I would appreciate your appointing a contact point as soon as possible
so that NRC can begin its planning to carry out its independent review
of alternative technologies.

The NRC appreciates the importance of minimizing the risks of nuclear
proliferation and stands ready to work with DOE and the rest of the
Executive *and Legislative Branches to the fullest extent consistent
with its statutory obligations and responsibilities.

Si ncerely,
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May 16,,.1978 s,,cY-78-26o
UNITED STATE.G

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

INFORMAl"ION REPORT

FOR: The Commissioners

FROM: Robert G. Ryan, DirectorlOffice of State Programs

THR..•: •Executive Director for Oj
?erations6-

SUEJECT:

BACKGROUND:

FEDERAL/STATE SITING STUDY
To inform the Couumission of two additional, reports
recently issued. They' cover "State Perspectives
on Energy Facility Siting" by the National
Governors ' Association (March 1978) -IqUPEG-0198,
and "Need for Power Determinants in the State
Decisionmalcing Process" by the Center for Natural
Areas (March 1978) -NUREG/CR0022o

The Preliminary Staff Report "Improving Regulatory
Effectiveness in Federal/State Siting Actions",
NUREG-0l95, was issued for comment in June 1977.
Seven supporting documents were also distributed
to States, Federal agencies, industry and the
public. Congressional offices were provided with
copies of all reports in the series.

The National. Governors' Association chose to delay
their contract report until drafts of the reform
legislation had been distributed. In its final
form, it discusses policy issues on facility siting
and makes a number of pertinent observations on the
Administration Legislative proposals (S.2775 and
HoR.1IT04) from the State perspective.

On August 7, 1977 the Commission requested a review
of State actions on "need for power." The Office
of State Programs provided a suzmuary in SECY-77-484
dated September 13, 1977. Subsequently, the Center
for Natural Areas performed a detailed review of
State actions which is reported in JNtR2EG/CRO022.

CONTACT:
Rober t T. Jaskce
492-8171
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DISCUSSION: National Governors' Association% (NGA)

The NGA report summarizes the State comments on
"Improving Regulatory Effectiveness in Federal/
State Siting~ Actions," NI3REG-OI95, and the proposed
1.egislation introducted by Senator Hart and
Representative Udall on March 21, 1978. These
are summarized with respect to the NGA Siting
Policy Statement of September 9, 1977.

The NGA concludes that there are supportable
concepts in the proposed bills. The legislative
proposals are judged responsive to a number of
elements contained in the NGA policy position
even though the bills deal primarily with the
nuclear power station siting process.

Need for Power Actions by States

In responding to the Commission in SECY-77-484,
September 13, 1977 the Office of State Programs
recognized the need for clarification of the many
complex interactions involved in State actions
on need for power. A consulting contract was
issued to the Center for Natural Areas for the
purpose of describing these actions in greater
detail in order to examine how State processes
might be affected by the proposed legislation.

The report summarizes in table form five areas
of interest:

I. Variations of the certification process
2. State environmental review coordination
3. Elements of load forecasting used by States
4. Ratemaking elements used by States
5. Ratemaking interactions with policy.

The report calls for improved definition of the
generic term, "need for power." Three phrases
better define the usage than one:

o Need for Power - A broad assessment of
current and future power demands and
supplies for a given region leading to
a conclusion that a given quantity of
additional electrical energy will be
required in a given time span.

r -- --
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o Need for Cap:acit7 - A more project
specific level which leads to a judgment
_that a station of a given size and
operating characteristic (peaking,
cycling, base load) is needed for- a
certain region's electrical characteristics.

o Nee for Facili~t - A specific choice
which defines the energy source and which
depends for economic justification on fuel
type, site characteristics, environmental
interaction and other technical circum-
stances.

The Center for Natural Areas report shows that
organizational mechanisms used by States to make
need for power/capacity/facility vary widely.
Furthermore, the scope and mix of criteria States
will use in making "need" determinations are not
fixed. There is no prevailing set of accepted
criteria. The extent Of consideration by the
States ranges from none to comprehensive. If bRC
were to prescribe guidelines for State determi-
nations of "need" as envisioned in 6.2775 and
H.R.11704, much work would have to be done and
a consensus should be reached between NRC and the
States as to what criteria are relevant to such
a determination.

Provisions of the Public Utilities Regulatory
Policy Act of 1977 (in conference as part o~f the
Energy Bill - Senate L.R.4018, Title I; House
H.R.8444 Part V anid H.R.4018, Title II) hold
some promise for some clarification. However,
none of the proposed measures deals directly with
the problem of how to integrate State and utility
actions involving siting and ratemaking at the
early planning stage.

Office of State Programs

Eric losures: DISTRIBUTION
1. NUREG-0l98 Commis sioner s
2. NUREG/CR-0022 Commission Staff Officesl

Exec Dir for Operations
Secretari at
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